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Advance Report of Committee 16—Economics of Railway

Location and Operation

Report on Assignment 7

Applications of Industrial Engineering Functions

to the Railroad Industry

G. S. Sowers (chairman, subcommittee), G. G. Alison, Jr., G. A. Bennewitz, Jr., W. G.

Byers, C. P. Chitwood, H. B. Christianson, Jr., W. J. Dixon, H. J. Kay, F. A.

Koomanoff, G. L. Nichols, T. C. Nordquist, J. F. Partridge, J. J. Stark, Jr., L. E.

Ward, P. B. Wilson.

Your committee presents as information the following paper showing how a queueing

model can be used to determine optimum spot shop-repair costs.

Optimum Spot Shop-Repair Operations—An Example
of a Queueing Model

By E. L. CLAUSING
Senior Industrial Engineer, The Pennsylvania Railroad

Introduction

One of the major benefits obtained from a one-spot car-repair system is the reduc-

tion of unproductive and idle time. Unless properly programmed, however, this reduc-

tion reduces the ability to absorb variable demands in workload, and a sizeable waiting

line or backlog of unrepaired cars can occur.

The balance between labor costs and car-delay costs is a problem about which man-

agements are concerned. One approach to the solution of this problem is the use of a

queueing model. The following example is designed to demonstrate how such a method

of solution can be applied to an uncomplicated situation.

A Suggested Model

An expression for the total daily cost for a shop is:

Where:

T = Total daily shop costs

F^ Daily fixed or overhead costs (those independent of volume).

M =: Average material costs per car repaired.

^ = Average number of cars arriving or repaired.

S = Incremental direct labor costs per car. Where a work-measurement system

is in effect, this would conveniently be the average direct labor standard

or earned man-hours per car times an average wage rate. Note: This i.s

not the average labor actually spent per car, but a measured standard oj

what it should cost.
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An E xamplc of a Queueing Model

," ;= I);iil\ sh()|) capacitx In ic-pair in cars per clay, which is the optimum value

desired.

C = Delay costs per car day where:

C= Ci + G4- C3

and:

Ci = Average per-diem costs to replace a delayed car.

Ci = Loss of revenue per car per day. During a time of car shortage, this

item may be large, and during a period of car surplus, it may be zero.

Ca = Claim payments resulting from spoiled or delayed freight per car

per day.

L ^= The average number of cars in the shop being repaired and in line awaiting

repairs.

This suggests that, by correlating X (the average number of cars shopped) to sea-

sonal and predicted business volumes, there can be developed a fair approximation of

the expected number of shop cars for any given period. Assuming that the average ^ will

be relatively constant during the period, a value of M producing minimum costs can be

determined for each period.

The value of L is probabilistic, depending upon the distribution of the observed

repair times and the interval of arrivals.

Consider now a one-track spot shop facility, so constructed that shopped cars are

classified directly into the shop area. The advantages of this type of facility would be

good car utilization and minimum yard crew time. The pattern of shop car arrivals

would most likely be random, and the random-arrival case permits explanation of a

queueing model technique with a minimum of complex mathematics.

With random arrivals, it is possible to write the values of L with the various elapsed

repair time distributions (based on a standard number of men throughout). Developed

from Morse:^

1. More uniform than exponential (form of <'"'),

^—
fj.
— \ — ,x{tx— \) \_ 2K J

where A' ^ 1, and is a factor of the standard deviation of the repair time

distribution ; A' ^ 1 is exponential, A = x is completely uniform repair times

(all exactly the same).

X
2. For the exjjonential case, L =z c

3. For the more-variable-than-exponential case,

^= M — X + M(M — X) LV"~^ J
where a <_ 1, and is a factor of the standard deviation of the repair time dis-

tribution; a = 1 is exponential and a = large is more random than exponential.

A little analysis shows that the more uniform the repair times are, the smaller L is.

Real-life experiences intuitively suggest that this is correct. Consider a person at a busy

bank window depositing several individual checks. Behind him the line soon grows

quite long (and impatient).

1 Morse, P. M.—Queues, Inventory and Maintenance, John Wiley & Sons, I9S8.



An Example of a QueueiriR Model

Note that all three expressions of L have a common term, X/(/i — ^). Knowing a

and K from the repair time distributions and estimating what the ratio ^./m may be or

letting M~^^, all three can be reduced to an approximate expression:

L= X5
IX— X '

where B=\ is exponential.

B < 1 is more uniform than exponential.

B > 1 is more variable than exponential.

This technique greatly simplifies the mathematics. After the first solution of M (for

minimum costs) has been developed, the difference between the estimated i"- (as outlined

above) and the solution for m must be resolved by further solutions.

Substituting into the original expression for T, we have:

To find M so that T is minimum, differentiate with respect to M and equate to zero.

Thus:

_ cxg

Solving for M

M=X+ |/ -^—

Consider a shop for which the following data have been developed:

^ = IS cars per day

C= $20 per day

B =: 1 (the exponential case)

5 = $10, developed from an average of 3 earned man-hours per car with a

standard force of 3 men at $3.33 per man-hour.

Thus M= IS + a/-
20X1SX 1

10

= 20.5 cars per day

This indicates that the capacity to repair cars at a rate of 20.5 cars per day will

produce minimum costs.

r— F— lfX(at 20 cars) =10X20 -f (20X15/5) =$260.

r— F — MX(at 20.5 cars) = 10 X 20.5+ (20 X IS/S.S) = $259.5

r_F— M^(at 21.0 cars) = lOX 21 +(20X15/6) =$260.

The standard 3-man force (for this example) could repair the 20.5 cars in 20.5 hr,

but shops normally work multiples of 8 hr. The total man-hours required per day are

61.5 (20.5 X 3). Adding men will shorten elapsed time, and force reduction will lengthen

it; so, if it is assumed (and this isn't always safe) that the decreased elapsed time is

inversely proportional to the numl)er of men, this force arrangement can I)e set up

as follows:
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An Example of a Queueing Model

Consider now using industrial engineering techniques that will permit a reduction

of the same 8 man-hours per day. This will reduce the cost per car from $10 to $8.70

(53.5 X $10 -f- 61.5).

/, 20 X 15
xewM = i5+ y~^:j^

= 20.9 cars per day

Comparing costs:

7— f— jWX(for 20.5 at $10.00) =$259.5

20 X 15
r— F— MX (for 20.9 at $ 8.70) = 8.70 X 20.9 +

j^
— = $232.6

Savings per day = $ 26.9

The inference is that true cost-reduction programs require changes in methods of

operation.

Models for spot shops with more than one track can be dcx'elopcd by a method

similar to that in the foregoing; however, the mathematical development is more difficult.

It should be stressed that any model used must be developed for the facility involved

;

a model constructed for one location probably will not be valid for another.

Conclusion

Engineered facilities and operations require analysis of factors which often have

counter-reactions. The use of the queueing model is an approach to solving problems

where costs are incurred because of delay and changes in service capacity. It can be a

powerful tool in determining the optimum position in many cost situations.





Advance Report of Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast

Report on Assignment 6 (a)

Roadbed Stabilization

G. F. Nigh (chairman, subcommittee), E. W. Bauman, D. L. Blocm, I. P. Cook, H. E.

Bartlett, J. B. Farris, J. E. Gray, H. O. Ireland, A. E. Lewis, Paul McKay, W. G.
Murphy, J. E. Newby, S. R. Pettit.

The following report on railroad soil problems was prepared by H. O. Ireland,

professor of civil engineering at the University of Illinois and a member of this sub-

committee. For a number of years he has assisted in the research work on roadbed

stability recommended by the Roadway and Ballast committee, and paid for by the

AAR. This paper is derived in part from that work, and is presented as valuable

information to the railroad industry.

Soil Problems in Railway Transportation Engineering*

By HERBERT O. IRELAND
Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Illinois

The railways are probably more involved with soil problems than any other single

industry. It has been estimated that landslides alone cost the railroads of North America

in excess of $5 million annually.'"** Soil problems are also encountered in the cut and

fill of line changes, in the daylighting of tunnels, in the performance of track, in the

foundations of structures, and in soil—structure interaction problems, such as retaining

walls, bulkheads and culverts.

In this paper it is desired to deal with some of the soil problems that may not be

widely recognized, to present some new ways of dealing with old problems, and to touch

on some of the more usual problems.

As previously noted, slides are expensive, not only because they may disrupt traffic

but also because remedial measures are often major earthmoving projects. As a con-

sequence, it is important that intelligent planning precede remedial construction. The

planning itself involves a considerable expense for an adequate boring program, labora-

tory tests on the samples obtained and a careful engineering analysis of the significant

factors responsible for the slide in order to determine the most appropriate remedial

methods. To make such an analy.sis, the topography and shape of the sliding mass,

the strength and appearance of the various sub-soil strata and the groundwater condi-

tions must be known. .Although the surficial boundaries of a slide are often evident on

the ground surface, the position ol the surface of sliding can seldom be learned from

borings and may require direct observations for which the slope indicator as developed

by S. D. Wilson is most effective.'"' Since minor geological details often play an important

role in the occurrence of slides, the boring and sampling, and the analysis of the .samples

should be of the best possible quality. Even .so, it should be recognized that the results

of a theoretical analysis may not accurately predict the true factor of safety of the

stability problem as it exists in the field. Therefore, where safety of operation is threat-

ened, it is always prudent to install suitable ob.servational devices and a well planned

"Presented al the .\SCE Tran.sportation Engineering Conference. MiniuMpnlis. Minn., Mav 17

21, 1965.
** Numerals in parentheses refer to corresponding items in the bibliography.



8 Soil Problems in Railway Transportation Engineering!

program of observation^ lo duck on the sfahility of cither cut or fill s1o(h's where there

is a basis for concern.

Soil prol)lems associated with the da> li^htinj; of tunnels ^eneralh' involve studies to

establish the geometry of the cut slopes. Borings and laboratory tests on representative

samples are required in order to determine the pertinent index properties of the materials

present. Where rock is encountered, the borings should be continued at least to the

bottom of the proposed ditch line of the improvement. The designer of cut slopes in

rock should be familiar with the principles of rock mechanics and the techniques of

presplitting.''" The direction, spacing and attitude of bedding planes and joints may be

of major importance and, in some instances, may dictate the need for reinforcement in

the form of rock anchors. Furthermore, the designer should be aware of the conse-

quences of stress relief, so that the probability of mass movements is recognized. If the

railroad must be kept in service during the daylighting of a tunnel, particular care may
be necessary as the excavation approaches the crown of the tunnel where an unbalanced

loading condition might cause the tunnel to collapse.

It may be that there are few remaining tunnels which can be economically day-

lighted ; where tunnel clearances are critical, line changes are often considered. In fact,

much of the new railway construction that is currently undertaken involves line changes

for one reason or another. In general, the original alignment utilizes the most suitable

topography from the viewpoints of line and grade so that line changes often involve

difticult terrain and large quantities of cut and fill. The design of cut slopes is based on

the same techniques required for the analysis of a slide. From the results of boring,

sampling and laboratory tests, the strength and arrangement of the various subsoil

strata are determined and an analysis of the stability of various trial-cut slopes is made.

In this connection it is often instructive to inspect existing cuts in the vicinity of a

project to see how they have performed.

On one project involving a cut through varved clay, which had unconfined com-

pressive strengths of 0.5 to 1.5 tons per sq ft, a conventional stability analysis suggested

that the cut slopes should be stable if established at ^ to 1. However, a local inspec-

tion of existing slopes indicated that none were stable when steeper than 4 to 1, which

was adopted as the design slope. During construction it was found that temporary slopes

cut steeper than about 3 to 1 showed signs of considerable instability, thus demonstrat-

ing that the design was not overconservative."*

The design of new cut slopes is probably more uncertain than the correction of a

slide where the problem is localized. In the case of a new cut it is generally necessary

to produce the best possible design with scant subsoil data. The design often is governed

to a large extent by economics. It should be realized that some local instability may

have to be treated subsequently. For relatively deep cuts, it is desirable to provide

berms to minimize the uninterrupted extent of a slope which may be subject to erosion.

To be effective, such berms should be on the order of 20 ft in width; in many cases

they should be provided with a paved ditch. If there is a possibility that the slope may

ravel, it is desirable to locate the ditch near the center of the berm so that it cannot

be readily clogged. The paving of ditches on berms is desirable to prevent infiltration

of water from the berm into the materials behind the cut slope below the berm (Fig. 1).

Whereas cut slopes in soils are seldom made steeper than 1% to 1, presplitting

permits the design of slopes as steep as 1/6 to 1 in suitable rock. However, in the latter,

it is important to be aware of the consequences of soft layers which may tend to slake

and undercut the slope above them. It is often possible to minimize this undercutting
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.^

Fig. 1—Berm on cut slope with paved ditch on center.

by the careful planning of berms at the top of the softer layers even though the berms

increase the width of the cut and materially influence the quantity of material to be

excavated. Where steep cut slopes are utihzed, it is desirable to provide a wider than

usual ditch as a "fall-out" zone. .^ rock cut where presplitting was utilized is shown

in Fig. 2.

In the event that a cut slope contains strata of cohesionless material, such as fine

sand, silty sand or sandy silt, underlain by less permeable materials, a perched water

table is often encountered. This may lead to slope instability even though the materials

involved are relatively dense. The instability is caused by piping where the water emerges

from the cut face, if the water can remove soil particles. This causes underground erosion

which undermines the overlying slope and is often confused with surface erosion. The

effects of erosion in a sandy soil are shown in Fig. 3. This can be prevented by pro-

viding the slope with a protective blanket to permit free discharge of water from within

the slope and prevent the movement of soil particles. Ideally, such a protective blanket

should satisfy the requirements of a filter as indicated in Fig. 4. It should be on the

ordeir of 1 to .3 ft in thickness to insure that no local area is unprotected and to

provide protection against damage by off-track equipment. A useful criterion in the

planning of a protective blanket is to consider the expense of correction in case of a

slope failure. Fig. 5 shows a section through a filter blanket on a cut slope and Fig. 6

shows this project during construction. When a filter blanket is used, flow along the

back of the berm will probably be within the filter blanket and a supplemental ditch

is generally not required.

Occasionally, cuts on new construction are located in the proximity of aI)andoned

coal workings. It is often impossible or inadvi.sable to enter the old mines, and usually

the extent and details of the workings are unknown, although the location of the coal

horizons can generally be learned from a boring program. If the coal is near grade, it

may be necessary to explore for mine openings by means of test holes in the ditch line

about 2S-ft deep and on 25-ft centers. If voids are encountered, additional borings

should be made to explore their extent. Usually they may be treated by blasting within

the width of the sub-ballast .section in order to drop the material above the roof of the

mine into the opening. If mine openings are encountered in the cut face, it may be

{Text continued on page 13)
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Fig. 2—Rock cut.

Fig. 3—Erosion in sandy soil.
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Fig. 6—Construction of filter blanket.

necessary to backpack them and concrete the face of the openings to provide support

for the slope above.

Fills play an important role in new construction. They are often high, sometimes on

side hill and, in many respects, may be likened to a dam. For railway purposes it is

desired that the fill be stable and that postconstruction settlement be minimal.

It is essential where a fill is to be established on natural soil, that the subsurface

conditions be investigated and the bearing capacity verified as being ample to support

the proposed fill. The bearing capacity may be taken as 2.57 q,,, where Qu is the uncon-

fined compressive strength. This represents the ultimate weight of fill material that can

be supported. It is desirable to provide a factor of safety of two in this respect. If a

lower factor of safety must be used, some movement can be anticipated, and the erec-

tion of structures, such as bridge piers, should be delayed until the extent of the move-

ment is known.

To achieve a stable fill requires careful control during construction and an aware-

ness of the relationship between design and construction. For example, in the design

of fill slopes on a major project, stability studies are often made, which may include

the effects of drawdown if the fill slope is adjacent to a reservoir. To obtain design

data, representative samples of proposed borrow materials are often compacted in the

laboratory to a certain percentage of their maximum dry density and then subjected

to shear tests for strength determinations. This strength is then utilized in stability
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studies to (Icmonstrate that a >atislail()iy factor of safety prevails for the poorest con-

ditions envisioned. However, once the fill slopes have been established, the basis for

the design is frequently overlooked, and the requirements for compaction in the field

may be completely unrelated to the design assumption. It is frequently specified that

compaction shall consist of a certain number of passes of a specified type of equipment

or its equivalent. Unless further qualified, by providing for additional work if required,

this is an error which may be dangerous and should not be tolerated. If the design of a

fill slope is based on a soil strength obtained from compacted samples, it is essential

that, insofar as possible, the .strengths obtained in the field be at least as good as those

assumed in the design.

In this connection, it appears that often too little attention is given to the natural

water content of borrow materials. Anyone who has ever conducted a laboratory com-

paction test undoubtedly realizes that wet soils cannot be compacted to an appreciably

higher dry density by additional compactive effort. Yet, we continually see attempts on

the part of contractors to place wet materials and to complain when they cannot achieve

the required densities even with excessive rolling. It is customary to require that wet

borrow materials be disked and aerated, or blended with dryer materials to reduce their

water content at placement. However, designers should be aware that, in some instances,

none of these techniques is succesful and that compaction to 90 or 95 percent of either

The standard or modified AASHOs laboratory density is impossible. This has been found

to be particularly true in tropical areas where the natural water content of the soils may
be so high that the soil cannot be sufficiently dried in the prevailing climate to be

compacted to the requisite density. In such instances it is recommended that the required

density in the field correspond to that obtained in the laboratory at 100 percent com-

paction for samples placed at a moisture corresponding to the field moisture, as shown

in Fig. 7. The strengths used in an analysis should be con.sistent with compaction at

field moisture, and field controls should verify that this strength is achieved. In dealing

with some soil types, particularly with tropical soils, it is important to recognize that air

drying may change the character of the material as a consequence of an irreversible

hydration in the crystal lattice structure of the clay minerals present.*^* Note the differ-

ence in dry density between curves A and D of Fig. 8.

Particular problems are encountered in some localities where swelling clays are pres-

ent. These materials readily take on water and are subject to relatively large volume

changes with seasonal variations in moisture. Although such materials can be satisfac-

torily used in embankment construction when properly contained, so that the over-

burden pressures are equal to or greater than the swelling pressures that are likely to

develop, their use near the surface of a fill should be avoided. The required thickness

of select material required to confine a swelling clay can be determined from suitable

swelling tests conducted in the laboratory. It is generally sufficient to provide only

enough selected fill for a factor of .safety of one against the development of exces.sive

swelling pressures.

Where the fill embankment will be composed predominantly of rock, it is desirable

that the fill be rolled in order to minimize post-construction settlement. This may be

of considerable importance when it is recognized that modern railway fills sometimes

approach heights of 200 ft and are often adjacent to cut sections, so that settlement of

the fill is most undesirable. Rock fills can be generally provided with slopes of 1^ to 1

unless flatter slopes are required for stability, such as sidehill fills. The thickness of

layers in a rolled-rock fill may range from about .^ ft to 6 ft, with the maximum rock

size no greater than the layer thickness.
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WATER CONTENT - %

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WATER CONTENT AND

DRY DENSITY.

(from Jimenez, 1963)

Fig. 7.
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^ .n -

COMPACTION TEST RESULTS _ PEPEEKEO ASH.

AFTER E.A. WILLIS

Proceedings H R B , 1946.

(fro-n ^i-noez.. /9t>JJ

Fig. 8.

On projects involving both cut and fill, it is frequently necessary to waste excess

materials or materials that are not suitable for use in fill areas. In many localities,

space for a waste area is either limited or difficult to acquire. As a consequence, the

waste areas themselves may require careful planning and control during construction to

insure their stability. This may be particularly true where other parties are involved

who may expect to utilize the waste area on completion of construction. In one instance,

arrangements had been made with a government agency for land to be used as a waste

area. The approval stipulated that the waste area must be stable so that it could be

reforested. In this particular instance, the waste extended above the adjacent track, and

care was taken to maintain the design fill slope of the waste area adjacent to the track.

However, waste quantities were somewhat greater than anticipated, the waste fill was

carried higher than originally planned, and too little attention was given to the slopes

adjacent to the track. Within about one year the slopes began to show signs of incipient

failure, and it was necessary to come back to the project and reshape the waste area

to flatten the slopes.
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Sometimes the most desirable waste areas are nearby depressions which often carry

natural drainage that cannot be blocked or diverted. In order to place fill in such an

area it might be possible to utilize a culvert beneath the fill. However, if a quantity

of rock is to be wasted, it may be possible to build a selected permeable rock fill much
more economically. An example is shown in Fig. 9. In this instance, the existing drain-

ageways were filled to a minimum depth of IS ft with selected rock from an adjacent

cut excavation. It was required that the permeable rock fill contain not more than 10

percent smaller than 10 in. in diameter, approximately a 50-lb rock size.

The upstream limits of the waste area were provided with a permeable rock catch

basin to collect surface runoff and prevent this from overtopping the fill. It is known
that the porosity of an arrangement of spheres in the densest possible state is about

26 percent, which corresponds to a void ratio of about 0.35. Therefore, it was estimated

that a fill of 10-in and larger rock may have a void space on the order of 30 percent

of the cross-sectional area. Because of the uncertainties involved in this analysis, and in

order to provide a margin of safety, it was recommended that the required cross-

sectional area of the permeable rock drain be at least SO percent greater than required

on this basis.

A similar permeable rock fill has been used in lieu of a culvert beneath a high hill.

The existing drainageway had the cross section of a small box canyon cut into bedock,

with several vertical drops of about S ft in the flow hne. The overall gradient was

relatively steep and the flow was intermittent. The fill across this ravine was about

200 ft in height and, with 2 to 1 side slopes, had a base width of approximately 1000 ft.

Rather than provide a culvert opening, it was elected to fill this drainageway to a depth

of about 40 ft with SO-lb to SOO-lb rock containing not more than S percent smaller

than the SO-lb size.

Where such a permeable rock fill is designed to carry subsurface drainage, it is im-

portant to protect it from fouling by infiltration of overlying embankment materials

with a suitable transition zone from the permeable rock to the overlying random fill.

This transition can be designed to satisfy the requirements for a graded filter, Fig. 4,

which should guarantee that the finer materials cannot penetrate into the permeable

rock fill. It has been estimated that the coefficient of permeability for such a selected,

permeable rock fill ranges from about 10 ft to 25 ft per minute.

Where culverts are required beneath fills, it is important to realize the advantages

of a flexible culvert as compared to one that can be considered rigid. During construc-

tion, fills tend to settle and stretch. In order to accommodate this settlement, it is com-

mon practice to provide culverts with camber. If the fill is underlain by a relatively

compressible material to some depth, it may be desirable to compute the predicted

.settlement under the weight of the fill as a guide to the amount of camber required.

With respect to the subgradc for the track, it is often desirable to remove sandy

.silts and silty .sand to a depth of about 4 ft where they occur in the subgradc, and

backfill with selected materials. Ideally, the sub-ballast should serve the functions of a

filter with respect to the underlying subgrade. Although this requirement may not be

economically feasible, it is believed that such treatment would completely eliminate

pumping, which is the basis for the formation of ballast pockets. To minimize the

likelihood of the formation of ballast pockets, the surface of the subgrade should be

crowned.

In connection with industrial development by the railroads, it is desirable to con-

duct a subsurface exploration program and analysis of probable foundation problems

very early in the planning program. Many sites that appear desirable for industrial
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development because of their iocation may prove to be totally unacceptable on account

of the costs of foundations involved in the development.

I have not dealt with the foundations for structures or the problems associated

with the construction or design of earth-retaining structures. This is not intended to

imply that such matters are never problems in connection with railway transportation

engineering, but rather that they are probably more routine in most instances than the

problems discussed in this paper.
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Advance Report of Committee 30—Impact and

Bridge Stresses

N. E. Ekrem, Chairman

Field Investigation of Prestressed Concrete Beams and
Piles in a Bridge on the Western Pacific Railroad*

A. DIGEST

This report presents a description and an analysis of the test data taken by the

AAR research staff on two spans and a four-pile bent of Western Pacific Bridge No.

62.63—a prestressed concrete structure near Tracy, Calif. One span consists of 5 rec-

tangular prestressed concrete beams 37 ft 7 in long, 2 ft 4 in wide and 3 ft deep, each

beam having a circular void 16 in. in diameter. The other span also consists of 5

prestressed concrete beams of similar construction but 24 ft 11 in long and 2 ft 4 in

deep. The prestressed concrete piles are octagonal in section, 20 in thick, and have

circular voids 11 in. in diameter. The purpose of the investigation was to determine the

stresses in the beams under a complete range of train speeds and to determine the

stresses in the piles resulting both from vertical loads and from bending due to the longi-

tudinal forces set up by braking and traction. The loading was provided by a test train

pulled by two diesel locomotive units. A brief summary of the test results follows.

Beam Spans

1. Static Stresses

All recorded static stresses were less than the calculated values. The stress factors

(ratio of recorded to calculated stresses) varied between 0.71 and 0.91 if the axle loads

are considered to be concentrated and between 0.74 and 0.98 if the axle loads are

considered to be distributed longitudinally.

2. Maximum Stresses

All recorded maximum stresses were less than the calculated values. The highest

stress, recorded under the cars, amounted to 470 psi tension in the bottom concrete.

3. Impact

All recorded maximum total impacts were less than those calculated by .^REA

specifications. The highest impact, recorded under the cars, amounted to 24.8 percent.

Piles

1. Static Stresses

All recorded static stresses were less than the calculated values. The stress factors

varied between 0.70 and 0.81.

2. Maximum Direct Stresses

The maximum direct stress, 217 psi, was recorded under the cars.

3. Maximum Bending Stresses from Vertical Loads

The maximum bending stress, 83 psi, was recorded under the cars.

The bending stresses near the cap were higher than at the ground line.

* AAR Engineering Research Divi.sion Report No. ER-61.
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11 Investigation of Pre stressed Concrete Beams and Piles

4. Rending Siressrx front Longitudinal Forces

Brakinp: forces produced an average bending stress in the piles of 27 psi, and trac-

tion forces produced an average stress of 26 psi. This is considerably less than the

stresses calculated from AREA specifications,

B. FOREWORD

The investigation was carried out in 1964 under the sponsorship of Committee 30

—

Impact and Bridge Stresses, which has an assignment on stresses and impacts in con-

crete structures. The AAR provided the test equipment and personnel as part of the

research activity of the Research Department, of which W. M. Keller is vice president

and G. M. Magee is director of engineering research. Funds for the field work and

preparation of this report were provided by the AAR.

The investigation was directed by F. P. Drew, research engineer structures, assisted

in the office by D. W. Wilki, chief draftsman, and C. S. Somogy, assistant structural

engineer, and in the field by H. H. Remington and L. R. Laskowski, electronics assistants.

C. TEST SPANS AND LOCATION OF GAGES

As shown on Fig. 1, Bridge No. 62.63 consists of a 37-ft 7-in roadway span and

two 24-ft 11 -in approach spans and has a total length of 87 ft 9 in. It was built in

1963 and carries a single track on a ballasted deck. There is a clearance of 1 in between

the ends of the beams, and at the time of erection a felt bearing pad was placed between

the beams and between the beams and the backwalls. The bearings for all the beams are

Neoprene pads Y2 in thick. The abutments and bents consist of cast-in-place, reinforced-

concrete caps on precast, prestressed piles.

Span 1 (the west approach span) and the roadway span, span 2, were selected as

the test spans, and the west bent as the test bent.

The beams have longitudinal recesses along their sides near their tops which formed

keyways when the beams were assembled in the bridge. These keyways were filled with

a cement grout. High-tensile, alloy-steel, post-tensioning bars, 1 in. in diameter, extend

transversely through the deck in each span, as shown in Fig. 1.

The design of the beams was based on the following unit stresses:

/',. — 7000 psi

/,. = 2800 psi (0.4 /',)

/'s = 250,000 psi

js = 175,000 psi (0.7 j\)

The design live load was Cooper E 72 plus 73 percent impact for span 1 and 65

percent impact for span 2, based on the AREA formula, / z^
D + L

Details of the beams are shown on Fig. 2. Each beam in span 1 has thirty-eight

•>s-in prestressing strands conforming to ASTM Specification A 416. The beams of

span 2 have forty-four /s-in strands of the same type. In addition to the strands, the

beams have ASTM A 305 reinforcement, as shown in the figure.

The design of the piles was based on the following unit stresses:

j\- =: 6000 psi

/,. = 2400 psi (0.4 /',)

/', = 250,000 psi

/, =r 175,000 psi (0.7 /',)
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Details of the piles arc shown on FiR. 1. Each pile has sixteen j^-in A 416 strands

and A 305 spiral reinforcement.

Six-inch SR-4 strain gages were applied to the bottom of the beams in the test

spans, as shown in Fig. 1. In span 1, it was necessary to place the gages 1 ft east of

mid-span to clear the center diaphragm. In span 2 all gages were placed at mid-span

except those on the south outside beam. On this beam it was necessary to place the

two gages 18 in west of mid-span to avoid a rust-stained and cracked surface which

might have adversely affected recorded strains.

Six-inch SR-4 strain gages were also applied to the east and west faces of the piles

in the test bent. These were placed at two locations, as shown on Fig. 1.

The response from the strain gages was amplified and recorded by two 12 -channel

oscillographs on photographic paper. A detailed description of the oscillographs and

their auxiliary units is given in the AREA Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1945, page 201 ; a

description of the SR-4 wire-resistance strain gages and their necessary equipment is

given in the Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951, page 152.

D. TEST TRAIN

The test train consisted of two diesel-electric locomotives, five loaded cars and a

caboose. The diesel units were both four-axle road-switchers built by General Motors Cor-

poration. The axle load of the lead unit was 61,700 lb, and of the second unit, 63,500 lb.

The Cooper equivalent for the units coupled is E 35.2 for span 1 and E 33.3 for span 2.

The nominal capacity of two of the cars was SO tons and of the other three, 70 tons.

All cars were scale weighed just prior to their arrival at the test site, and it was assumed

that the total weight of each car was equally distributed over its four axles. Table 1

gives the wheel loads and axle spacings of the test train.

E. TEST RESULTS

1. Static Strains

Beams—spans 1 and 2

The recorded static strains in the concrete produced by the passage of the test

locomotives at speeds less than 10 mph are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The recorded

values shown are the averages of the two bottom gages on each beam.

The static strains were calculated on two different bases: (1) That the axle loads

are concentrated without longitudinal distribution, and (2) that the a.xle loads are

distributed longitudinally as described in AREA Specifications. As for transverse dis-

tribution, the axle loads were assumed to be distributed equally to each of the live

beams. It was also assumed that the section was uncracked. For an assumed 28-day

compressive strength of the concrete of 7,000 psi, the corresponding modulus of elasticity,

Er, is 5,300,000 psi, based on the AREA equation, £. = 1,800,000 -f 500 /', . For the

purpose of this report, E, = 5,000,000 psi was used.

The stress factor, or the ratio of the recorded strains to the calculated strains, is

shown in Tables 2 and 3. It can be seen that the average stress factors for span 1 are

nearly equal for all beams, varying from 0.71 to 0.74 considering the axle loads as

concentrated, and from 0.74 to 0.78 considering the axle loads as distributed longi-

tudinally. The stress factors for beams 2, 3, 4 and 5 of span 2 are also nearly equal,

varying only from 0.90 to 0.91 for concentrated loads and 0.96 to 0.98 for distributed

loads. Beam 1, however, had indicated stress factors of 0.72 and 0.76, respectively, for

these two types of loading, indicating that other factors apparently had affected the
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recorded strains. Since the condition of the lower surface of this Ijeam necessitated

shifting the Kajie location, it is possible that surface cracks were close enoUKh to the

gages to affect their response. It is apparent that the stress factors are higher for span 2

than for span 1. This is a characteristic common to short spans. Previous tests have

al.so indicated that the stress factor is lower for short spans than for longer spans. This

is due in part to the redistribution of the axle loads and the rails and ballast acting

compositely with the beams. These influences are more pronounced in short spans than

in long spans. It is apparent that a closer correlation between calculated and recorded

stresses is obtained when the axle loads are considered as distributed longitudinally.

As shown on Fig. 3, it is apparent that the load across the deck was very nearly

equally distributed to all beams, (except for beam 1 of span 2), which verifies the design

assumption.

Piles—West Bent

\s indicated on Fig. 1, gages were placed on all piles of the west bent near the

ground line. The recorded static strains produced by the passage of the test locomotives

at speeds less than 10 mph are shown in Table 4. The recorded values shown are the

averages of two gages on each pile. The calculated values shown are based on the

assumption that the load from the slabs is uniformly distributed over the cap and

equally distributed to the piles. It was assumed that the concrete strength was the same

as the beams and that Ec = 5,000,000 psi.

It can be seen that the average stress factor for the two center piljs is 0.70, whcr:as

for the outside piles, the average is 0.77.

2. Maximum Recorded Strains

The maximum livc-load-plus-impact strains recorded at the bottom of the beams

for the two test spans are shown on Figs. 4 and 5. These values are the averages of the

two bottom gages.

Span 1

The Cooper equivalent of the test locomotives on this span is E 35. 2, and the

corresponding impact calculated by the .'\RE.\ formula, / ^
, using the live

load of these locomotives, is 58 percent. The calculated flexural live-load-plus-impact

tensile stress is 542 psi, and the corresponding strain, using E, ^^ 5,000,000 psi, is

0.0001084 in per in. Calculated stresses were based on an assumed uncracked section.

Fig. 4 shows the recorded strains under the locomotives and, separately, under the

cars for a complete range of speeds up to 55 mph. It can be seen that there was a slight

increase in strain with an increase in speed both for the locomotives and the cars and

that the cars and the locomotives produced approximately the same strains.

The maximum recorded strains were as follows:

Under the cars: Bottom concrete—0.0000621 in per in—55 and 40 mph.

Under the locomotives: Bottom concrete—0.0000631 in per in—40 mph.

The maximum live-load tensile stress under the locomotives was 316 psi, consid-

erably below the calculated stress of 542 psi.

Since the precompression of the bottom fibers was about 1200 psi and the maximum
tensile stress was 316 psi, it is apparent that the test train produced only a relief of the

precompression, not a resultant tensile stress.

The recorded strains in all five beams are approximately the same, indicating a

uniform transverse distribution of load to the beams.
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Span 2

The Cooper equivalent of the test locomotives on this span is E ii.3, and the

corresponding impact calculated by the AREA formula is 45 percent. The calculated

tlexural live-load-plus-impact tensile stress is 530 psi, and the corresponding strain,

using £, == 5,000,000 psi, is 0.0001060 in per in. Calculated stresses were based on an

assumed uncracked section.

Fig. 5 shows the recorded strains under the locomotives and, separately, under the

cars for a complete range of speeds up to 65 mph. It can be seen that there was an

increase in strain with an increase in speed both for the cars and the locomotives, but

the effect of speed was more pronounced under the cars. Also, the cars produced greater

strains than the locomotives.

The maximum recorded strains were as follows:

Under the cars: Bottom concrete—0.0000942 in per in—65 mph.

Under the locomotives: Bottom concrete—0.0000720 in per in—40 mph.

The maximum tensile stress under the locomotives was 360 psi, considerably below

the calculated stress of 530 psi. Under the cars the maximum tensile stress was 470 psi.

Since the precompression of the bottom fibers was about 1350 psi and the maximum
tensile stress was 470 psi, it is apparent that the test train produced only a relief of the

precompression, not a resultant tensile stress.

Except for beam No. 5, the recorded strains in the beams indicate that each carried

approximately the same load.

3. Total Impacts

The total impacts recorded in each beam of spans 1 and 2 under the cars and the

locomotives are shown on the bottom diagrams on Figs. 4 and 5. The total impacts

per beam are the averages for the two bottom gages. The total impact percentage of

each test run for a particular speed is the increase in the average strain over the aver-

age strain for slow-speed runs of less than 10 mph. The total impacts include roll, speed

and track effects, and no attempt was made to separate them.

Span 1

Fig. 4 shows the recorded impacts per beam. It can be seen that there was an

increase in impact with an increase in speed both for the locomotives and the cars.

Impacts for the locomotives were approximately the same as for the cars.

The maximum recorded impacts were as follows:

Under the cars: Bottom concrete—24.8 percent—45 mph.

Under the locomotives: Bottom concrete—23.8 percent—53 mph.

The calculated AREA impact for this test span and these locomotives is 58 percent.

Fig. 6 shows the recorded impacts per rail, which show the same characteristic

as the total impacts per beam, that is, an increase with speed for the locomotives and

the cars. The ma.ximum values occurred at the higher speeds. The locomotives tended

to have higher values than the cars under the north rail.

Span 2

Fig. 5 shows the recorded impacts per beam. It can be seen that there was an

increase in impact with an increa.se in speed for the cars, whereas this effect is le.ss

apparent for the locomotives. The car loadings show greater impacts than the

locomotives.
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Tlu' niaximuin rcioidcfl iiiipncts aii' as follows:

Under the cars: Bottom concrete—29.2 percent—45 mph.

Under the locomotives: Bottom concrete— 10.6 percent—36 mph.

The calculated AREA impact for this test span and these locomotives is 45 percent.

Fig. 7 shows the recorded impacts per rail, which show the same characteristic as

the total impacts per beam, that is, an increase in impact with speed for the cars and

the locomotives. This is particularly apparent for the cars, which produced the higher

impacts.

4. Vertical Strain Distribution

.'\s indicated on Fig. 1, strain gages were placed on the sides of the outside beams

near their tops to record compressive strains. Fig. 8 shows the comparison between

recorded compressive and tensile strains in these beams and indicates the vertical strain

distribution. Both static and dynamic runs were used and a typical run for each was

selected for this comparison. It can be seen that the apparent neutral axis as determined

from the recorded strains coincides closely with the calculated neutral axis.

5. Maximum Direct and Bending Stresses in Piles

The maximum direct and bending stresses produced by vertical loads in the

prestressed concrete piles of the west bent are shown on Figs. 9 and 10.

The maximum direct stresses occurred when the adjacent spans were loaded to

produce the maximum bent reaction. The maximum bending stresses in the piles occurred

as one or the other adjacent span was loaded for a maximum span reaction. The

direct stress is the average of the two gages on a pile. The bending stress is the differ-

ence between average stress and the stress at one of the gages.

The lower diagrams of Fig. 9 show the direct stress in the piles near the ground

line and indicate that all four piles are loaded very nearly equally. The maximum stress

is shown to be 217 psi under the cars. The upper diagrams show the stresses in the

piles near the cap and also indicate that the load is nearly equally distributed to the

two center piles. The magnitude of the direct stress at this location is shown to be

slightly less than at the ground line, and even though the gages were 1 ft below the

bottom of the cap, apparently they were close enough to be affected by the cap.

The diagrams of Fig. 10 show the bending stresses from vertical loads in the piles

at the ground line and near the cap. Approximately uniform bending occurred at both

locations but the maximum bending occurred near the cap. The maximum recorded

stress was 83 psi under the cars.

6. Longitudinal Force

The test train was used to determine the effect on the structure of the longitudinal

forces set up by braking and tractive effort. All test runs were eastbound. A hard

service application of the brakes was made before the locomotives reached the west

abutment. Some of the runs were made with the entire train crossing the bridge under

full braking and others were made so that the lead wheels of the head locomotive

.stopped on the bridge. All stops were made without sliding the wheels. Forward accelera-

tions were made from stopped positions on the bridge.

Table 5 shows the recorded stresses in the piles during braking and traction runs.

It can be seen that the recorded stresses are very low. The response of the bent to

these longitudinal forces, as would be indicated by a shift in the oscillogram traces, was
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in some cases indiscernible and apparently beyond the sensitivity of the recording equip-

ment. During hard stops on the bridge the maximum stresses were developed at the

instant immediately prior to a complete stop. These stresses are shown in Table 5. The

effect on the bridge of rapid accelerations forward from stopped positions was even

less apparent from the oscillogram traces, and the values shown were obtained by

comparing acceleration runs with slow-speed runs when no power was being tran.smitted

to the drivers.

Recorded braking stresses are shown in the upper portion of Table S. Taking Run

29 as an example, the average bending stress was 27 psi. If the bent is considered to be

free to rotate at the bridge seat but fixed at a point 5 feet below the ground line, the

force to produce this recorded bending stress is:

P -^P /K Jp /K ^~
d

= i2iX21X^=725 1b
120

where 5^, is the section modulus of the pile in in', /,, is the recorded bending stress in

the pile in pounds per square inch, N is the number of piles per bent, and d is the

distance from the bridge seat to the gage location.

If it can be assumed that each of the four bents takes this same load, the total

recorded braking force is 4 X 725 ^ 2,900 lb. The total load on the bridge for this

run was 375,000 lb. The AREA specifications recommend taking 15 percent of the total

load for the braking force, which comes to 0.15 X 375,000 = 56,000 lb. For short

bridges such as this, only one-half of this value can be considered effective, or 28,000 lbs.

Recorded traction stresses are shown in the lower portion of Table 5. Using Run 31

as an example, the average bending stress was 26 psi. The corresponding force per bent

is 700 lb, or a total force of 2,800 lb on the bridge. The total load on the driving axles

on the bridge was 373,200 lb. The AREA specifications recommend taking 25 percent

of the total load on the drivers for the tractive force, which amounts to 93,500 lb. The

effective specified force would be 47,000 lb.

It is apparent that only a small portion of the total longitudinal force is being

carried by the bridge.

F. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions have been derived from analysis of the test data:

For the Spans

1. Recorded static and dynamic stresses were less than calculated values. A closer

correlation between recorded and calculated values was obtained when the loads were

considered as being distributed longitudinally as compared to being considered as

concentrated.

2. All recorded impacts were less than those calculated by using current AREA
specifications.

3. Live loads were distributed equally to each beam.

For the Piles

1. Recorded static and dynamic stresses were less than the calculated values.

2. Stresses due to braking and traction were considerably lower than the values

that would be obtained from the forces recommended by the current AREA Specifica-

tions. All bending stresses were low, but the vertical loads caused higher .stresses than

the longitudinal forces.
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TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF RECORDED AND CALCULATED
DIRECT STRAINS ON PILES - BENT NO. 1

Under the Test Locomotive

Avg.

Pile Stresses, in psi
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FIG. 3

W.P. RR. BRIDGE 62. G3
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Joint Advance Report of Committee 7—Wood Bridges

and Trestles, and Committee 8—Masonry

B. E. Daniels, Chairman Committee 7

J. R. Williams, Chairman Committee 8

Optimum Sand and Epoxy Resin Mixtures*

This report contains a description and an analysis of the data obtained by the AAR
research staff in a laboratory investigation of the effect of varying the amount of sand

in sand-filled epoxy-resin systems on the following physical properties of such systems:

1. Flowability, cr the ability of a system to fill a crack or opening, as between

longitudinal bridge beams.

2. Coefficient of linear expansion.

3. Flexural modulus of elasticity and ultimate flexural strength.

4. Compressive modulus of elasticity and ultimate compressive strength.

5. Resistance to detergents.

The data obtained from this investigation can be summarized as follows:

1. Crack Filling

To completely fill a vertical crack or opening, as between two bridge beams, it is

desirable that the mix have a high ratio of sand to epoxy resin liquid by volume. How-
ever, if the ratio is too high, the mixture will harden before the opening is filled. In this

investigation, the following mix ratios by volume were found to be satisfactory for

filling an opening 18 in deep;

Ratio of
Sand

Width of to Epoxy
Opening Resin

iVin y2:l

Vsin 1^:1
!^in 2:1

Hin 2^:1

2. Coefficient of Linear Expansion

The coefficient of linear expansion was found to decrease as the ratio of sand to

epoxy resin increases. It varied from 0.0000395 in per in per deg F for an unfilled or

clear system to 0.0000126 for a ratio of sand to epoxy resin of 3:1. The latter value

approaches that of concrete (0.0000055 in per in per deg F).

3. Flexure

The flexural modulus of elasticity increa.sed with an increase in the mix ratio,

varying from 455,000 psi for an unfilled sy.stem to 1,157,000 psi for a 3:1 mix.

The ultimate flexural strength decreased with an increase in the mix ratio, varying

from 6,353 psi for an unfilled system to 2,058 psi for a 3:1 mix.

* AAR Knginecring Research Division Report No. KR-62.
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4. Compression

The compressive modulus of elasticity increased with an increase in the mix ratio, i

var\'ing from .^67,000 psi for an unfilled system to 628,000 psi for a 3:1 mix.

The ultimate compressive strength decreased with an increase in the mix ratio,

varying from 10,541 psi for an unfilled system to 5,067 for a 3:1 mix.

5. Detergent Resistance

After immersion in a detergent solution for one year, no softening or other

deteriorating effects were noted on either the filled or unfilled specimens.

B. FOREWORD

The investigation was sponsored jointly by Committee 7—Wood Bridges and

Trestles, and Committee 8—Masonry, both of which committees are studying synthetic

resins and adhesives. Funds for the investigation were provided by the AAR as a research

activity of the Research Center, of which W. M. Keller is vice president and G. M.

Magee is director of engineering research.

The conduct of the investigation, analysis of data and preparation of this report

were under the direction of F. P. Drew, research engineer structures, D. W. Wilki, chief

draftsman, I. A. Eaton, laboratory engineer, and R. J. Trubic, laboratory assistant. This

report was written by Mr. Eaton.

C. TEST EQUIPMENT

To evaluate the flow characteristics of various proportions of sand and epoxy resin

liquid, the Research Center developed and built the device illustrated in Fig. 1. It con-

sists of a transparent plexi-glass frame with a hopper-shaped mouth and expandable

side walls. The frame is 12 in wide and the bottom of the hopper is 18 in above the

base of the frame. The sides of the hopper are inclined at 45 deg to form a trough

3 in deep and 6 in wide. The walls of the frame can be spread apart to provide simu-

lated crack widths of either iV in, % in, % in or ^ in. On one wall there was placed

a horizontal grid to indicate depths in 2-in increments. This permitted visual recording

of the depths through the transparent plexi-glass as the filling progressed. Before

assembling the frame, the surfaces were coated with a silicone release agent to permit

disassembly after each mixture had hardened.

For determining the coefficient of linear expansion, a mechanical Berry strain gage

having an 8-in gage length was used (see Fig. 8). The dial of the gage can be read

directly to 0.001 in. Since the gage has a multiplication factor of 5.35, one dial division

indicates a unit strain of ' or 0.0000234 in per in. Specimens were placed in a
8X5.35

9-cu-ft freezer for the readings at deg and in a 1-cu-ft oven for the readings at 75-

and 100-deg. Both the freezer and the oven were thermostatically controlled.

For the flexure and compression tests, a Baldwin-Southwark test machine was used.

Flexural strain was measured by use of SR-4 strain gages and a static indicator. Com-
pressive strain was obtained by measuring the change in length of 2-in specimens with

an .'\mes dial reading to 0.001 in.
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Fig. 1—Apparatus
crack-filling tests.

designed for

D. TEST SPECIMENS
1. Selection of Sand

Consideration was given to several types of sand, as it was recognized that grada-

tion would have an effect on physical properties. However, since well graded sand may
not always be available, a commercially available sand was selected for the purpose

of this investigation. The maximum size of sand particle is also important as obvioush

it must not exceed the width of the crack to be filled.

A sieve analysis of four types of sand was made in accordance with the provisions

of ASTM Specifications C 144-S2T and C 33-61T, using a 1000-g sample. The four

types analyzed were: No. 2 torpedo sand, mortar sand, reclaimed silica sand, and new
silica sand. The torpedo sand and the mortar sand were found to have too many large

particles. These sands were also found to have a high percentage of impurities, such as

soil, chaff and vegetable matter, which were considered undesirable for an epoxy resin

mixture. The reclaimed silica sand had a high percentage of dust, and hence was not

used. The new silica sand had the particle size distribution shown in Tal)k' 1 and was

considered satisfactory for this investigation.
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TABLK 1

SIEVE ANALYSIS OF NEW SILICA SAND

Sievf
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Two-inch-long specimens were then cut from the remaining ends of each test bar.

These were used for the compression test. After the compression test specimens were
cut out the remaining pieces (1 in x 1

immersion tests.

in X % in long) were used for the detergent

E. TEST RESULTS

1. Crack-Filling Test
The purpose of the crack-filling test was to determine for a given crack opening the

mixture with the highest ratio of sand to epoxy resin that would completely fill the

opening before the mixture hardened. The time required for the mix to fill the opening

was recorded. The test was conducted at room temperature (between 70 and 75 F).

a. Specimen No. 1, Crack Opening ^ In, Mix Ratio 1:1

A period of 38 min was required for this mix to reach a depth of 8 in. However,
after 1 hr and 23 min it had only reached a depth of 934 in and hardened at this point.

Obviously, this mix was too stiff. (See Fig. 2 for time-depth curve.)

b. Specimen No. 2, Crack Opening iV In, Mix Ratio ^y^:l

A period of 19 min was required for this mix to reach the full depth of 18 in, and
the mix was considered satisfactory. However, it should be noted that some separation of

sand and liquid was observed, but it was not considered great enough to be detrimental.

(See Fig. 2 for time-depth curve.)

c. Specimen No. 3, Crack Opening iV In, Mix Ratio %:1
A period of SO min was required for this mix to attain its maximum depth of 15 in.

This mix was considered unsatisfactory for an opening of this width, although only

FIG. 2
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FIG. 3
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slight separation was observed. (See Fig. 2 for time-depth curve and Fig. 6 for sequence

photographs taken at 5-min intervals.)

d. Specimen No. 4, Crack Opening % In, Mix Ratio 1:1

A period of 9 min was required for this mix to reach the full depth of 18 in.

This mix was considered satisfactory. However, it would be possible to increase the sand

to a 1J4: 1 ratio and fill the opening in about 20 min. (See Fig. 3 for time-depth curve.)

e. Specimen No. S, Crack Opening % In, Mix Ratio 2:1

This mix required 26 min to flow to a depth of 10 in. During this period, after

a 5- or 6-in depth was reached, the mix lost its ability to flow evenly. It became stringy

and began falling to the bottom of the opening where it began to fill from the bottom

to the top. This was not considered a satisfactory mix for this opening. (See Fig. 3 for

time-depth curve.)

/. Specimen No. 6, Crack Opening Vs In, Mix Ratio iy^:l

A period of 41 min was required for this mix to reach a depth of 14 in. This mix

held together and did not drop off to the bottom. However, it was too stiff to flow to

the bottom before hardening and therefore was considered unsatisfactory. (See Fig. 3

for time-depth curve.)

g. Specimen No. 7, Crack Opening ^4 In, Mix Ratio 2:1

.\ period of IS min was required for this mix to reach the full depth of 18 in.

Generally, as the opening is widened the mixtures had a tendency to flow faster at the

center of the pour, causing them to drop to the bottom. This, of course, is not detri-

(Text continued on page 52)
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FIG. 4
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mental as lonj; as the void beciimes filled. This mix penetrated quickly, left no voids, and

was rich enough with liquid to provide thorough wetting of the sidewalls, thereby

providing a good bond. (See Fig. 4 for time-depth curve.)

h. Specimen No. 8, Crack Opening J4 ^». ^^^ Ratio ZYzil

A period of 60 min was required for this mix to reach an average depth of 7 in.

The flow was very uneven, penetrating barely 1 in on one side while reaching a depth

of 12 in on the other side. The mix was considered to be very unsatisfactory. (See Fig. 4

for time-depth curve.)

i. Specimen No. 9, Crack Opening, % In, Mix Ratio 2%:1
A period of 25 min was required for this mix to reach the full 18-in depth. The

mixture flowed evenly and penetration was good. (See Fig. 4 for time-depth curve.)

;. Specimen No. 10, Crack Opening Y^ In, Mix Ratio 2^4 •?

A period of 5 min was required for this mix to reach the full 18-in depth. Much
of the area was filled by drop-off. The downward flow only reached a 4-in depth before

it met the drop-off which filled from the bottom upward. This seems to be an excellent

mix for this size of opvening as there were no voids or air pockets left in the specimen.

(See Fig. 5 for time-depth curve.)

k. Specimen No. 11, Crack Opening ^ In, Mix Ratio 3:J

A period of 17 min was required for the pour and drop-off to fill the 18-in void.

The mix did fill the void the entire depth but did not extend fully to the sides and left

numerous air pockets within the poured material. The irregular flow of a mix which is

too stiff may be readily seen in Fig. 7 in the sequence photographs. (See Fig. 5 for

time-depth curve.)

2. Coefficient of Linear Expansion

Specimens for this portion of the test were cast from portions of the mixes used

in the crack filling test except for specimen 12 which was cast of pure epoxy resin.

Specimens 10-2 and 11-2 were recast after it was found that specimens 10-1 and 11-1

were slightly undersize.

Three temperature ranges were used, F to -f 75 F, F to -f 100 F, and +75 F

to +100 F, giving a temperature differential of 75 deg, 100 deg, and 25 deg. The bars

were held to each given temperature for a period of 24 hr to allow for proper stabiliza-

tion before gage readings were taken.

Readings were taken on the top and bottom of each specimen. Referring to Table 2,

it can be seen that in the more fluid mixtures (the >4:1 mix through the 2:1 mix), the

readings were considerably higher on the top of the bar than on the bottom. This was

caused by the sand settling to the bottom of the forms. In the heavier mixes, the top

and bottom readings were more nearly the same, indicating a homogeneous cross section.

Specimen No. 12 which is of clear epoxy resin indicates this homogeneity. The amount

of elongation ranged from a high of 0.0000935 in per in per deg F for the clear epoxy

resin specimen to an average low for the two 3:1 ratio specimens of 0.(X)00129 in per in

per deg F.

Fig. 9 shows the relation of coefficients for the various ratios of sand to epoxy resin.

It can be seen that as the amount of sand increases, the coefficient decreases and

approaches a value comparble to concrete of O.OOOOOSS in per in per deg F.

(Text continued on page 56}
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TABLE 2

COEFFICIENT OF LINEAR EXPANSION

Strain Gage Readings

Specimen

No.
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Determining the coefficient of linear expansion with a Berry strain gage.

Aluminum form used for casting test-bar specimens.

Fig. 8
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FIG. 9
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3. Flexural Tests

The specimens used for this test arc the same as those used in the coefficient of

linear expansion test. It was previously mentioned that in some of the mixes the sand

tended to settle in the forms. To compensate for this lack of homonencity and provide

for symmetry about the neutral axis it was decided to test the bars so that the top and

bottom sides as cast were the vertical sides as positioned in the test machine. (See Fip;. 12

for typical test setup.) One SR-4 strain gage was cemented to the tension side at

mid-span.

TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF DATA

Soecimen
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FIG. 10
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ASTM Test Method D 790-61 prescribes that Ihc strain rati- l)i' 0.01 in per in (H-r

min, and the load was applied to achieve this rate.

Fig. 10 shows the load-strain diagrams for the various specimens and Table 3 shows

the flexural modulus of elasticity of each. The modulus of elasticity was calculated

from computed stress and recorded strain and represents the slope of the linear por-

tions of the stress-strain curve. The ultimate flexural stress as shown was calculated

from the ultimate machine load. It can be seen from Fig. 10 that there is an increase

in the modulus of elasticity with an increase in sand in the mix. The range is shown
to be 455,000 psi for the unfilled system to 1,157,000 psi for the 3:1 mix. A typical

flexural failure is shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 11 shows the relation of ultimate flexural stress and mix ratios. It can be seen

that there is a decrease in strength with an increase in sand in the mix. As indicated

on Table 3, the range is from 6,353 psi for the unfilled system to 2,058 psi for the

3:1 mix.

(Text continued on page 61)

FIG. II
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2-3/4" , 2-1/2"
,
2-3/4"
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t' t

Strain Gage

located here

Fig. 12—Typical setup for flexure tests.
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Fig. 13—Typical flexural failure. (Specimen 5, mix ratio 2:1).
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Fig. 14—Typical setup for compression test.

4. Compression Test

The specimens for the compression test were loaded in compliance with ASTM
Test Method D 69S-61T which prescribes the rate of 0.05 in per min for the speed

of the loading machine. Fig. 14 shows the test setup with the Ames dial for recording

the compressive strains. Fig. IS shows the various specimens after test. The upper

photograph shows the typical compressive mode of failure for all sand-filled specimens.

The lower photograph shows the comparison between a sand-filled specimen and an

unfilled or clear epoxy resin specimen. The unfilled specimen exhibited considerable

distortion before failure and the bulging at mid height is apparent as well as the

vertical shortening. No such flexibility was apparent in any of the filled specimens,

all of which failed along diagonal slip planes.

Table 3 gives the compressive modulus of elasticity and ultimate compressive stress

for all specimens. The modulus of elasticity was computed from calculated stress and

recorded strain and represents the slope of the linear portion of the stress-strain curves

plotted on Fig.. 16. It can be seen that there is an increase in the modulus with an

increase in the amount of sand. The range is from 367,000 to 667,000 psi. The ultimate

compressive stress is shown to decrease with an increase in the amount of sand and the

range is from 10,541 to 5,067 psi. Fig. 17 shows the relationship between the ultimate

compressive stress and the various sand-to-epoxy-resin ratios.

(Text continued on page 64)
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..

-I

Sand-filled specimens after compression tests.

Comparison between a sand-filled specimen, left, (mix ratio 1:1) and a
specimen made of pure epoxy resin after compression test.

Fig. 15
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FIG. 16
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FIG. 17
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Advance Report of Committee 16—Economics of

Railway Location and Operation

Report on Assignment 6

Features of Economic and Engineering Interest in the

Study, Design, Construction and Operation of New
Railway Line Projects, or Major Line Relocations,

Proposed, In Progress, or Recently Completed

H. L. Woldridge (chairman, subcommittee), J. L. Charles, S. B. Gill, L. W. Haydon,

H. C. Hutson, G. A. Jacob, H. A. Lind, R. McCann, G. L. Nichols, F. N. Nye,

F. J. Richter, W. P. Shoemaker, G. S. Sowers, Roland Turner, P. E. Van Cleve.

Eufaula Dam Relocation—Missouri-Kansas-

Texas Railroad

By A. N. DeMARET
Engineer, Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad

The 102,500-acre reservoir that would be created on the Canadian Rivers in Okla-

homa by the construction of the 3200-ft Eufaula dam required relocation of five sections

of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas main Hne and adjoining highway between McAlester and
Muskogee, Okla., involving 35,000,000 cu yds of grading. In two other sections the

track was raised in place, requiring the replacement of two pile trestles with 108- and

114-in structural plate pipes. The maximum raise in place was 7 ft and included one

end of a passing track and associated block signals. One passing track was abandoned

and two others were extended. Conventional communication and signal lines were re-

placed with microwave and coded track circuits. The microwave circuits were extended

to cover a 60-mile territory. Considerable shifting and raising of existing communication

and signal lines were required in connection with the construction of track connections,

shooflys and overpasses, the installation of culverts, and channel and grading operations.

Reflectorized mile-post signs on aluminum-alloy posts were placed in the 60-mile territory.

The United States Army Corps of Engineers was in charge of this project and

contracted the design and construction work, except the communication and signal

work, which, on both the new and abandoned sections, was handled by M-K-T forces.

Plans and specifications for the project conformed to railroad standards and were

approved by the M-K-T chief engineer after a field inspection with the parties con-

cerned, including representatives from the Bureau of Public Roads and the Oklahoma

Department of Highways, who were involved because a highway paralleled or over-

passed all five sections of the railroad to be relocated. As relocated, the railroad and

highway occupy a common embankment across reservoir areas, with gas, telephone and

power lines located on right-of-way easements. Fencing with locked gates was pro-

vided so railroad and utility forces would have access for maintenance purposes from

the highway.

The project had a timetable schedule. Sections were successively placed in operation

as they were completed. For the 20.8 miles of relocation and temporary connections,

7 miles of new rail were provided. The remainder of the rail used was that salvaged

from the abandoned sections. Highway grading was not possible in several areas until

65
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the abandoned track and facilities were removed or shooflys built. The schedule set up

for the project was met. The relocation work began in April 1960, trains began operat-

ing on the final section in January 1964, and final closure of the dam for flood control

occurred in February 1964.

The contracts for bridges, grading, turfing and fencing were let separately for the

successive sections. Track construction for all sections was covered by one contract,

which included placing of sub-ballast, construction of new track and salvage of old

track. The only trackwork performed by M-K-T forces was installing turnout connec-

tions or lining track over to new sections as required.

The design speed for the new main line was 80 mph. All curves are 1 deg, with

spirals. The maximum grade is 0.8 percent. Select material conforming to the specifica-

tions of the Oklahoma Department of Highways was used for the top 2 ft of the new
grade. A basic 28-ft roadbed was adopted, and motor car setoffs and signal berms were

provided. Rail anchors were installed on all grades, the minimum number being 20 per

39-ft rail. Grading slopes varied from 2:1 to 3:1 on fills, while backslopes were 2:1,

except in rock. On high slopes 12-ft berms were inserted at 25-ft vertical intervals.

Dikes and interceptor ditches were used where the ground sloped toward the track.

Riprap 12 to 14 in thick with 6 to 12 in of gravel backing was placed in the reservoir

area. Toe trenches were used to anchor the riprap. Either turfing or seeding was used

extensively on cuts, fills and ditches. Concrete ditch checks were used. Subsurface water

was encountered, requiring the installation of interceptor drainage pipe in three cut

areas. The sub-ballast section consisted of 10 in of limestone screenings, applied in two

controlled-depth layers. It was consolidated by watering, blading and rolling with

rubber-tired pneumatic rollers. Control for this operation and subsequent track construc-

tion was afforded by an offset line embedded in the sub-ballast. As a result, the final

ballast section is very uniform with a straight toe hne, contributing much to eye appeal.

All sub-ballast, rail, fastenings and ties were unloaded by truck. The rail was strung

along one side of the sub-ballast by a rubber-tired crane. Ties, banded into bundles,

were distributed by a crane along the other side. The ballast section was formed in

three lifts to a depth of 1 ft after the track was laid on the true alinement.

Four steel bridges were constructed across the reservoir area. Two of the bridges

were each 420 ft long, one was 1000 ft long and the other 800 ft long. The bridge

material included six 100-ft-long through plate-girder spans salvaged from the old line.

The remaining spans consisted of new through plate-girders and deck plate-girders.

The design load was Cooper E 72 with diesel-locomotive impact. A permanent catwalk

was built between the deck plate-girders for inspection. Concrete piers were extended

to and keyed into solid rock. The abutments are concrete supported on structural-

steel piles.

Protective public-liability and property-damage insurance in the amounts of $500,-

000 and $1,000,000 were provided to cover work by M-K-T or the contractors on the

relocation and alteration work. This afforded some protection against the hazards inher-

ent to new construction. A deferred construction clause in the government contract

provides protection for a five-year period against defects peculiar to new construction

that might arise, such as consolidation of the embankment, subsidence of the track

and ballast section into the roadbed, settling of fills, and washouts. These defects may

be actual or impending, the latter permitting action to be taken to prevent those condi-

tions from actually occurring. Such preventive action includes, but is not restricted to,

the restoration, stabilization and completion of the roadbed by the removal or placing

of grading materials and temporary or final ballast; the installation of ripraj), drains
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and piling; the building and removing of temporary tracks; the restoration of tracks,

bridges, culverts, signal and communication lines, and other facilities; the realinement

and resurfacing of tracks; and the adjustment of approach structures. In other words
all that becomes necessary to perform work covered by the deferred-construction clause.

Here's an example of the benefits derived from the clause: Since considerable time had

elapsed between grading operations and actual train operation, some ditch areas on the

last section had silted. The Corps of Engineers had no contract, other than the deferred-

construction clause in the M-K-T contract, under which this situation could be cor-

rected. Therefore, acceptance of this section was authorized with the understanding that

remedial work would be instituted in conformity with the aforementioned clause. Addi-

tional minor items of drainage, slides and riprap were corrected under this provision

at the same time.

The relocated track is as much as 60 ft higher than the abandoned track in the

reservoir area. The impounded lake water has no scouring action on the bridge piers

such as the old ones were subjected to by river currents and flood-water conditions.

All highway-railway grade crossings were eliminated by overpass construction, with a

single exception at one end of the relocation. The relocation resulted in no appreciable

difference in the length of track.
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PLOWING, TIE REPLACEMENT, TRACK ALINEMENT are

accomplished faster and with fewer men using the new
Mannix AUTO-TRACK unit.

Hydraulic hammer on each side knocks tie down. Con-

veyor belt ejects tie to either side.

NOW, lease or purchase MANNIX Auto-Track

Equipment to operate with railroad crew for

greatest convenience and maximum savings.

Write for details. Arrange showing of operating

films with no obligation.

Lining head controlled by levers

near rear end where operator

observes alinement. One man
replaces lining crew.

MANNIX
INTERNATIONAL

INC.

Phone: Liberty 5-0411

Box 7485

MINNEAPOLIS 22, MINNESOTA



AEROQUIP AIR HOSE...

THE f FOR

LOCOMOTIVE APPLICATIONS

V

That's Right . . . Aeroquip 1531 Air Hose is

Number One for rugged service on six typical

locomotive* lines: Signal, IVlain Reservoir and
Sanding, Brake Pipe Actuating, and Independ-
ent Application and Release Lines. Why? Because
Aeroquip 1531 Air Hose is quality designed and
built for the job. Armored protection is provided

by the wire braid reinforcement which is stain-

less steel in the l%" size. Aeroquip 1531
Air Hose with reusable fittings is available

in four sizes from V2 inch I.D. through

lys inch. I.D. Operating pressure up
to 300 psi, temperatures from

40° to +200° F.

*Also recommended for passenger

car air lines

AEROQUIP CORPORATION • JACKSON, MICHIGAN
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS: VAN WERT, O.; BURBANK, CALIF.; DALLAS, TEX.;
PORTLAND, ORE.; CRANBURY, N.J.; ATLANTA, GA.

In Canada: Aeroquip (Canada) Ltd., Toronto 19, Ontario
In Germany: Aeroquip G.m.b.H., Baden Baden-Oo«

AEROQUIP PRODUCTS ARE PROTECTED BY PATENTS IN U.S.A., CANADA AND ABROAD



^-x-t-e-n-d T-i-e Jl-i-^-el

tiola Qaoe!

USE TIE PLATE
lOQK SPIKES

One-piece Design

LOCK SPIKES hold tie plates firmly in place on
cross-ties and bridge timbers.

LOCK SPIKES are quickly and easily driven,

or removed, with standard track tools.

Driven to refusal, the spread shank is com-
pressed by the walls of the hole. Tie plates are held

against horizontal and vertical movement under

spring pressure. Play between the spike and the

hole is eliminated—abrasion and seating of tie

plates is overcome.

LOCK SPIKES hold their position in the tie,

and redriving to tighten the plate is not required.

They provide a quiet and strengthened track.

Annual cost of ties and maintenance expense is

reduced by extending the life of ties and holding

gage. Here is one answer to conservation of ma-
terials and labor. Write for free folder.

BERNUTH, LEMBCKE CO., INC.
420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Actual

Size



Get any coating

job done...

ANYWHERE
with

Graco
HYDRA-SPRAY

^-•al

The custom-built assembly shown
above and to the right is an all-purpose
rig designed to give maximum flexibility

in coating and painting work. It was
designed for field application of paints,
lacquers, vinyls, cutback asphalts,
creosotes, heavy oils and greases.

' It uses the economical Graco Hydra-
Spray Process, and proves once again,
you get the job done faster and better
with Graco than with any other coat-
ing system.

If speed of coating application, and
material savings are important to you,
write today for all the details of the
Graco Hydra-Spray Process.

FREE!
Graco Engineers are prepared to help you in the design of your
paint and material spray assemblies. Your Graco Railway Rep-
resentative will be glad to explain the many benefits of this

service. Write or call him . . . today!

Graco
GRAY COMPANY, INC.
MINNEAPOLIS 13, MINNESOTA

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT

JOHN P. McADAMS, Eastern Soles Representative

2304 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia

CHICAGO—(Broadview, III.)

R. D. Worley
3030 South 25th Ave.

CLEVELAND
M. H. Frank Company, Inc.

1202 Marshall Building

HOUSTON
Houston Railroad Supply Co.
1610 Dumble Street

PHILADELPHIA
The A. R. Kidd Co.
1036 Suburban Station BIdg.

LOUISVILLE
T. F. & H. H. Going
6308 Limewood Circle

ST. LOUIS
The Carriers Supply Company
818 Olive Street

NEW YORK— Newark, New Jersey
R. A. Corley
744 Broad Street

SAN FRANCISCO
The Barnes Supply Company
141 Eleventh Street

TWIN CITIES— SI. Paul, Minn.
The Daniel L. O'Brien Supply Compony
Endicott-On-Fourth BIdg.

WASHINGTON— Arlington, Va.
Southeastern Railway Supply, Inc.

2304 Wilson Blvd.

MONTREAL— Ontario, Canada
International Equipment Co., ltd.

360 St. James Street West



IteRSHAW Trackwork Machines

Weed And Brush Cutter (Track Patrol)

Designed, Tested, and Proven

on America's Railroads

Kershaw
MANUFACTURING CO.

MONTGOMERYwALABAMA

Trackwork Equipment Developed and Proven On the Job
Heavy Duty Ballast Regulator, Scaritier and Plow, Standard Ballast Regulator, Sacritier and Plow,

Track Broom, Super Jack-All, Standard Jack-All Kershaw Kribber, Two-Wheel Kribber, Tie Bed Sacrifier

Tie Inseter, Track Undercutter-Skeletonizer, Ballast Cleaner, Crib-Adze, Mocar Crane, Track Crane and

Tie Inserter, Utility Derrick, Two-Ton Rail Derrick, Tie Replacer, Dual Tie Saw, Track Liner, Snow

Switch Cleaner, Weed and Brush Cutter (Track Patrol).



UBIQUITOUS
BARCOTE can be used wherever railroads run.

BARCOTE 325 and BARCOTE 600 as well as PROTECTIVE

COATING 540 - 60 are products which have proven to

be most satisfactory in the protection of metal surfaces.

These products are compounded to withstand the ele-

ments, contamination and severe service.

Splice Bars, Rail and Rail Joints that are subjected to

adverse conditions require the BEST in protection to

obtain the optimum in service.

'^Existing evef-ywhere.

The BROOKS OIL Company
Established 1876

General offices ond US plont. 3304 East 87th Street* Cleveland 27 Ohio

Canadian offices ond plant 461 Cumberland Avenue* Hamilton Ontaric



NEW and RELAYING

RAIL
Switch Material • Tools

Track Accessories

PILING
Rental Steel-Sheet Piling

Pipe Pile • H-Bearing Pile

PIPE
Tested and Structural

All Sizes 1/8" thru 48"

Valves, Fittings, Flanges

Immediate delivery

from Foster's nationwide

warehouse stocks.
Specialists to the Railroads

iLmBsmMLco
Pittsburgh



rriAtlMf

MODEL 441

Developed and Built

for Railroad Maintenance

180° BOOM SWING

dOiS AU JOBS!

ROOTS AND LOADS TIES

LAYING WELDED RAIL

i#ICUTS MAINTENANCE COSTS

12 ffiiSl CHANGE ATTACHMENTS
• Forks

• l'/4 Cu. Yd. Bucket
• Tofe Hook
• 18' Boom Extension

• Fork Tie Baler

• Track Cleaning Bucket

Back Hoe
Clamshell

Back Filler Blade

Pull Drag Bucket

4 Cu. Yd. Snow bucket

Pile Hammer
Optional Attachment

Flanged Wheels, Hydraulically Controlled

PETTIBONE MULLIKEN CORPORATION
RAILROAD

141 W. JACKSON

DIVISION

CHICAGO 4, ILL

9' WIDE TRACK CLEANING BUCKET"

80 Years of Service

to the Railroad Industry



OO WOODINGS-VERONA TOOL WORKS
^^^ Pioneer Mcoiuiacturers

oi

HIGH GRADE TRACK TOOLS
and

SPRING WASHERS FOR TRACK
Since 1873

VERONA, PA. CHICAGO. ILL.

w



Self-adjusting

safety clutch

Husky 4-cycle engine

Spirit level

Automatic

power feed-
plus hand feed

for quick set-up

Positive chain drive

Only the Racine Rail Drill

gives you all

these features

for faster

in-track repairs

RACINE HYDRAULICS & MACHINERY, INC.

MACHINERY DIVISION • RACINE, WISCONSIN 53404

Power feed alone is reason enough

for buying a Racine Rail Drill. This

exclusive feed system automatically

compensates for rail hardness, as

well as bit size and sharpness, giving

you more uniform holes and up to

twice the drill life.

But the Racine Rail Drill offers many
other work-saving, cost-cutting fea-

tures. It's fast, easy to position and

adjust, convenient to handle, rugged,

and low in cost. Ask your Racine Dis-

tributor for a demonstration, or write

for details. 20-182

Racine has the tool for the Job . . . PRODUCTION AND SPOT TAMPERS • OCTAGUN
UNIT TAMPERS • RAIL ANCHOR APPLICATORS • SELF-PROPELLED DRILL AND SAW



Assure lower maintenance costs,

better performance with...

TEXACO
Petroleum Products and

Systematic Engineering

Service

TEXACO INC.

RAILWAY SALES DIVISION
135 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

NEW YORK . CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS • ST. PAUL • ATLANTA

Hubbard Super Service Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Super Steel Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Track Tools

Hubbard Tool Division
UNIT RAIL ANCHOR CORPORATION

New York Pittsburgh Chicago

W^ Unit Rail Anchor W
UNIT RAIL ANCHOR DIVISION

UNIT RAIL ANCHOR CORPORATION
NEW YORK PITTSBURGH CHICAGO



Whafs he doing 1

Drilling one of 12,000

inspection holes in

this 1300' creosoted

pine trestle

Why?
to locate internal

decay and evaluate

remaining timber

strength.

Thaf's what we
mean by inspection

and in-place treatment

OSMOSE WOOD PRESERVING CO.

OF AMERICA, INC.

980 Ellicolt St., Buffalo, N . Y. 14209



Area Code 305

P. O. Box 10378 LOgan 6-7922

GREENHEART, INC.
1431 N. E. 26th Street

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA

President—John L. McEwen—Quarter Century Experience

IMPORTERS:

GREENHEART—3300F Piles, Lumber,

Timbers Long Length

MORA EXCELSA—Lumber and Timbers

MANBARKLAK—Piles

ANGELIQUE (Basra Locus)—Piles, Lumber and Timbers
and other Woods from

Burma, Siam, Australia, Africa and South America

Data furnished on request

THE DOUBLE U RAIL ANCHOR

ACHUFF RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
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AREA Publications—Price List

The following include some of the Association publications available from the

secretary's o£Bce on order. Prices shown are for Members only:

Member
Price

Manual of Recommended Practice, complete in 2 volumes, including binders

(first copy) $18.00

Extra binders, each 4.50

Annual Supplements ( first copy) 1.00

Separate Chapters

1—Roadway and Ballast 1.50

3-Ties 25

4-Rail 75

5-Track 75

6-Buildings 1.50

7-Wood Bridges and Trestles 1.00

8-Masonry 1.00

9-Highways 0.50

11—Engineering and Valuation Records 1.25

13—Water, Oil and Sanitation Services 1.00-

14—Yards and Terminals 1.00

15—Iron and Steel Structures 1.25

16—Economics of Railway Location and Operation 0.75

17—Wood Preservation 50'

18—Electricity (AAR Electrical Manual, $23.00 Complete with binder.

Separate Sections available, prices on request)

20-Contract Forms 1.25

22—Economics of Railway Labor 0.50

25—Waterways and Harbors 0.25

27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment 0.50

28-Clearances 0.25

29-Waterproofing 0.25

Flexible-cover, loose-leaf binder for separate chapters, each 0.40

Portfolio of Trackwork Plans— 119 plans, 8 sheets of specifications, 5 sheets

definitions of terms, complete with leatherette cover $12.50

Track Scale Pamphlet— 109 pages, flexible cover 1.00

Federal Valuation of Railroads—87 pages, flexible cover 1.00

Instructions for Mixing and Placing Concrete-24 pages, flexible cover 0.40

Handbook of Instructions for the Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way
Equipment-149 pages, hard cover 0.85

Instructions for Care and Safe Operation of Welding and Grinding Equip-

ment—23 pages, flexible cover 0.30

Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges (fixed spans)-70 pages, flexible

cover 0.75

Specifications for Movable Railway Bridges-73 pages, punched sheets 1.00



AUTOJACK

ELEGTROMATIG
The only completely
automatic track surfacing
machine on the market

Proven in operation by North America's
leading railroads. Complete and auto-
matic control of surface and cross level

through tangent and curve territory-

regardless of height of lift.

• Combination of Autojack and Electromatic

equals or improves production of Electro-

matic alone.

• Precision of lift and uniformity of compaction

controlled automatically.

• All variations in lift, level and run-out con-

trolled from operator's panel.

• Beam "sighting" for utmost precision.

• Front buggy self-propelled ahead of tamper.

TAM P E R I N C. 53 Court St., Plattsburgh, N.Y.

SALES AND SERVICE: 2147 University Avenue
St. Paul 14, Minnesota
Phone: 645-5055

IN CANADA 160 St. Joseph Blvd.,

Lachine (Montreal), P.Q.

Phone: 637-5531

Your enquiries for detailed information or brochures on
Autojack Electromatic and other track machines are invited.



grip annel anchor

is forged to do. Grip and hold.

And still have plenty of reserve strength

for reapplication. Plus— our particular

way with steel gives Channeloc the

temper, the spring, to adjust

itself to rail-base

variations— no shims.

These days, Class 1

roads buy Channeloc

by the million. Yours?

True Temper, RaiU

way Appliance

Division, 1623

Euclid Avenue,

Cleveland 15, O,

aIRUE lEMPER^



Caiudian Siles Representative : The Holden Co. Limited, 614 SL limet SL W,

Montreal 3, Quebec, Canada Phone: 514 g49'8131



THE TRASCO CAR RETARDER

HUNDREDS IN SERVICE
IN CLASS YARD TRACK

TRACK SPECIALTIES COMPANY
P.O. BOX 729 WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT
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Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.
Those who.'^e names are set in bold-face type constitute the Engineering Division, A.\R, Com-

mittee 16.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report at this time. The committee is obtaining the data needed for

revision of the remaining sections of Manual material, which will be sub-

mitted for approval as soon as completed.

2. Study of methods of analyzing the economics of railway engineering projects

designed primarily to improve the quality of transportation service.

No report at this time. The committee has been investigating specific proj-

ects designed for the improvement of transportation service in order to

report on economic factors involved and method of evaluation used.

3. Determination of maintenance of way expense variation with various traffic

volumes and effect of using such variations, in terms of equated mileage or

other derived factors, for allocation of available funds to maintenance of

way, collaborating with Committees 11 and 22.

69
Bui. 595



70 Economics of Railway Location and Operation

No report is heint; m.'ule at this lime. Tlie commiltec lias het-n cooperating

with the AAR Research Center, which is profiressinn a research project on

"Preliminary Econometric Modelin^i for Track Maintenance Requirements,"

and is awaitinji results of the study to make a progress report.

4. Potential applications of electronic computers to railway engineering prob-

lems in research, design, inventory, etc., collaborating with Committees 11

and 30, and informally with the Railway Systems and Management Asso-

ciation.

The committee is preparing a report on "Remote Computing Systems"

which will be submitted as a progress report at a later date.

5. Engineering methods of reducing time of freight cars between loading and

unloading points, collaborating with Car Service Division, AAR, Com-
munication and Signal Section, AAR, Operating-Transportation Division,

AAR, and American Association of Railroad Superintendents.

Final report presented as information page 71

6. Features of economic and engineering interest in the study, design, con-

struction and operation of new railway line projects, or major line reloca-

tions, proposed, in progress or recently completed.

Advance report entitled "Eufaula Dam Relocation—Missouri-Kansas-Texas

Railroad," was presented in Bulletin 594, September-October 1965, page 65.

7. Application of industrial engineering functions to the railway industry.

Advance report entitled "Optimum Spot Shop Repair Operation—An
Example of a Queueing Model," was presented in Bulletin 594, September-

October 1965, page 1.

8. Effects of innovations on the economics of railway location and operation.

No report at this time. The committee is collecting data on new operational

and engineering concepts that are being studied and on innovations that

may be used to meet future competitive situations, reduce cost and improve

service.

The Committee on Economics of Railway Location and Operation,

T. D. WoFFORD, Jr., Chairman.

ARE.A Bulletin 595, November 1965
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Report on Assignment 5

Engineering Methods of Reducing Time of Freight Cars

Between Loading and Unloading Points

Collaborating with Car Service Division, AAR, Communication and Signal

Section, AAR, Operating-Transportation Division, AAR, and

American Association of Railroad Superintendents

W. J. Dixon (chairman, subcommittee), P. J. Claffey, G. B. Button, Jr., A. J. Gellman,
L. W. Haydon, T. D. Kern, J. C. Martin, C. J. Meyer, F. N. Nye, W. B. Peterson,

J. S. Reed, H. L. Richardson, Jr., L. K. Sillcox, C. L. Towle, J. R. Wilmot.

Your committee submits the following final report resulting from its consideration

of engineering and related methods of reducing the time cycle of freight cars between

loading and unloading points. Based on analysis of technological developments in the

various fields of engineering which will assist the railroads in this endeavor, it is the

consensus of the committee that the systems-engineering approach to the problem offers

the most far-reaching potential. Consequently, this report is concerned with the applica-

tion of modern management control techniques, embracing the capabilities of high-speed

communications systems and electronic data processing, to the improvement of freight-

car productivity.

The railroad industry will both enhance its profitability and up-grade the service

it provides shipp>ers when it adopts procedures designed to further the attainment of

this objective. Tht most important element of cost savings will accrue through the

increased car utilization that will follow a reduction in car-time involvement per move-

ment. Shipper service is improved by the faster, more dependable delivery associated

with minimal-delay car handling.

Recent advances in machine processing of data, communications, and computer

technology are producing important new railroad car information and control tools

that have contributed, and that hold promise of contributing in an even more impor-

tant manner in the future, to the administration of individual freight car use on an

intensive basis of planned, predictable performance. Most noteworthy are high-capacity,

quick-access information storage systems, simplified equipment for effecting rapid con-

tact between such storage systems and users at remote points, and automatic car iden-

tification devices. These elements of car information and control systems may be used

either in simple groups or in complex combinations to promote freight-car time savings.

A review of the capabilities of these new tools should be of interest to all railroad

engineers concerned with expediting freight-car movement, particularly as they are

employed to insure the attainment of service improvements anticipated from new yards,

line changes, and other betterments in physical plant.

The usefulness of sophisticated information and control techniques for expediting

freight-car movement is strikingly evident when the type of service which cars are

capable of producing is related to the manner in which they are actually u.sed for the

transportation of goods. It is estimated that the average loaded freight car spends 75

percent of its time in terminals and only 25 percent in actual line-haul movement.

Hence it is apparent that excess capacity exists which should be susceptible to contrac-

tion by the institution of better systems to intensify freight -car u.se on a programmed

ba.sis.
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A primary characteristic of railroad freight-car movement is that no single person

normally is in direct contact with a car during its entire trip from origin to destination.

This contrasts with the truck, shepherded by a driver for its complete trip, or the pipe-

line shipment, continually under the observation of an operating engineer. Even double-

bottom trucks and barge tows customarily move from origin to destination with a

common sequence of crews, that is, without being broken up. Freight cars, on the other

hand, even though several may move as a unit, normally are switched from one train

to another, through yards, from arrival track to departure track, without being spe-

cifically and continuously monitored. No railroad personnel directly interested in the

ultimate delivery of a carload shipment, freight agent, traffic agent, or superintendent

of transportation, is immediately aware that a car is delayed for reasons such as errone-

ous yard placement, mis-routing, or mechanical breakdown, as would be the case in

other types of transportation when each shipment is continually under scrutiny. This

problem can be alleviated through use of automatic car-reporting systems and the

central storage and review of individual car-movement information.

A second characteristic of railroad freight-car operations that justifies improved

car information and control, particularly central information storage, is found in the

great number of opportunities that exist for individual cars to be delayed enroute. A
freight car in its journey from origin to destination will pass from one train to another

through a succession of interchanges and classification yards, often to and from service

areas such as scales, repair shops, or icing stations, at any of which it may be delayed

Whenever a loaded car is not moving in a train, even when it is being switched into,

or out of, a train, a theoretical delay occurs since it is not being moved directly from

loading dock to unloading platform. The plethora of conditions creating chances for

railroad car delays emphasizes the need to have a means of alerting management to

service failures as soon as they occur or, better still, to have the capability of planning

and carrying out the work in a manner designed to avoid or minimize delays.

Finally, many preventable delays occur, and other delays are longer in duration

than necessary, because the scope and complexity of large-scale railroad operations

ordinarily make communication between supervisor and worker, as well as between the

various levels of supervision, so difficult and time-consuming that often management

can do nothing quickly enough to prevent or even to reduce the effect of car delays.

The impact of the lack of continuing scrutiny of loaded cars and the occurrence

of delays from whatever cause is exemplified by some recent observations of the records

of a sampling of loaded cars moving in one direction between two major cities some

300 miles apart. The actual time from loading dock to unloading dock or to interchange

for the percentage of cars indicated was:

2 days 14.29%

3 days 37.14%

4 days 21.43'%

5 days 11.43%

6 days 11.43%

7 days or more 4.28%

The spread of this time distribution between similar, although not identical moves,

indicates that in this case, at least, delays do occur, and that methods should be sought

to exercise closer control over the total movement of loaded cars. If train consists, yard

switch lists, industrial spot and pull lists, and other instructions could be projected in

advance of need and subject to quick adjustment for developing situations, management
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could arrange for the timely movement of all cars in a fashion much closer to the

optimum than is possible now. Railroads thus not only need a superior system for

reporting and recording car information but also the means for the prompt formulation

and issuance of instructions to produce the desired results and to initiate revisions

thereof when conditions change.

Some railroads using presently available equipment have developed systems which

fulfill part of these requirements, and as time goes on, it can be expected that auto-

matic car reporting and control systems, using comprehensive high-speed communications

networks and large-scale electronic computers, will be able, in effect, to keep all cars

on a railroad under scrutiny at all times. Such a system could issue instructions to

move each car from loading point to unloading point, plan the make-up of all trains,

and notify the responsible supervisory personnel when the instructions produced by the

system were not carried out as planned. The progress being made on systems now under

development holds promise of providing the fundamental elements of the total railroad

systems of the future, which will make possible a substantial reduction in the overall

elapsed time consumed by loaded freight cars between points of loading and unloading,

as well as by empty cars in moving to the point of next loading or of interchange.

A system can be visualized which would have high-speed communications to all

freight agents, all interchange points, all yard offices and all points at which instruc-

tions are issued to crews, including dispatchers. These communication facilities would

join all of these points to a computer, possibly through subsidiary regional computers.

Information on each car would be sent through the communications network to the

computer as soon as the car was loaded on line or received from connections. This infor-

mation would include car initial and number, gross weight (either actual or estimated).

contents, origin, destination, shipper, consignee, route, and any special service instruc-

tions. In effect, the computer would at all times have complete information concerning

all the cars on the railroad.

The extent to which a computer can effectively serve as a control mechanism will

depend on the size of the railroad, the complexity of its operations, the econom'c advan-

tages to be gained from the substitution of machine for manual supervisory functions,

and the capabihties of the computer employed. For example, in appropriate circum-

stances, the computer could have stored in its memory a complete timetable of all

scheduled freight trains, all local runs, and the normal pattern of work of all switch

engines, including industry runs. It might also know in detail the lay-out of all the

tracks or the pattern of switching in each yard and have time standards for the kind

of work performed at each location. With this combination of information, the com-

puter could be programmed to produce and transmit over the communications network

to the appropriate points instructions for the pick-up of each car from the siding, its

switching in the initial yard, its inclusion in a specific train, its switching, if necessary,

at intermediate yards, and its switching and placement at the unloading dock at the

destination terminal. It could also make an advance assignment of the car for move-

ment or prompt reloading upon release by the consignee. At least one major railroad

has announced its intention to install a system designed to operate essentially in this

fashion.

The operation of the total system could be monitored in a positive way as well

as by exception. A listing of the initials and numbers of all cars in outbound trains

from all yards would be sent by means of the high-speed communications network to

the computer, which would check the list of the cars actually in each train against tho.^e

as planned by the computer. Departure times and the actual time of pa.ssing prescriberl
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check points would be transmitted to the computer, as well as any known variations

form schedules or from computer instructions, such as cars sent to the repair track.

The computer would also be notified of any reconsignments.

Presently, except for cars in pool or assigned service, allocation of empty equip-

ment is usually made by local forces after the car is returned from the industry to

the classification yard and is available for reloading. In some instances local forces

retain more empty equipment on hand than is actually used, and this is ordinarily done

tj protect potential business at that location. If the business does not develop, the

empty cars not used are then sent to another location where the same type of delay

can occur. The opportunity for assigning equipment to the next subsequent loading by

the computer would eliminate these delays. Information from the computer could also

be used to determine the efficiency of yard forces in this regard and to detect excessive

car detention.

With up-to-the-minute information constantly being fed to the computer, it could

generate and transmit instructions for the handling of all trains and all cars on the

railroad, including orders to correct faulty handling or unanticipated car delays. It could

search out the cars which for no reported reason had not moved as planned and imme-

diately request an explanation from local suf>ervision for the variance, so that appropri-

ate instructions could be issued to initiate corrective action.

A computer combined with fast communications facilities could not only effectually

observe each car for its entire trip but also could plan the route, the trains in which

it should move and the connections the car should make. It would do this planning

and make modifications to the plans for each car in conjunction with its plans for all

other cars on the railroad, so that the movement of all cars would be optimized to use

the shortest time between loading and unloading points consistent with the efficient use

of the company's resources.

It should be emphasized that supervision at headquarters and in the field would

still have responsibility for maintaining efficient operations and applying sound judg-

ment in the course of carrying out instructions. They would also continue to take

necessary action when emergencies or unforeseen conditions arose, keeping the computer

center informed of their actions on the basis of prescribed procedures covering situa-

tions of this kind. Supervisors should be encouraged to assist in the development ot

the new techniques and to recognize their responsibility to make full use of the tools

provided them, as well as to instruct their subordinates in the proper use of better

information and the importance of timely and accurate input to the information system.

For several years, many roads have had mechanized car and train movement

reporting systems which have been used to provide data pertaining to the cars moving

in each train in machine language for transmission to a central point and to the next

yard at which work has to be done to the train. The information going to the next

yard, when the cars are reported in the order in which they stand in the train, may
be used to prepare switch lists in advance of train arrival. The preparation of these

lists is now performed at the yard itself based on the staff's knowledge of the track

lay-cut, the use of the tracks at the time the list is made, and train schedules, as well

as the information on the advance consists as to commodity, gross weight, destination

or off-going junction, and special instructions. The information transmitted to the cen-

tral point is used for different purposes on different roads, such as furnishing a basis

for answers to inquiries regarding car location or to develop tonnage and mileage

statistics. Thus techniques have been developed and are in use now to collect car intel-

ligence at a central point.

In addition, some railroads are now using, and others are installing, mechanized

systems to control the movement and maintain a current inventory of all cars within
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a yard or terminal. Punched cards representing the cars in the terminal are used to

prepare switch lists and other work orders. The cards are filed in bins or racks accord-

ing to the exact location of the cars in the terminal, and as cars are switched from

track to track or from industry to the yard, cards are moved from bin to bin so that

the card file always reflects the current use of all tracks in the terminal. With adequate

rapid communications, this same information could be transmitted to a computer which

would then constantly know the status of all cars in each terminal. Systems of this

kind now in use have reduced the size of the car inventory formerly thought necessary

to support industry in particular locations, have assisted in better adjusting car supply

and demand, and have resulted in improved service to railroad customers.

If information on all cars in all terminals were available in machine-usable form,

together with significant data on all cars moving in trains, precision control of all cars

on line could be exercised centrally with fast communications and an appropriate com-

puter programmed to accomplish this objective. In this connection, reference to Inter-

state Commerce Commission Order Ex Parte No. 241, which required railroads to com-

pile for the month of October 1964, statistical data about car ownership, utilization and

distribution to a degree never before attempted, is pertinent. Most carriers, in comply-

ing with this order, machine-processed field reports normally excluded from computer

functions. While this extensive data collection was done primarily to satisfy the Com-
mission's request, the railroads having this information on cards and tapes can use

their experience in this instance to develop methods for the improvement of their car

reporting techniques and freight-car control. Errors contained in most basic source docu-

ments indicate a vital need to improve the accuracy of manual reporting if sophisticated

computer systems of the kind described herein are to operate successfully.

In addition to the rapid progress that has been made in increasing the capacity and

decreasing the cost of electronic computers, technological developments on two devices

associated with computers provide a basis to expect that the concept of centralized

control of all cars on a railroad will soon become a reality.

It is now possible, and some railroads are starting to use presently available devices,

to link their communications networks directly to computers without the intermediate

step of punched paper tape or punched cards which have been used in the past to

convert transmitted data to computer-usable language. Conversely, the same device

provides the computer with the ability to send information over a communications net-

work. These devices will accept transmissions at different speeds and from a large

number of circuits. They also constitute queueing devices in that they regulate the

messages which are waiting to be transmitted and establish priorities. The use of this

technique conserves commuuications time and, in effect, affords each yard with the

data processing capabilities of a large-scale centralized computer. In the future, too, it

can be expected that efforts will be intensified to interconnect railroad communications

networks in such a manner that information on cars enroute to a particular line can

be brought into the computer control system of that line at the earliest possible time.

Bulk information storage devices as adjuncts to computers have been improved

both as to the amount of information which can be stored and the speed with which

data can be recovered from storage for use by the computer. The significance of these

devices lies in their ability to hold the huge amounts of information which would be

required to keep track of all the cars on a railroad. Whereas the records are entered

and held in random sequence, they can be retrieved on demand almost instantly, thus

fulfilling one of the requirements for a computer to develop and issue instructions for

the handling of each car and each train on a continuous basis.

Even though railroads are being engineered to facilitate the faster movement of

loaded cars between points of loading and unloading, with roadway, track, motive
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power. ;iii(l cfiuipnutit all ircaicrl In hiuhci' s|)cefls, it is in the area of management

controls made possible l)y modern communications, computers, and related data proc-

essing systems design that the jirealest promise seems to lie for significant improvement

in loaded, as well as empty, freight-car transit time. By the application of such con-

trols, emphasis will shift from train performance to car performance, with car move-

ments between specific points measured and directed currently, continuously, and con-

sistently on the basis of uniform standards. In this manner, the quality of service

afforded shippers will be upgraded, and the results attained will be reflected in the

reduced time required for freight cars, overall, to move between points of loading and

unloading. Further, the railroads will receive a higher return on their capital invest-

ment in freight equipment, which is absolutely essential if the industry is to remain

profitable and competitive.
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5. Extent of use and effectiveness of hiKliway lyi)e sto[) signs at highway-

railway grade crossings.

Brief progress report, submitted as information page 83

6. Methods of providing additional advance warning to highway traffic

approaching a highway-railway grade crossing.

Final report, submitted as information page 84

7. Conduct study with the view toward developing alternate types of auto-

matic crossing protection, collaborating with Communication and Signal

Section, AAR.

Progress report, submitted as information page 86

The Committee on Highways,

R. Dejaiffe, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 595, November 1965.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

M. A. Wohlschlaeger (chairman, subcommittee), G. B. Blatt, C. A. Christensen, F.

Daugherty, C. I. Hartsell, J. T. Hoelzer, W. H. Huffman, H. A. Hunt, R. V.

Loftus, R. F. MacDonald, C. B. May, D. J. Moody, R. E. Nottingham, R. K.

Pattison, R. E. Skinner, J. E. Spangler, W. S. Titlow, C. W. Traister, J. M.
Trissal.

Since all references to wig-wag type signals have been removed from the Manual,

your committee voted to delete Art. 3—Mounting, on page 9-3-2, considering that Figs.

1 through 12 will adequately cover the situation. Your committee also voted to remove

Fig. IS, page 9-3-18, since the type of signal illustrated on this figure has been removed

from the Signal Manual.

The Manual changes approved by your committee are now submitted for adoption

by the Association. The specific changes are as follows:

Page 9-3-1

RECOMMENDED USE OF HIGHWAY-RAILWAY GRADE
CROSSINGS SIGNALS

For the crossing situation, "At single-track crossings," change the Signal Recom-

mended to read: Flashing-light signal as shown on page 9-3-17, located as shown on

pages 9-3-4 to 9-3-16 incl. Change the AREA Manual References Pages to read 9-3-2

to 9-3-17, incl.

For the crossing situation, "At multiple-track crossings," where the Signal Recom-

mended is "Same as for single track crossings or," change the AREA Manual Reference

Pages to read 9-3-2 to 9-3-17, incl.
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Pages 9-3-2 and 9-3-3

SPECIFICATIONS FOR HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSING SIGNALS

On page 9-3-2, Art. 2. Aspect—Delete reference to Fig. IS in second line of this

article.

Art. 3. Mounting—Delete in its entirety.

Page 9-3-18

Fig. 15—Highway Crossing Signal—Flashing-Light Type with Stop Sign

Delete.

Your committee recommends approval by the Association of the above Manual

changes.

Report on Assignment 2

Merits and Economics of Prefabricated Types of

Highway-Railway Grade Crossings

W. A. Buckmaster (chairman, subcommittee), H. J. Barnes, C. A. Christensen, T. P.

Cunningham, F. Daugherty, C. H. Gaut, Wm. J. Hedley, J. T. Hoelzer, W. H.
Huffman, R. F. MacDonald, E. S. Miller, D. J. Moody, J. E. Reynolds, P. H. Slack,

J. E. Spangler, W. S. Titlow, C. W. Traister, H. W. Walbright, M. A. Wohlschlaeger.

Your committee has continued its investigation of the merits and economics of pre-

fabricated types of grade crossing materials, particularly, the rubber-panel type.

Opinions expressed by members of this committee indicate that the merits of the

rubber-panel crossing remain substantially the same as previously reported in Bulletin

581, November 1963. Then, as now, the apparent greatest deterrents to more extensive

use of this material by railroads were the relatively high material cost, the high labor

expense involved in the placement of the complex system of supporting wooden shims

and the rubber panels, and the lack of knowledge regarding the expected life of the

material. However, certain industries which move materials or products over grade

crossings with heavily loaded fork-lift trucks and other types of industrial tractors

having small-diameter wheels have increased their use of rubber-panel installations. The
excellent riding quality of rubber-panel type crossings for vehicular traffic, which reduces

damage to lading, and their very low cost of maintenance are probably the factors that

make them attractive. There have been some new installations of these cross:ngs by

railroads, but not nearly as many as by industries.

Your committee is also inquiring into the use, effectiveness and economy of 8-ft

6-in full-length rubber tie pads under prefabricated timber crossing material. Responses

indicate the use of such tie pads is not yet extensive, and for that reason there is very

little experience and information to report on at this time.

This is a progress report, submitted as information, with the recommendation that

the subject be continued.
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Report on Assignment 4

Investigate Present Requirements and Practices of

Marking and Signing Private Grade Crossings

H. W. Walbright (chairman, subcommittee), C. A. Christensen, F. C. Cunningham,
C. H. Gaut, C. I. Hartsell, J. A. Holmes, R. V. Loftus, R. F. MacDonald, R. \V.

Mauer, C. B. May, E. S. Miller, R. K. Pattison, J. E. Reynolds, R. E. Skinner,

H. J. Wilkins, K. E. Wyckoff.

Your committee is conducting its investigation of this assignment, which is a new
subject, along two courses. The first has been to determine whether the individual states

have any laws or pubUc commission orders requiring railroads to mark or sign private

crossings. The second will be to determine the policies and practices of individual rail-

roads with respect to marking such crossings, either voluntarily or in compliance with

existing laws.

With respect to statutory requirements and commission orders, a letter of inquiry

was sent to the representative railway association of each state, with the exception of

Hawaii. To date 42 replies have been received, which indicate that four states—CaUfor-

nia, Connecticut, Michigan and South Carolina—have laws or commission orders requir-

ing railroads to erect warning signs at private crossings. The requirements of these states

are described below.

California

Section IV of General Code No. 7S-B issued by the Railroad Commission of the

State of California (now California Public Utilities Commission) effective July 17,

1939, requires each railroad or street railroad in the state to have a distinctly legible

sign installed in a conspicuous location, indicating that the crossing is for private use

only and not for pubHc use. Such a sign need not be installed where the railroad right-

of-way is fenced on both sides and fence gates are maintained and kept closed. In 1964

the Commission circularized the various railroads for comments with respect to this

sign, and the Commission was informed that a standardized private crossing sign would

be difficult to agree upon, due to varying conditions at the crossings.

On June 22, 1965, under Case No. 8207, the Commission served an order upon all

railroad corporations within the state, instituting an investigation into the need of

prescribing reasonable standards for the design, installation and maintenance of signs

at private road crossings, and into the question of whether General Order No. 75-B

should be in any way modified or amended. The California railroads are jointly studying

this problem.

Connecticut

Section 16-1 19a of the General Statutes of Connecticut, enacted in 1961, provides

that on and after June 20, 1961, no private crossing shall be estabhshed unless author-

ized by the PubUc Utilities Commission if it is deemed necessary for the economic wel-

fare of the community, but only after imposing specific requirements for the protection

of the persons using the crossing. The cost of such protection requirements shall be

borne by the party requesting the crossing; or the town, city or borough in which such

crossing is located may, in its discretion, assume all or part of such cost. The State

Traffic Commission and the Public Utilities Commission shall prescribe the nature of

traffic control devices and traffic control measures to be erected at each private crossing

and approaches thereto; and the town, city or borough or the State Highway Com-
missioner, as the case may be, shall erect and maintain at the entrance to a private way
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leading from a public highway a suitable sign warning of the railroad grade crossing.

On or before October 1, 1961, each railroad company shall furnish to each town, city

or borough within which it operates a descriptive list of each private crossing, and each

town, city or borough shall erect and maintain traffic control devices within the limits

of the railroad right-of-way at each crossing or shall require the person, association or

corporation that owns or has the right to use such crossing to erect and maintain such

traffic control devices. This section shall not apply to a private crossing to be used by
a railroad company in connection with its operation or for access to its facilities.

Michigan

Under Title 22—Public Utilities, of the State statutes, in Chapter 210, the law

requires that in cases where a railroad is immediately adjacent to and intervenes between

a highway and the residence buildings of real property fronting upon said highway;

open, unobstructed residence crossings, suitably guarded, substantially as are provided

for highway and street crossings, shall be so ordered by the Michigan Railroad Com-
mission. It should be added, however, that this section has been held to be unconstitu-

tional and void insofar as it provides for taking the property of a railroad company
for public use without compensation.

South Carolina

Section 58-732 of the Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1962, provides that private

roads crossing railroads shall be protected by the railroads as the law requires them

to protect public highways. The section dealing with railroad signs at grade crossings

of public highways requires that all railroad companies in the state shall place and main-

tain at every crossing of a highway and railroad at grade, standard cross-buck signs

in accordance with the requirements of the Manual of Standards and Specifications for

Uniform Traffic-Control Devices referred to in Section 46-310.

Upon receipt of required information from the remaining seven states, a complete

digest of state requirements and voluntary railroad practice with respect to installation

of private crossing signs will be subsequently reported.

This is a progress report, submitted as information, with the recommendation that

the subject be continued.

Report on Assignment 5

Extent of Use and Effectiveness of Highway-Type Stop

Signs at Highway-Railway Grade Crossings

K. E. Wyckoff (chairman, subcommittee), F. X. Barker, H. J. Barnes, W. A. Buck-
master. R. L. Charlow, C. A. Christensen, F. Daughertv, C. H. Gaut, C. I. Hartscll,

Wm. J. Hedley, C. L. Holman, R. W. Mauer, C. B. Mav, H. L. Michael, D. J.

Moody, R. E. Nottingham, J. E. Spangler, R. F. Spars. VV. S. Titlow, H. J.

VVilkins, M. A. Wohlschlaeger, G. A. Williams, H. L. Woltman.

Your committee is obtaining information with respect to existing state statutes and

current railroad practices that presently govern the establishment and extent of use

of stop-crossings. Contacts have been made with the various railroad associations and

a number of railroads.
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A study of the effectiveness of existing stop-crossings was reported by your com-

mittee last year and was published in Bulletin 588, November 1964. Additional studies

of this nature are being made and planned for the future.

Present indications are that the majority of the states have passed legislation author-

izing the erection of stop signs at particularly dangerous highway-railway grade cross-

ings. The state statutes generally follow along the lines of Section 11-702 of the uniform

vehicle code, such as:

"The (State Highway Commission) and local authorities with the approval of the

(State Highway Commission) are hereby authorized to designate particularly dangerous
highway crossings of railroads and to erect stop signs thereat. When such stop signs are

erected the driver of any vehicle shall stop within fifty (50) feet but not less than
fifteen (15) feet from the nearest rail of such railroad and shall proceed only upon
exercising due care."

This is a progress report, submitted as information, with the recommendation that

the subject be continued.

Report on Assignment 6

Methods of Providing Additional Advance Warning to

Highway Traffic Approaching a Highway-
Railway Grade Crossing

C. W. Traister (chairman, subcommittee), H. J. Barnes, G. B. Blatt, \V. A. Buckmaster,

R. L. Charlow, F. C. Cunningham, C. L. Holman, J. A. Holmes, W. H. Huffman,
H. A. Hunt, J. A. Jorlett, R. V. Loftus, R. VV. Mauer, H. L. Michael, D. J. Moody,
P. H. Slack, J. E. Spangler, R. F. Spars, H. J. VVilkins, G. A. Williams, H. L.

Woltman.

A summary of the data assembled by your committee through a canvass conducted

in 1962 of state highway and traffic departments for information regarding special

advance-warning signs or signals used on the highways of the various states was pub-

lished in Bulletin 581, November 1963. A follow-up canvass was made in August 1964

to determine what, if any, new types of advance-warning signs had been developed,

the effectiveness of the special signs installed, the criteria used to establish which cross-

ings qualify for special signs or signals and the relationship of the accident history of

the crossings to the installation of the special signs or signals. A representative survey

was accomplished in this latter canvass, since 47 replies were obtained from 49 inquiries.

The 1964 replies indicate that public service and utility commissions assume juris-

diction over the type of signs installed in the majority of states and that all states are

now using the WlO-1 Railroad Advance Warning Sign designated and described as

IC-31 on pages 68 and 69 of the "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for

Streets and Highways," publication of June 1961. The WlO-1 sign is a yellow disk

36-in. in diameter carrying a 90-deg crossbuck X and the letters RR in black. Many
states also use the prescribed pavement markings described on page 140 of this Manual.

In the progress report of November 1963, it was indicated that 9 states had made,

at specified exceptionally hazardous approaches, a few installations of special type or

design, and one state (Ohio) had adopted, on a trial basis, a special advance warning

sign. In the 1964 replies, 12 states (Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan,

Nevada, New Hampshire, New York, Oregon, Texas, Virginia and Wisconsin) reported

the installation of special type or design advance-warning signs. Two states (Montana
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and New Mexico) have projects in the planning stage or under negotiation. Only one

of the states listed above (Colorado) is a repeat from the list of the ten itemized in

the previous report. Ohio has abandoned its special sign and has discontinued its installa-

tion because of its ineffectiveness, as revealed in a study made for that specific purpose.

The remaining eight states (California, Connecticut, Idaho, Indiana, Massachusetts,

Maryland, Missouri and New Jersey) not only did not report any additional installa-

tions but had no evaluation of the effectiveness of the signs previously installed.

Of the 12 states reporting the installation of a special type or design advance-

warning sign in the 1964 replies, four (Colorado, Kentucky, Michigan and Texas) have

installed advance yellow beacon blinkers, train activated simultaneously with the

flashing-light signals. Four states (Iowa, New Hampshire, Oregon and Wisconsin) have

installed continuous blinking j'ellow beacon hghts on WlO-1 signs. Four other states

(Kansas, Nevada, New York and Virginia) have installed oversize advance-warning

signs with appropriate legends cautioning motorists approaching a grade crossing. All of

these special type signs or signals are at specified locations where exceptionally hazardous

conditions exist. No evaluation of the effectiveness of these installations was reported.

Four states (Minnesota, South Dakota, Utah and Washington) reported the opinion

that the WlO-1 sign is entirely adequate, provides the best advance warning, promotes

driver education and enforcement and eliminates driver confusion through standardiza-

tion, leading to the conclusion that any other than the WlQ-1 sign cannot be justified.

Although Texas reported the installation of train-activated advance yellow blinkers at

some particularly troublesome locations, the opinion was expressed that special types of

signs are not effective and uniform signs facilitate driver education. Three states

(Nebraska, North Dakota and Ohio) expressed dissatisfaction with the WlO-1 sign and

indicated that an improvement is a necessary adjunct to highway safety.

Of the 47 replies received in 1964, approximately 38 percent indicated some activity

in the promotion of a special type or more effective advance-warning sign, approxi-

mately 8 percent are satisfied with the present standard WlO-1 sign and 54 percent

either had no comment or were not actively engaged in the development of an improved

method of warning highway traffic approaching a highway-railway grade crossing. In

the composite (1962 and 1964) these percentages are approximately SO, 10, and 40,

respectively.

Efforts in developing an improved or more effective advance-warning sign have

not been sufficiently matured or proven to warrant recommending the adoption of any

one particular special design now being tested by the various highway departments.

It is apparent that a special type of sign should be developed for hazardous approaches

to grade crossings at particularly troublesome locations. Until such development occurs,

the standard WlO-1 advance warning sign should be used.

This is a final report submitted as information. Your committee recommends that

the subject be discontinued, on the premise that any future developments in regard to

advance warning will be handled under one of its other assignments.
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Report on Assignment 7

Conduct Study with the View Toward Developing

Alternate Types of Automatic Crossing Protection

Collaborating with Communication and Signal Section, AAR

C. I. Hartsell (chairman, subcommittee), F. N. Barker, G. B. Blatt, \V. A. Buckmaster,
R. L. Charlow, F. C. Cunningham, T. P. Cunningham, \Vm. J. Hedley, J. T.
Hoelzer, C. L. Holman, J. A. Holmes, H. A. Hunt, J. A. Jorlett, H. L. Michael,
E. S. Miller, R. K. Pattison, P. H. Slack, R. F. Spars, C. \V. Traister, H. W.
VValbright, G. A. Williams, K. E. Wyckoff.

Your committee believes that the following information in regard to new develop-

ments and further experience with newer types of crossing protection will be of general

interest to the Association.

TRANSDUCER CROSSING SIGNAL CONTROLS FOR SWITCHING AREAS

When switching is done on the approaches to a highway-railway grade crossing

protected by automatic signals and the train movements stop short of the crossing, time-

out circuits can be provided to terminate the operation of the crossing protection. How-
ever, it is difficult to restart the devices by conventional methods without making unnec-

essary movements, as the track circuits indicate occupancy and direction is estab'isb?d

only after movement is made into an adjoining track circuit. The transducer switching-

area crossing-control system not only determines movement immediately, but direction

as well. This system, utilizing rail-mounted transducers (detection devices) and wheel

sensing units, responds to the passage of a wheel in the direction of the crossing but

does not react to movement away from the crossing. These transducers are the same as

those used to activate hot-bo.\ detectors, and are installed in pairs to determine direc-

tion. A predetermined time element is introduced into the system to relinquish control

of the crossing protection when a train stops short of the crossing, permitting the pas-

sage of vehicular traffic. If the stopped train begins to move in the direction of the

crossing, control is again assumed. However, if the movement is away from the cross-

ing, no control takes place, minimizing crossing down-time. Island circuits are employed

for continuous control when a train occupies the crossing. The system is of a "building

block" design, which enables application to crossings of considerable complexity and

any number of tracks by the installation of additional transducers and sensing units

as needed.

The transducer system is primarily designed for use in yard areas, but it can also

be used for auxiliary control at other highway crossings. This system is not intended

to replace conventional systems in high-speed territories, since the track circuits of the

automatic block signal system may also be utiHzed for the crossing signal controls.

However, the transducer equipment can be used for auxiliary "motion" control at such

locations where trains stop or local switching is done.

One railroad reports three installations using the basic transduced system and seven

installations using the components as auxihary controls. These installations have given

reliable operation through two years of service, along with satisfactory results in the

elimination of unnecessary operation of the crossing protection and reduced maintenance

costs.
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gradf: crossing predictor

Additional railroads are utilizing the grade crossing predictor to obtain the benefits

of the savings in maintenance of fewer insulated joints. Also, in the more complicated

multi-track layouts, there is a saving in the original cost of the automatic protection

installation over the conventional system. It is also stated that substantial savings in

the circuit design and field labor are made by using this system, particularly when it is

necessary to provide time-out releasing circuits. Lastly, it is claimed that the system

practically ehminates the need to cut welded rail.

The grade crossing predictor does require skilled maintenance and supervisory per-

sonnel and some special test apparatus. Usually, special training of personnel is required,

with the accompanying basic need for employees with the capability of assimulating

the technical training. Also, provisions for reasonable standby power must be made for

the relatively high currents in case of a power loss, and correct audio frequencies must

be chosen so there will be no adverse effect from adjoining or adjacent circuits. Improve-

ments in grounding and predictor components are constantly providing greater reliability

in the system.

One railroad claims to have eliminated the need for 2850 insulated joints in 390

predictor installations.

OVERLAY SIGNAL CIRCUITS

When using overlay circuits, the selection of frequencies is very important and the

adjustment very critical, particularly where there are adjacent and parallel track cir-

cuits. However, as with the predictor, improved components and close attention to

grounding have made this system fully as reliable as conventional circuitry. The overlay

circuit cost is alleged to be approximately the same as conventional circuitry in the

more complex installations involving time-out sections, restart points, etc. The savings

realized by the elimination of installation and maintenance costs of insulated joints,

especially in welded rail, make this system attractive.

IMPROVEMENTS IN AUTOMATIC HIGHWAY CROSSING
PROTECTION EQUIPMENT

Aluminum and other lightweight materials are being used in the manufacture of

flashing-light masts and cantilever arms. Such materials do not require painting and

provide a savings in shipping costs and erection labor. Hydraulic systems for gate

mechanisms enclosed in aluminum and fiberglass gate arms are also available. A can-

tilever arm is on the market which can be pivoted to permit maintenance of the flashing-

lights off the highway rather than over highway traffic. Protection is provided, during

this period, by the flashing-lights on the vertical mast. With the cantilever arms on a

pivot there are savings in the maintenance of the flashing-light units over what would

be necessary when performed over the highway, plus an important safety feature for

the signal maintainer.

This is a progress report submitted as information with the recommendation that

the subject be continued.
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Those whose names are set in bold-face type constitute the Engineering Division, A.AR, Com-

mittee 13.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, submitted for adoption page 92

2. Corrosion control—engine cooling systems.

Study is in progress on this subject, which is expected to lead to a final

report for the Manual by next year. No formal report is ready at this

time.

3. Design, construction and operation of railroad sanitary and servicing

facilities and relations with governmental agencies pertaining to these

facilities.

A report pertaining to the current thinking of U. S. Public Health

Service officials, with reference to recent publications of this group, is

presented as information page 93

4. Air pollution abatement.

An introductory report which states the nature of the problem, and

describes the organizations set up to deal with it, is presented as informa-

tion page 94

89
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5. Design of automatic spray washers.

A report surveying the present situation, and cmi)hasizinu the need lor the

development of data to be used in the design of new facilities and the

remodeling of existing facilities, is presented as information page 95

6. Railway waste disposal.

Progress report presenting the initial phase of an investigation to develop

means of disposal of wastes which have been separated from waste water,

including introductory remarks on disposal by burning, offered as informa-

tion ptge 97

8. Methods of controlling spillage of fuel oil at diesel fueling and unloading

stations.

Final report, presented as information, outlining the points to be con-

sidered in the design and modification of fueling and unloading stations . . page 98

9. Disinfectants, deodorants, fumigants and cleaning materials.

Final report, submitted for adoption and publication in the Manual .... page . . .

10. Bacteria growth in diesel fuel oil.

Final report, presented as information, on bacteria in diesel fuel oil, telling

how their presence may be discovered and outlining control measures .... page 101

The Commhttee on Water, Oil and Sanitation Services,

' T. A. Tennyson, Chairman.

.AREA Bulletin 595, November 1965.

MEMOIR

Bonalb Christian tlTcal

Donald Christian Teal, of 3318 North Ave., Richmond, Va., retired superintendent

water supply, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, died on February 26, 1965, after a lingering

illness. He is survived by the widow, Elise Collins Teal, and one son, Donald Christian

Teal, Jr., of Richmond.

Mr. Teal was born on February IS, 1899, at Arcadia, Ind. He was graduated

(B.S.C.E..) from Purdue University in 1923, and later furthered his education at William

and Mary Extension, Virginia Mechanics lastitute. He served his country in World

War n from 1942 to 1946 as first lieutenant, captain, and major, in the Sanitary Corps,

Army of the United States, in this country and India, and received the Bronze Star for

meritorious service. He was a registered professional engineer.

He commenced his railroad career in 1917 with the Baltimore & Ohio as a rodman.

In 1920 he entered Purdue University, and after graduation worked for one year as a

draftsman with the Indianapolis Planning Commission. In 1924 he joined the Chesa-

peake & Ohio as an instrumcntman at Peru, Ind., starting what was to be a lifetime

career with that road.

Later in 1924 he became assistant cost engineer at CUfton Forge, Va., and still

later that year he moved to Richmond as field draftsman in the Water Supply Depart-

ment, in which he was to advance throughout the years. In 1929 he became assistant

engineer, and after returning from military service, became sanitary engineer in 1946,

and principal assistant engineer in 1951. He was promoted to head of the department

as superintendent water supply in March 1953, honoring this position until his retire-

ment on February 29, 1964.
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He became an active member of the American Railway Engineering Association

in 1928, serving on Committee 11—Engineering and Valuation Records from 1930 to

1949. In 1946 he became a member of Committee 13—Water, Oil and Sanitation Serv-

ices, and continued on this committee until his death. He became vice chairman in 1957,

and was chairman of this committee from 1959 to 1962.. He was also an active mem-
ber of the Arrangements Committee from 1952 through 1963, and his service on this

committee will be especially remembered by the AREA. He was elected to honorary

membership of this committee in 1964. He became a Life Member of AREA on January

1, 1963, and was elected Member Emeritus of Committee 13 on February 23, 1965.

Don Teal was liked and admired by all who knew him, and we are all deeply

grieved by his passing. He was kind, considerate, and ultimately fair in his dealings

with his fellow man. He will long be missed and revered by his family, his church,

and his many friends everywhere, especially in the AREA and Committee 13.

J. J. DWYER

MEMOIR

John Price Rodger, of 29 South Side Country Club, Decatur, 111., an employee in

the Mechanical Department of the Norfolk & Western Railway in Decatur, died sud-

denly at his home on July 20, 1965. He is survived by the widow, Thelma Rodger;

one son, Capt. William Elliott Rodger in the Air Force, Del Rio, Tex.; and one

daughter, Mrs. Roger Payette, Sacramento, Calif., in his immediate family.

Mr. Rodger was born on January 20, 1901, at Divernon, 111. He was a graduate

of Stephen Decatur High School and received the degree of BS in Chemistry from

James Millikin University, Decatur, in 1924. He served with the United States Armed

Forces in World War I.

Mr. Rodger began his railroad career as a water inspector for the Wabash Rail-

road more than 35 years ago and progressed through the positions of water engineer

and engineer of tests for the Wabash. At the time of his death, he was working in

the Mechanical Department of the Norfolk & Western Railway, with which road the

Wabash had been merged.

He became an active member of the American Railway Engineering Association

in 1951 and joined Committee 13—Water, Oil and Sanitation Services, in 1952. Mr.

Rodger continued his activity in Committee 13 until the time of his death and served

as a subcommittee chairman in 1964.

John Rodger had many friends in the railroad group and his friends on Com-
mittee 13 will miss him especially.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

J. J. Dvvvcr (chairman, subcommittee), H. E. Graham, R. C. Archambeault, C. E.

DeGeer,' A. E. Dulik, T. L. Hendrix, P. M. Miller, E. T. Myers, E. R. Schlaf,

C. B. Voitelle.

Your committee recommends for adoption the revisions to Chapter 13 of the

Manual indicated below, principally to achieve two objectives:

(1) The rewording of the titles of certain recommended practices developed

under Assignment 2 to permit grouping them in the index under the key

word corrosion and to indicate that they are parts of a series on corrosion

control.

(2) The rewording of certain references to AWWA standards now containing

specific publication dates to eliminate the dates and thus make it unneces-

sary to revise AREA Manual pages each time the AWWA standards arc

updated.

The specific recommendations are as follows:

Page 13-4-5

SPECIFICATIONS FOR WATER FOR USE IN BATTERIES

Reapprove with the following revision:

Change title to read "Battery Water Specifications."

Pages 13-4-17 to 13-4-22

CORROSION PREVENTION IN STEAM AND CONDENSATE LINES

Reapprove with the following revision:

Page 13-4-17: Change title to read, "Corrosion Control in Steam and Condensate

Systems."

Pages 13-4-23 to 13-4-26

CORROSION PREVENTION IN POTABLE HOT-WATER SYSTEMS

Reapprove with the following revision:

Delete the hyphen in "Hot-Water" in the title.

Page 13-5-1

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CHEMICALS TO BE USED
IN WATER TREATMENT

Delete in its entirety, substituting therefor the following:

SPECIFICATIONS FOR WATER TREATMENT CHEMICALS

Specifications for chemicals used in water treatment for steam generating, engine

cooling and other purposes shall be those of, and obtainable from, the American Water

Works Association, Inc., 2 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016, latest revision, as

follows:
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Standard for Sodium Chloride, AWVVA Specification B200.

Standard for Soda Ash, AWWA Specification B201.

Standard for Quicklime and Hydrated Lime, AWWA Specification B202.

Standard for Ferrous Sulfate, AWWA Specification B402.

Standard for Aluminum Sulfate, AWWA Specification B403.

Standard for Liquid Sodium Silicate, AWWA Specification B404.

Standard for Caustic Soda, AWWA Specification BSOl.

The foregoing revisions have been unanimously approved by letter ballot of the

Committee 13 membership.

Report on Assignment 3

Design, Construction and Operation of Railroad Sanitary

and Servicing Facilities, and Relations with Gov-

ernmental Agencies Pertaining to These
Facilities

J. C. Roberts (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Arksey, V. C. Barth, J. M. Bates,

T. W. Brown, J. L. Engler, J. L. Goss, F. O. Klemstine, C. F. Muelder, M. W.
Sibley, J. E. Wiggins.

This report deals primarily with relations with governmental agencies and is offered

as information.

During the year, various officials of the Division of Environmental Engineering and

Food Protection, U. S. Public Health Service, have been contacted, including the chief.

Interstate Carrier Branch, Washington, D. C, and regional program directors at Kansas

City, Denver and Chicago.

The chief of the Carrier Branch expressed dissatisfaction with the handling of soil

cans and other facilities associated with collection and final disposal of toilet wastes

from passenger conveyances by some railroads and suggested that more attention be

given to this important feature to insure full compliance with the requirements of the

Interstate Quarantine Regulations. Public Health Service Publication No. 66, "Hand-

book on Sanitation of Railroad Servicing Areas," covers the design and operation of

sanitation facilities for servicing railroad passenger cars. While these standards do not

have the legal force of the IQR, they were written with a view to conforming to the

intent of those regulations. Compliance with the standards, therefore, will insure com-

pliance with the IQR.

During the past two years, the Division of EE&FP, PHS, in cooperation with state

health departments and other agencies, has been conducting "Finished Water Studies"

of water from selected supplies serving interstate carriers. These studies have included

proprietary water supplies of several railroads and embrace both conventional test

procedures and highly technical analyses for trace elements by spectrographic and carbon

adsorption methods, the latter work being performed in laboratories of the Federal

Government.

A new revision of the "List of Accepted Equipment for Interstate Carrier Use"

was issued by the Carrier Branch, Division of EE&FP, PHS, under date of July 1, 1965,

superseding the previous list of July 1, 1964.
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A catalog of Public Health Service mimhercd publications is available. Single copies

of this catalog are obtainable free from the Public Inquiries Branch, Office of Informa-

tion and Publications, PHS, Washington, I). C. 20201. It can be obtained in quantities

from the Superintendent of Documents at $1.00 per copy. This catalog lists all PHS
numbered publications from 1050 through 1962 and is recommended for inclusion in

reference libraries.

Report on Assignment 4

Air Pollution Abatement

R. N. Johnson (chairman, subcommittee), W. E. Billingsley, A. E. Dulik, J. L. Goss,
T. I. Gray, T. L. Hendrix, H M. Hoffmeister, J. P. Rodger. J. M. Rvan, E. R.
Schlaf, W. A Tennill, J. E. Wiggins, Jr.

The assignment of air pollution abatement as an appropriate subject for study by

this committee during this year is the result of increased public concern about air pollu-

tion and the attention being given to its causes and control by local and state govern-

ments and the national government. It is the consensus of the committee that railroad

operations, with possible exceptions in certain local areas, do not at this time contribute

significantly to atmospheric contamination. In its studies the committee will consider the

demands of special conditions and problems, the expanding scope of investigations and

regulations, and the need for coordination of information and efforts with other com-

mittees and other industries and thus will endeavor to contribute to the development

of practical, efficient and economical methods for control of air pollution.

With the continuing concentration of industry and the rapid growth in urbaniza-

tion, the problems of maintaining clean air and water have become increasingly com-

plex and costly. To coordinate the efforts of individual industries, communities, and

various public and professional agencies or associations, a National Technical Task

Committee on Industrial Wastes has been established under the Public Health Service

in the United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare. This committee,

with broad industrial representation, has reported annually on developments in legis-

lation, research and technical progress, and on the publications and activities of coop-

erating organizations for the past IS years. In 1963 a comprehensive system for the

identification and indexing of all studies, reports and published information regarding

industrial wastes was established. To date the predominant efforts of this committee

and the information developed have been more concerned with water contamination

than with air pollution. However, as further attention is given to atmospheric condi-

tions, information regarding such conditions will be available from this source.

Through its representation on the Industrial Group of the National Task Com-
mittee on Industrial Wastes, AREA Committee 13 will strive to obtain information and

report on developments associated with railroad operations or railroad handling of

commodities which would be a matter of industry concern.

This is the initial report on the subject of Air Pollution Abatement, which is sub-

mitted as information.
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Report on Assignment 5

Design of Automatic Spray Washers

C. F. Mue'.der (chairman, subcommittee), J. M. Bates, T. W. Brown, C. E. DeGeer,

J. L. Goss, E. C. Harris, W. C. Harsh, R. N. Johnson, P. M. Miller, H. Parrish, Jr.,

J. C. Roberts, J. P. Rodger, J. M. Ryan, E. R. Schlaf, VV. A. Tennill.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

With the change in locomotive body design from the "box car" shape to the "hood"

type, the washing of locomotives by mechanical means has become more of a problem.

Many existing washing facilities, which for the most part made use of power scrubbing

brushes, have become obsolete. The need for a different type of washing equipment has

become increasingly evident in order to clean the surfaces and contours of today's

locomotive hoods and cabs. The demands of various regulatory agencies have also been

expanded to include the cleaning of fuel tanks, undercarriage, and trucks.

In order to keep locomotives clean, some railroads have built washers of the pres-

sure-spraying type. Operation of this equipment has shown the need for an improved

design in order to provide a facility which is economical and efficient, and which can

do a complete job. Your committee has canvassed its members to determ'ne how their

railroads are washing locomotives and how satisfactory a job is being done. This survey

developed the following information:

1. Over half of those participating in the survey indicated that either all or some

of their locomotives are being manually scrubbed.

2. Approximately 85 percent of those using a mechanical facility indicated that

they are using a spray-type washer with a low-pressure application of cleaner and a

high-pressure rinse-scrubber. Pressures ranged from ISO psi upwards. The survey showed

a definite preference for the high-pressure-scrubbing, spray-type washer, but there was

no agreement as to how much pressure is needed. The comments indicated that this is

an area which needs to be investigated in order to provide a facility which will scrub

clean and yet not require large, expensive pumps and large volumes of water.

3. Most of the recently installed washers are designed to apply both acid and

alkaline body cleaners, with application of a heavier alkal'ne cleaner on trucks, fuel

tanks and undercarriages. Dry-powder cleaners are the most widely used body cleaners.

These require mixing and solution vats prior to application. Liquid cleaners are also

used, especially on trucks and underframes. There was little indication that any par-

ticular formulation or manufacturer was widely accepted.

4. Locomotive washers for today's motive power should be designed to wash all

types of locomotive body shapes. This includes passenger, freight, and switch engines.

5. A wide range of nozzles are used. Indications are that there is a need for an

investigation of the performance of the nozzles required to provide a good scrubbing

action. It appears that railroad conditions for locomotive washing require a nozzle

that will use a minimum of water at elevated pressures in order to provide a sufficient

impact on the scrubbing surface to remove the soil. Atomizing and over-spray need to

be kept to a minimum. Where the faclities are exposed to the wind, a nozzle design

should be utilized that would be least affected by the wind. It appears that there is no

need for designing a sf>ecial nozzle for railroad application. A wide range of kinds and

.sizes is available from several different manufacturers that can i)e used. There is, how-

ever, a need for information on the nozzle applications that would best meet the needs

of locomotive washing. In other words, what tyi)e and size of nozzle will provide the
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proper scrubbing action on the surface of the locomotive to remove the soil which has

been acted upon by the cleaner? How much pressure is required to do the work at

Riven distances away from the work, and how big a pump will be needed to do this

job? Also, from the economic point of view, how much water is required and what

it will cost ? The survey indicates that trial and error methods are being used for

nozzle selection, and it is hoped that your committee can investigate the field of nozzle

applications, recommending those most suitable for use at various distances, pressures

and volumes of water to provide the best scrubbing effect.

6. Several railroads have suggested various mechanical means of increasing the

scrubbing effects of spray nozzles. These include air entrainment, various types of

nozzle oscillation, and the imposition of sonic waves in the scrub water itself. It is

hoped that your committee can investigate these possibilities to see if they have any

merits.

7. One of the major requirements listed by practically all of those participating

in the survey is automatic operation. The sequence of operation of a washing facility is

outlined as follows:

(a) Pre-wet cold water spray (optional use—desirable in hot summer weather

conditions to cool the body metals in order to retard evaporation of the

cleaners)

.

(b) Application of cleaners to the body, trucks, underframe and fuel tanks. It

appears that the application of an acid body cleaner followed by an alkaline

body cleaner is desirable, and is the most widely accepted practice. A suffi-

cient soaking-time interval between application of the cleaners appears to

be necessary. How much soaking time is required for best results needs to be

investigated, and probably is related to cleaner concentration, ambient air

temperatures, and cleaner formulation. Trucks, underframes and fuel-tank

cleaners are usually a high pH caustic-type or emulsion-type material.

Several railroads apply them hot or combine them with hot water or steam.

Several proposals call for a flooded application of a high pH cleaner without

the use of steam or hot water. The materials used in these cleaning processes

are somewhat expensive. The high volumes required for good truck cleaning

can make such an operation relatively expensive. Suggestions for designing

a facility to catch these cleaners for reuse merit serious consideration.

(c) Application of cleaners followed by a high-pressure, cold-water scrubbing

rinse.

(d) Scrubbing rinse followed by low-pressure, high-volume, flooded water rinse.

These four major operations should be controlled automatically so that a minimum

of cleaners and water is used. The controls need to be designed so that the sequence

of operations is properly programmed and activated by the passing of locomotives

through the washer. Also, they should be able to handle a reverse flow of traffic through

the washer if such is required. The possibility of activation of the equipment by unau-

thorized personnel when locomotives are absent needs to be considered. This is

especially true if an electric eye or antenna-type switches are used where personnel

walking through the area could put the facility into operation.

8. It appears that most railroads do not really know how much it costs to wash

their locomotives. Where manual scrubbing of locomotives is done the costs are so high

they don't want to talk about it. One railroad estimated its manual cleaning cost at $8

per unit. Several railroads estimated their costs between $5 and $6 per unit. There is

little doubt that the average cost is above $4 per unit.
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Generally speaking, it appears that the average cost to wash a locomotive unit with

a mechanical washing facility runs about $1.25 for cleaner and $0.75 for labor, water

and electricity. We have not attempted to include maintenance costs, replacements, or

capital investment, since these costs vary widely.

The cost of washing faciUties constructed by various railroads ran from $20,000 to

$395,000, depending on how elaborate or large a facility was installed.

It appears that present-day remodeling costs of an existing facility average around

$50,000. At those locations where a completely new facility needs to be constructed

without the benefits of any existing equipment, the costs run upwards to $100,000.

Your committee has recommended a research project on spray nozzles for washing

locomotives to be undertaken at the AAR Research Center. As soon as information

becomes available it is planned to provide a typical design for an automatic spray

washer which could be used as a guide to meet the needs of individual railroads and

could be modified as various improvements are developed.

This report is submitted as information. Comments on this subject are invited.

Report on Assignment 6

Railway Waste Disposal

F. O. Klemstine (chairman, subcommittee), W.. F. Arksey, J. M. Bates, W. E. Bil-

lingsley, P. J. Calza, D. E. Drake, J. L. Engler, W. C. Harsh, P. M. Miller, H.
Parrish, Jr., J. C. Roberts, M. W. Sibley, E. M. Walters, J. E. Wiggins, Jr.

As a result of its continued study of railway waste disposal, your committee has

found that devising methods for disposal of the material removed by facilities designed

for the separation of oil and other contaminants from the water is now the major

problem.

The installation of facilities for the separation of oil and other waste products

from sewage and drainage systems before discharging the water into a stream or a

sanitary sewer system is an important problem that is discussed in "Waste Disposal,"

Chapter 13 of the Manual, beginning on page 13-8-12. The current report is presented

as information to show the progress made in the committee's study of the disposal

of these separated products, which has proved to be too complex a subject to permit

making conclusive statements about it at this time.

In making plans for the disposal of the separated waste in liquid form, which is

usually fuel oil or a mixture of fuel oil and lubricants, plus solids that can be almost

anything, careful study should be given to the proper design of equipment. Also, dis-

posal procedures may be influenced to a great extent by local conditions. It may often

prove feasible to have the job done by local contractors and this should not be over-

looked in considering possible solutions. In the event that local conditions and/or regu-

lations permit burning the wastes in open pits, the situation is very simple. Otherwise,

efficient incinerators are needed, the details of which can vary widely, based on the

situation. At this time it would probably be expedient to consider the purchase of such

units. They are being offered by a number of manufacturers. Some general considera-

tions pertaining to their design and location are as follows:

1. They can be designed in almost any capacity. (They are rated in pounds per

hour of burning).

2. Oil or gas .should be the supporting fuel.
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3. They should be designed to reduce the end product to a clean ash.

4. All regulations with regard to air pollution should be considered in the design.

5. The location should be carefully chosen.

Your committee feels that this phase of the investigation should be continued with

the objective of preparing an addendum to the material already in the Manual covering

railway waste disposal.

Report on Assignment 8

Methods of Controlling Spillage of Fuel Oil at Diesel

Fueling and Unloading Stations

V. C. Barth (chairman, subcommittee), H. E. Graham, W. F. Arksey, P. J. Caiza,

D. E. Drake, J. L. Engler, E. C. Harris, H. M. Hoffmeister, F. O. Kiemstine, C. F.

Muelder, E. T. Myers, H. Parish, J. M. Ryan, C. B. Voitelle, E. M. Walters.

Your committee submits the following as a final report on the assigned subject.

In no case should the control and disposition of spillage be a substitute for pre-

vention. All facihties should be designed or modified with this in mind.

To control spillage it is necessary to consider the sources. They are (1) those

related to the actual fueling operations, (2) tank cars, (3) tanks, and (4) pumps, filter

housing, pipes and hoses.

In considering the design or modification of fueling and unloading stations, both

the prevention and the disposition of spillage should be considered, with prevention as

the primary objective. (As previously reported by this committee, automatic fueling

nozzles are a preventative device when properly maintained and used) . The following

points should be kept in mind:

1. A good mechanical system, with adequate supervision and proper maintenance

at regular intervals, is necessary.

2. Keep the station as small as practical; this aids in disposing of spillage.

3. Make provisions for spillage. This could be a concrete slab with drainage to a

suitable oil separator.

4. Storage tanks should be properly diked, with the area enclosed adequate to

take care of the maximum volume of fuel. Dikes should be checked periodically,

particularly those of earth, and kept dry.
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Report on Assignment 9

Disinfectants, Deodorants, Fumigants and
Cleaning Materials

T. L. Hendrix (chairman, subcommittee), R. A. Bardwell, C. E. DeGeer, H. M. Hoff-

meister, F. O. Klemstine.

The following report is a consolidation of the information reports made on this

subject in 1957, 1959 and 1961, and the committee recommends that it be adopted and

included in Chapter 13 of the Manual under Part 8—Sanitation.

DISINFECTANTS, DEODORANTS, FUMIGANTS AND
CLEANING MATERIALS

1. Disinfectants

The prelude to any job of disinfecting is thorough cleaning, which removes most

of the unwanted bacteria as well as organic matter.

A disinfectant is an agent that frees from infection ; usually it is a chemical agent

that destroys disease germs. It is commonly applied to inanimate objects whereas an

antiseptic is used on living tissue. When a disinfectant is used to reduce the bacteria

count to a safe level, it "sanitizes." Killing of all bacteria is "sterilization."

Desirable characteristics of a disinfectant are:

a. Wide spectrum, non-selective killing power.

b. Non-toxic, non-irritating quahties.

c. Stability in storage.

d. Solubility and compatibility.

e. Reasonable cost.

f. Ease of appUcation.

g. Non-objectionable odor.

Compounds currently available as disinfectants include:

a. lodine-iodopher combinations.

b. Chlorine or chlorine-liberating compound.s.

c. Quaternary ammonium compounds.

d. Pine oils.

e. Cresylics.

f. Synthetic phenolic compounds.

g. Coal tars.

Of these, the first three are considered most effective.

2. Deodorants

Odors may be eliminated by dispersal, combustion, adsorption or absorption. They

may be modified or counteracted by various so-called deodorants. Odor preception may

be deadened by irritating substances such as formaldehyde or ozone, or the odor masked

by a stronger and supposedly better odor.

Removal of the odor-producing material is the most effective method of odor

control.
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The oxidizing power ol chlorine-producing chemicals or the use of ciuatcrnary am-
monium compounds or other disinfectants which kill the germs causinu the odors are

also effective.

The art of odor conteraction is a very specialized field wherein an odor is added

that neutralize the original smell so that little or no odor is perceptible. Liquids dis-

persed from a wick or as sprays are available to effectively counteract many of the

more common disagreeable odors such as toilet-room, hospital, crowded room and cook-

ing odors. On a larger scale, consultants in this field have been quite successful in

formulating effective counteractants for industrial odors, sewage disposal plants, garbage

dump odors, etc.

3. Fumigants

The more commonly used fumigants are toxic to both insects and rodents, so they

usually constitute the quickest method of controlling vermin. However, fumigation is

being largely supplanted by contact and residual sprays.

The application of fumigants requires considerable technical skill and special equip-

ment to safeguard the operator. The labor required to seal buildings or enclosures and

the need for two men to work together to protect against accidents usually makes the

Cost of fumigation comparatively high. This work ordinarily is not done by railway

personnel but is handled by pest-control contractors.

The most used fumigants are methyl bromide, hydrogen cyanide, carbon disulfide,

carbon tetrachloride, acrylonitrile, ethyl dichloride and chloropicrin. Of these, methyl

bromide is considered the best for railway uses.

4. Cleaning Materials

Cleaning is removing foreign matter or dirt from places where it is not wanted.

Cleaners are surface -active agents which promote cleaning by lowering surface tension

and by other complicated actions. The scope of this report is limited to cleaners of sani-

tation significance.

Soap was for many years the most important cleaner. It is a saponfied fatty acid

and reacts with the hardness of water to form an insoluble curd. A disadvantage is its

inability to work well in acid solutions. Soap has been largely superseded by synthetic

detergents except for use as a skin cleaner.

Soap is used in bar, Hquid and granule form. Hexachlorophene or mercuric iodide

may be added to give an antiseptic action. Organic scrubbers such as corn meal may
be incorporated in hand soaps.

Abrasive cleaners contain a high percentage (80-90) of inorganic abrasives, and

are often harsh and harmful.

Synthetic detergents are mostly made by sulfonation of long-chain hydrocarbons.

They are classified as anionic, cationic and non-ionic, depending on how they ionize.

Most detergents (80-90 percent) are anionic. Alkyl benzene sulfonates are typical of

this type.

To prevent water pollution by detergents which are resistant to being broken down

by bacteria, manufacturers have recently changed the chemical structures of their

detergents to insure better biodegradation in sewage-treatment plants and in receiving

streams.

Cleaning agents formulated from detergents usually contain builders such as poly-

phosphates which sequester hardness and adjust pH to promote cleaning.

Due to the rapid technological advances in this field, it is not feasible to prepare

standard specifications for material. Service testing and reliance on the integrity of the

manufacturers are the best methods of securing good cleaning materials.
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Report on Assignment 10

Bacteria Growth in Diesel Fuel Oil

W. C. Harsh (chairman, subcommittee), V. C. Barth, T. I. Gray, D. E. Drake.

Your committee submits the following as information and as a final report on

this subject.

Bacteria growth in petroleum products is a relatively new problem for the rail-

roads. So far the problem has been recognized in diesel fuels. Some railroads have given

extensive study to the problem with the cooperation of major oil companies.

A major railroad and an oil company recently teamed up to carry out a full-scale

locomoti\-e test. For a period of 14 months a 1,000,000-gal diesel fuel oil storage tank

was treated with a fuel-soluble, boron-type microbiocide while another tank was left

untreated for control purposes. Throughout the test, significant factors affecting fuel

filter plugging and injector tip deposits were closely watched. Mechanical inspection of

five test locomotives were made each month to observe the effectiveness of the

treatment.

This field test showed that microorganisms exist in prodigious numbers in storage

tanks and, an even more important fact, in engine fuel tanks and filter housings. The

fuel shipped to the storage tanks was essentially sterile while the fuel delivered from

the same storage tanks to the locomotives was badly contaminated. Sintered bronze

filters became plugged after one month of operation on microbe-infested fuel while

sintered bronze fuel filters remained in operation for six months with the identical fuel

plus a microbiocide. Bacteria and fungi (including yeasts) have been the microorganisms

observed in the greatest numbers in fuels. A complete bacterium is a simple cell of

perhaps 0.5 micron in diameter. Influenced by environmental conditions, these may

aggregate into scum at fuel-water interfaces or into microscopic clumps in the fuel or

water phases of fuel tanks. Some microorganisms metabolize at 30 F while others thrive

at 195 F. Some produce specialized resistant stages called endospores, capable of with-

standing temperatures up to 250 F for long periods of time.

All microorganisms must have a source of energy for growth and survival. These

particular microbes derive this energy by converting carbon and hydrogen in the fuei

and dissolved oxygen from the water bottom ultimately to carbon dioxide and water.

They also utilize nitrogen, sulfur and phosphorus along with trace quantities of numer-

ous other elements, including calcium, iron, magnesium, potassium, sodium, chlorine, and

molybdenum.

The microorganisms found in distillate fuels can originate from many sources.

Specifically, microbes can contaminate distillate fuels from:

1. Rainwater draining through the fuel in a floating-roof tank.

2. Soil or drain water entering tanks through fill p'pes or leaks.

3. Dust particles entering working fuel tanks through vents.

4. Harbor waters used in ballasting marine tankers.

5. Water used for product separation of pipeline products.

Three types of biocides have been developed to combat bacterial growth within

fuel oil storage tanks and handling facilities:

1. The organic glycol borate compound presently used by railroads and air trans-

port companies has been found to be an effective biocide. The recommended

dosage is 20 ppm boron. The cost factor, 0.8 mil per gallon, makes this biocide

Bui. 895
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treatment uneconomical for continuous use. Prescription-type treatment of

contaminated tanks has proven to be the most economical method of using

this biocide.

2. Ethylene glycol monomethyl ether with 2 percent glycerol is a biocide that is

used principally by the air transport industry. The recommended dosage, 500

ppm—makes the biocide uneconomical for continuous use.

3. Sodium chromate is under investigation and shows promise as an effective

biocide for treating bacteria-contaminated fuel storage tanks. Tests indicate

that concentrations of 1000 to 2000 pm in the water layer will prevent bac-

terial growth. The cost of this treatment is low when compared to the organic-

type treatments and needs to be added only when water is removed from

the fuel oil storage tanks.

Methods of identifying microorganisms in fuel oil are similar to those used in

water purification methods. A simple test for determining the presence of microorganisms

in fuel oil has been developed and is available for use. It consists of pure hydrocarbons,

nutrient and an organic dye that changes color when microorganisms are present. The

color change develops in 24 to 48 hr.
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Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.
Those whose names are set in bold-face type constitute the Engineering Division, AAR, Com-

mittee 14.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Recommendations for adoption of new material are presented under Assign-

ments 3A and 3B.

2. Classification yards, collaborating with Committee 16.

Final report, reflecting two years of work, on the Effects of Long Freight

Cars on Yard and Terminal Design presented as information page 10.=>

3. Scales used in railway .service, collaborating with Committee 18.

A. Specifications governing the manufacture and installation of electronic

track scales.

Final report, with specifications, submitted for adoption page 119
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B. Specifications governing the manufacture and installation of automatic

indicating and recording devices.

Final report, with specifications submitted for adoption page 128

C. Studies of the accuracies obtained in motion weighing.

Tests were continued and data accumulated during the year, but no

report is presented herein. The committee was represented or worked

with AAR research personnel in preparing their Report No. ER-60,

Report of Study on Weighing of Freight Cars, Single Draft, Uncoupled

in Motion, on the Canadian National Railways Electronic Scale at Mon-
treal, published in August 1965. Members of the committee also assisted

in the preparation of a report by a Special AAR Committee to Study

the Economic Justification of Weigh-in-Motion Scales. This report was

issued under date of May 1, 1965, and is published herein as informa-

tion, beginning on page 139. Tests will continue during 1966 and further

information published in 1967, if developed.

D. Coupled-in-motion weighing.

The committee worked with AAR research personnel and assisted in pre-

paring AAR Report No. ER-63, Study of Weighing Freight Cars, Two-
Draft, Coupled-in-Motion, on the Western Maryland Railroad, which

was published by the Engineering Research Division in September 1965.

Studies will continue on this subject during 1966 with'n this commit-

tee and working with others with similar interests.

4. Waterfront terminals.

Progress report, presented as information, on the Bessemer & Lake Erie

coal-handling facilities at Conneaut, Ohio page 132

5. Integral trains—their effect on existing yards and design of new yards.

Final report, presented as information page 135

6. Supplemental yard facilities for the reclassification of cars in a terminal.

Final report, presented as information page 138

7. Factors to be considered in determining the relative merits of various types

of yards.

This subject is not reported on this year, but it will be continued and a

report will be prepared for publication next year.

Economic Justification of Weigh-in-Motion Scales, report of the AAR Special

Committee to Study the Economic Justification of Weigh-in-Motion Scales,

presented as information page 139

The Committee on Yards and Terminals,

H. J. McNallv, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 595, November 1965.
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MEMOIRS

ia. m. illibbleton

R. W. Middleton, office engineer with the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific

Railroad, was lost to the committee by death during 1965. Although he was with Com-

mittee 14 only a short time, he had served with various other committees since 1951,

and we had looked forward to his assistance, counsel, and help. His death was a shock

to his family, friends and associates, and the committee expresses their sympathy

to them.

mnton jf. Mit^gall

Bo, as his friends knew him, a robust Southerner who worked as assistant engineer

with the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, died after a very short illness this year. He had

been a member of Committee 14 only for a short period, but had attacked the problems

of the committee with such vigor that we had expected great things from him.

The committee's expression of sympathy is extended to his family, friends, and

associates. His personality was such that he will be greatly missed by everyone.

Report on Assignment 2

Classification Yards

Collaborating with Committee 16

Mike Rougas (chairman, subcommittee), M. H. Aldrich, F. E. Austerman, R. O.

Balsters, H. R. Beckmann, A. E. ^iermann, J. A. Bingham, W. O. Boessneck,

R. E. Bredberg, A. L. Carpenter, J. F. Chandler, H. P. Clapp, J. A. Comeau,
V. E. Copp, B. E. Crumpler, H. M. Dalziel, A. V. Dasburg, C. M. Frazier, H. R.

Hall, R. A. Hartselle, D. C. Hastings, F. A. Hess, J. E. Hoving, C. J. Lapinski,

S. N. Maclsaac, H. J. McNally, B. G. Packard, R. H. Peak, Jr., W. H. Pollard,

L. J. Riekenberg, L. W. Robinson, E. B. Sonnheim, T. De W. Styles, J. Sutton,

A. J. Trzeciak, B. H. Voor, H. Watts, Jr., W. F. Witzgall, W. A. Wood.

Effects of Long Freight Cars on Yard and

Terminal Design

Your committee submits, as information, the following report on the effects of

long freight cars on yard and terminal design, with the recommendation that the sub-

ject be discontinued. The determination of minimum radii of horizontal circular curves

and minimum lengths of vertical parabolic curves to accommodate cars of various

lengths is included in the report. A part of the theory is ba.sed on data contained in

Circular No. 2163-A of the Mechanical Committee of the Standard Coupler Manufac-

turers, adopted by the AAR Mechanical Division in September 1964, in its "Specifica-

tion for Design, Fabrication and Construction of Freight Cars." The report also contains

geometric relationships for the design of vertical summit curves for midordinate

limitations.

Among the new cars being introduced on railroads arc many special purpose cars.

These cars are generally longer than earlier models and their length and special features

should be taken into account in vard and terminal rlesign.
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TABLa A

KINIKUK RADIUS OF CURVaS - FOR USi lU DESIGN OF CARS

(Recommended by AAR Mechanical Division in their
"Specifications for Design, Fabrication and Con-
struction of Fl-eight Cars" adopted Sept. 1, 196/»)

Horizontal Curves
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Long tank cars without underframes may not actuate light-beam detectors used

for automatic retarder control. Relocation of the devices may be required to ensure

that the tank body breaks the light beam.

Center and end overhang on the long freight cars may be greater than on other

cars, so track centers and side clearances on curved tracks should be reviewed.

Track circuits in a retarder area may be shorter than the distance between the

second and third axles of long cars, in which case the occupation of the track circuit

is interrupted during the passage of such a car. The control system may treat the second

truck of the car as though it were a following car and a different routing may be

requested, causing a derailment. This can be overcome by special operating procedures

or by the installation of presence detectors.

Where counters are the only devices used to assess track fullness in the body tracks

below the hump, a standard car length is assumed. When long cars are humped, a

manual correction must be made to add cars to the track fullness to compensate for

the additional length of long cars.

The limitations of long cars in negotiating sharp horizontal and vertical curves

have probably the most significant effect on track design. The AAR Mechanical Divi-

sion's "Specification for Design, Fabrication and Construction of Freight Cars," adopted

September 1, 1964, states that long cars shall be designed to operate over horizontal

curves of 30 deg when uncoupled and of 15 deg 18 min when coupled with a base

car. In addition, long cars to be humped shall be designed to operate over vertical

curves of l650-ft radius when coupled with a base car, while for cars not to be humped

the radius shall be 2500 ft. In current practice most cars are able to negotiate sharper

vertical curves than those of 16S0-ft and 2S00-ft radii. Details of the car dimensions

with curve radii for short and long cars are shown on Table A. The dimensions of

the base cars to be used in calculation of curvature are also shown.

The minimum curvatures that can be negotiated by some of the more common long

cars have been calculated and are shown on Table B.

Curved tracks are most restrictive where there is no easement curve. The most

critical situation is when two cars of different lengths are coupled, with the shorter car

on the tangent and the longer car on the curve. When calculating the minimum radius

for a long car it is usual to consider it coupled to a base car of short length, such as

those shown on Table A.
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MINIMUM RADIUS OF HORIZONTAL CURVES

When it is desired to determine the minimum radius of a horizontal curve which

must be negotiated by two coupled cars of known dimensions and having couplers of

known geometric characteristics, the following expression may be used for cars equipped

with type "E" or "F" couplers and a base car:

^ ^ (B.f—(D,y— E'
(Expression 1

)

2£

where (see Fig. 1),

R = Minimum radius of curve, in feet.

B = Half the distance over coupling lines, in feet.

Dz= Half the distance between truck centers, in feet.

£^ Offset at coupling line, in feet. This is the total of allowable lateral coupler

displacement and car center line displacement for both cars. It may be

calculated from the expression,

£ ^ Fi + Ci + C2 + Y,
(Expression 2

)

12

where (see Fig. 1),

C = Maximum allowable lateral coupler displacement at coupling hne relative

to car center line, in inches. This dimension can be obtained from Table I.

Y := Center line displacement at coupling line, in inches. It may be calculated

from the expression,

Y = ^-^^^ ^ + 0.625 (Expression 3)
D

where, 0.625 is empirical.

The subscript 1 apples to car on tangent and the subscript 2 applies to car on curve.

When the minimum radius R is calculated by using Expression 1, the designer must

make certain that the angle between couplers does not exceed the value of the hori-

zontal contour angle shown in Table II. This angle may be calculated from the

expression,

azz:^i-f /3

—

e.j (Expression 4)

where (see Fig. 1),

o := .\ngle between coupler center lines, in degrees.

f) = Maximum allowable lateral coupler angle relative to car center line, in

degrees. See Table I.

/i = Angle between car center lines, in degrees. This angle may be found by

using the following expression,

( K )

/3= Arcsin -^ —- (Expression 5)
(R+E)

If the calculated angle between coupler center line, «, exceeds the maximum allow-

able in Table II, Expre.ssion 6 must be used to recalculate the minimum radius R.

Expression 6 should also be used for two identical coupled cars with type "F" couplers.

R = ,(^+^' + fr^:-/-^'^'
,

(Expression 6)
2 [I2 Sin ^2 -f Li Sin (»« -f a)

]
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^nlargfid View Between Coupler Pivot Points P^ and Po

FTO. 1—HORT'/iOMTAL CURTO

Minrmim radius of curvature as detemdned by maximum horizontal disolacoment of

couplers

.
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TABLE I

HORIZONTAL CURVE DATA FOR STANDARD COUPI£R APPLICATIONS

Maximum
Coupler
Lateral
Angle

o
7
oO

B-E6OA, B-Yl*0, AAR PL 532-B Striker
B-E6IB, B-Y30, AAR PL 530 Striker
B-e6t, B-YU1, AAR PL 5'»2 Striker
C-F70A, B-YJt5, SIC Striker
C-F70A, B-Y45, Si6b Striker
C-F79, B-YU5, 13° Striker

10

13°

c
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CAR ON
CURVE

FIG. 2~H0RIZ0NTAL CURVE

Miolnnira radius of curvature as determined by maximum horizontal contour angle.

where,

L\ ^= Effective coupler length of car on tangent, in feet.

See Table I.

Lo = Effective coupler length of car on curve, in feet.

See Table I.

F= B — L = Length from car center to coupler pivot point, in feet

See Fig. 2.

D = Half of distance over truck centers, in feet,

a= Maximum angle between coupler centerline, in degrees.

See Table II.

Oj = Maximum allowable lateral coupler angle relative to car center line in car

on curve, in degrees. See Table I.

When the minimum radius R is calculated by using Expression 6, the designer must

make certain that the angle di does not exceed the value given in Table I. This angle

may be calculated from the expression,
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0i = ea-]- a — /:< (Expression 7)

where values of 62 and a are as used in Expression 6 and where

/3= Arcsin
P' + '^+^i

(Expression 8)
R

Should the calculated value of di exceed that given in Table I, the radius should be
recalculated, using

R= (B^r—iD^r
(Expression 9)

2(L2Sin(?a+LiSin^i)

where 61 is given the maximum allowable value (Table I)

When using Expression 1, the cars are assumed to be placed with the coupling line

at the point of tangency. Generally, this is the critical positioning when couplers with

large contour angling (over 6 deg) are used. See Table II. When using Expression 6, the

cars are assumed to be placed with the coupler pivot point of the car on the tangent

at the point of tangency. Generally, this is the critical positioning when couplers with

small contour angling (6 deg and under) are used. See Table II.

MINIMUM LENGTH OF VERTICAL CURVES

When the minimum length is desired for a vertical curve which is to be negotiated

by special or long cars equipped with type "E" couplers, the following expression

should be used:

L,c = (gi — g,)
(B2)-— (D-.)- — E'

(Expression 10)
2£

where,

Lvc '= Length of vertical curve, in feet.

(fi— ga) ^= Algebraic difference in approach grades, expressed decimally.

When the minimum length is desired for a vertical curve which is to be negotiated

by cars equipped with type "F" couplers, the following expression should be used:

L„, ^ (g,_ g,)
(F'i-L2+Lrr—iD,r

(Expression 1 1

)

^ 2[Lo Sin fe + Zi Sin (#.+ «)]

where,

a= Maximum vertical contour angle between coupler center lines, in degrees.

See Table II

^2^ Allowable vertical coupler angle relative to car center line of draft in

car on curve, in degrees. (This angle may be different in the upward

and downward directions.)

di= The same as 62, except for car on tangent.

If the calculated vertical coupler angle relative to the center line of the draft in

the car on tangent, di, exceeds the maximum allowable in Table III, Expressions 7, 8

and 9 must be used to recalculate R, with a., 0, and 62, having the same definition as in

Expression 11, and

Lvc = R(gi— g2) (Expression 12)

When using Expressions 10 and 11, values of B, D, F, Li and Z,- will be the same

as for the corresponding car when calculating horizontal curves. The value of E will

have to be recalculated using vertical displacement values of C in Expression 2. Vertical

angles must be used for «, and 9.
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X-ULE III

VERTICAL CURVE DATA FOrt STA.>n)ARn CQIJ?I.F.R APPLICATIONS

Type F Coupler Ariplications

Zero Offset Ectween Coupler Pivots
C-F70A, 3-Y45, SIC Striker
C-F70A, B-Y45, S16B Striker
C-F79, B-Y45, 13° Striker

3" Offset Between Coupler Pivots*
C-F7CA, B-Y45, SIC Striker
C-F70A, B-Y45, S16B Striker
C-F79, B-Y45, 13° Striker

e
Maximun
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TANGENT
POINT

^ CAR ON
TANGENT

FlCi. 3--TORTTCAL CURVE - HUMP CONDITION

Mininiura len^h of curve as determined by raaximim vertical contour angle.
Note that coupler in carp on curve angles downward while coupler in car^

on tangent angles upward.
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^UJ
"H-

(fe- CAR ON
UJ TANGENT

TANGENT

FIG . U—VERTICAL CURVE - SAG CONDITION

Miniimm length of curve as determined by maxiraura vertical contour angle

<

Note that coupler in car on curve angles upward iwhile coupler in car on
tangent angles dovmward.
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^ CAR-^

FIG. 5—'/SRTICAL CURVK - HUfAP COWrlITIO^f

Mim-Tiim length of curve as determined by maxinaun vertical displacement of
couplers

.
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u
h-

LU

u

TANGENT POINT

A- CAR^

FIG . 6—VERTIC/a CURVE - SAO CONDITION

Mininam length of curve as determined by maximum vertical displacement

of couplers.
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DESIGN OF VERTICAL SUMMIT CURVES FOR MIDDLE
ORDINATE LIMITATIONS

The design of vertical summit curves for middle ordinate limitations entails four

variables. The relationship between these variables is given by the following expression:

£„= 1-5 (gi— g2)b'
f^j. ^^^ > ^ (Expression 13)

where,

Lvc = Length of vertical curve, in feet,

(gi— g2) = Algebraic difference in grades expressed decimally.

b= Distance between centers of car trucks, in feet.

/^ Middle ordinate corresponding to b, in inches.

Given any three of the variables, the fourth one can be found. When Lvc or b is

the unknown, it is not known at the start if the condition Lvc > 6 is satisfied. In this

case Expression 13 should be used, and if the solution verifies the condition Lvo >_ b,

it becomes the final answer. If, however, the solution obtained from Expression 13

indicates that Lvc < b, the final answer may be obtained from one of the following

expressions:

Lvc = 2b 0:667/_ (Expression 14)
(gi— gi)

where f=l.5 (gi— ge) (Z + 4a)

and a = — in feet

Report on Assignment 3

Scales Used in Railway Service

Collaborating with Committee 18

W. P. Buchanan (chairman, subcommittee), A. E. Biermann, W. Binzen, B. E. Grumpier,

J. L. Dahlrot, H. M. Dalziel, G. H. Dayett, Jr., D. C. Hastings, I. M. Hawver,
F. A. Hess, V. C. Kennedy, A. S. Krefting, F. C. Larsen, Jr., H. J. McNallv,
M. B. Parker, Hubert Phypers, T. D. Styles, J. W. Tucker.

A. Specifications Governing the Manufacture and Installation

of Electronic Track Scales

Last year your committee presented as information a tentative draft of Specifica-

tions for the Manufacture and Installation of Electronic Railway Track Scales (Proceed-

ings Vol. 66, Bulletin 588, November 1964, pages 129 to 137, incl., and invited comment

and criticisms thereon. These specifications, with appropriate revisions, are now sub-

mitted with the recommendation that they be adopted and published in the Manual.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE MANUFACTURE AND INSTALLATION
OF LOAD-CELL RAILWAY TRACK SCALES

A. INTRODUCTION

Load-cell track scales, as covered by these specifications, include those types of

scales employing load cells as the weight-sensing element. They do not cover lever-type

scales using load cells to sense the output of the lever system, except with regard to

load cells, instrumentation, and other requirements not covered in other sections of this

Manual. These specifications also cover the load-cell portion of combination scales

employing full-load-cell and lever systems where one is mounted over the other. In

addition, these specifications are applicable to both static and motion weighing scales.

These specifications are intended to apply to railway track scales for weighing cars

in revenue service. They are further intended to secure reasonable uniformity in scales

for similar service without preventing improvement in types of scales or in parts.

For special cases which are not covered in these specifications, the material, work-

manship, and other qualities should be at least equal to those required herein, and the

principles herein set forth should follow so far as they apply.

The prospective purchaser of a track scale should specify a sectional capacity which,

in conjunction with the required length, define a scale of sufficient capacity to meet the

maximum service requirements together with such other information as will secure

complete and uniform proposals.

AA. CAPACITY AND SIZES

1. Sectional Capacity Defined

The sectional capacity of a scale is the greatest live load which may be divided

equally on the load cells of a section without producing stresses in any member in

excess of those specified in Sec. BB.

2. Sectional Capacities Standardized

The rated sectional capacity of a load-cell track scale shall be one of the following

and shall employ load cells in capacities as shown:

Each Load
Sectional Cell Rated

Capacity Capacity

(Tons) (Pounds)

85 100,000

180 200,000

The rated sectional capacity shall in no case exceed the actual sectional capacity.

3. Scale Capacity Defined

The capacity of a load-cell track scale is the maximum live load it will support

without developing stresses in excess of those specified in Sec. BB.

4. Permissable Weighing Capacity Defined and Limited

The nominal capacity of a load-cell track scale is the greatest weight indication

obtainable by the use of all the reading elements in combination. The nominal capacity

of a two-section scale shall not exceed the rated sectional capacity. The nominal capacity

of a scale with more than two sections shall not exceed twice the rated sectional capacity.
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5. Scale Length Defined

The length of a scale is the length of its effective weigh rail.

6. Scale Length—Limits

The effective weigh rails shall not extend beyond the center hne of the end sections.

B. PLANS

Assembly plans shall be furnished showing the location of field connections and all

information necessary for the purchaser to design and construct the pit and parts not

furnished by the manufacturer. Complete electrical plans showing pit connections and

detailed instrument wiring arrangements, including component identification and values,

maintenance instructions, and any other information pertinent to the maintenance of

the weighing system shall be furnished by the manufacturer.

BB. WORKING STRESSES AND FORMULAS

L General Design Stresses

The bridge design is based on the maximum stresses developed in a single section

as the live load moves across the scale. For scales of 85-ton sectional capacity, the dead

load may be neglected if it does not exceed 550 lb per ft of track. For scales of greater

sectional capacity, allowance must be made for a minimum dead load of 1,000 lb per ft

of track. For scales of the respective types when the dead load exceeds the limits given,

provisions shall be made for the dead load according to the circumstances. The maxi-

mum girder bending stresses, as computed by accepted methods, shall not exceed 10,000

psi, this value allowing for the effect of impact by moving loads and other factors.

2. Load-Cell Bearing Surfaces

Bearing plates for mounting above and below the load cells shall be steel hardened

to Rockwell C 50-55. For bearing plates in contact with a convex loading surface of

the load cell, the minimum thickness of the plate shall be as follows,

Bearing

Load Cell Plate

Capacity Thickness

(Pounds) (Inches)

100,000 2

200,000 254

3. Concrete Bearing Surfaces

Bearing stresses on concrete shall not exceed 300 psi under load-cell bearing plates

and 400 psi at all other points.

4. Load-Cell Loading

The load cells in a .section shall be assumed to carry the sectional capacity equally

divided among them.

5. Bearing Pressures under Foundation

The bearing area of the foundation footing shall be such that settlement or dis-

placement of the foundation will not occur, and soil tests should be made to determine

if piles are required.
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C. LOAD CELLS

1. Linearity

The output characteristics of a load cell shall be linear within plus or minus 0.1

percent of the "best fit" to the calibration curve representing a plot of voltage or pres-

sure output versus load applied.

2. Temperature Characteristics

Load-cell characteristics shall be stable with respect to the temperature within the

following limits

(a) Zero shift shall not exceed 0.0015 percent of full scale output per degree F.

(b) Span calibration shall not change more than 0.0008 percent per degree F.

3. Overload Characteristics

Load cells shall be designed to withstand loads equal to 150 percent of the rated

capacity without change in span calibration. They should be able to withstand axial

loads equal to 300 percent of the rated capacity without physical failure of the structure.

4. Moisture Protection

Load cells shall be sealed to prevent moisture penetration.

5. Corrosion

Load cells shall be provided with a finish that will be corrosion-resistant under

normal pit conditions.

D. CHECKS
1. Design

The checking system shall be designed to hold the weighbridge rigidly in position.

2. Position

Check rods, stay plates or the like shall be set in the same horizontal plane and

as high as possible. Longitudinal checks shall be parallel to each other. Transverse

checks shall be parallel to each other and be located as close to each section as possible.

3. Strength

The combined longitudinal checks and the combined transverse checks shall be

designed to resist anticipated forces.

E. WEIGHT INDICATORS AND RECORDERS

Weight indicators and recorders shall be in accordance with Specifications for the

Manufacture and Installation of Automatic Weight Indicators and Recorders, elsewhere

in this Manual.

F. CLEARANCES

The clearance between the fixed and live parts of the scale shall be at least ^ in,

except where other clearances are specifid.
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G. INTERCHANGEABILITY

Units or parts of units intended to be interchangeable with like units or parts in

scales of the same design and manufacture shall be identified on the scale drawings or

in the subject matter of the proposal in such manner as will clearly indicate the inter-

changeable part, the manner of replacement, and the adjustments, if any, after

replacement.

H. SCALE WEIGHBRIDGES

1. Types of Girders

Weighbridge girders shall be so designed that the joints over the centers of bearings

will admit vertical flexure without displacing the sections.

2. Weighbridge Bearings

The surface of weighbridge bearings intended to make contact with the bridge

girders shall be finished so that, when in position, all the bearing surfaces will be within

l/32 in of the same horizontal plane and parallel to it. To secure proper alinement of

parts, the diameter of the bolt holes in the weighbridge bearings and the girder shall

exceed the diameter of the bolt fastening the bearing to the girder by J^ in.

3. Steel Specifications

Except as otherwise provided herein, structural steel work should be designed and

fabricated to conform to AREA Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges, Part 1,

Chapter IS.

4. Bracing

Each weighbridge span shall be designed for a lateral force of 200 lb per lin ft,

plus 4 per cent of the sectional capacity of the scale, uniformly distributed along the

top of the weighrail.

5. Diagonal Bracing

Diagonal bracing shall consist of not less than 3-in by 3-in by 5^-in angles or

equivalent. Not less than three diagonals per span shall be used unless otherwise

required.

6. Transverse Bracing

To carry the lateral load to the load cells, each span shall be provided at its ends

with transverse bracing, for which the section modulus shall not be less than that

(ictermined by the formula

^ _ 1 (0.04 C + 200 L) d

4 10,000

Wherein

5 is the section modulus, inches*

C is the sectional capacity, pounds
L is the length of span, feet

d is the distance in inches from the load-cell convex loading surface to top of
weighrail, or to top flange of girder when pedestals are braced to resist tipping
transversely to the girder.

Intermediate transverse bracing shall be u.sed at intervals not exceeding 6 ft, having
a section modulus not less than that used at the ends of the span.
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7. Flange StiflFeners

Not less than one pair of stiffener angles, other than splicing angles, shall be pro-

vided over each bearing of the girder in each span of the weighbridge. The ends of

these stiffeners shall be milled to fit the fillets of the girder flange.

8. Weighrail Pedestals

The weighrails shall be carried on metal pedestals, except when the design excludes

.such pedestals, spaced not over 30 in center to center on metal ties or directly on the

weighbridge.. The tops of pedestals shall be machined. The bottoms of the pedestals

shall be machined unless type metal or equivalent is to be poured between the bottoms

and the surfaces supporting them. Pedestals shall be designed so that they will transfer

the lateral loads specified in Sec. H, Art. 4, to the weighbridge. Tie rods shall be pro-

vided to prevent spreading of the weighrails due to the wedging action of the wheel

flanges.

9. Fabrication and Assembly

In order to avoid distortion, each pair of weighbridge girders shall be fabricated

complete with diagonal and transverse bracing in the shop under proper inspection,

where practicable. Where this method is impracticable and where field assembly is nec-

essary, each pair of girders shall be placed in proper alinement and the bracing then

introduced and secured.

10. Weighrails—Length and Weight

The weight and section of weighrails shall be as large as is consistant with sur-

rounding yard track conditions. Full-length rails should be used.

11. Clearance Along Weighrails

The clearance between weighrails or their pedestals and the rigid deck shall not be

less than IJ^ in unless other adequate provisions for clearance is made, and the openings

shall be protected from weather and dirt.

I. PROTECTION FROM CORROSION

The finish and treatment of all surfaces shall be durable and appropriate for the

intended use.

J. APPROACH RAILS

1. Anti-Creep Provisions

Positive means shall be provided to prevent creeping of approach rails, and to

maintain a clearance which shall be not less than Y^ in nor more than Y^ in between

the approach rails and the weigh rails unless some special means is used to reduce impact

when wheel loads pass from the approach rails to weighrails.

K. DECK
1. Type

The scale shall be provided with a suitable deck constructed of wood, steel plate, or

concrete and may be either a floating or fixed type.

2. Construction

The material for the deck shall be surfaced to conform to safety requirements, and

shall be sufficiently strong to support incidental traffic, and shall be waterproof.
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3. Clearance

The clearance between the bottom of any fixed beams, or deck supports, and the

girder forming the weighbridge shall not be less than 2 in.

L. EXCLUSION OF DIRT AND PRECIPITATION

Means shall be provided to prevent accumulation of dirt, precipitation, and other

foreign material whereby interference with the action of the scale or undue deterioration

of any part of the scale structure might result

M. LIGHTING

1. Scale House and Deck

Lighting of the scale house and deck shall be adequate for the needs of safe opera-

tion and to enable the weigher to observe the weighing instrument, car numbers and

position of car wheels with certainty.

2. Pit

The pit shall be provided with sufficient illumination to permit complete inspection

of the scale.

N. LOCATION AND ELEVATION
1. Location

Scales shall be so located that an adequate foundation and at least 75 ft of tangent

track at each approach to the weighrails can be provided.

2. Elevation

The scale shall be raised with respect to the other tracks of the yard to such an

elevation that drainage of the surface water will be away from it. Means shall be

provided to prevent water from running into the pit.

O. FOUNDATION AND PIT
1. Material

All scale foundations shall be constructed of reinforced concrete. The quahty of

materials and methods of mixing and placing the concrete shall conform to ARE.-X

Specifications for Concrete and Reinforced Concrete, Part 1, Chapter 8.

2. Dimensions of Pit

The scale pit shall have sufficient depth to afford easy access to all parts of the

scale structure. The width between faces of side walls shall be such that there is at

least 16 in between the faces of the side walls and the weighbridge girder flanges.

3. Walls of Pit

The side and end walls shall not be less than 12 in thick (preferably 15 in) at

the top.

4. Waterproofing
Where necessary to prevent seepage of water through foundations, scale pits shall

be membrane waterproofed, or waterproofed by methods equally effective.
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5. Drainage
The pit floor shall bv pitched to a common jjoinl ol drainage, and shall be smooth

and free from pockets in which water may stand. If the pit floor is below subsurface

water level, the pit shall be drained from its lowest point into a sump adequately

equipped with automatic means for removal of water as it collects.

6. Approach Walls

Approach walls or piers of concrete shall be built to extend at least 15 ft (prefer-

ably 25 ft) from the pit face of the end walls and back under the track to preserve

line and surface of tracks. On scales up to 20 ft in length, designed for two-draft

weighing, walls shall extend no less than 40 ft ahead of the scale and SO ft beyond,

and grade shall conform exactly to grade of weighrail. They may be built of a solid

mass of concrete or may consist of parallel walls or piers ; however, the latter construc-

tion shall have a single footing supporting both walls. Where necessary to obtain safe

bearing capacity, the approach walls shall extend to the same depth as the pit walls.

7. Wall Batter

Wall surfaces next to earth subject to freezing shall be constructed with a batter

of not less than 1 to 12.

8. Footings or Piers for Load Cells

Concrete footings or piers supporting load-cell base plates shall not be less than

18 in thick. Their tops shall be above the floor a sufficient distance to prevent the

accumulation of water around or under the base plates.

9. Pit Floor

The floor of the pit may be a matt of concrete approximately as thick as that

required to support the load-cell base plates, or if local conditions permit, the thickness

may be reduced to not less than 6 in.

10. Anchor Bolts

Anchor bolts embedded in concrete a minimum of 12 in shall be provided in

foundations for load-cell base plates to match the bolt holes provided for securing the

base plates.

11. Deck-Beam Supports

For deck-beam supports, an effective metal bearing shall be set in, or on, each side

wall with the center of bearing not less than 3 in from the inside of the pit wall.

12. Ventilation

Scale pits shall be ventilated to meet the needs of each particular case, the object

being to prevent condensation on the metal parts.

13. Entrance to Scale Pit

Suitable access to the scale pit shall be provided. The entrance shall be closed by a

door suitably fastened to prevent the entry of unauthorized persons.

P. SETTING THE SCALE

The load-cell assemblies shall be raised or lowered as required by means of leveling

screws, shims or other methods to bring the weighbridge into level transversely and

longitudinally. For motion-weighing scales installed on a grade, other means must be
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employed, such as measuring individual load-cell output voltages to insure that the

load is properly distributed. After leveling the load cell, base plates shall be grouted as

required.

Q. SCALE HOUSE
1. Design

Where a special scale house is required, a suitable and substantial building shall be

provided. To insure proper operation of the electrical indicator and/or recorder, year-

round temperature control inside the house should be provided.

2. Location

The lateral clearance between the scale house and center line of any track shall not

be less than 8 ft unless otherwise required by law or the purchaser.

3. Indicator-Recorder Shelf

If a shelf is required for mounting the indicator and/or recorder, it shall be .so

located as to provide for ease of operation without obscuring the weigher's view of the

scale deck and approaching cars and to afford ready access to the instrument for main-

tenance purposes.

R. RESOLUTION SENSITIVITY
1. Definition

The resolution sensitivity of a load-cell scale is the minimum change of load on

the scale rails required to produce an effective response in the weight indicator.

2. Limit

The resolution sensitivity shall not exceed 50 lb.

S. POWER SOURCE

The power source of the electronic instrumentation and load cell circuitry shall

conform to the following

(a) Voltage— 115 v, a-c, ± 10 v.

(b) Frequency—60 cps, ± % c.

(c) The power source must be reasonably free from harmonics and electrical

transients.

(d) Fusing shall be provided at 15 amp unless otherwise specified by the manu-

facturer.

(e) The power source shall be a separate circuit back to the distribution trans-

former.

(f) One side of the ll5-v power source shall be at ground potential.

T. LOAD-CELL CABLING

All cabling between load cells, junction boxes, and electronic instrumentation shall

conform to the following

(a) All cables shall be electrostatically shielded.

(b) All cable shields shall be interconnected and carried to a single ground. This

should be a separate ground from the power .source ground and be provided

for the load cells and instrumentation circuits only. It should be a copper

rod which, when possible, is driven to the depth of the water table.
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(c) The connection between the uround rod and the common ground point of

the load cell and the instrumentation circuits shall be made with copper wire,

or the equivalent, of No. 10 gage or larger.

(d) All cable .shields in the load-cell circuits shall be grounded at one end only.

(e) All cables shall be insulated with materials having good non-hygroscopic

qualities and stable capacitance between conductors.

(f) Load-cell cables shall be physically separated from power cables and never

run in the same conduit systems.

(g) All cable connections, junction boxes, etc. in the load-cell circuits shall be

properly protected against the entrance of moisture.

(h) All multi-conductor cabling shall be color-coded or provided with other

means of indentification of the individual conductors.

U. HYDRAULIC LOAD CELL TUBING

All tubing between each load cell and readout instrumentation should conform to

the following:

(a) Tubing should be of copper or stainless steel and of a size and bore to give

such response as will meet the performance requirements of the installation.

(b) Tubing should be housed in conduit or otherwise protected from mechanical

damage.

(c) Tubing connections must be of a type and quality that will preclude any

possible leakage.

(d) All hydraulic connections should be so located as to insure ease of inspection.

B. Specifications Governing the Manufacture and Installation

of Automatic Indicating and Recording Devices

Last year your committee presented as information a tentative draft of Specifica-

tions for the Manufacture and Installation of Automatic Weight-Indicating and Record-

ing Devices (Proceedings, Vol. 66, Bulletin 588, November 1964, pages 137 to 140, incl.)

and invited comments and crticisms thereon. These specifications, with minor revisions,

are now submitted with the recommendation that they be adopted and published in

the Manual beginning on page 14-5-110.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE MANUFACTURE AND INSTALLATION
OF AUTOMATIC WEIGHT-INDICATING AND

RECORDING DEVICES

A. INTRODUCTION

These specifications are intended to cover all types of automatic indicating and

recording devices, mechanically or electrically operated, embodied in or attached to

scales.

B. DEFINITIONS

1. An automatic indicating .scale is one on which the weights of applied loads of

various magnitudes are automatically indicated throughout all or a portion of the weigh-

ing range of the scale. A fnU-automatic-indicating scale is one on which the capacity

of the automatic-indicating elements equals the nominal capacity of the scale. A semi-
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automatic-indicating scale is one on which the capacity of the automatic-indicating

elements is less than the nominal capacity of the scale.

2. A recording scale is one that is equipped with a device for making a permanent

record of the weights of applied loads.

C. CAPACITY

1. The capacity of the automatic-indicating or recording device of a scale shall not

exceed the capacity of the weighing system with which it is used.

2. Nominal capacity is defined as the largest weight indication that can be obtained

by the use of all of the indicating or recording elements in combination, including the

amount represented by any removable weights furnished or ordinarly furnished with

the scale.

D. INDICATORS

1. Weight indications may be shown by a pointer or pointers in relation to a cir-

cular or fan dial or chart; by a drum revolving under a fixed line; or by means of a

visual and printed impression—digital or a display-showing position of an indicating line

with reference to a series of graduations.

2. There shall be a definite and clear zero graduation or indication, and the indi-

cating elements shall be susceptible of giving an indication on either side of the zero

graduation or indication sufficient to show clearly an out-of-balance condition. Provision

shall be made by which the zero-load balance may be adjusted. If loose material is used

for this purpose it shall be securely enclosed. The balance ball or equivalent device shall

not be rotatable and shall be actuated by a self-contained screw, unless the balancing

device is motor controlled or is otherwise automatic in operation.

3. The total value represented by all unit weights or range steps in use at any time

shall be automatically indicated on or adjacent to the reading face and the printed

record.

E. GRADUATIONS OR DIGITAL INCREMENTS

Graduations or increments normally will be in pounds or fractions thereof. Dials

or charts shall be divided with clear actual or projected intervals of not less than 0.03

in. Where weight values are shown or printed in digital form, the minimum height of

figures shall be % in.

Minimum graduations or digital increments shall be as follows:

1. Not greater than 100 lb for electronic track scales.

2. Not greater than 100 lb for track scales equipped with a dial or reading face

or by means of a printed impression from a device relaying information from

the dial or reading face.

3. Not greater than 200 lb for a railroad track scale equipped with a mechanical

recording device which prints a weight indication from graduations located on

the face of or on the rim of a wheel, without means of reading the said indi-

cations more closely than the value of one graduation.

4. Not greater than 20 lb for motor-truck scales.

5. Not greater than 20 lb for motor-truck axle-load scales.

6. Not greater than l/lO percent of the nominal cai)acit>' for built-in, self-con-

tained and portable scales.
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F. DAMPING DEVICE

An automatic-indicating device shall be equipped with an effective dashpot or other

type damping element, designed to bring the indicating elements quicky to rest.

G. LOCKING DEVICE

A locking device shall be provided on a mechanical scale which will prevent the

transmission of force from the platform to the automatic indicating elements when the

scale is not in use. The locking device shall be substantial and effective and shall be

controlled by means conveniently located outside the housing.

H. SPRINGS

Springs when used with automatic weighing devices shall be made of corrosion-

resistant material, which is not affected by normal ambient temperature changes.

I. CAMS AND SECTORS

Cams and sectors shall be made of corrosion-resistant material such as bronze, stain-

less steel or other material at least as corrosion-resistant as materials mentioned above.

The contact surfaces for tapes must be accurately shaped.

J. TAPES

Tapes shall be made of stainless steel or other corrosion-resistant material and shall

be uniform in size and thickness throughout their effective length.

Poises shall have exterior shells made of corrosion-resistant metals or alloys. All

movable elements forming a part of a poise shall be so constructed as not to be detach-

able without manifest mutilation of the poise. Tare and capacity bars shall be provided

with a stop to prevent movement of the poise back to the zero graduation.

L. UNIT WEIGHTS

Unit weights shall be adjustable, securely and properly sealed. The unit-weight

mechanism shall be constructed to apply or remove weights one at a time, and shall

be rapid and positive in its operation and shall function properly irrespective of the

speed of operation.

M. PENDULUM WEIGHTS

Pendulum weights shall be constructed of corrosion-resistant metal, accurately fitted

to supporting members and so mounted thereon that their position in relation to the

fulcrum of the pendulum can be adjusted. Means must be provided to lock the weight

in position.

N. ACTUATING ELEMENTS

Racks, pinions and gears shall be accurately made of corrosion-resistant materials.
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0. FLEXIBLE CABLES

Flexible cables used in connection with unit weights, extra charts, etc., shall be

so constructed that there will be a minimum of back-lash and that adjustments, when
required, may be readily made.

P. CHAINS AND SPROCKETS

Chains and sprockets in unit weight assemblies, etc., shall be so mounted as to be

accessible for cleaning, lubrication and adjustment.

Q. INDEX FINGERS AND WHEELS

Indexing fingers, wheels in printers, etc., shall be of corrosion-resistant material,

susceptible of adjustment and positive in their action.

R. ADJUSTMENTS

Adjustable parts (other than those for zero load indication) of automatic indicating

elements shall be securely held in place and shall not be adjustable from the outside

of the unit housing.

S. TOLERANCES

Tolerances applicable to automatic indicating devices shall be as set forth National

Bureau of Standards Handbook 44.

T. HOUSING OR CABINET

.All units composing automatic indicating and recording equipment shall be con-

tained in suitable housing of substantial construction.
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Report on Assignment 4

Water Front Terminals

W. E. Webster, Jr. (chairman, subcommittee), F. E. Austerman, R. O. Balsters, A. E.
Biermann, J. A. Bingham, R. E. Bredberg, A. L. Carpenter, J. A. Comeau, G. H.
Dayett, Jr., W. H. Giles, W. H. Goold, H. R. Hall, C. J. Lapinski, H. J. McNally,
B. G. Packard, H. L. Pepper, Jr., VV. H. Pollard, C. E. Stoecker, J. J. Tibbits,

L. G. Tieman, H. Watts, Jr., W. A. Wood.

Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad Coal-Handling

Facilities, Conneaut, Ohio

Your committee submits the following report, as information, as a phase of its

assignment on water front terminals.

In the spring of 1965 the Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad placed into operation

its new coal handling facilities on Lake Erie at Conneaut, Ohio. This plant presents a

new concept for handhng of rail-lake coal in that it provides for ground storage and

reclaiming in the transfer from rail cars to ships. Previous to this modernization project,

coal had been handled at this site by a high-lift car-dumper type of installation. With

the employment of ground storage, shiploading can be independent of rail-borne coal

arrivals, thereby eliminating the necessity of holding cars in receiving yards awaiting

vessel arrival. This results in better car utilization for the railroad and no detention

charge to the shipper. Also, production can be independent of the lake navigation season

(Lake Erie is frozen in from mid-December until mid-March) p)ermitting year-round

operation by the producer and balancing of coal traffic for the railroad.

Incoming coal cars are drilled into a 4S0-car-capacity feeder yard consisting of 8

tracks. Access to this yard is then locked out electrically, and movement of cars for

unloading is handled by a drone locomotive controlled from a central control tower.

Strings of up to 60 cars are pulled across the unloading pits for emptying, and the

empty cars returned to the captive yard. There is no uncoupling during the unloading

cycle; three cars at a time are spotted over six unloading hoppers, doors are opened

manually and unloading is accomplished by gravity with the assistance of car shakers.

Car shakers are lowered in position by the operator located in a central control tower.

Dust control at the unloading hoppers is obtained by chemical spray from spray

heads mounted in the sides of the unloading hoppers and on the shakeouts. The unload-

ing pit is provided with high-volume wash-down facilities, and the entire unloading

plant can be washed down in 2J/2 hours. The unloading operation has been designed

for a rate of 3000 tons per hour when no thawing is required and when conventional

hopper cars are being unloaded. It is contemplated that future hopper cars equipped

with automatic quick-dumping features can produce as much as 4800 tons per hour,

and the plant has the capacity to accommodate this. For unloading in freezing weather,

a thawing shed has been positioned on the unloading track just ahead of the unloading

pit. Thawing is accomplished by natural gas fired burners. To prevent damage to air

hose, the gas valves have been equipped with an electric eye to actuate control for

opening and closing valves synchronized with the passage of each hopper car.

Fig. 1 is a schematic flow diagram showing the routing of coal over the conveyor

system. Conveyor No. 1 is a 72-in belt under the unloading pit with a capacity of 4800

tons per hour. Conveyor No. 2 is a 72-in, 4800-ton-per-hour belt from the unloading

pit to Transfer Point "A" where it can discharge to Conveyor No. 6 if coal is destined
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FIGURE I

or ground storage, or to Conveyor No. 3 if coal is destined for direct ship loading.

!^onveyor No. 3 is a 72-in, 5000-ton-per-hour belt which receives coal from Conveyor

'^0. 2, No. 7 and No. 9, and discharges it to the surge bin. Conveyor No. 4 is an 84-in,

OOO-ton-per-hour belt under the surge bin and fed by four surge bin feeders. Con-

veyor No. S is an 84-in, 7000-ton-per-hour belt to the ship loader. Conveyor No. 6 is

L 60-in, 3600-ton-per-hour belt which feeds the traveling stacker. Conveyor No. 7 is a

'2-in belt capable of 5000 tons per hour, although the present loading from the bucket

vheel reclaimer is approximately 2400 tons per hour. Conveyor No. 8 is a 42-in, 1200-

on-per-hour recirculating belt from the surge bin to the unloading pit. Conveyor No. 9

s a 60-in, 3600-ton-per-hour belt from the reclaim pit under the main storage pile.

From his console in the top section of the three-story central control tower, the

)perator can dial one of the following 10 programs:

1. From track hoppers to ship.

2. From track hoppers to storage.

3. From bucket wheel reclaimer to ship.

4. From track hoppers and bucket-wheel reclaimer to ship.

5. From track hoppers to storage and from bucket wheel to ship.

6. From surge bin into storage.

7. From reclaim hopper to ship.

8. From track hoppers and reclaim hopper to ship.

9. From reclaim hopper and bucket wheel to ship.

10. From track hopper to storage and from bucket wheel and reclaim hopper to

ship.

Bui. S9r>
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The system is automatic, with the operator having visual indication of the status

of all operating belts. Conveyors Nos. 2 and S are equipped with belt scales, and a print-

out of weights is furnished at the console for the purpose of accounting for both incom-

ing rail cargo weights and outgoing ship cargo weights. Conveyors Nos. 2, 7 and 9 are

equipped with metal detectors which, upon indication of the presence of metal, stop

the conveyors until the metal is removed and the detector is reset.

All of the outside conveyors, e.xcept Conveyors Nos. 6 and 7 are covered for pro-

tection and dust control. The storage pile is fed by a rail-mounted travehng stacker

with a 150-ft boom. Coal is piled to a height of 60 ft, and at present the storage

capacity is approximately a milHon tons. By adding extensions to the stacker conveyor

and reclaim conveyor, the storage capacity can be increased as desired. Bulldozers are

utilized to spread and compact the coal in the storage piles and to feed coal to the

main pile reclaim hopper.

One of the key features in the new plant is the bucket-wheel reclaimer mounted on

caterpillar tracks illustrated in Fig. 2. This reclaim wheel is 17 ft in diameter and is

equipped with eight 1-yd capacity buckets. The wheel bites into the storage pile, work-

ing from top to bottom as well as laterally. The excavated coal is discharged on to the

wheel boom conveyor, then in turn on to the articulated conveyor bridge and into a

receiving bin mounted over Conveyor No. 7.

Ship loading is accomplished from a fixed tower on the wharf, and during the

loading operation the ship is moved as required to position a hatch under the loader.

The ship-loader operator has control of Conveyors No. 4 and No. 5 which receive coal

from the surge bin. The maximum loading rate is 7000 tons per hour, and taking into

consideration the ship moving and trimming time, the effective rate of loading is 4500

tons per hour.

In addition to the safeguards for continuous operation built into the design through

flexibility afforded by sources of loading, further assurance is obtained by standardiza-

tion of units, and all drives have been made dual units. In the event of down time on

one drive, there is assurance of operation at a permissible reduced rate.

Report on Assignment 5

Integral Trains— Their Effect on Existing Yards

and Design of New Yards

G. H. Chabot (chairman, subcommittee), F. E. Austerman, R. F. Beck, H. R. Beckmann,
A. E. Biermann, VVillard Binzen, W. O. Boessneck, V. R. Copp, G. H. Dayett, Jr.,

W. H. Giles, VV. H. Goold, H. R. Hall, R. A. Hartselle, Wm. J. Hedley, F. A.

Hess, A. S. Krefting, B. Laubenfels, E. T. Lucey, G. W. Mahn, Jr., Alexander Mat-
thews, Jr., H. J. McNallv, H. L. Pepper, Jr., W. H. Pollard, E. B. Sonnheim,
C. E. Stoecker, T. D. Styles, J. J. Tibbits, A. J. Trzeciak, B. H. Voor, Jr., C. E.

Zeman.

Your committee submits this report as information, with the recommendation that

the subject be discontinued.

By definition, an integral train is one con-sisting of motive power and .specially

designed cars, all operated as a unit to transport a specific bulk commodity between

its point of origin and destination without interruption in movement and with mini-

mum detention time of equipment. The term further implies that since the motive power

and cars are considered and operated as a unit, no .segment is ever .separated or removed,

unless for major repairs, even during the loadintr and unloading operations or when
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fueling, inspection and running repairs are performed at some point along the line

of road.

In the true sense the integral train has not reached reality because of several tech-

nical inherences that are not readily adaptable to the railroads' present physical plant

and equipment or because of far-advanced technical problems which have yet to be

solved. Major innovations in the design of cars and equipment for the rapid loading

and unloading of bulk commodities must be realized and developed if the integral train

is ever to become a reality. For all intents and purposes the integral-train concept is

still considered in the planning stage.

Nevertheless, several railroads, recognizing the vast economic potentials of the

integral train, operate or are planning to operate trains which are derivatives and varia-

tions of the integral-train concept. Such trains are called unit trains, unitized trains or

unitrains, or have some other similar designation. Basically, the unit train consists of

locomotives and conventional cars loaded with one commodity, dispatched from a point

of origin to a final destination without stops enroute to pick up or drop cars. There

are four types of unit-train operations: the unit train may be operated exclusively on

one road, it may be received from a foreign road for delivery on the receiving road,

it may originate on a road to be delivered on a foreign road, or it may be received

from and delivered to a foreign road by one or more intermediate roads.

There are in present unit-train operations several situations that create delays or

impair the continuity of movement, such as the individual loading of cars, cars orig-

inating from several points, the assembling of the unit at the point of origin or in a

classification yard remote from the point of origin, trains interchanged with one or

more roads, locomotives detached en route for fueling and servicing, cars separated at

destination for individual unloading, and cars reassembled for the return trip after

unloading. Delays may be caused by other factors, such as inadequate trackage, but

the reporting roads have indicated that this new transportation concept has created no

technological problem in existing yards, as most of these trains normally and usually

by-pass on-line yards.

In general there have been little or no track changes and improvements carried

out in existing yards as a direct consequence of the operation of unit trains. While

some roads have made or are planning minor extension of sidings and interchange

tracks to accommodate the unit trains now in operation and while others have had to

construct spur tracks and branch lines to serve new plants using unit train service,

most of the track extension or construction activity has been performed primarily by

the shippers and receivers who, in their quest for the lower unit-train freight rates,

have provided the necessary track facilities to accommodate such trains.

Coal was the first commodity to be transported in unit trains. While it is still the

leader, the list of other commodities is continuously growing and includes, among other

bulk commodities, coke, iron ore, taconite, hot-slab steel, limestone, grain, trailers on

flat cars, and auto-racks.

The prime concern from the planner's point of view is the achievement of unin-

terrupted movements and minimum detention time at the loading and unloading points.

No problem generally exists along the line of road from a technological standpoint,

except possibly at points of interchange where it is important that track facilities be

adequate to handle the maximum unit train length with minimum switching. At the

originating and terminating points the loading or unloading track should be of sufficient

length to avoid the necessity of separating the cars; the facilities to load and unload

cars should be located at the mid-point of the loading or unloading track. The key to

the cost saving is that no time should be lost in classification and switching yards, the

unit train operating on a principle similar to a chartered carrier.
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There are three basic track layouts for unit-train operation at the loading or

unloading terminal, namely, the loop track, stub-end track and wye track. The most

practical layout is the loop track which permits not only non-stop loading or unload-

ing, but retains the locomotives in the head-end position for the return movement. The

loop track, however, has a built-in disadvantage: a large tract of land amounting to

several acres must be reserved for track construction because of the desirability of

maintaining track curvature of not less than 350 ft radius. Where space requirements

are restricted by topography, structures or other factors, or where the necessary land

is unavailable or costly, the stub-end track layout may be required. Such a layout is

not as efficient because it requires a run-around track adjacent to the main terminal

track or in the vicinity along the main line to permit the shifting of the locomotives

for the return movement of the train ; an important cost-reducing feature, the elimina-

tion of switching, is lost with such a track arrangement. The wye-track layout has

some of the advantages of the other two layouts without their full disadvantages ; in

this case the direction of the unit train can be reversed without run-around switching

and the land requirements are far less than in the loop track layout.

To the terminal designer the unit-train concept has become a major factor to be

considered in the design of bulk terminals. Loading, unloading and handling facilities

should be rapid and adequate to allow for the smooth and uninterrupted movement of

the train during loading and unloading of cars. The design of hoppers, conveyors,

tipples, surge bins, dumping pits, etc., should be highly refined to permit continuous

train movements at constant speed during loading and unloading. It is equally impor-

tant to provide in the design additional storage areas or facilities at the unloading

terminal and reserve stock piles at the loading terminal. Innovations in material-handling

techniques make it mandatory for the terminal planner to modify his criteria to accom-

modate them and to acquaint himself with the latest developments in equipment and

methods. In fact, the terminal should be considered as a link in the entire cycle of the

unit-train operation.

Other factors to be considered for inclusion in the overall design for unit-train

operation are:

1. Need and method for weighing.

2. Equipment inspection and maintenance facilities at locations other than in

existing yards.

3. Inspection and road maintenance of locomotives along the line of road, includ-

ing fueling and servicing facilities.

4. Communication system between train crew and loading or unloading point,

a most important auxiliary if loading and unloading is made in motion.

5. Elimination or improvement of any causes which may result in expensive

delays or unnecessary switching of cars.

It is preferable that any layout be designed .so that scales and other track structures

and allied facilities will not be subjected to unnecessary two-way traffic.

In conclusion, the present trends and methods of operation have not created nor

are they expected to create any serious problem unsurmountable by present technical

know-how. This, and the fact that the operation of the special bulk-handling trains

have had little or no effect on existing yards, arc the basis for the recommendation that

the subject be discontinued.
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Report on Assignment 6

Supplemental Yard Facilities for the Reclassification

of Cars in a Terminal

A. Matthews, Jr. (chairman, subcommittee), H. J. McNally, C. E. Stoecker, A. E.

Biermann, M. H. Aidrich, R. N. Arrin^ton, F. E. Austerman, R. O. Balsters, R. F.

Beck, H. R. Beckmann, J. A. Bingham, A. L. Carpenter, J. F. Chandler, H. P.

Clapp, E. H. Cook, B. E. Crumpler, H. M. Dalziel, A. V. Dasburg, C. M. Frazier,

W. H. Goold, D. C. Hastings, Wm. J. Hedlev, F. S. King, C. J. Lapinski, E. T.

Lucey, B. Laubenfels, B. G. Packard, R. H. Peak, Jr., H. L. Pepper, Jr., L. T.

Riekenberg, L. W. Robinson. E. B. Sonnhcm. T. DeVV. Styles, J. Sutton, J. J.

Tibbits, L. G. Tieman, A. J. Trzciak, B. H. Voor, Jr., C. E. Zeman.

Your committee submits the following report as information, with the recom-

mendation that the subject be discontinued.

Because of the various types of classification of cars that may be required at some

freight terminals it may become advantageous to provide for further switching of cars

after they have been handled in the main classification yard. Such supplementary yards

may be in the immediate vicinity of the main classification yard, usually located in-line

with and to the rear of, or adjacent and parellel to, the classification yard. At other

terminals reclassification yards may be located adjacent to car cleaning, upgrading or

repair tracks, and departure yards. In some instances, these supplementary or local yards

are found at a considerable distance from the main yard. In all cases the location of the

installation is dictated by the function it is intended to perform.

The number of tracks in reclassification yards varies anywhere from 3 or 4 tracks

in the smaller yards to as many as 50 tracks, their lengths varying with the require-

ments. In all cases access at both ends of the yard is provided.

Most of the present reclassification yards are flat switched. Two notable exceptions

are the recently built facilities of the Canadian National at Montreal and Toronto.

In-line with and to the rear of the 84-track electronic hump yard at Montreal, there

is a 40-track reclassifying hump yard with power-operated switches and retarders.

A 50-track power-operated secondary hump yard, similarly located, supplements the

main 67-track primary classification yard at Toronto, where cuts from a group of 7

tracks in the classification yard can be shoved over the secondary hump lead and

reclassified.

The type of switching performed in the secondary yard d'ffers somewhat from

railroad to railroad, depending in part on the particular local conditions involved. Some

of the uses made of the supplementary yards by the railroads reporting are as follows:

1. Make up of local trains.

2. Classify loads and empties for distribution.

3. Make up of transfer cuts.

4. Classify cars for cleaning, upgrading, and repairs.

5. Re-switch cleaned cars to fill orders.

Figs. 1 to 3 .show layouts of typical local flat-switched yards. Fig. 1 is a local yard

located in-line with and to the rear of the classification yard. Fig. 2 is a local flat-

switched yard located parallel and adjacent to the classification yard. Fig. 3 shows a

local yard located parallel to a departure yard. Fig. 4 covers a local yard which is

switched over a secondary hump. In all cases the location is predicated on ease of

switching by the yard power, either in the departure yard or at the pull-out end of

the clas.sification vard.





Fig. 1

New York Central System
Track Diagram, Robert R. Young Yard

ElJthart, Ind.





Fig. 2

Pennsylvania Railroad
Track Diagram, Conway Yard

Pittsburgh, Pa.





Fig. 3

I Air Line Railroad
' Yard Layout

>t. N. C.





Fig. 4

Canadian National Railways
Toronto Yard
Toronto, Ont.



Economic Justification of Weigh-in-Motion Scales*
On January 10, 1962, ihc National Code o( Rules Governing the WdEhini and R.

......hing „< Carload Freigh. wa. modified .„ provide .hat ears ma be weighed
'

n,o.,on, eoupled or uncoupled on y upon a weighing system, ineluding scales, approach
and Icavmg trackage, properly designed for weighing in this manner, and in charge
nf a competent wcighmaster. **

Since then, considerable interest has been generated in the concept of weiRhing
railway cars ]n motion. Scales of the weigh-in-motion type have been installed at
several locations and studies are now being conducted to evaluate their potenUal
IhrouRhout the railroad industry. The very nature of this advanced technique of weigh-
ing suggests special consideration is necessary in analyzing the factors involved in
physical location, cost, sa\nngs and weighing tolerances.

On February 4, 1964, C, D. Buford, then vice president-Operations and Mainte-
nance Department of the Association of American Railroads (now president, Pittsburgh
& Lake Erie), asked that your Joint Committee be established to study the economic
justification of weigh-in-motion scales to consider and make recommendations in the
following areas:

1. Outline of factors to be considered and methods to be used in determining
economic apprai.'^al and justification of weigh-in -motion scales.

2. Determination of railroad needs and desires for weight scale accuracy as a
basis for establishment of scale test tolerances and freight claim tolerances on
weigh-in-motion scales.

Cars arc usually weighed as a basis for freight charges and/or to quantify freight
claims. Weighing may also be used to determine train tonnage and to determine operating
statistics.

An effort has been made to prepare the information contained herein in such form
as to afford an opportunity to acquaint oneself with operational methods and facilities

used in the determination of weight values while a freight car is in motion without

resorting to detailed technical explanations other than what may be needed to provide

a comprehensive picture of a particular method or facility.

The choice of a certain method or facility over another with equal weighing

capabilities for a given location or operational problem will be discussed.

Basically, there arc two methods by which a freight car can be weighed. These are

the static method where the car is at rest on the scale at the lime it is weighed, and

the dynamic, or in-motion, method where the car is in motion during the weighing

operation.

Weighing procedure in a flat-switching yard, which is provided with a static-

r.
' "^il'^ft »f Ihc Special AAR Cm - '. !..>nomic Juslification of Weigh--- •""'"-

Scales. This ' - . . . ..•,-, n..i—
i

.l._ ..;... .J....

thai Division and iL FrelgMTo^ a'rul
tendent. Western Maryland, D. P. V:il
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weighing facility, generally entails weighing groups of cars one at a time al random

intervals. The basic work elements of weighing by the static method are:

1. Separation of "weighers" and "non-weighers."

2. Place "weighers" on scale track.

3. Shove first "weigher" on the scale.

4. Uncouple.

5. Manually weigh the car.

6. Shove weighed car clear of the scale.

7. Pull back and place next car on the scale.

8. Repeat 4, 5, 6 and 7 until all cars are weighed

9. Move weighed cars back to initial diversion point.

Cars can be weighed on a static-weighing facility in a single draft where both

trucks of the car arc on the scale and at rest during the weighing operation, or m two

drafts where each of the car's two trucks are weighed separately. The two-dratt method

of weighing is often used where the scale rails are of insufficient length to accommodate

a car in its entirety, as is required in the single-draft method, or where the scale and

indicating element is of insufficient capacity to indicate the gross weight of the car. In

most instances, this method is acceptable for the determination of weight values for

waybilling purposes and permits the use of a relatively light capacity, short-rail-length

scale that would otherwise be of little, if any, value as a weighing facility.

When weighing a freight car, the ultimate goal is to determine accurate weight

values in as little time and with as few movements as possible. Many commodities are

bought and sold in the commercial market on the basis of weight determmed on rail-

road scales This has resulted in shippers demanding prompt transmission ot weight data

for invoicing purposes and increased their concern that weights be accurate.

With the realization that the static method of weighing was awkward and time-

consuming, many of the railroads have turned to the faster in-motion methods of

weighing at many of their weighing points to expedite the movement of cars requ.rmg

weights and to substantially reduce weighing expenses.

Whereas nine elements of the operation of static weighing were shown above, in-

motion weighing is generally accomplished by simply moving the cars over the scale

and weighing^

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ in-motion weighing in use, each of which is designed

for a certain type of weighing operation and, even though the basic weighing equip-

ment is similar in design, each of the methods can be considered as fallmg into distinctly

separate categories for the purpose of study. These are:

Single-Draft Gravity Method-ln this case, the scale is located on a grade ranging

from 3/4 percent to 3 percent descending in the direction of travel. Scale lengths vary

with the grade, ranging generally from 72 to 105 ft. Cars to be weighed are cut loose

and allowed to drift over the scale. They are then manually or automatically weighed

as they pass over the scale.

Two-Draft Gravity Method-ln this case, the scale is located on a grade ot up

to y, percent down in the direction of travel. The procedure is much the same as in

the single-draft gravity method; however, each end of the car is weighed separately.

Single-Draft Coupled Metkod-VJh.n employing this method, it is paramount that

all cars to be weighed are of identical length from coupler to coupler and that the scale

be of similar length. Grades should be such that they minimize coupler interference.

Two-Draft Coupled Method-This method is somewhat similar to single-draft

coupled method except that cars need not be of the same length and the scale is typ-
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ically 12 ft 6 in. in length. Again each end of the car is weighed separately. A varia-
tion of this is a AYz or S-ft scale, which allows the weighing of individual axles.

The facilities used for weighing freight cars while in motion can also be divided
into distinctly separate categories:

1. The mechanical-type scale, consisting of a mechanical lever system, which
transmits weight information to a mechanical weight-recording or indicating
device.

2. The electro-mechanical load-cell force measuring system, which supplies an
electrical analog-type computer and digitizing recorder with weight information
in the form of an electrical signal

3. A combination of the two above types where the mechanical lever system's
weight information is detected and transmitted to the electrical computer and
printer by a load cell located at some point in the lever .system.

In lieu of weighing cars as a basis for freight charges, certain types of traffic lend
themselves to utilization of agreed-upon charges. There has been a trend in recent years
for published volume and trainload rates on coal, lime, sand, petroleum, and various
other bulk or high volume commodities. The majority of tariffs for these movements
provide for assessment of freight charges on the basis of 105 to 110 percent of marked
capacity of the car, or upon weights taken at origin or destination other than the
carrier track-scale weights. Where the tariff does provide for track-scale weights, a
special charge is made for the weighing service.

Normally, consignor or consignee finds it desirable to use actual weights for freight
charges. This has been accomplished in many cases by weight agreement, which, of
course, protects both the carrier's and customer's interests.

It would seem a logical conclusion that, in addition to other factors, the substantial
decrease in freight rates on volume and trainload shipments is predicated in part upon
the savings made through elimination of carrier track scaling and the substitution of
other weighing methods, principally those covered by a weight agreement. An allied
factor inherent in the weight agreement is making possible more advantageous use of
carrier equipment.

During 1963, over 14,000,000 carload shipments moved under weight agreement in
this country.

Obviously, the feasibility of weight agreement should be explored in any analysis
of economic justification of scales and properly administered weight agreements should
be negotiated, if possible, at locations where an individual industry has a regular move-
ment of a single commodity of uniform size and/or weight.

The problems dealt with in this report are then—what are the economic factors to
be considered and the basis for establishment of tolerances in justifying installation of
weigh-in-motion type scales.

The elements of cost (static and motion weighing) are:

1. Cost of scale, including pit, approaches and recorder,

2. Cost of associated trackage.

3. Cost of maintenance.

4. Switch engine and crew cost to get cars to and from scale.

5. Switch engine and crew cost to weigh.

6. Weighmaster—cost to weigh.

7. Cost of delay to cars.

Certain of these costs appear to be constant or fixed once the installation has been
made, while other costs appear to be variable in proportion to number of cars weiKhcd.
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The fixed costs include depreciation, interest, insurance and taxes, based on initial

cost, plus the cost of maintenance and tcstins in the case of purchased scales or lease

costs in the case of leased scales. These may be called the "ownership" costs.

Variable costs (based on annual number of cars weighed) include the locomotive

and crew costs (these should be divided between the cost of classifyinp; weigh cars and

transferring them to and from the scale when required, and the cost of weighing at

the scale), the weighmaster or clerical cost and the car delay cost. The per diem co.st

may be used for a conservative estimate for delay.

Exhibits 1, 2 and 3 display examples of the fixed and variable costs of this method

of calculating and evaluating the merits of weigh-in-motion vs. static weighing. Only

costs directly associated with weighing are included. The time and cost elements apply

to typical installations and can be modified as local conditions dictate in an economic

justification study of scales.

Exhibit 1 displays the cost and time elements used for the example. Exhibit 2

displays the estimated annual costs of the various weighing systems. Exhibit 3 displays

in graphical form the weighing expense per car for the various weighing systems.

The conclusions drawn from these data indicate that:

1. Serious evaluation should be made of the economic feasibility of maintaining

track scales at locations weighing less than 1,000 cars annually.

2. Consideration should be made of utilizing existing or rehabilitated static scales

at locations where 1,000 to 4,000 cars are weighed annually.

3. Economic considerations indicate static scales located where volumes exceed

3,000 to 4,000 cars per year should be systematically replaced with motion-

weighing devices with consideration given to consolidating weighing operations

from several static scales to one motion scale.

4. Track scale development should be directed towards:

(a) Design of an inexpensive scale for location in a classification lead at low-

and medium-volume weighing points.

(b) Design of a scale capable of weighing cars carrying all types of com-

modities while moving in trains at road speeds.

Exhibit 4 lists examples of actual scale installations of the various types. Scale design

and reported cost figures for those locations are included as additional information.

SCALE REQUIREMENTS

The scale and recording elements shall conform with the specifications and tol-

erances as set forth in the Association of American Railroads Manual, "Scales," dated

1962, as amended from time to time.

SCALE ACCURACY
L Static Weighing

The scale and recording elements shall produce weights of such accuracy that when

cars are weighed in this manner the variations of such weights from the accepted true

weight will fall within the established maintenance tolerance of 0.2 percent, as set forth

in AAR Manual referred to above.

2. Motion Weighing—Single Draft—Two-Draft—Uncoupled

The scale and recording elements shall produce weights of such accuracy that when

cars are weighed in this manner, the variations of such weights from the accepted true
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weight will fall within the established maintenance testing tolerance of 0.2 percent, as

set forth in AAR Manual referred to above.

The report of a joint AAR-AREA test made on the Canadian National Railway's

track scale at Montreal indicates that the weights of cars weighed single draft, uncoupled,

and in-motion, fell within 0.2 percent of the accepted true static weight of the car.

It is the opinion of this Committee that with modern weighing techniques, similar

to those presently in use at Montreal, attached to or embodied in a two-draft uncoupled

scale, the weights obtained in this mode of weighing will also fall within 0.2 percent

of the accepted true static weight.

3. Motion Weighing—Coupled

It is realized that reference to the accuracies of weights obtained from a coupled-

in-motion weighing system is desired in this report. However, it is the opinion of this

Committee that this will have to await completion of the joint study of coupled-in-

motion weighing by various systems now being conducted by the AREA Scale Sub-

committee and AAR Research Center.

It is anticipated at this time that above-mentioned joint study will result in the

development of a performance specification in lieu of a tolerance applicable to coupled-

in-motion weighing.
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Report of Committee 20—Contract Forms

K. J. SiLVEY A. F. Hughes

E. A. Graham F. M. Jones

J. D. Taylor \V. P. Jones

\ C. W. Smith J. S. Lillie (E)

^ R. F. CORRELL L. \V. LiNDBERG

W. B. TiTTswoRTH, Jr. D. F. Lyons

C. W. Colborg F. B. Mallas

P. J. Freeman J. C. Miller

J. J. Baffa \V. G. Xusz (E)

H. F. Brockett (E) G. W. Patterson (E)

J. C. Britt W. B. Small

J. K. Christensen J. L. Southard

A. B. Costic \V. R. Swatosh (E)

A. P. Fish D. S. Taylor

J. L. Perrier, Chairman x. L. Grider J. W. Wallenius

J. T. Evans, J. F. Halpin D. G. West
Vice Chairman E. M. Hastings, Jr. H. L. Zouck

W. F. Burt, Secretary R. C. Heckel Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.
Those whose names are set in bold-face type constitute the Engineering Division, AAR, Com-

mittee 20.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Brief progress report, presented as information page 148

2. Form of agreement to cover welding of rail, collaborating with Commit-

tee 31.

Progress report, presented as information page 148

3. Form of agreement for lease and operation of rail-trailer terminals.

Brief progress report, presented as information page 152

4. Form of agreement to cover disposal of surplus railway facilities.

Final report, with agreement form submitted for adoption and pubhcation

in the Manual page 152

5. Form of license for entry on railway company property

Progress report, presented as information page 153

6. Form of agreement for installation of vending machines on railway property.

Progress report, presented as information page 155

7. Bibliography on subjects pertaining to contract forms.

Progress report, presented as information page 159
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8. Form of agreement to cover lease of railway company machinery, tools

and materials to other than railway companies

Progress report, presented as information page 160

TirK ("oM MiTTii-, ON Contract Forms,

J. L. Perkier, Chairman.

ARKA Hiillelin 595. November 1965.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

K. J. Silvev (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Burt, J. T. Evans, E. M. Hastings, Jr.,

D. F. Lyons, H. L. Zouck.

Your committee is making a thorough study of the insurance clauses now contained

in the various agreements of Chapter 20 of the Manual and expects to make recom-

mendations for revision at an early date.

Report on Assignment 2

Form of Agreement to Cover Welding of Rail

Collaborating with Committee 31

E. A. Graham (chairman, subcommittee), J. J. Baffa, J. C. Britt, W. F. Burt, J. T.

Evans, E. M. Hastings, Jr., W. P. Jones, D. F. Lyons, F. B. Mallas, K. J. Silvey,

D. S. Taylor, J. D. Taylor.

Your committee has developed a tentative form of agreement which is presented

below as information. Your comments and criticisms are invited. This assignment will

be continued.

FORM OF AGREEMENT TO COVER WELDING OF RAIL

THIS AGREEMENT, made this day of 19 . . . . , by and

between a corporation

organized and existing under the laws of the State of , hereinafter

called the Railway Company, and , a corporation

organized and existing under the laws of the State of hereinafter

called the Contractor.

WITNESSETH: That, in consideration of the covenants and agreements, herein con-

tained, to be performed by the parties hereto, and of the payments hereinafter provided,

it is mutually agreed as follows:

I. Scope of Work
The Contractor shall weld by the process

approximately welds in lb (new-secondhand) rail to be

furnished and delivered to the Contractor by the Railway Company.
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The Contractor shall start work on or before , 19 . . . .,

and agrees to prosecute the work diligently to completion at the earliest possible date,

but in no event later than , 19

The rail provided by the Railway Company will be ft in length and

shall be welded into continuous lengths of approximately ft or more.

Additional rail may be welded into other continuous lengths comprising one to

joints at the option of the Railway Company.

2. Welding Sites

One or more suitable welding sites on Railway Company promises will be chosen

by the Railway Company and all of the welds shall be made at these sites.

The number of welds to be made at each site shall be as follows:

(Here insert list of sites and number of welds to be made at each site.)

3. Contractor's Equipment and Manpower

The Contractor shall supply all necessary welding machinery of a type to be desig-

nated by the Railway Company and all necessary auxiliary equipment to produce a

finished weld in accordance with the specifications as listed in Exhibit , attached

hereto and hereby made a part hereof.

The Contractor shall provide operator-instructors, the number of which will be

designated by the Railway Company. In addition the Contractor shall provide a super-

visor, who shall be responsible for the proper operation and maintenance of the welding

equipment. The Contractor shall also provide other maintenance men necessary for

proper maintenance of the welding equipment.

All necessary housing for Contractor's equipment and the complete operation

thereof shall be provided by the Contractor

4. Railway Company's Equipment and Manpower

The Railway Company will provide at its expense the equipment and manpower

listed in Exhibit ...., attached hereto and hereby made a part hereof.

5. Transportation of Contractor's Equipment and Personnel

The Railway Company agrees to furnish free transportation on its lines, insofar as

it may lawfully do so, for representatives of the Contractor while engaged in the weld-

ing work, and free transportation on its lines for all tools, equipment, supplies and

materials required for carrj'ing out the welding work.

6. Prices

In the consideration of the completion of the welding work as described herein,

and the fulfillment of all stipulations of this agreement to the satisfaction and acceptance

of the of the Railway Company, the said

Railway Company will pay or cause to be paid to the Contractor, the amount due,

based on the schedule of prices shown on Exhibit . . .
.

, attached hereto and hereby

made a part hereof.

7. Rail Standards

New rail to be welded shall conform to AREA standards. Cropped or secondhand

rail to be welded shall be uniformly graded by the Railway Company to minimize the

time to align the rails and grind the upsets.
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8. Reports, Invoices and Payments

Daily production reports shall be maintained by the Contractor and these will be

checked and verified by the signature of the

of the Railway Company. Copies of these verified reports shall be distributed to the

Railway Company and to the Contractor and shall become the basis for billinK the

welding work performed. The Contractor shall render monthly invoices for welding

work performed under this agreement and payments shall be due and payable upon

receipt of said invoices.

9. Independent Contractor

The Railway Company reserves no control whatsoever over the employment, dis-

charge, compensation of or services rendered by the Contractor's employees, and it is

the intention of the parties to this agreement that the Contractor shall be and remain

an Independent Contractor, and that nothing in this agreement contained shall be

construed as inconsistent with that status.

10. Laws and Ordinances

The Contractor shall comply with all Federal, State, Municipal and Local laws,

ordinances and regulations in any way pertaining to the welding work.

n. Unemployment and Retirement Legislation

The Contractor shall accept full and exclusive liability for the payment of any

and all contributions or taxes for unemployment insurance or old-age retirement benefits,

pensions and annuities now or hereafter imposed by the Government of the United

States or of any State thereof, which are measured by the wages, salaries or other

remunerations paid to persons employed by the Contractor on the wedding work, and

shall comply with all administrative legislation respecting the assumption of liability

for the aforesaid contributions, and shall reimburse the Railway Company for any of

the aforesaid taxes or contributions which, by law, the Railway Company may be

required to pay.

12. Sales and Use Taxes
The Contractor shall be responsible for and pay all sales and use taxes properly

assessed, under any Federal, State or Local law in effect at the time this agreement is

executed against any materials, tools, supplies, services and equipment furnished directly

by the Contractor and used in the carrying out of the welding work. An adjustment of

the cost will be made for any change in such taxes during the progress of the

welding work.

13. Patented Devices

In case the Contractor shall make use of or employ any patented devices or appli-

ances either for carrying on the welding work or in connection with materials supplied,

he shall satisfy all claims or charges for lease, privilege or royality, and shall at his

expense defend the Railway Company against any and all claims or suits which may
arise from any infringement of patent rights, and indemnify and save harmless the

Railway Company against any judgment of recovery as a result thereof.

In the event any claim or suits are brought against the Railway Company from

any infringement of patents rights, Railway Company will immediately transmit to

Contractor the name and address of the claimant, the nature of the claim, and such

other data that are applicable to such claim.
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14. Tests

It is mutually agreed that the results of any metallurgical or physical test made
by the Railway Company on welds produced with Contractor's equipment shall be

made available to the Contractor and, similarly, any metallurgical or physical tests

made by the Contractor shall be made available to the Railway Company.

15. Photographing Work
It is mutually agreed that either party may photograph, film or otherwise repro-

duce on paper or other material, the Contractor's equipment and the Railway Com-
pany's rail and property during the course of the work under this contract; but that

such photographs, films or other reproductions of the other party's property shall not

be publicized without the consent of such other party, which consent, it is mutually

agreed, shall not be unreasonably withheld.

16. Improvements in Equipment and Performance

The Contractor reserves the right to introduce improvements or changes to his

equipment at any time to reduce the time per weld or otherwise improve the per-

formance of his equipment so long as weld quality is not impaired.

17. Indemnity

The Contractor shall protect, indemnify and save harmless the Railway Company
and any other corporation or person lawfully on its property from and against any and

all loss or damage to property or injury to or death of persons, and all suits, claims,

liabilities or demands in connection therewith, howsoever caused, resulting directly or

indirectly from Contractor's welding operations.

18. Insurance

The Contractor shall at his own expense carry insurance at all times in a company

or companies approved by the Railway Company, covering the liability assumed under

this agreement, with limits of not less than $ for one person and $

for one accident for personal injuries or death, and $ for property damage

for each accident with an aggregate limit of not less than $ , and shall

furnish the Railway Company true original counterparts of such policy or policies and

have the Railway Company's written approval of said policies at least forty-eight hours

before starting any work covered by this agreement. Said policies shall provide for

notice to the Railway Company at least days in advance of cancellation.

19. Delays

This agreement is made subject to delays and inability to deliver or accept delivery

arising out of priorities, governmental restrictions, shortages of raw materials or rail-

road cars hereunder, or due to war, strikes, lockouts, fire, flood, the elements or other

acts beyond the control of the parties hereto.

20. Annulment Without Fault of Contractor

The Railway Company shall have the right at any time to annul this agreement

upon giving days written notice to the Contractor, in which event the

Contractor shall be reimbursed for the work done by him under this agreement up to

the time of such annulment; the intent being that an equitable settlement shall be made

with the Contractor.
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21. Assignment

This agreement shall not be assigned or in any manner transferred by the Contrac-

tor without the written consent of the of the

Railway Company.

22. Term

This agreement shall terminate 19 except as to any

liabilities which might have accrued prior thereto under the terms of this agreement.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this agreement in

, effective the day and year first above written.

Witness: Company
By

Witness: Contractor

By

Report on Assignment 3

Form of Agreement for Lease and Operation

of Rail-Trailer Terminals

J. D. Taylor (chairman, subcommittee), J. J. Baffa, J. C. Britt, W. F. Burt, A. B.

Costic, J. T. Evans, N. L. Grider, J. F. Halpin, A. F. Hughes, F. M. Jones, D. F.

Lyons, D. G. West, H. L. Zouck.

In working on this assignment the committee has found that under the present word-

ing of the assignment it is almost impossible to develop a standard form of agreement

that could readily be used by the industry in general. Consequently, the committee has

recommended that the title be changed to read "Form of Agreement for Handling

Truck Trailers and Containers at Terminals," and will continue its work under the

revised wording if it is approved by the Board of Direction.

Report on Assignment 4

Form of Agreement to Cover Disposal of Surplus

Railway Facilities

C. W. Smith (chairman, subcommittee), J. J. Baffa, W. F. Burt, J. T. Evans, J. K.

Christensen, P. J. Freeman, E. M. Hastings, Jr., R. C. Heckel, A. F. Hughes,

W. P. Jones, F. B. Mallas, J. L. Southard.

A Form of Agreement to cover Disposal of Surplus Railway Facilities was presented

for review and comment in Bulletin S88, November 1964, pages 158 to 160, incl. A
suggestion was made that an additional section be added, reading as follows:

"3. Safekeeping

The Purchaser assumes responsibility for the safekeeping of all facilities purchased

upon execution of this contract."
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Also, the word "Purchaser" in present Section 10 should be changed to "Seller," and

the sections should be renumbered to accommodate new Section 3.

Your committee recommends that the agreement, with the above revisions, be

accepted as Manual material and be printed in the Manual in Chapter 20, Part 7.

Report on Assignment 5

Form of License for Entry on Railway

Company Property

R. F. Correll (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Bust, J. K. Christensen, C. W. Colborg,

J. T. Evans, P. J. Freeman, N. L. Girder, R. C. Meckel, A. F. Hughes, F. B. Mallas,

J. L. Southard, D. S. Taylor, J. D. Taylor, J. W. Wallenius.

Your committee has prepared a form of license which is printed below as infor-

mation. Your comments or criticisms are invited. This assignment will be continued.

FORM OF LICENSE FOR ENTRY ON RAILWAY
COMPANY PROPERTY

THIS AGREEMENT, made this day of , 19 . . .
.

, by and

between Railway Company, a corporation duly

organized and existing under the laws of the State of , hereinafter

called the Railway Company and hereinafter

called Licensee.

WITNESSETH:

Whereas, the Railway Company owns certain lands situated (in) (near)

County of , State of ,

further described as follows:

, hereinafter

referred to as Premises, and as shown on Exhibit "A" dated , 19 . . . .,

hereto attached and made a part hereof, and

Whereas, the Licensee desires to enter upon the Premises for the purpose of

and for no other

purpose, and

Whereas, the Railway Company, insofar as it has the legal right and present title

permits, is agreeable to giving permission to the Licensee to enter upon the Premises

for such purpose;

Now, Therefore, in consideration of the payment to the Railway Company, in

advance, the sum of $ and of the covenants herein

contained, the parties hereto mutually agree as follows:

1. Notification

The Licensee shall give the of Railway Company

not less than notice before entering upon the Premises.
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2. Protection

The Licensee shall exercise all reas()nal)le care and shall take such precautions as

the of the Railway Company may deem necessary

to properly protect the Railway Company's facilities and operations. The Railway

Company reserves the right to place watchmen, flagmen, inspectors and supervisors for

protection purposes during the operations of the Licensee, and the expense thereof,

including the expense of any material furnished, shall be promptly paid by the Licensee

upon receipt of Railway Company's bill therefor. In addition to direct wage and material

cost, such expense shall include, but shall not be limited to, cost of supervision,

traveling expenses. Federal Railroad Retirement and Unemployment taxes, vacation

allowances and all other expenses incidental thereto.

3. Indemnity (See Note)

The Licensee shall at its own cost and expense defend, fully indemnify and forever

save harmless the Railway Company, its successors and assigns from all losses, claims,

damages, actions and causes of action reulting from or in any manner growing out of

the operations of the Licensee, as well as out of the failure of the Licensee to comply

with the terms and conditions of this agreement whether the same be caused or con-

tributed to by negligence of the Railway Company or otherwise and will promptly

pay any sum or sums which the Railway Company may pay or be compelled to paj-

and discharge any judgment or judgments that may be rendered against the Railway

Company, including all costs and attorney's fees because of any such claim or claims.

4. Restoration

The Licensee shall, upon completion of its operations, restore the Premises to their

original condition, or a condition satisfactory to the of the Railway

Company.

5. No Estate Created

The permission herein contained shall not be construed as giving the Licensee any

right, title or interest in and to the Premises.

6. Termination

This agreement shall automatically terminate and shall be considered cancelled

from the date first hereinbefore written
;
provided,

however, such termination shall not be construed as relieving the Licensee of any

obligations or liability incurred prior to such termination.

7. Assignment

This agreement shall not be assigned or in any manner transferred.

Until terminated as hereinbefore provided, the covenants, terms, and agreements

herein contained shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the legal representa-

tives and successors of the parties respectively.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this agreement in

on the day and your first above written.

Witness: Railway Company

By

Witness:

By
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Note 1—It is recommended the above jorm be used when Agreement is made with

a private party, a partnership or a corporation.

Note 2—In the event Agreement is made with a State or other Governmental agency,

the following "Liability," designated Sec. 3, should be substituted for the foregoing

Sec. 3—Indemnity

:

3. Liability

The Licensee shall assume all liability for any and all claims, demands, judgments

and costs of any nature whatsoever resulting from or in any manner growing out of any

injury to or death of persons, or damage to or loss of or destruction of property,

when such injury, death, damage, loss or destruction, results from or arises in connec-

tion with the use of the Premises for the purpose herein contained by the Licensee, its

officers, employes or agents. The Railway Company shall not assume any liability for

or be required to pay any such claims, demands, judgments or costs and expenses.

Report on Assignment 6

Form of Agreement for Installation of Vending
Machines on Railway Property

\V. B. Tittsworth, Jr. (chairman, subcommittee), J. C. Britt, \V. F. Burt, J. K. Chris-

tensen, C. W. Colborg, A. B. Costic, J. T. Evans, P. J. Freeman, N. L. Grider,

J. F. Halpin, W. B. Small, J. L. Southard, J. D. Taylor, J. W. Walienius, D. G.
West, H. L. Zouck.

Your committee has drafted the following form of agreement to cover this assign-

ment. It is submitted as information with a request for your comments or criticisms.

This assignment will be continued

FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR INSTALLATION OF VENDING
MACHINES ON RAILWAY PROPERTY

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this day of ,

19 . . . . , by and between Railroad, hereinafter called

the Railway Company, and , hereinafter called

Licensee.

WITNESSETH:

Now Therefore, in consideration of the payments, covenants and agreements here-

inafter contained, it is agreed as follows:

1. Right of Entry

The Railway Company hereby grants to the Licensee permis.sion to enter onto its

premises during regular business hours at for the

purpose of installing, maintaining, servicing and operating the automatic vending

machines shown on the attached schedule marked "Exhibit A"; dated

which exhibit is made a part of this agreement.
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2. Location of Machines and Method of Operation

The location, position, size, shape, color and character of each machine installed

and the method of installation shall be subject to the Railway Company's written

approval; provided, however, that the Railway Company reserves the right to desig-

nate new locations at any time, and Licensee shall relocate the machines to such new

locations, at its own cost, within a reasonable time after written notice is received from

the Railway Company. The exercise by the Railway Company of this right shall not

relieve Licensee of any obligations under this agreement. Licensee shall provide racks

for empty bottles and trash containers in the vicinity of said machines as may be

deemed necessary by the Railway Company. Licensee, at its expense, shall remove such

bottles and trash daily or as necessary to keep the Railway Company's premises in a

neat and clean condition.

3. Term
This agreement shall commence as of 19 . . .

. , and

shall continue in full force and effect until terminated by either party as hereinafter

provided.

4. Ownership and Cost

Said vending machines shall remain the property of Licensee and shall be operated

and maintained by it at its sole risk, cost and expense in a manner satisfactory to the

Railway Company, and also promptly removed by the Licensee in the event of ter-

mination of this agreement, all at Licensee's sole risk, cost and expense.

5. Cost of Installation and Utilities

Installation of said machines will be made at Licensee's sole risk, cost and expense,

including cost of necessary electrical and water connections and any other changes

required, all subject to the Railway Company's written approval. The Railway Com-

pany will furnish electric current and water without cost to Licensee, but shall not be

liable for any failure to supply same.

6. Upkeep and Quality of Merchandise

Licensee at its own expense shall keep said machines properly and freshly stocked,

and in good working order, and the interior and exterior in a clean and sanitary con-

dition satisfactory to the Railway Company. All merchandise and stock supplied by

Licensee shall in all respects be suitable and fit for human consumption and shall meet

the standards prescribed by all laws, ordinances, rules and regulations of any public

authority at any time applicable.

7. Laws, Ordinances, Rules and Regulations

Licensee shall also comply with all laws, ordinances, rules and regulations of any

public authority applicable to the machines or to the installation, servicing, maintenance,

removal, condition, location, operation or use thereof, whether directed to Licensee or

the Railway Company, as well as all appUcable rules and regulations of the Railway

Company in effect for said premises.

8. Independent Contractor

It is expressly understood and agreed that the Licensee is and shall be deemed an

independent contractor.
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9. Taxes and Assessments

The Licensee agrees to pay, or cause to be paid promptly and as soon as the same

becomes due and before the same becomes delinquent, all taxes, licenses, fees and other

charges pertaining to the installation, maintenance, use or operation of said vending

machines installed hereunder.

10. Identification of Machines

Licensee shall place on each machine, at a location easily visible:

(a) A label, furnished by Licensee, clearly identifying License by name and ad-

dress, and indicating that Licensee is responsible for the maintenance and

operation of said machine.

(b) A label, furnished by the Railway Company, bearing a number by which

the machine will be identified on the records of both parties hereto.

11. Collection of Revenues

The revenues from said vending machines covered by this agreement shall be

collected by Licensee or its authorized representative.

12. Payment

Licensee shall and will pay to the Railway Company from the date of commence-

ment of this agreement a sum of money at the rate of , said payments to be

made on or before the fifteenth day of each succeeding

during the contniuance of this agreement, at the

office of the Railway Company, or at such other place

as the Railway Company may from time to time designate; said payments to be

accompanied by a true statement of the gross receipts from each such vending machine

for the preceding period in such form and detail as the Railway Company may request.

13. Inspection of Records

The duly authorized representative of the Railway Company shall have the right

at all reasonable times to inspect the books, vouchers and other records of Licensee

relating to the operations under this agreement in order to verify the amounts remitted

to the Railway Company.

14. Pilferage and Destruction

The Railway Company shall not be held responsible or accountable for the safety

or care of the vending machines or their contents, whether such damage or injury shall

be caused by any agent or employee of the Railway Company or by any other person

whomsoever, and the Railway Company shall in no way be responsible for any loss

that the Licensee may sustain on account of loss of or damage to the vending machines

or the contents or money contained therein by reason of fire, theft, misuse, pilferage,

use of slugs or counterfeit coins, or other casualty of whatsoever character.

15. Liability

Licensee assumes all liability for, and agrees to indemnify, protect and save harm-

less the Railway Company from any and all charges, claims, suits, and demands of any

kind and nature whatsoever by any party for the infringement of any patent or other

rights, and from and against all loss, damage, injury or death to the person or property

of any person, firm or corporation, including the parties hereto and their respective

agents, representatives or employees, and claims or demands therefor, resulting directly

or indirectly from, or in any manner connected with, the installation, existence, main-
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tenance, operation or removal of said vending machines and the sale of merchandise

therefrom on the premises of the Railway Company, whether caused in whole or in

part by the fault, failure or negligence of the Railway Company, its agents, representa-

tives and assigns, or otherwise. The Railway Company shall promptly notify Licensee

in writing of any claim made or suit filed against the Railway Company arising out

of or incident to the operations contemplated by this agreement, and such claim or suit

shall be defended and settled by and at the expense of Licensee.

16. Insurance

Licensee shall at its expense procure and keep in effect while this agreement is in

force, with an insurance company or insurance companies satisfactory to the Railway

Company, Workmen's Compensation, Public Liability and Property Damage, and Prod-

ucts Liability insurance, with bodily injury limits of not less than one

person, one accident, and property damage limit of

one accident covering the contractual liabihty assumed by Licensee herein. Certificates

of such insurance shall be submitted to the Railway Company in advance of the installa-

tion of the vending machines authorized hereunder, and the Railway Company shall be

given days written notice prior to any change or cancellation of any

such policy of insurance.

17. Rights of Licensee

The rights and licenses herein granted to Licensee shall not be exclusive, and the

Railway Company expressly reserves the rights to grant to any other persons, firms or

corporations licenses and rights of like character.

18. Assignment of Agreement

Licensee will not assign or tranfer this agreement, in whole or in part, without the

written consent of the Railway Company.

19. Termination

Either party hereto may terminate this agreement at any time, by giving to the

other party days written notice to that effect.

20. Removal of Machines

Should licensee fail to remove said machines upon the termination of this agree-

ment, the Railway Company may, without further notice or liability to Licensee, make

such removal at the cost and expense of Licensee, which cost Licensee agrees to pay

upon demand; and Licensee further agrees that its failure to remove said machines

shall constitute an abandonment thereof and title thereto by Licensee, and the Railway

Company may make any disposition thereof, including but not limited to the salvage

or sale thereof, and give good title thereto, without any liability whatsoever for the

proceeds, if any, or otherwise, to Licensee or of any other person or corporation, and

the Licensee releases and shall protect, indemnify and save harmless the Railway Com-

pany from any such liability.

21. Notice

That any notice given by the parties hereto under the terms of this agreement shall

be deemed sufficient if served by Certified United States Mail at the last known address;

such notice to be computed from the date of mailing.
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22. Waiver of Rights

Any failure on the part of the Railway Company to compel a fulfillment of any

one or more of the convenants, terms and conditions herein contained shall not be held

to be a waiver of its right to enforce the same at any time during continuance of this

agreement.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this agreement as of the

day first above written.

Witness

:

By

Witness:

By

Report on Assignment 7

Bibliography on Subjects Pertaining to Contract Forms

C. W. Colberg (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Burt, J. T. Evans, J. F. Halpin,

W. B. Small, J. L. Southard, D. G. West.

Your committee submits, as information, the following annotated bibliography.

1. Best's Insurance News, March 1962, pages 65, 66, 67, 68—Buyer's Round Table,

Hold Harmless Agreements, Part I.

A discussion pertaining to liability clauses of various types of agreements.

2. Best's Insurance News, April 1962 issue, pages 89, 90, 91, 93, 94—Buyer's Round
Table, Hold Harmless Agreements, Part II.

Continuation of discussion pertaining to liabiHty clauses.

3. The Spectator, May 1964 issue, pages 54, 55, 73 aid 74.

Various discussions concerning fire clause, rent abatement clauses, liability exposures

and various rental agreements.

4. Right of Way, Official publication, American Right of Way Association, Volume

11, No. 2, April 1964, "Digest of Important Appellate Court Decisions."

Case 158-3: Court rules Telephone Company must pay relocation costs caused by

expansion.

5. Right of Way, Official publication American Right of Way Association, Volume

10, No. 5, October 1963, "Digest of Important Appellate Court Decisions."

Case 154-5: Pennsylvania Court rules Public Utility Commission has exclusive

authority to pcrmil Public Utilities to locate their facilities on highway and rail cro.ssing

bridges.
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Report on Assignment 8

Form of Agreement to Cover Lease of Railway
Company Machinery, Tools and Materials to

Other Than Railway Companies

p. J. Freeman (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Burt, J. K. Christensen, A. B. Costic,

J. T. Evans, E. M. Hastings, Jr., R. C. Heckel, W. P. Jones, W. B. Small, J. L.
Southard, J. W. Wallenius.

Your committee has prepared a form of agreement on this assignment, which is

printed below as information. Your comments and criticisms are invited. The assignment

will be continued.

FORM OF AGREEMENT TO COVER LEASE OF RAILWAY
COMPANY MACHINERY, TOOLS, AND MATERIALS TO

OTHER THAN RAILWAY COMPANIES

THIS AGREEMENT, made this day of 19 . . . ., by and between

, a corporation organized and

existing under the laws of the State of , hereinafter

called the Railway Company, and , hereinafter

called the Lessee.

WITNESSETH:

Whereas, the Railway Company is the owner of certain railway maintenance

machinery, tools and materials, and

Whereas, the Lessee is engaged in construction and maintenance of a project at

, and

Whereas, the Lessee desires to lease said railway machines, tools and materials for

carrying out and completing the project;

Now, Therefore, in consideration of the mutual covenants herein stipulated to be

kept by the parties hereto, it is agreed as follows:

1. Grant

The Railway Company hereby grants the Lessee the right and permission to use

the items of machinery and materials in amount and at the unit cost as described in

detail on the statement, marked Exhibit "A", dated ,

attached hereto and made a part hereof.

2. Rental

Rental on the individual items will begin on the day they are loaded for shipment

to the Lessee and will end on the day they are returned to a point designated by the

Railway Company, but in any event the Lessee agrees to guarantee the Railway Com-

pany a minimum rental period of (days, months)

.

3. Ownership

It is understood that the Railway Company is to retain full ownership of the

leased items and that it has no intention or desire to sell them. If the Lessee is to use

them on any project where the contract therefor contains a provision for option to

purchase rented equipment used on the project, the Lessee shall furnish the Railway

Company with a release from such provisions.
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4. Shipment

The Railway Company will deliver the items listed on Exhibit "A" to the Lessee

loaded in railway cars on Railway Company tracks, at ,

The Lessee will assume responsibility for the leased items at time of delivery and will

pay all costs for subsequent transportation, handling, unloading, reloading, and other

expenses until such time as the items of machinery and materials are delivered to the

Railway Company in railway cars on Railway Company tracks at ,

5. Operators

If it can do so conveniently, the Railway Company will, at the request of the

Lessee, furnish qualified operators for major items of machinery. The Lessee will reim-

burse the Railway Company for wages, transportation, living expenses and other

amounts required to be paid such operators, plus the percentages currently added by
the Railway Company to bills rendered to private companies or individuals.

The providing of such operators shall not relieve the Lessee from payment of

damages caused by their operations and for the purpose thereof such employees of the

Railway Company shall be considered as employees of the Lessee.

6. Condition

The Railway Company does not expressly or impliedly warrant the condition of

said leased items nor their fitness for the purpose intended by the Lessee and it is

further agreed that Lessee has fully inspected said leased items and is completely

knowledgeable of their condition.

7. Maintenance of Equipment

Lessee shall use the equipment in a proper and careful manner, shall keep gears,

bearings and working parts properly lubricated, shall make all necessary running repairs

and shall return the equipment to the Railway Company in as good a condition as

when received, ordinary wear and tear excepted. The Lessee will make no changes or

alterations to the equipment without the written consent of the Railway Company. The

Lessee shall pay all costs of maintaining or making running repairs.

8. Use of Materials

The Lessee shall install, use and remove the leased materials in a proper manner

and shall return them to the Railway Company in as good a condition as when

received, ordinary wear and tear excepted.

9. Damage
Any damage to the leased items no matter how caused shall be the sole responsi-

biHty of the Lessee. In the event such damage is so complete as to cause the leased

item or items to be unrepairable, said items shall become the property of the Lessee

and the Lessee shall reimburse the Railway Company as follows:

(List the items and amounts.)

10. Taxes

Lessee agrees to promptly pay all taxes and fees that may be levied against the

Railway Company or the Lessee by reason of the Lessee's use of the leased items.
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11. Bond

Lessee shall furnish at his own expense a surety bond in amount of $ ,

to insure the return of the leased items in the same condition as delivered, ordinary

wear and tear excepted, and said bond shall remain in effect until the leased items have

been returned to inspected by and accepted by the Railway Company, and all payments

due the Railway Company have been satisfied.

12. Liability

Lessee covenants and agrees to indemnify and save harmless the Railway Company
from and against all losses and all claims, demands, payments, suits, actions, recoveries

and judgments of every nature and description made, brought or recovered against the

Railway Company by reason of any act or omission of the Lessee in the use of said

leased items.

13. Insurance

Lessee at its cost and expense shall procure and during the continuance of this lease

maintain in effect a policy of insurance acceptable to the Railway Company covering

the Lessee's liability assumed under this agreement with limits of not less than

$ for the injury to or death of one person and not less than $

for any one accident resulting in injury or death and not less than $ for

property damage for any one accident. The Railway Company shall be furnished with

a certified copy of the policy which shall be endorsed to provide for days

written notice to the Railway Company prior to termination of the policy and before

any changes are made therein. The furnishing of insurance shall not be deemed a limita-

tion on the liability of the Lessee as provided in this agreement but shall be additional

security therefor.

14. Insolvency or Bankruptcy

If the Lessee at any time during the continuance of this lease should become

insolvent or bankrupt, or if Lessee's affairs should be put in the hands of a receiver,

then this lease shall at the option of the Railway Company be terminated and the

Railway Company shall have the right to repossess the leased items and all cost of

recovering them shall be borne by the Lessee.

15. Term
This lease shall be effective , 19 . . . . , and shall extend

to , 19 . . . . , unless otherwise terminated or extended as agreed

to in writing by the parties to this agreement.

16. Assignment

This lease shall not be assigned or in any manner transferred nor shall the leased

items be used for any purpose other than that specified herein, without written consent

of the Railway Company.

17. Execution

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto executed this lease in ,

as of the day and year first above written.

Railway Company

Witness : By

(Lessee)

Witness : By
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Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.
Those whose names are set in bold-face type constitute the Engineering Division, AAR, Com-

mittee 25.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report.

2. Current policies, practices, and developments dealing with navigation proj-

ects.

No report presented at this time. However, much ground work is currently

in progress.

.S. Bibliography relating to benefit.s and costs of inland waterway projects

involving navigation.

Memorandum in regard to item No. 8 in report of this committee in Bulle-

tin 588, Proceedings Vol. 66, November 1964, submitted as information .... page 164

.=5. Review of certain principles that may be applied in determining the eco-

nomic justification of inland waterway projects involving navigation.

No report presented at this time. It is the hope of the committee that this

assignment will provide information of considerable value to the railroad

industry in dealing with waterway competition.

6. Planning, construction, and maintenance of rail-water transfer facilities.

Report on "Type of Facilities Required," submitted as information page 16.S

7. Relative merits and economics of construction materials u.scd in waterfront

facilities.

163
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Reports on "Fabrication, Erection, and Maintenance of Greenheart Water-

front Structures" and "Prestressed Concrete Piling and Associated Tech-

nology," submitted as information page 167

The Committee on Waterways and Harbors,

G. R. Collier, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 595, November 1965.

Report on Assignment 3

Bibliography Relating to Benefits and Costs of Inland

Waterway Projects Involving Navigation

G. W. Becker (chairman, subcommittee), G. R. Collier, B. M. Dornblatt, D. G. Elack,
C. E. Gilley, H. F. Kimball, M. S. Patterson, W. D. Phelps, G. A. Stenstrom,
R. C. Tench.

Your committee submits as information the following memorandum from C. D.

Curran, director of waterway analysis, AAR, to former chairman F. J. Olsen, dated

February 3, 1965, in regard to Item No. 8, Assignment 3, in AREA Bulletin 588, Vol. 66,

November 1964:

Memorandxxm :

The Report of Subcommittee 3 of Committee 25 submitted to the committee on

January 11, 1965, includes as Item No. 8 the book "Strategy for MobiUty," by Wilfred

Owen, published by the Brookings Institution, Washington, D. C. The chapter headed

"The Economy of Water Transport" states, on page 91:

"Pubhc investment in waterways is generally not charged to waterway users, so
that their costs do not represent total costs. But even if such charges were included,
it has been found that water carriers operating under the most adverse conditions in the
United States have a substantial cost advantage over railroads operating under the most
favorable cost conditions. . .

."

The paragraph in which those two sentences appear is annotated "John R. Meyer

and Associates, The Economics of Competition in the Transportation Industries (Har-

vard University Press, 1959), pp. 147-148."

Here is a book copyrighted in 1964, citing as currently authoritative a book pub-

lished in 1959 that used 1952-55 prices.

This statement was called to the author's attention with the comment that other

students of transportation would agree that rail costs are frequently under costs of

water transportation. The author replied, admitting an error, "But I should have said

that water carriers often have a cost advantage."

In this connection, it is to be noted that Braxton Carr, one of the strongest

proponents of the water carriers, stated on July 22, 1964, in reference to the Admin-

istration's request for a two-cent-per-gallon fuel tax for water carriers: "Imposition of

a waterway user charge or toll could destroy the economic justification for a new water-

way such as the Trinity (River, Texas)."

It is obvious that even if Mr. Owen's observation had been correct at one time,

it is not correct today. Users of the bibhography should be cautious to recognize that

the bibliography lists only published works on the subject matter. The listing of the

works in the bibliography does not endorse the authenticity or the accuracy of any

statement in them.
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Report on Assignment 6

Planning, Construction and Maintenance of Rail-Water

Transfer Facilities

J. C. Fenno (chairman, subcommittee), R. L. Bostian, Jr., P. P. Dunavant, Jr., W. H.

Eschwig, J. H. Fitzpatrick, C. E. Helmle, E. S. Laws, J. G. Miller, R. F. Weir.

Your committee submits the following report as information.

TYPE OF FACILITIES REQUIRED

The high cost of labor has made it impractical to transfer small individual pieces

of cargo between land and water carriers. The old conventional methods of handling

cargo is not only costly from a labor standpoint, but is also costly in that it consumes

a considerable amount of time, thus tying up dock facilities, storage facilities, rail

equipment, and ships. Because of the high labor cost and time element of the old con-

ventional method of cargo handling, the transportation industry is greatly interested

in automation and the handling of packaged cargo.

The development and growth of special equipment on the railroads, particularly

piggyback and containerization service, lends itself well to low-cost high-speed cargo

transfer.

This report considers the following types of facilities:

1. Roll-on, roll-off.

2. Lift-on, lift-off.

.3. Conveyors.

4. Combinations of the above.

Roll-on, roll-off facilities have been described in detail in a previous report by

your committee and only a brief summary of that report is included herein.

The roll-on, roll-off facility includes ferries, barges, or specially designed ships

(Trainships) onto which, or from which, railroad cars are rolled, making the transfer

of cargo unnecessary, which is the major advantage of this type of operation. The

major problem is fluctuation in water level and consequent complications in design of

transfer bridges.

Highway trucks or trailers may be transferred in a similar manner and with the

same advantage and disadvantages. However, due to the lighter weight and greater

maneuverability of the highway units, the transfer bridges are somewhat less expensive.

Lift-on, lift-off facilities involve the use of cranes to handle cargo between rail

and ship. This may include the railroad car and its contents or the contents without

the car. The major advantage of transferring car and contents is the same as for the

roll-on. roll-off facility, i.e., the transfer of individual pieces of cargo is not required

Thi."; type of facility as it applies to rail cars was di.scussed in detail in a previous

report. The major advantage of this type of facility for handling railroad cars as opposed

to the roll-on, roll-off facilities for handling railroad cars in that this type of operation

is not materially affected by the fluctuation in water level.

Even though the trend in cargo transfer is to eliminate unpackaged general cargo.

this type of cargo still makes up the bulk of general cargo exported and imported.

It includes such items as bales of burlap and jute; small cartons of canned foods; drum.-

of lubricants and chemicals, both liquid and dry; and many other items. It is in thi-
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type of operation that standardized containers could be utilized to the greatest advan-

tage. However, thus far, the problem of container ownership and return usage of the

containers from distant points has greatly curtailed their use. The use of pallets eases

to some extent the handling of this type of cargo, and in some instances, the same

pallets are used from point of origin to destination. The pallets are usually expendable.

Handling of this type of cargo, both unpackaged and smaller containerized, is

usually accomplished by the ships' cargo-handling equipment, which is slow and expen-

sive. Handling cost and time can both be reduced by properly designed traveling portal

cranes located on the pier apron. These cranes must be fast and maneuverable to be

efficient. The minimum crane capacity is 10 tons; 25 tons is the maximum because high-

capacity cranes become too slow. If two cranes are justified by the amount of cargo,

they can be worked in tandem with an equalizer beam to make the heavy lifts some-

times required on a general cargo pier. Some of the heavier containers may be handled

by the two cranes working in tandem. However, the larger and heaviest containers can

be handled with the same lift-on, lift-off equipment handling the railroad cars.

Conveyor belts, fully automated, are especially applicable to the handling of solid

bulk cargo that does not have to be protected from the elements. When large quantities

of this type of material are to be handled, a specially designed pier and facilities for

both the loading and unloading is usually required. The capacity of a single pier for

loading coal into ships may vary from 1,500 to 20,000 tons per hour. Back-up facilities,

such as rail yards for the storage of both loaded and empty cars and an efficient means

of moving the cars to the point of unloading, are essential and require a large land

area, preferably immediately adjacent to the pier facilities. Freezing of the cargo prior

to being transferred and dust from the rail storage yard and transfer operation are both

major problems that must be taken into consideration.

Bulk cargo, such as grain, chemicals, and fertilizer that must be protected, may be

handled in a similar manner. However, the protection required adds greatly to the cost

of facilities.

Bulk liquid cargo is usually handled by specially designed cars and ships and the

cargo is most economically handled between ship and car by pipeline connection and

pumps. Tank storage facilities should be provided near the dock facilities. If the cargo

being handled is flammable, safety precautions must be taken.

Most all general cargo facilities employ all of the above transfer facilities (a good

example is the Norfolk & Western Railway's Lambert's Point facilities in Norfolk, Va.).

Special facilities for refrigeration, salting, icing, handling explosives, etc., are not

discussed in this report.

J
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Report on Assignment 7

Relative Merits and Economics of Construction

Materials Used in Waterfront Facilities

Shu-t'ien Li (chairman, subcommittee), B. M. Dornblatt, W. Binzen, W. H. Eschwig,

J. H. Fitzpatrick, E. S. Laws, F. J. Olsen.

Your committee reports documented information pertaining to relative merits and

economics of construction materials used in waterfront facilities. This is the ninth on

this assignment. It consists of two technical papers: one on "Fabrication, Erection, and

Maintenance of Greenheart Waterfront Structures" (the final report on greenheart),

and the other on "Prestressed Concrete Piling and Associated Technology," both authored

by Shu-t'ien Li.

Previous reports en, or having reference to, greenheart by the same author consists

of the following titles as published in AREA Proceedings:

1. "Service Performance of Construction Materials Used Completely or Partially

under Water in Waterfront Facilities in Continental United States;" Proceed-

ings, 1958.

2. "Greenheart (Nectandra Rodioei)—Its Outstanding Merits, Properties, and

Economics in Waterfront Facilities;" Proceedings, 1960.

i. "Recommended Practice of Conducting Periodic Inspection and Maintaining

Progressive Service Performance Records of Piling Materials Used in Water-

front Facilities;" Proceedings, 1961; Manual, 1961.

4. "Mechanical Properties of Greenheart and Determination of Recommended

Allowable Values for Design of Waterfront Facilities;" Proceedings, 1961.

5. "Energy Design Criteria for Fender Piling and Relative Merits of Different

Materials;" Proceedings, 1961.

6. "Service Performance Records of Greenheart in Docks and Harbors of the

United Kingdom;" Proceedings, 1962.

7. "Azobe as a Construction Material and Its Comparison with Greenheart in

Waterfront Facilities;" Proceedings, 1962.

8. "Relative Merits of High-Strength Steels and Box Sections in Heavy-Duty

Fender Piling of Waterfront Facilities" (comparison with greenheart) ; Pro-

ceedings, 1963.

9. "Production and Conversion of Greenheart with Special Reference to Specifying

It for Waterfront Facilities;" Proceedings, 1964.

These nine previous reports relating to greenheart together with "Fabrication, Erec-

tion, and Maintenance of Greenheart Waterfront Structures," presented herein, may be

edited into one "Monograph on Greenheart for U.se in Waterfront Facilities," for

permanent reference by the engineering profession.
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Fabrication, Erection, and Maintenance of Greenheart

Waterfront Structures

By SHU-T'IEN LI

Chairman, Subcommittee 7, Committee 25—Waterways and Harbors;
Professor of Civil Engineering,

South Dakota School of Mines and Technology

The extensive use of greenheart throughout the world by port, harbor, or dock

authorities and railroads having waterfront facilities, merits an intimate study of the

fabrication, erection, and maintenance of structures constructed of such material. To-

gether with the "production and conversion of greenheart. . .
." reported in the 1963

paper,^ the evolved practice treated herein will be conducive to the most eifficient and

economical use of the material. It is of no less importance than to know steel mill

practice in the use of structural steel or to know aggregate processing in the making

of concrete.

DIMENSIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

The following dimensional considerations are pertinent to greenheart:

(1) Both design and construction should be aimed at producing a completed

structure which will utilize the full potential of the timber.

(2) It is necessary to bear in mind the existence of the natural taper in the case

of designing in hewn timber. At critical sections, actual cross sections must

be used as specified or shown on the drawings.

(3) In both hewn and sawn timber, allowance should be made for reduction in

cross section due to sinkings, notches, and bolt or screw holes.

(4) Wane allowances are, however, seldom of any significant consequence

requiring especial attention.

(5) Knots do not occur in greenheart as frequently as in some other timbers,

hence cause little concern. The occasional knots that do appear in greenheart

are tight and hence do not reduce the effective strength to any significant

amount.

(6) For practical purposes, the reduction in size by marine borers can be ignored

in greenheart.

(7) Loss of section due to wear and tear seldom needs consideration in the case

of greenheart, though fender piling may suffer substantial abrasion from

docking during the life of the timber.

JOINTING AND FASTENING PRACTICE

Holts, coachscrews, and connectors are the common fasteners used with greenheart.

MINIMUM SPACING FOR BOLTS AND COACHSCREWS

The following minimum spacing, based on tests conducted in Australia" on timber

of similar mechanical attributes as greenheart, is recommended:

'Li, Shu-t'ien: "Production and Conversion of Greenheart with Special Reference to Specifying it

for Waterfront FacUities"; AREA Bulletin. Vol. 65, No. 581, November 1963, pp. 199-203; Proc,

AREA. Vol. 65, 1964, pp. 199-203.
= Pearson, R. G.; Kloot, N. A.; and Boyd, J. D.: "Timber Engineering Design Handbook"; Com-

monwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Australia, 1958.
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When load is parallel to grain:

End distance in tension members 8 diameters

End distance in compression members 5 diameters

Edge distance 2 diameters

Centers parallel to grain S diameters

Centers across the grain lYz diameters

When load is perpendicular to the grain:

Distance from edge loaded in tension 4 diameters

Centers parallel to grain 5 diameters

Centers across the grain 5 diameters

Bolts

While test data on the behavior of bolted joints are scarce, tests performed in

.Australia" on timber similar to greenheart in mechanical characteristics resulted in the

foUowing recommended values for working loads on bolts. They are conservative when

used with greenheart.

Table 1

—

Bolt Loads in Pounds

Working Loai

Single Shear

Perpendicular to grain-
F'arallel to grain

Double Shear

Perpendicular to grain.
Parallel to grain
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When coachscrews are given sufficient thread penetration and the penetrated green-

heart member is of ample proportions, the strength of a single-shear coachscrew joint

is similar to but higher than that of a bolted joint, provided that diameters and the

number of fasteners are equal.

Recommended minimum design dimensions for coachscrews are as follows:

Shank hole diameter Net nominal shank size in timber A in over

size in steel.

Pilot hole diameter 85% nominal shank size.

Total depth of hole At least 54 in greater than nominal screw length.

Minimum dimension At least 4 times the nominal diameter of coach-

screw.

Penetration of threaded length . . At least 8 times the nominal diameter of coach-

screw.

Provided that plate thickness be such as to allow reasonable bearing pressures

between plate and coachscrew, recommended safe design loads for coachscrews for steel-

to-greenheart single-shear connections are as given under the left columns of Table 2.

Table 2

—

Safe Loads for Coachscrews Retaining Steel Plates
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With the above minimum stipulations in spacing, end and edge distances, recom-

mended permissible loads on 4-in split ring and shear plate connectors arc as given

in Table 3.

Table 3

—

Permissible Loads on 4-in Split Ring and Shear Plate Connectors

Bolt or
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(7) Swording must, however, be used with care to limit the extent to which the

surfaces are cut to avoid weakening the section of members being jointed.

Packing Material or Mortar

To simplify construction, some readily available packing material or "mortar" may
be run into joints before final bolting up. The required attributes are:

(1) That the mortar shall be a viscous fluid at the time of assembly and to

provide compression characteristics similar to those of greenheart on setting.

(2) That adhesive qualities are not necessary but provision shall be made to

hold it in place.

Epoxide resin with a sand filler may prove suitable. It has been used, but sufficient

information is not available to warrant positive recommendations.

Drilling and Grooving

In these operations the following points are pertinent:

(1) Emphasis should be laid on the use of compressed air drills.

(2) Normal timber augers are used for drilling greenheart, but they lack shank

strength and are easily broken, especially when used with power drills.

(3) Large-diameter twist drills are stronger but they tend to choke and necessi-

tate cleaning by drawing them out.

(4) Despite their shortcomings, twist drills are better for driUing all holes hut

the longest.

(5) Grooving tools are readily available as needed for spUt ring and shear platu

connectors.

Gluability

For information on this subject, reference is made to "The Gluability of Timber

Species for Use in Timber Structures, 1st Series," by Chugg, Lord, and Weller, as

published by Timber Development Association of Great Britain.

Erection and Assembly

While minor details of erection may be of a general nature, main schemes of erec-

tion methods should be specifically tailored to suit each structure. Particular attention

is directed to the following points:

(1) As in fabrication, simplicity and fitness of joints are conducive to ease and

economy of erection and to achievement of high standards of workmanship.

(2) Power tools are recommended for tightening bolts and driving coachscrew.s.

(3) The tools should incorporate a torque limiting device to avoid overstressing

the greenheart locally.

(4) All exposed ends of greenheart should be coated with a suitable bitumastic

substance to reduce the rate of drying out to that of the side grain of green-

heart. Development toward suitable waxes may, in the future, result in a

better coating.

MAINTENANCE

The main members of waterfront structures of greenheart will need practically no

maintenance except routine inspection for damage. Evidence for its long life and
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resistance to marine borers has been witnessed by inspection of various structures in

rivers and around the coast of the United Kingdom. There, greenheart' structures up to

80 years old have by no means reached the end of their useful life. No parallel, how-

ever, could be found along the U. S. coast, for all the installations of greenheart here

are comparatively recent.

Steel fastening work in joints, however, needs detailed attention. As in other timber

structures, bolts and especially coachscrews will require tightening from time to time

during their serviceable life. Such necessity arises from (a) moisture content change of

the timber, (b) local yielding at points of high stress concentration, (c) reversal of

loading as temporary supports are removed, etc.

Periodic protection of steel joint plates is definitely needed to avoid corrosion.

As a matter of good maintenance, repair must follow any mechanical damage as it

occurs.

^ Li, Shu-t'ien : "Service Performance Records of Greenheart in Docks and Harbors of the United
Kingdom"; AREA Bulletin, Vol. 63, No. 568, December 1961, p. 34S; Proc, AREA, Vol. 63. 1962.

p. 345.

Prestressed Concrete Piling and Associated Technology

By SHU-T'IEN LI

Chairman, Subcommittee 7, Committee 25—Waterways and Harbors:
Professor of Civil Engineering,

South Dakota School of Mines and Technology

Precast prestressed concrete piles, both pretensioned and post-tensioned have been

in use for nearly two decades. In cross section they are usually square, hexagonal,

octagonal, or circular, either solid or hollow. It has been claimed that they have higher

working strength to resist direct and bending loads, are less liable to cracking and

hence less susceptible to reinforcement corrosion, especially in marine environment, and

can be fabricated to long lengths. Myers Van Buren wrote an article on "Prestres.scd

Piles over 200 Feet Long" (PCI Journal, September 1959).

Substructures in marine environment, except in the comparatively few cases when'

they are founded on pneumatic and open caissons, mostly consist of piling of timber,

steel, or concrete. Even some open caisson foundations rest on piles. Timber deteriora-

tion and steel corrosion have tended to make "survival of the fittest" most applicable

to reinforced concrete piles, and prestressed piles are even more superior than the

conventionally reinforced.

The history of prestressed concrete started with the birth of reinforced concrete,

l)Ut it was not until the year 1927 that Freyssinet realized and pointed out that a

permanent compressive stress in concrete can only be maintained with steel having a

very high yield point or yield stress. The first acceptance of this truth by Freyssinet

has made prestressed concrete practicable and has accelerated its development.

It took almost another two decades to witness the application of prestressing to

concrete piles. Gustave Magnel cites in his first edition of "Prestressed Concrete" (July

1948, Concrete Publications Limited, London): "Two Belgian firms have dcvclopid dif-

ferent types of prestressed concrete piles." Further, A. S. Hall in his monograph on

"Buckling of Prestressed Columns" (1961, Cement and Concrete As.sociation, Sydney,

Australia) dates back to 1949 the production of post-tensioned concrete piles, essentially

of the present Raymond cylinder type.
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There is no doubt that the potential application of prestressed concrete piling and

its structural merits and economic advantages have not yet been fully explored. There

are aspects which require further research and development to enhance the merits and

to eliminate any alleged demerits.

As an initial effort to achieve the above desideratum, a comprehensive survey of

published literature on prestressed concrete piling, prestressed marine structures, their

materials, and associated technology has been made by the writer's research staff. It

covers the period from 1048 to 1965, that is, beginning from the year in which pre-

stressed piles were first mentioned in print, so far as the writer could ascertain up to the

time of this writing. A chronological and classified bibliography of 229 entries of pub-

lished engineering literature in the Free World has thus resulted.

This pilot step should be furthered by an exhaustive study of presttessed concrete

piling by digging out all man's knowledge and experience thereon, weighing evidences

of such information, dispelling those unsound and canonizing those which can stand

the critical test of sound theory and good practice, processing them to one unified and

systematized information capsule, bringing them to the attention of the engineering

profession, and formulating further research themes that are necessary. In view of the

large sums of money lost each year in maintenance and renewals of piles in waterfront

facilities, prestressed concrete piling research and development should deserve the best

attention of all concerned.

A thorough study in this domain should include (a) prestressed concrete piling and

marine structures, including their materials, and such associated technology as (b) con-

crete in marine environment, (c) concrete behavior under freezing and thawing cycles,

(d) relevant concrete piling information, (e) concrete reinforcement corrosion, (f) meth-

ods for handling long piles, and (g) fire resistance of prestressed concrete piling. They

will together throw pertinent light on further research and development in prestressed

concrete piling. In particular, the inclusion of the last subject is justified by the very

fact that such fire resistance is exceedingly important in waterfront substructures sup-

porting transit sheds and warehouses which may tempcrarily store tens of milMons of

dollars worth of commodities.
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5. Service records of forest products.

(c) Service test records of forest products used in railroad construction

and maintenance.

Progress report on termite control investigation and on New York

Central post test, presented as information page 184

6. Collaborate with AAR Research Department and other organizations in

research and other matters of mutual interest.

(a) Substitutes for wood ties.

Progress report on inspection of concrete ties, presented as information. . page 186

(b) Splitting of ties and anti-spHtting devices.

Progress report on inspection of Erie Lackawanna service test, presented

as information page 187

The Committee on Ties and Wood Preservation,

W. E. FuHR, Chairman.

ARKA Bulletin 595, November 1965.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. S. Burt (chairman, subcommittee), K. C. Edscorn, W. E. Fuhr, R. P. Hughes, H. F.

Kanute, M. A. Lane, C. A. Peebles, N. A. Salzano, O. W. Smith, R. B. Smith.
E. F. Snyder, L. S. Strohl, J. L. Williams.

Your committee recommends adoption of the following revisions, deletions and

additions to Manual material in Chapter 3—Ties.

Pages 3-1-7 and 3-1-8

SPECIFICATIONS FOR MACHINING CROSS TIES

Reapprove with the following change:

Page 3-1-7, Art. 1—General, change to read as follows:

"When ties are adzed, bored, branded, grooved, incised or trimmed, the operations

required by any or all machining ordered shall be carried out before air seasoning, or

immediately prior to preserving, in accordance with the following specifications:"

Page 3-3-2

MARKING TIES FOR SERVICE RECORDS
Reapprove with the following change:

Add new Para. 6 reading as follows:

"6. Another method of marking ties is called Clock Dating. This method is described

and illustrated in Fig. 1."
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LINE. SIDE
END

°
NOTE: Dating holes, 3/8" to 1/2" deep, are drilled in

the tie plant 3-13/16" beyond the center of the tie

measured from the line end as indicated. Center hole
5/8" diameter. Hour and minute hand holes 7/8" di-

ameter.

In order to read the marks on the tie properly,

stand facing the line end or center of track on the half

of tie containing the dating holes as indicated.

The hole nearest the center hole represents the

hour hand and indicates the first figure in the year date

.

The hole farthest from the center hole represents
the minute hand and indicates the second figure in the

year date.

Fig. 1—Method of marking treated ties known as Clock Dating.

Pages 3-M-l to 3-M-9, incl.

THE HANDLING OF TIES FROM THE TREE INTO THE TRACK

Reapprove with the following change:

On page 3-M-4 move the words "Solid stacks for crcosoted ties," to thi- Icit so that

reference is properly made to both FIk. 5 and P"in. 6.
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On page .^-M-7, change first sentence of second paragraph of Art. 1.^—Care During

and After Distribution, to read, "Treated tics on line not needed for immediate use

should be stacked as shown in Figs. 5 or 6."

Report on Assignment 2

Cross and Switch Ties

H. F. Kanute (chairman, subcommittee), P. D. Brentlinger, G. B. Boggs, E. M. Cum-
mings, John Fox, F. J. Fudge, J. K. Gloster, F. F. Hornig, W. R. Jacobson, H. W.
Jensen, M. A. Lane, T. F. Maloney, H. S. Ross, N. A. Saizano, VV. J. Wanamaker.

EXTENT OF ADHERENCE TO SPECIFICATIONS FOR CROSS AND
SWITCH TIES AS OBSERVED ON FIELD INSPECTION

During the month of June 1965, Committee 3 inspected the tie yards of two rail-

roads, both yairds being in Texas. Both of the railroads vapor dry their ties, hence

have no standard method of stacking ties. One of the roads air seasons a part of its ties

and these ties were stacked 10-2. The ties of one of the roads were 50 percent oak and

hickory, and 50 percent mixed hardwoods which were stacked separately as to species

and size. The ties of the other railroad were both hardwood and softwood and were

separated as to hardwoods and softwoods and as to size.

Neither railroad uses any anti-splitting device as very little splitting cc:urs when

ties are vapor dried.

One of the railroads has its own size classification, which does not conform ui

that of the AREA. It includes only three sizes as to cress-sectional area. Limits are

placed on undersize but not on oversize ties and each tie is inspected in the field. The

other railroad accepts ties in accordance with AREA size specifications and inspects

them as a group at the plant.

Some decay of ties was in evidence at each yard. Some wane was also allowed

at each yard. In general, ties were below average quality compared to ihcsc in~pccLed

by the committee in previous years.

One yard was clean and had good drainage; the condition of the other yard was

only fair and the drainage was fair to poor.

POSSIBLE REVISION OF CROSS TIE DESIGN AND/OR SPACING
(STANDARDIZATION OF CROSS TIES), COLLABORATING

WITH COMMITTEE 5

During 1964 your committee made a study regarding standardization of cross ties,,

which covered size, classification, anti-sphtting devices, adzing and boring, and treat-

ment. This report was published in December 1964, Bulletin 580 on pages 227, 228

and 229. Further study reveals that no railroad uses all the size classifications of ties

as shown in the AREA Specifications for Cross Ties. However, throughout the United

States and Canada, ties in all the AREA size classifications are being purchased by

the various railroads to meet their specific requirements in the various regions. Thus

your committee at this time cannot recommend any change in size classification.

Application of anti-splitting devices, adzing and boring, and treatment in most cases

are performed by the individual railroads after purchase of the ties and create few or

no problems between >-pilroads and suppliers.
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Because of the many variables that affect the determination of tie spacing (sub-

grade, rainfall, ballast type and depth, wheel loads, speed of trains, tie-plate size and

rail weight), it is not possible to recommend a tie spacing at this time.

FEASIBILITY AND METHODS OF PREDICTING YEARS OF SERVICE LIFE
REMAINING IN INDIVIDUAL CROSS TIES

In 1963 your committee submitted as a progress report characteristics to be used

as a guide in determining the service Hfe remaining in a cross tie, which was published

in the December 1963 Bulletin, Vol. 65. Your committee has reviewed the 1963 report

and now feels that this report should be considered a final one, with the following

addition:

Salvaged ties must be reinstalled or re-treated as soon as possible after being

removed from ballast because if a used tie is allowed to dry out it tends to be subject

to excessive checking, splitting and decay.

Report on Assignment 4

Preservative Treatment of Forest Products

L. C. Collister (chairman, subcommittee), G. W. Brenton, C. A. Burdell, R. E. Ca.sc,

D. L. Davies. R. F. Dreitzler, K. C. Edscorn, W. E. Fuhr, M. S. Hudson, J. J.
McManus, C. S. Morton, T. H. Patrick, R. B. Smith, R. M. Whitmore, R. G.
Zietlow.

Your committee recommends for adoption certain revisions to the Specifications

for Treatment, Chapter 17 of the Manual, to include the assay method of determina-

tion of retention of preservatives in piling and poles as an alternative to measurement

by tank gage or scale weights.

The committee's specific recommendations are as follows:

Pages 17-4-1 to 17-4-18.1, incL

SPECIFICATIONS FOR TREATMENT
Reapprove with the following revisions:

On page 17-4-S, revise Sec. C, Art. 1—Retention of Preservation, to read as

follows:

"The net retention in any charge shall be not less than 90 percent of the quantit\

of preservative that may be specified; but the average retention by the material treated

under any contract or order and the average retention of any 5 consecutive charges

shall be at least ICX) percent of the quantity required, unless specified, and treated to

refusal. The amount of preservative retained shall be calculated from reading of working-

tank gages, or scales, or from weights before and after treatment of loaded trams on

suitable track scales, with the necessary corrections for changes in moisture content, or

by the assay method. Recommended minimum retentions for various material for various

uses are contained in Table 1."

In Table 1—Specific Requirements for Preservative Treatment by Pressure Proc-

esses, delete the requirements pertaining to piles (pages 17-4-11 and 17-4-12) and poles

(pages 17-4-13 and 17-4-14), substituting therefor the revised requirements for piles

and poles presented herewith, which contain reference to the assay method for deter-

mining retention of preservative.
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Table 1

—

Specific Requirements for Preservative Treatment by Pressure Processes

(Piles)
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Table 1 (Cont'd)—Specific Requirements for Preservative Treatment

BY Pressure Processes

(Piles, Cont'd)
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Table 1 (Cont'd)—Spkcific Rkquiremknts for Preservative Treatment

BY Pressure Processes

( Poles)
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Table 1 (Cont'd)—Specific Requirements for Preservative Treatment

BY Pressure Processes

(Poles, Cont'd)
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Report on Assignment 5

Service Records of Forest Products

W. F. Arksev (chairman, subcommittee), A. B. Baker, C. M. Burpee, K. C. Edscorn,

M. S. Edwards, F. J. Fudge, \V. E. Fuhr, H. M. Harlow, R. P. Hughes, C. A.

Peebles, R. B. Radkey, J. T. Slocomb, E. F. Snyder, L. S. Strohl, J. L. Williams.

SERVICE TEST RECORDS OF FOREST PRODUCTS USED IX RAILWAY
CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

Termite Control Investigation

Your committee cooperated with the AAR Research Center staff in making an

inspection on February 8 and 9, 1965, of specimens after 88 months of exposure in the

Austin Cary Memorial Forest, Gainesville, Fla., in an investigation to determine the

most effective preservative and amount of retention to reduce decay and termite attack

in oak, pine and fir timber.

The AAR Research Center published the results of this year's inspection in Report

No. ER-59 which was distributed to chief engineers of Member Roads, AAR Research

Consulting Committee and AREA Board of Direction August 12, 1965. Additional copies

of report may be obtained upon request.

The results of the investigation after 88 months exposure of the specimens are:

1. Specimens treated with coal tar creosote show less decay and termite attack

than specimens treated with other preservatives.

2. Bar diagrams in the report indicate that chromated zinc chloride and tanalith

are affording less protection against decay and termite attack than other

preservatives. However, graphs in the report show that these two preservatives,

even in the lower retentions, do reduce considerably the rate of decay and

termite attack.

3. In general, the fir specimens treated with most of the preservatives are subject

to less decay and termite attack than oak and pine specimens.

Several stakes were removed this year for laboratory investigation. The Forest

Products Laboratory has isolated and submitted to the Forest Disease Laboratory for

identification the fungi involved in decay. One southern pine stake, treated with 1.04

pcf acid copper chromate, and three red oak stakes treated with about 0.50 pic

chromated copper arsenate, type A were checked.

The fungi present are copper tolerant, which undoubtedly accounts for the early

decay of some of the treated stakes, but does not account for the termite attack noted.

We again invite anyone interested to visit the test plot at inspection time, usually

the first week in February. It is suggested that the chairman of Committee 3 be con-

tacted shortly before that time to verify the exact date.

New York Central Post Test

The accompanying chart shows results of a post test, now in its 35th year, on the

New York Central at Rome, N. Y. Untreated cedar and chestnut posts and creosote-

coal tar treated, beech, birch, maple and oak posts were installed in 1930. The treated

posts have an excellent record while the untreated posts have attained their estimated

average life. The chart shows results of past inspections as well as the last inspection

in 1964.
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Report on Assignment 6

Collaborate with AAR Research Department and Other
Organizations in Research and Other Matters

of Mutual Interest

p. D. BrentlinKcr (chairman, subcommittee), K. G. BrohauRh, E. M. CumminKS, T. J.
Delaney, K. C. Edscorn, W. E. Fuhr, H. M. Harlow, F. F. Hornig, H. VV. Jensen,
H. C. Martin, W. G. Merritt, C. S. Morton, R. B. Radkey, H. E. Richardson,
H. S. Ross, J. T. Skerczak, G. A. Williams, H. K. Wyant.

SUBSTITUTES FOR WOOD TIES

The following is a progress report, submitted as information.

During 1965 a third inspection of concrete ties in place was made by members of

the AAR research staff and members of Committee 3.

The following tabulation is a comparison of the results of the 1965 inspection with

those of 1963.
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SPLITTING OF TIES AND ANTI-SPLITTING DEVICES—INSPECTION OF
SERVICE TEST OF TREATED TIES, ERIE LACKAWANNA

RAILROAD TESTS E58-1 THROUGH E58-6

The ties in this test—2700 mixed oak ties, adzed, bored, incised and nail-dated

—

were stacked for seasoning during April and May 1957. The 1957-58 seasoning period

was cool and wetter than normal. All ties were bored with the Erie Lackawanna's

B boring for 132- and 140-Ib rail.

Six test groups were set up, as follows:

E58-1 Control ties having no anti-splitting devices applied.

E58-2 Ties with crinkled ribbed irons applied out-of-face before seasoning.

E58-3 Ties selectively doweled after 18 months of seasoning. The ties in this test

group were inspected, and all split ties and ties which were checked suffi-

ciently to indicate the possible development of a split at a later date were

doweled. Both ends of the ties were doweled even if a split or check had

developed on only one end. The remainder of the ties in this group had

no anti-splitting devices applied.

E58-4 Ties with bands (Tie Belts). These were 13 of the worst spHt ties selected

from a group of 100.

E58-5 Ties with S-irons applied out-of-face after 18 months of seasoning.

E58-6 Ties with dowels applied out-of-face after 18 months of seasoning.

All the ties were seasoned 18 months before treatment. They were treated in Decem-

ber 1958 with 60-40 creosote-petroleum at Marion, Ohio. The temperature then was

— 13 to -f 15 F.

All ties were placed in main-line track during the spring of 1959 in two test loca-

tions, one east and one west of Elmira, N. Y.

The first inspection of these ties was made in July 1959 and the second in

October 1964.

A resume of both inspections is presented on page 188. it gives the percentage of

ties, in each category, with splits or checks at the top surface of the ends of the ties in

^-in increments of width.

It will be noted that, in this service test installation, the control ties with no anti-

splitting devices had a great increase in splitting during the 5-year period. The same

is true for the ES8-2 group that had S-Irons applied out-of-face before seasoning. The

selected ties not doweled (those that were not split after the seasoning period) did

split in service.

The banded ties spUt more after being placed in track and most of the bands rusted

and broke.

The E58-5 and E58-6 groups harl no change in splitting after 5 years of ser\'ice.
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Percentages of Ties with Splits and Checks

Widths of Splits and Checks

0-H" y8"-H" y2"+

1959-
1964.

E58-1, Control—No Anti-Splitting Devices—800 Ties

I 62%
I

25%
I

9%
I

2%
1 13%

I 21% I 34% I 24%

E58-2, S-Irons Applied Out-of-F;ice Bet'oio Seasoning (Crinkled
Ribbed S-Irons)—400 Ties

1959
I

62%
I

28% I 7% I 2% I

1964
I

11%
I

27%
I

33%
|

22%
|

2%
8%

1%
7%

E58-3A, Selected Ties Not Doweled (Not Split After Seasoning)—400 Ties
1959 I 74%

I

21%
I

4% I 0.5% I 0.5%
1964.,

I
20%

I

35%
I

29%
|

12%
|
0.4%

1959
1964_

E58-3B, Selected Ties Doweled (Split During Seasoning)—400 Ties

50%
42%

:^9%
33%

8%
16%

E58-4, Banding— 13 Ties
1959 I 11%

I

42%
I

23%
1964

^
I

11%
I

8%
I

11%
Note: 24 of the 26 bands rusted and bi-oken.

2.5%%

19%
50%

p]58-5, S-Irons After Seasoning (Crinkled Ribbed S-Irons,

2 Irons per Each End)—200 Ties
1959

I

50%
I

40%
I

6% I 2%
1964

I
50%

I

40%
I

6%
|

2%

1959-
1964.

E58-6 Doweled Aftei- Seasoning (Stack Run Ties)—400 Ties

64%
64%

29%
29%

5%
5%

1%
1%

0.5%
2%

5%
20%

2%
2%

1%
1%



LEVELLING, LINrNG, TAMPING...

in ONE OPERATION, with ONE OPERATOR

.ELECTRONIC
REFERENCE

. FEELER
detects position
of tracit in spiral
Of curve at every
tie and leads
inlormation to

"Auto-Control"

WORKINQ
SHADOW BOARD
controls lining at

point where
lilting, levelling

and tamping^
la done.

RECEIVER
BUGGY
"Auto-Control"
continuously
positions
receivers
eleclronically (o

salfsty ideal curve
requirements and
eslablisttes

required amount
ol track

correction.

The Autojack Electromatic

with Autoliner leads the way

through these advantages:

# Gives the highest possible degree of accuracy by electronic

beams projected 100 feet in advance of where levelling,

lining and tamping are taking place.

# Automatic, continuous operation for both tangent and
curve track.*

# No plotting of spirals or curves required. Machine computes
as it runs for the best transition.

# No disturbing or humping of track— lining takes place
simultaneously with lifting and tamping ahead of tamping
tools.

# With the Autoliner, it is possible to make a minute throw
and have it stay there because tamping is done in correct

alignment.

"Model ALT for Tangent track and Model ALC for Tangent
and Curve Track, both available as attachments for

existing AUTOJACK ELECTROMATICS.

TAMPER INC.

53 Court St., Plattsburgh, N.Y.

Sales & Service:

2147 University Avenue,
St. Paul 14, Minnesota
Phone: 645-5055

In Canada: 160 St. Joseph Blvd.,

Lachine. Quebec.
Phone: 637-5531

Information on the Autoliner and Auto-
lack Electromatic—or other track main-
tenance machines, is available on
request.
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USE TIE PLATE
lOQK SPIKES

^A

One-piece Design

LOCK SPIKES hold tie plates firmly in place on

cross-ties and bridge timbers.

LOCK SPIKES are quickly and easily driven,

or removed, with standard track tools.

Driven to refusal, the spread shank is com-

pressed by the walls of the hole. Tie plates are held

against horizontal and vertical movement under

spring pressure. Play between the spike and the

hole is eliminated—abrasion and seating of tie

plates is overcome.

LOCK SPIKES hold their position in the tie,

and redriving to tighten the plate is not required.

They provide a quiet and strengthened track.

Annual cost of ties and maintenance expense is

reduced by extending the life of ties and holding

gage. Here is one answer to conservation of ma-
terials and labor. Write for free folder.

BERNUTH, LEMBCKE CO., INC.
420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Actual

Size



UBIQUITOUS
BARCOTE can be used wherever railroads run.

BARCOTE 325 and BARCOTE 600 as well as PROTECTIVE

COATING 540 - 60 are products which have proven to

be most satisfactory in the protection of metal surfaces.

These products are compounded to withstand the ele-

ments, contamination and severe service.

Splice Bars, Rail and Rail Joints that are subjected to

adverse conditions require the BEST in protection to

obtain the optimum in service.

"Existing everywhere.

The BROOKS OIL Company
Established 1876

General offices and US plont: 3304 East 87th Street* Clevelond 37 Ohio

Canodion offices and plant 461 Cumberlond Avenue* Hamilton Ontario



vim TOOL IN EMERGENGIES

PAYS ITS WAY EVERY DAY
Count on Motorola 2way portable radio to be ready for action where and when
it's needed! In fair weather and foul ... in emergencies, sure, but primarily as an

everyday railroad communications tool that saves time and money. With the

industry's lightest (36 oz.) portable you get both "talk and hear" in one compact
package. Orders and answers come through loud and clear— in the noisiest loca-

tions. You can "mix and match" the radio with a flexible accessories group to

meet every need— car inspection, classification, loading operations, construction

and m/w uses. Fully transistorized for day-in, day-out reliability and pennies-a-day

operatingcosts. Letyour Motorola Railroad Representative showyou a unit in action.

Call or write; Motorola Communications & Electronics, Inc., Dept. AREA 4935
W. Le Moyne Ave., Chicago, Illinois. A Subsidiary of Motorola Inc. (312) 379-6700.

:fK MOTOROLA RAILROAD RADIO



What's he doing ?
Pumping Osmose **24-12" penta preservative

solution into one of thousands of

inspection holes.

Why?
To kill on contact all wood-destroying

fungi and protect the adjacent healthy wood

that's what we mean by
inspection and in-piace treatment

OSMOSE WOOD PRESERVING CO. OF AMERICA, INC.

980 Ellicott St., Buffalo, N . Y. 14209



THE DOUBLE U RAIL ANCHOR

ACHUFF RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Notes on

Railroad Location and Construction Procedures

from the School of Experience

By J. A. Given

A series of notes, comments, short-cut methods and "tricks of the

trade" written by a railroad location engineer of many years of

practical experience for the benefit of young engineers.

Price $0.50

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

59 East Van Buren Street

Chicago 5, III.



Model N U Tie Cutter

HERE IS THE WINNING TEAM
The Woolery NU Tie Cutter and the Woolery Tie-end Remover preserve the line and surface

of the track and at the same time reduce the cost of tie renewals. Ties can be removed
without trenching, jacking up track or adzing tops of rail-cut ties. With this team you simply

cut both ends of tie, pry out center piece, insert in its place the tie-end remover and out

go the tie ends pushed by the double acting, double ended hydraulic cylinder of the Tie-

end remover.

FOR HIGHEST EFFICIENCY USE TWO TIE CUTTERS WITH ONE TIE-END REMOVER

WOOLERY MACHINE COMPANY
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.



OO WOODINGS-VERONA TOOL WORKS
^^f Pioneer Manuiacturers

of

HIGH GRADE TRACK TOOLS
and

SPRING WASHERS FOR TRACK
Since 1873

VERONA, PA. CHICAGO. ILL.

i

W
WOODINGS FORGE 6c TOOL COMPANY

Makers

ol

WOODINGS RAIL ANCHORS

VERONA. PA. CHICAGO. ILL.

cr

•M

i

Assure lower maintenance costs,

better performance with...

^TEXACO
Petroleum Products and

Systematic Engineering

Service

m

TEXACO INC.

RAILWAY SALES DIVISION
135 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

NEW YORK . CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS • ST. PAUL • ATLANTA
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MODEL 441

Developed and Built

for Railroad Maintenance

180° BOOM SWING

dOiS HL JOBS!

ROOTS AND LOADS TIES

LAYING WELDED RAIL

CUTS MAINTENANCE COSTS

12 FAST CHANGE ATTACHMENTS
• Forks

• IV4 Cu. Yd. Bucket
• Tote Hook
• 18' Boom Extension

• Fork Tie Baler

• Track Cleaning Bucket

• Back Hoe
• Clamshell
• Back Filler BlacJe

• Pull Drag Bucket

• 4 Cu. Yd. Snow bucket

• Pile Hammer

Optional Attachment

Flanged Wheels, Hydraulically Controlled

PETTIBONE MULLIKEN CORPORATION
RAILROAD

141 W. JACKSON "~^*?^

IDE TRACK CLEANING BUCKET

DIVISION

CHICAGO 4, III

80 Years of Service

to the Railroad Ir^dustry



9 Q
Hubbard Super Service Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Super Steel Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Track Tools

Hubbard Tool Division
UNIT RAIL ANCHOR CORPORATION

New York Pittsburgh Chicago

N̂EW YORK

Unit Rail Anclior

UNIT RAIL ANCHOR DIVISION
UNIT RAIL ANCHOR CORPORATION

PITTSBURGH

i
CHICAGO

P. O. Box 10378

Area Code 305

LOgan 6-7922

GREENHEART, INC.
1431 N. E. 26th Street

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA

President—John L. McEwen—Quarter Century Experience

IMPORTERS:

GREENHEART—3300F Piles, Lumber,
Timbers Long Length

MORA EXCELSA—Lumber and Timbers

MANBARKLAK—Piles

ANGELIOUE (Basra Locus)—Piles, Lumber and Timbers
and other Woods from

Burma, Siam, Australia, Africa and South America

Data furnished on request



Switch to UROX Railroad Weed Killers to kill more weeds
per mile per dollar. First application can last up to 18
months. Follow-up booster doses inexpensive. A com-
plete line for all parts of the country, any application
method, special weed problems. Write or phone.

GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION
P.O. Box 353, Morristown, N.J.



AREA Publications—Price List

The following include some of the Association pubhcations available from the

secretary's oflBce on order. Prices shown are for Members only:

Member
Price

Manual of Recommended Practice, complete in 2 volumes, including binders

(first copy) $18.00

Extra binders, each 4.50

Annual Supplements ( first copy) 1.00

Separate Chapters

1—Roadway and Ballast 1.50

3-Ties 25

4-Rail 75

5-Track 75

6-Buildings 1.50

7—Wood Bridges and Trestles 1.00

8-Masonry 1.00

9-Highways 050

11—Engineering and Valuation Records 1.25

13—Water, Oil and Sanitation Services 1.00

14—Yards and Terminals 1.00

15—Iron and Steel Structures 1.25

16—Economics of Railway Location and Operation 0.75

17—Wood Preservation 50

18—Electricity (AAR Electrical Manual, $23.00 Complete with binder.

Separate Sections available, prices on request)

20-Contract Forms 1.25

22—Economics of Railway Labor 0.50

25—Waterways and Harbors 0.25

27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment 0.50

28—Clearances 0.25

29—Waterproofing 0.25

Flexible-cover, loose-leaf binder for separate chapters, each 0.40

Portfoho of Trackwork Plans- 119 plans, 8 sheets of specifications, 5 sheets

definitions of terms, complete with leatherette cover $12.50

Track Scale Pamphlet—109 pages, flexible cover 1.00

Federal Valuation of Railroads—87 pages, flexible cover 1-00

Instructions for Mixing and Placing Concrete—24 pages, flexible cover 0.40

Handbook of Instructions for the Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way
Equipment— 149 pages, hard cover 0.85

Instructions for Care and Safe Operation of Welding and Grinding Equip-

ment—23 pages, flexible cover 0.30

Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges (fixed spans)-70 pages, flexible

cover 0-75

Specifications for Movable Railway Bridges—73 pages, punched sheets 1.00



Kershaw Trackwork Machines

Weed And Brush Cutter (Track Patrol)

Designed, Tested, and Proven

on America's Railroads

MANUFACTURING CO.

MONTGOMERYW ALABAMA

frockwork Equipment Developed and Proven On the Job
-3vy Duty Ballast Regulator, Scarifier and Plow, Standard Ballast Regulator, Sacrifier and Plow

-ck Broom, Super Jack-All. Standard Jack-All Kershaw Kribber, Two Wheel Kribber, Tie Bed Sacrifier

Inseter, Track UndercutterSkeletonizer, Ballast Cleaner, Crib-Adze, Mocar Crane. Track Crane and
Inserter, Utility Derrick, Two-Ton Rail Derrick, Tie Replacer, Dual Tie Saw, Track Liner, Snow

-itch Cleaner, Weed and Brush Cutter (Track Patrol).



p. & M. PRODUCTS
• IMPROVED FAIR Rail Anchors

RAIL. JOINT PRODUCTS
• Rajo Joints

• Insulated Joints

• Compromise

• Fibre

MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT PRODUCTS
• Meco Rail and Flange Lubricators

• Meco Rail Layers

• Meco Brush Cutters

• MACK Reversible v

Switch Point Protectors

PEERLESS EQUIPMENT PRODUCTS
• Draft Gears

552AB

• Rail Titan
Batteries

IN CANADA
The P i M Cump,

PRODUCTS OF PROGRESS

POOR & COMPANY
Railway Products Division 80 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4. III.

HYKIL
WEED

KILLERS
• Nationally Available! • Made-to-order!

Now . . . HYKIL Weed Killers are available from distribution points

throughout U.S. Regardless of your local weed problem, HYKIL can solve

it with a made-to-order weed killer and supply you . . . quickly and
economically. Having years of experience in the field of specialized railroad

vegetation-control, HYKIL can supply you with the correct aromatic, oil-

based herbicide for your problem; can apply it for you under contract

. . . using the finest equipment; or can build for your specific needs, the

proper equipment to do the job.

Whatever your weed problem . . . call, write or wire for a quick solution.

/iijTvp^v^s0^Mf^
I N C O R P

1021 FRUIT STREET

SANTA ANA, CALIF.

12406

ORATED
580 WEST HIGHWAY 54

CAMDENTON, MO.

HVKIL
vegetation control

and

railway work equipment



Self-adjusting

safety clutch

Husky 4-cycle engine

Spirit level

Automatic

power feed-
plus hand feed

for quick set-up

Positive chain drive

Only the Racine Rail Drill
gives you all

these features

for faster

in-track repairs

RACINE HYDRAULICS S MACHINERY, INC.
MACHINERY DIVISION RACINE, WISCONSIN 53404

Racine has the tool for the Job . . UNIT TAPROPELLED DRILL AND SAW • ANCHOR-TIGHT

Power feed alone is reason enough
for buying a Racine Rail Drill. This
exclusive feed system automatically
compensates for rail hardness, as
well as bit size and sharpness, giving
you more uniform holes and up to
twice the drill life.

But the Racine Rail Drill offers many
other work-saving, cost-cutting fea-
tures. It's fast, easy to position and
adjust, convenient to handle, rugged,
and low in cost. Ask your Racine Dis-
tributor for a demonstration, or write
for details.

20-192

MPERS . RAIL ANCHOR APPLICATORS • SELF-
MULTI-BORE • PORTABLE DRILL • PORTABLE SAW



Get any coating

job done...

ANYWHERE
with

Graco
HYDRA-SPRAY

The custom-built assembly shown
above and to the right is an all-purpose
rig designed to give maximum flexibility

in coating and painting work. It was
designed for field application of paints,

lacquers, vinyls, cutback asphalts,
creosotes, heavy oils and greases.

It uses the economical Graco Hydra-
Spray Process, and proves once again,

you get the job done faster and better

with Graco than with any other coat-

ing system.
If speed of coating application, and

material savings are important to you,
write today for all the details of the
Graco Hydra-Spray Process.

FREE!
Graco Engineers are prepared to help you in the design of your

paint and material spray assemblies. Your Graco Railway Rep-
resentative will be glad to explain the many benefits of this

service. Write or call him . . . foday!

Graco
GRAY COMPANY, INC.
MINNEAPOLIS 13, MINNESOTA

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT

JOHN P. McADAMS, Eastern Sales Representative

2304 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia

CHICAGO—(Broadview, III.)

R. D. Worley
3030 South 25th Ave.

CLEVELAND
M. H. Frank Compony, Inc.

1202 Marshall Building

HOUSTON
Houston Railroad Supply Co.
1610 Dumble Street

PHILADELPHIA
The A. R. Kidd Co.
1036 Suburban Station BIdg.

LOUISVILLE
T. F. & H. H. Going
6308 Limewood Circle

ST. LOUIS
The Carriers Supply Company
818 Olive Street

NEW YORK— Newark, New Jersey
R. A. Corley
744 Broad Street

SAN FRANCISCO
The Barnes Supply Company
1 41 Eleventh Street

TWIN CITIES— St. Paul, Minn,
The Daniel L. O'Brien Supply Company
Endicott-On-Fourth BIdg.

WASHINGTON— Arlington, Va.
Southeastern Railway Supply, Inc.

2304 Wilson Blvd.

MONTREAL— Ontario, Canada
International Equipment Co., Ltd.

360 St. James Street West



ECONOMICAL TRACK DRAINAGE

'" \SPB'^0\ B^l'^st Cleaning

>9U3BM3i*«

Cross-Section showing little or poor drainage before Ballast Cleaning.

r^

The transformation in

drainage conditions shown

in these photos was

accomplished with a

SPENO Ballast Cleaning

Machine . . . Time Tested

— and Proved — Year

after Year on the railroads

of the Nation.

For just a few pennies

per track foot you can

have good track drainage

that saves maintenance

dollars.

Write or telephone for a Ballast

Cleaning program for your railroad.

Canadian Sales Representative : The Holden Co. limited, 614 St. James SI W,

Montreal 3, Queliec, Canada Phone: S14 849-8131



THE TRASCO CAR RETARDER

HUNDREDS IN SERVICE
IN CLASS YARD TRACK

TRACK SPECIALTIES COMPANY
P.O. BOX 729 WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT



American Railway

Engineering Association— Bulletin

Bulletin 596 December 1965

Proceedings Vol. 67*

REPORTS OF COMMIHEES

n—Engineering and Valuation Records : 189

22—Economics of Railway Labor 201

24—Cooperative Relations with Universities 22

1

27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment 241

28—Clearances 271

1 8—Electricity 275

The reports in this issue of the Bulletin will be presented to the 1966 Annual

Meeting of the Association at the Sherman House, Chicago, March 14-16. Com-
ments and discussion with respect to any of the reports are solicited, and should

be addressed to the chairman of the committee involved, in writing in advance

of the Meeting, or from the floor during the Meeting.

• The contents of this Bulletin and the other Bulletins of the Association from Bulletin
594, September-Octobei 1965, to and including Bulletin 600, June-July 1966 (except Bulletin
599, March 1966), will constitute the .Annual Pniceedings of the Association, Vol. 67.

Copyright 1965, by Amaricon Roilwoy Engineering Afsocialion
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Report of Committee 11—Engineering and

Valuation Records

°R. D. Igou R. a. Johnson
°C. F. Olson W. C. Kanan
"F. A. Roberts W. H. Kiehl
R. B. ALDRIDGEf J. G. KiRCHEN
F. B. Baldwin (E) W. A. Krauska
G. R. Berquist M. W. Krug
B. A. Bertenshaw (E) R. A. Lariviere

P. J. Beyer, Jr. J. W. Laurent
P. E. BiERMAN C. E. Lex, Jr.

M. V. BoNNOM J. G. Maher
J. M. Bourne M. F. McCorcle

_ C. E. Bynane F. J. Merscher
^A ,^^^^H P. L. Conway, Jr. C. W. Meyer
/ ^^^^^M C. J. COSNER L. V. MiLLIGAN^^^^^^

R. L. Ealy B. W. Moore
R. F. Garner J. M. Morgan
W. S. Gates, Jr. D. J. Murray
M. M. Gerber D. L. Murray
E. W. Gibson M. L. Myers

"Howard R. Williams, L. F. Grabowski B. F. Nauert
Chairman W. M. Hager E. N. Perry

"J. Bert Byars, C. C. Haire (E) C. H. Rapp
Vice Chairman Nelson Hammond J. W. Rowland

*R. S. Shaw, Jr., J. E. Hebbron R. L. Samuell
Secretary M. J. Hebert J. E. Stein

'J. L. Manthey P. J. Hendricksen C. H. Stewart

"J. H. Robinson J. J. Hoolahan J. B. Styles

"W. I. Pease J. A. L. Houston J. J. Weisbecker
"H. C. BoLEY L. W. Howard Louis Wolf (E)

"C. R. Dolan N. J. Hull, Jr. M. C. Wolf
Committee

(E) Member Emeritus
t Died June 16, 1965.
Those whose names are shown in boldface type, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and

secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen, and those designated by asterisks constitute the Engineering

Division, A.AR, Committee 11.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee report.s on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Brief progress statement presented as information page 191

2. Bibliography on subjects pertaining to engineering and valuation records.

Progress report, submitted as information page 191

3. Office and drafting practices.

Progress report, submitted as information page 19.^

5. Use of statistics and data processing in railway engineering:

(a) Accounting phases,

(b) Engineering phases.

Report entitled, "Using the 'Accounting Data Flow Stream' to Capture

Detail Needed for Property Accounting," submitted as information page 196

189
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6. Valuation and depruciation:

(a) Current developments in connection with regulatory bodies and courts.

(b) ICC valuation orders and reports.

(c) Development of depreciation data.

Progress report, submitted as information pagi- lyn

7. Revision and interpretations of ICC accounting classifications.

Progress report, submitted as information page 200

8. Instructions for making engineer field checks and their application to

completion reports

The subcommittee has completed all phases of this assignment and its report

is included in Bulletin 582, December 1963, pages 316 to 318. It is felt this

subject cannot be enlarged without overlap of other assignments. It is rec-

ommended that the subject be dropped.

9. Simplification of annual reports on Form 588 to the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and underlying completion reports.

The subcommittee has continuously been confronted with proposed pend-

ing action by the ICC on changes of reporting requirements that have been

dependent upon Congressional action which has not materialized. It is rec-

ommended that the subject be dropped. Pertinent simplification studies will

be continued in other numbered assignments.

The Committee on Engineering and Valuation Records,

Howard R. Williams, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 596, December 196S.

MEMOIR

aaobert ^ell ^Ibribgc

Robert Bell Aldridge, retired valuation engineer, Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad,

died at St. Louis, Mo., June 16, 1965.

Mr. Aldridge was born May 21, 1891, at Huntsville, Mo.; and after attending

grade school at Huntsville, was graduated from high school at Craig, Mo. He attended

Central College at Fayette, Mo., and Park College at Park, Mo.

He entered the service of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas in 1910 as a roadmaster's

clerk at Moberly, Mo., and later became division accountant at Waco, Tex. In 1916

he joined the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway at Galveston, Tex., where he remained

until August 1917, when he entered the U. S. Army, in which he served as a second

lieutenant in France. In September 1919 he returned to the Missouri-Kansas-Texas and

served in various capacities in the Engineering and Valuation Department. In 1950

he was promoted to valuation engineer, the position held at the time of his retirement

in June 1964. In 1941 he was granted a leave of absence from the Missouri-Kansas-Texas

to assist in the defense program, particularly the construction of the St. Louis Small

Arms Plant.

Mr. Aldridge is survived by two daughters, Mrs. James A. Kile and Mrs. J. W.
Sargent. His wife died in 1958.

He was past commander of American Legion Post 103, past president of the Rich-

mond Heights Optimists Club, director of the Local Chapter of Junior Achievement,

and a member of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, Forty and Eight.
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Mr. Aldridge was a member of the American Railway Engineering Association from

1950 through 1964, becoming a member of Committee 11 in 1951. He took an active

part in the work of the committee and served as vice-chairman during the period

1956-1958. His friendliness and ability to make friends and his regular attendance

at meetings made him an outstanding member of the committee. It is with sorrow and

regret that we here record his passing.

C. R. DOLAN

J. Bert Byars

C. F. Olson

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

J. L. Manthev (chairman, subcommittee), G. R. Berquist, P. J. Beyer, Jr., C. J. Cosner,

J. J. Hoolahan, M. F. McCorcle, D. L. Murray, C. F. Olson, F. A. Roberts, R. L.

Samuell, C. H. Stewert, H. R. Williams, M. C. Wolf.

This subcommittee, having jurisdiction over Chapter 11 of the Manual, has can-

vassed the committee membership to establish the procedures to be followed with a

view of keeping Manual material abreast of current methods. Discussions have centered

around the need for certain sections being updated on a selective basis. The review of

the text and Manual forms will be pursued in the light of present day practices.

Report on Assignment 2

Bibliography on Subjects Pertaining to Engineering

and Valuation Records

J. Bert Byars (chairman, subcommittee), P. L. Conway, Jr., (assistant chairman, sub-
committee), C. R. Dolan, R. F. Garner, J. A. L. Houston, L. W. Howard, R. D.
Igou, D. J. Murray, C. F. Olson, W. J. Pease, H. R. Williams, M. C. Wolf.

Your committee submits the following report of progress, which presents additional

references with annotations.

Accounting

Journal of Accountancy, Jan. 1964. "Discounted Rate of Return on Capital Invest-

ment."

.A short-cut method for estimating the rate of return on an investment by dis-

counting future cash flows to their present value.

Railway Age, May 31, 1965, page 128. "ICC May Change Accounting Rules."

Significant changes are under consideration by the Commission which would reduce

the size and complexity of railroad paper work.

Depreciation

Railway Age, Feb. 22, 1965, page 11, "New Write-off Rules: Boon to Rails."

Modified depreciation rules, announced February 19, mean that railroads can con-

tinue to reap the benefits of fast write-offs that last year added $150 million to their
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net income. The new Ruidcline form is designed to allow each taxpayer to compute a

reserve-ratio standard tailored to his individual circumstances.

Modern Railroads, June 1065, page 63. "More about Guidelines."

Further discussion of the intricacies and complications of the 1962 liberalized

depreciation guideUnes and how accounting, taxes and the reporting of railroad net

income have been affected.

Office Procedure

Modern Railroads, Sept. 1964, pages 92-98.

First of series of articles on The Computer Age, discussing the uses of computers,

past, present and future in the railroad industry. The revolutionary era of computeriza-

tion will result in (1) highly improved control of operations and utilization of plant,

particularly of freight cars, the railroads' primary earnings tool, (2) highly improved

customer service-control of product quality, and (3) increased sales volume—new growth

potential.

Modern Railroads, Oct. 1964, pages 102-108. "Railroaders Look at the Computer

Revolution." Second of series.

Looking beyond routine data processing chores and stressing the computer's poten-

tial as a powerful tool for management control, with statements by various railroad

presidents as to their present and future computer uses.

Modern Railroads, Nov. 1964, pages 127-130. "SP Plans Operations-Oriented Com-

puter System." Part 3 of the series.

How the Southern Pacific's "TOPS", Total Operations Processing Systems, will

work. This system will become operational in about three years.

Modern Railroads, Dec. 1964, pages 61-66. "Total Systems Approach."

The fourth in the series of articles on railroads and The Computer Age discusses

the "Total Systems Approach" as adopted by the Western Pacific Railroad. For the

first time the WP will be running its business on precise and reliable current information

instead of on the experience and records of past operations.

Modern Railroads, Mar. 1965, pages 120-127. "Computers: The Washington Story."

The United States Government is taking an active interest in the use of computers

in the field of transportation:

1. The Department of Commerce is sponsoring a project for the computerization

of tariffs.

2. The Bureau of Budget chose the ICC as a "guinea-pig" agency for a study ol

computer use in decision-making.

3. The Department of Commerce and carrier groups look to electronics to tame

the monster of freight-rate complexity.

Dun's Revieiv, Sept. 1964, Special Supplement, pages 101-182. "The Office: Man-

agement's Billion-Dollar System."

A detailed study of the fast-changing white-collar world and the techniques and

machines that offer business and industry better control, faster growth and, perhaps,

greater profit in the years ahead. This excellent analysis consists of seven chapters,

as follows:

1. Computer in the Boardroom

2. Coordinating for Productivity
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3. The Big Machines "Think Small"

4. Stemming the Paper Torrent

5. Paj'off in Design

6. Office Technology: The Big Leap Forward

7. Rise of the Service Center

Business Management, Oct. 1964, pages 71-87. "5 Sophisticated Uses for Computers."

1. Automated Design Engineering

2. Numerical Control of Machine Tools

3. Market Research

4. Investment Risk Analysis

5. Total Management Information System

A discussion of advanced computer technology relating how five large companies

have put their computers to new and advanced work, some of which applications might

be beneficial to railroads.

Railway Age, Oct. 19, 1964, pages 29-32. "Soo Line Sets Up a New Data Operation."

ODS (Operating Data System) will be under the direct supervision of a chief

operating officer. It will place before operating supervisors at all levels the timely,

accurate, meaningful information they need to exercise proper supervision and control

over the daily activities of the railroad. ODS will be directed by a five-man staff of

operating and accounting departments personnel together with an advisory committee

consisting of representatives from the executive, special studies, transportation, traffic

and engineering departments.

Railway Age, Dec. 14, 1964, pages 18-25. "Cybernetics—Computers Boosting Man-
agement Science."

Machines and increasing ability to use them are propelling railroads into cyber-

netization at a quickening pace. More and more, all phases of railroad operations,

accounting, finance, planning, purchasing, design, engineering, personnel and traffic data

are going on computers moving toward total control.

Modern Railroads, Feb. 1965, page 87. "Telephone Takes Dictation at L. & N."

A new dictation system, known as the Central Recording Bureau, has been in use

for some time in several L & N departments. It consists of dictating over the telephone

to a recorder. The letters are quickly typed and are available a short time later. The

system has proved its worth in boosting office output and efficiency.

Railway Tracks and Structures, Mar. 1965, pages 33-38. "Coming of Railroad

Engineering: Age of Computers."

A discussion of computer applications, present and future, in railroad engineering.

Railway Age, Mar. 8, 1965, pages 14-16. "Computers Help B&O Schedule M/W
Jobs."

Track-condition information is compiled and fed into a computer, which then assigns

a priority to maintenance projects.

Business Management, June 1965, pages 36-40. "Information Retrieval—Better

Ways to Get Facts from Your Files."

Storing records or other information is one thing; getting them hack when you

need them is another. More and more companies arc putting the contents of their filos

in computers, resulting in dropping costs and increased speed in retrieving information.
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If computerization isn't the answer to your filing problems, this article will help to

assess and improve your present filing system.

Management Services, May-June 1965, pages 52-60. "Basic Concepts for Planning

Advanced Electronic Data Processing Systems."

To take full advantage of new computer capabilities, management must define its

computer objectives more clearly than ever before. Two major systems plans are taking

shape. They are the total systems concept and the single information flow concept. The
purpose of this article is to define and evaluate these two concepts and to help computer

users decide between them.

American Engineer, Aug. 1965, pages 46-48. "CPM and PERT—Addition to Engi-

neer's Vocabulary."

A discussion of the two relatively new planning techniques—Critical Path Method

(CPM) and Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) and computer

application.

"Automation: Man-Eater or Miracle Worker."

A speech on the effects of Automation on Employment by Walter F. Carey, presi-

dent, Chamber of Commerce of U. S., before Traffic Club of Chicago, February 10, 1965.

"Computers—Theory and Uses."

A textbook, by Vincent S. Darnowski, for junior high school classroom activities,

covering an introduction to computers and their implications, prepared by Project on

Information Processing of the National Science Teachers Association under IBM grant.

Transportation and Distribution Management, July 1965, pages 45-46. "Parkinson's

Law and the Computer."

Parkinson's Law states that work expands to fill the time available. This discussion

deals with the problem of how best to utilize computer time, and not fill it with trivial

and unimportant work.

Reproduction Methods, Oct. 1964, pages 39-43. "Survey on Office Copiers."

The results of this magazine's survey show that the office copier is attaining an

ubiquity formerly enjoyed only by the office typewriters. The survey results help in

deciding just what machine to purchase or lease.

Taxes

Railway Age, May 31, 1965, pages 11-12. "Burlington Wins Big Victory in Tax

Case."

The Illinois Supreme Court ruled that it is discriminatory for a railroad to be

assessed on 100 percent value and other local property on 50 percent value. This ruling

should open the door in some 24 other states, in which similar inequities are prevalent,

for the correction of such practices.

Business Management, July 1965, pages 38-43. "10 Ways to Reduce Your Com-

pany's Taxes."

Mortimer M. Caplin, former commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service, dis-

cusses various ways to reduce taxes, including how to counter the coming increase in

Social Security taxes, how to use the 7 percent investment credit to the fullest possible

extent, and how to take advantage of reporting your corporate income on an installment

basis.

Valuation

"Values for Insurance Purposes."

Reprint of an article appearing in Technical Valuation by John C. Litcher, man-
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ager of insurance, The American Api)raisal Company, relating to ihc changing concepts

of "Actual Cash \'alue."

General

"Capacities and Limitations of Urban Transportation Modes."

A study by Project Committee 6B (61) of Technical Council of Institute of Traffic

Engineers of the relative advantages and disadvantages of and actual capacities and

limitations of the two basic modes—Transit and Highways.

Report on Assignment 3

Office and Drafting Practices

J. H. Robinson (chairman, subcommittee), J. Bert Byars, R. D. Igou, W. A. Krauska,

M. \V. Krug, J. L. Manthey, M. F. McCorcle, C. W. Meyer, D. J. Murray, D. L.

Murray, M. L. Myers, Jr., J. W. Rowland, C. H. Stewart.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

Previously your committee had canvassed its membership on the subjects of micro-

filming of engineering records and reports and revision of valuation maps.

Microfilming of Engineering Records and Reports

.\ progress report on microfilming appeared in Bulletin 582, December 1963, pages

311 and 312. Data for that report were secured when few roads were microfilming or

considering the microfilming of their engineering records and reports.

Improvements in microfilming techniques and equipment, plus the ever present

problem of finding additional record storage space, are forcing many roads to take a

second look at microfilming procedures and a continuing study on this assignment will

be progressed during the coming year.

Some questions of prime interest on this subject are:

(a) What are the effects of time on microfilms?

(b) To what extent is deterioration caused by humidity and temperature, and

can these factors be controlled?

(c) If normally permanent records are microfilmed, will the various regulatory

and taxing bodies allow the destruction of the basic records?

Revision of Valuation Maps

Valuation maps are considered by many roads to be among the most valuable

records maintained. However, maintaining and revising these maps to keep them up to

date present major problems, chief of which is the element of time both in the drafting

room and in the field. It is estimated that approximately four hours of field time and

four hours of drafting time are required to revise ten miles of mapping.

Valuation maps are required by the ICC under Map Order No. 1, as revised, but

these maps also serve many other purposes, which further makes their maintenance on

an up-to-date basis economically feasible. Some of these purposes are:

(a) The basis for preliminary plans for new construction or rearrangement of

present facilities.

(b) Industrial development.

(c) Preparation or revision of contracts for use of joint facilities or trackage

rights.
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(d) Checking of special assessments.

(e) Developing data for ad valorem taxes.

(f) Insurance schedules.

(g) Leases or sales of land and/or structures,

(h) Exhibits in legal cases, ICC hearings, etc.

(i) Graphic inventory of land, tracks and structures owned for valuation or other

purposes.

Although field checks provide the information for revisions occasioned by AFE
projects, there are changes made for which formal authority is not required, such as

minimum rule changes. Periodic checks of the maps in the field will disclose these

changes.

Aerial photography or aerial mapping techniques have been undergoing rapid

advancement and improvement, and the application of these procedures to field check-

ing and updating valuation maps will be included in the study during the coming year.

The map order specifies the dimensions for right-of-way and station maps but the

ICC has indicated that in preparing maps for new valuation sections on account of new

line construction or acquisition of existing line, permission to deviate from the specified

sizes might be obtained upon written request giving reasons for desiring the deviation

and the sizes proposed.

Your committee contemplates the study of labor-saving and time-saving devices

and procedures for producing, revising and reproducing valuation maps, including draft-

ing materials such as linen cloth, vellum, vinyl and mylar, and drafting room aids such

as lettering guides, tank pens, etc.

Report on Assignment 5

Use of Statistics and Data Processing in Railway

Engineering

W. J. Pease (chairman, subcommittee on Accounting Phases), H. C. Boley (chairman,

subcommittee on Engineering Phases), P. E. Bierman, J. Bert Byars, C. E. Bvnane,
P. L. Conway, Jr., C. R. Dolan, R. L. Ealy, R. F. Garner, L. F. Grabowski, W. M.
Hager, M. J. Hebert, J. A. L. Houston, R. D. Igou, R. A. Johnson, W. H. Kiehl,

W. A. Krauska, C. E. Lex, Jr., M. F. McCorcle, F. J. Merscher, L. V. Milligan,

B. F. Nauert, C. F. Olson, F. A. Roberts, J. E. Stein, J. B. Styles, J. J. Weisbecker,

H. R. Williams, M. C. Wolf.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

Previously your committee presented a report entitled "Data Processing of Con-

struction Reports—Engineering Phases," in Bulletin 589, Dec. 1964, pages 234 to 240.

The work of the subcommittee will continue to be directed toward the use of electronic

data processing, with special emphasis being given to those areas applicable to property

accounting for corporate needs.

Your committee presents as information the following paper by L. F. Grabowski,

auditor of capital expenditures, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, entitled: "Using the 'Ac-

counting Data Flow Stream' to Capture Detail Needed for Property Accounting."
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Using the "Accounting Data Flow Stream" to Capture

Detail Needed for Property Accounting

By L. F. GRABOWSKI
Auditor of Capital Expenditures, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway

The System

In a company where a system of accounting codes exists for routine accounting

needs, there no doubt exists a channel for accumulation of property accounting data as

a "by-product" of the routine accounting stream. In a company where no such account-

ing code is in use, the possible estabhshment of one as a medium to justify a mechan-

ized property accounting system should not be overlooked. Exhibit A is an example of

the data flow of such a system.

The Code Structure

To satisfy minimum accounting needs, the code must contain ICC General and

Primary Account numbers. Other desirable details to be obtained from the system for

management and property accounting purposes are:

Audit number

Transaction description (i.e. labor, material, bill, voucher, etc.)

Budget information

Location information, etc.

To satisfy property accounting, statistical, and income tax schedule needs, addi-

tional coding should identify charges as to acquisitions, additions and betterments,

retirements, etc. To provide for project analysis, audit, and completion report writing,

the cede should identify charges by:

Unit or type of property

Sub-unit (i.e. substructure, superstructure, etc.)

Other sub-detail desired for depreciation, tax, or record purposes.

Ideally, all charges, both capital and expense, should be sufficiently detailed and

similarly coded so as to provide for analysis of all charges to a project.

The Application

The ideal starting point for coding is at the stage of the detailed project writeup.

The writeup should accompany the Authority for Expenditure request and should be

detailed by basic accumulation units or description categories, each item suitably coded.

To keep errors to a minimum the codes shown on the project writeup should be

reviewed as part of the "Project Review, Analysis and Approval" procedure.

After review, analysis and approval the desired coding instructions can be trans-

mitted to the field forces by use of a copy of the AFE writeup or, if more detailed

field instructions are desired, by application of comparable coding to each item of "Proj-

ect Field Instructions." As the work on each project progresses, the field instructions

will provide the field forces (or the division engineer, or other designated department)

with the information needed to code the charge or credit documents flowing into the

accounting stream—i.e., labor distribution, material application reports, travel cx[jense

reports, invoices, bills, etc.
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Report on Assignment 6

Valuation and Depreciation

(a) Current Developments in Connection with Regulatory

Bodies and Courts

C. R. Dolan (chairman, subcommittee), P. E. Bierman (assistant chairman, subcom-
mittee), G. R. Berquist, M. V. Bonnom, J. Bert Bvars, P. L. Conwav, Jr., C. J.

Cosner, R. L. Ealv, R. F. Garner, L. F. Grabowski, J. E. Hebbron, M. J. Hebert,

L. W. Howard, N. J. Hull, Jr., R. D. Igou, R. A. Johnson, R. A. Lariviere, J. W.
Laurent, J. G. Maher, J. L. Manthey, L. V. Milligan, J. M. Morgan, C. F. Olson,

J. B. Styles, H. R. Williams.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

ICC Bureau of Accounts

The work of the Bureau with respect to valuation was principally in the area of

railroad and pipeline indices and pipeline tentative and final valuation reports.

During fiscal year 1965, the Commission issued tentative and final valuation reports

for 73 pipeline carriers. The Commission also released the Schedule of Annual Indices

for carriers by railroad and pipeline for the year 1964.

Railroad and pipeline carriers subject to the Commission's depreciation orders have

been placed on a five-year cyclical review basis. This will afford the Bureau an oppor-

tunity to timely analyze the consist of the properties of these carriers so that appropriate

depreciation rates may be prescribed. As of October 1, 196S, the Bureau has received

seven rail and eight pipeline depreciation studies.

The Bureau is currently reviewing Revised Supplement No. 4 to Vaulation Order

No. 3, Second Revised Issue, for the purpose of simplifying the record keeping require-

ments of Valuation Order No. 3, Second Revised Issue.

The total authorized personnel for the Section of Valuation and Depreciation on

October 1, 1965, was 20.

Railroad Advisory Committee on Equipment and Roadway Property

The Railroad Advisory Committee on Equipment and Roadway Property met for

their annual meeting in June 1965 with representatives in the Engineering Branch of

the Section of Valuation to formulate prices and indices for year 1964, which, as men-

tioned above, have been released by the ICC.

Formation of the Accounting and Valuation Board
Within the ICC Bureau of Accounts

The Interstate Commerce Commission announced the formation of an Accounting

and Valuation Board within the ICC Bureau of Accounts. This Board has been dele-

gated the responsibility and authority to handle various more or less formal accounting

and valuation matters heretofore handled by the Vice Chairman of the Commission.

The matters to be handled by the Board include requests for authority to u.se accounts

requiring special permission, to permit departures from the prescribed rules, to prescribe

depreciation rates, to grant special authority for the destruction of records, and to issue

valuation reports. Carriers can appeal, through Division 2, decisions of the Board which

they feel to be incompatible with the facts.
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Depreciation Studies on Equipment

The Interstate Commerce Commission rucenlly issued orders for Class 1 carriers to

prepare and submit depreciation studies for all equipment accounts. This request for

the preparation and submission of such studies is the initial step in the Commission's

program to put all carriers on a five-year cyclical review basis. The studies are to be

prepared to cover the period 1950 through 1964 or 1965.

Report on Assignment 7

Revisions and Interpretations of ICC Accounting

Classifications

R D Igou (chairman, subcommittee), C. W. Meyer (assistant chairman, subcommittee),

M W Bonnom, P. L. Conwav, Jr., C. R. Dolan, W. M. Hager, N. J. Hull, Jr.,

W. C. Kanan, J. G. Kirchen, J. G. Maher, L. V. Miliigan, \V. J. Pease, F. A.

Roberts, J. E. Stein.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued three additional orders, as follows:

Under Docket No. 32153 on December 24, 1964, the Commission issued certain

amendments to the Uniform System of Accounts for railroad companies pertaining to

property retired from service, which property previously was subject to amortization

accounting.

Under Docket No. 34477 on January 8, 1965, the Commission revised the Classi-

fication of Carriers for Reporting Purposes by designating carriers having annual oper-

ating revenues of $5,000,000 or more as Class I, and carriers having annual operating

revenues of less than $5,000,000 as Class II.

Under Docket No. 32153 on February 11, 1965, the Commission further amended

the General Instructions of the system of accounts pertaining to classification of carriers

to give effect to the revised designation of carriers as between Class I and Class II.

The Bureau of Accounts of the Interstate Commerce Commission has issued two

additional cases to the Interpretations of the Uniform System of Accounts for Railroad

Companies, as follows:

Case 132, issued January 4, 1965—An interpretation of the correct accounting for

transactions relating to equipment and other property subject to amortization accounting

transferred to another company and reacquired under lease or purchase agreement.

Case 133, issued July 28, 1965—An interpretation of the correct accounting for

transactions relating to equipment and other property transferred to another company

and reacquired under lease or purchase agreement.



Report of Committee 22—Economics of Railway Labor

"M
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6. Economics of maximum mechanization in yards and terminals.

Study in progress, but no report.

7. Economics of rail grinding.

Study in progress, but no report.

The Committek on Economics uv Railway Labor,

M. S. Reu), Chainiiau.

ARKA Bulletin 596, I JtHcmluT 1965.

Report on Assignment 2

Analysis of Operations of Railways That Have Substan-

tially Reduced the Cost of Labor Required

in Maintenance of Way Work
C. R. Harrell (chairman, subcommittee), M. B. Allen, J. F. Beaver, O. C. Benson,

J. W. Brent, L. B. Cann, Jr., R. H. Carpenter, W. E. Chapman, S. A. Cooper.
F. J. Parish, J. M. Gilmore, J. O. Holladay, W. J. Jones, R. H. Jordan, H. C.

Minteer, E. T. Myers, J. A. Naylor, G. M. O'Rourke, R. W. Pember, C. T. Popma,
R. W. Preisendefer, A. E. Shaw, Jr., J. S. Snvder, W. B. Stackhouse, John Stang,

N. H. Williams, F. R. Woolford, B. J. Worley.

This report, submitted as information, is based on a field inspection trip made by

Committee 22, July 19-20, 1965. On the 19th, the committee observed production of

AAR Type E prestressed concrete cross ties at a commercial plant in Tampa, Fla. On the

20th it went by special train from Tampa to Jacksonville, Fla., on the single-track

main line of the Seaboard Air Line Railroad, stopping to observe:

(a) Concrete crossing slabs in a road crossing in the Tampa area.

(b) Association of American Railroads test section of welded rail on concrete

cross ties in the Seaboard's main track just north of Tampa.

(c) Construction of industrial tracks, using concrete cross ties, near Crystal

Springs, Fla.

(d) Construction of extensions to operating tracks, Wildwood, Fla., utilizing con-

crete-tie, paneled-track method.

(e) Prestressed concrete ballasted-deck trestle near Island Grove, Fla.

(f) Completed extension to passing track, Hawthorne, Fla., constructed by use

of concrete tie paneled track.

Enroute, the committee also observed operation of a rail-grinding train, highway-

rail mounted tie destroyer, tractor-mounted brush cutter and audio-type hot-box detector.

This is the 24th report on "Analysis of Operations of Railways that have Substan-

tially Reduced the Cost of Labor Required in Maintenance of Way Work," which

subject has been reassigned annually since 1935.

The concrete railroad cross tie is not new to the American railroads. The first

recorded use was by the Reading Company in 1893. During the period from 1893 to

1930, some 150 types of reinforced concrete cross ties were designed and patented, and

during the same period, over 60 different experimental installations were made by as

many railroads. Most of these ties were removed because of improper design, inadequate

rail fastenings or because design features prevented adaptation to other necessary track

changes.

i
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In 1957 the research staff of the AAR decided that while the supply of timber

ties was ample for the present and for the immediate future, some prestressed concrete

ties in Tampa and their use on the Seaboard arc the results of this decision by the AAR
or economic conditions changed. The production of the prestressed concrete cross

lies in Tampa and their use on the Seaboard are the results of this decision by the AAR
research staff.

The prestressed concrete tie investigation has been conducted by the Engineering

Research Division, Research Department, AAR, under the sponsorship of AREA Com-
mittee 3—Ties and Wood Preservation. Details of this investigation can be found in

Report No. ER-20 dated November 1961 and Report No. ER-S8 dated April 1965,

published by the Research Department, AAR.

Production of the Prestressed Concrete Tie

Production of the AAR Type E prestressed concrete cross tie was observed by mem-
bers of Committee 22 in Tampa during the afternoon of July 19. At the plant site

the committee saw a concrete casting yard with a smooth-running production line,

producing for the railroad industry a prestressed concrete tie every two minutes. The

ties are cast in an automatic casting machine and moved from the casting machine to

a steam curing chamber by fork-Hft for 24 hours of curing. The steam-cured ties are

returned to the casting machine where the steel forms are removed for cleaning and

reuse. The fork-lift then stacks them in the yard for further curing. The committee was

advised that semi-portable plants were operating at other points in the southeast and

similar plants could be set up wherever the demand justified their construction. Com-
mittee members also saw in the yard prestressed concrete crossing slabs and a prestressed

concrete bridge tie for use on open-deck bridges.

Concrete Crossing Slabs

On July 20 committee went by bus to examine a concrete slab crossing installed

on timber ties. Crossing slabs are available for use either on wood ties or concrete ties.

AAR Test Section of Prestressed Concrete Cross Ties

Committee 22 proceeded by bus to the AAR test section installed in March 1960

in the Seaboard's single-track main line just north of Tampa. This installation con-

sists of 600 AAR Type E prestressed concrete cross ties laid out of face, spaced at 30-in

centers, with ll5-lb welded rail laid thereon. In this installation, four wood ties were

replaced by three concrete ties. The track is tangent at this location and is operated over

at a maximum speed of 79 mph for passenger trains and 60 mph for freight trains. The

line carries 20 trains daily—10 freight and 10 passenger—and is subjected to more than

17,000,000 gross tons per mile of road per year.

The roadbed at this location is of a sandy-loam nature, well drained and in fairly

level terrain. The track is ballasted with crushed stone to a depth of approximately

6 in below the tie. The rail rests on tie plates and is fastened to the ties with wedge-nut

fasteners and clips.

On January 24, 1962, a wheel on a diesel broke in the test area, and the impact

of the broken wheel on the rail slightly damaged a number of the concrete ties, making

it necessary to replace seven of them.

Since the installation of this concrete cross tie test section in March 1960, expendi-

tures for maintenance have been at a minimum. The track was surfaced immediately

following installation of the concrete ties, the east rail was smoothed in March 1962

following the broken-wheel damage, and spot smoothing has been performed on two
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occasions. The entire test section was resurfaced in March 1965. Other expenditures in

the test area have been minor.

Committee members noted hair line cracks on the top surface of the ties, also a

number of loose fastenings in the original installation.

The replacement ties appear to be of an improved design. However, the fastenings

do not appear to be of the ultimate design for fastening the rail to the ties. The elimina-

tion of the tie plates and the use of polyethylene tic pads on the replacement ties made

the installation more economical.

Industrial Track Construction at Crystal Springs

Committee members boarded the special train at the test site and traveled 29 miles

north to inspect an industrial installation being completed, using prestressed concrete

cross ties. The track layout serving the shipper consists of approximately 5.3 miles of

track and 18 turnouts. The entire track layout, with the exception of the turnouts, was

constructed with concrete cross ties produced in Tampa. Two miles of paneled track

were relocated from a nearby existing industrial lead and the balance of the trackage

was paneled on site and laid in place. The entire project was constructed by a con-

tractor who furnished the concrete cross ties. The railroad furnished the rail, joints, bolts

and nut locks on cars at the job site. The paneled track was constructed of 39-ft 100-lb

rail with 13 concrete cross ties per 39-ft panel. The rail was attached to the ties with

clips and bolts, but in accordance with standard practice on the Seaboard for side-track

construction. No tie plates or tie pads were used. This type of construction should be

reasonable in cost and require minimum maintenance.

Construction of Track Extensions with Paneled Track

The committee proceeded to Wildwood, Fla., where the Seaboard was constructing

extensions to the yard lead and yard tracks with paneled track. The yard lead exten-

sions were being effected with secondhand 132-lb rail on concrete cross ties spaced to

provide 15 ties in each 39-ft panel. The yard track extensions were being made with

100-lb material on concrete cross ties spaced to provide 14 ties in each 39-ft panel.

The Seaboard contracted the fabrication of the track panels for Wildwood and a

number of other construction projects in Florida to a contractor who set up his facilities

on a spur track at Ocala, Fla. The Seaboard purchased the prestressed concrete ties in

Tampa and delivered them on cars to the contractor at Ocala. Rail joints, bolts and

nut locks were also delivered on cars to the contractor at the fabrication plant in Ocala.

The contractor unloaded the materials, constructed the track panels and loaded the

panels on gondolas at a contracted price per lineal foot. The paneled track was moved

to the job site where Seaboard forces unloaded the panels and set them in place.

While at Wildwood, the committee observed Seaboard forces, consisting of 1 fore-

man, 1 machine operator and 7 laborers, setting paneled track at the rate of twenty

39-ft panels per hour. The panels were being handled by a work train on an adjacent

track and were loaded five per car. The panels were unloaded by a IJ^-yd dragline

using a special pickup device for hooking the panels. One laborer in a gondola hooked

the pick-up to the center of a panel, the dragline lifted the panel out of car and boomed

around into line, lowering the panel into position with two laborers guiding it. When

a panel was in position, two laborers applied bolts and the entire operation moved

ahead 39 ft where the process was repeated. The track was being full bolted by two

laborers using bolting machines following immediately behind the setting of the panels.

The work was expedited by having joints applied loosely at the fabrication plant
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After the track was laid surfacing material was unloaded and the track completed ii;

the conventional manner.

Prestressed Concrete Trestle and Concrete Cross Ties

The committee inspected a concrete trestle constructed in 1965 and noted the use

of concrete ties on the trestle and approaches. This type of structure is standard on the

Seaboard for replacing ballasted-deck wood trestles.

Completed Passing Track at Hawthorne, Fla.

The committee proceeded to Hawthorne, Fla., where a completed passing track

extension was inspected. This track had been constructed by the paneled-track method

observed at Wildwood. The finished job conformed to good construction practice and

it appeared that the track would be maintenance free for many years.

Observations Enroute

Enroute by train j'our committee observed the operation of a rail grinding train,

the use of a tie destroyer mounted to operate either on highway or rail, a tractor-

mounted brush cutter, new depot construction incorporating low-maintenance materials,

numerous grade revisions designed to reduce the cost of labor required in maintenance

work, and heard the audio hot box detector report "no hot boxes" on train by radio.

COST DATA

The A.-XR Type E prestressed concrete tie with accessories used by the Seaboard in

paneled track construction is purchased, loaded at the plant site, for $12.45 each. This

is broken down as follows:

1 each AAR Type E concrete cross tie complete with four each stainless steel

threaded inserts, 4 clips and 4V4-in hex-head bolts ,$12.05

2 each polyethylene tie pads 0.40

Unit price $12.45

The contract price for fabricating paneled track, using concrete cross ties and load-

ing on cars, with the railroad furnishing all material and cars at the plant site, ranges

from $0.50 to $0.65 per track foot, depending on the location and magnitude of project.

Laying the panels on prepared roadbed is quoted at $0.10 per track foot. Prices include

all labor and equipment. In constructing 39-ft prefabricated track panels the Seaboard

uses 12, 13, 14 or IS concrete cross ties per panel, depending on track location.

The 15-tic panel produces a spacing of 31 u-, in and is used primarily in main line

construction, and polyethylene tie jjads are used Ijctwecn the rail and the concrete

cro.ss tie.

The 12-tic panel produces a spacing of 39% in, the 13-tie panel, 36 "u in, and the

14-tie panel, 33^ in. These panels are designed for side-track construction; the poly-

thylenc pads are eliminated, reducing the co.st of the concrete ties and accessories to

$12.05 per unit.

The use of concrete ties on the Seaboard and on various other railroads will be

watched with interest by Committee 22.

(Note: Photographs taken on the committee's inspection trip are reproduced on

following pages.)
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Fig. 1—Concrete crossing slabs installed on wood cross ties.
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Fig. 3—Forms for use in making concrete cross ties ready forreceivmg the pour.
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Figs. 4 and 5—Two views of the
AAR test section of concrete ties on
the Seaboard near Tampa, Fla.
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^^h^LWiXi^S:^
Fig. 6—Type of tie plate, clip and bolt used on the AAR test section

on the Seaboard.

Fig. 7—Another type of clip and bolt, with polyethylene pad, in use.
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Fig. 8—Special clip used at joints on concrete ties.

Fig. 9—Still another type of clip and bolt in use. Polyethylene pad
not used at this installation.
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Fig. 10—Three concrete cross ties installed at joint in main line

replacing four wood ties.

Fig. 11—Tie destroyer, highway and rail mounted.
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Fig. 12—Concrete ballasted deck bridge and concrete cross ties.
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Fig. 13—Paneled track being unloaded and set in position.
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Fig. 14—Special pickup device for handling panels.

i^^^yi^

Fig. 15—Use of concrete cross ties in side-track construction.
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Report on Assignment 4

Labor Economies in Track and Turnout Construction or

Relocation by the Panel Method vs Conventional

Methods, for Main and Yard Tracks

J. T. Sullivan (chairman, subcommittee), J. L. Cann, P. A. Cosgrove, C. G. Davis,

W. M. S. Dunn, L. C. Gilbert, R. B. Hayslip, R. G. Maughan, A. L. Maynard,
G. M. O'Rourke, D. E. Rudisill, G. E. Scholze, A. E. Shaw, Jr., R. G. Simmons,

J. T. Ward.

Your committee submits the following final report on this subject, which is based

on information received from questionnaires sent to all Class I Railroads. Thirty com-

panies advise that they have used the panel method. Fourteen companies have used it

for track only. Two companies have used it for turnouts only. Fourteen companies have

used it for both track and turnouts. Respondent companies have used the panel method

for the construction of over 80 miles of track and over 140 turnouts, with approxi-

mately SO percent of the panels coming from special plants set up for their construction

and the remainder being relocated from retirements.

In the cost figures that follow, no equipment rental is included, and labor costs

do not include any payroll taxes or other additives. Typical examples of the use of a

central construction plant for fabrication of track panels are as follows:
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One railroad performed a similar job, using salvaged panels from another location,

at a cost of 2.310 man days per 39-ft panel. This higher cost was due to the expenst'

of replacing defective and missing ties in the .salvaged panels and spacing ties.

A similar job, using conventional methods of construction, cost over 6 man days

per 39-ft panel, demonstrating the considerable savings that can be obtained by the

panel method.

The costs of retiring track by the panel method vary considerably, depending on

the classification of the material, the terrain, and whether being salvaged from single

or multiple track.

One railroad with an average hourly wage of $2.52 performed such retirement on

a multiple track line with the following costs:

Job
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The experience with paneled turnouts on reporting railroads develops similar sav-

ings. The use of paneled turnouts, however, requires special equipment, and the revision

of most standard plans to place the joints in proper location to facilitate breaking the

complete turnout down into sections of a size which can be handled.

An example of the use of a plant for the fabrication of No. 8 turnouts is as follows:

No.
Built

Avg. No.
of Men

Arg.
Hourly
Wage

Labor
Coal Per
Turnout

Man Days
Per

'

Turnout

Railroad 'B". 40 12.5 2.548 1.72 18.83

Cost of installing turnouts:

No.
Installed

Ai'g.

No. of
Men

Arg.
Hourly
Wage

Labor
Cost Per
Turnout

Man Days
Per

Turnout

Railroad -'B' 17 2 . 673 !198.68 !) . 29

Loading and unloading of panels is handled in most instances by crane and panel

handler or sling. Some railroads have designed their own and at least one manufac-

turer now markets a panel handler which can pick up panels with a crane with only

one man on the ground to position the device on the panel.

Many railroads now carry paneled track with their wreck outfits for use in restoring

track after derailments, floods, fires, washouts or other disasters.

Where their use is feasible, panels not only provide considerable labor saving but

also permit much greater speed in restoring facilities, reduce the material supply problem

and enable restoration to be accompHshed with a smaller force.

CONCLUSION

As experience is gained in the use of panels, and machinery and tools are developed

for panel work, even greater economies will be developed.

Your committee submits this report as information with the recommendation that

the subject be discontinued.
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Report on Assignment 5

Labor Economies to Be Derived from Modern Bridge

Maintenance Organization, Utilizing Latest Equipment

F. H. McGuigan (chairman, subcommittee), J. A. Barnes, L. B. Cann, Jr., L. E. Dono-
van, F. J. Farish, L. A. Loggins, R. G. Maughan, H. C. Minteer, G. E. Scholze,

J. Stang, W. B. Throckmorton, N. H. Williams.

Your committee submits as information the following report on labor economies

to be derived from a modern bridge maintenance organization.

The replies to a questionnaire recently circulated among railroads on current prac-

tices regarding bridge maintenance and construction show that a majority of the report-

ing roads are now modifying or have recently modified their procedure for construction

and maintenance of bridge structures. The practices reported, as reflected by the size

of the maintenance and construction crews in relation to the footage of the various

type of bridges maintained and the type of tools and equipment currently utilized and

considered for use in the immediate future, vary extensively.

It appears unrealistic to attempt to show a particular type of equipment as being

favored since wide use is made of the available power tools, operated by either pneu-

matic, electric, hydraulic or self-contained-combustion-engine power sources. General

utilization follows typical practice in related construction fields, with some preference

still being shown toward pneumatic-powered equipment. Pneumatic tools are favored

in structural steel construction and maintenance and in certain phases of concrete and

masonry work. Hydraulic and electric-powered equipment are used more extensively in

timber work. It is quite evident that the use of hand tools as such has been, or is

being, reduced to an absolute minimum in favor of power equipment of all four varie-

ties. The survey indicated a tendency to furnish more than one type of power equip-

ment to a B&B gang. This practice may involve increased expenditure for equipment

plus the added problem of maintenance of more than one type of tool, but it permits

the gang to take advantage of the most effective unit of equipment for the particular

type of work being done, thus producing the greatest economy in the use of labor.

In addition to the wide variety of power tools being used more extensively in

bridge construction and maintenance work, auxihary equipment, of either on-track or

off-track design, or of a design embodying both features, is being developed for this

specific purpose. Examples are boom trucks not only for load handling but also those

equipped with aerial baskets which can be used in lieu of scaffolding where circum-

stances permit, particularly in painting. With the advent of new operating rules, roads

have reported increased use of small on-track cranes for various load-handling opera-

tions. Jacking beams and power jacks have been developed for changing out timber

bridge caps. Power auger equipment, either individually mounted or used as a supple-

mental item on pile-driving equipment, has proven advantageous in some types of pile-

driving operations. In addition to this, there are a number of diesel hammers now

available, the use of which eliminates the need for either large air compressors or

portable boilers, sources of suitable water supplies and other cumbersome impedimenta

previously associated with pile-driving work. Diesel hammers, however, do involve driv-

ing leads which are considerably more complicated than in instances where driving can

be done by means of either air or steam hammers without leads. This particular situa-

tion must be recognized in instances where headroom is an important factor. In addi-

tion, more work needs to be done to develop satisfactory diesel equipment specifically

for pile extractions.
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The safety aspect has not been overlooked. Personnel are beinn encouraged to make

wider use of such items as safety goggles, protective helmets, safety shoes, etc. How-
ever, the vast array of power equipment being used, load-handling equipment particu-

larly, materially reduces the risk of injury and strains previously experienced in this

type of work when performed manually. Men should be instructed properly in the use

of power tools such as saws, wrenches and drills. An additional advantage secured from

power equipment is found in the aerial baskets and various types of power scaffolding

which are more conducive to safe operation above ground level.

Increased attention is being given to the matter of housing men while away from

home. For the larger gangs, a preference for outfit cars is still indicated. Particularly

in cases of emergency work, it is felt that outfit cars offer the greatest mobility com-

pared with other types of housing. The reduction in sidings available for temporary use

by such equipment is, however, making outfit cars less attractive. The survey also dis-

closed that where an effort has been concentrated in reducing the size of the gangs to a

minimum, the advantages of portable trailers over other methods for housing bridge-

gang personnel tend to increase. Some lines report difficulty in utilizing this type of

outfit equipment for gangs operating over a large territory. Attention is invited to the

report in the Proceedings, Vol. 59, pages 586 through 589, regarding the then current

use of trailers. Increased difficulty is reported as the result of the general tendency in

many communities for extensive restrictions on the utilization of trailers within city

limits.

In addition to housing there is the corollary situation regarding adequate provision

for tools and material. It is essential that arrangements be made for minimum require-

ments in the interest of reducing handling of these items, increasing their availability

and reducing the incidence of loss.

An increased incentive to the use of off-track equipment, thus reducing the inci-

dence of train delays, is the greater availability of access roadways on the right-of-way.

With the increased tendency towards the use of automotive equipment for transporta-

tion of men and material in addition to specialized truck equipment for bridge con-

struction and maintenance purposes, the availability of access roadways is becoming

increasingly important to this type of work. Advantages have also been found in the

use of crawler cranes for certain types of bridge construction and maintenance work

where scheduling of the work is possible in areas where stream beds are dry during

portions of the year. In instances of bridge reconstruction projects involving track

raises, consideration is being given to construction of new structures on offset align-

ments with reverse curves of small degree at each end of the new bridge, thus avoiding

traffic delays. A means of increasing utility of combination off-track and on-track equip-

ment has been the provision at bridge ends of setoffs adequate for clearance of such

equipment.

The use of radio communication as a means of improving coordination of work
involving the use of on-track equipment with train operation is increasing. Generally the

radio communication use is limited to contact with train crews. It is felt that efficient

use of radio communication will require equipment having a range of IS miles or more.

The use of radio will serve not only to eliminate train delays but also increase work
time. Where operating rules permit such use, the advantages of radio merit considera-

tion. Many roads have eliminated the use of flagmen, with protection being afforded

by means of work order, conditional stop orders or other means,

With the present availability of material, equipment and manpower, the various

replies indicate that planning of bridge programs is receiving a great deal more atten-

tion. The program work is usually originated at either district or division level, with
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.sul)sc't|iK'n| review and ai)pi()\al by the s>stcm officers. In rejjlies indieatiiiK a high

degree of mechanization and reduction of force, it is noted that a corresponding increase

in planning is not only desirable but an absolute necessity to realize the full potential

of available manpower, equipment and material. Complete mechanization of forces will

not produce the desired improvement in work performance or make possible the econ-

omies in manpower desired without a corresponding increase in effective planning, sched-

uling and supervision. As the result of mechanization of bridge construction and main-

tenance described above, marked economies in labor forces have been reported by many
roads due to improved performance.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Stimulate greater appreciation on the part by railway managements of:

(a) the importance of bringing into the service selected graduates of col-

leges and universities, and (b) the necessity of providing adequate means

for recruiting such graduates and of retaining them in service.

Progress report, submitted as information page 224

2. Stimulate among college and university students a greater interest in the

science of transportation and its importance in the national economic struc-

ture by (a) cooperating with and contributing to the activities of student

organizations in colleges and universities, and (b) presenting to students and

their counselors a positive approach to the attractive and interesting fea-

tures of the railroad industry and the advantage of choosing railroading as

a career.

Progress report, submited as information page 2,^6

3. The cooperative system of education including summer employment in rail-

way service.

Progress report, submited as information page 2,59

iiiii. r,»(i
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5. Ways in which railroads can cooperate with universities in developing

research, including the revising of "Suggested Topics for Theses on Railroad

Subjects."

Progress report, submitted as information page 240

6. Procedures for orienting and developing newly employed engineering ju'r-

sonnel.

Study is continuing, but insufficient data have been collected upon which

to base a report.

7. Stimulate an interest by college and university staff members in current

railroad problems and practices, including AREA membership.

Sufficient progress has not been made since the report made a year ago

to warrant a further progress report at this time.

8. Current changes in engineering education and their implications regarding

employment of future graduates by the railroad industry.

Study is continuing.

The Committee on Cooperative Relations with Universities,

J. F. Davison, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 596, December 1965.

MEMOIR

jFranb Ecrefeesf

On October 25 Dean Frank Kerekes died, bringing to a close a life dedicated to

helping others, particularly those of his chosen profession. Frank Kerekes imparted his

enthusiasm for engineering not only to his students but to everyone with whom he

came in contact. It has been our good fortune that he made early contact with railway

engineering and retained his enthusiasm for it throughout his whole career. His early

contact was with the New York Central in 1917 and he was with AREA since 1935.

In a message to his friends at Christmas 1963, Frank Kerekes wrote of his career, in

part, as follows:

On a beautifully clear sunlight morning, the Barba Rosa, saiHng from Bremer-
haven, gracefully docked at Hoboken, New Jersey. To be specific, it was May 20, 1903.

A seven-year-old boy, with a hand clasped in his mother's, stood by the ship rail

eagerly searching the crowded pier for his father who had left Budapest nine months
earlier. This boy, Kerekes Ferencz, was one of millions generously accepted by the

citizens of the United States of America. His was to be the privilege and the oppor-
tunity to participate in the development of the wonderful physical and cultural resources

of a young and vigorous nation.

The early years were eventful and fruitful. He gradually learned the English lan-

guage in the grade schools of New York City. After three years at preparatory school,

Townsend Harris Hall, he entered the City College of New York where he majored in

Physics and Economics. Three years of graduate study in Civil Engineering at Columbia
University terminated his education for a career in Engineering and for responsibility in

civic matters.

During all these years, as a member of St. Thomas Chapel, he supplemented his

school instruction with a wholesome exposure to religious ideals with their practical

applications to everyday living. Teaching Sunday School; singing in the choir; playing

basketball on the Cawdor Midgets; leading the varsity water polo team as its captain

—

all contributed to convert the Httle immigrant boy from Budapest, Hungary, into a

loyal, full-fledged, dynamic American citizen.
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Thus, from a humble and lonely Christmas in 1903, through the thoughtfulness

and cooperation of the immediate family, many friends and business associates, as well

as hundreds of loyal students, Kerekes Ferencz achieved certain recognitions, among
which are Honorary Member of the Iowa Engineering Society, President of the American
Concrete Institute, Citations for distinguished civilian patriotic service both by the

Secretary of the Army and by the Secretary of the Air Force.

From Budapest to New York City ; to Iowa State University where Kerekes
Ferencz taught for thirty-four years; and now to Michigan Tech in Houghton to

assume responsibihties of Dean of the Faculty, guiding the pohcies, the programs, and
the future plans of seventeen academic departments.

This description gives a very incomplete picture of the career of Frank Kerekes.

His major contribution was to the students and associates whom he influenced through

direct contact or through voluminous personal correspondence. In addition to these per-

sonal writings, Frank Kerekes was also the author of several technical publications,

including "Engineering Drawing Theory with Applications"; "Analysis and Design of

Steel Structures."

It is with deep regret that Committee 24 records the death of a member so inter-

ested in its purposes and that AREA must lose a member of such stature.

MEMOIR

laoger Hcfilep iHibblcton

Roger Wesley Middleton, office engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul &
Pacific Railroad, suffered a fatal heart attack in Libertyville, 111., February 26, 1965.

He is survived by his wife, Irene Goron Middleton, a daughter, Mrs. Janet Tunis of

South Bend, Ind., and a son, James. Funeral services were held at the First Methodist

Church, Libertyville, and burial was in South Lawn Cemetery in South Bend.

Mr. Middleton was born in Mishawaka, Ind., on February 20, 1916, and was grad-

uated in 1939 from Purdue University with the degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil

Engineering. On April 4, 1940, he started work with the Milwaukee Road as a rodman

in the division engineer's office at Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Mr. Middleton was in military service from February 1942 to January 1946 and

upon returning from service he resumed his railroad career at Aberdeen on January 10,

1946, as an instrumentman in the division engineer's office. In December 1946 he was

promoted to the position of assistant engineer at Aberdeen, and in April 1947 was pro-

moted to assistant division engineer, continuing in that capacity until July 1950, at

which time he was transferred to the general office in Chicago where he served as

assistant engineer until April 1951.

On .\pril 17, 1951, Mr. Middleton was promoted to division engineer at Terre

Haute, Ind., serving in that capacity also at Miles City, Butte and Deer Lodge, Mont.,

and at Bensenville, 111.

On November 1, 1964, he was promoted to office engineer in the office of engineer

maintenance of way in Chicago, where he was working at the time of his death.

Mr. Middleton joined the .American Railway Engineering Association in 1946. He
served on Committee 9—Highways, from 1951 until 1957; Committee 24—Cooperative

Relations with Universities, from 1957 until the time of his death, and Committee 14

—

Yards and Terminals from 1964 until the time of his death.

He will always be remembered with respect and admiration for the good judgment

and the clearness of the opinions and resolutions he expressed in committee work. He
gave unstintingly of his time and talents and will be sorely missed by his fellow com-

mitteemen.
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Report on Assignment 1

Stimulate Greater Appreciation on the Part

of Railway Managements of

(a) The Importance of Bringing into the Service Selected Graduates of

Colleges and Universities, and

(b) The Necessity for Providing Adequate Means for Recruiting Such

Graduates and of Retaining Them in Service

A. V. Johnston (chairman, subcommittee), B. G. Anderson, J. H. Brown, J. F. Davison,

C. E. R. Haight, H. E. Hurst, E.. C. Lawson, Jerrv Neben, J. A. Peebles, G. B.

Pruden, J. A. Rust, W. D. Taylor, T. D. Wofford.

Investigation during the current year has been in two parts, the first being a review

of the questionaire filled out by engineering graduates and returned to the committee

during the summer of 1Q63. The second provides a comparison of engineering salaries

in the railroad field with those in other industries.

PART 1—REVIEW OF QUESTIONNAIRES FILLED OUT BY ENGINEERING
GRADUATES IN THE RAILROAD INDUSTRY

In order to keep the questionnaire as simple as possible, many of the questions

asked were based upon assumptions commonly accepted in the industry or by Com-

mittee 24. Other questions were based upon the desire to collect information of assistance

to Committee 24 in some of its assignments, particularly those associated with training

programs and engineering education. While it was originally the intention to report at

one time on all aspects covered by the questionnaire, the analysis has proven to be

quite complex, with the result that the present report covers only those portions related

to recruitment, use and training of graduate engineers in the railroad industry.

Recruitment

To give some measure of the volume of data collected, there were 2000 to 2100

questionaires returned, but since many omitted essential data, the total satisfactory for

use numbered 1864.

These were made up of the following different specializations:
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Essentially the census of graduate engineers maintains roughly the same relation-

ship for each year of graduation, with the exception that few of the Industrial Engi-

neers graduated prior to 1945 and one-third of the engineers in the "Other" category

graduated in the period 1946-50. Since 1945 the employment of Industrial Engineers

has maintained a uniform level whereas since 1950 all other specializations have decreased.

If this trend continues the proportion of Industrial Engineers will gradually increase,

but at this stage their impact is not large.

It has been commonly held that the railway industry has found difficulty in

recruiting engineering graduates due to substandard starting salaries. The questionnaire

does not disclose whether or not this is true, but it does disclose that those engineers

who have remained in railway employ do not consider this to be the case.

The results of the survey are:

Number Percent

Starting salary standard
Starting salary liclow standard
Starting salary above standard
Not reported

1206
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Family influence was much greater in the period

bi'twcen 1926 and 1955, as shown by the adjoining

chart, and reached its peak during the depression

period 1931-35. This chart is based on the propor-

tion of graduates influenced by family connections,

but the greatest absolute number so influenced oc-

curred in the period 1946-50, immediately following

the second World War. In the present booming econ-

omy, family connection appears to have lost most

of its value as a recruitment influence.

Recruiting engineers from other industry gen-

erally has not been regarded as productive. Of the

1864 engineers reporting, however, 125 (or 6.7 per-

cent) considered themselves to have been recruited

from other industry, with their principal experience

to date being in non-railway work. As their grad-

uating year, for the most part, is since 1946, it is

reasonable to assume that these engineers were re-

cently recruited to supplement those hired follow-

ing graduation, and as such they appear to be a

major current source of engineering talent which

should not be overlooked. This is outside the inter-

est of Committee 24, however, and is mentioned

only to provide perspective.

The sources of these engineers are:

FAMILY INFLUENCE
IN RECRUITMENT
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A major portion (67 or 79 percent) of these engineers graduated since 1950. This

is probably the result of the greater emphasis being placed in recent years upon co-

operative education, but it may also reflect increased interest within the railroad industry.

Certainly this is a fruitful source of engineering graduates which should be exploited

to the fullest extent possible.

Use of Engineers

While Committee 24 is interested in the use being made of graduate engineers

throughout their whole career, its prime interest is in their first experience with a rail-

road, as this frequently determines whether or not the graduate remains in the industry.

The questionnaire permitted multiple answers, so the following listing is on a per-

centage basis:
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emphasis on these subjects due to the greater appreciation of their value in a competitive

climate.

This interest in economics and administration carried over into the area of post-

graduate training, as shown by the following charts:

N C>

500
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Training Interests

Total
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Exhibit 3
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systems, New York Central System, and R. H. Slackson, manager, applied research,

also of the New York Central, spoke on some of the problems and challenges of rail-

road operations.

Dr. W. W. Hay, professor of railway civil engineering at the University of Illinois,

reports the following activities at Illinois:

1. J. VV. DiFFENDERFER, manager, special services, Pennsylvania Railroad, gave two

talks to the civil engineers: "New Developments in Railway Engineering" and

the "Japanese Railway's New High-Speed Tokaido Line." The latter presen-

tation included a showing of a film of the Tokaido Line.

2. Dr. L. K. Sillcox, honorary vice chairman and former vice president of the

New York Airbrake Company, addressed the civil engineers on the subject:

"Railways' Vital Role."

3. R. D. Timpany, assistant vice president, operating administration, of the New
York Central System, addressed the civil engineers on the subject: "The Chal-

lenge in Modern Railroad Engineering."

4. T. C. Shedd, editor of Modern Railroads in Chicago, addressed a conference

(held jointly with the University of Colorado on the Ilhnois campus) on the

Transportation Option in the Civil Engineering Curriculum. His address to

the civil engineers was on the subject: "Railroads and Rail Rapid Transit;

Renaissance of the Railroads."

5. R. H. Beeder, chief engineer system, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway,

spoke on "Construction Projects on the Santa Fe."

Dr. Hay spoke to the civil engineers of the University of Colorado on the subject:

"Problems in Railroad Engineering"

H. E. KiRBY, retired cost engineer system, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, addressed

students of high rating at 21 high schools. These students were gathered to receive cer-

tificates and awards. In his presentation, he mentioned that the railway industry offered

an attractive field as a career.

M. O. WoxLAND, bridge engineer, Northern Pacific Railway, spoke at a meeting of

the .\SCE Student Chapter at Montana State College on a lift-bridge project over the

Columbia River at Pasco, Wash. He supplemented his talk with a sound motion picture.

N. D. Bryant, assistant bridge engineer-construction, St. Louis-San Francisco Rail-

way, addressed the ASCE Student Chapter at the University of Kansas on "Engineering

on the Railroad." He also showed 40 slides from the AREA slide sets. Mr. Bryant also

used some of the slides at the Frisco Exhibit of the Engineering Exposition at Oklahoma

State University.

H. B. Christl\nson, director of industrial engineering, Missouri Pacific Railroad

(now manager of financial planning services, Chesapeake & Ohio Raiiwaj'—Baltimore &

Ohio Railroad) addressed the AIIE Student Chapter at Texas Agricultural and Mechan-

ical University on "Rail Transport is a Growth Industry; More and More It Uses the

Skills of the Industrial Engineer." Mr. Christianson also addressed the Industrial Engi-

neering Division of St. Louis University on "Railroads and Industrial Engineering."

C. I. Hartsell, division engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, spoke to the ASCE
Student Chapter at the University of Detroit on "Civil Engineers on the Railroads."

B. A. Struthers, assistant division engineer. Southern Pacific Company, addressed

the ASCE Student Chapter at the University of Arizona on "A Quiet Revolution, or

What's New on the Railroad." He also showed the AAR color, sound motion picture

"Science Rides the High Iron."
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W. R. Hasbbrouck, architectural engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, addressed the

ASCE Student Chapter at Valparaiso University on the development of IC air rights,

with emphasis on the Outer Drive East Building at Chicago.

R. A. Kelso, assistant chief engineer, Southern Railway System, spoke to a civil

engineering class at the Georgia Institute of Technology on "Planning of Railway

Facilities."

J. E. Spangler, principal assistant engineer, Seaboard Air Line Railroad, also

addressed a civil engineering class at Georgia Tech on "Planning and Design of Railway

Yards."

J. B. Clark, chief engineer, Louisville & Nashville Railroad, spoke to freshmen and

sophomore civil engineering students and showed the AAR motion picture "Science

Rides the High Iron."

Clarence Baker, chief engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad, addressed the ASCE
Student Chapter at Texas A&M University on the engineering and construction of the

MP's double-hump electronic yard at Kansas City, Mo.

Earl W. Hodgkins, executive secretary, AREA, addressed the annual dinner meet-

ing of the ASCE Student Chapter at Michigan Technological University on "The Rail-

road Industry—A Challenge and Opportunity for Engineering Graduates." He supple-

mented his talk with the AAR motion picture "Science Rides the High Iron."

A supply of the AREA Engineer Recruiting Brochure was furnished to almost all

of these speakers for distribution to those attending the meetings or classes they

addressed.

Dr. Hay reports that the Illinois Central assisted in the Annual Spring Engineering

Open House by furnishing an on-track exhibit that included a diesel-electric locomotive,

a coach, caboose, rail inspection car, ballast regulator, airbrake instruction car, diesel

instruction car, and an electronic diner. The Illinois Central also furnished a half-scale

highway flashing light for the indoor exhibit.

The senior class of Purdue University's School of Civil Engineering made an inspec-

tion of a railroad yard in the Chicago area.

The Pictorial Exhibit has been on display at the following places throughout

the year:

Ecole Polytechnic, Montreal, Que., January 25-February 8

University of California, Los Angeles, Calif., February 21-27

Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., March 8-23

Newark College of Engineering, Newark, N. J., March 2 7-April 5

Pennsylvania State University, University, Pa., April 8-23

University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, May 3-14

University of Missouri, Rolla, Mo., November 5-6

University of Louisville, Louisville, Ky., November 17-23

Duke University, Durham, N. C, November 20-Dccember 10

As of November 10, 1965, there were 41 Student Affiliates at 2i different colleges

and universities. To date there has been a total of 162 student affiliates on 45 different

campuses.
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Report on Assignment 3

The Cooperative System of Education, Including Summer
Employment in Railway Service

W. A. Oliver (chairman, subcommittee), T. M. Adams, J. L. Alvord, W. S. Autrey,

J. B. Babcock, George Baylor, R. H. Beeder, J. F. Davison, R. J. Fisher, L. C.
Gilbert, VV. T. Hammond, C. J. Henrv, Claude Johnson, B. B. Lewis, R. B. Rice,

J. A. Rust.

During 1965, Committee 24 carried on its established program of canvassing the

railroads concerning their summer employment needs for engineering students. Since

1959 the committee has sent a brief but formal questionnaire to the chief engineering

and maintenance officers of the railroads of the United States and Canada in late

February, requesting information about their requirements for the coming summer, as

well as information about their program of the preceding one. There has been con-

sistently a 50 to 60 percent return of the questionnaire, and while a larger return is

desirable, it has been large enough and encouraging enough to result in a continuation

of the assignment from year to year.

Not all of the railroads which return the questionnaire offer employment through

this Committee 24 project. Many have their own program for the recruitment of sum-
mer employees and many student engineers are employed in this way. As a matter of

fact, what evidence is available indicates that far more are employed by these direct

procedures than through the Committee 24 program. Nevertheless, a continuation of the

project is desirable for a number of reasons, among them the two following: First, it

keeps before the railroads the necessity of such employment for their own welfare and,

second, it lets the engineering colleges know that there are still opportunities for engi-

neering careers with the railroads.

The following tabulation presents the results obtained from the 1965 question-

naire. Information concerning summer employment of student engineers in 1964 is also

included. The number reported employed during the summer of 1964 and the number
permanently employed are considered to be only an indication of the total that could

have been reported.

()ff(M-ing employment through Committee 24
Offei'iiig employment but not thi'ough Committee 24_

Xo eiiiployment available in 1 965

Total return of questionnaire

OH'eriiig employment in both 1964 and 196o_
Offering emploj'ment in 1964 but nut in 1965-
No employment in 1964 or 1965

Total return.

Numlier reported employed in summer 1964.
Number reported jjermanetitly employed

Number of
Railroads

1.3

14

31

58

19

14

25

58

275
29

Committee 24 again thanks the railroads for their continuing encouragement and

cooperation.
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Report on Assignment 5

Ways in Which Railroads Can Cooperate with Universi-

ties in Developing Research, Including the Revision

of "Suggested Topics for Study and Research on

Railroad Subjects"

H. E. Hurst (chairman, subcommittee), R. H. Beeder, \V. R. Bjorklund, A. J. Bone,
T. P. Cunningham, R. P. Davis, J. F. Davison, R. J. Fisher, W. T. Hammond,
L. J. Hoffman, VV. H. Huffman, Claude Johnston, Frank Kerekes, VV. S. Kerr,

H. E. Kirby, H. R. Moore, R. B. Rice.

Your committee submits the following report of progress as information.

The Engineering Research Division budget for 1965 includes a Student Research

Grant in the amount of $1000. This is the third consecutive year for which such a

grant has been authorized.

In the past, disbursements from the fund were limited to a maximum of $100

per grant. This again is the case, except that provision has been made to increase the

grant somewhat beyond this figure for particularly worthwhile projects. Each request

for such a grant will be considered on its own merit and approval will depend on the

potential practical use of the proposed project to the railroad industry, and on the

number of requests received during the 1965-1966 academic year.

A letter dated September 1, 1965, was sent by the Association's executive secretary

to college and university professors informing them of the AREA-AAR Student Grants.

With that letter there were enclosed: a student affiliate folder, a list of "Suggested

Topics for Study and Research on Railroad Subjects," copies of apphcation forms for

student grants, and a statement of the student grant program.

While some activity and projects have resulted directly from establishment of the

fund, it is gratifying to note that others appear to have been promoted merely by the

availability and interest generated by the program, even though fund requirements and

requests did not develop.

A substantial increase in student interest and fund activity will undoubtedly result

from the passage of the High-Speed Ground Transportation Act of 1965 and the in-

creasing attention being given to high-speed mass transportation by various public

bodies and the railroad industry in general, together with the associated study and

research in this area. Further attention may then be given to publishing a listing of

student reports.

Any activities by railroads, either jointly or on an independent basis, in the area

of sponsoring research projects, either directly or through faculty members, will promote

the objectives of this committee.

It should be noted that some railroads are already active in these areas, providing

facilities and materials as well as directly sponsoring research projects. Your committee

believes further support of these activities is desirable and will continue to develop.

Revision and expansion of the current "Suggested Topics for Study and Research

on Railroad Subjects" will receive further attention by your committee, together with

other facets of this assignment.

It is recommended that the assignment be continued.
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Those whose names are shown in boldface type, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and

.secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen, and those designated by asterisks constitute the ^Engineering
Division, AAR, Committee 27.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Study was continued, but no report is submitted this year,

(a) Revision of Handbook of Instructions for Care and Operation of Main-

tenance of Way Equipment

Progress report, including recommended additions page 242

2. Improvements to be made to existing work equipment.

Progress report, including recommended improvements page 2.'!

2

4. Switch heaters and other devices or machines for removing snow from

.switches, collaborating with Committee 18.

Final report, submitted as information page 254

5. Mechanical methods for brush control.

Final report, submitted as information page 266

241
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6. Track lining equipment.

The committee is assembling latest information. Report to be submitted

in the future.

7. Rail laying equipment.

The Committee is studying the use of this equi[)nient by miscellaneous

railroads. Report to be submitted in the future.

8. Specifications for equipment purchase.

Final report, with specifications submitted for adoption and publication

in the Manual page 267

The Committee on Maintenance of Way Work Equipment,

R. W. Bailey, Chairman.

,\REA Bulletin 596, December 1965.

Report on Assignment 1 (a)

Revision of Handbook of Instructions for Care and

Operation of Maintenance of Way Equipment

S. E. Tracy (chairman, subcommittee), R. E. Berggren, R. O. Cassini, A. C. Danks, Jr.,

E. H.' Fisher, R. A. Hostetter, N. W. Hutchison, R. K. Johnson, W. E. Kropp,
W. Lenco, V. W. Oswalt, Sr., J. W. Risk, J. P. Titus, C. R. Turner, G. L. Zipperian.

Investigation has developed that three more types of machines have sufficient dis-

tribution and use to warrant writing instructions covering their care and operation.

The first is a Tie Cutter, Type 2, the second, a Pile Hammer, Diesel (all makes), and

the third machine is a Tie Tamper—Multi-Tool-Electric-Automatic.

It is recommended that these instructions be included in the next edition of the

Handbook.

TIE CUTTER—TYPE 2

DESCRIPTION: This is a self-propelled, on-track, four-wheel,

track-mounted unit powered by an internal combustion engine. The

unit is hydraulically actuated and propelled. It is equipped with

four-wheel air brakes. The tie cutter is centered over the tie to be

removed, clamps are applied to the tie and, simultaneously, to the

rail. The latter application is made to the machine for cutting opera-

tions. Tie is cut in two places just inside each rail tie plate by two

reciprocating sabre-type saws positioned vertically. Upon completion

of the cut, the center section of tie is picked up and dropped be-

tween the rails after the machine moves a sufficient distance to

permit the tie end remover to push the tie butts onto the ballast

shoulder.

USE: Mechanical removal of ties.

APPROXIMATE WEIGHT: 14,000 lb
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DIMENSIONS (APPROXIMATE)

:

Height 88 in (above top of rail)

Length 165 in

Width 100 in

Wheel base 85 1^ in

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM: Capacity—60 gal

Pressure maximum—1500 psi

Pump—34 gpm at 1700 rpm

FUEL CAPACITY: 22 gal gas or diesel

LUBRICATING OIL: Engine crank case—9 qt gasoline-12^ qt

diesel. Saw heads—12 qt

COOLING SYSTEM: 6 gal

CARE AND OPERATION:

3.28.20 Before putting machine in operation:

a Service the engine in accordance with current instruc-

tions.

b Service the hydraulic system in accordance with cur-

rent instructions.

c Check saw blades to insure both are tightly secured.

d Check cutting depth of saw blade and adjust if neces-

sary.

e Make sure that rail clamps are in proper adjustment.

f Check timing sequence of saw blades (see 3.28.26).

g Install latch at base of propelling control handle.

While Working

3.28.21 While machine is in operation, observe the following:

a E.xercise care in lowering work head at insulated joints.

b Raise butt-pushers before moving over road crossings,

switches, etc.

c Install lock pins in butt-pusher to speed of work cycle.

d Do not operate one butt-pusher arm with the other

pinned up.

While Traveling

3.28.22 While traveling to and from work, observe the following:

a Apply cross-beam safety latch located at the top of

the mast.

b Raise butt-pushers and install safety lock pins.

c Disengage latch at the base of the propelling control

handle.

Saw Blades

3.28.23 Make frequent inspection of saw blades to insure that

both are securely fastened.

3.28.24 Replace and/or tighten the .saw blades in the following

sequence:
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a Remove old blade if necessary.

b Clean saw blade, holding pin and flat side of saw

blade shaft.

c Tighten blade holding pin retainer nut to 500 ft-ib.

It is important that this nut be tightened first.

d Place new blade on shaft and insert the top saw blade

mounting bolt but do not tighten.

e Tighten lower saw blade retaining nut to 500 ft-lb.

f Tighten upper saw blade mounting bolt.

3.28.25 If blade is not being replaced, follow sequence outlined

in rules (c), (e) and (f), above.

3.28.26 To make adjustment of timing sequence of saw blades,

proceed as follows:

a Remove drive chain from one of the saw drives,

b Position both saw blades at bottom of down stroke.

c Rotate drive sprockets of the free saw head two teeth

out of time.

3.28.27 Saw blades are in correct depth adjustment when the

blade just penetrates the bottom of the tie. Adjustment is made by

adding or removing shims.

Butt-Pusher Arms

3.28.28 Care must be exercised to prevent damage to these arms

when moving.

3.28.29 Do not use these arms to lift the machine or to rerail it.

3.28.30 Make sure that safety lock pins are in position while

working and while traveling.

3.28.31 Keep frame in proper adjustment for height of rail sec-

tion upon which work is being performed.

PILE HAMMER, DIESEL (ALL MAKES)

DESCRIPTION: This pile-driving hammer is designed for use in

standard pile-driver leads. The later models are equipped to ride in

the guide channels. The early models were supported by clamps on

the back of the hammer which rode on guide pipes mounted in the

rear of the leads. A special adaptation could be made using a cage

to carry the hammer which rode in the guide channels of the leads

and would operate the starting mechanism. Diesel pile hammers are

used in combination pile driver-crane rigs, as they are wholly self-

contained. This unit is classified by the amount of energy output per

blow. The three sizes being made are as follows: 9,100 ft-lb, 22,500

ft-lb or 39,700 ft-lb. The 22,500 ft-lb unit is the one most generally

used. The unit operates as a simple two-cycle engine with a free-

fall piston. The ram-piston strikes a free-traveling impact block

which transmits the free fall blow directly to the piling. A rubber

cushion ring in the base isolates the cylinder from the shock of the

impact blow and pile vibration to prevent damage. The ram-piston
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striking the impact block causes atomization of the fuel injected

onto the block and the mixture of high-temperature air and fuel

compressed by the descending piston results in an explosion. The

explosion raises the free fall piston and the resulting down pressure

and impact blow drives the pile into the ground.

CARE AND OPERATION:

Setting Up

4.21.1 When installing the hammer and driving head in leads,

a Be certain that bolts which hold the clamps are tight,

b Make sure that hammer sub-head is free to travel in

leads..

4.21.2 Remove protective cap, upper cylinder safety screw for

piston and shipping mechanism on impact block.

4.21.3 Raise hammer about 1 ft and place impact block on short

wooden block. Remove tripping device safety pin or bolt if unit

is so equipped. Engage latching device and raise piston so it pro-

trudes 1 in above cylinder.

4.21.4 Fill with diesel fuel.

4.21.5 Fill with an approved grade of high-detergent motor oil.

Check twice each day.

Capacity of hammers:

9,100 ft-lb unit, 2 qt

22,500 ft-lb unit, 3 qt

39,700 ft-lb unit, 7 qt

Replace oil plug with inserter-extractor furnished.

4.21.6 Lubricate impact block as often as recommended by the

manufacturer with an approved lubricant. (Two grease fittings on

small units and four on large units at base of cylinder.)

4.21.7 Remove exhaust plugs or covers.

4.21.8 Open fuel feeder valve.

4.21.9 Check operation of pump when piston is slightly above

the upper cylinder as follows:

a Set horizontal lever on fuel pump with right side down

(facing hammer).

b Pull operating lever, check through exhaust port to see

if working.

4.21.10 Open inspection hole on side, clean top of impact block

and replace plug.

Operation

4.21.11 Place hammer on pile.

4.21.12 Release starting block.

4.21.13 Raise piston until it is tripped. Operator of hammer holds

rope on operating lever. An extra pull on rope as piston starts to

drop will give an extra charge of fuel often helpful in initial start-
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iiiK of hiimmci- v\ luii cold. On hamnicis with cab conlri)!, the crane

operator positions lever in start position.

4.21.14 To stop unit, pull operating lever rope, disengaging fuel

pump cam. On hammers with cab control, crane operator places

lever in shut-down position.

4.21.15 Operator of crane must be careful not to lower starling

block after engine starts or starting block will be damaged.

Trouble Shooting

4.21.16 If pile hammer loses power, replace rings—usually a

yearly job.

4.21.17 If hammer won't start:

a Check fuel.

b Fuel line pinched.

c Fuel valve rubber needs replacement.

d On hammers with cab control, check hydraulic hose

from cab control to transmitter on hammer. Bleed air and fill

with SAE No. 10 hydraulic oil.

Starting in Cold Weather

4.21.18 Use regular engine starting fluid.

4.21.19 Drive stub pile in convenient location with good resistance

to warm up hammer in the morning.

Repairs

4.21.20 Damaged starting blocks should be repaired with matched

parts to insure proper operation.

TIE TAMPER—MULTI-TOOL-ELECTRIC-
AUTOMATIC

DESCRIPTION: A self-propelled, four-wheel, track-mounted unit

equipped with a heavy-duty diesel engine, 75 kva alternator and

hydraulic system to operate jacking and tamping devices simul-

taneously. The four-wheel drive and brake are controlled electrically

and operated hydraulically, either automatically or by push-button

manual control. Each of two individually controlled work heads,

which operate hydraulically, contains four vibrator motors, each

having two paddle-type tamping tools which have a squeeze-type

action in the ballast. The jacking is automatic through electric-

hydraulic jacks operated by an electric eye from a projector buggy

which is forward to receivers on the rear of the machine with

shadow board adjacent to jacks. The automatic operation cycle

can either include the indexing or not.

USE: Raising and tamping to provide a uniform bearing under

the ties.

WEIGHT: (APPROXIMATE): 34,000 1b

APPROXIMATE LENGTH WITHOUT LINER: 24 ft 10 in

J
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WIDTH:

HEIGHT:

FUEL CAPACITY:

9 ft 2 in

9 ft 8 in

100 gal (diesel)

SPEEDS (RECOMMENDED BY MANUFACTURER):
Engine (diesel)

:

1600 rpm (plus or minus SO rpm)

Alternator (flanged connected) :

Alternator voltage: 3 phase, 127-v, SO-cycle

(3 silicon diodes)

Alternator capacity: Maximum 75 kva (peak load)

Travel: Maximum 20 mph

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM:
Capacity—reservoir

:

Operating pressure:

Oil—viscosity

:

Pumps:

Squeeze pressure:

100 gal

1800 psi, maximum pressure 2200 psi

250 to 300 S.S.U. @ 100 deg F (multi-

Viscosity)

1 single, 1 double (both vane type)

800 to 1200 psi

ELECTRIC MOTORS (3-phase, 110-v, 50-cycle)

:

Oil reservoir: 1^ gal (multi-viscosity)

Speed: 2000 rpm

COILS: 40-cycle, 120-v:

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS CIRCUITS:
1. 3-Phase, 110-v, SO-cycle:

(a) Vibrator motors

(b) Front buggy motor

(c) One outlet plug for auxiliary cquipmenc

2. Single-Phase, 110-v

(a) Vacuum pump motor

(b) Oil cooler motor

(c) Control circuit for sequencing operations

(d) Three outlet plugs for operating hand tools

3. 12-v Direct-Current

(a) Engine starter

(b) Lighting

(c) Cross level and grade rail instruments

List of fuses and locations:



1
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3.31.124 Do not start or stop engine while switches controlling

electric fixtures are in "ON" position.

Alternator

3.31.125 Keep diodes tight and check them at least once each

year.

3.31.126 Do not substitute diodes of another type.

3.31.127 To check condition of diodes, remove wires and use

ohmeter. Current will flow in one direction only.

Voltage Regulator VR-1

3.31.128 Check voltage at outlets—should have 127 v plus or

5 v.

3.31.129 Adjustable band on resistor will raise or lower voltage

as desired.

3.31.130 Anti-droop and anti-hunt adjusting knobs are located

inside voltage regulator.

Hydraulic System

3.31.131 Do not travel or actuate tamping cycle switches until

hydraulic oil has been warmed.

3.31.132 To warm hydraulic oil, one of the following methods

may be used:

a Actuate K2 hydrauHc circuit control valve by hand,

and set engine at 1000 rpm.

b Place work head switch in "Both" position; place oper-

tion switch in "Hand" position, and press "Up Feed" button

while engine is operating at full speed of 1600 rpm.

Flow Valves—Hydraulic

3.31.133 These are located on deck just back of the operator.

3.31.134 These valves control the speed of movements.

Squeeze-In Squeeze-Out

3.31.135 Hydraulic pressure ma>' Ijc set in the range of 800 to

1200 psi.

3.31.136 Adjustment is made by relief valve located on right side

of control panel.

3.31.137 Keep squeeze pressure low on light lifts to prevent a

return to a center-bound track condition.

3.31.138 To calibrate squeeze gage, set engine at fast idle, place

ohmeter on terminals, actuate squeeze-in, then get reading on meter

watch for reading on gage located at right .side of control panel,

move sliding dial to reading of 800 lb.

3.31.139 Lights on the panel must go out before squeeze-in is

completed.
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Jacking Cylinders

3.31.140 Before actuating valve to move jackinj,' cylinders to

working position, be sure that safety chain is cngascd or damage

may result.

3.31.141 All persons must remain in the clear of jacking cylinders

while machine is in operation and while being adjusted.

Delta Buggy

3.31.142 Lower it carefully into position when getting ready for

tamping operations.

3.31.143 Raise it and secure it in the raised position for travel.

3.31.144 Adjust height on selected grade rail side so pointer on

receiver bracket accurately matches the pointer mounted on frame.

3.31.145 Lock the cross-level control safety locking lever for the

operation above and while traveling, but unlock it while surfacing

track.

Work Heads

3.31.146 If machine work heads start to raise but won't come up,

check 7CR relay for burned contacts.

3.31.147 Keep tamping tools tight to prevent damage to taper

fit in vibrator shaft assembly.

3.31.148 Keep bumper screws in proper adjustment and replace

nylon inserts as necessary.

3.31.149 Fill oilers as necessary to provide proper lubrication of

work head cylinder.

Tamping Motors

3.31.150 Do not operate unless fan is operating. To do so will

result in burning out motors quickly.

3.31.151 Revolve clockwise as viewed from top. Exchange any

two wires to reverse if rotating in counter-clockwise position.

3.31.152 Oil level should be high enough to appear in window

on motor, when vibrator is in vertical position.

3.31.153 Bleed air out of motor case when refilling.

3.31.154 Multi-viscosity oil is recommended.

Tamping Tools

3.31.155 Be sure that tamping tools are installed in the proper

locations before attempting to lower tools into the ballast.

3.31.156 Right-hand and left-hand offset tools shall be placed

next to the rail.

3.31.157 Tools should be maintained to original size and shape to

insure proper compaction of ballast.

3.31.158 The straight tamping tools on inside vibrators may be

removed if necessary or desirable to continue operations.
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3.31.159 When necessary to operate the machine with one or

more inside tamping tools removed, care must be exercised to

prevent damage to socket fit and tamping tool taper.

3.31.160 Tamping tools are in proper adjustment for slag or rock

ballast when standard tools for each rail are spaced as follows:

a 3iy2 in from outer edge of outside tool to outer edge

of inside tool on adjoining unit.

b 8J^ in between edges of inside tools (minimum).

c 27^ in between the inside edges of the inside straight

tools.

d 19J^ in maximum between faces of tamping tools

when in outermost position.

e 6^ in between faces of tamping tools when in inner-

most position.

f 21J4 in maximum between top of rail and bottom of

tamping tool when in raised position.

3.31.161 Adjust lower limit switches to permit insertion of tamp-

ing tool into ballast until top edge of tool is even with the bottom

edge of the tie being tamped.

Shadow Board

3.31.162 Place jack lever in down position to prevent build up

of oil when machine is in operation.

3.31.163 Raise to block light between sender and receiver to insure

the panel lights can be put out before starting to raise track.

3.31.164 Pivot pin which holds shadow board must be located

over grade rail when machine is in operation.

3.31.165 Place both pivot pins to hold shadow board into posi-

tion when shipping.

3.31.166 Keep top surface of rail ahead of supporting roller clear

of all obstructions.

Front Buggy

3.31.167 Must be kept ahead of tamper a sufficient distance to

insure that front buggy is not raised with the track.

3.31.168 Move front buggy slowly into position and place switch

in "on" position.

3.31.169 Observe position frequently during tamping ojierations

and keep it in proper position.

3.31.170 Top surface of rail ahead of unit must be clear of all

obstructions for proper operation.

3.31.171 Make sure that counterweights and anti-tip shoes are

in proper position to insure against derailment of buggy.

3.31.172 Keep in proper aim so light beam will reach the re-

ceivers.

3.31.173 Disks on senders must rotate to provide proper frequency

of 400 cpm.
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Receivers

3.31.174 Photocell must not be exposed to sunlight. To do so will

damage it beyond repair.

Safety Switches

3.31.175 These switches are located on the jacking mechanism and

are designed to prevent machine from being raised off the track

if the clamps slip off the rail.

3.31.176 If lights on panel indicate machine should jack but

dose not do so, check these safety switches.

Clearing Track in Emergency

3.31.177 When electrical systems fail, all solenoid-operated hydrau-

lic control valves may be operated by hand if engine is running and

there are no failures in hydraulic system.

3.31.178 If engine will not operate, release hydraulic pressure by

removing hose leading to ram, then raise tamping heads and other

parts by suitable type of jack.

Automatic Operation

3.31.179 Tie indexer finger should be adjusted J/2 to 1 in below

top of a straight tie.

3.31.180 Tie indexer limit switch should be adjusted by setting

roller re to ^ in from actuating place.

Brakes

3.31.181 Always engage hand brake when machine is not in

operation.

Report on Assignment 2

Improvements to be Made to Existing Work Equipment

E. Eskengren (chairman, subcommittee), C. A. Beemer, Jr., J. W. Cummings, James
Desko, V. L. Emal, G. W. Guinn, Jr., C. F. Hunt, W. F. Kohl, G. J. Lvon, H. E.

McQueen, R. W. Patton, F. H. Smith, W. A. Thompson, Jr., J. W. Winger,
F. E. Yockey.

Your committee submits the following report of progress in the gathering of

information pertaining to improvements to be made to existing work equipment.

Track Wrench—Type 1

Suggested Improvements:

1. Eliminate unnecessary control linkage.

2. Provide a more positive type of torque control.

Gager, Track—Propulsion

The track gager is an on-track machine used to drill two holes in a tie plate to

provide positive gage to the track by positioning the tie plate prior to laying of the

rail. It is pushed by a gas-engine-operated propulsion unit.

J
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Suggested Improvement:

1. Provide a better and more positive type of driving mechanism.

Automatic Jacking Attachment—Electric—for Multi-Tool Tampers

This is a rail-mounted machine, non-self-propelled ,and is attached to the front

end of a standard production tamping machine. It is an electric-hydraulic operation

which automatically clamps the rails, raising and lining the track in one operation.

A projection buggy is located SO to 150 ft ahead and a receiver buggy is immediately

behind the tamping machine.

Suggested Improvements:

1. Apply a pipe or tube to the projector buggy at approximately a 45-deg angle

toward the tamper, with another pipe or tube to slide inside it to a position

in which the end of the inner pipe is approximately 2 in above the rail. A set

screw or pin may be used to hold the inner pipe in the up or down position to

prevent overturning.

2. Apply a bracket and approximately 200 lb of removable weights to the engine

end of the unit to prevent derailment, since this end is very light on the rail.

Tie Plug Inserter

This is a monorail type machine, self propelled, used to insert wooden tie plugs in

open spike holes in ties during a rail-laying operation.

Suggested Improvement:

1. Increase the height of the drive-shaft bearing approximately 2^^ in at the

crawler end by welding a piece in the bracket and increasing the length of the

sprocket chain to suit. This will give increased clearance to the machine and

provide better traction when laying welded rail threaded between the running

rails.

Swing Loader

This is a four-wheel-drive, four-wheel-steer, front-end loader with rubber-tired

wheels powered by either a gasoline or diesel engine. The loader is positioned .so as to

have a 180 deg swing relative to the rest of the vehicle.

Suggested Improvement:

1. Revise the control panel, placing the operator in more nearly the optimum

position to see and control the operation of the bucket.

Industrial Diesel Engine Unit

This is a two-cycle diesel unit available in various numbers of cylinders for oper-

ating miscellaneous roadway machines.

Suggested Improvement:

1. Change the position of the oil filler tuijc to allow more convenient filling of

the crankcase. The present location requires a special pouring device to fill

the crankcase with oil.

Bui. 696
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Report on Assignment 4

Switch Heaters and Other Devices or Machines
for Removing Snow from Switches

Collaborating with Committee 18

J. W. Risk (chairman, subcommittee), R. M. Baldock, C. A. Beemer, Jr., D. E. Cowell,
M, M. Stansbury, J. W. Cummings, V. L. Emai, E. H. Fisher, G. W. Guinn, H. A.
Thyng, C. F. Hunt, R. M. Johnson, W. Lenco, C. F. Montague, T. R. Rigsby,

J. P. Titus.

This report is presented as information.

A previous report on snow-melting devices and methods may be found in the

Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953, pages 686 to 697. The purpose of the following report is to

present the additional information now available on devices designed to remove snow
from switches, how each device operates, the relative merits of each type, and the loca-

tions and climatic conditions where each type appears to have the optimum advantage.

In addition, the report includes information derived from tests of certain devices about

which there is insufficient information on their performance in service.

Some of the devices or methods described in the 1953 report are now obsolete or

approaching obsolescence. Such devices as steam coils, snow-melting cans, kerosene pots

and some types of fixed oil-burning heaters were given adequate description in the

1953 report and will not be dealt with in this report.

In general, all devices or systems used to keep switch points free of snow sufficiently

to permit operation of the switch depend upon the application of one of three basic

principles, or sometimes a combination of these principles, as follows:

1. Physical removal of the snow by some mechanical or manual means.

2. The application of heat directly to the rails in the point area to raise the

temperature of the steel parts and thus melt the snow.

3. The applicaion of heat indirectly (by radiation, convection or the forced

movement of warm air) in a sufficient amount to raise the temperature of the

steel and/or the surrounding air.

The following devices have been studied by your committee:

1. Long, fixed, gas-fired heaters attached to the rails in the switch-point area

2. Radiant heaters, oil-fired, placed beneath the rails and switch points.

3. Fixed, oil-fired, hot-air blower.

4. Fixed, infra-red, radiation heaters, gas-fired.

5. Electric heaters attached to the rails.

6. Fixed compressed air systems.

7. Modern snow removal machines.

Long, Fixed, Gas-Fired Heaters

The heater applies a gas flame directly to the outside of each rail. From informa-

tion gathered, this heater has become the most prevalent in general use in the United

States and Canada. Figs. 1 to 4 illustrate the general layout of this type of switch

heater designed to burn propane gas. Other types are designed to burn natural or manu-

factured gas ; however, this fuel is not as prevalent due to the added expense of piping

gas to the burners.
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LONG, FIXED PROPANE SWITCH HEATERS

Fig. 1—General layout at a
power switch

Fig. 2—General layout at a
spring switch.

Fig. 3—Showing snow detector lo- Fig. 4—Heaters in operation show-
cated in front of the normally open ing heating effect through heel
point of power switch. block.

A Canadian railway has in operation over 600 propane-fired gas heaters in its hump

yards at Moncton, N. B., Montreal, Que., Toronto, Ont., and Winnipeg, Man., as well

as at a number of outlying points at power switches in CTC territory. In addition, it

has 116 natural-gas-fired heaters at Central Station in Montreal, Que.

A typical propane installation at Moncton, N. B., consists of two burners pet

switch on 42 switches, together with three S,0OO-gal fuel tanks and two oil-fired vapor-

izers which cost approximately $44,000 in total or slightly more than .$1,000 per switch.

Some figures on the cost of operation are available at the location mentioned: the

average hourly fuel consumption was 1.7.^ imperial gallons per switch at a cost of 40

cents per switch per hour. During 196.S-1964 the heaters operated 98.< hr lor a fuel

cost of approximately .$400 per switch for the winter season.
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Snow is usually removed without difficulty from rails and switch plates from the

heel of the switch to the point. Heaters should be installed about 30 in ahead of the

point, otherwise there is insufficient heat at the point, resulting in frozen slush. They

do not remove snow from the cribs or from around the switch rods. Gas-fired heaters

are particularly effective against wet, heavy snow when temperatures are at or above

15 deg F. During severe storms when the temperature drops below zero and winds exceed

20 mph these heaters are not successful. In spite of the installation of heat shields

adjacent to the rails and over the burners, severe cold weather and high winds have

proven to be too much for this type of heater. Under such conditions the wind chill

results in excessive heat loss, resulting in ice formation on switch plates and fastenings.

Because propane gas installations suffer from loss of vapor pressure during cold

weather it is often necessary to include in the installation vaporizer units and gas regula-

tors. A minimum gas pressure at the burners of 10 psi is required for satisfactory oper-

ation. This requires a minimum tank pressure of 11 to 12 psi. It has been found that

the following may be used as a guide in order to attain the desired operating pressure

at the burners:

1. Without vaporizer—Operating pressure is satisfactory down to minus 15 deg F,

2. With vaporizer—Operating pressure is satisfactory down to minus 25 deg F.

3. With vaporizer and iS-lb gas regulator—Operation should be satisfactory to

the lowest temperature which may be experienced.

In yards or where there are large numbers of switches in close proximity to one

another, single, large, propane tanks can be used, and in these locations vaporizers are

usually oil-fired, supplying steam heat in order to maintain vapor pressure in the pro-

pane tank. At outlying points where one or possibly two heaters are operating from

a single small tank a new type of vaporizer is available which utilizes the propane fuel

in order to supply the necessary heat. (Figs. 5 to 10).

Advantages of Propane-Gas Switch Heaters

1. They are effective against heavy snowfall under most conditions.

2. They can remove snow from the entire length of the switch-point area.

3. They do not produce soft track by melting the frozen ballast under the switch

ties.

4. They do not create excessive free water from melted snow, as evaporation

of moisture is relatively fast.

5. Electrical power demand is low.

Disadvantages of Propane-Gas Switch Heaters

1. Installation and operating costs are considered to be relatively high.

2. The installation is complex and subject to maintenance difficulties.

3. Maintenance and inspection of the switch is made difficult for trackmen due

to the presence of burners, heat shields, and piping attached to the rails.

4. They are not effective during cold weather when accompanied by high winds

(temperatures below zero with winds of 20 mph or higher).

5. Some element of danger is present due to the possible suffocation of the

burners during heavy snowfall. Unburned propane gas can collect under the

snow adjacent to the points and rail and presents a dangerous condition. For
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TANK INSTALLATIONS FOR PROPANE SWITCH HEATERS

f-

Figs. 5 and 6—General layout, propane tank installation.

Fig. 7- -End view of tank. Fig. 8—Vaporizer and line con-
nections.

Fig. 9—Propane line details. Fig. 10—Vaporizer and 15-lb

regulator.
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RADIANT-TYl

Fig. 11 Fig. 12

Fig. 13. Fig. 14.

Close-ups showing heater pads installed at a spring switch.

this reason it is often recommended that open-flame heaters of this type be

turned off during heavy blizzard conditions.

6. Excessive application of open flames to rail and points can cause warping

of the steel.

It is the committee's conclusion that more tests and refinements of this type of

heater are needed to overcome some of its disadvantages and reduce its cost of opera-

tion and maintenance.
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ITCH HEATERS

Figs. 15 and 16—Complete radiant heater layout, with heat-retaining
shields, at power switch.

Radiant Heaters, Oil-Fired

The heater consists of a series of steel radiators placed under the switch points and

rails in the cribs connected by piping to a central boiler (oil-fired). Heated oil is cir-

culated from the boiler to the radiators and heat is thus applied to the steel parts of

the switch by radiation. Figs. 11 to 16 illustrate the general layout of this type of

switch heater.

This type of heater is under test at St. Paul Junction, East Edmonton and Palo,

Sask. The fuel used to heat the boiler is No. 1 furnace oil, and to avoid congealing

of fuel oil during cold weather a mixture of 50 percent No. 1 furnace oil and kerosene is

being tried, particularly where fuel tanks are located above ground. Where tanks can

be buried it may be possible to eliminate the need for a special fuel mix and its attendant

high cost.

Installation costs are high (the installation costs were the highest of all switch

heaters studied). The cribs must be dug out to the bottoms of the ties to receive the

heating pads or radiators, and the piping from the boiler to the radiators must be

buried 1 ft below the top of the ballast at the ends of the ties. Great care is necessary

in installation to ensure that sand or dirt does not enter the circulatory piping. The

circulating oil operates at high temperatures (300 deg F) and for this reason all piping

connections must be tight. This in turn requires high expansion and contracting abiHty

of the piping system. Because heat is applied through radiation, extensive shielding of

the entire switch point area is necesary, including between the points. (Figs. 15-16).

Advantage of Oil-Fired Radiant-Type Heaters

1. The fuel used and method of transferring heat provide a relatively high safety

in the operation.

2. Electrical power consumption is low

3. Operating costs are considered to be competitive, although cost figure con-

firming this are not yet availably
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Disadvaiilafirs oj Oil-Firrd Radiaut-Typr Ilcalrrs

1. Installation cost is presently extremely hifjh,

2. Maintenance costs are high and reliability is considered doubtful due to the

difficulties brought about through congealed fuel oil and the necessity to drain

the circulating oil at intervals to prevent air locks.

3. Maintenance and inspection of the switch by track forces is made difficult due

to the presence of extensive shielding and the radiators which are located on

top of the ballast section in the cribs^

4. As the radiators are placed on top of the ballast, the frozen ballast section is

subjected to melting which in turn can cause soft track, hanging switch ties

and an unsafe track condition.

5. Evaporation of melted snow is relatively slow, requiring a longer operating

period to prevent undue formation of water and resultant ice.

It is recommendation of the committee that the tests now underway be continued

to determine more precisely the relative merits of the heater and the costs of operation

and maintenance. Because of the serious disadvantage outHned under No. 4 above, this

type of heater as presently designed should not be used on high-speed main tracks.

Fixed, Oil-Fired, Hot-Air Blowers

This type of heater comprises a fire box and oil burner similar to a domestic oil-

fired furnace with a blower directing hot air and flue gasses through a system of ducts

along the points and rails. A third and smaller jet can be included and directed toward

the switch machine and connecting rods.

Figs. 17 to 20 illustrate the general layout of the heater. Test installations have

been made at North Edmonton and Palo. All are controlled by the train dispatcher.

The power required to operate the burner and blower is 1 kw or approximately

1 hp for the blower and % hp for the oil burner.

Experience with this type to date has been encouraging. During high winds and

extremely low temperatures there is some doubt that sufficient warm air will reach

the heel of the switch because of the distance and the position of the switch point stop.

It is believed that additional ducts can be installed or a redesign of the stop made to

overcome this disadvantage.

Advantages of Oil-Fired, Hot-Air Blowers

1. They possess simplicity of design and can be installed for relatively low cost.

2. They remove snow from rods and cribs as well as adjacent to points and rails.

3. This type of installation does not interfere with inspection and maintenance

of the switch by track forces. Ballast is not disturbed to any extent.

4. This type of heater has a high rate of evaporation as well as melting ability,

preventing undue formation of free water, resultant soft track or subsequent

icing conditions.

5. No shielding of the switch is required in order to retain sufficient melting

ability.

6. As the heat is not excessive, there is little or no danger of warped rail or

switch points.

7. This system has a relatively high degree of safety due to the fuel used and

the method of transferring heat.

8. Reliability is considered to be high and maintenance relatively easy and eco-

nomical.
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OIL-FIRED HOT-AIR BLOWER SWITCH HEATERS

261

Fig. 17—General layout. Fig. 18—Cover removed to show
details. Note fuel tank in background
and jet directed toward switch
machine.

Fig. 19—Hot-air duct aimed
down rail.

Fig. 20—Opposite view of
hot-air duct.

Disadvantages of Oil-Fired Hot-Air Blowers

1. Tests to date indicate that this type may not melt snow near the heel of the
switch without the expense of additional duct work.

2. During cold weather difficulty has been experienced in starting the fucl-pumii
motor.

3. Performance during high winds and low temperatures is still doubtful and
subject to confirmation by further testing.
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In summation, it is the opinion of the committee that this type of switch heater

has the greatest potential for effective, efficient and economical removal of snow in

switches. It is recommended that the tests now underway be continued and examined

at a future date.

Fixed, Infra-Red Radiation Heaters, Gas-Fired

Very little information is available concerning this type of heater. A Canadian

railway has been experimenting and testing a new type of infra-red switch heater in

Montreal. These burners consist of heavily enameled iron casings containing a specially

designed ceramic block protected by wire gauze. The heaters operate on propane gas,

and heat is applied by radiation to each of the rails by a series of infra-red burners

mounted on a pair of burner pipes. The performance of this type of heater under test

has not been entirely satisfactory and it is presently being redesigned by the manu-

facturer; however, the low working gas pressure and low fuel consumption make its

use particularly attractive, provided it can be re-engineered to do the job.

Electric Heaters Attached to the Rails

The 1053 report described three types of electric switch heaters and recommended

that the tubular electric heater be accepted as the most effective.

This committee has very little additional information to offer concerning electric

switch heaters. However, information on an electric heater received from the Technical

Research Department of the New York Central System has aroused our interest, and

we recommend that the matter be pursued further with a view to obtaining more

detailed description and technical data as well as cost figures. It consists of laminated

fiberglass siliconed rubber which is bonded directly to the web of the rail. These

heaters, while operating at a substantially reduced watt density, maintains the rail

temperature as high or higher than the presently used rod-type electric heaters. These

heaters avoid the unsatisfactory mechanical clip fastenings that are subject to frequent

damage and replacement.

The committee hopes to report more fully on this particular device at a later date.

Fixed Compressed-Air Blowers

The 195.3 report did not mention snow blowers, as that report was primarily con-

cerned with heating devices. Compressed air blowers rely upon the physical removal

of snow by directing jets of compressed air between the points and the rails. No heat

is applied, as a matter of fact there is a slight cooling effect as the release of compressed

air has a tendency to lower the temperature of the air.

There are still several railways interested in compressed-air blowers, as it appears

that they are very practical in regions where temperatures are low and the snow is dry

and powder-like. They are largely ineffective where the snow is heavy and wet. Seven

snow-blowing devices have been installed at St. James Junction, Man., and some 66

snow-blowing devices have been placed in operation at a major hump yard in Winnipeg,

Man. Generally speaking, they have proved to be very effective. It is the committee's

recommendation that these devices be studied further and that detailed cost data be

collected so that a valid comparison can be made between compressed-air snow blowers

and the heating devices mentioned in this report.

Modern Snow-Removal Machines

In recent years there has been a marked improvement in the development of snow-

removal machinery, particularly for use in removal of snow from switches. The com-

mittee makes reference to the on-track mechanical snow brooms developed by equip-
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Fig. 21—Mechanical switch broom clearing snow from turnout.

ment manufacturers in the United States and Canada. Figs. 21 to 23 illustrate one

type of track broom which in addition to being used during the summer months to

weed, scarify and regulate the ballast as well as for track clearing, can be used in the

winter months to remove snow from track and switches. A study of the economics of

mechanical versus manual methods of clearing snow from switches made by the CNR
in its Montreal hump yard has shown a 100 percent saving of the total annual cost,

using the switch broom illustrated.

There are other switch broom attachments for use on ballast regulators, tamping

and other machines. These permit fuller use of on-track equipment that was formerl>-

idle during winter months.

.Another type of snow-removal machine which directs a blast of air from a large

blower onto the tracks and removes the snow physically is available. It is shown in

Fig. 24. Also the exhaust from a jet engine has been utilized for this same purpose,

as shown in Fig. 25.
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Fig. 22—Showing how mechanical switch broom discharges snow.

Fig. 23—Adjustable V plow on switch broom.
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Fig. 24—Air blast on track blower.

Fig. 25—Jet blast on track blower.
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Report on Assignment 5

Mechanical Methods for Brush Control

T. H. Tavlor (chairman, subcommittee), K. O. Cassini, K. J. DeCamp, H. F. Duilv,
E. Eskengrcn, R. A. Hostetter, Joseph Kcilv, W. F. Kohl, C. F. Lewis, H. F. Long-
helt, A. W. Munt, W. A. Thompson, Jr., C. R. Turner, \V. W. Wynne, G. L.

Zipperian.

This report expands that report contained in Bulletin 582, December 1963, page

298, entitled "Equipment for Chemical and Mechanical Weed and Brush Control

Methods."

(8) A chain-saw attachment is adaptable for use in conjunction with and mountable

on the end of the boom of a crane. It is powered by a hydraulic pump through the

crane engine transmission power take-off and has a maximum reach of 52 ft from the

center line of track, cutting a 7-ft swath. It is designed primarily as a follow-up machine

to cut brush under wire lines beyond the reach of the other types of brush cutters

reported. This is an on-track machine.

(9) A machine is being manufactured equipped with two hydraulic rotary cutters

mounted on telescoping booms, one on each side of the machine. It is powered by a

diesel engine, has hydraulic propulsion through a three-speed transmission and has four-

wheel drive and four-wheel air brakes. It will operate at speeds up to 4 mph, depend-

ing on brush conditions. The two rotary heads are 7 ft in diameter, and have two

swivel-mounted 30-in blades on each head operating at 1800 rpm. They are driven by

a direct-coupled hydraulic motor protected by relief valve in the event a blade contacts

an immovable object. The cutting heads will adapt to any contour or cut or fill.

The brush is shredded, eliminating the disposal problem. Larger trees can be cut at

reduced speed. With this machine the area from the tie ends to 2i ft 6 in from center

line of track on each side can be cut in three passes. It is an on-track machine.

(10) A similar machine is a modified ballast regulator which will mow grass, vines

and brush to a distance of up to 22 ft from the track center line on both sides for

a total swath of 44 ft. A front cutter mows between the rails and over the heads of

the ties for 4 ft 6 in outside each rail. All the cutters are of the rotary type with hydrau-

lic motor power. The mowers are powered by a separate power unit mounted at the

rear. This is an on-track machine.

(11) An on-off track brush cutler is in production utilizing a rubber-tired truck

with rail guide wheels as the basic unit. The basic power unit has six speeds forward

and two in reverse, and three power take-off points. The machine has iS-in ground

clearance for movement over rough terrain ,and is powered by a six-cylinder diesel

engine developing 72 hp. It has a 93^-in wheel base.

The cutter is of the rotary type, 5 ft in diameter, with stump jumper and swing-

away high-carbon steel blades. The cutting range is from the ends of ties to 17 ft 10 in

from the center of the track, total span 35 ft 8 in. Each cutter is operated by gear-

type hydraulic motor, powered by a separate diesel engine, rear mounted. The cutters

will operate in either the forward or reverse direction and fold into a highway clearance

of 8 ft. For off-track cutting, a pull-type rotary cutter may be used simultaneously

with the side cutters.

(12) There are several versions of small, air-cooled-engine powered rotary brush

cutters available, some of which are carried on the operator's back. Others are of the

chain-saw type. These are comparatively inexpensive machines and little descriptive

literature is available.
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Report on Assignment 8

Specifications for Equipment Purchase

F. H. Smith (chairman, subcommittee), L. E. Conner, A. C. Danks, Jr., H. D. Hahn,
N. W. Hutchison, C. Q. Jeffords, R. K. Johnson, M. E. Kerns, J. Largent, L. A.
Logsdon, G. J. Lyon, R. W. Patton, G. E. Roberts.

Your committee submits the following specifications with the recommendation

that they be adopted and published in the Manual at the end of Part 2—Roadway
Machines.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ON-TRACK ROADWAY MACHINES
AND WORK EQUIPMENT

1. General

These specifications cover on-track maintenance of way work equipment except

motor cars, push cars, trailers and road-rail equipment.

Equipment shall be of the latest type in production at the time of delivery.

Design, construction and materials used in the equipment, repair parts and acces-

sories shall assure that the unit will function reliably and efficiently in sustained opera-

tion under hard usage. Materials shall be suitable for the intended service and shall

be resistant to rust, corrosion, wear and the harmful effects of dust or water.

Design shall provide for ease of servicing, replacement and adjustment of com-

ponent parts and accessories with minimum disturbance of other elements.

2. Brakes

Self-propelled equipment capable of speeds in excess of 10 mph on straight and

level track shall be equipped with 4-wheel brakes which are progressive in force appli-

cation and capable of sliding all wheels on dry rail when fully applied. If brakes are

pneumatic or hydraulic in operation, a separate and independent mechanical linkage

for emergency brake operation shall be provided.

All other self-propelled equipment and all non-self-propelled equipment equipped

for towing shall have a combination emergency and parking brake.

3. Wheels and Axles

Wheels and axles shall be in tram and gage and shall have adequate suspension.

Machine shall push or tow easily when not working. Wheel and axle assembly shall

withstand a free drop (of the machine) of 6 in without damage. No excessive vibration,

wobble or eccentric action shall occur at any speed for which the machine is intended.

Wheel contour and gage shall comply with standards set by the AREA (Engineering

Division, AAR) or the Mechanical Division, AAR, as required for the size and type

of wheels furnished.

4. Frame

The frame shall be designed to withstand maximum stresses under normal opera-

tion and load and it shall withstand a free drop (of the machine) of 6 in without

damage. Load shall include manufacturer-approved accessories.

Manufacturer shall provide a means for towing the machine at each end of the

frame on all machines which cannot be promptly removed from track by hand methods.

Machine .shall be provided with a lifting bail or chain attachment suitable for use

with rail tongs, slings or crane hooks.
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5. Insulation

Equipment specified as "insulated" shall be so constructed that no track circuit

shunt can occur during work or travel. Equipment specified as "non-insulated" shall

not l)c converted from insulated design by l)ondinK around insulating parts.

6. Engine and Power Train

All engines and allied equipment offered to the purchaser, whether standard or

optional equipment, shall start within 10 sec or two-thirds of the cranking system's

time rating, whichever is shorter, and provide ample power with clean engine exhaust

for all equipment functions under the following conditions:

Altitude: ft to ft above sea level

Ambient temperature: ° F to ° F

Atmosphere: dusty to in of rain per hour

Grade of track: %

7. Fuel Tank

Capacity of tank shall be adequate to provide continuous operation of the equip-

ment for a period of no less than hr. Tanks shall contain a filler opening with

a minimum internal diameter of IJ/2 in, a removable strainer and a chain-secured filler

cap. The filler neck shall be located so as to make it impossible for fuel nozzle or can

to contact electrical components. Tank shall be located to eliminate fire hazard from

spilling, overflow or draining of fuel.

8. Exhaust System

The exhaust system shall be so located that it will cause no adverse temperature

rise in any other part of the equipment and so that an absolute minimum of heat and

exhaust gas can reach the equipment operator. Machines equipped with an enclosed

body or cab top shall not have exhaust discharge under the machine. The exhaust sys-

tem shall provide for normal expansion, contraction, vibration and stress produced by

operation of the machine. Systems which exhaust upward shall be protected by a rain

cap. An exhaust muffler, located as close as practicable to the engine, shall be provided.

9. Hydraulic System

The system shall be free of burrs, metallic particles, scale, dirt and other foreign

matter. Where failure of power plant or pump can immobilize components in a position

which can prevent moving of the machine, an emergency hand pump shall be provided.

System shall have a testing tee adjacent to the pressure side of powered hydraulic

pump(s). Pressure drop in pump intake line shall not exceed 5 in of mercury at any-

time.

10. Body or Cab Top, Fully Enclosed Type

Where body or cab top is furnished, it .shall be weather-tight and interpose mini-

mum obstruction to vision under operating conditions. Transparent materials shall be

of shatter-proof (safety) glass or equal, and of such quality as not to create a distorted

view from any angle of vision.

11. Travel Speed

Equipment intended to travel by rail to and from work sites under its own power

shall have a maximum self-propelled travel speed of not less than 20 mph, on straight

and level track.
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12. Controls

All switches, valves, levers, controls and adjustments used to start, stop or operate

the machine shall be clearly labeled with weather and wear-resistant plates permanently

fixed to the machine or component. Controls used in continuous operation of the

machine shall be placed within easy reach of the operator and shall not interfere with

his view of the work.

13. Clearance

Components that may foul track, signal, crossing or other structures on or along

a railway in one or more operating positions, shall have a positive mechanical lock in

safe position when such machine is intended to be self-propelled or towed on track.

14. Safety

All moving parts that can constitute a hazard to operator, assistants or bystanders

shall be protected with a shield or safety device.

15. Workmanship

Each machine shall be free from defects such as incomplete welds, rust, cracks and

other defects that could impair its operation or serviceability.

16. Servicing

Machine shall be delivered completely lubricated and serviced with all equipment

and supphes necessary for immediate operation except fuel. Machines that may encoun-

ter freezing temperatures during delivery (allow days minimum from shipping

date) shall be winterized.

17. Paint

Exposed parts of the machine shall be painted with except as

follows:

* Gasoline tank—red.

* Diesel fuel tank—green.

* Hydraulic reservoir—blue.

* Coolant tank—gray.

Wheels and handrails—black.

Engine—Manufacturer's option.

Other parts—Manufacturer's option.

18. Shipping

Equipment shall withstand without damage, handling on deck of freight car

normally encountered during rail transportation. Valuable and easily pilfered parts

such as batteries, tools and loose small parts shall be shipped in such a manner as to

resist pilferage.

19. Parts and Instruction Books

Complete parts and instruction books shall accompany the machine in a water-

proof container permanently affixed to the body of the machine. .Additional complete

*Note: Where side or top of tank containing filler opening has an area greater than 144 s(| in,

manufacturer may elect to paint only the filler opening and .surrounding area (minimum 144 .sq in)

with the required tank color. Remainder of tank may be painted with Xamc of fluid

shall be stenciled in a conspicuous place on each tank.
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sets of books shall be forwarded as follows:

Books

shall contain complete and easily read diagrams of all electric, hydraulic and air sys-

tems on the machine and shall employ standard symbols and notation.

20. Repair Parts and Service

Continuous operation of the equipment contemplated by this specification is of

utmost importance. Successful bidder must be able to render service and furnish repair

parts promptly. Bidder shall furnish the location of service centers and parts supply

depots nearest purchaser's property.

21. Additional Specifications

Work performance—The purchaser requires the following rates, speeds and

capacities for work performance:

Self-Propelled—Yes No
Engine—Gasoline Diesel Make Electric start—Yes No
Hourmeter—Yes No
Transmission

Strainers, filters, cleaners, etc.:

Engine lubrication

Engine fuel

Engine air

Hydraulic system

Air system

Turntable—Yes No
Transverse set-off wheels—Yes No ; powered—Yes No
Roof—Yes No
Enclosed cab— Yes No Heaters—Yes No Windshield Wipers—Yes No
Lights

Horn—Yes No
Insulated—^Yes No
Other-

Options and accessories not covered in these specifications, and which are available

at extra cost, shall be quoted separately in bid proposal.

22. Manufacturer's Warranty

Warranty shall be clearly stated in the bid proposal.

23. Non-Compliance

Where equipment offered does not comply with one or more of these specifications,

manufacturer's bid proposal shall clearly describe each deviation. These specifications

are in full effect unless amended in writing by the purchaser. Purchaser reserves the

right to reject bids wherein deviations from the specifications are a matter of con-

jecture and the right to accept bids deviating from the specifications.
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6. Fcasil)ility of formulaliiiK a more c()mi)lete melhoci, for use of Transporta-

tion Departments, in reporting loads of excessive dimensions to minimize

necessity for requesting additional information, collaborating with the

Mechanical Division, AAR.

No report. Draft of information required and suggested form of report has

been submitted to the Mechanical Division, AAR, for its approval.

8. Review present methods of presenting pubHshed clearance information:

(a) To determine how this can be simplified and/or standardized.

(b) To determine the feasibility of including in the Official Railway Equip-

ment Register the light weight and height of center of gravity of all

heavy-duty flat cars to aid clearance personnel in routing shipments of

excessive weight.

Final report, presented as information page 272

9. Review clearance records of various railroads, looking to developing a

standardized method for charting all obstructions.

Completed. See Bulletin 589, December 1964.

The Committee on Clearances,

R. L. Williams, Chairman.

.^REA Bulletin 596, December 1965.

Report on Assignment 8

Review Present Methods of Presenting Published

Clearance Information

(a) To Determine How This Can Be Simplified and/or Standardized

(b) To Determine the Feasibility of Including in the Official Equipment
Register the Light Weight and Height of Center of Gravity of All

Heavy-Duty Flat Cars to Aid Clearance Personnel in Routing Ship-

ments of Excessive Weight

J. A. Crawford (chairman, subcommittee), J. D. Batchelder, J. E. Beran, B. Bristow,

D. H. Brown, M. E. Dust, R. D. Erhardt, J. E. Good, J. G. Greenlee, W. T. Ham-
mond, G. E. Henry, C. F. Intlekofer, J. L. Kampwirth, R. C. Nissen, C. E. Peter-

son, R. C. Rankin, C. H. Stevenson, L. L. Tameling, J. L. Trotman, W. S. Tustin,

R. L. Williams.

Your committee submits the following action taken to complete both parts of

this assignment:

Part (a)

Your committee developed a "Suggested Method of Presenting Published Clear-

ances" which was adopted by the Association on March 23, 1965, and now appears on

pages 28-M-13 through 28-M-15 of the Manual.
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Part (b)

Your committee worked through the secretary's office in negotiating this subject

with the publisher of The Official Railway Equipment Register.

The publisher agreed to add the light weight and height above top of rail of the

center of gravity for cars shown in the "Heavy Capacity and Special Type Flat Cars"

section. The Register requested the owning railroads to furnish the necessary details

and this additional information will be included in the January 1966 issue.

Your committee expresses its appreciation to The Railway Equipment and Publica-

tion Company for its willing cooperation in this matter and to the executive secretary

of the .'\ssociation for his assistance.
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11. Electric heating, collaborating with Committee 6 and Mechanical Division,

AAR.

Progress report, presented as information page 293

13. Railway electrification, collaborating with Mechanical Division, AAR.

Progress report, presented as information page 294

15. Relations with public utilities, collaborating with Committee 20.

Brief progress statement, presented as information page 314

The Committee on Electricity,

J. J. Schmidt, Chairman.

ARKA Kulletin .S96, December 1965.

Report on Assignment 5

Illumination

Collaborating with Committee 6, and Mechanical Division, AAR

H. W. Dunn (chairman, subcommittee), B. Anderhous, A. C. Cayou, E. D. Feak, H. T.

Foy, R. E. Hauss, R. L. Henderson, F. B. McConnel, B. F. McGowan, W. O.

Muller, E. H. Reed, R. W. Werts.

Your committee presents its report on Assignment 5 in two parts. The first part

is a revision of Section 5, Chapter 4, of the AAR Electrical Manual. The revised mate-

rial was approved by vote of the committee for inclusion in the Manual and will be

passed to the AAR Mechanical Division for its concurrence.

Part 2 is a report on lighting for piggyback yards, presented as information.

Part 1—Manual Material on Lighting Maintenance,

Submitted for Adoption

CHAPTER 4

FACTORS AFFECTING EFFICIENT LIGHTING

A. General:

Proper maintenance will provide these features:

1. Increased production.

2. Fewer errors.

3. Fewer accidents.

4. Improved morale.

5. Improved protection from vandalism.

Protecting the return from investment in a lighting system requires a

lighting maintenance program that periodically returns footcandle levels back

as nearly as possible to the original design. Lighting levels fall off principally
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because dirt accumulates on lamps and reflecting surfaces; there is also the

normal loss of light output from lamp aging.

A good maintenance program, to provide the necessary protection, should

include the periodic cleaning of lamps and fixtures, cleaning or repainting of

room surfaces such as walls and ceilings, replacing burnt-out lamps, and main-

taining proper voltage levels.

In many installations it will be found the light output is only SO per-

cent as high as it should be. Light output can be increased by repainting,

cleaning fixtures, and by correcting the voltage to designed levels.

Following are two graphic illustrations showing how much light out-

put decreases over a two-year period in various types of high -bay and low-

bav areas.

90

70

50
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B. Cleaning:

1. Cleaning Schedule:

The cleaning frequency required for a particular jjlant or office can best be

determined by taking periodic light meter readings after the first cleaning.

When footcandles have dropped 15 to 20 percent it is time to clean again.

An alternate method would be to have an annual cleaning program scheduling

each office area or shop to be cleaned at a definite date. This method permits

one trained crew to do all the cleaning as they progress from one plant to the

other. The scheduling can be planned taking into account dirt conditions,

fixture ventilation, time required to clean each luminaire, and size of main-

tenance crew.

2. How to Clean Luminaire:

Lighting equipment should be washed, not just wiped off with a dry

cloth. Tests have proved thorough washing reclaims 10 to 15 percent more

light than mere dry wiping. Also, dry wiping often will cause grit to scratch

the reflecting surface.

3. Recommended Cleaning Procedure:

(When reflectors or glassware can be taken down):

a. Scrub the reflectors or glassware with sponge or soft brush while

they are immersed in cleaning solution.

b. Rinse in clean warm water

c. Do not immerse lamp bases.

(When reflectors cannot be taken down):

a. Use a cleaning agent that removes dirt quickly and thoroughly and

requires no rinsing.

b. Wipe off excess moisture with clean cloth.

4. Aluminum Reflectors:

Aluminum reflectors require special attention and should not be cleaned

with strong alkaline or acid cleaning agents. Most cleaning powders are

suitable for use on aluminum. Encrusted dirt can be removed with fine steel

wool and liquid wax. A thin film of liquid wax may be applied to fixture

parts to protect surface between cleaning periods.

5. Cleaning Outdoor Lighting Equipment:

It is often impracticable to use cleaning solutions and rinsing water out-

doors. Therefore, a dry detergent is recommended. Apply it with a soft damp

cloth, allow to dry, and wipe off with a soft dry cloth. Glassware may be

cleaned with fine steel wool and wiped off with a dry, clean cloth.

C. Relamping:

1. Group Relamping:

The labor costs saved by group relamping usually more than compensate

for the value of the depreciated lamps that are thrown away before they

burn out. Other advantages also accompany group relamping such as more

light, fewer work interruptions, better appearance of the lighting system, and

less maintenance of auxiliary equipment. Group relamping should be related

to lamp life but may be varied slightly to fit into convenient schedules when

there will be less interruption of work. Filament and fluorescent lamps are

both well suited for a group-relamping program.
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2. Spot Relamping:

Some areas require spot replacement because of a hazardous location or

to maintain appearances. In these areas and locations where specialized high-

cost lamps are in use, spot relamping may prove to be the most economical

method of replacement.

D. Voltages:

1. Light sources are designed to operate most economically when supplied

with rated voltages. Voltages either too high or too low will affect the life,

efficiency and economy of the lamps.

2. Flourescent ballasts are designed for 118, 208, 236, 277 or 460 volts,

and published lamp data are based on these designed potentials being applied.

Permissible variations from rated voltages allow the ranges of 110-125, 190-

216, 220-250, 260-290 and 440-480. Voltages higher than the maximum limit

will shorten lamp and ballast life. Voltages below the minimum limit will

cause uncertain starting, short lamp hfe, and reduce lighting efficiency.

3. Incandescent lamps are commonly available in ratings of 115, 120,

and 125 volts. Lamps should be used with ratings nearest to the actual branch

circuit voltage. Line voltages higher than rating will give increased light out-

put, but will shorten lamp life. Line voltages below rating will extend life,

but will reduce light output 3 percent for each 1 percent drop in voltage.

4. Mercury-vapor lamp ballasts are available in constant wattage or

regulated output type that will maintain rated current and wattage on lamps

when the line voltage changes a maximum of plus or minus 13 percent from

design voltage. If it is necessary to use either reactor or autotransformer type

ballasts, the tap connections on the ballast should be closely matched to

branch circuit voltage, as these ballasts will only maintain rated current and

wattage on lamps when the line voltage changes a maximum of plus or minus

5 percent. Lamp voltage higher than designed level may shorten lamp life,

and voltages below design level will reduce illumination and may cause

uncertain starting.

E. Painting:

1. Painted ceilings, walls, and equipment should be kept clean and prefer-

ably finished in light matte surface colors to provide high ceiling and wall

reflection factors. This will increase actual footcandles because light is reflected

to the working plane. Dark surroundings absorb and waste light.

F. Labor-Saving Maintenance Devices:

1. Many devices have been designed to simplify maintenance problems,

save time, and promote safety. A few of these tools are suction-cup lamp

changers, special ladders and platforms, portable scaffolds, and disconnecting

hangers.

G. Summary:

1. Lighting maintenance problems can be minimized if consideration is

given to the right fixture design and lamp type when making installations.

2. Fixture design affects the rate at which airborne dirt collects. Units

with closed tops collect dirt faster than those with ventilated tops. With a

ventilated fixture, the temperature difference between the lamp and surrounding

air creates convection currents that carry the dirt past the reflector and lamp.
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3. Dirt accumulation on a reflecting surface can be minimized if the

reflector is sealed from the air, as in a dust-tight fixture or a reflector-type

lamp. Dirt accumulation on a reflector lamp has little or no effect because

the reflector is actually sealed inside the glass bulb; also, a new reflector is

automatically provided when the lamp is replaced.

Part 2—Lighting for Piggyback Yards

Since your committee's last report on the various types of lighting being used to

illuminate piggyback yards throughout the country, a study was made to determine

the type of installation that would be acceptable from both the economical and practical

standpoints.

It was decided that the solution to the problem is the utilization of fluorescent

lighting. This was agreed upon after careful evaluation of the results of present installa-

tions in service and with a greater knowledge of the lighting problems encountered in

piggyback yards.

A test installation was made using fluorescent lamps in weather-resistant two-lamp

fixtures. These were placed on 20-ft centers, with the first positioned 4 ft from the

face of the bumping block. The height of each fixture above the top of the rail was

approximately 7 ft and each was located 7 ft 6 in from the center of the track.

This installation was extremely satisfactory, meeting almost all requirements. Good

lighting levels were obtained, glare was substantially reduced and, what is most im-

portant, light was where it was needed in the work area.

The accompanying pictures illustrate the distribution and effectiveness of the light.

While many details are yet to be worked out before it can be included in the Manual

as recommended practice, the use of fluorescent lighting is the solution.

It is the objective of this committee to have such a recommendation prepared for

inclusion in the Manual by the close of 1966. A permanent installation is expected by

that time which will furnish all the answers.

Your committee welcomes any and all comments on this report, which is submitted

as information only.

u 20'
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The installation provided good lighting levels, glare was substantially
reduced, and light was where it was needed in the work areas.
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Report on Assignment 10

Wire, Cable and Insulating Materials

Collaborating with Mechanical Division, AAR

F. T. Snider (chairman, subcommittee), R. Burn, R. C. Greene, P. 0. Lautz, R. A.

Mather, H. F. Nelson, A. C. Zagotta.

Your committee submits the following report pertaining to wire, cable and insulat-

ing materials. All items are presented as information.

A. WIRE, CABLE AND INSULATING STANDARDS OF INTEREST
TO THE AREA

Revisions have been made to numerous standards during the past year. Following

is list of new standards:

Nitrile PVC General Purpose Jacket, ASTM D 2405

Nitrile PVC Heay-Duty Jacket, ASTM D 2432

Nitrile PVC Jackets for Cords—UL Standard 62, Class 23

Polyethylene Jacket, ASTM D 2308-64T

PVC insulating material ASTM D 734 has been superseded by D 2219 for 60-deg

compound, and D 2220 for 7S-deg compound.

The National Electrical Code was reissued in 1965. There have been published

various articles on the revisions, as follows:

1965 Revision to Code—NEMA 200—1965

IEEE Transactions—July-August, 1965

Electrical Construction and Maintenance, August 1965.

Your committee's resume of the changes is given below:

Resume of Changes in 1965 National Electrical Code, NFPA-70

The National Fire Protection Association published the 1965 Edition of the National

Electrical Code in the fall of 1965. This supersedes the 1962 Edition. The National Elec-

trical Code in itself is not law ; it becomes law only when incorporated in an enabling

ordinance or other effective legislation.

The following changes are of interest to the railroad industry. They are identified

by Article and Section reference from the code. The most significant changes are marked

with an asterisk.

Article 100

—

Definitions

Definition for Ampacity added, as follows
—"Ampacity: Current-carrying capacity

expressed in amperes."

Communications circuit definition now referred to Section 800-1.

Definition added for continuous load, as follows
—"Continuous Load: A load

where the maximum current is expected to continue for 3 hr or more."

Definition for Raceway now includes rigid nonmetalhc conduit.

Definition for Service Drop—The words "or other structure" added as a final point

of attachment.
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Definition for Voltage of a Circuit^—The word "effective" added before difference

of potential.

Definition for Volatile Flammable Liquids: ''A flammable liquid having a flash point

below 100 F or whose temperature is above its flash point."

Article 110

—

General

Section 110-10 (Added)

"Circuit Impedance and Other Characterstics. The overcurrent protective devices,

the total impedance and other characteristics of the circuit to be protected shall be so

selected and coordinated as to permit the circuit protective devices used to clear a fault

without the occurrence of extensive damage to the electrical components of the circuit.

This fault may be assumed to be between two or more of the circuit conductors; or

between any circuit conductor and the grounding conductor or enclosing metal raceway."

Section 110-16

Requires increased working clearances about electrical equipment. The working

space must be unobstructed and requirements for access, illumination and head room

have been added.

Article 210

—

Branch Circuits

*Section 210-5

Alternate color of green with yellow stripe added to agree with lEC.

Section 210-6 (a)

Exception No. 5 added: "The branch circuits supplying the ballasts for electric dis-

charge lamps mounted in permanently installed fixtures on poles for the illumination

of areas such as highways, bridges, parking lots, at a height not less than 22 ft, or on

other structures such as tunnels at a height not less than 18 ft, shall not exceed 500 v

between conductors when installed as provided in Section 730-7 (a)."

^Section 210-6 (c)

A new paragraph Voltage Drop, added: "The size of the conductors for branch

circuits as defined in Article 100 should be such that the voltage drop would not exceed

3 percent to the farthest outlet for power, heating, lighting, or combinations thereof.

Providing further that the maximum total voltage drop for feeders and branch circuits

should not exceed S percent over all."

Section 210-19 (c)

Item "d" added to exception No. 2: "Nonhealing leads of snow and ice melting

cables and mats."

^Section 210-20

New paragraph "C Continuous Loads" added. This refers to Sections 210-23 (b),

220-2 and 240-2. Sections 210-23 (b) and 220-2 have been changed. Note the excep-

tions to prevent pyramiding of derating factors and provisions for approved over-

current devices at 100 percent of its rating.

Section 210-21 (b)

Section revised to require that if a grounding-type receptacle is used to replace a

nongrounded type, a grounding conductor must also be installed. If it is impractical to

reach a source of ground, a nongrounding-type receptacle must be used.
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Section 210-23 (b)

Revision for other luads in calculalinu branch circuit size. See comments given for

Section 210-20.

"(b) Other Loads. The total load shall not exceed the branch circuit rating, and

shall not exceed 80 percent of the rating when load will constitute a continuous load

such as store lighting and similar loads. In computing the load of lighting units which

employ ballasts, transformers or auto-transformers, the load shall be ba.sed on the total

of the ampere rating of such units and not on the wattage of the lamps.

"Exception No. 1. When the assembly including the overcurrent device protecting

the branch circuit is approved for continuous operation at 100 percent of its rating,

the total load may equal the branch circuit rating.

"Exception No. 2. Where branch circuits are derated in accordance with Note 8

of Tables 310-12 through 310-15 the derating factor for continuous loading shall not

apply."

Section 210-24

Section now recognizes a 40-amp branch circuit for two or more outlets.

Article 215

—

Feeders

'^Section 215-3 (Changed to 3 percent and 5 percent)

"Voltage Drop. The size of the conductors for feeders should be such that the

voltage drop for the load as computed by Section 220-4 would not be more than 3

percent for power, heating or lighting loads or combinations thereof. Providing further

that the maximum total voltage drop for conductors for feeders and branch circuits

should not exceed 5 percent overall."

Section 215-7 (A new section)

"Installation requirements. Where a feeder supplies branch circuits in which ground-

ing conductors are required, the feeder shall include or provide a grounding means to

which the grounding conductor of the branch circuit shall be connected."

Article 220—Branch Circuit and Feeder Calculations

^Section 220-7

See comments given for Section 210-20.

Article 230

—

Services

Section 230-2

The words "or other premises" added after "a building."

Section 230-2

Exception No. 3 (b) has the words "or lateral" added after "service drop."

Section 230-24 (a) (Exceptions 1 and 2 added)

"Exception No. 1. Where the voltage between conductors does not exceed 300

and the roof has a slope of not less than 4 in. in 12 in, the clea'rance may be ntot less

than 3 ft.

"Exception No. 2. Service drop conductors of 300 v or less which do not pass over

other than a maximum of 4 ft of the overhang portion of the roof for the purpose of

terminating at a (through-the-roof) service raceway or approved support may be

maintained at a minimum of 18 in from any portion of the roof over which they pass."
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Section 230-26

The words "or other structure" acided after "building."

Section 230-27

The words "or other structure" added after "building."

^Section 230-31 (a) (A new paragraph)

"(a) Size of Underground Service Lateral. Conductors shall be of sufficient size

to carry the load and shall not be smaller than No. 8 copper or the equivalent except

for hmited load as in Section 230-41, Exception No. 4 the conductors shall not be

smaller than No. 12 copper or equivalent."

Section 230-40 (a)

The words "or other structures" added after "building".

Section 230-45

Changed to read as follows: "Conductors Considered Outside Building. Conductors

placed under at least 2 in of concrete beneath a building, or conductors within a

building in conduit or duct and enclosed by concrete or brick not less than 2 in thick

shall be considered outside the building."

Article 240

—

Overcurrent Protection

Section 240-6

New paragraph recognizes 300-v cartridge fuses which are substantially smaller

than the 600-v types.

Article 250

—

Grounding

Section 250-45 (C) (1)

Sump pumps added to list.

*Section 250-59 (b)

Changed to recognize green with yellow stripe as an alternate to green as a color

for the grounding conductor.

Section 250-74

Revised to require more adequate bonding at grounding-type receptacles. A bonding

jumper is now mandatory between the outlet box and the receptacle grounding terminal

to maintain grounding continuity.

Table 250-94 (a)

Column added for aluminum grounding conductor.

.Article 300

—

Wiring Methods and Materials

*Section 300-5

A complete revision. See paragraph (b) for installation in concrete, earth or severe

corrosive conditions.

Section 300-7

New paragraph requires that underground cable run under a building shall be in a

raceway that is extended beyond the outer wall of the building.

Section 300-15

Exception added to permit splice joints for Type MI Cable without a box.

Bui. S86
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Section 300-18

Warns against deleterious effects of cal)le pulling lubricants.

Section 300-20

Deletes reference for "50 amp or more."

Section 300-22 (b)

A prohibition to the use of any wiring system in ducts for commercial cooking

equipment.

Article 3 1 —Conductors

Table 310-2 (a)

Type TF and TFF Fixture Wire added "for use in circuits as permitted in Article

725."

^Following new types added:

Type THHN (PVC-Nylon) 90 C Dry Locations

Type SIS Switchboard Wire

Type FEP 90 C Dry Locations 200 C Special Applications

Table 310-2 (b)

*Following new types added:

Type THHN, Sizes 14 through 500,000 CM
Type SIS, Sizes 14 through 4/0 AWG
Type FEP, Sizes 14 through 2 AWG
Type TA—Coverings revised. Not restricted to cotton.

*Section 310-2 (d)

Adds surface marking requirements of type letter, manufacturer, size and voltage

to specific types.

'^Section 310-2 (g) (Identified Conductors)

Exception No. 1 added for Multi-conductor Varnished Cloth Cable. Grooves or

ridges cannot be used for Fixture Wire. A ridge will be permitted for Aerial Cable,

Article 342.

Section 310-8

Omits reference to Section 670-21 for machine tool.-*.

Section 310-10

Requirements added for cables in separate raceways.

*Section 310-11

Exception No. 2 to Note 8 added to prevent pyramiding of derating factors.

^Tables 310-12 through 15

Change in format. Type letters are not included.

*Article 318

—

Cable Supports

Completely revised. Section 318-2 provides for the use of factory-assembled multi-

conductor control, signal and power cables. An example is Type MC (Interlocked

Armor) cable.
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*Section 331-2

Aluminum sheathed cable and fittings shall not be embedded or buried directly in

concrete or used in areas subject to severe corrosive influences unless suitable supple-

mental corrosion protection is provided. (See Section 310-6).

Section 331-9 (d)

Requires that sheath be continuous (not seamless).

*Article 346

—

Conduit

Section 346-6

A complete revision. See also Chapter 9, Tables 1, lA, IB, 3, 4, and 5. This affects

conduit fill.

Summary of changes:

Table 1 is for new work or rewiring and does not distinguish between, for example,

Types RW or THW or THWN. Table is based on dimensions of RW.

Table lA is for rewiring only and permits more wire in conduit for THW than RW.

Table IB is for rewiring only and permits more wire in conduit for THWN than

RW.

Table 4A has been deleted and Table 3 now includes the percent areas for both

new work and rewiring. The percent of area in Table 3 is the same for new work and

rewiring. Also the 43 percent figure for 3 conductors has been changed to 40 percent

for non-lead covered conductors.

Table 4 has been changed to reflect the changes in Table 3. Examples:

Size AWG
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Article 362

—

Wireways

Section 362-5 (An exception added)

"Conductors for signal circuits or controller conductors between a motor and its

starter and used only for startinp; duty shall not be considered as current carrying

conductors."

Article 380

—

Switches
Section 380-8

New requirement that snap switches shall not be grouped or ganged in outlet boxes

unless they can be so arranged that the voltage between exposed live metal parts of

adjacent switches does not exceed 300.

.'\rticle 400

—

Flexible Cords

*Section 400-3 (Use)

Added (8).

"(8) facilitating the removal or disconnection of fixed appliances for maintenance

and repair."

*Table 400-9 (b)

Notes 1 and 2 added. Increases ampacities of 18, 16 and 14 AVVG Hard and Junior

Service Cords (3 Conductor) when the third conductor is not carrying any current.

*Added to Table:

Size 10 AWG Type SPT-3 Cord.

Types SVO, SVTO, STO, oil resisting cords.

Size range of types S, SO and ST cords increased up through 2 AVVG.

All-neoprene insulation as an alternate to rubber and asbestos in heater cords except

Type HPN.
*Change in Table:

Trade name for HPN Heater Cord changed to "Parallel Heater Cord" and

"Insulation" to thermosetting.

Defctions from Table:

Types PW, PW-1, PVV-2.

*Section 400-13 (c)

Changed to permit colored finish over insulation.

"Section 400-14 (a) and (b)

Added green with a yellow stripe as an alternate to green as the color for the

grounding conductor.

*Section 400-15

Added 7/64 in as thickness of insulation for SPT-3 cord.

Article 402

—

Fixture Wires

Section 402-1

Reference added to allow use as branch circuit conductors as permitted in Article

725.

*Article 422

—

Appliances

Added a new Part G, Sections 422-70 through 422-79, covering Electric Deicing

and Snow Melting Installations.
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Article 430

—

Motors, Motor Circuits and Controllers

Section 430-73

Revised so that it is required to arrange control circuits so that an accidental

ground in remote-control devices will not start the motor.

Article 501

—

Class I

—

Hazardous Locations

Permits Type MC metal clad cable and Type ALS aluminum sheath as wiring

methods in Class I, Div. 2 hazardous locations.

Article 516

—

Finishing Processes

Section 516-3 (b)

Added permission to use Type MI cable without fittings or boxes.

Article 551

—

Travel Trailers

A new article covering the electrical conductors and equipment.

Section 551-3

Power Supply Cords must be ?> conductor and have a green cr green with yellow

stripe conductor. Cord shall be not less than 20 ft nor more than 26^ ft long.

Section 551S (a)

Non-metallic boxes can only be used with non-metallic sheathed cable.

Section 551-8 (g)

Covers Under Chassis Wiring (exposed to weather) : The conductors shall be Type
NMC, RW, TW, or equivalent.

Article 665

—

Induction and Dielectric Heating Equipment

Revised to provide proper arrangement of the rules so that induction and dielectric

heating equipments are treated separately, because there are fundamental differences in

their operation.

Article 710

—

Over 600 Volts

*Section 710-3

Cables installed in ground shall be buried at least 36 in. If not practical, 24 in

deep in raceways or encased in 2 in of concrete.

*Chapter 9

Tables 1, lA, IB, 3, 4 and 5. (See comments and summary given for Section

346-6)

.

B. REPORT OX NEW TYPES OF WIRE, CABLE AND INSULATING MATERIALS

Ethylene Propylene Rubber

Ethylene propylene rubber is a new elastomer that is beginning to find applications

in the wire and cable area. There are two general types:

1. The copolymer (EPM), based entirely on ethylene and propylene. It is cured

by peroxides.

2. The terpolymcr (EPDM), based on ethyleni-, i)r()i)ylcne and a nonconjugatcd

diene, and is capable of sulfur vulcanization.
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Ethylene propylene rubber is flexible and exhibits excellent ozone resistance (sun-

light cracking) and good corona resistance. It is not inherently flame or oil resistant.

It can be compounded to obtain good heat resistance.

Some typical wire and cable products to which ethylene propylene rubber has

been introduced are:

Flexible Class A Apparatus Leads.

Power Cables, including High Voltages.

*Light and Heavy Duty Portable Cords, Types SJ and S.

*Type RHW-RHH for General Wiring.

* Recognized and listed l)y Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.

C. REVISION OF MANUAL

No revision to the Manual is recommended this year. However, the following tenta-

tive specification for chlorosulfonated polyethylene will be recommended for Manual
material next year.

Specification No. . . .

Specification for Single-Conductor, Clean-Stripping Chlorosul-
fonated Polyethylene, Insulated and Jacketed, 0-300 Volt,
0-600 Volt Cable for Locomotive and Car Equipment.

Table I

Component Paris

Size of Conductor and Shipping Lengths.

Material of Conductor:
Soft annealed copper, tinned, or
Soft annealed copper, coated.

Stranding

Insulation and .Jacket (Clean Stripping)
Chlorosulfonated Polyethylene

Thickness of Insulation and .Jacket
Tolerance

Separator
Dimensions and Inflexibility

Finish

Specification Requirements

.\s specified in the order.

ASTM B .3.3 (See Paragraph 3)
ASTM B 189 (See Paragraph 3)

In accordance with Table II (See Paragraph 1.')

In accordance with Part 3

—

Insulation (2.b..5)

In accordance with Talilr II.

IPCEA-NEMA R
See Paragraph 4
See Paragraph .5

See Paragraph (i

1. Scope:

This si)ecification describes single conductor heat and moisture resisting

chlorosulfonated polyethylene insulated, clean-stripping, extra-flexible cable

for use in locomotive and car equipment.

2. Stranding :

Uni-lay construction may be used if specified.

3. Conductors :

Conductor diameters shall not exceed the values given in Table II of this

specification.
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4. Separator

:

A paper or other suitable separator shall be applied on sizes 36,700 cm

and larger.

5. Dimensions and Flexibility:

The linished cable shall be uniform in diameter throughout its length and

the overall dimension shall not exceed the values given in Table II of this

specification.

6. Finish:

A suitable lubricant shall be applied to facilitate pulhng into conduit.

Each cable shall have printed on the jacket surface the manufacturer's

identification, cable size and voltage rating.

Table II

.4 pprox.
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Properties after accelerated aging:

Oxygen pressure test—168 hr—80 C—300 psi

Tensile strength, min. percentage of unaged value ... 75

Elongation, min. percentage of unaged value 75

Air pressure heat test—20 hr—127 C—80 psi.

Tensile strength, min. percentage of unaged value ...70

Elongation, min. percentage of unaged value 70

Moisture absorption:

Gravimetric method 7 days— 158 F—maximum mg per sq in ..20

Electrical method:

1-14 days increase in capacitance, max, percent 10

7-14 days increase in capacitance, max, percent 3

Stability factor:

After 14 days—max 1 .0

Alternate to stability factor:

Stability factor difference, 1 to 14 days, max 0.5

Flammability:

U/L vertical flame test

Cold Bend—After exposure to a temperature of —10 F for 24 hr,

the insulation shall not crack when given a "U" bend

around mandrels as follows:

Through size 10 — 2 X diameter over insulation

9 through 2 — 4 X diameter over insulation

1 through 3/0 — 6 X diameter over insulation

4/0 through 444,400— 8 X diameter over insulation

535,300 through 1,111,000—10 X diameter over insulation

Oil resistance—After immersion in SAE-20 oil at 200 F for 6 hr, the

increase in diameter over the insulation shall not

exceed 3 percent of the original diameter.

Electrical Tests:

Voltage Tests—Alternating Current:

300-v, each length of completed cable shall withstand a voltage

test of 1000 V, for 18 and 16, and 1500 v for sizes 14 through

10, for 5 min after 6-hr immersion in water.

600-v, each length of completed cable shall withstand a 5-min

voltage test at the values specified for "Other than Ozone-

Resisting Types," IPCEA-NEMA R.

Insulation Resistance—Each length of cable, following the 5-min

voltage test, shall show an insulation resistance corrected to 60

F, of not less than the value R as calculated from following

formula :

/? = A' logio -—
a

where R =: insulation resistance in megohms per 1000 feet

a: =2000
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D = diameter over insulation

</= diameter under insulation.

Specific surface resistivity:

(Value to be assigned after further study)

Report on Assignment 11

Electric Heating

Collaborating with Committee 6 and Mechanical Division, AAR

R. A. Mather (chairman, subcommittee), P. R. Broadley, W. R. Preece, I. J. Barber,

G. N. Burwell, A. J. Morrelli, L. B. Curtis, A. B. Miller.

Your committee submits the following material as information only.

INFRARED ELECTRIC HEATING

Car Thawing

Recent car-thawing installations have been largely on the properties of electric

utilities and industries, rather than on railroads. This may be a coincidence rather than

a trend. Unit trains have minimized freezing troubles and have reduced operating costs

of car thawers. The trend toward larger cars will ultimately cause revisions to be made

on some existing thawers. The principal new problem relates to the use of aluminum

cars, although these are not yet in large usage. Considerable data have been accumu-

lated on the aluminum car vs. the steel car in coal handling. This may be available for

release by December 1965.

Gear Heating

Pinion gears can be brought up to temperature rapidly in the box-type device.

A 60-lb gear can be brought to 300 F in 10 min by this means, with a connected elec-

trical load of, usually, 8 kw. Package equipment is available, and can be set to any

temperature up to 600 F.

Car Repainting

The New York Central shops at Beech Grove, Ind., have published, in their New
York Central Headlight, an internal publication, a story on the 4^-min car-painting

installation. Currently, 432-kw infrared lamps are used in this installation. Interesting

innovations in car moving and painting are involved

People Heating

The Toronto Transit Commission, in Toronto, Ont., is continuing an experiment

in heating people on train platforms with electric infrared units. Novel in this applica-

tion is the use of a timer which turns off the heaters if no cold customer is there to

push the operating button. A thermostat in the circuit could be used to prevent

operation in mild temperatures.
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Report on Assignment 13

Railway Electrification

Collaborating with Mechanical Division, AAR

B. C. Hallowell (chairman, subcommittee), R. J. Berti, L. W. Birch, V\^ F. Bowers,
H. F. Brown, K. A. Browne, A. B. Costic, F. J. Corporon, L. B. Curtis, E. K.
Farrellv, G. B. Hauser, H. C. Held, R. Lane, C. F. Mulrenan, K. S. Niemond.
R. F. Pownall, A. G. Raabe, E. B. Shew, E. L. Tennyson, V. E. VVannag, R. W.
Werts.

Your committee reports as information on the general subject of railway electrifica-

tion. Of the six assignments of our subcommittee, only two are reported on this year.

The reports follow:

Report on Assignment 13A

Clearances Involving 25-Kv Commercial-Frequency

Electrification Systems

K. S. Niemond, Chairman

A review was made of the second edition of the U.I.C. Code, issued January I.

1963, by the Union International Chemin de Fer (U.I.C). Generally, the U.I.C. code

clearances are lower than the standards now used in this country for 1500-v, d-c,

3,000-v d-c, 12,000-v a-c systems. Presently, we do not have any experience with a

2S-kv system installation.

The subcommittee will make further investigation of this subject, particularly of

the new 2S-kv high-speed line from Osaka to Tokyo in Japan, rather than recommend-

ing reduction of the clearances that have been established for the 12-kv s>stems, which

are conservative.

It is our recommendation to continue use of the clearances now specified in the'

AAR Electrical Manual, Section 13, Chapter 2, Part 2, Clearance Lines for Pantograph,

Catenary Construction, and Adjacent Permanent Way Structures Where Men .^re Not

Permitted to Be On Top of Cars.
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Report on Assignment 13D

Developments in the Field of Electrification

(Domestic and Foreign)

L. W. Birch, Chairman

DOMESTIC—RAILROADS

New York Central System

The New York Central System has added 26 commuter trains on its Harlem Divi-

sion operating electrically out of New York. This is a part of a suburban mass trans-

portation demonstration project and will continue over a two-year period.

Fig. 1

Reading Company
The Reading Company is electrifying the Fox Chase Line, a segment of "Opera-

tion Northeast." The overhead system (Fig. 1) is equivalent to the catenary built in

19.^0 for the original electrification. The voltage is 11-kv, single-phase.

Washington, D. C.

.\ high-speed line between Boston and Washington, mostly over present electrified

tracks, has been proposed in order to shorten operating time between the two cities.

Between Washington and New York the present schedule calls for 50 daily trains. The
new schedule calls for 72. The section of line between Boston and New York will

require fewer passenger trains. Several designs have already been proposed for these

high-speed trains, one of which contemplates the use of an aircraft turbine engine with
electric motors on each car.

The Senate and House have passed a bill authorizing a $90-milli()n program lo

develop and test this high-speed system over a three-year period.
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DOMESTIC—RAPID TRANSIT

New York

A total of 600 stainless steel "Brightliners" was placed in operation in time to carry

some of the traffic to the World's Fair. The Brightliners replaced old cars and weigh

considerably less than the replaced cars. The Transit Authority has ordered 200 new

subway cars for delivery in 1965.

A total of 160 new air-conditioned rapid transit cars has been in operation in the

old Hudson & Manhattan tubes. Voltage is 600 d-c

Philadelphia

A proposed extension of the Broad Street subway, 6^ miles long, would run

northwest along Roosevelt Boulevard to Rhawn Street, and a 1.4-mile segment would

extend directly south to Patterson Avenue. The subway would operate with 600 v, d-c.

Philadelphia voters gave their approval to a $87,330,000 bond issue to extend the

Broad Street subway.

Philadelphia-Camden

The Delaware River Port Authority has okayed and provided money for the con-

struction of a 14.5-mile third-rail transit operation between Philadelphia and Kirkwood,

N. J. A total of 84 new rapid-transit cars will be necessary for this 600-v d-c, third-

rail system.

Boston

The new Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority expects to add several rapid-

transit lines to the present system, the first under construction being the line to South

Braintree, a former New Haven commuter line.

Washington, D. C.

Congressional approval has been given to the Washington, D. C, rapid transit bill,

the amount involved being $431 million for the construction of 25 route miles of rapid

transit.

Pittsburgh

The Port Authority of Allegheny County has started limited operation of its rubber-

tired "Skybus" on the elevated concrete test structure in the suburb of South Park.

The lightweight rapid-transit cars are entirely automatic and powered by a SOO-v,

3-phase, a-c system.

Cleveland

Cleveland is ready to start construction of its Airport Extension, a little more than

4 miles of rapid transit, using a 600-v, d-c, catenary overhead .system (Fig. 2).

Chicago

Chicago has just purchased 180 new high-speed cars (Fig. 3). About a year ago

Chicago opened its two-mile elevated section on the extremity of Lake Street. Some

of the new cars will be used on the Lake Street line. In order to elevate the Lake Street

right-of-way, it was necessary to use a portion of the North Western Railway grade

which approximates elevated-structure height.

The new Skokie-Swift route of the Chicago Transit Authority, extending from

Howard Street to Dempster Street, is operated with modified rapid-transit cars equipped
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Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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with pantographs. The catenary o\erhea(l system was formerly used by the Chicago

North Shore & Milwaukee Raihoad. This new extension of Chicago's rapid transit

system has shown phenomenal increases in passenger riding.

Atlanta

The voters of five counties, representing the metropolitan region of Atlanta,

approved a State Constitutional Amendment which would permit the C.eorgia State

Legislature to enact laws to create a Transit Authority.

San Francisco

The most exciting rapid-transit system now being built is in San Francisco. Voters

of the Bay Area passed a $792-million bond issue to build this 7S-mile, surface and

underground, double-track installation. A $133-minion transit tube under the Bay will

be financed by tolls from the Bay Bridge. A full-scale model of the automatically

operated trains will start carrying passengers in 1968 at speeds up to 80 mph every

90 seconds during the rush hour. A prototype of some 450 cars was unveiled recently

and will be on display during the next year. Extensive experiments (Fig. 4) involving

automatic train control, trucks, tracks, motors, distribution and collection systems, and

many new items, are being performed on a section of track known as the Diablo Test

Track located on the Old Sacramento & Northern right-of-way.

Toronto

The Toronto Transit Commission opened the two-mile University Extension in

1964 and expects that the new eight-mile Bloor-Danforth Subway Line will be opened

December 30, 1965. A total of 164 new cars have been ordered for this 600-v, d-c,

third-rail system (Fig. 5). These cars are 75 ft long, weigh 56,000 lb and carry 83

seated passengers.

The complete project will be carried out under an accelerated construction schedule

made possible by a $29,482,000 loan from the Canadian government.

Montreal

The City of Montreal is building a subway over a 16-mile route. The system will

be served by 26 stations and 369 rapid-transit cars. This system, like a section of the

Paris Metro, will use rubber-tired vehicles. Cars will be powered with 600-v, d-c motors.

Also, a rail rapid-transit Une is being built to Montreal's "EXPO 67." Cars will be

equipped with a modern cab-signal and speed-control system, the first installation in

the Western Hemisphere.

Both the Montreal subway and the rapid-transit line to "EXPO '67" will be

equipped with a 600-v d-c third-rail system.

FOREIGN—RAILROADS
Czechoslovakia

During the past year new electric multiple-unit trains have been placed in service

on the Czechoslovakia State Railways. These trains are designed for suburban and local

services on hnes electrified at 3000 v, d-c. Maximum speed is 63 mph.

England

More electrification is planned for Britain (Fig. 6). The important railway line

from London to Bournemouth on the south coast via the Port of Southampton, is to be

electrified by the summer of 1967. The line will be 80 miles long and operated by
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Fig. 4

Fig. 5
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Fig. 6

thitti rail at 750 v, d-c. Electrification of the London-Liverpool line is due to be

completed in 1966. Full-speed electric services are already operating as far south as 82

miles from London.

Also, the lines from London to Brighton, Hastings and Worthing, electrified 30

years ago, were equipped with multiple-unit trains for fast service. They will be

replaced with 54 modern units capable of operating at 72 mph.

Additional information on recent British developments is presented on pages

306 to 313.

France

The replacement of steam locomotives by electric or diesel is the principal item in

the French Re-equipment Program (Fig. 7). At the present time 21 percent of the

system is electrified or in the course of conversion. When the present program is com-

pleted this proportion will jump to 23 percent of 5470 miles. Electrified lines will carry

72 percent of the traffic.

Germany

The first German Federal Railway single-phase electric locomotive for fast pas-

senger service is now under test. This locomotive weighs 128 tons, can deliver 6,000 hp,

with a peak of 12,000 hp, and can travel at 125 mph.

Three-car alternating-current trains have been recently delivered to the German

Federal Railways to be proven in certain suburban areas. Each three-car set is equipped

with eight driving motors and is geared for a maximum speed of 75 mph. The over-

head distribution is l5-kv, 16% -cycles.

Italy

A 40-mile electrification to serve the Puglia Province and replace a tramway has

been opened for operation. Voltage is 3,000, d-c.
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Fig. 7

The Cumana Railway has been equipped, during the past year, with new motive

power. Signals and trolley voltage have been changed. When electrified in 1927, 1,500 v,

d-c were selected. Now, the voltage is 3,000, d-c.

India

Operators of the Central Railway of India are changing the section between Bom-
bay and Igatpuri from 1,500 v, d-c, to 25 kv, a-c.

The Sealdah Division of the Eastern Railway of India is being equipped with a

catenary system which will be energized with 25 kv, single-phase, 50-cycle supply. The

electrification will be 89 miles long.

The Eastern Railway of India main-line 25-kv a-c electrification has been extended

southward to Burdwan by the opening of the Andal-Mankar section on May 20th.

Japan

Japan's "super-train" operating between Tokyo and Osaka was designed for 150

mph which means a 3-hour ride over 320 miles of line between the two cities. Catenary

overhead supplies 2S-kv electrical energy to the trains.

Norway

Electrification over the entire 293 miles between Bergen and Oslo was authorized

in 1952 and was completed during the past year. This line is energized at 15-kv,

16% cycles.
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Russia

During the last five years the railways of Russia were supplied with 3,200 electric

locomotives and 4,200 multiple-unit coaches. By the end of 1963 the total length of

electrified lines exceeded 12,600 miles, of which 2,800 miles were alternating-current

lines. During the 1964-1965 period, approximately 2,700 miles of additional electrification

were added.

Spain

Spain's 10-year plan calls for considerable electrification in the sections from

Centra de Banos to Leon, Palencia to Alar de Rey, and Castilleio to Toledo.

Service was inaugurated last year on the new 3,000-v, 37-mile line between Gerona

and Cerbere.

Switzerland

On May 24, 1965, the 100th 6,000-hp Co-Co single-phase electric locomotive of the

Gotthard type was delivered to the Swiss Federal Railways. An additional 20 locomo-

tives of this type are under construction.

Recent delivery to the Berner Alpenbahn Lines in Switzerland of five twin-car

electric trains culminates 28 years of development with this type of train—single-phase,

four-motor, 1,800-hp. The new trains delivered in 1964 were composed of non-

articulated coaches with the two inner axles of each car driven. Each car has four

traction motors, and a continuous rating of 1,600 hp is obtained.

FOREIGN—RAPID TRANSIT
Berlin

Delivery of 22 twin-car electric trains for the Berlin underground was made during

the past year.

Brussels, Belgium

Brussels has broken ground for the first six miles of subway to be completed

in 1971.

London

Completion of 1,000 subway cars, built to a standard pattern, has been announced

by the London Transport Board. Construction dates back to 1958.

London's new Victoria Underground line, which will be opened in 1968, is to

operate with automatic trains.

Milan, Italy

The first section of the Milan Metropolitan was completed and opened to traffic

on November 1964. The section is 7>4 miles long. The .system uses third rail, 750 v,

d-c. The railroad is designed to be signaled by a computer.

Tokyo

The world's longest monorail, 8.2 miles, has been placed in operation between Tokyo

International Airport and downtown Tokyo. Trains are operating between 40 and

45 mph.

Moscow
Moscow is extending its subways to serve the outlying apartment districts. More

than 25 miles of new metro routes are being added to Moscow's 125 miles of existing

rapid-transit lines.
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Munich, Germany

Munich is building a 22-miIe system, 7.2 miles of which will be completed this

year, the remainder in 6 years.

Rome
Rome's new subway, to extend from the center of the city to the suburbs, is beinj^

constructed at a rapid rate.

PHASE UNBALANCE

Group 2 for Assignment 13D has investigated present-day information on the

effects of phase unbalance on a three-phase power system which would be caused by

supplying single-phase railroad load at 60 cycles. This investigation was, of necessity,

of a general nature and indicates that the railway load could be successfully supplied

from a large power system and that there are no insurmountable problems attendant

thereto.

The problems which the railway load present to the power system fall into four

categories: phase unbalance, voltage unbalance, power factor, and harmonics.

Phase Unbalance

Unbalance loading on a three-phase system creates negative phase sequence cur-

rents which must be absorbed by the generating equipment. The limitation in amount

of negative phase sequence loading is principally a function of heating of slot wedges

and rotor body ends. Generators, depending on their design and the length of time

to which they are subjected to unbalanced loading, can absorb different amounts of

negative phase sequence currents. The actual limit should be obtained from the manu-

facturer. However, in general a generator can continuously carry about 5 percent

negative phase sequence current while carrying full-load rated current. In other words,

unless the phase unbalance to any generator exceeds 5 percent, no difficulties should be

encountered.

Expressed in terms of generator loading based on general indications obtained from

generator manufacturers, a 100-mva generator should be capable of continuously

delivering 94 mva of system three-phase load and, in addition, serving 5 mva of

unbalanced load on one phase resulting from the combined effect of single-phase rail-

way loads. The equipment manufacturers are determining generator capability for

unbalanced loads of shorter (1 to 2 hr) duration. It is anticipated that an indication

of generator capability in this area will be available in the near future.

It must be borne in mind that the generating stations electrically closest to the

supply points will carry the largest share of the unbalanced currents. However, if the

railroad load is supplied from a high-tension transmission system, the unbalance will

be distributed, although not evenly, among all generators on the system.

Computer programs are available to translate train movements into kilowatt

demand, and through their use, an electrification system can be designed to keep the

phase unbalance from exceeding the allowable limit by proper .sectionalizing and

transformer size.

Voltage Unbalance

Single-phase load supplied from a three-phase bus will cause a voltage drop in one

phase greater than the other two. This represents an unbalanced voltage to other equip-

ment supplied from the same source. The effect is most troublesome to polyphase motors.
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causing overheating in the unbalanced phase. The amount of overheating is expressed

by the relation: H = 2F", where H is the temperature rise on the unbalanced phase

above the other two phases and V is the percentage unbalance. Using the above rela-

tion, a 3 percent voltage unbalance would cause 18 percent higher temperature in the

unbalanced phase. It is recognized that all polyphase motors will tend to act as phase

balancers and will, consequently, tend to reduce the amount of unbalance that would
be present without them. The measure of voltage unbalance is the coefficient of asym-
metry which should be held to 3 percent or less. The coefficient of asymmetry is defined

as follows:

^ Single phase mva ^ .„„

Short circuit capability mva

In order not to have the supply transformers too small and, consequently, too

numerous, it is recommended that supply points be fed from buses where the short-circuit

levels are 1000 mva or greater.

Power Factor

It is anticipated that railway loads will have a power factor of from 82-88 percent.

This power factor is actually a wave distortion effect rather than an inductive effect.

The railway power factor can be improved, if necessary, by the use of static capacitors,

either on the railway system or at the supply points.

Harmonics

The 60-cycle contact system requires motive power using a transformer and rectifier

to supply direct-current traction motors. The rectifier produces harmonics which will be

reflected back into the utility system. Filters or "smoothers" could be installed either in

each locomotive or at each supply point; however, such apparatus would require an

additional expenditure. From the experience of the French and British and from an

analysis of the harmonics produced by rectifiers, it is felt that such harmonics would

be of a minor value and would be reduced by natural system capacitance to a point

where they would not cause any overheating to motors or any other apparatus, with

the possible exception of shunt capacitors. All power capacitors have the ability to

carry 135 percent of their rated current and, therefore, no deleterious effects from the

harmonics should be experienced by the capacitors.

Communication

As a result of unbalance among the phases of the power supply system, there may

be undesirable effects on communication systems. This problem should be recognized

and studied for specific conditions of proximity and types of consrtuction.

Conclusion

The foregoing general discussion should not be interpreted as being appHcable

to any railway electrification on any power system without a detailed study. In order

to plan a successful electrification, a thorough investigation would have to be made of

the railroad schedules and the methods and location of supply points to determine the

maximum phase unbalance which would be presented to the power system. Once this

is done the effects of the unbalance on the rotating equipment of the power system

would have to be studied and the railroad system and the power system coordinated

in such a fashion that the unbalance would cause no serious damage to the power-

system generators.
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Also, effects on communication systems should be recognized and remedial measures

determined. With modern computers, and with programs available, such a coordinated

study would not be excessively costly nor take a long time to accomplish.

THIRD RAIL

Two installations of experimental bi-metallic third-rail systems are under test. One

system is installed at the South Park Transit Expressway (Pittsburgh-Allegheny County).

Sufficient rail for 120 ft of three-phase a-c current distribution was installed. The base

conductor is an extruded aluminum alloy section, capped with a formed stainless steel

sheet for the wearing surface and fastened to the aluminum rail by a unique welding

process for dissimilar metals. This test installations will show the effectiveness of:

a. Stainless steel as a commutating surface.

b. The welding technique.

c . The specially designed anchors for the expansion joints and the power rails,

d. The bi-metallic rail under operating conditions.

The rest and major length of the third-rail system is copper.

A similar third rail 3160 ft long for d-c distribution will be installed at the BARTD
test site for evaluation of the same features.

SILICON RECTIFIERS

Five 3000-kw silicon rectifiers are now in service on the Long Island, supplying

power to a 650-v third rail system (Fig. 8). Three additional units are now on order

and will be installed to replace rotary converters at Winfield Substation No. 21 in the

near future.

An additional four each 3000-kw and three each 1000-kw silicon rectifiers are

scheduled to be installed under the road's 1966 program.

Fig. 8
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A solid-state type of supervisory control apparatus was installed at the new silicon

rectifier substation at Long Island City, N. Y. A standard voice communication circuit

was utilized for transmission. Binary code is used to make selection of the desired

apparatus at the substation. All of the control and supervision points are constantly

scanned in order to transmit any change of the apparatus as a result of automatic

tripping of circuit devices for a-c and d-c feeders, etc.

Supervisory telemetering apparatus is so designed as to provide a decimal readout

on the display panelboard at the load dispatcher's office at Jamaica, N. Y. There are

various devices for obtaining a suitable analog source of bus voltage or rectifier

amperes to feed into an analog-to-digital converters, for converting the analog signal

into a digital form for suitable transmission over the same pair of line wires that are

used to transmit the logic coding information for the selection and control of sub-

station apparatus.

A number of studies are now being progressed to determine the compatibility of

various types of electrification systems that could be used for extension of electrification

on the Long Island.

It is anticipated that the proposed $200-million improvement program will most

likely be authorized following the completion of negotiations and purchase of the Long

Island by the State of New York. There will be approximately 113 road miles of elec-

trification extensions which will include the Oyster Bay and Port Jefferson branches,

and the main line from Mineola to Ronkonkoma, also the Montauk branch from

Babylon to Speonk.

RECENT BRITISH DEVELOPMENTS

Press release received from the Engineering in Britain Information Services on

electrical equipment for railways includes data on the following interesting subjects:

1. Measuring oxide films on commutators and slip-rings

2. New electric locomotives and trains

3. Locomotive simulator helps driver training

4. Plastic dome protects transformers during erection

5. More suburban multiple-units

6. Silicon rectifiers for Toronto subway

7. Continuous color-light signalling

8. New railway research and design center

9. Further improvement in British Railways' finances

Measuing Oxide Films of Commutators and Slip-Rings

A method of continuously monitoring the thickness of the dark film formed under

the carbon brush on commutators and slip-rings has been developed. This film, which

is composed mainly of copper oxide, plays an important part in the conduction of cur-

rent across the sliding copper-graphite interface. Up to now it has been possible to

measure the thickness of the film only with the system at rest. The new method for

the first time permits measurement during rotation and so makes true comparison

possible with electrical and frictional characteristics of the interface.

The method is based on the conversion of plane-polarised light to elliptically

polarised light by reflection from the oxide-coated copper. (Figs. 9 and 10). A beam of

monochromatic light from a high-intensity mercury-arc source is used. This is polarised

at an angle of 45 deg to the plane of incidence, so it can be considered mathematically

as two equal components, one in the plane of incidence, the other perpendicular to it.
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Fig. 9—Apparatus developed to measure the thickness of the oxide film
formed on slip rings. A beam of plane-polarized light, generated in the
device at the right of the picture, is reflected from the motor slip ring
(center) into the beam-splitting prism and photo multipliers at the left.

Fig. 10—Diagram of the apparatus shown in Fig. 9. A is the axis of
rotation; B, brush; L,, collimated monochromatic light, plane-polarized at
45 deg to plane of incidence; L,, elliptically polarized reflected light; M,
motor; O, cathode-ray oscilloscope; P, beam-splitting prism and photo-
multiplier intensity detectors; R, recorder; and S, slip ririg.
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On reflection at the air/oxide and oxide/copper interfaces, and the transmission through

the oxide, the two components undergo changes of phase and intensity. In general, the

total phase change for the two components is not the same, and the reflected light is

therefore ellipticaily polarised.

The reflected light is analyzed by a beam-splitting prism which physically resolves

the ellipse into two plane-polarised vibrations at right angles. The intensities of the two

beams are then measured by photomultipliers and either recorded or displayed on a

cathode-ray oscilloscope. Theoretically, such measurements contain enough information

to calculate the thickness and refractive index of the oxide film. The calculation is

complex, however, and in practice the apparatus is calibrated from stationary oxide

films of known thickness. By choosing suitable axes of resolution the ratio of the two

intensities can be made a linear function of film thickness over limited operating ranges.

New Electric Locomotives and Trains

The first of 100 new 25 -kv a-c electric locomotives and 54 multiple-unit train sets

have recently started service in England, ready for the introduction of full electric

services between London, Manchester, and Liverpool in January, 1966. These are British

Railways' first standard designs for a-c rolling stock (Figs. 11 and 12).

The new locomotives, known as Type AL.6, have a U. T. C. rating of 4300 hp,

a maximum speed of 100 mph, a Bo-Bo wheel arrangement and a weight of about 80

tons. Power is taken from the overhead line by a single pantograph, then through an

air-blast circuit-breaker to the main transformer, which has high-tension tap-changing

and a secondary winding divided into four identical sections. Each section feeds one

four-pole d-c traction motor through an individual bridge-connected silicon rectifier

and a smoothing choke. This arrangement enables the driver to cut out any circuit in

which a fault develops and to proceed on the other three, so avoiding blockage of the

heavily trafficed line.

The traction motors give the required performance without external field-weakening,

control equipment being greatly simplified thereby compared with earlier British loco-

motives. The motors are also axle-hung and fitted with resilient gears in place of the

costly and heavy flexible drive used before. Internal access to the electrical equipment

has been improved by reducing wheel diameter and lengthening the body; while, for

major overhauls, the roof and upper half of each body side-lift off as a single piece to

give excellent access from outside. The frequency of routine maintenance has been

halved by providing a rheostatic brake of 2000-kw capacity and so extending the life

of brake-blocks from 7 days to 14.

The new multiple-unit trains, known as Type AM 10, will be used primarily for

long-distance suburban services out of London. They are four-coach sets, each" set com-

prised of driving trailer (with battery), motor coach, plain trailer and driving trailer.

Up to three sets, each seating 318 passengers, can be used in multiple. The trains have

a maximum speed of 75 mph and a choice of two rates of acceleration, 1.1 mph/sec and

0.9 mph/sec, selected by the driver according to weather conditions.

For the first time, the coach bodies have an integral construction which greatly

simplifies under-floor mounting of the electrical equipment by providing a flat under-

frame without trusses or cross members. Except for the main transformer, all equip-

ment cases can be withdrawn and replaced on angle-iron slides by a fork-lift truck.

The main electrical features of the trains are low-tension tap-changing electro-

pneumatic contactors, silicon rectifiers arranged in bridge circuits, a single smoothing

choke, and four axle-hung traction motors permanently connected in parallel. The trans-

former is cooled by pumping oil through the windings and then through naturally
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Fig. 11

Fig. 12
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cooled radiator tubes mounted on the tank. The rectifier, also naturally cooled, is totally

enclosed in a case provided with external aluminum fins; the diodes are clamped to the

inside of the case via hcryiiium-oxidc cups which combine high electrical resistance

with excellent thermal conductivity.

Locomotive Simulator Helps Driver Training

A static machine which realistically simulates the behavior under driving conditions

of a 2S-kv a-c electric locomotive has been acquired by British Railways, London Mid-

land Region, to assist with the training of drivers. Full electric services will be intro-

duced on the London-Manchester-Liverpool main line in January 1966, and becau.se

of the intensive working of this line—it carries 400 trains a day even while electrifica-

tion is in progress—it is difficult either to find space on the line for instructional trains

or to release locomotives from their regular duties. The locomotive simulator enables

drivers to be trained away from the track initially, until they can handle actual service

trains, and also permits long continuous training sessions, it can be used 24 hr a day

if required.

The simulator consists basically of a mock-up of the cab of an electric locomotive,

complete with controls and instruments. Working controls include the main controller

and reversing levers; air, vacuum and rheostatic brake handles; anti-slip brake; driver's

safety pedal and automatic warning system; pantograph, exhauster and train-heating

controls. Operating of the controls transmits signals to the electronic computer, which

produces a realistic response by visual and aural means, by movement of the cab, and

by instrument readings.

The visual system consists of a film occupying the driver's full field of vision through

the windscreen. This moves at a speed proportional to the train speed being reproduced.

Maximum speed represents 100 mph. The film, which covers some 16 miles of electrified

track south of Manchester, was taken at driver's eye level.

Realistic noises are generated electronically and include the sounds produced by

the pantograph, air-blast circuit-breaker, compressor, exhauster, cooling fans, braking

system and wheels of an electric locomotive, as well as the automatic warning system.

Realistic movements are produced by suspending the whole cab from a portal structure

and moving it by hydraulic jacks. The jacks are controlled by a servo-mechanism

which in turn receive signals from the computer. Simulated movements include accel-

eration, deceleration, the effects of gradients and curves, and random motion appropriate

to the rail speed being simulated.

A separate control panel behind the driver enables an instructor to vary such factors

as adhesion (from zero to 40 percent)
;
gradient (from 1 in 60 up—17 per mile—to 1 in

60 down) ; train weight (from light locomotive to 1000 tons) ; the aspect of any color-

light signal on the route (red, yellow, double yellow or green) ; and illumination (from

day to night conditions). In this way drivers can be given experience of all possible

conditions before meeting them in practice. The instructor can also simulate various

fault conditions and thus teach drivers to react quickly and correctly to failures that

occur only rarely in practice.

Plastic Dome Protects Transformers During Erection

A nev/ technique which enables erection work on large outdoor transformers to be

carried out continuously, day and night, without interruption by bad weather, has

been developed. It consists of enclosing the complete transformer in a translucent plastic

dome which is inflated by blowing air into it. The dome keeps the transformer abso-

lutely dry, and during cold weather the air can be heated to provide pleasant working
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Fig. 13

conditions. The plastic material transmits enough light for daytime work and fluorescent

lighting is used at night. An air-lock door large enough to admit a fair-sized vehicle

enables workmen and materials to pass in and out quite freely.

The first transformer to be erected in this way was a 240-mva, 400-kv/132-kv

unit at a power station near Gainsborough in England. Complete erection took only a

quarter of the time required for earlier jobs held up by bad weather. The dome in this

case was 60 ft long by 40 ft wide by 40 ft high, and 30 tons of ballast were used to

anchor it down.

Tap-changers and bushings are lifted into position inside the dome by an external

jib-crane. This is achieved by conical projections in the roof of the dome (see Fig. 13)

which have lifting hooks inside and out and thus permit up-and-down movement while

maintaining the air-seal. The crane driver and the workmen inside the dome communicate

1)>- two-way radio.

More Suburban Multiple-Units

Nineteen new 25-kv a-c multiple-unit train sets arc being built in Great Britain

for the latest line to be electrified there, the suburban line betwen Glasgow and South

Clydeside.

The trains will be three-coach sets similar to those already running in the Glasgow

area. In the past three years these trains have proved 98 percent punctual and have

almost trebled receipts from passengers. They have a maximum service speed of 75 mph
and an acceleration of 1.35 mph/sec. Each set seats 236 passengers and has sliding doors

controlled by a guard.

The main technical improvement in the new trains is the replacement of single

anode mercury-arc rectifiers by silicon rectifier units. These, unusually, will be oil-cooled

to eliminate po.ssibIe contamination of the heat-sink by air-borne dust. The oil will be

cooled in turn by natural air flow through cooling tubes, which can be easily cleaned

by flue-brush. The only other change in the equipment is that cooling air for the main
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Fig. 14

motors will now be taken through ducting from a point well above ground level, again

to prevent possible contamination by dust. The remaining components, including trac-

tion motors and transformers, will be interchangeable with the earlier stock.

The new line will open in summer 1967. Preparation of the 37 route-miles of track

began recently with the laying of concrete foundations for the overhead equipment

masts.

Silicon Rectifiers for Toronto Subway

For extensions to the Toronto subway system in Canada, an English manufacturer

is supplying two 12S0-kw silicon rectifiers and associated d-c control gear to the Toronto

Transit Commission. Each rectifier measures only 9 ft square by 15 ft 6 in high and

weighs approximately 40,000 lb (see Fig. 14). They will be installed outdoors with access

from a prefabricated building housing the d-c control gear and an operating and

tripping battery ; the only civil engineering work required will be the laying on con-

crete foundations—which is important since the installation is to be moved to a new

location later.

The power supply will be at 13.8 kv, 60 cycles, initially, but primary links for a

27.6-kv supply are also included. Output to the third-rail system will be at 570 v, d-c.

The rectifiers comply with the American Standards Association specification for heavy

traction loading; i.e., they will withstand 100 percent load continuously, and after

continuous full load at a maximum ambient air-temperature of 95 F, will withstand

150 percent load for 2 hr or 300 percent load for 5 min. mt

Continuous Color-Light Signalling

In order to take full advantage of the performance of electric trains, British Rail-

ways, London Midland Region, are installing multiple-aspect color-light signaling and

continuous track-circuiting throughout the 515 miles of mainline route currently being
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electrified at 2S-kv, 50 cycles, a-c. With the opening in July 1965 of two new power-

operated signal boxes at Willesden and at Bletchley, resignaling of the direct route

from London to Manchester and Liverpool is complete, ready for the introduction of

full electric services in January 1966. The branch hnes through Birmingham and Stoke-

on-Trent will be ready by the end of 1966.

The new box at Willesden controls 46 single-track miles and 322 routes; that at

Bletchley 120 single-track miles and 198 routes. Between them they replace 29 mechan-

ical signal boxes. Each of the new boxes has a push-button control console with a

miniature track diagram on which the signalman sets routes by pushing buttons at the

required entrance and exit locations. Behind the console a separate train-describer

diagram indicates the position of all trains in the area by means of four-character

codes displayed on small cathode-ray tubes.

The interlocking controls for points and signals use pre-wired removable relay sets

arranged in the same pattern as a track layout. Each set incorporates 6 or 12 miniature

plug-in relays. Controls for outlying areas are grouped in satelhte relay-rooms and

remotely supervised from the central box, mostly by time-division multiplex equipment.

New Railway Research and Design Center

A new technical and scientific center for British Railways is to be built at Derby

alongside the engineering laboratories constructed in 1964. It will complete a 24-miIlion

scheme to centralise the railway's research and design facilities, which are now scattered

through the country. From autumn 1966 the center will house (in addition to the engi-

neering research division already there) : the electrical research department ; the rolling

stock development unit; the staff of the chief engineer (traction and rolhng stock);

the plastic development unit ; the headquarters of British Railways workships, which are

responsible for the construction and repair of rolling stock; the central purchasing

organization; and part of the finance department

Further Improvement in British Railways' Finances

British Railways' working deficit fell by 14.1 million, from 81.6 million to 67.5

million, in 1964, the second year in succession that it has been substantially reduced.

The overall deficit, which included interest charges and extraneous sources of revenue,

fell from 133.9 million to 120.9 million. These results were described in the Railways'

Annual Report as satisfactory progress towards high efficiency and financial solvency.

The improvement was largely due to the introduction of modern traction and to sav-

ings in train working, maintenance and terminal operation. During the year, 87 percent

of passenger-train-miles and 46 percent of freight-train-miles were operated by electric

or diesel traction, compared with figures of 82 percent and 32 percent in 1963; 2077

steam locomotives, nearly 30 percent of those remaining, were scrapped; and the wagon

fleet was reduced as the result of a new data-processing system which increased produc-

tive use of rolling stock. Altogether, working expenses were reduced by 9 million in

spite of pay and price increases amounting to 18 million. At the same time, total traffic

increased by 3.6 percent compared with 1963. Since manpower was 8.5 percent lower,

this represents a 13 percent increase in productivity
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Report on Assignment 15

Relations with Public Utilities

Collaborating with Committee 20

E. M. Hastings, Jr. (chairman, subcommittee), E. H. Brown, A. B. Costic, T. F.

Jelnick, B.' F. McGowan, R. F. Pownall, R. W. Werts.

A Joint Committee, composed of four AAR representatives and four Edison Electric

Institute (EEI) representatives, has been set up to study the proposal to revise the

Specifications for Crossing of Electrical Supply Lines over the Facilities of Railroads.

This Joint Committee plans to meet shortly after the first of the year and hopes to

have a recommendation to present to the 1967 Convention.
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Model N U Tie Cutter

HERE IS THE WINNING TEAM

The Woolery NU Tie Cutter and the Woolery Tie-end Remover preserve the line and surface

of the track and at the same time reduce the cost of tie renewals. Ties can be removed
without trenching, jacking up track or adzing tops of rail-cut ties. With this team you simply
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end remover.
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Railroad Weed Killers. A complete line— right for your weed
problems, your climate conditions, your application methods.
One application can last up to 18 months. Smaller, follow-up

"booster" applications continue control inexpensively. Write
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— Switch Point Protectors

PEERLESS EQUIPMENT PRODUCTS
• Draft Gears

552AB

• Rail Titan
Batteries

IN CANADA:
The P t M Company Ltd

PRODUCTS OP PROGRESS

POOR & COMPANY
Railway Products Division 80 E. Jackson Blvd.. Chicago 4, III.

Notes on

Railroad Location and Construction Procedures

from the School of Experience

By J. A. Given

A series of notes, comments, short-cut methods and "tricks of the

trade" written by a railroad location engineer of many years of

practical experience for the benefit of young engineers.

Price $0.50

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

59 East Van Buren Street

Chicago 5, III.
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Assure lower maintenance costs,

better performance with...

TEXACO
Petroleum Products and

Systematic Engineering

Service

i

TEXACO INC.

RAILWAY SALES DIVISION
135 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

NEW YORK . CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS • ST. PAUL • ATLANTA



Self-adjusting

safety clutch

Husky 4-cycle engine

rit level

Automatic

power feed-
plus hand feed

for quick set-up

Positive chain drive

Only the Racine Rail Drill

gives you all

these features

for faster

in-track repairs

RACINE HYDRAULICS & MACHINERY, INC.

MACHINERY DIVISION • RACINE, WISCONSIN 53404

Power feed alone is reason enough

for buying a Racine Rail Drill. This

exclusive feed system automatically

compensates for rail hardness, as

v\/ell as bit size and sharpness, giving

you more uniform holes and up to

twice the drill life.

But the Racine Rail Drill offers many
other work-saving, cost-cutting fea-

tures. It's fast, easy to position and

adjust, convenient to handle, rugged,

and low in cost. Ask your Racine Dis-

tributor for a demonstration, or write

for details. 20.102

Racine has the tool for the job . . . UNIT TAMPERS • RAIL ANCHOR APPLICATORS • SELF-
PROPELLED DRILL AND SAW • ANCHOR-TIGHT • MULTI-BORE • PORTABLE DRILL • PORTABLE SAW



t^jRSHAW Trackwork Machines

Weed And Brush Cutter (Track Patrol)

Designed, Tested, and Proven

on America's Railroads

Kershaw
MANUFACTURING CO. ^

MONTGOMERYw ALABAMA

Trackwork Equipment Developed and Proven On the Job

Heavy Duty Ballast Regulator, Scaritier and Plow, Standard Ballast Regulator, Sacrifier and Plow,

Track Broom, Super Jack-All, Standard Jack-All Kershaw Kribber, Two-Wheel Kribber, Tie Bed Sacrifier

Tie Inseter, Track Undercutter-Skeletonizer, Ballast Cleaner, Crib-Adze, Mocar Crane, Track Crane and

Tie Inserter, Utility Derrick, Two-Ton Rail Derrick, Tie Replacer, Dual Tie Saw, Track Liner, Snow

Switch Cleaner, Weed and Brush Cutter (Track Patrol).



ECONOMICAL TRACK DRAINAGE

«,. Ic/Cf/Vyl Ballast Cleaning

One p) the SPENO BaHist Cleaninf nuchines.

The transformation in

drainage conditions shown

in these photos was

accomplished with a

SPENO Ballast Cleaning

Machine . . . Time Tested

— and Proved— Year

after Year on the railroads

of the Nation.

For just a few pennies

per track foot you can

have good track drainage

that saves maintenance

dollars.

Write or telephone for a Ballast

Cleaning program for your railroad.

OT9

FRANK SPENO RAILROAD BALLAST CLEANING co., inc.

Clark St., East Syra(

Ph. 315 437 J547

306 N. Cayuga St., Ithaca, N.Y.

Ph. 607 J72 3313

Uiudian Soles Representative: The Holden Co. Limited, 614 SL James SL W,

Montreal 3, Quebec, Canada Phone: 514 849-8131



THE TRASCO CAR RETARDER

HUNDREDS IN SERVICE
IN CLASS YARD TRACK

TRACK SPECIALTIES COMPANY
P.O. BOX 729 WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report.

2. Buildings, loading and unloading facilities, paving, lighting, fencing and

other facilities for automotive-handling terminals.

Study in progress, but no report.

3. Buildings, platforms, ramps, paving, lighting and other facilities for piggy-

back terminals.

Study in progress, but no report.

4. Designing buildings for fixed obsolescence.

Study in progress, but no report.

5. Unit costs for various types of railway buildings.

Final report, presented as information page .U6

6. Ceiling systems for air supply and sound control.

Study in progress, but no report.

7. Curtain-wall construction for railway buildings.

Final report, presented as information page .^2^

Kill. r>07
315
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8. Large, combination freight and passenger stations.

Study in progress, but no report.

9. "Critical Path Method" for architects and engineers in the railway building

field.

Final report, presented as information page 333

The Committee on Buildings,

J. W. Hayes, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin S97, January 1966.

Report on Assignment 5

Unit Costs for Various Types of Railway Buildings

T. S. Williams (chairman, subcommittee), J. L. Agee, H. R. Helker, E. J. Hynes, D. F.
Logan, C. R. Madeley, W. K. McFarling, G. H. McMillan, G. A. Morison, L. S.

Newman, W. C. Panarese, J. T. Rowan, W. C. Sturm, M. L. Thornbrough, Jr.,

R. C. Turnbell, R. A. Ullery.

This report, a final one, presented as information, discusses the topic of unit costs

that may be utilized in estimating total project costs of proposed railroad buildings. The
data presented were gathered by your committee from various railroads throughout the

United States and Canada. The information has been analyzed and tabulated in a man-
ner purposeful for the estimating process. It is suggested that each estimator maintain

similar cost data in a uniform, concise manner for each project for which he is respon-

sible. The periodic review and up-dating of these cost data will assure a reliable basis

for subsequent cost estimates for similar types of construction.

Engineering is defined as a science concerned with utilizing existing products and

power to supply human needs in the form of structures, machines and manufactured

products. To be complete, this definition should also say that this utilization must be

done economically and without waste. It is incumbent for every architect and engineer

to examine each facet of design in terms of the component costs and their respective

contribution to overall or total cost.

At the inception of a project, after first meeting with the using department to

determine particular or peculiar requirements, the railroad architect or engineer in

charge of the project must prepare preliminary plans and specifications with an accom-

panying construction cost estimate. This cost estimate must be reasonably accurate,

since it will be the basis of the economic justification the using department will present

to Management to obtain authority to proceed with the project.

Even though the cost estimate is prepared from preliminary plans and specifications

without the benefit of detailed take-off of material and labor quantities, it must repre-

sent as nearly as possible the final construction cost of the project. If construction cost

exceeds the authority based upon the estimate, funds allocated for other budgeted con-

struction work may have to be reapportioned to make up the over-expenditure. The

opposite condition, where authorized amounts are significantly underexpended, is also

objectionable since it may delay or prevent authorization of other worthwhile projects

due to the tie-up of funds in the over-estimated authority. Gross over-estimation may

also detract from the apparent economic desirability of the particular project to such an

extent that authority for construction will not be granted.
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Since estimates must be prepared without the benefit of detailed building quan-

tities, architects and engineers are forced to use some unit-cost method of estimating.

H. P. Gillette said, "Comparison of unit costs is the only scientific criterion by which

we may judge the economic value of a structure." The cubic-foot-value method has

probably been used more than any other in estimating construction cost before detailed

construction drawings and specifications are available. In applying the cubic-foot method,

it is important that the volume be calculated on the same basis as was used in com-

puting the unit-cost values. The most commonly accepted definition of cubic footage

is the actual volume enclosed within the outer surfaces of the enclosing walls beneath

a plane representing the mean height of the roof and above a plane located 6 in below

the finished surface of the lowest floor.

Two buildings constructed in the same general locality, of similar construction and

style and for like occupancies, should have closely related unit costs per cubic foot

since unit material costs and wage scales will be closely related. This relationship should

exist despite the possibilities of some variations in size and/or configuration.

If the architect or engineer has reliable cubic foot costs of various building types

in different localities and at known cost indices, it is apparent that he can produce

satisfactory cost estimates on proposed structures by simply multiplying the volume

of the proposed structure by the actual cost per cubic foot of a similar structure. How-

ever, it will be necessary to make allowances if one or the other of the buildings has

significant amounts of special equipment, such as elevators, sprinkler systems, etc., that

is not present in the companion structure.

In using unit-cost methods, the estimator must give due consideration to the many

factors that cause variations in structure unit costs. Some of these are:

1. Prevailing prices of labor and material.

2. Requirements of applicable building standards and codes.

3. Type of construction, including foundation conditions.

4. Exterior and interior finish and decoration.

5. Electrical requirements.

6. Equipment needs, including elevators and escalators.

7. Heating, air conditioning and ventilation.

8. Time of year in which bids are to be taken.

9. Engineering and architectural costs.

10. Availability of materials of construction.

Unit costs that are to be used for a proposed structure must be adjusted by the

estimator for differences between the proposed construction and that represented by the

actual unit cost figures applied. By having a considerable number of representative

buildings from which to select a working unit price and by taking into account the

many factors that may influence unit costs, the estimator should be able to produce

consistently reliable cost estimates.

If the estimator desires, he may use the area method as a substitute or check for

the cubic-foot or volume method. When the area method is used, the estimates are based

upon the cost per square foot of the sum of the floor areas enclosed by the outer sur-

faces of the enclosing walls. The square foot or area method is especially convenient

when estimating large, single-story warehouses or shop buildings.

Charts 1, 2, 3 and 4 present descriptive information and cost data gathered on

various railway buildings from members of the committee. The costs arc given on both

a volume and an area basis and locations are given by cities. The cost information has
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been plotted on Charts 5 and 6 to indicate graphically the variations in unit costs of

the different structures. Each representative bar is further subdivided between percentage

cost contributed by (1) structure and finish, (2) heating, ventilating and air condition-

ing, (3) plumbing and (4) electrical. It should be noted that the cost trends for the

area basis and the volume basis are similar. However, between two specific structures,

such as A and B, there may be a reversal in the larger unit cost in dollar value between

the area basis and the volume basis. By comparing the percentage breakdown for the

various component costs for any particular building, it is shown that there is little

deviation between the percentages figured on the area basis and those figured on the

volume basis for buildings of the types illustrated. Therefore, when these figures are

applied to the respective areas or volumes of the buildings, there is only small dis-

crepancy between an estimate prepared on the basis of unit cost per square foot, or

area basis, and a comparable estimate prepared on the basis of unit cost per cubic foot,

or volume basis.

Regardless of which method is used or the degree of reliability of the unit cost

data, the final estimate will be no better than the insight and analysis that the architect

or engineer uses in compiling the significant figures into an estimate that is a close

approximation of the total cost of the actual construction.
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CHART NO. 1

BUILDING INDEX: l-ibS

BUILDING DESCRIPTION AND COSTS

Designation

Description

Size: SF/CF

Foundations

Walls

Partitions

Floors

Ceilings

Roof

Windows

Heat and/or Cool

Plumbing

Electrical

Other

Struc. & Fin.

HVAC

Pluabing

Blectrical

Total Cost

Unit Cost: SF/CF

Location

Prefabricated
Portable Depot
1 Story

286/2 504

Welded Stl.

Insulated
Stl. Panels

Prefabricated
Stl. Panels

2" T&G WD
W/Tilc

Insulated
Mtl. Panels

Prefabricated
Stl. Panels

Hor. Sliding
Stl.

LP Gas Furnace
W/Ducts

1 Lav, 1 WC
1 WH

120-240 Volts

Used Train
Order Signal

$ 5,240.

3 50.

1,630.

530,

7,750.

27.09/3.09

Hunter,
N. Dakota

Prefab.Empl.
Dormitory
1 Story

5720/68060

Concrete

Insulated
Stl, Panel

Insulated
Stl. Panel

Vinyl Asb.
on concrete

Susp.Accous.
Tile

Stl.JST&Deck
l"Insul,Blt.
Up

Fixed Stl.

Gas Fired
Heating and
Cooling

4 Lav, 4 WC,
3 UR, 3 SH,
1 SS, 1 DF

220 Volts

38 Mtl. Lockers
38 Cubicles
Fire Alara Sy.

Prefab. Pass
Station
1 Story

1248/11856

Concrete

Insulated
Stl. Panel

Concrete
Block

Vinyl Asb.
on concrete

Insulated
Mtl. Panel

Prefabricated
Stl. Panels

Hor. Sliding
Stl.

Heat Pump
Heating and
Cooling

2 Lav, 2 WC,
1 SS, 1 DF,
1 WH

Toilet
Facilities
1 Story

1432/15752

Concrete

8" Concrete
Block

4" concrete
Block

Precast Cone.
Insul, Bit.
up

Proj. Stl.

Radiators
Using Central
Station Steam

3 Lav, 3 WC,
2 UR, 1 SS,
1 DF, 2 SH

115-230/3/60 120-208/3/60

$ 173,700.

30.36/2.55

N. Bessemer,
Pa.

$ 20,293.

3,309.

2 , 802

.

3,570.

29,974.

24.02/2.53

Lake City,
Fla.

$ 19,928.

4,426.

6,435.

5,093.

35,882.

25.06/2.28

Gary, Ind.
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CHAKT Nt). Z

Designation

Oesciiption

Size: SF/CF

Foundation

Walls

Partitions

Floors

Ceilings

Roof

Windows

Heat and/or Cool

Plumbing

Electrical

Other

Struct. & Pin.

HVAC

Plumbing

Electrical

Total Cost

Unit Cost: SF/CF

Location

Yard Office
3 Story

2270/23230

Rein. Cone.

Cone. Block

Gypsum BO
on WD Studs

Vinyl on Cone./
Stl. Jst & Deck

Susp. Accous.
Tile

Stl. Frame &

Deckflnsul,
Bit. Up

O.H. Aluffl;lnsul

Glass in Tower

No cooling; gas
fired HW Heat

3 Lav, 3 WC,
1 UR, 1 DF

Lt: 120-240V
Pwr: 440V

Dumbwaiter

$ 33,500.

5,000.

2,700.

7,500.

48,700.

21.45/2.09

Minneapolis,
Minn.

Office Bldg.
2 Story

19530/239243

Concrete

Brick

Plaster/Gypsum
BlkjMtl Part,

Asph. Tile on
Cone. /Stl. Deck

Mtl. Ace. Tile;
Mtl.Lath/Plas.

Stl. Frame &

Deck, Cone,
Insul,Blt.Up

Proj. Stl.

Ac: Duct Dist;
Heat: Fin Tube
W/Cen.Sta.St.

10 Lav, 5 WC,
3 UR, 1 SS,
5 DF

120-240/1/60
440/3/60

Lawn Sprinklers

$ 323,125.

107,585.

27,495.

41,460.

499,665.

25.58/2.08

Joliet, 111.

Comn. Bldg.
1 Story
W/Basement

9300/125000

Concrete

Brick on
Cone. Block

Gypsum BD/
Mtl Studs

Vinyl Asb.
on Concrete

Accous. Tile;
Exp>osed

Tar & Gravel

Proj. AluB.

lOOX Heat &

Cool ; Duct
Dist; oil
fired HW
Boiler

3 Lav, 3 WC,
2 SS, 2 Lunch
Counters

Lt: 120-208V
Pwr: 550/3/60

$ 195,000.

21.00/1.56

Hamilton,
Ont.

H

Prefab,
yard Office
1 Story

2,005/20,050

Cone. Slab

Mtl W/Insul
Liner Panel

Dry Wall on
WD Studs

Vinyl Asb.
on Concrete

Susp. Accous.
Tile

Prefab. Stl.
Panels

Hor. Sliding
Alum.

lOOK HT & CLt
Con.Ducts,Gas
Fired Furnace

3 WC, 3 Lav,
2 UR, 1 SH,
1 DF

110-220/3/60

$ IB, 476.

2,675.

2,400.

4,711.

28,262.

14.09/1.41

Hearne, Tex.
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Designation

Description

Size: SF/CF

Foundations

Walls

Partitions

Floors

Ceilings

Roof

Windows

Heat and/or Cool

Plumbing

Electxlcal

Struct. & Fin.

HVAC

Plumbing

Electrical

Total Cost

Unit Cost: SF/CF

Location

Yard Office
Extension
1 Story

1,310/19,600

Rein. Cone.

S'wich Pnls w/
Mtl Studs «. Fr

Gyp. BD on
MTL Studs

Asph. Tile on
Concrete

Susp. Fiber-
glass Panels

Stl. Deck, 1"

Insul, Tar &
Asb. Felt

Prefab. Wall
Panel Units

Ducts in CLG
& Floor

1 DF, 6 Gal. WH
1 Lunch Rm. Sink

Fluorescent
Fix; 1 Exh. Fan

$ 19,710.

2,219.

462.

1,500.

23,891.

]8.24/1 .22

Eugene, Ore.

Bunk House
2 Story W/
Fin. Basement

8,350/92,000

Concrete

Asb/WD Frame/
4" Insul/Plstr.

Plaster/Gyp.
Lath/WD Studs

Vinyl Asb. on
Concrete

Plaster on
Gyp. Lath

210# ASPH.
Shingles

Prefabricated
Freight House
1 Story

2 560/32,000

Rein. Cone.

Prefab. Alum.
Panels

Gyp. BD or Plywood
on WD Studs

Rein. Concrete

Gyp. BD in Off.
& Toilets only

Prefab. Alum.
Panels

Wood Sash

HW Radiation

5 WC, 9 Lav,
4 UR, 4 SH,
2 sinks

Hor. Sliding
Stl.

No . A . C . ; Gas
Fired Unit Htrs.

1 WC, 1 Lav, 1 (JR

120-208 Volts 120-240 Volts

12' X 80' Conc.Pltf.
W/Canopy; 15' x 32*

Conc.Pltf. W.O. Can

$ 33,000.

050,

1,050.

2,000.

$ H0,000. 37,000.

13.20/1.20 14.45/1.16

Field, B. C. Williston, N. D.
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CHAJJT NO. 4

Designation M N

Description

Si*e: SF/CF

Foundations

Walls

Partitions

Floors

Ceilings

Roof

Windows

Heat and/or Cool

Plumbing

electrical

Other

Struct. & Fin.

HVAC

Plumbing

Electrical

Total Cost

Unit Cost: SF/CF

Location

Freight £.

Yard Office
1 Story

7,680/99,840

Concrete

Lt.Wt.Conc.Qlks.
& Glass Panels

Prefinishcd Dry
Wall (Moveable)

Vinyl Asb. on
Rein. Cone.

Susp. Accous.
Tile

Cone. on Stl.Deck
& frame, Tar & Gr

,

None

Shop
liui Iding
1 Story

14,100/202,200

Concrete

Cone. Blk.

Cone. Blk.

Cone. Slab
on Grade

Stl Jst & Deck
l"Insul,Blt.Up

Proj. Stl.

100« HT & CL-.PKG 13 Unit HTHS;
Syst. W/Con. Ducts 2 oil Fired
Gas Fired Furnace Steam Boilers

4 WC, 3 LAV, 2 UK, 5 WC, 3 LAV,
1 SS, 1 DF

110-220/3/60

$65,336.

13,538.

Incl. Above

13,547.

92,421.

12. 00/. 92

Dallas, Tex.

3 UR, 1 SS,
4 DF

220/3/60

4 Circ. Wash
Sinks

$ 89,810.

63,870.

Incl .Above

13,820.

167,500.

11. 88/. 83

Albion, Pa.

Prefab. Service
Building
1 Story w/Mez.

3,967/58,114

Concrete

Cone. Blk. &

Prefab. Stl.

Cone. Blk.

Cone. Hollow
Core Slabs

Prefab. Stl.
Panels

Arch. Proj.
Alum.

KT: 568 SF W/
EL, Resist. HTR.
KT & CL: 245 SF

1 WC, ILAV., 1 UR

120-240/3/60

$ 25,746.

Incl. Above

Incl. Above

7,303.

33,049.

8. 33/. 57

Jacksonville, Fla.
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CHART 5

COST PER CUBIC FOOT FOR
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Report on Assignment 7

Curtain-Wall Construction for Railway Buildings

R. J. Martens (chairman, subcommittee), J. L. Agee, J. H. Adams, Jr., VV. F. Arm-
strong, F. R. Bartlett, G. J. Bleul, A. C. Cayou, A. W. Charvat, J. S. Cooper,
F. D. Day, F. C. Edmonds, K. E. Hornung, W. R. Hyma, H. J. Lieser, W. K.
McFarling, G. H. McMillan, W. C. Panarese, T. H. Seep, W. C. Sturm, S. G.
Urban, T. S. Williams.

This is a final report, presented as information.

The use of curtain walls as a means of enclosing a building has experienced a tre-

mendous growth. Manufacturers and producers of materials adaptable to use as dimen-

sionally stable exterior wall curtains have broadened this construction technique with

numerous products fulfilling the architects' desires for durability and economy, and for

variety in color and texture. All contribute to a mounting array of resources available

to the architect for designing structures which are both functional and attractive.

The subject of curtain-wall construction for railway buildings involves many fac-

tors, each of which may be approached in more than one way by the architect. There-

fore, it would be unwise to attempt to prepare a standard specification which covers

the many phases of this subject. Decisions concerning the specific details for a wall

system should be made by the individual architect or engineer based upon cost factors,

design and engineering requirements.

Railroads, in general, do not construct buildings in the high-rise category. Conse-

quently, the architect should primarily consider the use of curtain walls in connection

with buildings of one to three stories in height. These considerations may be applied

equally well to new facings on existing buildings. On one- to three-story buildings,

the standard designs, with thoroughly tested details, are usually used and are relatively

easy to handle. These wall systems provide the industry with a large selection which

are relatively simple to engineer and install.

Railway buildings generally are not of the type which need ornamental curtain

walls. However, an ornamental-type curtain wall would be suitable for such structures

as office buildings, station buildings in moderate-size communities with heavy rail traffic,

and principal structures in conspicuous locations in a community.

The basic consideration in the use of curtain walls for railroad structures are the

type of building, design, location and budget established for the project.

Simple, utilitarian types of insulated metal curtain walls are most appropriate and

merit consideration for almost any type of shop or office building where a need exists

for economical thermal and acoustical control.

The architect should carefully evaluate the above considerations to determine the

feasibility of the curtain-wall system over the traditional building materials and methods

of construction.

To assist in the selection of the proper curtain-wall system, the following outline

lists the accepted and tested materials and construction methods:

GENERAL

The curtain-wall system in place on a building is an assembly of highly engineered

and precisely inter-related components. It has appeared in many forms and has been

refined and perfected to an architecturally significant degree. Because it must be

assembled and sometimes manufactured not in the shop but on the site, it demands

unusual leadership for a team of very interdependent and competent specialists.
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i'he architect conceives llu' project and (ietermines the conditions and character

ol the job. He is therefore the motivator and coach nl the buying and erecting team

and must keep himself adequately informed regarding the materials and wall system

proposed for his project. It is very important that the architect's selection must satisfy

the aesthetic, functional and economic requirements for the structure intended.

Structure, heating, cooling, lighting and exterior enclosure are a few of the various

design problems which the architect must solve. He must also carefully consider the

following factors in his selection of a curtain wall.

Economy Modern production facilities

Design versatility Reliable sources of supply

Structural adequacy (wind loads) Custom, commercial or

Natural movement industrial type

Weatherability Level of quality desired

TYPES OF CURTAIN WALLS

Custom

Walls designed for one particular building. Under this type some wall components

may be of standard manufacture; however, most are specially fabricated for one

installation.

Commercial

Walls of the manufacturer's standard design using components that are standardized

for either the manufacturer or his suppliers.

Industrial

Walls fabricated principally of stock sizes of standard metal sash and stock sizes

of metal sheets of various forms.

Load Bearing

Pre-engineered roof-wall system combining steel curtain wall and steel cellular roof

panels, transforming them into one composite unit in which structural steel is eliminated.

The end walls or partitions in this method are designed as shear walls.

SYSTEMS

Panel

Pan Type, Laminated Type, Extruded Type. The panel system is recommended for

small, low-rise buildings of lightweight construction, simplified design and ease of

erection.

Mullion

Split Mullion and Mullion Type. Each refers to a basic type of curtain-wall con-

struction.

The split mullion meets structural requirements within the frame work of a single

unit of wall. This type is generally used for buildings one to three stories high.
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The mullion system requires separate structural members spanning jjetween floors,

into which are fastened the wall units. This type is generally used for multi-story build-

ings, and the members are normally of the tubular or structural wide-flange type.

FASTENERS, SUPPORTS AND ACCESSORIES

There are a number of approved fastening methods or devices used for attaching

the curtain wall to the structure The type of fastening used will be governed by the

selected wall system and the manufacturer's standards. It is important for the architect

to carefully check the allowable tolerances in the materials used in the rough building

frame. Attaching major extrusions directly to the frame and expecting them to line up

is impossible. A 2-in allowance is generally considered satisfactory between the frame

and the back of the wall system. Accessibility of the connections between the frame

and wall for a man with a tool must be carefully studied. Experienced wall erectors

have found that it is best to install the wall anchors to the building themselves.

The most community used methods of fastening are as follows:

Continuous metal clip

Angle bolted frame

"U" or "J" clip

Angle clip arrangement

Power strut channel

Cast-in anchor bolt

Patented cast-in anchor

Steel bar attachment

Mullion attachment

Twisted bar attachment

Threaded rod attachment

PANELS

The architect, in his selection of a panel to be used in the curtain-wall frame, must

carefully consider the aesthetic, functional and economic requirements. He should also

consult local building codes and ordinances to determine the materials that are acceptable.

This refers particularly to the construction of the back-up panels.

Types of panels:

Industrial skin facings

Insulated industrial panels

Standard architectural metal skins

Mechanical bonded standard panels

Laminated insulated panels

Insulated concrete panels

Brick masonry panels

Categories of panel facing materials:

Asbestos-cement faced

Ceramic faced

Glass

Metal faced

Manufactured stone

Natural stone

Plastic faced

Porcelain-enamel faced

Precast concrete

Insulating Core Qualities—The insulating core of an insulated panel should be of a

material incorporating the following:

Incombustibility

Resistance to thermal flow

Resistance to deterioration

Resistance to displacement

Non-hygroscopic

Economical
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SEALANTS

There are two basic types of sealants—the mastic type and the preformed type.

Joint closure remains the major problem confronting the design and erection of curtain-

wall structures. New developments in the sealant, gasket and flashing field are enabling

the architect to use these walls with greater confidence in their weather-resistant qualities.

The architect should intelligently evaluate the properties of the sealant proposed for

the specific application. The application techniques for the various types demand an

understanding of the conditions and site, compatability with contiguous materials,

application methods and clean up.

These application matters are dominant factors in one of the most important curtain

wall Considerations—cost in place. There is no substitute for cleanliness, close super-

vision, good job coordination and the understanding and appreciation of the Hmitations

of the top sealants on the market. Drawings too frequently do not show clearly the

extent of sealant beads. It is necessary that adequate details and practical notes be

indicated on the drawings.

The following performance characteristics should be Studied in the selection of

sealers and jointing compounds.

Resistance to water and

water vapors

Corrosive effect on metal

Oxidation

Range of service temperatures

Degree of sag or slump over

service temperature range

Flexibility with service

temperature indicated

Adhesion to surfaces

Degree of shrinkage

Extent of heat conductivitv

Extent of electrical conductivity

Toxicity

Non-poisonous

Irritation

Odor—objectionable or not

Weathering stability

Ozone deterioration

Staining

Flash point

Ease of cleaning

Pot life

Effect on plastics

RECOMMENDATIONS

When the selection and design of a curtain wall for a railway building is to be

considered, this committee recommends that the architect consult approved manuals

of unbiased technical guidance, such as the following:

1. "Metal Curtain-Wall Mamiul" prepared by the Metal Curtain Wall Division

of the National Association of Architectural Metal Manufacturers. This manual

is periodically revised to meet the changing standards of metal curtain walls.

2. American Institute of Architects—Building Products Register—Curtain Walls.

3. National Academy of Sciences and National Research Council. These organ-

izations prepare various publications covering items relating to curtain wall

construction.

4. Portland Cement Association—Precast concrete panels, facings and cast stone

units have ushered in a new era of building design. New precasting and resur-

facing techniques have been developed along with simplified methods of han-

dling and erection, economy, strength, durability and low cost maintenance.
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The Research and Development Laboratories of the Portland Cement Associa-

tion should be consulted for technical data and engineering assistance.

Masonry curtain-wall construction—Technical data and engineering assistance

on unit masonry curtain walls should be obtained from the National Concrete

Masonry Association, Facing Tile Institute, Structural Clay Products Institute

and Structural Clay Products Research Foundation, Building Stone Institute,

and Architectural Terra Cotta Institute.

SUMMARY

This committee recommends that curtain walls for railway buildings should only

be considered for shop buildings, freight stations, office buildings and station buildings

one to three stories high where in the opinion of the architect the location in the com-

munity and the budget established for the structure will permit its use.

Shop Buildings and Freight Stations

The use of prefabricated metal shop buildings has become widely accepted. Where
a shop building is of a size and type for which the prefabricated metal building cannot

be adapted, the use of insulated or non-insulated industrial-type curtain wall over a

structural steel or concrete frame is desirable due to ease of erection and because of

reduced maintenance. This type of curtain wall should be of aluminum or protective

coated steel insulated or non-insulated as required.

Office and Station Buildings

The design of yard office buildings, control towers, small general office buildings

or station buildings located in a conspicuous part of the yard, industrial area or on a

public thoroughfare, where, in the opinion of the architect, the building, from a traffic

and public standpoint, will be a feature of the community, the use of commercial-type

wall with a panel or split mullion system should be used. The materials to be selected

for the frame and insulated panels and the fastening method to the building frame must

be left to the discretion of the architect.

Curtain-Wall Problems

The curtain wall has its problems. At present the enthusiasm for metal curtain

walls is tempered by the demands of mechanical engineering. Increased lighting levels

and power consumption are requiring more critically engineered building walls to help

control costs.

The thermal transfer of cold to the building interior through the metal-to-metal

design of the mullions has been a predominant complaint. Manufacturers are working

with new developments to solve this problem.

Water leakage and rain penetration in curtain walls have been constant complaints.

Sealant formulations and the conditions of handling them are, at times, very complex.

Good sealant workmanship is absolutely necessary. The architects drawings must show

clearly the extent of .'^ealant beads and take into consideration the tolerances between

members.

The development of the curtain wall has provided the architect with new concepts

of design for large and small buildings. The walls properly engineered and installed,
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Shop Building—Structural steel superstructure covered with insulated
aluminum panels of standard manufacture.

Small Passenger Station—Concrete superstructure with combination of
manufacturer's standard aluminum sash units, insulated metal porcelain-
finished panels at top and brick masonry at bottom.

using materials of standard design and manufacture, reflect savings in unit costs over

tra,ditional time-consuming materials and methods. Wall designs utilizing materials

appropriate for the type of building and location properly engineered can materially

reduce the exterior maintenance costs.
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Freight Station—Structural steel office-building superstructure with

manufacturer's standard aluminum curtain-wall system containing standard
aluminum sash units and insulated metal porcelain-finished panels. The struc-
tural steel frame of the freight house is covered with non-insulated ribbed
protective-coated steel panels.

Small Passenger Station—Load-bearing pre-engineered roof and wall
system of standard manufacture combining aluminum curtain-wall and
cellular-steel roof panels. The panels have insulated porcelain enamel finish.
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Yard Office Building—Concrete superstructure with manufacturer's
standard steel curtain-wall panels, using standard sash units and insulated
metal porcelain-finished panels. The steel frame of the control tower is

covered with insulated ribbed aluminum panels of standard manufacture.

Office Building—Concrete super-
structure with tubular-steel mullion
system containing standard sash
units and precast panels, ceramic-tile
faced.
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Report on Assignment 9

Critical Path Method for Architects and Engineers

in the Railway Field

I. G. Forbes (chairman, subcommittee), J. H. Adams, Jr., W. F. Armstrong, F. R.

Bartlett, D. A. Bessey, G. J. Bleul, E. P. Bohn, A. C Cayou, J. S. Cooper, F. C.

Edmonds, W. G. Harding, H. R. Helker, W. R. Hyma, A. F. Langmeyer, G. H.

McMillan, P. F. Rassinier, R. A. Ullery, S. G. Urban, T. S. Williams.

Your committee submits the following final report on Assignment 9 as information.

After reviewing a considerable number of recent articles on the Critical Path

Method of planning and scheduling construction work, having had some experience in

using it in the construction of railroad buildings, and soliciting information from engi-

neering personnel employed by several railroads, we have the following observations:

1. As of the present time (May 1965), approximately eight years after its initial

development, CPM has been very little used in the construction of railroad buildings,

but there are indications that its application is becoming more widespread.

2. It would be advantageous for engineers and architects employed in railroad

building offices to become more familiar with the details of CPM with the view of

making its use more commonplace in planning the construction work performed by

company forces as well as in suggesting or directing its use in construction work per-

formed by contract.

3. There continues to be a large amount of experimentation and development of

CPM techniques directed toward the aim of making both the project graph (or net-

work diagram) usually recommended and the progress schedule, which is obtained either

manually or as a computer print-out, more easily understood by, and to more nearly

meet the resources and needs of, the construction supervisors. The arrow diagram, in

which the arrows represent items of work, is the more common type of graph (for

example, see Fig. 1, page 14S, of Vol. 65 of the AREA Proceedings) ; however, a pre-

cedence diagram, in which the circles at the tail and head of each arrow—rather than

the arrows—represent the items of work, has several advantages and seems to be gain-

ing in favor. Similarly, the progress schedule format is being continually revised by its

users to make it more useful in the preparation of detailed daily work schedules by

these supervisors and in the scheduling of materials and equipment.

4. One precaution in the application of the Critical Path Method is to avoid a

tendency of engineering and architectural staff members at or above the level of the

project construction supervisor to become too involved in the day-to-day construction

operations. The detailed management of the construction activities must remain with the

supervisor at the site. His understanding of the CPM graph and progress schedule for

the project to which he is assigned, as well as his cooperation, is essential. It would

seem that the ideal situation would be for him to prepare the CPM graph and schedule.

5. A difficult problem in CPM, as it is in any planning and scheduling procedure,

is to keep all of the resources (principally manpower, but equipment and materials are

sometimes of equal or greater importance) which can be used to perform the work

within their available limits Usually this is accomplished by preparing a project graph

and a companion progress schedule, assigning the estimated number of men and/or

other resource needed for each activity, then obtaining by one of several methods the

quantity of men and/or other resource required for each day. The usual initial result

is greater than practical resource requirements on some days as well as considerable

day-to-day variations in such requirements. The initial schedule is then modified as

necessary to make these resource requirements more realistic.
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6. Tlu' nioniluiiiiK ol a |)r(>ji'Ct is a must important operatidii in the managing of it.

To keep the construction schedule uj) to date it is necessary' to collect information on

additions to and deletions from the project, the activity starting and completion dates,

changes in the estimated time to perform an activity, and changes in the dependency

relationship among the various activities.

7. The benefits of CPM are increased if the monitoring includes the preparation of

cost status reports—which requires that a cost estimate be given for each activity in the

construction schedule. A cost status report gives the originally estimated total estimate,

the estimated cost of the activities reported finished at a certain date, the actual cost of

the activities reported finished at a certain date, the estimated cost of the activities

remaining to be performed, and the revised estimated total cost.

8. If it is thought that the construction men will more easily understand a calendar-

dated bar chart than a CPM graph and progress schedule, one can be made from the

CPM data. These are said to be particularly valuable when divided into a different sub-

chart for each labor classification and can be made very detailed, showing the labor

requirement for each day, material and labor costs, percentage of project completion

(sometimes in a triangular configuration), etc. A patented mechanical chart has recently

been introduced at a fairly low cost. It is said to convert bar chart skills into CPM
skills and to reduce the need for an automatic computing machine. We recommend
that anyone interested in Critical Path Scheduling, particularly for smaller jobs, acquaint

himself with this instrument.
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Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.
Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and secre-

tary, are the subcommittee chairmen, and those designated by asterisks constitute the Engineering

Division, AAR, Committee 7.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

The results obtained in the work of several subcommittees have made

necessary a general review of the Manual This work will be started this

year.

2. Grading rules and classification of lumber for railway uses; specifications

for structural timber, collaborating with other organizations interested.

Continued review and study of U. S. Commercial Standard CS 253-63

for structural glued laminated timber is being made, with the thought

of replacing the present corresponding material now in the Manual with

this standard. Progress continues in drafting revised Manual Tables Nos.

1 and 2 for working stresses for softwood lumber in accordance with cur-

rent grading rules.

3. Specifications for design of wood bridges and trestles.

No report.

4. Methods of fireproofing wood bridges and trestles, including fire-rctardant

paints.

No report.
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5. Design of structural glued laminated wood bridges and trestles.

No report.

6 Applications of synthetic resins and adhesives to wood bridges and trestles.

Progress report, submitted as information page .V^6

7. Repeated loading of timber structures.

Under this assignment a series of tests of full-size bridge stringers has been

undertaken at the AAR Research Center. Tests completed on untreated

glued laminated stringers have previously been reported to the Association.

During the past year tests have been underway on treated soHd-sawn

Douglas fir stringers, and will be completed soon. The results will be pub-

lished in a Research Center report, and reviewed by your committee. Cur-

rently southern pine test stringers are being procured for the next phase of

this series.

8. Protection of pile cut-offs; protection of piling against marine organisms

by means other than by preservative.

Progress report, submitted as information page 3.^7

9. Study of in-place preservative treatment of timber trestles.

No report.

10. Non-destructive testing of wood.

Progress report, submitted as information page 338

The Committee on Wood Bridges and Trestles,

B. E. Daniels, Chairman.

.AREA Bulletin 597, January 1966.

Report on Assignment 6

Applications of Synthetic Resins and Adhesives

to Wood Bridges and Trestles

L R. Kubacki (chairman, subcommittee), R. E. Anderson, J. Budzileni, T. P. Burgess,

J. W. Chambers, R. H. Hunsinger, J. E. Hutto, L. C. Jones, T. K. May, J. J.

Ridgeway, D. V. Sartore, F. E. Schneider, G. N. Sells, N. E. Smith, J. W. Storer,

I. W. Thomas, D. L. Walker.

Your committee submits the following brief report as information concerning

application of epoxy resin coatings.

At the AAR Research Center, laboratory investigations were conducted to deter-

mine the effect on certain physical properties of varying the amount of sand in a sand-

filled epoxy resin mixture. New silica sand was used as the filler and Formulation 991-75

as shown in AREA Proceedings, Vol. 64, 1963, page 13, was used as the epoxy resin

mixture.

The investigation developed data relating to the crack-filling ability of such mix-

tures as well as their coefficients of linear expansion, flexural strength, compressive

strength and resistance to a detergent solution used for locomotive and car washing.
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The results of this investigation have been published in AAR Research Department

Report No. ER-62, "Optimum Sand and Epoxy Resins Mixtures," dated September 1965

;

also in AREA Bulletin 594, September-October 1965.

Inspections were made by a research staff member of the epoxy-resin-bonded cross-

ing timbers in a highway crossing on the Chesapeake & Ohio near Detroit, Mich , which

were installed in November 1961, and the epoxy resin top-flange protective coating on

an open-deck steel beam span near Saginaw, Mich., which was applied in October 1961.

The results of these inspections and tests will be subsequently published by the

AAR Research Center.

Report on Assignment 8

Protection of Pile Cut-offs; Protection of Piling Against

Marine Organisms by Means Other Than
by Preservatives

\V. A. Thompson, Jr. (chairman, subcommittee), E. L. Bangs, A. W. Carlson, K. L.

DeBlois, J. T. Evans, G. Gabel, Jr., W. A Genereux, S. L. Goldberg, J. A. Gustaf-

son, J. F. Holmberg, R. H. Hunsinger, J. E. Hutto, L. C. Jones, R. E. Kuehner,

A. L. Leach, D. H. McKibben, Sr., C. H. Newlin, L. E. Titlow, D. L. Walker,

J. W. Storer.

Your committee presents the following report as information.

Protection of Pile Cut-offs

The use of synthetic resins, asphaltic and rubber pads, and other devices is under

consideration; however, there is not enough information available, as yet, to draw any

significant conclusions.

Protection of Piling Against Marine Organisms

By Means Other Than by Preservatives

Your committee has just begun its study of this subject; however, a questionnaire

was circulated among Member roads operating in coastal waters to determine the extent

of marine organism activity and what was currently being done to protect piles against

this activity. It was determined from the answers that marine organisms were present

and active in almost every coastal area. The most common forms of marine organisms

which attack timber piles are Teredo, Limnoria, Sphaeroma, and Martesia. They attack

both from the outside of the pile and from within, depending on the species, and in

areas of heavy activity, can destroy a pile in as little as two years. Because of this

damage, many lines have discontinued using timber piles in favor of concrete and steel

piles, even though initial cost and traffic does not justify their use in place of wood.

At present, the most frequent forms of protection being employed are:

(a) Concrete jackets poured from the mud line to several inches above the high

water mark.

(b) Epoxy coatings.

(c) Plastic wrappings.

(d) Coated-fabric wrapping.
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With the exception of the concrete jackets, which have been used for a number
of years, the other forms of protection are fairly new and tests will have to be made
to prove their effectiveness. This subcommittee is already observing the results of some

of these installations and hopes to make some of its own test installations in the

near future.

Report on Assignment 10

Non-Destructive Testing of Wood

F. E. Schneider (chairman, subcommittee), W. L. Anderson, E. L. Bangs, J. Budzileni,

G. Gabel, Jr., W. A. Genereux, R. W. Gunther, F. J. Hanrahan, J. E. Hutto, L R.
Kubacki, R. E. Kuehner, C. V. Lund, W. H. Martin, E. A Matney, C. H. Newlin,

J. J. Ridgeway, D. V. Sartore, G. N. Sells, J. W. Storer, I. W. Thomas, W. A.
Thompson, Jr.

The following report is submitted as information.

Your committee has not been able to make any progress on this assignment due to

lack of funds. We are, however, investigating a new commercially developed sonic pole-

testing device which indicates possibilities.

The device consists of three principal components: a probe to initiate the sound

wave, an electrical measuring device for determining the time interval and a probe to

receive the sound signal on the opposite side of the pole. The device has been used only

on poles. A series of curves has been developed whereby one can translate meter readings

into percentage of decay for various diameters of cedar poles. The readings have been

verified by X-ray equipment and increment borings They have been taken both above

and below ground line. It is interesting to note that moisture did not seem to affect

the accuracy of the instrument. The device has not been tried on members such as caps

and stringers.

The device is not yet commercially available, but the committee hopes to borrow

one for experimental use in the AAR laboratory this winter.
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Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.

t Died July 7, 1965.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and secre-

tary, are the subcommittee chairmen, and those designated by asterisks constitute the Engineering

Division, AAR, Committee 15.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Part 1—Revisions of specifications submitted for adoption page 341

Part 2—Revisions of specifications submitted as information, to be con-

sidered for adoption one year hence page 343

2. Design, construction and maintenance of railway roadway signal supports

of the bridge and cantilever types, collaborating with the Communication

and Signal Section, AAR.

Due to the wide variety of signal supports in use throughout the industry,

your committee has been unable to develop an acceptable standard. As a

result, this assignment has been discontinued.

3. Protection of steel surfaces.

Progress report, submitted as information page 344

339
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4. Stress distribution in bridge frames:

(a) Truss bridge research project.

Brief progress report, submitted as information page M5

5. Synthetic resins and other adhesive materials for protective coating and

reinforcement, collaborating with Committee 7.

This assignment has been discontinued and the work has been combined

with Assignment ,^, with continued collaboration with Committee 7.

7. Bibliography and technical explanation of various requirements in the

AREA specifications relating to iron and steel structures.

Studies relating to the complete revision of Chapter IS of the Manual
continue, but there is no information for presentation at this time.

8. Specifications for design of structural plate pipe with diameters greater

than IS ft.

Brief progress report, submitted as information page 346

10. Effect of continuous welded rail on bridges, collaborating with Com-
mittee 31.

In order to broaden the scope of this assignment, the words "Effect of"

have been deleted from the title. Studies continue, but there is no infor-

mation for presentation at this time.

The Committee on Iron and Steel Structures,

G. W. Salmon, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 597, January 1965.

MEMOIR

Clinton IS. ^anofaer, 3fv.

It is with deep sorrow that Committee IS marks the passing of Clinton D. Hanover,

Jr., who died suddenly in his office on July 7, 196S, at the age of 64.

Mr. Hanover was a partner of Hardesty & Hanover, Consulting Engineers, New
York City. He became a member of the American Railway Engineering Association in

19SS and was a member of Committee IS, and chairman of the Subcommittee on

Movable Bridges, since 19S7. "Clint" was a dedicated bridge engineer and contributed

greatly to the work of the committee in maintaining the high quahty of the Associa-

tion's bridge specifications. He was well known for his invention of the Hanover Skew

Bascule Bridge.

Mr. Hanover was born in Groton, Conn., and received his B.S. degree in Civil

Engineering from the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale University. He began his pro-

fessional career with E. W. Wiggin, Consulting Engineer, in New Haven, Conn. Later

he joined Dr. J. A. L. Waddell and the successor firm of Waddell & Hardesty. Subse-

quently he was with the firm of Williams & Brown, the Jones Beach State Parkway

Authority and the Taylor-Fichter Steel Construction Company. In 1936 he joined the

New York City Department of Public Works and was chief of its Bureau of Bridge

Design from 1939 to 194S. In 194S he and the late Shortridge Hardesty formed the firm

of Hardesty & Hanover. He designed many major engineering projects as a partner in

this firm until the time of his death.

Mr. Hanover was an Honor Member of Chi Epsilon and Sigma Xi and was active

in other societies such as the American Society of Civil Engineers, the American Con-
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Crete Institute, the American Institute of Consulting Engineers, the American Welding

Society and the Society of American Military Engineers.

Mr. Hanover's important railway bridge work included bridges over the Cuyahoga

River for the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, the former New York, Chicago & St. Louis

Railroad, and the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad—all in Cleveland; the Jamaica Bay

swing bridges for the New York City Transit Authority; the Harlem River lift bridge

for the New York Central System; the Erie Lackawanna Railroad bridge over the

Hackensack River; the Pennsylvania Railroad bridge over the Delaware River; two

river bridges and two swing bridges for the St. Lawrence Seaway and relocation of the

New York Central Ottaway Branch.

Besides his railroad bridge work, he was associated with the design of many other

important bridges throughout the country. Some of these were monumental in char-

acter, such as the international Lewiston-Queenston Bridge over the Niagara River

between New York State and the Province of Ontario, Canada.

With the advent of modern highways, his firm was active in the design and super-

vision of construction of sections of the Ohio Turnpike, Indiana Toll Road, Cross Bronx

Expressway, and the Connecticut Turnpike; the Grand Central Parkway Extension in

New York; the Niagara section of the New York State Thruway; the New Orleans

approach to the Mississippi River bridge, the Powerline Expressway; and the design

of several highway sections for New Jersey.

He is survived by his wife, Irma Smith Hanover; a son, Clinton 3d, of Selden,

N. Y.; three daughters, Carole L, of New York City, Barbara L. of Seabrook, Tex.,

and Mrs. Henry C. Meyer, Jr., of West Norwalk, Conn.; a brother, Carl C, of Groton,

Conn., and a sister, Mrs. Carolyn H. Worth of Miami, Fla.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

E. S. Birkenwald (chairman, subcommittee), T. J. Boyle, E. T. Franzen, W. H. Jameson,

D. V. Messman, D. L. Nord, E. E. Paul, D. D. Rosen, R. D. Spellman, J. E.

Stallmeyer.

Part 1—Revisions Submitted for Adoption

Your committee submits the following revisions of specifications for adoption and

publication in the Manual:

Pages 15-1-1 to 15-1-58, inch

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEEL RAILWAY BRIDGES

Page lS-1-48, Art. 30:

In the first paragraph, fifth line, change 18,000 + 4,500 -f 4,000 = 26,500 psi to

read 20,000 -f 5,000 -f 4,000 = 29,000 psi.
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Page 15-1-48, Art. 31(a):

In the first line, insert after 1935, the words: and revised in 1964 for the use of

ASTM A 36 steel.

Page 15-1-49, Art. 31 (a) 2:

In the first full paragraph, third line, change 18,000/15,000 to read 20,000/17,000.

Page 15-1-49, Art. 31 (a) 3:

Change 12,000 to 13,000.

Page 15-1-49, Art. 31 (a) 4:

Add a sentence to the first paragraph to read: Bearing values adopted in 1935 for

ASTM A 7 steel were based on static and rolling tests on rollers and rockers. (13)

These values were revised in 1964 for ASTM A 36 steel.

Page 15-1-50, Art. 40 (a):

In the first full paragraph, change 33,000 to 36,000 and 48.8 to 46.7.

Page 15-1-50, Art. 41:

In the first paragraph, change 33,000 to 36,000 and 18.4 to 17.5.

In the third paragraph, sixth line, change 18.4 to 17.5 and 0.76 to 0.80.

Page 15-1-54, Art. 65:

In the first full paragraph, change 33,000 to 36,000 and 170.7 to 163.3.

In the second paragraph, change the words "corresponds to" to read: approximates.

Page 15-1-54, Art. 67 (a):

In the second paragraph, change 33,000 to 36,000 and 21,000 to 22,900.

Page 15-1-54, Art. 67 (b)

:

In the first paragraph, second line, change 21,000 to 22,900.

Page 15-1-56, Art. 2, Sec. C:

In the first paragraph, change 33,000 to 36,000 and 1.23 to 1.18.

In the second paragraph, change 1.23 to 1.18 and 1/26 to 1/27.

In the third paragraph, change 1.23 to 1.18 and 1/32.5 to 1/34.

In the fourth paragraph, change 1.23 to 1.18 and 1/138.5 to 1/144.

In the fifth paragraph, change 1.23 to 1.18 and 1/48.7 to 1/51.

Pages 15-2-1 to 15-2-73, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR MOVABLE RAILWAY BRIDGES

Page 15-2-16, Art. 13, Sec. C:

In the table, substitute the following for hot-rolled shafting and cold-finished

shafting (equal to Class E forged)

:

Fixed
Material Tension Compression Bearing Shear

Rolled steel 15,000 15,000—657r 15,000 7,500

Page 15-2-19, Art. 17, Sec. C:

Delete the last paragraph.

Page 15-2-23, Art. 27, Sec. C:

Correct equation 2 to read: a I S—

—

'

I

Page 15-2-65, Art. 5, Sec. G:

Insert a new Art. 5 to read:
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5. Rolled Steel

Rolled steel for shafts, keys and other components carrying calculated stresses shall

meet the following physical requirements:

Tensile strength, psi 75,000-90,000

Yield point, minimum, psi 37,500

Elongation, min. percent in 2 in 18

The chemical composition shall conform to the following table:

Phosphorus, max. percent 0.04

Sulfur, max. percent 0.05

Page 1S-2-6S, Art. 6, Sec. G:

Change present Art. S to Art. 6.

Page 15-2-65, Art. 7, Sec. G:

Change present Art. 6 to Art. 7.

Page 15-2-65, Art. 8, Sec. G:

Change present Art. 7 to Art. 8.

Part 2—Revisions Submitted as Information

Your committee presents as information the following revisions, to be considered

for adoption and publication one year hence:

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEEL RAILWAY BRIDGES

Page 15-1-6, Art. 18, Sec. A:

In the first line, change E 72 to E 80.

In Fig. 2, change 36,000 to 40,000 in two places; 72,000 to 80,000 in eight places;

46,800 to 52,000 in eight places; and 7,200 to 8,000 in one place.

Pages 15-1-7 and 15-1-8, Art. 20, Sec. A:

Revise (a) to read:

(a) To the axle loads specified in Art. 18, Sec. A, there shall be added impact

forces, which equal the following percentage of the axle loads:

1. For rolling equipment without hammer blow (diesels, electric locomotives, tenders

alone, etc.)

:

100 . .^ 3L-
For L less than 80 ft —^— + 40

S ' 1600

^ r r
100 , 600 , ,.

For L 80 ft or more —^ + i_xq + ^°

2. For steam locomotives with hammer blow:

(a) For beam spans, stringers, girders, floorbeams, posts of deck-truss spans carrying

load from floorbcam only, and floorbeam hangers:

For L less than 100 ft 5 +60 ^^
100 , 1800 , ,^

For L 100 ft or more —^+ ^_ - + 10

100 , 4000 , ,,
(b) For truss spans —

^

h , . ._ + 15
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where 5= distance center to center of beams, girders or trusses, used singly or in

groups.

Z,= length, in feet, center to center of supports for stringers, transverse floor-

beams without stringers, longitudinal girders and trusses (main members),
or

Z,= length, in feet, of the longer adjacent supported stringer, longitudinal

beam, girder or truss for impact in floorbeams, floorbeam hangers, sub-
diagonals of trusses, transverse girders, supports for longitudinal and trans-

verse girders and viaduct columns.

Change (b) to (c) and insert a new (b) to read as follows:

(b) The impact forces for ballasted-deck bridges shall be not less than 0.9 of such

forces for open-deck bridges.

RULES FOR RATING EXISTING IRON AND STEEL BRIDGES

Page 1S-7-S, Art. 8:

Revise (b) by inserting after the word "roll," the term —^ .

Report on Assignment 3

Protection of Steel Surfaces

J. E. South (chairman, subcommittee), E. T. Bond, E. T. Franzen, E. F. Garland,

G. W. Haffey, W. C. Howe, E. A. Johnson, M. L. McCauley, J. Payne, A. L.

Piepmeier, W. F. Robey, R. D. Spellman.

During the past year, inspections were made by an AAR research staff member and

a representative of the Steel Structures Painting Council of several paint test installa-

tions. The following is a brief description of these installations and the indicated per-

formance of the various protective systems:

1. Bessemer & Lake Erie, Allegheny River Bridge near Pittsburgh, Pa.

This test was started in 1959 when the bridge was completely repainted, using one

touch-up coat, one intermediate and one top coat of aluminum paint. Six suitable

proprietary paint systems were selected for comparison, and for the purpose of this test,

the bridge was divided into six principal lengths. The bridge consists of a series of deck-

truss spans and carries a single track on a ballasted deck.

After six years of exposure each of these paint systems is still in good condition.

On some of the spans the single coat of aluminum paint is beginning to wear through,

but the underlying coats are in good condition. There are a few spots where rusting,

blistering and peeling have taken place, but these represent less than 1 percent of the

bridge surface.

This test demonstrates that with good surface preparation and application, excellent

corrosion protection and appearance can be obtained in maintenance painting with a

reputable paint system in a typical urban high river environment.

2. Chicago Great Western Railway near Byron, 111,

This test was begun in 1958 when ten 70-ft welded girder spans were erected. It was

initiated to evaluate a variety of materials with respect to their ability to protect the top

flanges of open-deck spans on which the timber bridge ties bear directly.
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After seven years of exposure, the metallized surface is still in excellent condition.

Also showing excellent resistance to this environment are coatings of chlorinated rubber,

zinc-rich paint and a cementitious oil paint. Coatings on blast-cleaned surfaces appeared

in better condition than those on wire-brushed surfaces.

3. Missouri Pacific Railroad near Chester, 111.

This test was started in 1953 to evaluate a wide range of paint and coating systems

for the protection of steel subjected to salt brine and weathering. Two through-truss

spans were selected and the test panels were principally the ends of the floorbeams

which are most severely exposed to the brine drippings. On one truss span the surfaces

were sand blasted before painting and on the other span, cleaning was done by a com-

bination of chipping, scraping, wire brushing and steam cleaning.

After 12 years of exposure, most of the coatings on the blast-cleaned surfaces are

in excellent condition and are definitely superior to those on hand-cleaned surfaces.

Excellent resistance to this environment is shown by vinyl and chlorinated-rubber

systems.

4. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway near Kansas City, Mo.

This test was started in 1953 to demonstrate the performance of several currently

used Santa Fe paints when applied over hand-cleaned steel and exposed to a relatively

mild environment. Three ballasted-deck beam spans were selected and webs and flanges

were used for the evaluation.

Several proprietary paints were included as well as the railroad's own paint. The

best performance, after 12 years of exposure, appears to be that of the Santa Fe finish

coat over either a proprietary primer or the Santa Fe standard primer. Some of the

other paints are in fair condition.

Report on Assignment 4

Stress Distribution in Bridge Frames

E. T. Franzen (chairman, subcommittee), L. S. Beedle, E. S. Birkenwald, G. K. Gillan,

J. M. Hayes, W. H. Jameson, K. H. Lenzen, Shu-t'ien Li, J. Michalos, W. H.

Munse, G. P. Nagtegaal, R. D. Nordstrom, J. Payne, W. H. Wengenroth.

a. Truss Bridge Research Project

There has been no test work done on the Truss Bridge Research Project since

completion of the tests on damaged end posts. The Bureau of Public Roads participated

in the test work and has recently approved the release for pubHcation of a report

prepared by Dr. John F. Ely, entitled "The Effect of Damaged End Posts on the Ulti-

mate Strength of a Truss Bridge." As publication of this paper will complete the

reporting of all test work on the project, this assignment has been discontinued.
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Report on Assignment 8

Specifications for Design of Structural Plate Pipe

with Diameters Greater than 15 Ft

R. W. Gustafson (chairman, subcommittee), H. F. Bober, A. G. Cudworth, J. W.
Davidson, W. E. Dowling, G. \V. Haffey, W. C. Howe, E. A. Johnson, E. W.
Kieckers, G. H. Perkins, R. A. Peteritas, A L. Piepmeier, H. N. Wilcox, M. O.
Woxland.

Your committee submits below as information a specification for plate pipe 60 in

or more in diameter. It is proposed to incorporate this specification in the "Specifications

for Corrugated Structural Plate Pipe, Pipe Arches, and Arches", Manual pages 1-4-25 to

1-4-32.1, incl., next year, when a complete revision of the latter specifications will be

presented for adoption.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CORRUGATED STRUCTURAL
STEEL PLATE PIPE

FOREWORD
Design of culverts is based on empirical rules.

A. GENERAL

1. Scope

These specifications cover circular, corrugated, structural-plate pipe 60 in. or more
in diameter.

B. MATERIAL

1. Description of Plates

Plates shall consist of structural units of galvanized corrugated metal. The cor-

rugations shall run at right angles to the longitudinal axis of the structure and shall have

a pitch of 6 in with a tolerance of %. in and a depth of 2 in with a tolerance of ^ in.

The radius of the inside of the corrugation shall be at least ItV in. Plates shall be

furnished in standard sizes to permit structure length increments of 2 ft. Plates shall

have approximately a 2-in Hp beyond each end crest.

The gage of plates and radii of curvature shall be as specified. The plates at longi-

tudinal and circumferential seams shall be connected by bolts. Joints shall be staggered

so that not more than three plates come together at any one point. Each plate shall be

curved to a circular arc.

2. Base Metal

The base metal of the corrugated plates shall be made by the open-hearth or basic-

oxygen process and shall conform in chemical properties to the requirements of Table 1

of the Specifications for Corrugated Metal Culverts, Part 4, this Chapter, for the par-

ticular class of metal specified.

3. Spelter Coating

A coating of prime western spelter, or equal, of not less than IJ^ oz per sq ft on

each surface shall be applied by the hot-dip process. If the average spelter coating as
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determined from the required samples is less than the amount specified above, or if

any one specimen shows a deficiency of 10 percent, the lot samples shall be rejected.

Spelter coating shall be of first-class commercial quality, free from injurious defects,

such as blisters, fiux and uncoated spots.

The sheets are to be galvanized after fabrication.

4. Physical Properties

The finished material shall have physical qualities equaling or exceeding the

following:

Tensile strength, psi 45,000
Yield point, psi 33,000
Elongation in 2 in, percent 20

The supplier shall certify that tests performed on each heat of the material fur-

nished met the above requirements.

5. Sampling

For testing the weight of the spelter coating and for chemical analysis of the base

metal, when required, a sample approximately 3 in square, or a sample of equivalent

area, shall be cut from the corner of one plate in each 100 plates of a shipment or

fraction thereof, or coupons approximately 6 in square of the same gage and base metal

as the material supplied shall be attached to the center of one edge of the plates before

galvanizing. If the result of a weight-of-coating test for any coupon does not conform

to the requirements specified, retests of two additional samples cut from the product

plates for the order shall be made, each of which shall conform to the requirements

specified.

6. Chemical Analysis and Tests for Spelter Coating

When required, the chemical analysis of the base metal shall be made in accordance

with current ASTM Specification, designation E 30.

The test for weight of the spelter coating shall be made in accordance with the

hydrochloric acid-antimony chloride method, as described in current ASTM Standard

Method A 90.

7. Identification

No plates shall be accepted unless the metal is identified by a stamp on each plate

showing:

a. Name of base metal manufacturer.

b. Name of brand and kind of base metal.

c. Gage number.

d. Weight of spelter coating.

e. Identification symbols showing heat number.

The identification brands shall be so placed that when the pipe is erected the iden-

tification will appear on the inside of the structure.

8. Bolts

Bolts for connecting plates shall be not less than )4 ii- in diameter, of proper

length to accommodate the number of plate laps, and the bolts and nuts shall be hot-dip

galvanized to conform to the requirements of the current ASTM Specification, designa-

Bul. 597
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tion A 15.^. The threads shall be American Standard Coarse Thread Series, Class 2,

free fit. Bolt and nut materials shall conform to the requirements of the current ASTM
Specification, designation A 325.

The bolts may be sampled and tested before erection is commenced or the bolts

may be accepted on the manufacturer's certification.

Bolt heads and nuts shaped to provide adequate bearing shall be used.

9. Gage Determination and Tolerance

The gage shall be determined by the weight of fabricated galvanized plates. The
average weight of any one lot of plates shall not under-run the theoretical weight by

more than 5 percent, and no individual plate weighed shall under-run the theoretical

weight by more than 10 percent.

10. Field Inspection and Acceptance of Plates

The field inspection shall be made by the engineer. The manufacturer shall furnish

an itemized statement of the number and length of the plates in each shipment.

Each plate included in a shipment failing to meet the requirements of these

specifications shall be rejected, and if 25 percent of the plates fail to meet the require-

ments, the entire shipment may be rejected.

C. FABRICATION

1. Forming and Punching Plates

Plates shall be formed to provide lap joints. The bolt holes shall be so punched that

all plates having like dimensions, curvature, and the same number of bolts per foot of

seam, shall be interchangeable. Each plate shall be curved to the proper radius so that

the dimensions of the finished structure will be as specified.

Unless otherwise specified, bolt holes along those edges of the plates that will form

longitudinal seams in the finished structure shall be staggered in rows 2 in apart, with

one row in the valley and one in the crest of the corrugations. Bolt holes along those

edges of the plates that will form circumferential seams in the finished structure shall

provide for a bolt spacing of not more than 12 in. The minimum distance from center

of holes to the edge of the plate shall be 1^ times the diameter of the bolt. The

diameter of the bolt hole in the longitudinal seams shall not exceed the diameter of the

bolt by more than % in.

Plates for forming skewed or sloped ends shall be cut so as to give the angle of

skew or slope specified. Flame-cut edges .shall be free from oxide or burrs and shall

present a workmanlike finish. Legible identification numerals shall be placed on each

part plate to designate its proper position in the finished structure.

When specified, the structural plate for round pipe shall be formed so as to provide,

when assembled, an elongated cross section having a vertical elongation of approximately

5 percent.

D. DESIGN

1. Procedure

The Ring Compression analysis provides a formula for computing the compressive

stress in the pipe wall, from which the required gage of steel is determined. A corru-

gated steel pipe installed in a well compacted backfill acts as a thin ring in compression

with uniformly distributed forces acting along the periphery of the structure.
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Mathematically: C= PXR
Where C= Compression in the ring, in pounds per lineal foot of

seam

P =^ Loads on structure in pounds per square foot

R= Nominal radius in feet

The compression in the ring is calculated as P X, R, where R is equal to the

nominal radius of the structure. The sidewalls of the structure are vertical at the maxi-

mum horizontal span and each is assumed to carry one-half the load on top of the

structure. The compression at this point is considered to be the same throughout the

ring, neglecting friction and bending.

The steps involved in designing a structure by the Ring Compression Method are:

a. Dead Load:

Dead load is generally assumed in pounds per cubic foot.

Dead load in pounds per square foot ^ Height of cover in feet X 100 pounds.

b. Live Load—Cooper E 72

Live Loads por Various Heights of Cover for Cooper E 72*

Height of Cover (Ft)
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d. Check for Flexibility of Structure:

This step assures that the structure will have adequate moment strength for han-

dling, backfilling and, when combined with the seam strength in Table 1, resisting the

compressive column load in the walls. The maximum flexibility factor (FF) for struc-

tural plate structures with standard installation procedure is 0.02.

FF— D-/EI

Where: /? = Diameter in inches

7 =: Moment of inertia of wall in inches' (See Table 2)

E = Modulus of elasticity.

Table 2

—

Moment of Inertia of Structural Plate Wall

(Corrugations—2 In and 6-In Pitch)
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Minimum and Maximum Height of Cover in Feet for Structural Plate Pipe,

Cooper E 72 Live Load
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2. Backfilling

Undesirable material should be removed to a minimum depth of 18 in and to one

pipe diameter on both sides of installation and replaced with well compacted selected

backfill material. Special care shall be taken in placing and compacting the fill material

under the haunches and on the main sides of the pipe. Backfill should be made with

selected material, preferably of a granular nature not affected by moisture content or

the lack thereof. It shall be free of vegetable matter, frozen lumps, cinders, clods,

boulders or rock. A granular material containing a small amount of silt or clay binder

provides excellent backfill since it will compact with minimum effort to provide a dense

stable support for the flexible pipe. Backfill material shall be compacted at the optimum
moisture content of the soil. If necessary, suitable material shall be hauled in for back-

filling around the pipe. Hauling equipment shall travel parallel to the pipe sides and

stay about one-half diameter away from the sides of the pipe. Dumping backfill material

close to or against the pipe wall shall not be allowed. BackfilHng material shall be

deposited evenly around the pipe in 6- to 12 -in layers, extending at least one pipe

diameter each side of the center line of the pipe. Care should be taken to keep the fill

on both sides of the structure within 6 in of the same elevation at all times, including

at ends of skewed structure. Area near invert of pipe shall be compacted with 2- by

4-in timber or pole. Area under haunches and within about 3 ft of pipe shall be com-

pacted with pneumatic air tampers Heavy equipment for compacting shall be kept at

least 3 ft away from the pipe wall. Compaction immediately over the top of pipe must

be done with extreme care. Backfill should be compacted as evenly as possible around

and over the pipe to a density equal to that of good railway embankment and shall

extend a sufficient distance to withstand loads transferred from the structure. The struc-

ture shall remain within three percent of its design shape at all times during construc-

tion. When erecting and backfilling, the engineer must frequently check for lateral and

vertical deflection.

Selected backfill over the pipe at least as thick as one-fourth the diameter of the

pipe shall be placed before equipment is allowed to be driven over it. The fill adjacent

to the culvert shall be brought up uniformly and concurrently on both sides to avoid

uneven loading of the culvert.

3. Multiple Pipes

Where multiple lines of pipe are erected, the adjacent sides shall be spaced to permit

proper compaction of the filling material.

F. PAYMENT

The footage to be paid for shall be the actual number of linear feet of pipe meas-

ured along the longitudinal axis of the pipe at its center line.

Note: Design and installation to be strictly in accordance with specifications.
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(E) Member Emeritus.
Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman and vice chairman,

are the subcommittee chairmen, and those designated by asterisks constitute the Engineering Division,

A,\R, Committee 8.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revisions page 354

2. Design of masonry structures, collaborating with Committees 1, 5, 6, 7, 15,

28 and 30.

Progress report, including recommended additions to Manual page 355

3. Foundations and earth pressures, collaborating with Committees 1, 6, 7,

15 and 30.

Brief progress report, submitted as information page 357

4. Deterioration and repair of masonry structures.

Final report, recommending revisions to Manual page 357

6. Prestre.ssed concrete for railway structures, collaborating with Committee 6.

Progress report, including recommended additions to Manual page 361

Report on Field Inspection of Prestressed Concrete Railroad Bridges page 361

353
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7. Quality of concrete and mortars, collaborating with Committee 6.

Progress report, including revision of ASTM specification references sub-

mitted for adoption in Manual page 393

8. Waterproofing for railway structures, collaborating with Committees 6, 7

and 15.

Progress report, including specifications for dampproofing submitted for

adoption in Manual page 394

The Committee on Masonry,

J. R. Williams, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 597, January 1966.

MEMOIR

STobn €. Halinka

John E. Kalinka, who was an active member of Committee 8—Masonry, from

1938 through 1953, died in Austria at the age of 77.

Born in the Austrian Tyrol, the grandson of a famous tunnel builder, he received

his civil engineer diploma from the Federal Institute of Technology in Vienna. During

the first World War he served in the Austrian Army as a captain in a railroad engineer

battalion; later he designed and built bridges in Europe. He came to the United States

in 1924; his first job was as a carpenter during the construction of the Westinghouse

Memorial Bridge.

After working on the Pennsylvania Railroad, Mr. Kalinka joined Roberts and

Schaefer Company's Railroad Department in Chicago as a designing engineer. He was

responsible for many of the coaling stations and sanding plants engineered and built

by that company. He was the first in the United States to make use of folded-plate

construction in industrial concrete work and co-authored the first American paper on

the principles of shell construction. During the days of the "soupy" concrete mix he

enforced the use of the new concrete technology and of a low water-cement ratio,

producing watertight concrete.

During the second World War Mr. Kalinka became chief structural engineer of

Roberts and Schaefer and later became president. In 1954 he was made president of

Thompson-Starrett Company, Engineers and Builders, an office he occupied until his

retirement in 1958 from that company and all professional activities.

Committee 8 wishes to express its regret of the passing of a distinguished former

member.

Anton Tedesko

W. R. Wilson

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

W. R. Wilson (chairman, subcommittee), R. J. Brueske, G. W. Cooke, W. P. Hendrix,

F. A. Kempe, E. D. Ripple, J. M. Williams.

Your committee recommends adoption of the revisions to the Manual set forth in

assignments 2, 4, 6, 7 and 8.
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Report on Assignment 2

Design of Masonry Structures

Collaborating with Committees 1, 5, 6, 7, 15, 28 and 30

F. A. Kempe (chairman, subcommittee), J. \V. Briscoe, H. C. Brown, A. W. Carlson.

E. J. Daily, N. O. Geuder, Sr., F. A. Russ, Jr., E. Scroggie, A. Tedesko, G. A. Wolf,

W. J. Sponseller, F. H. Vines, J. W. Weber, A. N. Laird.

Your committee recommends for publication in the Manual the "Rules for Rating

Concrete Bridges" as published on pages 307 to 310, incl., in Bulletin 590, January

1965.

Your committee also recommends for publication in the Manual certain additions

to Chapter 8, Part 10, "Reinforced Concrete Culvert Pipe." The specific recommenda-

tions are as follows:

Pages 8-10-1 to 8-10-5, Incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE PLACEMENT OF CONCRETE
CULVERT PIPE

Reapprove with the following addition:

On page 8-10-1, Art. 2, Bedding, add after the existing text the following:

"When the pipe cannot be placed on Class A, B or C bedding but, instead, must be

placed on an unprepared surface, it shall be considered as having Class D bedding."

Page 8-10-6

REINFORCED CONCRETE CULVERT PIPE

Reapprove with addition of the following material, including the accompanying

Culvert Selection Chart.

When selecting the ASTM class of reinforced concrete culvert pipe, the engineer

shall consider the following:

Pipe inside diameter.

Height, character and weight of fill over the culvert.

Character of the foundation for the pipe.

Depth and width of trench, if any.

Method of bedding and backfilling.

Live-load surcharge.

Due to track maintenance problems, a minimum cover of 2 ft is recommended.

For pipe with diameter in excess of 48-in, a minimum cover of one-half the inside

diameter is advisable.

ASTM Specification, designation C 76 covers concrete pipe of the following

strengths in pounds per linear foot of pipe per foot of diameter to produce a 01 -in

crack under the three-edge bearing method:

Class I 800

Class II 1000

Class III 1350

Class IV 2000

Class V 3000
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When using the accompanying Selection Chart:

1. Enter the appropriate chart at the proper height of fill.

2. Progress laterally to the class of bedding expected.

i. Progress vertically to obtain the required 0.01-in crack strength.

4. Select the class of culvert pipe providing the strength desired.

For example: A 60-in diameter culvert pipe under 14 ft of fill, placed on Class "C"

bedding, requires approximately a 0.01-in crack D load strength of 1850 lb. Class IV

pipe exceeds the strength requirement and may be used.

Report on Assignment 3

Foundations and Earth Pressures

Collaborating with Committees 1, 6, 7, 15 and 30

G. W. Cooke (chairman, subcommittee), M. T. Davisson, B. M. Dornblatt, J. A.

Erskine, R. J. Hallawell, T. R. Kealey, E. F. Manley, D. Novick, B. J. Ornburn,
M. Pikarsky, M. P. Schindler, G. R. Shay, S. A. Stutes, W. C. Teng.

Your committee wishes to report progress on its several assignments: (a) specifica-

tions for embedment of poles, (b) specifications for sheet-pile retaining walls, and

(c) a bibliography on the effect of earthquake forces on pier foundations.

Report on Assignment 4

Deterioration and Repair of Masonry Structures

J. M. Williams (chairman, subcommittee), E. R. Blewitt, W. E. Brakensiek, D. H.
Dowe, H. W. Hopkins, A. K. Howe, R. J. Klueh, P. R. Matthews, J. E. Peterson,

D. E. Richardson, J. H. Sawyer, J. E. Scroggs.

Your committee submits for adoption the following recommendations with respect

to Part 14 and Part 13 of Chapter 8 of the Manual.

Pages 8-14-1 to 8-14-8, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR REPAIRING AND SOLIDIFYING
MASONRY STRUCTURES

Reapprovc with the following revisions:

1. Scope

No change.

2. Preliminary Work
No change.

3. Materials

Delete.
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B. SURFACE REPAIR USING CONCRETE MATERIALS

1. Scope

No change.

Add the following new Art. 2:

2. Materials

The materials used shall conform in physical properties to AREA Specifications for

Concrete and Reinforced Concrete Railroad Bridges and Other Structures, Part 1, this

Chapter, except as hereinafter specified. Air-entraining cement or an air-entraining agent

may be used if approved by the engineer.

The color of the aggregate and cement for patching or partial encasement shall be

selected to produce a color as nearly the same as practicable as that of the old concrete.

Sand used in hand-patched concrete shall preferably have a "fineness modulus"

between 2.80 and 3.

Wire mesh shall be composed of cold-drawn steel wire, electrically welded and

galvanized.

Any bonding, waterproofing or counter-shrinkage material used shall be approved

by the engineer.

3. Preparation

Same as 2, Preparation, except change first sentence of paragraph S to read: "Where

there may be movement in the structure, by reason of expansion, contraction or vibra-

tion, structural cracks or joints subject to leakage may be sealed by means of 10-in,

16-oz, cold-rolled copper expansion plates preformed along the longitudinal center line

of the copper to produce a modified "V" shape, 1 in high and ^ in open, having

rounded bends."

Add new paragraph after paragraph S as follows:

"Non-leaking vertical structural cracks where movement in the structure by reason

of expansion, contraction or vibration is apparent, may be sealed with a flexible two-

component compound such as a polysulphide joint sealing compound. Where it has

been determined that no movement exists, a rigid two-component epoxy compound

can be used."

4. Anchorage

Same as 3, Anchorage.

5. Reinforcement

Same as 4, Reinforcement.

6. Placement

Same as 5, Placement, except after the first paragraph add new paragraph as

follows:

At locations where positive bond is mandatory, a two-component epoxy bonding

compound may be specified by the engineer as a bonding agent. Following the removal

of the disintegrated concrete and the preparation of the surface, an approved two-

component epoxy bonding compound may be applied with brush to a surface free of

standing water. The bonding compound shall be allowed to partially set to a "tacky"
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consistency before the new concrete is applied. Extreme care shall be taken to thoroughly

mix the two epoxy components prior to application. Epoxy compounds shall only be

applied at temperatures between 60 and 90 deg F."

At end of this Article add the following:

"All special equipment for placing material shall be an approved type."

7. Curing and Protection

Same as 6, Curing and Protection.

Add the following new Sec. C:

C. SURFACE REPAIR USING EPOXY RESIN COMPOUNDS

1. Scope

Repairs shall consist of removal of soft, disintegrated or honeycombed concrete or

stone, cleaning and preparing the bonding surface, placing the epoxy resin compound
and finishing to true lines and surface.

2. Material

The epoxy resin compounds shall consist of two liquid components, the basic ingredi-

ent of one component being the resin and the basic ingredient of the other component
the curing agent. The specific compound shall be used only for the purpose for which

it is intended and in strict accordance with the formulator's recommendation.

Fine aggregate used as a filler for epoxy mortar shall be a sand meeting the

requirements of ASTM Specification, designation C 144.

3. Surface Preparation

All loose, soft, honeycombed and disintegrated concrete or stone shall be removed
from the areas to be repaired by means of power and hand tools, exposing a surface

of strong and sound material.

Dust and debris shall be removed by oil-free compressed air, by hosing with water,

by brushing or by vacuum cleaner. Surfaces which do not require the removal of con-

crete must, nevertheless, be precleaned to remove oil, dirt and other substances detri-

mental to the bond of epoxy compounds.

The surface must, under any circumstances, be roughened by sandblasting, other

mechanical means or by acid etching. If the acid etching method is used, the treated

surface must finally be thoroughly flushed with clean water.

All surfaces to which epoxy compounds are to be applied shall be surface dry.

4. Preparation of Epoxy Compound for Use

Where the two components of the epoxy compound are packaged as a unit in two
containers, the entire contents of both containers shall be mi.xed at one time.

The components must be thoroughly mixed. If the resin portion and the curing

portion are furnished in contrasting colors, the mixing time can be determined by the

time required to attain a uniform color. If the color contrast is not apparent, the

components shall be mixed with a spatula or a low-speed power mixer for a specified

time. For example, a 1-gal unit shall be mixed with a spatula for 10 min or a low-speed

power mixer for S min.

No more material shall be mixed at one time than can be used within the pot life

specified by the formulator.

The material should not be used at temperatures less than 60 nor more than

90 deg F.
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5. Application

Only epoxy compounds designed for the purpose for which they are intended shall

be used. They shall be applied by brush, roller, spray, trowel, screed, squeegee or by

pouring in place, whichever method is most efficient for the job.

Where an epoxy compound is to be mixed with fine aggregate to form an epoxy

mortar, the proportion shall not exceed 4 parts of dry sand to 1 part of epoxy com-

pound by volume, the viscosity and the length of pot life desired controlling the amount

of fine aggregate used. Sand shall not be added to the epoxy mix until after the com-

ponents have been thoroughly mixed.

Epoxy compounds shall only be applied to dry surfaces and a job exposed to the

weather shall be stopped in case of rain.

A supply of solvent such as toluol, xylol, methyl ethyl ketone or similar material

may be kept on hand for cleaning tools and equipment but shall never be added to the

epoxy mix.

D. INTERNAL CONSOLIDATION (CHANGED FROM C,

INTERNAL CONSOLIDATION)

1. Scope

No change.

Add new Art. 2, as follows:

2. Materials

The cement shall conform in physical properties to AREA Specifications for Con-

crete and Reinforced Concrete Railroad Bridges and Other Structures, Part 1, this

Chapter. The sand shall be plaster sand, fine mason sand or other well graded sand;

the fineness modulus shall not be more than 2.

3. Preparation

Same as 2, Preparation.

4. Grout Holes—Drilling

Same as 3, Grout Holes—Drilling.

5. Grout

Same as 4, Grout.

6. Grouting

Same as S, Grouting, except at end of this Article, add the following sentence:

"All special equipment for placing grout shall be an approved type."

7. Cleaning

Same as 6, Cleaning.

Pages 8-13-1 to 8-13-7, incl.

SPECIFICATION FOR SHOTCRETE
Reapprove with the following revision:

Change the eighth paragraph of Sec. B, Art. 2, Preparation, to read:

"Non-leaking vertical structural cracks where movement in the structure by reason

of expansion, contraction or vibration is apparent, may be sealed with a flexible two-
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component compound such as a polysulphide joint-sealing compound. Where it has

been determined that no movement exists, a rigid two-component epoxy compound can

be used."

Report on Assignment 6

Prestressed Concrete for Railway Structures

Collaborating with Committeee 6

E. D. Ripple (chairman, subcommittee), M. C. Davidson, J. W. DeValle, W. J. Eney,
T. L. Fuller, R. W. Gilmore, G. F. Leyh, J. E. Scroggs, L. F. Spaine, M. F. Tigrak,

G. A. Vanderpool, J. O. Whitlock, W. R. Wilson, R. J. Wright.

Your committee recommends for adoption in the Manual, "Details of Through-

Voided Single and Double Box Prestressed Beams" as published in Bulletin 590, Janu-

ary 1965, pages 318, 319 and 320.

Your committee is currently working on the design of a prestressed concrete tie

for open-deck steel bridges.

Your committee presents as information the following report, prepared by F. P.

Drew of the AAR research staff, on field inspection of prestressed concrete railroad

bridges.

FIELD INSPECTION OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
RAILROAD BRIDGES

A. DIGEST

This report presents observations on five prestressed concrete railroad bridges,

which were inspected for the purpose of determining their present condition. The bridges

were found to be generally in excellent condition and indicate good-quality plant produc-

tion. Some tensile cracking is reported at each location, particularly in the ballast curbs,

but except for possibly requiring some future maintenance, the cracks should not affect

service life. Recommendations are made for consideration in future installations.

The five bridges fnspected are located as follows:

1. CB&Q Railroad near Hunnewell, Mo.

2. Santa Fe Railway near Colorado Springs, Colo.

3. C&NW Railway near Allouez, Wis.

4. Rock Island Railroad near Letts, Iowa

5. DT&I Railroad near Bainbridge, Ohio.

B. FOREWORD

The inspection was conducted at the request of AREA Committee 8—Masonry as

a research project of the Association of American Railroads, of which W. M. Keller

is vice president research and G. M. Magee is director of engineering research. It was

made jointly by G. F. Leyh, railway representative of the Portland Cement .Association

and F. P. Drew, research engineer structures, A.'\R. This report was prepared by

Mr. Drew.
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C. INSPECTION PROCEDURE

The general procedure at each bridge location was to record the crack patterns,

surface deterioration and rust stains on a field sketch and to photograph them in color

and black and white. Particular attention was given to the following:

1. Concrete surfaces at the end blocks.

2. End bearings.

3. Transverse and longitudinal post-tensioning pockets.

4. Curbs.

5. Bottoms of beams throughout their length.

6. Webs.

7. Camber.

8. Water stains and deck leakage.

At each location, the railroad furnished ladders or scaffolds to permit close observa-

tion of the various elements of the bridge. Electric lanterns were used where natural

light was inadequate. In general, tensile cracks were evident without the use of magni-

fying glasses, but these were used to trace the length of tensile cracks and also to

measure the width of cracks.

Only those surfaces which were accessible were inspected and no attempt was made
to remove ballast or make other alteration to the structure for the purpose of this

inspection.

D. OBERVATIONS

1. CB&Q Railroad Bridge No. 38.64 near Hunnewell, Mo.
This bridge was inspected on June 28, 1965. It contains one 20-ft prestressed con-

crete span in the west approach. A general view of the bridge is shown in Fig. 1, the

prestressed span being the second span from the right. This ballasted-deck structure

consists of two solid slabs, each 7 ft wide and nominally 18 in deep. The slabs are

butted at the center line of track to form a 14-ft-wide deck. Curbs Sy^ in deep were

cast integrally with the slabs during fabrication.

Fig. 1—CB&Q Bridge 38.64. The prestressed concrete span is the second
span from the right.
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A complete description of the slabs, including their fabrication and erection, is con-

tained in AREA Proceedings, Vol. 59, 1958, page 216 and Portland Cement Association

publication CR-S8, "Concrete for Railways." The bridge was constructed in 1954 and

was the first prestressed concrete railroad bridge to be erected in this country.

Tensile cracks at this bridge are located principally in the curbs on both sides of

the span. These tensile cracks extend downward from the tops of the curbs for a maxi-

mum of 12 in, are essentially vertical and extend transversely through the curbs. They

are spaced 12 to 18 in on center. The maximum width of the cracks at the top of

curbs was measured to be 0.005 in. An inspection of these slabs was also made in

October 1955 when tensile cracks were also noted in both curbs. At that time, on the

north curb, there were 12 cracks which extended downward a maximum of 5J^ in.

Three cracks were noted in the south curb extending downward a maximum of 2 in.

Hence, since 1955, there has been a lengthening of these cracks as well as an increase

in number.

No tensile cracks were observed along the lower edges of the sides of the slabs or

across the bottom surfaces. The bottom surface of the slabs is very dense and sound

except for a small portion of one slab which has a honeycomb area created at the

time the slabs were fabricated. There was evidence of water leaking through the deck

between the slabs, which has stained the area adjacent to the center joint. No drip slots

were provided adjacent to the center joint.

At the time the slabs were erected, a series of elevations were taken across the

bottoms of both slabs to determine the change in camber over a period of several years.

The original elevations were taken on March 11, 1954, and others were taken on

October 18, 1955, and at the time of this inspection. The elevations were taken at the

face of each pier and at center of span, 1 ft from each edge of each slab.

The camber on these dates is indicated in the following tabulation:

3/11/54 10/18/55 6/28/65

South slab:

South edge 0.25
North edge . 05
Average DifT U.055

North slab:

South edge 0.08
North edge 0.05
Average Diff ().0G5

Both slabs:

Average Diff ^ 0.06

It is apparent that during the first 19 months there was an increase in average

camber of 0.06 in, but during the next nearly 10 years, the camber had increased only

0.01 in.

The bearings under these slabs were formed of cement mortar with a sheet of zinc

between the slab and the mortar. The increase in camber has caused the slab bearing

to be raised off the inside edge of the mortar bed and to be shifted to the outside edge.

This shift in the bearings toward the ends of the slabs may have caused the breaking

off of the lower edges of each slab as shown in the photographs of Figs. 2 and 3.

Fig. 2 shows the south slab on the right. The upper view was taken in 1965 and the

lower view in 1954. Fig. 3 shows the north slab on the left and similar views were

taken in 1965 and 1954.

0.29
0.12
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1965

1954

Fig. 2—Comparison of condition of end of slab,

CB&Q Bridge 38.64

The prestressed strands were cut off at the base of a recess approximately ^ in

deep. This recess was filled with a cement mortar which apparently is sound, as there

was no evidence of rust from the ends of the strands.

Fig. 4, top view, shows a close-up of the end anchorage protection of the north

slab at the east end. The lower view shows the northeast bearing.

Fig. 5 shows a general view of the north slab and a close-up of a tensile crack

in a curb.

Drains were provided in each slab and these were open and dripping water.

(Text continued on page 368)
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1965

X^
1954

Fig. 3—Comparison of end of slab, CB&Q Bridge 38.64
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Close-up of east end anchorage protection, north slab.

Northeast corner, showing pier bearings, and end of north slab.

Fig. 4—CB&Q Bridge 38.64
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General view of north slab.

(lose-up of tensile crack in curb.

Fig. 5—CB&Q Bridge 38.64
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Fig. 6—AT&SF Bridge 672.1

2. Santa Fe Railway Bridge 672.1 near Colorado Springs, Colo.

This inspection was made on July 14-15, 1965. A detailed inspection was made only

of the north span, but conditions at the south span were similar.

This bridge consists of two 71 -ft 6-in ballasted-deck spans. A general view of the

bridge is shown in Fig. 6. Each span is comprised of four post-tensioned tee-shaped

beams spaced 4 ft on center. Each beam is 2 ft 2 in wide at the bottom, tapers to 8 in

wide near the top and is S ft 11 in deep. The top of each is 3 ft wide and through the

use of shear keys and stirrups, a 10-in-thick slab was cast in place compositely with

the beams. Two curbs, 16 in high, were cast compositely with the slab. A complete

description of the fabrication of these spans is contained in Engineering Research

Report ER-18 and a description of the construction of the bridge is included in Port-

land Cement Association publication CR-57 "Concrete for Railways." This bridge was

completed in 1958 and at that time had the longest prestressed concrete railroad bridge

spans in this country.

At this bridge, the most evident tensile cracking has occurred through the ballast

curbs. Some of these cracks extend the full height of the curbs, others occur only on

the top surface but most of them extend downward to a depth of about 6 in. These

cracks are spaced throughout the entire length of both curbs about 12 to 18 in on

center. Cracks were also observed across the width of both sidewalks and, in general,

were located at each hand-rail post (see lower left view, Fig. 7). These cracks were not

always a continuation of the curb cracks. They had, at one time, extended through the

sidewalk slab, but are now healed, as shown on Fig. 7, top view. Some longitudinal

cracking was also noted in the curbs at three locations. These were near the edge

adjacant to the ballast as shown in the lower right view of Fig. 7. This view also shows

a transverse crack 0.005 in wide that extends the full height of the curb.
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Healed crack on
underside of side-

walk.

Above—crack in sidewalk at hand-rail

post.

iRisht—crack in curb.

Fig. 7—AT&SF Bridge 672.1
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Fig. 8—Typical crack patterns
near end bearings, AT&SF Bridge
672.1.

Several of the beams were observed to have diagonal cracks in the webs near the

bearings. These cracks sloped upward toward the ends of the beams at about 45 deg.

These cracks, in general, were quite fine and started from 12 to 18 in from the ends of the

beam. Usually more than one such crack was observed and as many as 6 or 8 were

observed in one beam. Some of these cracks extended through the bottom of the beam

but in most cases they did not. Vertical cracks near or directly above the steel bearing

slabs were also observed. In general, these cracks did not appear to extend through the

cement mortar on the beam chamfer, indicating that they were present before this

mortar was applied. On the north end of the east, outside beam, north span, a vertical

crack near the front of the bearing plate was about 0.010 in wide at 2 or 3 in above

the bottom. Fig. 8 shows the typical pattern of these cracks. General end views are

shown on Fig. 9.

The post-tensioning anchors were protected at the ends of the beam by concrete

and in nearly all cases a crack was noted between this end protection concrete and the

beam itself. See Fig. 10.

Cracks were also found between the cast-in-place diaphragms and the beam curbs.

In three of the beams of the north span, a longitudinal crack was observed at about

the center line of the bottom concrete surface. This crack, in general, extended through-

out the length of the beams. These cracks were quite fine and were noted only under

very close observation.

No transverse cracks were noted across the bottoms of any of the beams but there

was evidence that such cracks had been present but are now healed. These cracks could

have occurred during fabrication since they did not extend across the cement mortar

on the beam chamfer. See Fig. 11.

Some leakage was noted through the deck, particularly at the north abutment.

(Text continued on page 373)
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Above—general view of end of beam.

Right—Close-up of beam end.

Fig. 9—AT&SF Bridge 672.1
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Fig. 10—Typical end anchorage
protection, AT&SF Bridge 672.1.

-Healed transverse crack across bottom of beam,
AT&SF Bridge 672.1
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3. C&NW Railway Bridge No. UlOO-i/^ at Allouez, Wis.

This bridge was inspected on May 6-7, 1965. It consists of one prestressed con-

crete span, 39 ft 1 in long. Six rectangular beams comprise the span and each beam is 3

ft wide, 3 ft 4 in deep and contains a circular void. Each beam is prestressed with 16

strands, ^ in, and two cables each containing 12 wires 0.276 in. in diameter. Shear

keys between each of the beams are filled with a cement mortar and the beams are

transversely post tensioned by cables near the top and bottom of the beams at the end

bearings and third points of the span. Concrete curbs 18 in high were cast on the out-

side beams and by the use of reinforcement steel extending upward from the beams are

composite with the beams. Details of the span are shown in Fig. 12 and a general view

of the bridge is shown in Fig. 13. A complete description of the fabrication and erection

of this span is contained in Portland Cement Association publication CR-58 "Concrete

for Railways." The bridge was put in service in June 1958.

Tensile cracking is apparent in both curbs. These cracks are spaced about 4 ft on

center throughout the entire length of the deck and extend downward to the tops of the

beams and in some cases continue downward into the beams. The maximum width of

these cracks was measured as 0.01 in. in some cases. Typical curb cracks are shown in

Fig. 14.

The top of the outside beams were observed to have vertical tensile cracks through-

out the beam length. The spacing of these cracks was closer than those of the curbs

and were observed to be about 12 to 23 in on center. Their lengths varied from 4 in

below the beam top to 24 in. These are indicated in Fig. IS. The upper view is at the

north beam, the lower view is the south beam and also shows a curb crack.

The entire side of the beam on the south elevation had numerous map cracks.

These were very fine cracks usually less than 0.001 in. The side of the north outside

beam did not appear to have this type of cracking. General views of the outside beams

are shown in Fig. 16. The upper view is the north, and the lower is the south side.

The transverse post-tensioning pockets were filled with a cement mortar and, in

general, were in good condition except for some minor shrinkage cracks around their

perimeter and in some cases across the center of the pocket. Also, some cracks radiated

from the corners of the pockets into the beams.

Cracks were noted to follow the approximate direction of the draped longitudinal

post-tensioning cables and originated at the post-tensioning pocket at the ends of the

beams. These cracks were very fine and extended to about the face of the cap.

The underside of all of the beams was very dense and sound. From the roadway
there appeared to be cracks along the bottom of some of these beams at what might

be the stirrup spacing. See Fig. 17. A close inspection indicated that if these were cracks

they are now healed. One of these was observed under magnification during the passage

of a train and no opening was noted.

There was no leakage noted through the deck between the beams. The elastomeric

bearing pads are in good condition, although both bridge seats were wet.

(Text continued on page 380)
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FIG. 12.
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Fig. 13—General views of C&NW
Bridge UlOOi/4
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Crack in curb at top.

Side view of curb crack.

Fig. 14—C&NW Bridge UlOOi/4
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Above—Vertical crack in top of north

outside beam. ""^^

k

Right—Vertical crack in top of south

outside beam.

Fig. 15—C&NW Bridge UIOO',2
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North outside beam.

South outside beam.

Fig. 16—C&NW Bridge UlOOi/4.
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Fig. 17—View of underside of C&NW Bridge UlOQi^,
showing false cracks (now healed).
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4. Rock Island Railroad Bridge No. 2239 near Letts, Iowa

This bridge was inspected on July 8, 1965. It consists of two spans each 33 ft

2 in. in length. Four rectangular box beams comprise each span. These beams are 3 ft

wide and 2 ft 9 in deep. Each is prestressed with twenly-cight iV-in strands. Shear keys

were used between the beams and were filled with an epoxy resin-sand mixture. Trans-

verse tie rods at the ends and center of each span were used to tie the beams together,

during construction. The bridge is located on a curve. The concrete curb on one side is

12 in high and on the other is 20 in high. These curbs were cast after the beams were

fabricated and by the use of reinforcement extending into the beam tops they act com-

positely with the beams. Details of the span are shown in Fig. 18 and a general view

of the bridge is in Fig. 19. This bridge was erected in 1960.

Tensile cracking at this bridge is most evident in the curbs. In most cases, these

cracks extend the full length of both curbs, and are spaced 2 to 3 ft on center throughout

the beam length. The maximum width of crack at the top of curb is found to be 0.005 in.

Typical cracks are shown in Fig. 20.

Tensile cracks about 6 in long were observed in the tops of both outside beams.

All these cracks did not extend into the curbs indicating that they were present before

the curbs were cast. These were very fine cracks and were measured to be about

0.001 in wide.

The concrete on the sides of the outside beams is in very good condition and no

shrinkage cracks were noted. The concrete on the bottom of all beams is very dense

and fine grained. The epoxy resin joints between the beams apparently are effective as

there was no evidence of water coming through these joints. A view of the underside

of the beams is shown in Fig. 21. Some epoxy resin can be seen that had dripped

through during erection.

The 1-in-thick elastomeric bearing pads are in good condition with no evidence

of displacement or deterioration.

The pockets on the sides of the beams which contain the transverse rods were filled

with a cement mortar. Bonding of this mortar to the concrete beams was accomplished

by the use of an epoxy resin and all these joints appear tight.

The concrete curbs had been coated with an epoxy resin system but this coating

has weathered away and appears to be ineffective where exposed to the sunlight. This

is shown in the lower view of Fig. 20. Below the ballast line the epoxy coating appears

to be in good condition as shown in Fig. 22.

Raised lugs at the ends of the pier and abutment bridge seats to restrain the slabs

against lateral movement were in good condition and both spans have remained in

position.

The joint between beam and curb was leaking water, particularly near the ends.

This is shown in Fig. 23. Also, noted are cracks in the curbs at the ends, possibly due

to pressure against the abutment back walls.

(Text continued on page 387)
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FIG. 18

CRI & P BRIDGE NO. 2239

LETTS, IOWA
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,^

Fig. 19—General views of CRI&P Bridge 2239.
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Fig. 20—Tensile cracks in curbs,
CRI&P Bridge 2239.
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Fig. 21—Views of underside of beams, CRI&P Bridge 2239,
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Fig. 22—Condition of epoxy resin coating under the ballast
CRI&P Bridge 2239.
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Fig. 23—Photos showing condition of joints between beam and curb,
CRI&P Bridge 2239.
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5. DT&I Railroad Bridge No. 258.85 near Bainbridge, Ohio

This bridge was inspected on August 26, 1965. It consists of one prestressed con-

crete span, 30 ft 6 in long, with five rectangular box beams. Each beam is 36 in wide

and 30 in deep, and is prestressed with twenty-seven -)^-in strands. A concrete curb, 30

in deep, was cast integrally with each outside beam at the casting yard. Details of the

bridge are shown in Fig. 24 and a general view of the bridge is shown in Fig. 25. The

bridge was put in service in 1959.

Tensile cracks in the curbs are particularly noticeable at this bridge due to the

very deep curbs. These cracks extend the full depth of both curbs and are spaced

throughout the length of the beam at about 2-ft to 2-ft 6-in intervals. The maximum
width of crack was measured to be 0.02 in. A typical curb crack is shown in Fig. 26.

These cracks extend downward to the keyway recess and in some cases acro.ss it. There

was considerable leaching of lime at the base of these cracks.

Some shrinkage or map cracking was observed on the face of the west, outside beam,

but in general, the concrete in the box beams was in very good condition. The lower

surfaces are dense and have no transverse or longitudinal cracks. There was no evidence

of water leaking through the joints between the beams. The keyway between the beams

was filled with a cement grout and a 1-in transverse tie rod was used at center of span.

The tie-rod pockets were filled with a cement grout and, except for minor shrinkage

cracks, were tight.

The end bearings consist of 1 -in-thick elastomeric pads which are in good condi-

tion and show no evidence of displacement or deterioration.

A view of the west side of the bridge is shown in Fig. 27 as well as a view of the

underside of the beams.

(Text continued on page 392)
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FIG. 24-
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Fig. 25—General views of DT&I Bridge 258.85.
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Top view showing curb crack.

Side view showing curb crack.

Fig. 26—DT&I Bridge 258.85.
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Underside of beams.

West side.

Fig. 27—DT&I Bridge 258.85.
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E. RECOMMENDATIONS

From the observations made at these five bridges, the following points should be

considered in future installations:

1. Since the prestressing force and the progressive camber caused cracks in the

cast-in-place curbs, vertical joints 8 to 10 ft apart through the curbs filled

with a premolded bituminous board might help to reduce this cracking. Prefer-

ably, a construction joint should be used between the curb and beam. Short

lengths of precast concrete or timber curbs bolted to the beams could also

be used.

2. Elastomeric bearing pads are more desirable than solid seating on cement

mortar even for short spans. Steel slabs and rockers are also satisfactory for

long spans.

3. Shear keys filled with epoxy resin-sand mixture as well as those filled with

cement mortar are satisfactory when used in combination with tie rods or

tranverse post tensioning.

4. Drip slots should be used along the outside edges of outer beams and along

all interior edges where no effort is made to waterproof the joint between

beams.

5. Pockets for tie rods or post-tensioning rods can be satisfactorily filled with a

dry-packed cement mortar properly cured. The use of an epoxy resin to bond

the mortar to the beam gave good results where used. In lieu of using epoxy

resin the pockets should be cleaned, wetted and brushed with a cement grout

prior to applying the mortar to insure good bond.

6. Vertical tensile cracks were observed in the tops of beams except those of the

Santa Fe bridge. As recommended in the AREA Manual, page 8-17-6, where

cracking of top sections will be objectionable owing to lack of waterproofing

or for other reasons, consideration should be given to designing for zero tensile

stress in the top fibers.

7. Camber as observed on these bridges is not detrimental if curb cracking is

controlled and elastomeric bearing pads or other means used to permit move-

ment at the end bearings.

8. Deck drains are desirable and special attention should be given to joints and

drains at the ends of the spans to keep water off the bridge seats.

9. To eliminate map cracking in the sides of the members, careful attention

should be given to concrete quality, placement and curing.
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Report on Assignment 7

Quality of Concrete and Mortars

Collaborating with Committee 6

VV. P. Hendrix (chairman, subcommittee), N. D. Bryant, J. W. Dolson, C. W. Hale,

G. P. Hayes, S. B. Holt, R. E. Kuban, G. F. Leyh, L. M. Morris, W. R. Shafer,

S. G. Wintoniak.

Your committee is currently revising the pamphlet, "How to Make Good Concrete,"

to include the use of ready mix concrete. Progress is being made at this time.

Your committee offers for adoption the following editorial revisions with respect

to Chapter 8 of the Manual.

Pages 8-19-1 to 8-19-3, incl.

ASTM SPECIFICATIONS AND DESIGNATIONS

.\ 6-64, change to A 6-65

.\ 15-64, change to A 15-65

A 16-64, change A 16-65

A 82-62T, change to A 82-65, and delete ''(Tentative)" from title.

A 160-64, change to A 160-65

A 184-37, change to A 184-65

A 185-61T, change to A 185-65, and delete "(Tentative)" from title.

A 305-56T, change to A 305-65, and delete "(Tentative)" from title.

A 408-64, change to A 408-65

A 416-59T, change to A 416-64, and delete "(Tentative)" from title.

A 421-S9T, change to A 421-65, and delete "(Tentative)" from title.

A 431-64, change to A 431-65

A 432-64, change to A 432-65

C 31-62T, change to C 31-65, and delete "(Tentative)" from title.

C 76-64T, change to C 76-6ST

C 91-64, change to C 91-65

C 125-58, change to C 125-65

C 150-64, change to C 150-65

C 175-64, change to C 175-65

C 192-62T, change to C 192-65, and delete "(Tentative)" from title.

C 227-64, change to C 227-65

C 235-64, change to C 235-62T

C 260-63T, change to C 260-65T

C 289-64, change to C 289-65

C 292-63T, delete

C 295-54, change to C 295-65

C 310-61T, delete

C 342-64, change to C 342-65

C lS-62aT, change to D 15-64T

D 412-62T, change to D 412-64T
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Report on Assignment 8

Waterproofing for Railway Structures

Collaborating with Committees 6, 7 and 15

R. J. Brueskc (chairman, subcommittee), J. R. Iwinski, L. Langc, Jr., R. E. Pearson,

M. Pikarsky, H. H. Schmidt, A. K. Howe.

Your committee reports on the following assignments:

a. Rewrite Part 3, Chapter 29, "Coatings for Dampproofing"

In 1962 Part 3, Chapter 29, of the Manual was temporarily withdrawn for study

and rewriting. This work has been completed and your committee now recommends

adoption of the following material as the new Manual Specification for Dampproofing

under Part 3, Chapter 29:

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DAMPPROOFING

A. SCOPE

These specifications apply to materials and methods for dampproofing concrete

surfaces.

B. MATERIALS

1. Asphalt Primer

Asphaltic primer shall meet the requirements of ASTM Specifications, Designation

D 41-41.

2. Creosote Primer

Creosote primer for use with coal-tar pitch shall meet the requirements of ASTM
Specifications, Designation D 43-41.

3. Asphalt

Asphalt shall meet the requirements of ASTM Specifications, Designation D 449-49.

Three types—A, B or C—are specified. Type B asphalt shall be used for dampproofing.

4. Coal-Tar Pitch

Coal-tar pitch shall meet the requirements of ASTM Specifications, Designation D
450-41. Two types—A or B—are specified. Type A coal-tar pitch shall be used for

dampproofing.

5. Inspection and Tests

a. Materials shall be sampled and tested by the current methods recommended by

ASTM.

b. The acceptance of any material by the inspector shall not be a bar to their

subsequent rejection if found defective. Rejected materials shall be promptly removed

from the job and replaced with acceptable material.

c. No material shall be used until it has been accepted by the engineer.
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C. APPLICATION

1. Preparation of Surfaces

The surfaces upon which a dampproofing coating is to be applied shall be cleaned

of all dirt and loose or foreign material by sandblasting, the use of wire brushes,

chisels or scrapers, or washing with water.

Spalled, cracked, or honeycombed areas shall be repaired in accordance with AREA
Specifications for Repairing and Solidifying Concrete, Part 14, Chapter 8.

All surfaces to be dampproofed shall be dry and free from sharp projections or

porous places.

2. Temperature

No dampproofing shall be applied when the atmospheric temperature is below 50 deg

F in the shade, or if rain is likely before completion of the application, without written

approval of the engineer.

3. Method of Application

The primer shall be applied to the concrete surface at least 24 hr in advance of

applying the first mopping of bitumen. The primer need not be heated but shall be

applied in a uniform coat that completely covers the area to which the bitumen is to

be applied.

The bitumen for mopping shall be heated to permit uniform covering; however,

asphalt shall not be heated above 350 deg F and coal-tar pitch shall not be heated

above 300 deg F. Two mop coats of bitumen shall be applied, using a total of approxi-

mately 8 gal of bitumen for 100 sq ft of dampproofed surface. If imperfections appear

in the coating, additional coats shall be applied until the imperfections are corrected.

b. Report on Waterproofing Qualities of Epoxy Resins

and Related Materials

Work is being carried on at AAR Laboratory as time permits.

c. Investigate Waterproofing Qualities of Butyl Membrane
We are preparing a specification to cover this material and hope to have it ready

for inclusion in the 1967 Manual revisions.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Steel, collaborating with Committee 15.

Progress report, presented as information page 398

2. Concrete, collaborating with Committee 8.

Progress report divided in two parts, the first dealing with presiressed con-

crete railway bridges and the second with longitudinal forces in bridge

structures, presented as information page 398

3. Timber, collaborating with Committee 7.

There has been no progress in a proposed program to determine actual

stresses in principal members of timber trestles because of a lack of funds

to carry out research in the field.

4. Electronic computers, collaborating with Committees IS and 16.

Progress report, submitted as information page 401

The Committee on Impact and Bridge Stresses,

N. E. Ekrem, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 597, January 1966,
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Report on Assignment 1

Steel

Collaborating with Committee 15

D. S. Bechly (chairman, subcommittee), E. S. Birkenwald, W. E. Bowling, A. T.
Granger, K. H. Lenzen, J. F. Marsh, James Michalos, W. H. Munse, D. W. Mus-
ser, A. L. Piepmeier, M. J. Plumb, C. A. Roberts, C. R. Sanders, \V. W. Sanders,

Jr., H. Solarte, J. E. South, F. W. Thompson, G. S. Vincent, L. N. Bigelow.

Field tests were conducted in November 196S by the AAR research staff on a

300-ft span and a 400-ft span of a steel bridge on the Southern Pacific Company near

Del Rio, Tex.—a new bridge of modern design. The bridge was selected because of this

characteristic and the fact that it is on high-speed tangent track, in order to obtain

additional impact data on steel truss spans.

The field investigation was conducted in two parts. In the first, data were obtained

to determine the frequency of occurrence of maximum stresses. This was done by instru-

mentating the fioorbeams, stringers, and floorbeam hangers of both spans and making

oscillograph recordings under all regular trains that moved over this bridge for a period

of one week. The strains were recorded under the passage of every car of every train.

Data obtained in this phase of the field study will permit the determination of the num-

ber of times that high stresses occurred in the bridge members as compared to the total

number of times that these members were loaded.

Under the second phase of the field test, the impact strains were recorded in the

chords, web members, floorbeam hangers, and floor system of both truss spans. These

impacts were obtained during the passage of a test train consisting of 2 diesel locomo-

tives and 10 heavily loaded cars of slag operating at speeds of from 5 to 68 mph. The

results of this field investigation are now being analyzed by the Research Center staff.

The information obtained will provide data on the impacts occurring in truss members

of spans of these lengths, as a part of the committee's assignment in this field.

In September of 196S, the Research Center staff conducted a service test for the

Western Pacific Railroad to determine the recorded stresses under the passage of heavy

cars on four truss spans on that road.

Report on Assignment 2

Concrete

Collaborating with Committee 8

J. A. Erskine (chairman, subcommittee), C. E. Ekberg, Jr., G. F. Leyh, Za Lee Moh,
P. L. Montgomery, N. M. Newmark, E. D. Ripple, M. B. Scott, L. F. Spainc,

J. D. Tapp, Jr., C. T. Webster, J. R. Williams.

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE RAILWAY BRIDGES

During the past year reports were produced on two field investigations of pre-

stressed concrete railway bridges.

The results of one of these investigations involving tests on a Western Pacific Rail-

road bridge near Tracy, Calif., were reported in AAR Research Report No. ER-61

;

also in AREA Bulletin 594, September-October 1965. Measurements were made of the

static and dynamic stresses in a 24-ft 11-in span and a 37-ft 7-in span and in the con-
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SUMMARY OF FIELD INVESTIGATION OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE SPANS

Number r> pe ot Bridge Source ol' lulormatioii

[l^mzn CB&Q
AREA Proceedings. Vol. 59, I'J.jS, p. l:i3

O O O P O
Southern Railroad

AREA Bulletin, No. 558. p. 74

AT&SF Railway

AREA Proceedings, Vol. 63, 1961, p. 79 and ER-18

oppppp F.E.C.
ER-21

[[T S.A.L. Railroad

ER-48

WP Railroad

Current

AREA Proceedings, Vol. 67, 1966 and ER-61

6B
toppp bi

WP Railroad

Current

AREA Proceedings. Vol. 67, 19G6 and ER-61

7 A
|D|n|n|u[D|u

C&EI
Current

nn npnn
C&EI
Current

Crete piling of one of the bents supporting these spans. In each case the recorded static

stresses were less than calculated values, and the impact stresses were lower than those

computed on the basis of current AREA impact formulas.

The other report covers a field investigation of a prestressed concrete bridge on the

Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad. This investigation involved tests on spans 33 ft

6 in and 40 ft 6 in. in length, each consisting of 6 box beams for a total width of deck

of 18 ft.

Measurements were made of the static and dynamic stresses in the beams under a

range of speeds up to 60 mph. From the data secured it was possible to determine the

distribution of the live load to each of the beams and make a comparison of the recorded
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SUMMARY OF IMPACT DATA - PRESTRESSED CONCRETE SPANS

with the calculated stress values. An interesting conclusion from these tests is that there

appeared to be no increase in impact stress with increase in speed within the range

from 10 to 60 mph.

The report on these tests has been reviewed by the committee and approved for

publication.

In addition, the AAR research staff durng the past year prepared a summary of

the results of all of the tests it has so far conducted with respect to impact in pre-

stressed concrete spans. This summary, covering 9 spans ranging in length from 19 ft

to 71 ft 6 in. in length, includes a comparison of the recorded impact percentages with

the values calculated for these spans on the basis of current .^REA design specifications.

This summary has been approved for publication as information and is presented

herewith.

LONGITUDINAL FORCES IN BRIDGE STRUCTURES

During the latter part of 1964 the AAR research staff conducted a series of tests

on a 660-ft prestressed concrete trestle on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway at

Dallas, Tex., for the purpose of determining the effects on the structure of locomotive

traction and braking of the test train. Measurements were made of the bending stresses

in the trestle bents, longitudinal forces in the running rails, and movement of the bridge.

This is the most comprehensive test so far made of longitudinal forces. Progress was

also made in the analysis of the data and preparation of the report concerning these tests.
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The investigation by the AAR Research Staff of the concrete bridge on the Western

Pacific Railroad near Tracy, Calif., described in AAR Research Report No. ER-61,

included the measurement of bending stresses in the piling of one of the concrete bents

during braking and acceleration of the test train.

The AAR research staff has also begun a review of all of the published data on

tests which it has conducted on longitudinal forces in bridge structures, which includes

tests on more than a dozen bridges. This review is the initial step toward preparation

of the final report on longitudinal forces in bridge structures.

Report on Assignment 4

Electronic Computers

Collaborating with Committees 15 and 16

E. R. Andrlik (chairman, subcommittee), N. E. Ekrem, R. J. Fisher, A. D. M. Lewis,

D. F. Lyons, M. Noyszewski, E. N. Wilson.

Nine moment and shear tables for railroad cars were prepared and distributed to

chief engineers of Member Roads in March and April of 1965. Data are being gathered

on cars and locomotives for which tables can soon be produced for distribution. It is

expected that the book of tables may grow rapidly, now that the faster, more economical

computer program written last year is available. The point has been reached where the

selection and obtaining of data on rolling equipment are more of a problem than com-

puting the tables. The possibility of having a computer program developed for rating

of girder-span bridges is now being studied.
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NEW...Road-N-Rail
Trailer

with Hydraulic Powered

TILT-BED
for EASY LOADING-UNLOADING

Big60"x84"Deck
Capacity 5,000 lbs

A rugged trailer designed for easy handling of heavy or

unwieldy loads. Tilt-Bed makes it easy to slide loads on and
off. Winch (optional) lets one man do the job. Extendable
tongue lets long loads overhang front and back and makes
trailer easier to handle. Optional extras include box sides and
ends, manual or power winch and others.

For complete details and specifications write, wire or call:

WOOLERY MACHINE CO.
2919 Como Avenue S.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414, Phone (612) 331-2552



THE DOUBLE U RAIL ANCHOR

ACHUFF RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.
ST. LOUIS. MO.

""tt:"'^^m^^^m^^^^^^^^m

Assure lower maintenance costs,

better performance with...

TEXACO
Petroleum Products and

Systematic Engineering

Service

TEXACO INC.

RAILWAY SALES DIVISION
135 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

NEW YORK . CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS . ST. PAUL • ATLANTA



Self-adjusting

safety clutch

Husky 4-cycle engine

Spirit level

Automatic

power feed-
plus hand feed

for quick set-up

Positive chain drive

Only the Racine Rail Drill

gives you all

these features

for faster

in-track repairs

RACINE HYDRAULICS & MACHINERY, INC.

MACHINERY DIVISION • RACINE. WISCONSIN 53404

Power feed alone is reason enough

for buying a Racine Rail Drill. This

exclusive feed system automatically

compensates for rail hardness, as

well as bit size and sharpness, giving

you more uniform holes and up to

twice the drill life.

But the Racine Rail Drill offers many
other work-saving, cost-cutting fea-

tures. It's fast, easy to position and

adjust, convenient to handle, rugged,

and low in cost. Ask your Racine Dis-

tributor for a demonstration, or write

for details. 20192

Raelna has the tool for the Job . . . UNIT TAMPERS • RAIL ANCHOR APPLICATORS • SELF-
PROPELLED DRILL AND SAW • ANCHOR-TIGHT • MULTI-BORE • PORTABLE DRILL • PORTABLE SAW



vXy WOODINGS-VERONA TOOL WORKS
^^ Pioneer Manufacturers

oi

HIGH GRADE TRACK TOOLS
and

SPRING WASHERS FOR TRACK
Since 1873

VERONA, PA. CHICAGO, ILL.

WOODINGS FORGE & TOOL COMPANY
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LEVELLIWG, LINING, TAMPIIMG...
in ONE OPERATION, with ONE OPERATOR

ELECTRONIC
REFERENCE

FEELER
detects position
of track in spiral
or curve at every
tie and feeds
inlormation to

"Auto-Control"

UNER UNIT

WORKING
SHADOW BOARD
controls lining at
point where
lilting, levelling
and lamping
Is done.

RECEIVER
BUGQY
"Auto-Control"
continuously
positions
receivers
electronically to
satisly ideal curve
requirements and
esteblishes
required amount
ol track

correelion.

The Autojack Electromatic

with Autoh'ner leads the way
through these advantages:

Gives the highest possible degree of accuracy by electronic

linfnr.nTf
'*'^ '°° '""* '" ^^^^"^^ °f ^here levelling

lining and tamping are taking place.

Automatic, continuous
curve track.*

operation for both tangent and

• No plotting of spirals or curves required. Machine computesas It runs for the best transition.

• No disturbing or humping of track -lining takes place
simultaneously v^ith lifting and tamping ahead of tarnping

• With the Autoliner, it is possible to make a minute throw

aSgnment. ^ ^^ ^^'^''^ ^^'^P''"^ '= ^°"^ '" '^o^rect

•Model ALT for Tangent track and Model ALC for Tangentand Curve Track, both available as attachments for
existing AUTOJACK ELECTROMATICS

TAMPER INC.

53 Court St., Plattsburgh, N.Y.
Sales & Service:
2147 University Avenue,
St. Paul 14, Minnesota
Phone: 645-5055

In Canada: 160 St. Joseph Blvd
Lachine, Quebec.
Phone: 637-5531

Information on the Autoliner and Auto-
jack Electromatic—or other track main-
tenance machines, is available on
request.





means DAMAGE
Refrigerator car brine

drippage and coastal

salt water can cause cor-

rosion and damage to rails,

splice bars and rail joints.

Brooks coatings have

proven to be superior

in the protection of rail-

road equipment subjected

to severe conditions. These

products have a low cold test

for application by spray,

pour or brush.

Brooks coatings are used

to protect railroad bridge

and trestle members as well

as structural and steel tanks.

Brooks petroleum base

products, black in color, are

compounded to resist and retard

corrosion to metal surfaces. Four

different coatings are available

and require a minimum of surface

preparation for application.

The BROOKS OIL Company
Established 1876

General offices and U.S. plant: 3304 East 87th Street* Cleveland 27 Ohio



NEW and RELAYING

RAIL
Switch Material • Tools

Track Accessories

PILING
Rental Steel-Sheet Piling

Pipe Pile • H-Bearing Pile

PIPE
Testeci and Structural

All Sizes 1/8" thru 48"

Valves, Fittings, Flanges

Immediate delivery

from Foster's nationwide

warehouse stocks.
Specialists to the Railroads

ILUlMU^iMEco
Pittsburgh New York

Cleveland Chicago

Los Angeles Detroit

San Francisco Houston

Atlanta Orlando

9 ig
Hubbard Super Service Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Super Steel Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Track Tools

Hubbard Tool Division
UNIT RAIL ANCHOR CORPORATION

New York Pittsburgh Chicago

% Unit Rail Anclior

UNIT RAIL ANCHOR DIVISION
UNIT RAIL ANCHOR CORPORATION

NEW YORK PITTSBURGH CHICAGO
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MODEL 441 \

Developed and Built

for Railroad Maintenance \

*

180" BOOM SWING
\

D0€$ ALL JOBS!

ROOTS AND LOADS TIES

LAYING WELDED RAIL



AREA Publications—Price List

The following include some of the Association publications available from the

secretary's oflBce on order. Prices shown are for Members only:

Member
Price

Manual of Recommended Practice, complete in 2 volumes, including binders

(first copy) $18.00

Extra binders, each 4.50

Annual Supplements (first copy) 1.00

Separate Chapters

1—Roadway and Ballast 1.50

3-Ties 25

4-Rail 75

5-Track 75

6-BuiIdings 1.50

7—Wood Bridges and Trestles 1.00

8-Masonry 1.00

9-Highways 0.50

11—Engineering and Valuation Records 1.25

13—Water, Oil and Sanitation Services 1.00

14—Yards and Terminals 1.00

15—Iron and Steel Structures 1.25

16—Economics of Railway Location and Operation 0.75

17—Wood Preservation 50

18—Electricity (AAR Electrical Manual, $23.00 Complete with binder.

Separate Sections available, prices on request)

20-Contract Forms 1.25

22—Economics of Railway Labor 0.50

25—Waterways and Harbors 0.25

27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment 0.50

28—Clearances 0.25

29-Waterproofing 0.25

Flexible-cover, loose-leaf binder for separate chapters, each 0.40

Portfolio of Trackwork Plans—119 plans, 8 sheets of specifications, 5 sheets

definitions of terms, complete with leatherette cover $12.50

Track Scale Pamphlet—109 pages, flexible cover 1.00

Federal Valuation of Railroads—87 pages, flexible cover 1.00

Instructions for Mixing and Placing Concrete—24 pages, flexible cover 0.40

Handbook of Instructions for the Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way
Equipment—149 pages, hard cover 0.85

Instructions for Care and Safe Operation of Welding and Grinding Equip-

ment—23 pages, flexible cover 0.30

Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges (fixed spans)—70 pages, flexible

cover 0-75

Specificatiorvs for Movable Railway Bridges—73 pages, punched sheets 1.00



Switch to UROX Railroad Weed Killers to kill more weeds
per mile per dollar. First application can last up to 18
months. Follow-up booster doses inexpensive. A com-
plete line for all parts of the country, any application

method, special weed problems. Write or phone.

NITROGEN DIVISION
Agricultural Chemicals Department

40 Rector St., New York, N.Y. 10006



USE TIE PLATE
lOQK SPIKES

i

One-piece Design

LOCK SPIKES hold tie plates firmly in place on

cross-ties and bridge timbers.

LOCK SPIKES are quickly and easily driven,

or removed, with standard track tools.

Driven to refusal, the spread shank is com-

pressed by the walls of the hole. Tie plates are held

against horizontal and vertical movement under

spring pressure. Play between the spike and the

hole is eliminated—abrasion and seating of tie

plates is overcome.

LOCK SPIKES hold their position in the tie,

and redriving to tighten the plate is not required.

They provide a quiet and strengthened track.

Annual cost of ties and maintenance expense is

reduced by extending the life of ties and holding

gage. Here is one answer to conservation of ma-
terials and labor. Write for free folder.

BERNUTH, LEMBCKE CO., INC.
420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Actual

Size
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THE TRASCO CAR RETARDER

HUNDREDS IN SERVICE
IN CLASS YARD TRACK

TRACK SPECIALTIES COMPANY
P.O. BOX 729 WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT
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Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.
Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and

secretary, are the subcommittee chairman, and those indicated by asterisks constitute the Engineering

Division, AAR, Committee 5.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, with recommendations submitted for adoption page 405

2. Track tools, collaborating with Purchases and Stores Division A.^R.

Progress report, with recommendations submitted for adoption page 409

3. Standardization of trackwork plans, collaborating with Communication

and Signal Section, AAR.

Progress report, with recommendations submitted for adoption page 411

(a) Comparative service life of open-hearth steel switch points, flame-

hardened switch points, heat-treated switch points, and manganese

steel switch points.

Final statement, presented as information page 412

403
Hill. r>i»N
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(1)) Proper usage of the various types of frogs.

Progress report, with recommendations submitted for adoption page 412

(c.) Bridge rail expansion joints—types, location and necessity.

Brief progress statement, presented as information page 413

4. Prevention of damage resulting from brine drippings on track and struc-

tures, Collaborating with Committee IS, and Mechanical Division, AAR.
Final report, submitted as information page 413

5. Tie plates, collaborating with Committees 3 and 4.

Due to restricted research department funds and personnel, no inspection

was made of Oakdale test on the Pennsylvania Railroad of rubber abrasion

plates in 1965.

6. Hold-down fastenings for tie plates, including pads under plates, col-

laborating with Committee 3.

The results of the London, Ky., test on the Louisville & Nashville, were

published in March 1965, ER Report No. 54. Final report and Manual

material should be presented in 1966.

7. Effect of lubrication in preventing frozen rail joints and retarding corro-

sion of rail and fastenings.

Progress report, submitted as information page 414

9. Special requirements of track construction and maintenance due to opera-

tion of equipment with high center of gravity and/or hydraulically cush-

ioned underframes.

Your committee continues to work with the Joint Committee on Relation

Between Track and Equipment to determine the effect of cars of higher

center of gravity upon safe operating speeds on curves with given eleva-

tion. A study is being made as to the tracking characteristics of cars

with cushioned underframes on certain degrees of curves due to lengthening

and shortening of the effective coupler length. Progress report will be

presented next year.

10. Methods of heat treatment, including flame hardening, of bolted-rail frogs

and split switches, together with methods of repair by welding; explosive

hardening of manganese steel trackwork.

The results of the Mannheim, Illinois, tests on the Chicago, Milwaukee,

St. Paul and Pacific Railroad were published in November 1964, ER
Report No. 51. Final report and Manual material should be presented in

1966.

11. Practicability of using reflex units for switch lamps and targets, col-

borating with Communication and Signal Section, AAR.
Final report submitted as information page 416

12. Procedure and specifications for, and economies to be derived from,

building track by panel method:

( a) Where track is newly constructed.

(b) Where track now laid in conventional staggered -joint construction is

to be relocated from one point to another:

(1) To remain as paneled after relocation.

(2) To have its joints restaggered after relocation.

(c) Specifications, plans and procedures for prefabricating turnouts in a

central shop.
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(d) Methods of moving prefabricated turnouts from a centra! shop to

point of use.

(e) Methods of handling a prefabricated turnout at point of renewal or

installation.

Your committee continues to work on this assignment. While several

railroads are paneling track on temporary jigs and others are using the

panel method for building track and turnouts, it is not possible at this

time with the information at hand to present a progress report.

The Committee on Track,

J. M. Salmon, Jr., Chairman.

ARE.\ Bulletin 598, February 1966.

MEMOIR

Carl 1^. STofjngon

Carl H. Johnson, assistant engineer of the Illinois Central Railroad Company,

Chicago, died December 23, 1964, at the Illinois Central Hospital.

Born in Chicago, September 7, 1900, Mr. Johnson stated working for the Illinois

Central Railroad in 1918 as a draftsman in the building department. In 1941 he was

named general inspector in the chief engineer's office and was appointed assistant engi-

neer in 1959.

He became a member of the American Railway Engineering Association in 1948

and in the same year was appointed to membership on Committee 5, continuing as a

member of Committee 5 until the time of his death.

Carl attended all the meetings of Committee 5 and was a faithful and diligent

worker in connection with activities of this committee, giving generously of his time

and ability to further its accomplishments. His friendly manner, pleasant disposition

and sincerity of purpose, which we were privileged to share for so many years, will be

greatly missed. We deeply regret his passing.

L. R. Hall

A. B. HiLLMAN, Jr.

C. E. Peterson

Committee on Memoir

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

R. J. HoUingsworth (chairman, subcommittee), M. J. Hassan, A. F. Hubcr, H. W.
Jensen, G. G. Knupp, L. A. Pclton, C. E. Peterson, J. M. Salmon, Jr., G, R. Sprolcs,

K. H. von Kampen, M. J. Zeeman.

A canvass has been made of all known producers of tie plates, which developed

the fact that although some use is still being made of the acid-bessemer process in steel

manufacture, no tie plates arc being made by this process. Therefore, your committee

recommends deletion of all reference to the acid-bessemer process in the SPECIFICA-

TIONS FOR LOW CARBON STEEL TIE PLATES, Part 1, Chapter 5 of the Manual,

specifically, in Arts. 2 and 3, page 5-1-1, and Arts. 4, 5, and 8, page 5-1-2.
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Your committee has brought up to date that part of Chapter 5 of the Manual

dealing with track construction, and submits the following recommendation: Revise

Manual by removing the present Specifications for the Laying of New Track, pages

5^-1 through 5-4-4, substituting therefor the following:

TRACK CONSTRUCTION
1. (a) The work covered by these specifications will include the laying and bal-

lasting of the tracks mentioned, on previously prepared subgrade, ready for

the operation of trains,

(b) Where continuous welded rail is laid the requirements of these specifications

are modified by the recommendations stated in Laying Continuous Welded

Rail, Part 5, this Chapter.

2. The railway company's authorized representative shall arrive at a clear under-

standing with the contractor as to the force to be employed and the speed with which

the work shall proceed. Prior to starting the work the contractor shall notify the rail-

way company's representative at least five working days in advance so that adequate

arrangements can be made for the prosecution of the work.

3. (a) The railway company will furnish all track materials on cars or on the

ground in the material yard at

(b) The contractor will supply and transport all track materials to the job

site and all material shall be subject to the approval of the railway company.

4. The contractor shall provide all tools and equipment needed in connection with

this work.

5. The railway company will provide the necessary inspector or inspectors, and the

instructions of such inspectors regarding the quality and type of work to be done shall

be complied with at all times by the contractor.

6. The contractor shall supply the necessary supervision and labor to prosecute the

work properly and in such numbers as may be required by the chief engineer or his

authorized representative, and at the request of the chief engineer or his representative

will remove any supervisor or man not satisfactory to the railway company.

7. No track shall be laid and no track materials shall be placed on the roadbed

until the subgrade shall have been constructed and finished to true planes according to

the stakes set by the representative of the railway.

8. The railway company's representative shall set all center and grade stakes, which

stakes shall be followed by the contractor in lining and surfacing track.

9. Ties shall be placed on in centers in main tracks and on

in centers in sidings, yard, and industry tracks. They shall be laid at right angles to the

rail with the ends lined uniformly as may be specified.

Timber Ties (Paragraphs 10-16)

10. Ties shall be laid with the heart side down.

11. Ties shall have been properly adzed, if necessary, prior to treating in order to

give the tie plate a full bearing when the rail is placed at proper gage. The bottom

of the rail, the tie plate, the tie pad (if used), and the bearing surface of the tie shall

be cleaned before rail is laid. All newly adzed surfaces shall be coated with an approved

preservative.

12. Tie plates shall be applied in a workmanlike manner to avoid unnecessary

spiking and shall be so placed that the shoulder is in contact with the base of rail or

the splice bar for the entire length of the shoulder, and shall be centered on the tie.
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13. Ties shall be spiked with two rail-holding spikes on each rail and with addi-

tional rail-holding and plate-holding spikes as specified by the railway.

14. All spikes shall be started and driven vertically and square with the rail and

so driven as to allow % in to ts in space between the under side of the head of the

spike and the top of the base of the rail. In no case shall the spikes be overdriven, or

straightened while being driven.

15. No spikes shall be driven against the ends of joint bars.

16. The removal of spikes once driven shall be avoided whenever possible. When

spikes are pulled, the holes shall be plugged with treated tie plugs of proper size to

completely and tightly fill the hole.

Concrete Ties (Paragraphs 17-20)

17. Concrete ties of a design approved by the railway shall be used. All ties shall

be properly cured before applying rails.

18. Care shall be taken in the transportation, handling, placing, and tamping of

ties to avoid chipping and cracking of the concrete. Any ties which have been so dam-

aged, in the judgment of the railway company's inspector, as to be unserviceable shall

be removed and replaced.

19. The bottom of the rail, the tie pad and tie plate (if used), and the bearing

surface of the tie shall be cleaned before rail is laid.

20. Rail-holding fixtures in concrete ties shall be installed in a workmanlike man-

ner to insure proper seating of the rail, and all exposed threads shall be coated with an

approved preservative.

21. Where relayer rail is used, care shall be exercised in matching adjacent rails to

prevent lipped or uneven joints, and any mismatched rail ends shall be welded or

ground.

22. Approved expansion shims shall be used to provide the proper opening between

rails, and a rail thermometer shall be used to determine the thickness of shms in

accordance with the recommendations in Temperature Expansion for Laying Rails,

Part 5, this Chapter.

23. Necessary gaging shall be done at the time rail is laid and, unless otherwise

provided, the gage shall be 4 ft S]^ in between points ->8 in below the top of rail on

the two inside edges of the rails.

24. No holes are to be burned in rail under any circumstances. When drilling is

necessary all chips and burrs shall be removed before applying joints.

25. All joints shall be fully bolted and fitted with approved spring washers.

26. All bolts shall be tightened to prescribed torque before track is turned over

to operation. Bolts shall be tightened in the proper sequence to properly seat joints,

beginning at the center of the joint and working both ways to the ends of the joint.

27. Insulated joints shall be installed, as required, in accordance with the railway's

instructions.

28. Joints in opposite rails shall be staggered not less than 12 ft apart, except as

closer joints may be required at insulated joints or turnouts. In laying rail on curves

care shall be taken to put in short rails at proper intervals in the low rail and in the

low rail side on tangents adjacent to the curve to maintain the proper stagger through-

out the curve.

29. As far as possible all joints should be kept out of street and road crossings.

30. In yard tracks or sidings so designated by the railway, track may be pre-

fabricated in panels and laid with the joints opposite.
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31. Rail anchors shall be applied in accordance with Rail Creepage—Number and

Position of Rail Anchors, Part 5, this Chapter, unless otherwise specified by the railway.

All anchors shall be applied so as to prevent rails from moving in relation to the ties.

32. On curves, the outer rail shall be given superelevation in accordance with Ele-

vations and Speeds for Curves, Part 3, this Chapter, unless otherwise specified by the

railway.

33. All switches, frogs and guard rails shall be placed in accordance with the proper

plan of the AREA Trackwork Plans, unless otherwise specified by the railway.

34. Switches shall be left in proper adjustment, special care being given to the

bending of the stock rail.

35. Ballast as required shall be supplied in accordance with Paragraph 3(a) or

3(b).

36. Ballast shall be unloaded by the contractor as the means provided by the

railway company permit. The unloaded material shall be leveled down. Care shall be

taken not to destroy or disturb the grade stakes.

37. The preliminary surfacing gang shall follow the unloading as closely as the

regularity of the ballast supply will permit. When using jacks, they shall be placed

close enough together to prevent undue bending of the rail or strain on the joints.

Both rails shall be raised at one time and as nearly uniformly as possible. The track

shall be so lifted that after a period of not less than 3 days after the last lift it will

be necessary to give it a final lift of not less than 1-in nor more than 2-in to bring

it to the grade of the stakes. All ties that are pulled loose shall be replaced to proper

position and shall have a bearing against the rail and be properly secured to the rail.

Ballast shall be well packed or tamped from a point 12 in inside each rail for 8-ft ties,

15 in inside each rail for 8-ft 6-in ties, and 18 in inside each rail for 9-ft ties, on both

sides of the ties to the end of ties. Tamping shall not be permitted at the center of the

fe between the above-stated limits, but this center shall be filled lightly. Both ends of

the ties shall be tamped simultaneously, and tamping inside and outside of the rail shall

be done at the same time. Thorough tamping of ballast under the rail seat shall be

required.

38. When the track has been raised to within 1 or 2 in of the final grade and

properly compacted by traffic, a finishing lift shall be made by jacking up the track

to the height provided by the grade stakes, making necessary allowance for settlement.

In making the finishing lift, a spot board and level board or tamping jack with built-in

raising wire and level, or other suitable mechanical means shall be used to bring the

track to a true and finished surface.

39. The track shall be placed in good alinement before the finishing lift is made,

but a lining gang or other mechanical means of lining shall follow immediately behind

the finishing lift and shall l!ne the track to accurate alinement. Stakes shall be set for

the alinement before the finishing lift is made and the final alinement shall conform

to the stakes.

40. The contractor shall trim the ballast to conform to the standard ballast sec-

tion, and the railway company for this purpose shall supply its standard ballast cross

section plans. The portion of the subgrade outside the ballast I'ne shall be left with a

full, even surface and the shoulder of the subgrade properly dressed to the standard

roadbed section. The contractor shall dispose of any surplus ballast after trimming the

ballast section as directed by the representative of the railway company.
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41. If, as the work proceeds, ballasting should lag behind the track laying or if for

any other cause the track should require a running surface to prev^ent the bending of

rails or injury to the track by reason of trains being operated over the track at mod-

erate speeds, such work shall be done on the written order of the representative of the

railway who shall specify the stations between which such work shall be done.

42. The contractor shall install and secure promptly all stock guards, crossing plank

and similar facilities adjacent to or forming a part of the track.

43. The contractor shall remove from the railway company's property all rubbish

and waste from the work, or dispose of it as directed by the representative of the rail-

way company. After completing the work the contractor shall remove from the railway

company's property, and from all public and privately owned property, at his own
expense, all temporary structures and waste resulting from his operations.

44. The contractor is to understand that any work not specifically mentioned in

the specifications, but which is necessary, either directly or indirectly, for the proper

carrying out of the intent thereof, shall be required and appl.'ed, and he shall perform

all such work just as if it were particularly delineated or described. Unless specifically

mentioned above, all work shall conform to the standards of the railway company.

Report on Assignment 2

Track Tools

Collaborating writh Purchases and Stores Division, AAR

T. L. Biggar (chairman, subcommittee), C. D. Archibald, E. W. Caruthers, K. L. Clark,

W. E. Cornell, L. D. Freeman, L. R. Hall, A. E. Haywood, M. P. Moore, C. E.

Peterson, G. Perko, J. A. Pollard, Bernard Post, J. M. Salmon, Jr., J. J. Vereen, Jr.

Your committee recommends the deletion of Plan 27-62, AREA Track Level, page

5-6-23 of the Manual, and the adoption in its stead of Plan 27-66, Alumnium Com-
bination Track Level and Gage (Insulated), presented herewith (see page 410).
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Report on Assignment 3

Standardization of Trackwork Plans

Collaborating with Communication and Signal Section, AAR

C. J. McConaughy (chairman, subcommittee), C. R. Alberts, T. L. Biggar, M. C
Bitner, W. R. Bjorklund, J. R. Bowman, E. W. Caruthers, K. L. Clark, J. P
Collins. VV. E. Cornell, E. D. Cowlin, C. D. Davis, A. D. DeMoss, C. L. Gatton
B. J. Gordon, V. C. Hankins, C. N. Harrub, Jr., M. J. Hassan, A. E. Haywood
R. J. Hollingsworth, E. C. Honath, A. F. Huber, F. E. Huddleston, H. W. Jensen
B. J. Johnson, G. G. Knupp, R. A. Kelso, L. T. Klauder, R. E. Kuston, E. J
Lisy, Jr., O. F. Magnus, J. G. Martin, M. P. Moore, C. VV. Morrison, T. C. Nether-

ton, G. A. Payne, B. E. Pearson, C. A. Peebles, G. Perko, C. E. Peterson, J. A
Pollard, S. H. Poore, Bernard Post, Ross P. Rcden, J. M. Salmon, Jr., A. J
Schavet, R. N. Schmidt, W. M. Schwing, R. D. Simpson, G. R. Sproles, F. J
Swoboda, R. E. Tew, R. W. Tipper, J. J. Vereen, Jr., K. H. von Kampen, I. V
Wiley, M. J. Zeeman.

PORTFOLIO OF TRACKWORK PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS

Your committee submits for adoption the following recommendations with respect

to the "Standard Plans" in the front part of the Portfolio:

Plan 15-62 Sheet 1—No. 15 Turnout and Crossover

Rearrange tie layout on crossover to reduce the number of short ties in the center

portion of the crossover.

Plan 20-62 Sheet 1—No. 20 Turnout and Crossover

Rearrange tie layout on crossover to reduce the number of short ties in the center

portion of the crossover.

In keeping with the decision to keep up to date the plans in back of the blue

divider sheet in the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans that separates the "Standard Plans"

from the others, your committee submits for adoption the following recommendations:

Plan No. 222-51, Switch Rod and Clips

Revise to provide: 3^-in adjustment increments, instead of V4 iHj on the .'\djustabie

Side Jaw Clip, Details 2112 and 3112.

Plan No. 820-50, Graph Showing Limitations for the Use of Crossings

with Rigid Center Frogs

Eliminate the use of rigid center frogs on crossings of angles smaller than 9 deg

35 min.

Plan No. 775-55, Crossings with Solid Manganese Steel Frogs and Interior

Rolled Closure Rails, Angles 14° 15' to 8° 10' 16", Inch,

Single-Rail Construction

Revise to eliminate frogs of angles smaller than 9 deg 35 min. Also, correct flange-

way error by showing parallel flangeways IJ/^ in wide.
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The problem of broken bolts as reported in 1965 has been expanded to cover bolt

failures through the threads due to the sharp V of coarse-cut-thread bolts. The bolt

industry is studying this problem as well as the AISI. The manufacturers are revising

their practice to provide "unified screw threading" having a flat or a rounded root,

depending upon the tooling. The American Standards Association is revising its specifica-

tion ASA B-1.1 to include controlled-radius root and minor diameters. This is also in

accordance with Military Specifications MIL-B-7838A.

It is therefore proposed to revise the spec fications contained in Article 14 of

Appendix "A", Section 1402 (b), Portfolio of Trackwork Plans, as follows:

Threads.—American Standard Screw Threads. Coarse Thread Series ASA B-1.1,

latest revision, with tolerance and allowance in accordance with Class 2 A for

external threads and 2 B for internal threads. Bolts to have controlled-radius

root and minor diameter with cut or rolled threads having the same thread and

body diameter.

Your committee is continuing to investigate various methods of improving the

service life of manganese castings. Prehardening of the casting by various methods has

proved satisfactory and appears to more than justify the increased cost.

Your committee is following with interest the various designs of frogs used in

other countries. It is too early to make a report as none have been in service under

wheel loads and traffic common to this country long enough to reach any conclusion.

COMPARATIVE SERVICE LIFE OF OPEN-HEARTH STEEL SWITCH POINTS,
FLAME-HARDENED SWITCH POINTS, HEAT-TREATED SWITCH

POINTS, AND MANAGANESE STEEL SWITCH POINTS

Permission has been requested to drop this assignment, as it is not practicable to

compare the service life of the various types of switch points.

PROPER USAGE OF THE VARIOUS TYPES OF FROGS

The following material on usage of the various types of frogs is recommended for

inclusion in the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans:

Spring-Rail Frogs

a. Shall be used in main track where traffic is predominantly on the main-track

side of the frog.

b. May be used in yard tracks but only when rigid frogs are not available.

Rail-Bound Manganese Frogs

Shall be used on heavy-traffic lines where traffic is approximately equal on both

sides of the frog.

Solid Manganese Frogs

May be used as alternate to rail-bound manganese frogs.

Self-Guarded Frogs

a. Shall be used in yard tracks.

b. May be used in main tracks where speed does not exceed 30 mph.

Note: Gvard rails may be used with self-guarded frogs when conditions justify.
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Bolted Rigid Frogs

May be used in yard and industry tracks where traffic is light on both sides of

frog, but only when self-guarded frogs are not available, or when desirable to utilize

available secondhand frogs.

BRIDGE RAIL EXPANSION JOINTS—TYPES, LOCATION AND NECESSITY

This subject is being investigated and will be expanded to include ail types of track

expansion joints.

Report on Assignment 4

Prevention of Damage Resulting from Brine Drippings

on Track and Structures

Collaborating with Committee 15 and Mechanical Division, AAR
C. N, King (chairman, subcommittee), M. C. Bitner, K. L. Clark, L. D. Freeman,

L. R. Hall, C. E. Peterson, J. M. Salmon, Jr.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

Since late in 1938, the prevention of damage resulting from brine drippings on track

and structures has been a subject for committee study. Beg'nning with the report in

1939, it became apparent that the only way of developing preventative measures was
in the use of economical inhibitors that could be introduced into the salt or added to

the brine before it was wasted upon track and structures.

The principal recent activity of this subcommittee has been the evaluation by the

Research Department, AAR, of nontoxic corrosion inhibitors for use as additives in ice

and salt mixtures in railroad refrigerator cars.

With the increasing use of mechanical refrigerator cars and mechanically refrig-

erated trailers on flat cars, the amount of salt being used annually is decreasing. The
Bureau of Mines publishes data on railroad purchases of evaporated salt and rock salt,

rock salt being used in icing refrigerator cars. The following tabulation gives the rail-

road purchases of rock salt for the years 19SS through 1964:

Year
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It can be seen that in the last 10 jears the use of rock salt for icing refrigerator

cars has decreased almost two-thirds. In view of this situation your committee does

not recommend that funds be expended for continuation of this assignment and has

requested that the assignment be dropped.

Report on Assignment 7

Effect of Lubrication in Preventing Frozen Rail Joints

and Retarding Corrosion of Rail and Fastenings

Ross P. Roden (chairman, subcommittee), L. A. Pelton, C. E. Peterson, V. C. Hankins,
R. F. Lawson, J. M. Salmon, Jr.

During the years 1959 and 1960, the AAR Research Department, in cooperation with

the Chicago & North Western Railway, established a five-mile service test of brine

corrosion protection in the North Western's eastward main track, which had been relaid

with 78-ft butt-welded 115 RE rail in 1957. Four of the five miles were sprayed out-

of-face. The other mile, Mile 11, is the control, which had no protection until July 18,

1962, when special compounds or paints were applied to some of the welds after flame

cleaning and wire brushing.

The following table describes the five test sections, giving the dates the test miles

were sprayed and years of service:

Mile
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List of Butt Weld Areas, Flame Cleaned and Wire Brushed and Given
A Brush Coat of Preservatives Listed

Mile Preservative

"1 1 Galvanox Type I

Galvanox Type II

Lead Suboxide Paint No. 508
Coal Tar Epoxy

12 No-Ox-Id 100 recoated with No-Ox-Id-AZ.
13 Texaco 45
14 Texaco RCX-236
15 Texaco 55

Total

Number
of Welds

!)

()

10

20

45

20

20

40

85

Mile 11 is the control section without protection except at the 45 welds listed.

The areas that had been cleaned and then coated in July 1962 with Lead Suboxide

Paint No. 508 showed corrosion.

The coal-tar epoxy coatings on the weld areas and base of rail had very little

adhesion to the rail. Because this treatment failed early (or within a year after applica-

tion), it is the opinion that the formulation was not suitable for this purpose.

Mile 12 was originally sprayed out-of-face with No-Ox-Id 100 and at the 20 welds

that were recoated in 1962 with No-Ox-Id-AZ, the coatings have performed well; some
of the welds showed no corrosion.

The Texaco 45 applied in 1959 on Mile 13 is about all gone and the welds show
quite a bit of corrosion in the pockets. The same can be said for test Mile 14 where

Texaco RXC-236 was applied in 1960.

In Mile 15 where Texaco 55 was sprayed on out-of-face in 1960 and reapplied to

20 weld areas in 1962, corrosion has been minimized and a residual of the material is

noticeable.

In all of the five test miles there were some rust slabs that had fallen off the welds.

This was also prevalent in the control mile having no preservative on the rail.

The spray and brush coats of Texaco 55 and No-Ox-Id have provided the best

protection against corrosion of rail and fastenings.

The Association is indebted to the C&NW and the suppHers for their assistance in

these service tests.
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Report on Assignment 11

Practicability of Using Reflex Units for Switch

Lamps and Targets

Collaborating with Communication and Signal Section, AAR

A. B. Hillman (chairman, subcommittee), VV. R. Bjorklund, K. L. Clark, J. VV. Clarke,

C. D. Davis, J. J. Eash, A. E. Haywood, L. T. Klauder, R. F. Lavvson, C. J. Mc-
Conaughy, M. P. Moore, G. E. Pearson, C. E. Peterson, J. M. Salmon, Jr., A. J.

Schavet, V. M. Schwing, F. J. Swoboda, C. W. Wagner.

This is a linal report presented as information.

The report presented in Bulletin 591, February 1965, page 504, indicated that

the use of reflex units is practicable and gave information pertaining to the positions

of 19 states on the use of such units. We now have information on all the states. Those

which have no restrictions on the use of reflex units for switch lamps are: Alabama,

Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Georgia,

Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Nevada, North Carolina, North

Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah,

Vermont, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia and Wyoming.

Brief descriptions of the restrictions in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Missouri,

Nebraska, Ohio and Pennsylvania were given in the last report in Bulletin 591.

The following states also have restrictions, as indicated below.

Kansas—Section 66-2108 of the General Statutes governs. Switch lights are required

on all main-line switch stands except where automatic block signals are used and where

such automatic block signals are so located as to answer the purpose of switch lights.

The act does not apply to branch lines where trains are not regularly operated at night.

Louisiana—Rule 100 of the Louisiana Public Service Commission governs. Where

night trains are scheduled, switch lights are required on all main-track, yard and ter-

minal switches and at such other points as may be deemed reasonable and necessary

for the safe operation of trains. Where switches are such that no additional protection

is afforded by switch lights or where the same are protected by other standard devices,

such as automatic block signals, no lights shall be required.

Maine—Section 81 of Chapter 46 of the Revised Statutes governs. Switch lights are

required throughout that portion of every railroad where trains are run after dark. The

Public Utihties Commission has authority to relieve any railroad from the require-

ments of Section 81 upon proper petition and for good cause.

Massachusetts—Section 133A of Chapter 160 of the General Laws governs. Proper

lights or "other approved or commonly used devices" are required on all switch stands

in all yards in which trains or switching engines are generally operated during the hours

of darkness except at locations where especially exempted by the Department of Public

Utilities. The provisions of the section are not applicable to switches located in inter-

locking signal, automatic block signal, or centralized traffic control territory.

South Dakota—Section 52.0936, SDC-1960 Supplement governs. Requires lights on

main-line switches where trains are operated between sunset and sunrise except that

reflectorized switch lamps may be used where, on the average, not more than one

switching operation daily occurs between sunset and sunrise.
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Wisconsin—Chapter PSC-83 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code governs. Re-

quires lights on all main-track switches on both main and branch lines except on

trailing-point switches in automatic block territory and except for such places or for

such seasons of the year as those in which the number of trains operating during any

period between sunset and sunrise shall be not more than two per week. Refiectorized

switch lamps may be used in place of oil-burning switch lamps upon application to the

Commission and upon receiving the approval of such substitution.

This concludes the report of your committee.
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4. Maintenance.

Recommended practice for Maintenance of Continuous Welded Rail, sub-

mitted for adoption page 440

5. Economics.

Brief progress report, presented as information page 442

6. Welding secondhand rail.

The study of the selection, inspection and classification of secondhand rail

for welding will not be completed until next year.

TlIK COMMITTEK ON CONTINUOUS VVeLDED RaIL,

C. W. Wagner, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 598, February 1966.

Report on Assignment 1

Fabrication

.\. H. Galbraith (chairman, subcommittee), S. H. Barlow, J. E. Campbell, C. O.

Conatser, W. J. Cruse, A. R. DeRosa, H. C. Fox, B. J. Gordon, C. R. Harrell,

J. L. Hodgkinson, K. H. Kannowski, A. B. Lewis, A. S. McRae, C. E. Morgan,
S. H. Poore, B. R. Prusak, R. B. Stampfle, C. W. Wagner, J. R. Zadra.

Your committee presents its report on Assignment 1 in four parts. Part 1 is a

revised set of recommendations presented as information for further study and criticism,

looking towards their serving as a basis for development of a set of recommended tol-

erances and practices in the fabrication of continuous welded rail. Part 2 reports on an

AAR investigation of service and detected butt-welded rail joint failures. Part 3

presents the results of rolling-load and slow-bend tests of butt-welded rail joints. Part

4 presents statistics on butt-weld failures.

Part 1

SPECIFICATIONS FOR FABRICATION OF CONTINUOUS
WELDED RAIL (REVISED)

1. All rail delivered to the welding plant should be examined prior to welding. Rails

having vertical or horizontal misalinement in the last 4 ft of the rail in excess of 0.030

in per ft tangential deviation measured with a straight edge should be rejected. (Figs. 1

and 2).

2. Alinement of rail in the welding machine should be done on the head of the rail.

(a) Vertical alinement should provide for a flat running surface. Any difference

of height of the rail should be in the base.

(b) Horizontal alinement should be done in such a manner that any difference

in the width of heads of rails should be divided equally on both sides of

the head.

(c) Horizontal offsets should not exceed 0.040 in. in the head and/or 0.125 in.

in the base.

3. Surface Misalinement Tolerance (Figs. 3 and 4) :

(a) Combined Offset and Crown Camber should not exceed 0.040 in/ft at 600

deg F or less.
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Figure 1.

TOLERANCES FOR INSPECTION OF WELDED RAIL

NEW AND MAIN LINE RELA^ER RAIL

y=.030
".^(in -f"'^

Elevation of rail showing tolerance of surface end bent condition.

rrc^igii!5^Sl-

Figure 2

,
.030".>^Ci^

Plan view of rail showing tolerance of side bent condition.

(b) Combined Offset and Dip Camber should not exceed 0.010 in/ft at 600 deg F

or less.

4. Gage Misalinement Tolerance (Fig. S)

:

(a) Combined Offset and Horizontal Kink Camber should not exceed 0.040 in/ft

at approximately 600 deg F.

5. A finishing deviation of not more than plus or minus 0.005 in of the parent

section of the rail head surface should be allowed.
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TOLERANCES FOR INSPECTION OF WELDED RAIL

NEW AND MAIN LINE RELATER RAIL

Figure 3, 36" ^Traightedge

1 060"'^^=^

r
*

(.040 po'per fO

Eleration of rail shoiring weld misalinement tolerance in vertical alinement.

Elevation of rail shoving weld misalinement tolerance in vertical alinement.

Figure 5.
1

^^„ ^traig^'iS-*'

16' ^

.060 maxA

Plan view of rail showing weld misalinement tolerance in horizontzLl alinement.

NOTEt These tolerjuices apply at the inspection point
where rail temperature at weld is approxiJnately

600° F.
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6. The sides of the rail head should be finished to plus or minus 0.010 in of

the parent section. The bottom of rail base should be finished to within 0.010 in of

lowest rail.

7. The web zone (underside of head, web, top of base, both fillets each side),

should be finished to within % in of parent contour or closer but should not be deeper

than parent section. Finishing should eliminate all cracks.

8. All notches created by offset conditions or twisted rails should be eliminated

by blending.

9. All fins on the weld due to grinding drag should be removed prior to final

inspection.

10. All welds giving fault indication in magnetic particle inspection should be cut

out, repaired, or protected by joint bars.

11. All rails used for electric-flash butt welds should have the scale removed down

to bright metal in those end zones, top and bottom of the rails, where the welding

current-carrying electrodes impinge on head and base of rail. The weld and adjacent

rail for a distance clearing the electrodes should be rejected if in the areas of electrode

contact more than 95 percent of the mill scale is not removed.

12. All electric-flash butt welds should be forged to refusal to further plastic defor-

mation and have a minimum upset of ^ in, with % in recommended.

13. If flashing on electric-flash butt welding is interrupted because of malfunction

or external reason, with less than ^ in of flashing distance remaining before upsetting,

rails should be reclamped in machine and flashing initiated again.

14. All welds should have any heavy grinding completed (if such is the finishing

process) while still hot whenever a welding production line is interrupted for any

reason.

15. Where jagged, notched or badly mismatched cuts are made by cutting torch

on rails for electric-flash butt welding, the mismatched end faces should be preflashed

to an even or mated condition before setting up rails for preheating and final flashing

to assure that the entire surfaces of rail ends are uniformly flashing immediately

preceding upsetting.

Part 2

INVESTIGATION OF SERVICE AND DETECTED BUTT-WELDED
RAIL JOINT FAILURES

In the period from October 1, 1964 to October 1, 1965, seven failures in butt-

welded rail joints, including both service failures and detected failures, were submitted

to the Association of American Railroads Research Center for a metallurgical examina-

tion. To date, investigation of five of these seven failures (Table 1) has been completed

with the other two still being studied. A report of our findings has been sent to the

railroads submitting the weld failure and, where steel quality was a factor, to the rail

producer.

Investigation 136-15 involved an electric-flash butt weld that had failed in service.

The metallurgical examination showed this rail to be of an acceptable steel quality.

The failure was due to a partially fused area of the rail head, as shown in Fig. 1.

Investigation 136-16 involved an electric-flash butt weld that had failed in service.

The rails were identified as 112 RE sections rolled by the U. S. Steel Corporation's

Illinois Mill in 1945 from heats 820704-A and 820710-A. A macroscopic examination of

a transverse section. Fig. 2, .showed heavy segregation, pipe and subsurface gas poro.sity.
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Fig. 1 (Investigation 136-15)—Photograph of fracture through the weld,
showing poor fusion in the rail head.

Past experience in welding rails having heavy segregation or pipe has shown that these

planes of weakness may open during the welding process.

Investigation 136-17 involved an electric-flash butt weld that had failed in service.

The rails were identified as llS RE sections rolled by the United States Steel Corpora-

tion's Illinois Mill in June 1959 from heats 83942-F-27 and 689716-B-24. A macroscopic

examination of a transverse section cut from both rails showed that the steel is of

sound quality. This failure can be attributed to the lack of fusion in an area located in

the lower web fillet as a result of an oxide entrapment during welding, as shown in

Fig. 3.

Investigation 137-1 involved a detected defect in a thermit welded joint. A macro-

graphic examination of a section cut longitudinally to the rail in a vertical plane through

the thermit weld, Fig. 4, showed voids in the head and base of the weld.

Investigation 137-2 involved a detected defect in an electric-flash butt weld, shown

in Fig. 5. The rails were identified as 132-lb sections rolled by the United States Steel

Corporation's Illinois Mill in April 1959 from heats 549578-B-22 and 588927-D-17. A
macroscopic examination of a transverse section cut from both rails showed that the

steel is of sound quality. This failure can be attributed to the presence of martensite,

Fig. 6, which acts as a stress raiser. The martensite was formed during the grinding

of the weld upset metal.

Failures occurring in butt-welded rail joints and their causes have been described

extensively in the Proceedings, Vol. 65, pages 615 to 629.
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Fig. 2 (Investigation 136-16)—Etched cross section cut adjacent to the

fracture, revealing heavy segregation, pipe and subsurface gas porosity.

Etchant hot 50 percent H2O, 50 percent HCl.
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Fig. 3 (Investigation 136-17)—Photograph showing fractured faces of
failed electric-flash butt-welded rail joint. Fracture originated in the lower
web fillet from an area showing lack of fusion, which can be attributed to
an oxide entrapment during welding.

Fig. 4 (Investigation 137-1)—
Etched section cut longitudinally to
the rail in a vertical plane through
the thermit weld. The section shows
voids in the head and base of the
rail. Etchant 10 percent nital.
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Fig. 5 (Investigation 137-2)—Side view of failed flash-butt-welded rail
showing location and appearance of crack.

Fig. 6 (Investigation 137-2)—The failure of the weld can be attributed
to the presence of martensite, which acts as a stress raiser. The martensite
was formed during the grinding of the weld upset metal.

Part 3

RESULTS OF ROLLING-LOAD AND SLOW-BEND TESTS
OF BUTT-WELDED RAIL JOINTS

In the period from October 1, 1964 to October 1, 1965, there were 13 rolling-load

tests and 13 slow-bend tests conducted on butt-welded rail joints at the Association of

American Railroads Research Center. These butt welded rail joints were made by the

thermit (Exomet and Orgotherm process), the electric-flash and the oxyacetylene pres-

sure butt-welding processes, and were submitted for testing to evaluate the various

welding methods.

Rolling-Load Tests

The rolling-load tests were made on either the 12 -in or the 33-in-stroke rolling-load

machine. A diagram showing the loading arrangement for the 12-in-stroke machine can

be found in Fig. 1. This cantilever arrangement subjects the head of the welded rail to

repeated loadings from zero to a maximum tension stress. A diagram showing the loading

arrangement of the 33-in-stroke machine can be found in Fig. 2. This arrangement
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subjects the base of the welded rail to alternated tension and compressive stresses from

a tension stress to a compressive stress of one-half the magnitude. The applied wheel

load for these rolling-load tests is dependent on the rail section being tested. In this type

of testing, 2,000,000 cycles of repeated loadings without failure are considered a runout.

A summary of the rolling-load test results can be found in Table 1.

Specimen 165 failed after being subjected to 1,353,900 cycles of repeated loading

in the 12-in rolling-load machine under a 57,500 lb wheel load. A photograph showing

the fractured faces of this thermit butt-welded rail joint made by the Exomet process

can be seen in Fig. 3. This progressive failure originated from a non-metallic inclusion

entrapped in the weld metal and located in the rail head. The non-metallic inclusion,

magnified to 8X, can be seen in the insert affixed to the above photograph.

Slow Bend Tests

The slow-bend tests were made on supports 4 ft apart with a two-point loading

6 in on each side of the weld. These tests were made with the rail base down, thereby

subjecting the head to a compressive stress and the base to a tension stress. A diagram

of the loading arrangement for the slow-bend test can be found in Fig. 4. With this

loading arrangement, the modulus of rupture can be derived by dividing 9W (W being

the applied load in pounds) by the section modulus of the rail base. For satisfactory

service performance a minimum of 1.5 in of deflection and 140,000 psi modulus of rup-

ture are being used as a tentative criterion for oxyacetylene and electric-flash pressure

butt welds. A summary of the slow-bend test results can be found in Table 2.

The first four specimens listed are 112 RE oxyacetylene pressure butt welds made

by the Illinois Central Railroad for experimental purposes, with some changes in its

usual technique in an effort to reduce welding time. It will be noted that the results

obtained, both with respect to deflection and modulus of rupture, are considerably less

than the tentative criterion for a satisfactory weld.

The next six specimens listed are Orgotherm thermit welds. The first two of these

six specimens were tested and reported on last year. The results are included in this

year's report for information. All six of these were somewhat below the tentative

criterion for modulus of rupture and five out of the six were somewhat below the

criterion for maximum deflection for a satisfactory weld. However, these results are

relatively good compared with slow-bend tests that have been made on other thermit

welds. Specimen 194D failed after being subjected to 1.8 in deflection and 127,200 psi

modulus of rupture. A photograph showing the fractured faces of this thermit-welded

rail joint (Orgotherm process) can be found in Fig. 5. This weld structure was weakened

by the presence of large columnar grains in the rail head. No defect in the weld, such

as slag inclusion or shrinkage cavity, was evident.

The next two welds in 132 RE rail, submitted by the Seaboard Air Line, were

made by the oxyacetylene pressure butt-weld process and showed good results both

with respect to maximum deflection and modulus of rupture. However, specimen 186D,

which failed after being subjected to 3.3 in deflection with a modulus of rupture of

158,800 lb, showed evidence of poor fusion in a portion of the base, which probably

accounted for its performance being somewhat inferior to that of specimen 186C. A
photograph showing the fractured faces of this weld specimen can be seen in Fig. 6.

The smooth grain structure in one side of the rail base indicates that the fusion was

not as good here as elsewhere in the weld.

The next three specimens of 112 RE rail were made by the Illinois Central by the

oxyacetylene pressure butt-weld process for experimental purposes at the request of the

Research Center. In specimen 193C and 193D, a borax flux coating was placed over

both weld faces of each specimen before the weld was made. This is a process that has
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TABLt 1

ROLLING-LOAD TEST RESULTS OF BUTT-WELDEU RAIL JOINTS
AAR Research Center, (October 1, 1964 to October 1, 1965)

Specimen

No.
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Fig. 3—Photograph showing the fractured faces of a thermit butt-welded
rail joint, specimen 165, made by the Exomet process. This specimen failed

after being subjected to 1,353,900 cycles of repeated loading in the 12-in

rolling-load machines under a 57,500-lb wheel load. This progressive failure

originated from a non-metallic inclusion entrapped in the weld metal and
located in the rail head. The non-metallic inclusion, magnified to 8X, can be
seen in the insert.
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Fig. 4—Diagram of the loading arrangement for the slow-bend test and
formula for deriving the modulus of rupture.
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Fig. 5—Photograph showing the fractured faces of a thermit-welded rail

jomt, specimen 194D, made by the Orgotherm process. This specimen failed
after being subjected to 1.8 in of deflection and a 311,000-lb load in the
slow-bend press. The weld structure was weakened by the presence of large
columnar grains in the rail head.

Fig. 6—Photograph showing the fractured faces of an oxyacetylene
pressure butt-welded rail joint, specimen 186D, submitted by the Seaboard
Air Line. This specimen failed after being subjected to 3.3 in of deflection
and a 487,000-lb load in the slow-bend press. It can be noted that the weld
structure was weakened from poor fusion in a portion of the base.

Bui. R}»8
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Fig, 7—Photograph showing the fractured faces of an oxyacetylene
pressure butt-welded rail, specimen 193H, made by the Illinois Central. This
specimen failed after being subjected to 1.5 in of deflection and a 296,000-lb
load in the slow-bend press. This failure occurred through the weld line,

because of lack of fusion.

Part 4

BUTT-WELD-FAILURE STATISTICS

In 1962, it was decided that it would be desirable to have a record of failures in

the different types of butt welds. Accordingly, Form 402-E was prepared to develop

the desired information. Table 1 shows the accumulated failures to December 31, 1963,

and Table 2 shows the accumulated failures to December 31, 1964. These are summary

tables, as Form 402-E shows the failures by railroads and weight of rail and a more

detailed analysis can be made later if desired. For the present it appears that the data

shown in these summary tables will give the information desired. Consideration will be

given next year to having the data for thermit welds reported by Member Roads show

the type of thermit weld. It will be noted from Table 2 that on the basis of failures per

100 weld years the failure rate is low and about the same for both oxyacetylene pres-

sure butt welds and electric-flash pressure butt welds in new rails. It should be noted,

however, that the average service period of the oxyacetylene pressure butt welds is almost

twice that of the electric-flash pressure butt weld. For relay rail, both types of weld

have the same average service period, the failure rate is twice as much for the electric-

flash pressure butt weld, and the failure rate for both is substantially higher than for

the same type of weld on new rail. The performance is quite good for both types, how-

ever, because the highest failure rate of 0.0268 for the electric-flash weld on relay rail

would be equivalent to about ons failure in 12 miles of track per year.
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TABI£ 1

ACCUMULATED BUTT WELD FAILURES TO DECEMBER 31, 19«3
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Report on Assignment 2

Laying

O. E. Fort (chairman, subcommittee), W. D. Almy, E. J. Brown, E. M. Cummings,
E. Eskengren, B. J. Gordon, T. B. Hutcheson, H. VV. Jenkins, C. W. Law, Jr.,

A. B. Lewis, M. S. Reid, C. W. Wagner, E. H. Waring.

Part 1

LAYING CONTINUOUS WELDED RAIL (CWR)

Your committee submits the following recommended practice for Laying Continuous

Welded Rail (CWR) with the recommendation that it be adopted and published in the

Manual following the existing Specifications for Laying Rail, Part 5, Chapter 5.

1. Present practice is to lay continuous welded rail (CWR) in lengths of 1320 to

1440 ft, except for special lengths required for certain locations such as road crossings,

in or near switches and railroad crossings.

2. It is recommended that track on which it is proposed to lay CWR be put in

good alinement and surface and have at least a standard ballast section. Tie renewals

should be made prior to laying CWR and all ties should be straightened. Ballast unload-

ing and finish surfacing and alinement should be done immediately behind CWR laying,

and surfacing raises should be kept to a minimum.

3. It is recommended that prior to the laying of CWR, the maximum and minimum

rail temperatures experienced in the area should be determined and recorded, as laying

procedures are dependent on the total range of temperature to be experienced by

the rail.

4. It is recommended practice to lay CWR when the temperature is within plus or

minus 10 deg F of the regional mean temperature. When it is not possible to lay the

rail within this temperature range, it is desirable to adjust at a later date when the

temperature reaches this range. Buffer rails less than 39 ft in length may be used

as desired.

5. Before continuous welded rail is laid over open-deck bridges, all hook bolts,

spacers, and other fastenings should be checked, and all replacement and tightening

that is required should be done.

6. It is recommended that CWR strings be unloaded on each shoulder of the track

for laying such that strings are unloaded at or as near to the ends of the ties as possible.

Care should be taken to offset the ends of the strings after the rail is unloaded, and

periodic checks should be made to see that the ends remain offset until the rail is laid.

This is necessary to prevent rails from fouling the track in the event the rail moves.

7. When laying CWR, the rail ends should be laid without expansion gap.

8. It is recommended that rail anchors be applied immediately behind the laying

of CWR and that all rail laid each day be fully anchored before the day's work is

completed. The rail should be anchored in accordance with Rail Creepage—Number and

Position of Rail Anchors (Continuous Welded Rail), Part 5, this Chapter.

9. When CWR is unloaded across open-deck bridges, it is generally accepted as

necessary to provide some type of support on each side of the bridge for the rail to

rest on. These supports are usually timber or pieces of lightweight rail securely fastened

in the checks between the bridge ties and under the guard rails so that the CWR will

come to rest on a level approximately even with the top of the bridge ties. It is usually

the practice not to have the spacing of these supports over SO ft center to center. When
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rail is unloaded across ballasted-deck bridges, it is generally the practice to unload it

in the same manner as on regular track, except that the guard timbers should be raised,

if necessary, to assure that the CWR will not go to the outside of the guard timbers

when unloaded.

10. Prior to unloading CWR, present practice is to trench through road crossings

and street crossings and fill the trench with old ties to allow continued use of the

crossings. Also, wing fences and cattle guards should be removed. The timber running

rails of motor car set-offs should be removed and an open trench made through the

set-off area in which CWR can be placed. After CWR has been unloaded, trenches made

through crossings and set-offs may be filled with dirt and set-off running timbers can

be replaced to permit usage of the facihties until CWR is laid in track.

11. Present practice is to unload CWR in an upright position if possible.

Part 2

STATISTICS

Track Miles of Continuous Welded Rail Laid by Years, 1933-1965

1933 0.16
1934 . 95
1935 4.06
1936 1 . 52
1937 31 . 23
1939 6.04
1942 5.48
1943 6.29
1944 12.88
1945 4.81
1946 3.91
1947 18.70
1948 29 . 93
1949__ 33.05
1950 50.25
1951 37.25
1952 40.00

1953 80 . 00
1954 87 . 00

Oxu- Electric

acetylene Flash Total
1955 194.50 72 266.50
1956 372.33 89.10 161.43
1957 390.47 159.65 .i50.12
1958 148.11 312.13 460.24
1959 .378.65 691.92 1070.57
1960 299.42 961.20 1260.62
1961 94.13 926.50 1020.63
1962 310.59 1183.34 1493.93
1963 497.52 1360.48 18.58.00
1964 .586.76 1796.74 2383..50
1965 700. .59 1655.74 2356.33

13635.38

Break-Down of Continuous Welded Rail Laid in 1965

—

Track Miles
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Report on Assignment 3

Fastenings

R. E. Frame (chairman, subcommittee), J. E. Campbell, J. D. Case, H. C. Fox, R. G.

Garland, B. J. Gordon, J. A. MacNab, C. R. Merriman, C. E. Morgan, R. P.

Roden, A. E. Shaw, Jr., R. B. Stampfle, C. W. Wagner.

This is a brief activity report, submitted as information.

Your committee was unable to carry out any additional tests on anchorage patterns

because of a lack of funds. Studies have, therefore, been directed toward methods of

increasing joint restraint and elimination of joints where possible. This is especially

appHcable to insulated joints.

One method of eliminating insulated joints is by use of Audio Frequency Overlays

(A. F. O.). At present this principle is being applied to grade crossing protection and

unlock circuits for electric locks. It is considered not to have a sufficiently positive cutoff

for use to replace track circuits for signals governing train movements.

By use of A.F.O. in crossing protections, all the insulated joints can be eliminated,

except where turnouts or special timing and cutoff circuits are required. Your commit-

tee recommends that consideration be given to the use of A.F.O. to eliminate insulated

joints when CWR is laid through protected grade crossings.

As information, your committee is also investigating the "rigid insulated joint"

reported to be in use with CWR on the German Federal Railways. A report on this

subject should be available next year.

Report on Assignment 4

Maintenance

J. R. Rymer (chairman, subcommittee), W. D. Almy, E. M. Cummings, R. E. Dove,
E. Eskengren, R. G. Garland, B. J. Gordon, J. L. Hodgkinson, H. W. Jenkins,

C. P. Martini, A. S. McRae, C. R. Merriman, B. R. Prusak, F. L. Rees, E. H.
Waring, C. E. Weller.

Your committee submits the following recommended practice for maintenance of

continuous welded rail with the recommendation that it be adopted and published in

the Manual, immediately following Laying Continuous Welded Rail, Part 5, Chapter 5.

MAINTENANCE OF CONTINUOUS WELDED RAIL

1. General Maintenance

a. Recommended AREA ballast section should be maintained at all times.

b. Good tie condition should be maintained at all times with sufficiently sound ties

to maintain adequate gage, surface and line.

c. Surface and line should be maintained at all times to adequately handle type of

traffic to be operated.

d. Rail anchorage should be maintained in accordance with Rail Creepage—Number
and Position of Rail Anchors (Continuous Welded Rail), Part 5, this Chapter, and

maintained to obtain maximum designed restraining force.

e. Out-of-face tie renewals and surfacing should be carried out when the tempera-

ture is the same or lower than the laying or adjusting temperature.
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2. Tie Renewals

a. Do not remove more ballast from ends of ties to be replaced or from cribs than

is absolutely necessary.

b. Surface and alincment of track should not be disturbed more than is absolutely

necessary.

c. There must be at least three adjacent ties fully spiked and anchored for every

tie from which spikes and anchors have been removed. Where heavier tic renewal is

required, renewals should be done in two or more passes, and sufficient time should be

allowed between passes to assure that the ties to remain are firmly embedded in the

ballast.

d. Installation of spikes and rail anchors should be made immediately after new

tie insertion.

e. Upon completion of tie renewals, recommended ballast section should be imme-

diately re-established.

3. Surfacing

a. Track should not be surfaced until sufficient ballast is distributed to provide

recommended ballast section after surfacing.

b. Track should not be raised more than necessary to maintain good surface.

c. When surfacing track out-of-face, both rails should be raised simultaneously,

maintaining cross level.

4. Lining

a. Track should not be lifted above established surface when lining.

b. Ballast must be replaced at tie ends immediately after lining.

5. Repair of Buckled Track

a. When immediate temporary repairs are necessary, track should be lined to best

possible curve, and the required clearance provided.

b. For permanent repairs tracks should be restored to correct line and specifications

for CWR.
c. When correction requires cutting of the rail, cut should be made in the buffer

rail or at the end of the string. If that is not practical, the rail should be cut at or near

the buckle.

6. Repair of Broken Rails, Pull-Aparts and Other Defects

a. If the rail pull-apart is less than 3 in, heat should be applied to both ends of

the rail a sufficient distance to obtain closure. Rail anchors on tension side should be

removed prior to heating and reapplied immediately after obtaining rail closure.

b. Broken rails, defective rails or pull-aparts in excess of 3 in should be repaired

by cutting in a short section of rail not less than 10 ft in length or by installation of a

longer buffer rail. Where necessary, short or buffer rails should be adjusted at a later

date to the mean temperature, plus or minus 10 deg F.

c. When a straight break occurs and there is no other defect in the rail, angle bars

may be applied. Care should be taken to assure proper bearing of the angle bars.

7. Maintenance of Joints

a. .Ml joints should be fully bolted and bolts kept tight at all times. Bent bolts

should be replaced.
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b. Bolt holes in the rail shall be of proper size and spacing and shall not be made
by use of a cutting torch. All new bolt holes in the rail should be peened.

c. Particular care should be exercised at all joints to assure good surface and to

protect rail ends from wear.

Report on Assignment 5

Economics

C. \V. Law (chairman, subcommittee), W. E. Chapman, W. J. Cruse, A. R. DeRosa,
R. E. Dove, H. C. Fox, B. J. Gordon, C. R. Harrell, B. J. Johnson, W. J. Jones,

J. A. MacNab, C. P. Martini, S. H. Poore, F. L. Rees, C. \V. Wagner.

The current assignment of Subcommittee 5 is the identification of the relative

economy of using multiple-tier welded rail trains.

Preliminary analysis of information supphed by ten railroads having extensive,

varied experience indicates that:

(1) The scope of the investigation should be broadened, to recognize the de-

pendence of rail-train capacity on other elements of the rail production

process, and

(2) The result will be in the form of general guidehnes for economic analysis.

Your committee is, therefore, continuing the investigation on a somewhat expanded

basis, with the objective of providing analytical guidelines as next year's report.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Chapter 4 of the Manual was reviewed during the year but no changes are

recommended.

2. Collaborate with AISI Technical Committee on Rail and Joint Bars in

research and other matters of mutual interest.

Progress report, presented as information page 446

Appendix 2a—Report on investigation of failures in control-cooled rails . . page 446

3. Rail failure statistics, covering (a) all failures; (b) transverse fissures;

(c) performance of control-cooled rail.

Progress report, presented as information page 451

4. Rail end batter; causes and remedies.

Progress report, presented as information page 473

Appendix 4a—Rail-end-build-up service test installation page 473

6. Joint bars: design, specifications, service tests, including insulated joints

and compromise joints.

Appendix 6a—Isulated rail joint development and research—third progress

report page 478

443
Bui. SOS
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7. Metallurgical effect of rail cropping methods.

Progress report, presented as information page 483

Appendix 7a—Report on rail cropping using the oxygen-gasoline (petrogen)

cutting torch page 483

Appendix 7b—Report on rail cropping by the wet abrasive cutting

method, using a 26-in N.C.G. No. 310 cut-off wheel page 489

8. Causes of shelly spots and head checks in rail: Methods for their pre-

vention.

Progress report, presented as information page 493

Appendix 8a—Results of inspections of heat-treated and alloy rail test

installations on curves with shelly histories page 493

Appendix 8b—Shelly rail studies at the AAR Research Center page 500

9. Standardization of rail sections.

Progress report, presented as information page 509

10. Service performance and economics of 78-ft rail, collaborating with Com-
mittee 5 ; specification for 78-ft rail.

Final report, presented as information, with recommendation that subject

be dropped page 510

The Committee on Rail,

Thomas B. Hutcheson, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin S98, February 1966.

MEMOIR

SToijit IL. 0xt6^in

John L. Gressitt, retired chief engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad, died at the Lan-

kenau Hospital, in Philadelphia, Pa., on February 9, 1965, at the age of 77. He is

survived by his wife, the former Louise Gardner; a son, John, and two grandchildren.

Mr. Gressitt, the son of John M. and Ida (Lyell) Gressitt, was born at Baltimore,

Md., April 21, 1887. He graduated from Baltimore Polytechnic Institute in 1905

and from Lehigh University in 1908, with the degree of Civil Engineer. He entered the

service of the Pennsylvania on August 4, 1908, and with the exception of military serv-

ice from 1917 to 1919 as a 1st lieutenant in the 21st Engineers, served successively until

January 1, 1936, as a chainman, rodman, assistant supervisor track, supervisor of track,

division engineer, superintendent and general superintendent. On January 1, 1936, he

was appointed chief engineer maintenance of way. Western Region, and on October 1,

1936, assistant chief engineer, maintenance of way, system. On February 1, 1943 he was

appointed chief engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and served in that capacity until

his retirement on December 1, 1953.

Mr. Gressitt was an active member of the AREA, which he joined in 1936. He
served on Committee 14—Yards and Terminals, 1938-1939, Committee 4—Rail, 1940-

1956, was elected Member Emeritus of Committee 4 in I960, and became a Life Member
of the AREA January 1, 1961.

Mr. Gressitt was a Mason, a member of Tau Beta Pi, and the Engineers' Club of

Philadelphia. He took an active interest in the religious activities of the First Baptist

Church at I7th and Samson Streets, Philadelphia, and for many years was a member

of its Board of Trustees.
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Mr. Gressitt was greatly respected and admired by all who had the privilege of

knowing him, and while he had a reputation for reticence, those who worked closely

with him found him to be a good listener, always ready to discuss problems, and equally

ready with sound advice.

MEMOIR

CItfforb ^opti ^rongon

Clifford Boyd Bronson, retired assistant chief engineer. New York Central Railroad,

Life Member and a former director of the AREA, died at Albany, N. Y., December 9,

1964, at the age of 75.

Mr. Bronson was born January 30, 1889, at Akron, Ohio. He graduated from the

Illinois Institute of Technology with a Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering. In

1913 he joined the New York Central as a mechanical engineer working in Grand Cen-

tral Terminal. Later, he became assistant steel inspector and was subsequently promoted

to steel inspector. It was during these years, from 1924 to 1934, that he gained his first

and later widely known knowledge of the steel rail and the many pecularities of rail

failures.

Mr. Bronson was promoted to the position of assistant to the vice president

—

engineering in 1940, and in 1949, he became assistant chief engineer, maintenance of

way, holding this position until his retirement in January 1954.

All during his employment with the New York Central, Cliff Bronson was deeply

interested in rail and the many problems surrounding rail failures. This interest may
have been stimulated by his uncle, Dr. P. H. Dudley, who designed the various rail

sections that were New York Central standard for many years.

Mr. Bronson became a member of the AREA in 1924. In 1925, he joined the Spe-

cial Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track, and worked in this committee until 1941.

He also worked on various other committees, including Emergency Committee on Track

Problems, Special Committee on Stresses in Track, Committee on Rail Stresses and

Welded Rail Committee. All of this work was with Committee 4—Rail. He served as

vice chairman of Committee 4 from 1941 to 1945, and as chairman from 1946 to 1948.

He became a Life Member of the AREA at the time of his retirement in 1954.

As a natural result of Cliff's interest in rail and his many activities on Committee

4, he became interested in the detection of rail defects, which led him to become

acquainted with the activities of the Sperry rail service. Mr. Bronson worked closely

with the Sperry people over the years, assisting in arranging tests when the equipment

was being built and supplying rail for testing purposes. He followed the progress and

the development of the detection equipment avidly, and felt a great deal of satisfaction

when the first test was made on the New York Central, near Beacon, N. Y., in 1928.

After his retirement in 1954, Mr. Bronson settled on his 50-acre farm at Rhine-

beck, N. Y., where he became a gentleman farmer.

Clifford Bronson made good use of his many talents and did much in advancing

the cause of rail detection.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. E. Weller (chairman, subcommittee), H. B. Berkshire, R. E. Catlett, Jr., J. B.

Clark, J. T. Collinson, F. L. Etchison, V. E. Hall, T. B. Hutcheson, A. V. Johnston,
R. R. Lawton, A. B. Merritt, Jr., C. E. Morgan, J. S. Parsons, G. C. Payne, R. B.

Rhode, H. M. Williamson.

A review of Chapter 4 of the Manual was made during the current year. There

are no recommendations for changes.

Report on Assignment 2

Collaborate with AISI Technical Committee on Rail

and Joint Bars in Research and Other Matters

of Mutual Interest

T. B. Hutcheson (chairman, subcommittee), J. B. Clark, C. J. Code, L. S. Crane,

W. J. Cruse, D. T. Paries, O. E. Fort, R. G. Garland, VV. T. Hammond, C. C.

Herrick, A. B. Merritt, Jr., B. R. Meyers, C. E. Morgan, G. L. P. Plow, E. H.
Waring, C. E. Weller, H. M. Williamsoa

This committee sponsors one investigation which is carried out under the direction

of the AAR Research Center staff. The report on this work, entitled "Investigation of

Failures in Control-Cooled Rail," is presented below as Appendix 2a.

In addition to sponsoring the "Investigation of Failures in Control-Cooled Rail,"

the members of this subcommittee served as Rail Industry Members of the AREA-AISI
Joint Contact Committee, which meets once annually to consider mutual problems with

Steel Industry Members of the Joint Contact Committee, particularly in the area of

metallurgy and specifications for rail and fastenings. During 1965 the committee met

for a two-day session at the Conference Center, Williamsburg, Va.

Appendix 2a

INVESTIGATION OF FAILURES IN CONTROL-COOLED RAIL

In the period from October 1, 1964 to October 1, 1966, eight failures, including

both service and detected failures, in control-cooled rail were submitted to the Associa-

tion of American Railroads Research Center for a metallurgical examination. To date,

investigation of six of these eight failures, Table 1, has been completed; investigation

of the other two still is being conducted. A report of our findings has been sent to the

railroads submitting the failed rails and to the rail producers.

Investigation 132-7 involved a detected transverse defect in a 100 RE rail rolled

by the TC&I Corporation in July 1945. To verify the presence of the defect and deter-

mine its nature, the rail specimen was nicked in the base and broken. The fractured

faces are shown in Fig. 1. A microscopic examination of a specimen cut through the

nucleus of the defect, photomicrograph Fig. 2, shows several large stringer inclusions.

This failure could be attributed to a detail fracture from shelling.

Investigation 135-8A, B and C involved three service failures, all of which occurred

between two bootleg (Cadweld) weld connections as shown in Fig. 3. A fatigue ring
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developed from such a connection can be seen in the photograph of the fractured faces,

Fig. 4. These failures can be attributed to a thin layer of martensite, acting as a stress

raiser, beneath each weld connection, as shown in Fig. 5.

Investigation 135-10 involved a service failure of a 132-lb section rolled by the

Bethlehem Steel Company's Steelton plant in December 1948. A photomacrograph of a

transverse section. Fig. 6, showed several voids in the rail head. Photomacrograph of a

longitudinal section cut from the head of the rail specimen in a horizontal plane, Fig. 7,

showed the presence of hot-torn steel.

Investigation 135-11 involved a service failure of a 100-lb HF rail rolled by the

Algoma Mill in January 1951. A photomacrograph of a transverse section cut from the

rail close to the fractured face. Fig. 8, showed evidence of hot-torn steel. A photo-

macrograph of a longitudinal section cut from the head of the rail specimen in a hori-

zontal plane. Fig. 9, showed the presence of hot-torn steel.

TABLE 1

SERVICE AND DETECTED FAILURES OF CONTROL-COOLED RAIL
October 1, 1964 to October 1, 1965

Lab.

FaUed
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Fig. 2 (Investigation 132-7)—Photomicrograph of a specimen cut through
the nucleus of the detail fracture. Unetched; magnification about 70X-

Fig. 3 (Investigation 135-8A)—Side view of a broken 132 RE rail as
received. The rail was rolled by the Tennessee Coal & Iron Corp. in March
1954. The break is located between two bootleg (Cadweld) weld connections.
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Fig. 4 (Investigation 135-8B)—Photograph showing fractured faces of
rail. Fracture originated in the side of rail head to which a bootleg (Cad-
weld) weld connection was fastened, as indicated by a fatigue ring.

Fig. 5 (Investigation 135-8A, B and C)—Transverse sections cut from
rail heads. Fractured faces were surface ground to point from which failure
started. A thin layer of martensite can be seen beneath each bootleg (Cad-
weld) weld connection. Exchant 10 percent nital.
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:35iOi

Fig. 6 (Investigation 135-10)

—

Transverse section cut from the rail
adjacent to the fractured face. This
etched section shows the presence of
several voids in the rail head. Etch-
ant, hot 50 percent H2O—50 percent
HCl.

Fig. 7 (Investigation 135-10)

—

Longitudinal section cut from the
head of the rail specimen in a hori-
zontal plane. This etched section
shows the presence of hot-torn steel.

Etchant, hot 50 percent HtO—50
percent HCl.

Fig. 8 (Investigation 135-11)-;-
Transverse section cut from rail

close to the fractured face. This
etched section shows the presence of
hot-torn steel. Etchant, hot 50 per-
cent H.O—50 percent HCl.
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Fig. 9 (Investigation 135-11)

—

Longitudinal section cut from the
head of the rail specimen in a hori-
zontal plane. This etched section
shows the presence of hot-torn steel.

Etchant, hot 50 percent H,0—50
percent HCl.

Report on Assignment 3

Rail Failure Statistics Covering (a) All Failures,

(b) Transverse Fissures, (c) Performance

of Control-Cooled Rail

D. T. Faries (chairman, subcommittee), S. H. Barlow, B. Bristow, R. F. Bush, R. D.

Claborn, C. J. Code, L. S. Crane, C. E. R. Haight, W. T. Hammond, T. B. Hutchc-
son, H. VV. Jenkins, A. V. Johnston, K. K. Kessler, H. R. Moore, C. E. Moigan,
C. F. Parvin, D. H. Schoemaker, H. F. Smith, VV. \. Smith, C. E. Weller.

These statistics are based on the rail failures reported to December 31, 1964, and

are submitted as information. They include the service and detected failures reported

by 47 railroads on all of their main-track mileage, which constitutes approximately 90

percent of the main track of Class I railroads in the United States. This report is a

technical service of the Association of American Railroads Research Department, \\. M.

Keller, vice president—research, and was prepared by M. J. Wisnowski, melallurRJcal

engineer, under the direction of G. M. Magec, director of engineering research.
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There have been some changes in the mileage reported due to various reasons as

explained in the footnote to Table 1, but the amount of change is relatively small com-

pared to the total mileage reported and does not, therefore, materially detract from

the value of these statistics.

The accompanying tables and diagrams indicate the extent of control of the trans-

verse-fissure problem that has been obtained by the use of control-cooled rail and

detector car testing, give data on the quality of each year's rollings for the various

mills, and show the types of failures that are occurring on the various railroads as

related to the mill producing the rail. This year for the first time data are reported on

all failures in rail of all ages and sections.

Transverse Fissue Failures

Data on service transverse fissure failures and detected transverse defects are given

in Table 1 and Fig. 1. Table 1 shows this information for individual roads for the 10

year period 1955 to 1964, incl. There was a gratifying reduction in the total number

of service failures for 1964 compared with 1963. Roads that made substantial reduc-

tions in their service failures are the Baltimore & Ohio, Seaboard Air Line and Southern

Pacific. The number of detected failures from transverse defects increased from 21,554

in 1963 to 23,256 in 1964. Of this increase, 1679 were due to the addition of the Canadian

National which had not previously reported its failures for inclusion in these statistics.

The detected failures of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas decreased 1021 in 1964 but this

was apparently due to the number of detected defects in 1963 being unusually high.

The detected failures of the Union Pacific increased 973 in 1964, but this number was

still less than reported for 1955 to 1960, incl.

The number of track miles tested by detector cars according to data received from

reporting roads increased from 199,401 in 1963 to 215, 865 in 1964, as indicated in the

following table. The addition of the Canadian National accounted for 13,086 miles of

this increase.

Year Tented
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Mill Performance

Tlie number of service and detected rail failures that occur during the first five

years of service has been considered to be a good criterion of mill performance and the

quality of rail as manufactured. Fig. 2 shows these failures for each year's rollings from

1908 to 1959, incl. An explanation of the large decrease in number of failures through-

out this period was given in the 1963 report. It is gratifying to note that the number

of failures is continuing at the low level established in the 1955 rollings.

Fig. 3 shows the control-cooled rail failure rates cumulatively for the rollings from

1954 to 1963, incl., by the different mills. In making comparison between mills as

reflected in this figure it is important to recognize that because of differences in service

conditions on the roads served by the various mills, these failure data should not be

taken as necessarily indicative of the rail quality. A detailed explanation of the reasons

for the difference in failure rates for the different mills and different year's rollings was

given in the 1963 report for rollings up to and including the 1960 rollings. There is no

change compared to last year's report that deserves comment. The failure rate for the

1963 rollings is low for all mills.

Table 2 shows the tons of new rail rolled for the reporting roads by years. It will

be noted that there was an increase in the 1963 rollings compared to those for the past

three years. The amount, 408,904 net tons, does not represent all of the 1963 rollings

for these roads because rollings for any railroad from one mill of less than 500 tons

are not included.

Fig. 4 and Table 3 from which the figure is derived show not only the effect of

years of service on rail failures but also a comparison of the reduction in failure rates

effected with the new rail sections introduced in 1947. This will be discussed more

fully later.

Types of Failures

Table 5 shows the accumulated service and detected failures per 100 track miles

in the rollings from 1954 to 1963, incl., that have occurred to December 31, 1964, by

types of failure and by mills. Compared to last year's data the failures per 100 track

miles for the CF and DF classification decreased from 1.73 to 1.44 and for all types,

from 3.89 to 3.53. Web-in-Joint failures comprise 21 percent of all failures and CF and

DF's, 41 percent. Both of these types of failures are considered to be due to design

or operating conditions rather than rail quality. The large number of CF and DF's

from Carnegie-E.T. rollings occurred on the Norfolk & Western due to heavy traffic

and curvature and the large number from Colorado occurred on the Denver & Rio

Grande Western, Southern Pacific and Union Pacific for the same reasons. More than

one-half of the VSH failures in Ajgoma rollings occurred in rollings prior to 1956. The

large increase in Other Head failures for Algoma rollings is due to the addition of the

Canadian National. The large number of Web-in-Joint failures in the Algoma, Colo-

rado, and Dominion rollings are evidently due to design as relatively few of this type

of failure have been reported for the new sections shown in Table 5a.

The extent to which the "new rail sections" adopted in 1947 have affected the

number of failures of each type is indicated in the following tabulation, which shows

the accumulated failures in the "old sections" in the 1938 to 1947 rollings, incl., which

were mostly control-cooled rail; in the 1954 to 1963 rollings, incl., which include mostly

new but some of the old sections; and in the 1954 to 1963 rollings, incl., which include

the new sections only, as shown in Table 5a.
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five railroads. The number of CF's and DF's on the Union Pacific has been greatly

reduced over the number reported several years ago.

Table 7 shows the service and detected failures in the rail web within joint bar

limits. Comparing these results with those reported last year, it will be noted that the

number of joints reported inspected with defect-detecting instruments increased from

15,451,991 in 1963 to 19,434,920 in 1964. All reporting roads do not report the number

of joints inspected, so this probably reflects an increase in number of joints reported

rather than in joints actually inspected. There was an increase in the number of detected

web failures from 22,255 in 1963 to 23,339 in 1964 or 5 percent and a decrease in the

number of service web failures from 12,145 in 1963 to 11,791 in 1964 or 3 percent.

Although it is encouraging to note that some headway has been made in reducing

service-failures of this type, it is evident that web failures continue to be an important

part of the rail-failure problem.

Professor R. E. Cramer at the University of IlHnois had examined rail failures

submitted each year by the railroads which are thought to be transverse fissures until

his retirement October 1, 1963, and since then this work has been continued at the AAR
Research Center. These are reported again in Table 8. Only three additional trans-

verse fissure failures in control-cooled rail were reported in 1964. Two of these were

found to be due to hot-torn steel and one, to an inclusion. It will be noted that no

transverse fissure from a shatter crack has been reported in rail rolled since 1951 nor a

transverse fissure from inclusions or hot-torn steel in rail rolled since 1955. This shows

that good quahty control and mill practice has been followed in the manufacture

of rail.

Table 9 presents a sampling of the welded engine burns and failures on a few

railroads that have a record of such failures. The number of failed welded engine burns

of 61 during 1964 is a considerable increase over the 6 reported during 1963. How-
ever, even this member is relatively small compared to the 940,417 engine burns

reported welded. From the number of roads involved, these figures indicate that the

practice of welding engine burns is resulting in good service performance. This confirms

the extensive laboratory tests made several years ago which indicated that although a

welded engine burn was more likely to develop a failure than an unburned rail, it was

less likely to develop a failure than an engine burn which had not been welded. The

use of care and a good procedure in welding engine burns are, of course, important

factors in obtaining good service performance.

All Rail Failures

In 1961, the Rail Committee decided that it would be helpful to initiate a report

of all rail failures in main track in order to determine whether the trend towards

increasing wheel loads was resulting in an increase in total rail failures, and if so, to

what extent. A new reporting form, 402-B, was prepared to develop the desired infor-

mation. Data have been obtained for the years 1962, 1963 and 1964 and are reported

with respect to rail section, type of failure, and service or detected in Tables 10a, 10b,

and 10c. The number of track miles for which the failures are reported are also given.

The increase in track miles reported in Table 10c is due to the addition of the Canadian

National. The total number of failures of all types, including engine burn fractures,

service and detected, per track mile, is as follows:
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TABLK 2

TONS OF RAILS AND TRACK MILES OF EACH YEAR'S ROLLINGS 1954 - 1963, INCL.

REPORTED BY 47 RAILROADS

Year
Rolled
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TABLE 4 - TRACK MILES AND 1964 FAILURES, ALL TYPES, IN ROLLINGS 1954 TO 1963, INCL,

OPEN-HEARTH CX)NTBOL-COOLED RAIL ONLY

BOAD
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TABLE 6

accumuij\ted failures of all types for oh control cooled rail,

only in rolling 1954 - 19g3, incl. . accumulatf;d to december 31 . 1964,

service and detected, segregated by roads and mills.
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TABLE 7

RAIL FAILURES IN THE WEB WITHIN THE JOINT BAR LIMITS FOUND IN 19G4

ON RAIL OF 100 LB AND ALL HEAVIER SECTIONS
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TABLE 9

WELDED ENGINE BURNS AND FAILURES
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TABI.K 10a

ANNUAL HEPOKl OT RAIL KAILURKS, SEHVICK AND UETECTED.
OCCURRING KHOM JANUARY 1. l'J62 TO DiCCEMBER .11. 19fi2 INCLUSIVE

IN KAIL OF ALL AGES AND SECTIONS

Section

and Lb.

per Yd.
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TABLE 10b

ANNUAL REPORT OF RAIL FAILURES, SERVICE AND DETECTED,
OCCURRING FROM JANUARY I, 1963 TO DECEMBER 31, 1963 INCLUSIVE

IN RAIL OF ALL ACES AND SECTIONS

Section

and Lb.

per Yd.
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TABLK 10c

ANNUAL nEPORT OF RAIL FAILURES, SERVICE AND DETECTED,
OCCUHHING FROM JANUARY 1. 1964 TO DECEMBER 31. 19G4 INCLUSIVE

IN RAIL OF ALL AGES AND SECTIONS

Section

and Lb.

per Yd.
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Report on Assignment 4

Rail End Batter: Causes and Remedies

R. C. Postels (chairman, subcommittee), B. Bristow, R. M. Brown, R. E. Catlett, Jr.,

M. VV. Clark, P. K. Cruclcshank, A. R. DeRosa, F. L. Etchison, J. H. Greason, Jr.,

C. C. Herrick, J. T. Hunter, T. B. Hutcheson, K. K. Kessler, H. R. Moore, C. E.
Morgan, B. J. Murphy, J. S. Parsons, G. C. Payne, J. M. Rankin, R. B. Rhode,
W. A. Smith, W. G. Stubblefield, John H. Watts, C. E. Weller, D. J. White.

Your committee presents, as Appendix 4a, AAR Research Department's report "Rail-

End-Build-Up Service Test Installation" prepared by its metallurgical engineer, Michael

J. Wisnowski, under the direction of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research.

Appendix 4a

RAIL-END-BUILD-UP SERVICE TEST INSTALLATION

On August 10 and 11, 1965, a rail-end-build-up service test was installed on the

New York Central System 15 miles east of Toledo, Ohio, two intersections west of

Clay Center, at approximately Mile Post 278-f23 poles. The first joint of this test is

located on the south rail of the westbound (No. 1) track between rails identified as

661484 E-25 and 421615 C-7. The test installation consists of 30 consecutive rail joints,

15 on the south rail and 15 on the north rail. These joints are marked 1 to 30 on the

web of the rail with white paint. Those present observing the welding process were:

Herold Barth and L. Fox representing the New York Central; C. A. Hefferon, L. B.

Miller, R. H. Lee and C. Annunicatta representing the Union Carbide Corporation,

Linde Division; and Michael J. Wisnowski representing the Association of American

Railroads.

The welding equipment. Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4, was supplied by the Union Carbide

Corporation, Linde Division, and consisted of an automatic wire-feeder type, UWM-4
voltage-control welding machine and a UAM-2 welding torch. The experimental 3^2 -in

921-85 cored wire, also supplied by the Union Carbide Corporation, is of a low-carbon,

low-alloy steel composition used with no auxiliary shielding gas. A recommended
operating range of 320-400 amp., 26-29 v is reported to produce a 3/64 to J^-in weld

deposit having a 0.50 percent carbon content and a hardness of approximately 385

BHN. Because of the inexperience with the use of this equipment by the NYC welders,

all joints were welded by Linde's welding technician, Mr. Annunicatta.

On August 10, 1965, 18 joints having excessive end batter were built up with the

experimental 921-85 cored wire using an operating range of 290-300 amp, 30-31 v. All

the jointed rail ends were pre-heated with a propane heater to 700 F before welding.

After cooling, the weld deposit hardness of joint 2 was checked with a Telebrinell tester

and showed hardness readings of 445 (west rail end) and 415 (east rail end). In an

attempt to lower this hardness, a post-heat of 1100 F was su^^gested. The propane

heater used to pre-heat this joint was unintentionally kept on the rail longer than

required for the post-heating, thereby heating the rail close to or in the austenitizing

range.

On August 11, 1965, the weld deposit hardness of joints 2 (after too high a post-

heat), 7 and 13 were checked. The hardness readings of these three joints were 458

(west rail end), 415 (east rail end); 465 (west rail end), 425 (east rail end) and 460

(west rail end), 460 (east rail end), respectively. Rail joints 2 (second time), 7 and
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TABLE 1

B.H.N. READINGS OBTAINED FOR VARIOUS COMBINATIONS
OF AMPERES-VOLTS SETTINGS AND VARIATIONS IN PRE-HEAT

POST-HEAT TEMPERATURES

Joint
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2

F
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Fig. 6—Typical rail joint built up by use of the automatic UWM-4
welding machine and experimental wire.

315-amp 28-v operating range, gave satisfactory results. Rail joints 27 through 30 were

built up with a 921-88 C wire using 310 amp, 26-28 v and a 900 F pre-heat. Brinell

hardness readings ranging from 395 to 423 were obtained from these four joints.

After the jointed rail ends were built up with a weld deposit, the excess metal was

removed with a grinding machine. A gap was then cut between the rail ends with a

rail slotting machine. A photograph showing all the equipment used in reconditioning

rail ends with excessive batter can be seen in Fig. 5. Photographs showing typical rail

joints built up with the Linde automatic UVVM-4 welding machine and the experimental

921-85 cored wire can be seen in Figs. 6, 7 and 8.

After welding and grinding, rail surface profile readings were made on these 30

rail joints. The readings were measured with a 48-in profile bar and an Ames dial

indicator. These profile readings were plotted on graph paper and are to be used in

comparing subsequent profile checks.

The wide range and inconsistency of the hardness readings of the first 18 welded

joints, in which the pre-heat and the operating range were the same, indicates that the

experimental 921-85 cored wire may be of a non-uniform composition. The high hard-

ness readings are objectionable because of the detrimental effects associated with high

hardnesses, such as a decrease in impact strength. Although it was possible to improve

the uniformity of the hardness and reduce it to an acceptable amount by post-heating,

this does involve an added operation which affects the cost of the completed weld.
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Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Views of two other rail joints built up by use of the UWM-4
welding machine and experimental wire.
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Report on Assignment 6

Joint Bars: Design, Specifications, Service Tests,

Including Insulated Joints and Compromise Joints

W. D. Almv (chairman, subcommittee), H. B. Berkshire, R. E. Catlett, Jr., R. D.
Claborn, P. K. Cruckshank, O. E. Fort, W. T. Hammond, C. J. Henry, J. T.
Hunter, T. B. Hulcheson, H. W. Jenkins, K. K. Kessler, A. B. Merritt, Jr., C. E.

Morgan, K. H. Kannowski, R. H. Patterson, C. O. Penney, D. H. Shoemaker,
W. A. Smith, W. G. Stubblefield, D. J. White, C. E. Waller, H. M. Williamson.

Submitted below, as Appendix 6a, is the third progress report covering insulated rail

joint development and research.

Appendix 6a

INSULATED RAIL JOINT DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH-
THIRD PROGRESS REPORT

1. Preliminary

A progress report on this assignment was first published as AAR Research Center

Report ER-9 and abstracted in American Railwaj^ Engineering Association Proceedings,

Vol. 63, page 1 (Bulletin 566) 1962. The Second Progress Report was published in

Vol. 65, page 560 (Bulletin 566) 1964. These reports presented the history of the work,

analyzed the problem and gave data on the results of laboratory tests on current

designs and new designs of insulated joints developed at the laboratory and by others.

The results from eight service test joints (AAR-Vulcabond) were also given. The Sec-

ond Progress Report presented the laboratory test results in tabular form for all tests

to that date. The results since that date are all regarding laboratory tests, so this report

extends that table up to the present date. Service test data supplied by the railroads have

not been in sufficient detail to be helpful.

2. Acknowledgment

The development and testing of the insulated joints has been carried on by the

Association of American Railroads research staff as part of the activities of the Research

Center, W. M. Keller, vice president—research, and under the direction of W. D. Almy,

chairman of Subcommittee 6 of Committee 4—Rail. The program is under the general

direction of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research. The research work, design-

ing, testing and preparation of reports are the direct responsibility of Randon Ferguson,

electrical engineer.

3. Results of Tests

Table 1 gives the results of the rolling-load tests made since the Second Progress

Report. Two 132-lb AAR-Vulcabond joints 3-16 and 3-17 listed in that report as

"Tests in Progress" are again listed with the results of the completed tests. Both joints

"ran out" to 2,000,000 cycles, with one in excellent condition and the other in fair

condition. The other 132-lb joints 18, 19 and 20, represent some variations in design

such as better bonding, an easement at the rail ends, top armor that terminates at the

edge of the rail head and use of a 25 percent greater load (55,500 lb) to cut down

testing time. A 2,000,000 cycle run-out takes three to four months. The testing life for

joints 18, 19 and 20 was smaller than that of joint 9 (718,000 cycles), the first with
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TABLE 1

(Continued from Second Progress Report)

Rolling Load Tests of Insulated Rail Joints

44,400 Lb. Load Unless Otherwise Stated

Series & Rail

Joint No. Wt.

Special

Conditions

Cycles Dates

Tested Start & Fin.

AAR-Vulcabond Joints

Hea\'>- armor. 2,000,000 10-28-63 Molded by injection process. Test

Rubber hardness (Runout) 2-19-64 "ran out" at 2,000,000 cycles. Bars
85D. in very good condition for further

use. Defl. 0.06 in.

Hea\-y armor. 2,000,000 10-31-63 Molded by pressure process. Bars
Rubber hardness (Run out) 5-12-64 in fair condition. Some cracking of

85D. armor on top and some insulation

cracked. Defl. 0.05 in.

3-18 132 Heavy armor.

New bonding

2 in. easement

55,500 lb. load.

6-23-64 Both bars broke. Some splitting of

7-28-64 top armor near middle. Jt. 9 ran

718,000 cycles with load applied in

5 increments after 50,000 cycles

for each increment. Defl. 0.09 in.

Heavy armor.

2 in. easement at

middle. Improved

bonding. 55,500 lb

load.

.000 11-12-64 Bar cracked. Some of the insula-

12-11-64 tion spalled out at top south mid-

length. Some at bottom also.

Cracks 3 in. long in top armor.

Defl. 0.09 in. Bar hardness 218

and 225 Brinell.

3-20 132 Narrow armor.
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Series & Rail

Joint No. Wt.

Special

Conditions

No armor. Urethane

insulation. No metal

planed off of bars.

Armor (narrow on top).

Urethane insulation.

1/16 in metal removed

from top and bottom of

bars.

TAPIE 1 (CONT'D)

Cycles Dates

Tested Start & Fin.

h-e 115 Narrow top armor;
l/l6 in of metal re-
moved from top and
bottom of bars; no

easement

.

Can. Pac. 100 Heavy armor. Im-
-2 H.F, proved bonding.

Harder rubber.

22,200 lb load.

9-10-65

10-7-65

9-27-65

10-18-65

U82,003 10-19-65
11-23-65

235,100 6-19-64

6-30-64

Remarks

Both bars broke at rail gap. Washer

plates squeezing out. Urethane in-

sulation. Flow at gap broke end post.

Defl. 0.16 in. Insulation flowed out

at rail ends (top) leaving bare metal.

Both bars broke at top middle. Ure-

thane hardness 25 to 35 D. Bar 248

Brinell (Avg.)

Insulation squeezed out from bearing

surfaces at top in blobs and strings

and from under washer plates. Also

piece of top armor at gap. Defl. 0.18

in. Urethane hardness 28 to 35 D.

Bar hardness 252 Brinell avg. Bar

broke in middle from top.

East bar cracked between middle and
first bolt hole. Insulation broken
out at edge of narrow armor at top
middle near rail bearing points.

Bar broke by crack to bolt hole.

Some cracking of insulation. Poor

fit on rail. Defl. 0.16 in.

Can. Pac. 100 Heavy armor. Im-
-3 H.F. proved bonding.

Harder rubber.

Better rail fit.

33,300 lb. load.

,013 3-16-65 Test stopped because of excessive

4-6-65 rail end movement. Armor separated

at gap in both sides. Defl. 0.05 in.

Can. Pac.
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the S5,500-lb wheel load. However, joint 9 had 200,000 cycles at lower loads which

may have work hardened the joint bar steel. The hardness of the joint bars was found

to be somewhat low in two tests, which probably contributed to the earlier failure.

Proper hardness has been found to be a very important factor in joint bar life. Because

of the short life it was not possible to evaluate the effect of the better bonding or the

narrow armor in these tests. The joints with the 2,000,000 cycle run-out had the full-

width heavier armor, and the armor was in excellent condition at the end of the tests.

However, an evaluation of armor width (narrow armor and no armor) had been made

in the tests reported in the Second Progress Report with the conclusion that the use

of full-width armor on the top fishing surfaces was very helpful.

The 2-in easement in joints 3-18, 19 and 20 has no armor. Previously the armor

had been carried through with a gap of only Yz in. The effect of this change is not

shown by the test because of the shortness of the tests though it seems probable that

if the armor cannot be carried to the rail gap because of production difficulties, it would

be better to leave out the easement and have the armor continuous except for the

^-in gap.

Tests reported on the llS-lb joints, 4-4 and 5, are to find the effect of a reduction

in the bar section by planning the top and bottom of the bars to give more clearance

between the armor and bar in the molding operation. A calculation of the effect of this

planing off of metal indicates an increase of maximum stress of 10,000 to 12,000 psi,

which is probably the cause for the short life of these two joints at the load of 44,400

lb. A previously reported test (4-2) had a life of 1,284,300 cycles. A set of bars with a

lesser amount of metal removed are under test in which stresses will be measured and

calculations made of the inclination of the neutral axis and maximum stresses at the

most distant points. The planing on the joints has been rough, with numerous spots

where the metal is torn. Any machining on such surfaces should have a good finish and

might even need to be shot peened, as the top and bottom surfaces are points of

maximum stress.

Tests of two 115-lb joints with urethane insulation are given in Table 1 (4-6 and

7). Joint 4-6 with no armor and no metal planed off the top or bottom failed at 152,023

cycles, a low value relative to the early tests. The urethane insulation is too soft, 25 to

35 Durometer, for the loads involved in a rail joint, though a material with the tough-

ness of urethane and a hardness similar to the rubber being used would be a great

improvement. The urethane insulation was worn through to the metal on the joint with

no armor. Further work will undoubtedly be done in improving this material for use in

joint bars. The early failure may be partially due to the increase of stress in the bars

from not having the armor, and stiff insulation to add strength to the section. The hard-

ness of the bar material in 4-6 was 229 to 263 Brinell with an average of 248. This is

a suitable value of hardness. Measurements of stress made in ER-9 indicated 15,000 psi

stress in the armor at the mid-length near the gap.

Joint 4-7 also had urethane insulation and narrow top armor, and the joint bar sec-

tion had been planed off about iV in on top and bottom for better mold clearance.

The test showed that the urethane insulation was much too soft to give the armor

proper support, and the early failure (101,965 cycles) indicated that the removal of the

metal probably was a factor. The bar material was in the proper hardness range (241

to 263 Brinell—average 252) for joint bars. The results of these tests and previous

measurements of stresses in the insulation and armor indicate that the insulation and

armor, when well bonded, contribute materially to the strength of the bar section. The
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armor and insulation also protect the bar section from the notching and fretting effect

of the rail ends found in regular rail joints. This notching and fretting effect promotes

failures of the bars.

Tests were continued on joints for 100-lb rail, especially those for the Canadian

Pacific head-free type for which it is very hard to design a good joint. Considerable

improvement in strength and life was shown by Can. Pac. -4 joint which had sloping

flanges with armor to bear against the side of the head-free rail and giving more bearing

area. This joint failed at 445,097 cycles with 33,300-lb load. This compares to 3,300

cycles with 22,200-lb load for the first one tested. A 100-lb joint (Can. Pac. -5) with

urethane insulation failed at 81,700 cycles with 22,200-lb load. The hardness of the bar

material was 126 to 143 Brinell, which is too low for good strength. The rail ends fitted

the bars poorly in this test and this probably also contributed to the early failure.

A Permali joint for 132-lb rail made of a new composition, the components of

which were not stated, was submitted for test in 1964. Tested with the 44,400-lb load

which has been standard for that size of rail joint, it failed at 600 cycles by vertical

cracks in the bars and crushing down at the rail ends. Deflection with the 44,400 lb

load was 0.21 in at the start and 0.38 in at 600 cycles.

No new service test observations have been made. Eight experimental AAR-Vulca-

bond joints were originally installed on five railroads in 1959 and 1960. Two of these

are still in service on the Milwaukee Road and were inspected October 14, 1965. They

were still serviceable and in fair condition. The two in welded track on the Elgin,

Joliet & Eastern were removed last year (1964) and two new joints installed. These

new joints were in excellent condition in August 1965.

4. Discussion

The simulated service tests in the rolling-load testing machines are very valuable

for a number of reasons, even if all service conditions are not present in the test. The

rolling-load test applies a known bending moment to the joint similar in amount and

form to the maximums received in service conditions. A common complaint regarding

insulated joints is the excessive track maintenance required at the joint, so a primary

requirement of any new design should be a strength and stiffness (small deflection) as

near to that of the rail as possible. When a joint is sufficiently stiff to prevent high tie

loads, it will be more highly stressed than a flexible joint and may show more deteriora-

tion in service. A major defect of all plastic joints is the relatively large deflections

which are developed due to the modulus of elasticity being about 1/5 that of steel.

The insulating material must also be hard enough to support the internal loads in the

joint without crushing or undue flow. The rolling-load tests indicate whether the joint

has those properties and can apply the loads at a rate that will simulate a service life

of several years in a few weeks or months. A negative bending is also applied in the

rolling-lead tests such as obtained in track between wheels. Service tests, in addition

to the long time required, are quite variable in their characteristics. Some locations have

such stiff support that almost anything will last a long time, and at other locations the

support will be so poor that even the best joint will not give the expected service. The

rolling-load tests have thus been very valuable for comparing quickly various design

and material variations on a uniform basis. However, it is essential that service obser-

vations be conducted on a systematic basis for designs that have been put into produc-

tion. Data submitted in the past by the railroads using various types of insulated joints

have not been in sufficient detail or uniformity to be helpful. The final evaluation of

designs or improvement of faults requires these service test data.
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Report on Assignment 7

Metallurgical Effect of Rail Cropping Methods

V. E. Hall (chairman, subcommittee), VV. D. Aimy, R. M. Brown, J, T. Ccliinson, P. K.

Cruckshank, A. R. DeRosa, O. E. Fort, C. E. R. Haight, J. T. Hunter, T. B.

Hutcheson, H. W. Jenkins, K. H. Kannowski, C. E. Morgan, J. S. Parsons, G. C.

Payne, C. 0. Pennev, G. L. P. Plow, D. H. Shoemaker, E. H. Waring, C. E. Welier,

D. J. White.

Your committee presents, as information on this subject, AAR Research Depart-

ment Reports No. 175 and No. 182 prepared by its metallurgical engineer, Michael J.

Wisnowski. These reports follow as Appendix 7a and 7b, respectively.

Appendix 7a

RAIL CROPPING USING THE OXYGEN-GASOLINE
(PETROGEN) CUTTING TORCH

At the request of the Southern Pacific Company, the AAR Research Center con-

ducted an investigation concerning the possible use of an oxygen-gasoline (petrogen)

cutting torch for rail cropping. To determine the detrimental effects, if any, resulting

from the use of this method, three 5/^-in rail slices, cropped with an oxygen-gasoline

(petrogen) cutting torch, were subjected to a metallurgical microscopic examination.

Photographs of the rail slices as received (Dec. 10, 1964), Figs. 1 and 2, show the

condition of the cut surfaces.

Specimens for the microscopic examination were taken at locations IH, 2H and

3H in the head and IB, 2B and 3B in the base of the rail sample as designated in Fig.

2. After these specimens were etched with a 3 percent nital solution. Fig. 3, a thin

layer of skin having an excess of cementite, the heat-affected area, the depth of

hardness penetration and the base metal could be observed. The maximum depths of

the various layers observed in these micro specimens can be found in Table 1. Photo-

micrographs of nital-etched specimens showing the depth of the thin layer displaying

a network and spines of excess cementite can be seen in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Results of hardness checks taken in the thin layer having excess cementite, the hardened

area of the heat-affected zone and the base metal can be found in Table 2. These

hardness checks were made with a Tukon Hardness Tester (KHN readings) and con-

verted to BHX readings.

The presence of cementite, like untempered martensite, is undesirable because it acts

as a stress raiser. Stress raisers in areas subjected to high fiber stresses developed during

bending, or high localized stresses, may promote fatigue failures. If the intention is to

use the oxygen-gasoline (petrogen) torch for cutting rail prior to welding it into con-

tinuous strings or making closure welds, or cutting rail in track for application of joint

bars, the following may be said:

1. This method of cropping rail for oxyacetylene pressure butt welding is not

recommended unless the cementite and heat-affected area is removed by other

means.

2. Because of the large quantity of metal removed (washed-out) during the

electric-flash butt-welding process, cropping by an oxygen-ga.soIine torch may
be acceptable, but if cementite becomes entrapped in the weld interface during

the welding process, a weld failure may result.
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Table i

Depth Measurements of the Various Layers

Observed in Micro Specimens Taken From
Rail Slices Cut with an Oxygen-Gasoline (Petrogen)

Cutting Torch

Sample

IH
IB
2H
2B
3H
3B

Max. Depth of

Thin Layer having

Excess Cementite

(Inches)

.013

.007

.013

.007

.015

.012

^Lax. Depth
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Fig. 1—Faces of rail slices cut with an oxygen-gasoline (petrogen)
cutting torch.

a?«

^6

Fig. 2—Faces, opposite side of Fig. 1, of rail slices cut with an oxygen-
gasoline (petrogen) cutting torch. Specimens for microscopic examinations
were taken from locations marked in ink.

3. If cementite becomes entrapped in a weld produced by a thermite welding

process, it will act as a stress raiser which promotes fatigue failure.

4. In rail torch-cut for application of joint bars, the presence of cementite on

the rail faces may promote head and web separations.

In checking past investigations, it was found that no tests had been conducted

involving any of the above items; therefore, trying to predict the outcome would be

highly speculative. Before a recommendation could be made, rolling-load tests and

additional metallurgical work would have to be conducted on welded specimens and

jointed sections made from rails having cementite faces.
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Fig. 3—Micro specimens cut from head and base of the three rail slices

shown in Fig. 2. These specimens, taken from locations designated as IH,
2H and 3H in the head, IB, 2B and SB in the base show a thin surface layer
having an excess of cementite, the heat-affected area and the base metal.

Etchant 3 percent nital.

Fig. 4—Photomicrograph of specimen IH showing depth of thin layer
having excess cementite in network and spines. Etchant 3 percent nital,

magnification 75X.
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Fig. 5—Photomicrograph of specimen IB showing depth of thin layer having
excess cementite in network. Etchant 3 percent nital, magnification 75X

Fig. 6—Photomicrograph of specimen 2H showing depth of thin layer
having excess cementite in network and spines. Etchant 3 percent nital,
magnification 75X-
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Fig. 7—Photomicrograph of specimen 2B showing depth of thin layer
having excess cementite in network and spines. Etchant 3 percent nital,

magnification 75X.

Fig. 8—Photomicrograph of specimen 3H showing depth of thin layer

having excess cementite in network and spines. Etchant 3 percent nital,

magnification 75X-
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Fig. 9—Photomicrograph of specimen 3B showing depth of thin layer

having excess cementite in network and spines. Etchant 3 percent nital,

magnification 75X-

Appendix 7b

RAIL CROPPING BY THE WET ABRASIVE CUTTING METHOD
USING A 26-IN N.C.G. NO. 310 CUT-OFF WHEEL

At the request of the Illinois Central Railroad through H. F. Longhelt, assistant

engineer maintenance of way, the AAR Research Center conducted an investigation

concerning rail cropping by the wet abrasive cutting method, using a 26-in N.C.G.

No. 310 abrasive cut-off wheel. To determine the effects of using this wheel, six 1-in

slices of used llS-lb rail cut by it were subjected to a metallurgical investigation. Pho-

tographs of the rail slices as received, Figs. 1 and 2, show the condition of the cut

surfaces. The areas of discolored metal shown in these photographs indicate that these

cut surfaces had been subjected to a critical temperature.

A microscopic examination was made to determine the depth of transformed (untem-

pered martensite) metal resulting from the metal being subjected to this critical tem-

perature. Specimens for the microscopic examination were taken from the locations

marked in ink as shown in Fig. 2. The faces that were examined are indicated by an

arrow in this photograph. Photomicrographs of these specimens, Figs. 3, 4 and 5, show

the depths of transformed (untempered martensite) metal which are: 0.024 in for rail

slice 2L, 0.017 in for rail slice 4L, and 0.021 in for rail slice 5L.

The presence of untempered martensite is of little concern in electric-flash butt

welds because of the large quantity of metal removed (washed-out) during the welding

process. In oxyacetylene pressure butt welds the presence of this structure may be of
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Fig. 1—Photograph showing surface condition of rail slices cut by the
wet abrasive cut-off method.

some concern because no metal is removed (washed-out) during the welding process.

During the oxyacetylene welding process, this martensitic structure may:

1. Revert back to its original pearlitic structure because of the high heat asso-

ciated with welding, but the duration of the elevated temperature may be too

short to accomplish this reversion.

2. Form tempered martensite, but the difference in densities between martensite

and pearlite act as a stress raiser, a condition which could result in a fatigue

failure.

In checking past investigations, it was found that no tests had been conducted

involving oxyacetylene pressure butt welds with untempered martensite faces ; therefore,

trying to predict the outcome would be highly speculative. Before a recommendation

could be made, rolling-load tests and additional metallurgical work would have to be

conducted, on specimens welded from rail having untempered martensitic faces.
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Fig. 2—Photograph of opposite side of Fig. 1, showing surface con-
dition of rail slices cut by the wet abrasive cut-off method. Specimens for
microscopic examinations were taken from the locations marked in ink.

Fig. 3—Photomicrograph of specimen taken from rail slice 2L, showing
depth of transformed (untempered martensite) metal. Etchant 3 percent
nital, magnification 70X.
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Fig. 4 Photomicrograph of specimen taken from rail slice 4L, showing

depth of transformed (untempered martensite) metal. Etchant 3 percent

nital, magnification 70X-

Fig 5—Photomicrograph of specimen taken from the rail slice 5L,

showing depth of transformed (untempered martensite) metal. Etchant 3

percent nital, magnification 75X-
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Report on Assignment 8

Causes of Shelly Spots and Head Checks in Rail:

Methods for Their Prevention

C. F. Parvin (chairman, subcommittee), W. D. Almy, V. E. Hall, J. B. Clark, A. N.
Brauer, B. Bristow, R. F. Bush, C. J. Code, L. S. Crane, P. K. Cruckshank, W. J.

Cruse, A. R. DeRosa, F. L. Etchison, D. T. Faries, R. G. Garland, W. T. Ham-
mond, C. J. Henry, C. C. Herrick, T. B. Hutcheson, A. B. Merritt, Jr., B. R.
Meyers, K. H. Kannowski, C. E. Morgan, B. J. Murphy, C. O. Penney, G. L. P.

Plow, J. M. Rankin, R. B. Rhode, E. H. Waring, C. E. Weller, H. M. Williamson.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

During the past year work on this assignment has been conducted at the AAR
Research Center by M. J. Wisnowski, metallurgical engineer, under the direction of

G. M. Magee, director of engineering research.

The assignment continues in two phases: One is the inspection of heat-treated-rail

and alloy rail service test installations on curves with shelly histories; the other is the

laboratory investigations of shelly rail involving rolling-load and slow-bend tests.

The service test installations on the Great Northern Railway of rails rolled from

continuously cast blooms, fully heat-treated rails, Columbium-treated rail, and Curve-

master rail, were inspected, and contour tracings of the rail inspected were made. The

results of the latest inspection are presented as Appendix 8a of this report.

No report is being presented this year on the high-silicon rail installation on the

Great Northern Railway nor on any of the test rail installations on other railroads.

The report of the laboratory investigations is included as Appendix 8b.

Appendix 8a

RESULTS OF INSPECTIONS OF HEAT-TREATED AND ALLOY
RAIL SERVICE TEST INSTALLATIONS

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY

Service Test of Rails Rolled from Continuously Cast Blooms

Continuously cast blooms approximately 9.5 in square were produced from a 3S-ton

electric furnace heat by the Fives Gille Company of Call, France. The blooms, of 0.66

carbon and 0.75 manganese steel, were rolled into rails at Huttenwerk Rheinhausen,

Germany on October 10, 1961, in section S49M (German), appro.ximately 98.57 lb

per yd.

After considerable testing at the AAR Research Laboratory and the University of

Illinois, four of the.se rails, each 39 ft long, were installed on October 13, 1964, by

the Great Northern in its No. 1 lead track at the east end of the Allouez, Wis., yard,

in the high side of a 7-deg 30-min curve, with 1)4 in superelevation. The rails were

joined together with four-hole 90-lb GN joint bars. The end rails were joined by

machined four-hole compromise joint bars to 110-lb GN rails (1937). All bolt holes

in the rails were drilled in the field.

On June 10, 1965, after carrying 2,911,961 gross tons of traffic, tonnage figured to

May 31, 1965, these rails were in.spected. Considerable curve wear was noted for such

a short time in service. Otherwise the installation appeared normal. The rail ends had

recently been cross ground to control flow at the joints.

Contour tracings were made at a point 10 ft from the west or receiving end of
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each rail. Tlie track gagv at the points of contour was 56^ in for three rails and 565^ in

for the fourth.

Considerably more service will be required before any conclusions can be drawn

as to the relative merit of such rails.

Service Test of 115 lb RE Fully Heat-Treated Rails

The installation of US RE fully heat-treated rails on the Great Northern Railway

ore-carrying tracks, curve 20, on February 7, 1951 was extensively described in the

AREA Proceedings, Vol. 57, pages 837-850, and Vol. 63, pages 540-543. The 88 original

rails installed in both the high and low sides of this 4 deg curve were inspected on

June 10, 1965. As of May 31, 1965, 458,628,811 gross tons of traffic had passed over

this rail.

On May 17, 1961, 65 of the rails were transposed after 384,000,000 gross tons of

traffic. During this same period two sets of ordinary rails wore out in the high side of

the comparative 4-deg curve, No. 22.

The present condition of each of the heat treated rails now in the high side of

curve No. 20 is shown in Table 1. A small shell was noted in two rails, one in the west

end of the curve and one in the tangent just out of the east end spiral, in a rail which

had not been transposed. Flaking, for the most part light, was noted in most of the

rails in the full curve portion of the high side. The low-side rails appeared in excellent

condition. Generally speaking, all the rails have taken the transposition very well. Con-

tour tracings were made on both high- and low-side rails, the ones indicated by an

asterisk in Table 1.

OREAT NORTHERN RY.

RAIL SECTION R.E. US LB.

Division ^"i^:]!! District L'^Al

Qamit^A''A&J. . And . Alilibll ....

HE a:

DATr.

RENTED

M. R.

MILL.

Zl_«-_^__, CURVE Ng ZO ^D[60tE £_
,
Lt N&TH _____ MP. ^^ > ^

Beih ^KIND //^"^BOLLCD //' ?^ ,LAID 2 1^1 MILL Bcih

3dY Trantpoied S-n-61

U7o
Hl^h Pail

CT 8')^?I-E9

Htof Trcafed

..CUBVt N? ^^ ^PlOatt -i LLKGTH

Will i(iMn
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TABI£ 1

Ralls installed February 7, liJSL. High uide rails Nos. 7 through 38 were moved
to low side of curve, and were replaced by luw side rails in direct transpusition May 17

,

1961. Rails numbered 1 tu C and 39 to 43 were nut tranajjosed. Condition of present

rails in high side of curve on June lu, 19G5 (B) is shown with conditions noted at time

of September 24. 1963 inspection (A), *indicates contour taken 10 ft from receiving

end. Com taken directly opiK>sil lil ( ) aJso with gage shown

.

12 H5

•B13
(FIO) 56-5/iJ i

14 F6

15 C12

16 C5

•G14

(B3) S6-S/8 U)

- not transposed
' - not transposed

not transposed

not transposed

Clear - not transposed

Clear - not transposed

not transposed

not transposed

Clear - not transposed

Clear - not transposed

Identity

G13

Engir

Engir

t transposed

'. transposed

! burn 4 ft from leaving end

t burn 4 ft from leaving end

Light flakes

Light flakes intermittently through-

out, heavy flakes 10 ft from leaving end

Medium flaking throughout

Heavy flaking throughout

Light to medium flaking throughout

Heavy flaking throughout

Light flaking

Light flaking

Light flaking

Light Qaking

Very light flaking

Medium flaking throughout with

shell 12 ft from leaving end

Very light flaking

Very light flaking

Light intermittent flaking

Light intermittent flaking

Light flaking leaving half

Medium flaking leaving half

Head checks

Very light flaking

Head checks

Very light flaking

Light flaking leaving half

Light flaking leaving half

Very light flaking

Few medium flaking apots throughout

(D6) 56-5/8 i

C13

(C7) 56-3/4 i

(03) 56-5/8 i

Medium flaking

Medium to heavy flaking particularly

in receiving half

Light intermittent flaking

Very light intermittent flaking

Medium flaking

Medit m flaking

Light intermittent flaking

Very light intermittent flaking

Light intermittent flaking

Medium flaking areas. Leaving end
recently welded

Light intermittent flaking leaving half

Light intermittent flaking leaving half. Receiving
end recently welded.

Light intermittent Qaking
Light intermittent flaking

Medium flaking. (Some surface tearing

appai-ently from developments when
rail was on low side)

Medium flaking. (Above noted condition mild)

Light flaking receiving end
Light flaking receiving end

Medium flaking

Medium flaking

Light flaking center of length

Light flaking center of length

Head checks

Head checks

Clear - not transposed

Clear - not transposed

Clear - not transposed

Shell 6 ft from receiving end. (Tangent track)

• - not transposed

: - not transposed

Clear - not transposed

Clear - nut transiwsed

Clear - not transposed

Clear - not transposed
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Service Test of 115 RE Fully Heat-Treated 78-ft

Flash Butt-Welded and 39-Ft Columbium-Treated Rails

An inspection of the 78-ft flash butt-welded fully heat-treated and the 39-ft

Columbium-trcated rails installed on the Great Northern Railway's ore-carrying track,

curve 22, east of Carlton, Minn, was made on June 10, 1965. The llS-lb Columbium-

treated rail was extensively described in the AREA Proceedings, Vol. 63, pages 533-

535. As of May 31, 1965, 67,183,034 gross tons of traffic had passed over the rail in

this curve.

Following removal of the second set of regular non-heat-treated rails from the 4-deg

curve No. 22 which were being compared with the fully heat-treated rails in the 4 deg

curve No. 20, curve No. 22 was laid with Columbium-treated and 78-ft butt-welded

fully heat-treated rails on May 17, 1961.

Starting in the spiral at the west end of the curve, 8 rails of steel bearing different

amounts of Columbium were installed in the high side and 7 rails in the low side of the

curve. The Columbium rails were produced by CF&I from steel bearing % lb, Yz lb

and 1 lb Columbium per ton.

One 78-ft flash butt-welded fully heat-treated rail preceded and 16 followed the

Columbium-treated rails in both the high and low sides of this curve. The fully heat-

treated rails were produced at Steelton and were flash welded into 78-ft lengths by the

Great Northern (NCG).

Table 2 shows the original track lineup of the rails and notes the conditions

observed at the time of the September 24, 1963, inspection (A) and the current 1965

inspection. It will be noted that the 78-ft fully heat-treated rail preceding the

Columbium-treated rails in both the high and low sides of the curve was lost in a

derailment last year.

The Columbium rails have developed shells and the head metal has flowed and

become curve worn at a rapid rate. It appeared that the rails having the greater

amounts of Columbium had less resistance to these service developments. In fact, there

appears to be some question at this time whether the Columbium rails are doing as

well as the regular rails previously installed in this curve. More service will be required

to make sure of this situation.

In the meantime the 78-ft flash butt-welded fully heat-treated rails look excep-

tionally good. No gage corner service developments were noted and wear and metal

flow appeared to be at a minimum. The weld areas showed no evidence of additional

flow. In fact it was necessary to search the web area for the upset in most cases to

locate the welds.

Contour tracings were made on rails indicated with an asterisk in Table 2.

Service Test of 115 RE Curvemaster and Fully Heat-Treated Rails

The Great Northern estabUshed a service test of Curvemaster rails in the west-

bound track, in double-track territory, between Blacktail and Nimrod, about 70 miles

west of Cutbank, Mont., on August 5 and 6, 1964. The surface-hardened rails were

installed in one curve, No. 125. Two nearby curves, No. 133 and No. 136, of some-

what similar characteristics, in which fully heat-treated rails had been installed, were

selected for comparison purposes. The initial inspection of the three curves was made

on September 22 and 23, 1964.

The test rails were installed as part of a major roadbed and track rehabilitation

program in the area which was adversely affected by late spring flooding and resulting

slides. Considerable new granite ballast was added to the roadbed and some new ties

were installed, but for the most part the test rails were installed on existing tie plates
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TABIE 2

Section 115 RE - 78 ft Flash Butt Welded Fully Heat Treated Rails - Steelton

(CT) - Rolled 12/1960

Section 1150 - 39 ft Columbium Ti-eated Rails - CF&I (Cb) - Rolled 3/1960

(A) 9/24/63 inspection (B) 6/10/65 inspection

Starting in tangent - West to East

High (North) Rail

78 ft CT48366-F7/48326-B14
(lost iji derailment 1964)

39 ft 12143-E7C (1/4 lb/ton Cb)

(A) Clear

*(B) Clear. Slight flow

39 ft 12143- F8C (1/2 lb/ton Cb)

(A) Clear

*(B) Clear. Slight flow

39 ft 12143-E8C (l/2 lb/ton Cb)

(A) Clear

*(B) Medium flaldng for 6 in. in joint bar

area receiving end. Two shells at

13 ft and 18 in. and 2 possible shells

at 6 ft and 12 ft from receiving end.
o

M<jderate How head metal

39 ft 12143- E9C (1 lb/ton Cb)

(A) Four small flakes

(B) Eleven shells 9 ft from receiving

toward leaving end.

Moderate flow and wear head metal.

39 ft 12143-F9C (1 lb/ton Cb)

(A) Clear

*(B) Three shells at 15 ft, 26 ft. and

27 ft from receiving end. Medium
flaking leaving half. Moderate flow

and wear head metal.

39 ft 12143-A9C (1 lb/ton Cb)

(A) Small black shell 3 ft from receiving

end.

(B) Fifteen shells throughout. Moderate
flow and wear head metal.

Low (South) Rail

78 ft CT82175-E12/48327-E13
(lost in derailment 1964)

39 ft 12143-C7C (l/4 lb/ton Cb)

(A) Slight flow

*(B) Moderate flow

39 ft 12143-D7C (1/4 lb/ton Cb)

(A) Slight flow

*(B) Moderate How

39 ft 12143-C8C (1/2 lb/ton Cb)

(A) Slight flow

*(B) Moderate flow

39 ft 12143-C9C (1 lb/ton Cb)

(A) Slight flow

*(B) Moderate flow

39 ft 12143-D9C (1 lb/ton Cb)

(A) Slight flow

(B) Moderate flow

39 ft 12143-A8C (1/2 lb/ton Cb)

(A) Slight flow

(B) Moderate flow
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TABIZ 2 (CONT'D)

High (North) RaU

39 ft 12143-D8C (l/2 lb/ton Cb)

(A) Clear

*(B) Head checks and light flaking midrail.

Moderate flow and wear head metal.

39 ft 12143-A7C (l/4 lb/ton Cb)

(A) Clear

*(B) One shell 15 ft from receiving end

and two possible shells in receiving

end joint bar area.

78 ft *CT82175-F12/48326-G15
(A) (See Below)

(B) (See Below)

78 ft CT82175-D8/48326-B17

78 ft CT48326-F9/48326-D12

78 ft CT82175-B5/48326-D15

78 ft *CT82175-D9/48326-Fll

78 ft CT82175-E4/48326-D10

78 ft CT48326-H7/48326-H13

78 ft CT82175-G4/48326-C15

78 ft CT82175-C1/48326-H11

78 ft *CT82175-F7/48326-D17

78 ft CT82175-H4/48326-G11

78 ft CT82175-H14/82175-F18

78 ft CT4832G-G10/48326-B11

78 ft CT82175-D13/48326-H12
(Last rail in spiral)

78 ft CT82175-E7/82175-F15

78 ft CT82175-G6/48326-C14

Low (South) Rail

39 ft 12143-F7C (1/4 lb/ton Cb)

(A) Slight flow

*(B) Moderate flow

78 ft *CT82175-Fl/48327-E12
(A) (See Below)

(B) (See Below)

78 ft CT82175-E6/82175-B17

78 ft CT82175-G10-48326-E15

78 ft CT82175-G13/48327-C13

78 ft *CT48326-E8/48326-F12

78 ft CT48326-G7/48327-G20

78 ft CT88326-D19/82175-F17

78 ft CT88326-F19/48326-F15

78 ft CT48326-F19/48327-F12

78 ft *CT82175-Gll/48326-D14

78 ft CT82175-G1/48327-D12

78 ft CT82175-E1/48326-C17

78 ft CT82175-B8/48326-F17

78 ft CT82175-B3/48326-E12

78 ft CT48326-C7/48326-E13

78 ft CT82175-F4/82175-G16

Contour tracings taken 10 ft from receiving end. The fully heat treated rails showed
very little flow in the high and low rails, mai'kedly less than the Columbium rails at

the time of the 19G3 and 1965 inspections.
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and ties without adzing. Variations in gage from 56^ to 57 in were recorded throughout

the test curves at the time of this initial inspection. Roadbed work was continuing.

All test rails were of the standard llS-lb-per-yard AREA section in 78-ft lengths.

Two 39-ft rails were joined by electric flash welding. It is standard practice on the

Great Northern to install flash-welded 78-ft fully heat-treated rails in all major curves.

Nine 78-ft Curvemaster rails were installed in the high side and nine in the low

side of the 6-deg 3S-min Curve No. 12S at Mile Post 1161 -f 11 rails (east end) just

east of Snowshed No. 9. The superelevation in the curve was 4^ in.

The surface hardened rails were from one heat, CH84087S, rolled on November 19,

1963, and treated at Illinois (USS—Gary).
Nine 78-ft fully heat-treated rails were installed in the high side and nine in the

low side of the 7-deg 2S-min Curve No. 133 at Mile Post 1162.75 (east end), all but 3

rails being in Snowshed No. 10. The superelevation in the curve was 6 in.

Four 78-ft fully heat-treated rails were installed in the high side and four in the

low side of the 6-deg l5-min Curve No. 136 at Mile Post 1163.4 (east end), all rails in

Snowshed No. 10.5. The superelevation in the curve was 33^ in.

The fully heat-treated rails were from nine heats rolled in October 1963 and heat

treated at Steelton (BSCo).

All three test curves are on a 1.8 percent compensated, descending (westward)

grade. Maximum posted train speeds are 40 mph for passenger and 25 mph for freight

trains. Curve oilers were some distance away so that lubrication was negligible at the

time of this inspection.

Rails previously installed in these curves were usually transposed in about 3 years,

with a possible overall life of up to 12 years.

The head of all test rails was little more than polished in the wheel-bearing area

at the time of this September 1964 inspection. The only irregularity noted was that

the wheel-bearing area on the head of the fully heat-treated rails in the low side of

Curve No. 133 was toward the field side throughout the curve. Although of seemingly

little importance at this point, the condition is considered worth noting since it probably

indicates an inherent condition in the track structure.

Cross-section contours were taken at about the center of the leaving (or west)

39-ft half of each 78-ft test rail. Contours were also taken at certain high- and low-side

welded joints, 1 in from the center of the weld on the receiving end of the west

39-ft rail.

The service life of the test rails will be followed by the Great Northern, the A.AR,

and both rail producers.

On August 24, 1965 a visual inspection of the three test curves was made in a

heavy rain. Due to the inclement weather it was impossible to make contour tracings

for comparison of wear; however, it appeared very slight.

As of August 1, 1965, 9,200,000 gross tons of traffic had passed over this rail.

The wear pattern on the head of the high and low rails in Curve No. 125 appeared

normal, while the wear pattern throughout the greater part of Curves No. 133 and

No. 136 appeared slightly abnormal, in that the pattern was toward the field side in

the low rails and on the gage half of the head in the high rails. This condition was

noted in Curve No. 133 at the time of the September 1964 inspection. It is probably

related to inherent track and service conditions.

The only service developments noted were wheel burns for approximately 3 rail

lengths east of the east end of Snowshed No. 9 in the Curvemaster rails in Curve

No. 125.

Any comments at this time as to the relative merit of the two types of rails under

comparison would be premature.
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Appendix 8b

SHELLY RAIL INVESTIGATION—RESULTS OF ROLLING-LOAD
AND SLOW-BEND TESTS

A rail problem of major concern to the railroad industry is resistance to shelling.

The cradle-type rolling-load tests previously conducted by Professor Cramer at the

University of Illinois and presently continued at the Association of American Railroads'

Research Center are designed to study the resistance of rails to shelling. The service

test installations on curves are designed to study both resistance to wear and flow and

resistance to shelling. Two methods presently employed in improving these properties

are the addition of alloying elements and heat treating. The addition of certain alloying

elements improves resistance to wear and flow but does not necessarily improve resistance

to shelling. The use of other alloying elements may improve both of these properties.

It has also been shown that rail, if properly heat treated, will be improved in both of

these properties. If improperly heat treated the results are detrimental rather than

beneficial.

The rolling-load test results obtained in the cradle-type machine on tests con-

ducted between October 1, 1964, and October 1, 1965, are shown in Table 1. Tests 1235

B and 1236 B are the completion of tests 1235 A and 1236 A conducted at the Univer-

sity of Illinois and previously reported. Figs. 1 and 2 show transverse sections cut from

these specimens which shelled after being subjected to 3,661,100 and 2,226,300 cycles

respectively. The 132-lb Dosco Mn-V alloy rail specimen S-lA, Fig. 3, developed a shell

after 1,311,300 cycles. A fatigue test to determine the endurance limit of this steel is

still in progress. Figs. 4, 6 and 7 show the results of rolling-load tests of the 122-lb

B&O-C&O section (tests S-2, S-6 and S-7). In Table 1 of last year's report, the results

for tests S-2A, B, and C were erroneously reported and this is corrected in Table 1 of

this year's report. Induction-hardened specimen S-4 C, Fig. 5, developed a shell after

5,000,200 cycles. The specimen was previously reported as not having a shell because

it was not visible until the metallurgical examination was made.

The 112-lb flame-hardened rail specimen S-8B, Fig. 8, submitted by the Illinois

Central Railroad, developed a shell after 1,021,600 cycles. A hardness survey of this

flame-hardened specimen can be seen in Fig. 9. Flame-hardened rail specimen S-9A,

Fig. 10, submitted by the Western Pacific Railroad developed a shell after 621,600 cycles.

A hardness survey of this flame-hardened rail can be seen in Fig. 11.

An attempt to build up shelly spots with the use of the Oxweld process was made

by the Seaboard Air Line Railroad. Specimens S-lOA, Fig. 12, and S-lOB were subjected

to the cradle-type rolling-load test. These specimens failed at 200,000 and 250,200 cycles,

respectively.

Flame-hardened specimens S-llA and S-llB were submitted by the Louisville &

Nashville Railroad and subjected to rolling-load tests in the cradle-type machine. These

specimens were subjected to 5,000,300 and 5,000,000 cycles without failure. A hardness

survey of specimen S-11 B can be seen in Fig. 13.

Investigation S-13 concerning the effects of welding prior to flame hardening and

flame hardening prior to welding was conducted at the request of the Southern Pacific

Company. Specimen S-13 A, Fig. 14, and S-13 C, Fig. 15, failed after 389,800 and

656,900 cycles, respectively.

During this period there were no slow-bend tests conducted on rails at the AAR
research laboratory.
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Fig. 1—Transverse section cut
from 132-lb Dosco standard carbon
flame-hardened rail specimen 1235 B
submitted by the Quebec North
Shore & Labrador Railway. Shelly
crack developed after the rail had
been subjected to 3,661,000 cycles in

the rolling-load machine. Etchant,
hot 50 percent H2O—50 percent HCl.

Fig. 2—Transverse section cut
from used 133-lb flame-hardened rail

specimen 1236 B submitted by the
Union Pacific Railroad. Shelly crack
developed after the rail had been
subjected to 2,226,300 cycles in the
rolling-load machine. Etchant, hot 50
percent H2O—50 percent HCl.

Fig. 3—Transverse section cut
from 132-lb Dosco Mn-V alloy rail

specimen S-IA submitted by the
Quebec North Shore & Labrador
Railway. Shelly crack developed
after the rail had been subjected to
1,311,300 cycles in the rolling-load
machine. Etchant, hot 50 percent
H2O—50 percent HCl.

Fig. 4—Transverse section cut
from rolled 122-lb B&O-C&O rail,

specimen S-2B, Shelly crack devel-
oped after the rail had been sub-
jected to 1,476,800 cycles in the
rolling-load machine. Etchant, hot
50 percent H2O—50 percent HCl.
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Fig. 5—Transverse section cut
from 132-lb induction-hardened spec-
imen S-4C submitted by the Penn-
sylvania Railroad. Shelly crack de-
veloped after the rail had been sub-
jected to 5,000,200 cycles in the roll-

ing-load machine. This specimen was
previously reported as not having a
shell. Etchant, hot 50 percent H.O—
50 percent HCl.

Fig. 6—Transverse section cut
from machined 122-lb B&O-C&O
rail, specimen S-6A. Shelly crack
developed after the rail had been
subjected to 137,000 cycles in the
rolling-load machine. Etchant, hot 50
percent H,0—50 percent HCl.

. i^\

Fig. 7—Transverse section cut
from rolled 122-lb B&O-C&O flame-
hardened rail, specimen S-7A. Shelly
crack developed after the rail had
been subjected to 662,600 cycles in

the rolling-load machine. Etchant,
hot 50 percent H.O—50 percent HCl.

Fig. 8—Transverse section cut
from the 112-lb flame-hardened rail,

specimen S-8B, submitted by the
Illinois Central Railroad. Shelly
crack developed after the rail had
been subjected to 1,021,600 cycles in

the rolling-load machine.
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Fig. 9—Hardness survey of flame-
hardened specimen S-8B shown in

Fig. 8.

Fig. 10—Transverse section cut
from 119-lb CF&I flame-hardened
rail, specimen S-9A, submitted by
the Western Pacific Railroad. Shelly
crack developed after the rail had
been subjected to 621,600 cycles in

the rolling-load machine. Etchant,
hot 50 percent H2O—50 percent HCl.

Fig. 12—Transverse section cut
from 115-lb shelly-spot-built-up rail,

specimen S-lOA, submitted by the
Seaboard Air Line Railroad. Shelly
crack developed after the rail had
been subjected to 200,000 cycles in
the rolling-load machine. The vari-
ous heat patterns can be attributed
to heat input during welding and
heating in areas to prevent warping.
Etchant, 10 percent nital.

30—233

Fig. 11—Hardness survey of flame-
hardened specimen S-9A shown in

Fig. 10.
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3 M.N. CoiMVcKSiOr-^

Fig. 13—Hardness survey of flame-
hardened specimen S-llB. No shell
was developed after 5,000,000 cycles
in the rolling-load machine.

Fig. 14—Side view of a 132-lb H.F. welded and then flame-hardened
rail submitted by the Southern Pacific Company. Shelly crack developed
after 389,800 cycles in the rolling-load machine.

Bui. 508
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Fig. 15—Side view of a 132-lb H.F. flame-hardened and then welded rail

submitted by the Southern Pacific. Shelly crack developed after 656,900
cycles in the rolling-load machine.
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Report on Assignment 9

Standardization of Rail Sections

J. B. Clark (chairman, subcommittee), S. H. Barlow, A. N. Brauer, B. Bristow, R. D.

Claborn, M. W. Clark, C. J. Code, O. E. Fort, R. G. Garland, C. E. R. HaiRht,

C. J. Henry, C. C. Herrick, T. B. Hutcheson, B. R. Meyers, C. E. Morgan, G. L.

P. Plow, R. C. Postels, J. M. Rankin, D. H. Shoemaker, H. F. Smith, E. H, Waring,

C. E. Weller.

During the past year Subcommittee 9 secured information as to the rail sections

rolled during the calendar years of 1963 and 1964 by Canadian and United States mills,

and a tabulation of that information is included herewith.

It will be noted that 421,787.9 tons, or 68.234 percent, of the total rail rolled in

1963 and 472,929.3 tons, or 66.387 percent, of the total rail rolled in 1964 were in the

sections to which it is recommended that purchases of new rail be limited.

Rail Rolled By Weight and Sections

Weight
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Report on Assignment 10

Service Performance and Economics of 78-Ft Rail;

Specifications for 78-Ft Rail

Collaborating with Committee 5

C. E. Wcller (chairman, subcommittee), W. D. Almy, S. H. Barlow, H. B. Berkshire,

R. M. Brown, R. E. Catlett, Jr., J. T. Collinson, J. H. Greason, Jr., T. B. Hutche-
son, H. W. Jenkins, A. V. Johnston, R. R. Lawton, H. R. Moore, C. E. Morgan,

J. S. Parsons, G. C. Payne, R. B. Rhode, W. G. Stubblefield, John H. Watts.

Previous reports published in each volume of the Proceedings, beginning with V^ol.

53 through Vol. 66, cover cost and other data on the three test sections of 78-ft rail

installed on the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1950. The following report covers test meas-

urements to determine rail batter, joint droop and fishing surface wear in 78-ft rail

compared with 39-ft rail. The tests were begun in 1952. Your committee feels that

there is not sufficient interest to continue the study, and this is the final report, sub-

mitted as information.

Service Tests

Test measurements were again made during August and October 1965, on the two

service installations of 78-ft rail made in 1962 ; one of 133 RE section on the Penn-

sylvania Railroad between Hamlet and Hanna, Ind., and the other of 115 RE section

on the Chicago & North Western Railway near Calamus, Iowa.

The field work, analysis of data and preparation of the test report were carried

out by the AAR Engineering Division research staff under the direction of G. M. Magee,

director of engineering research. This phase of the assignment is under the direct super-

vision of K. W. Schoeneberg, research engineer track, and members of his staff.

Discussion of Test Data

As previously expressed, it is the purpose of the tests on the Pennsylvania and

the Chicago & North Western to determine if the presence of larger average joint gaps

that might be expected with the 78-ft rail during the year would tend to result in

greater rail batter, joint droop and fishing surface wear, and thereby nullify some of

the benefits obtained through ehmination of half the rail joints. Test measurements

obtained in August 1965 on the Chicago & North Western are indicated graphically in

Figs. 1 to 4, incl., and those obtained in October on the Pennsylvania are indicated

graphically in Figs. 5 to 8, incl.

On the Chicago & North Western, both test sections have now been in service 17

years and have carried approximately 220 million gross tons of traffic, of which 170

million are since the first test readings in 1952. It can be noted that the average pull-in

of the headfree joint bars (Fig. 1) on the 78-ft rail was less up to and including the

1957 readings, but since then has become greater than on the 39-ft rail. Camber meas-

urements (Fig. 2) do not indicate any substantial difference in the 78-ft rail versus

the 39-ft rail, but do indicate a greater degree of joint droop since the previous test

readings of both rails. The average rail surface profiles for 30 joints in both north and

south rail (Fig. 3) show a considerable increase in batter, but again there is no out-

standing difference between the 78-ft rail and the 39-ft rail. The rail temperature was

relatively high when the joint gap measurements were obtained (Fig. 4) and it can be

noted that the average joint gap of the 39-ft rail section was slightly greater than the
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78-ft rail section. There was no difference great enough to indicate a trend. It is of inter-

est to note that the greater average rail gap was with the 39-ft rail, not the 78-ft rail.

The Pennsylvania test sections, in service for 15 years, have carried approximately

192.5 million gross tons of traffic, with 164.5 million since the first test readings in 1952.

The average out-to-out measurements of the head-contact joint bars (Fig. 5) show the

pull-in of the 78-ft rail to be approximately the same as the 39-ft rail. This has been

true since the beginning of the test. The camber measurements (Fig. 6) continue to

show very little change in droop of the joints in the 78-ft rail versus those in the 39-ft

rail. The degree of joint droop has not changed and is almost identical in both cases.

Rail surface profiles for joints (Fig. 7) show an increase in batter in both the 78-ft rail

and the 39-ft rail and again the amount of increase is approximately the same. The rail

temperature at the time of obtaining the joint gap measurements (Fig. 8) was moderate,

an average of 63 F, for the 78-ft rail and 78 F for the 39-ft rail. It can be noted that

the average joint gap for the 78-ft rail was slightly higher than that of the 39-ft rail

but with the difference in temperature it could be said that both sections are per-

forming alike.

Figs. 3 and 7 show the profiles of the rail welds for two test locations. These again

show a rather perfect rolling surface over the butt welds. It can be noted that there

are slight depressions about 4 in each side of the welds and these are more pronounced

in the 115 RE rails of the CSuNW. Also of note is the higher hump of the receiving

rails of the Pennsylvania section compared to the C&NW section.

Conclusions

After 17 and IS years service respectively, the Chicago & North Western and Penn-

sylvania test sections indicate approximately the same performance in the joints of 39-ft

and 78-ft rail. There is no indication of additional maintenance required account the

difference in joint gaps or number of joints per mile on both railroads.

Acknowledgement

The Association gratefully acknowledges the cooperation and assistance rendered

by the Chicago & North Western Railway and the Pennsylvania Railroad in conducting

these service tests.
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*L. J. Deno, Chairman
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6. Roadway; F'ormation and protection:

Manual recommendations submitted for adnption page 528

(a) Roadbed stabilization.

Advance report entitled 'Soil Problems in Railway Transportation

Engineering," published in Bulletin 594, September-October, 1965.

(b) Slope protection.

Manual recommendations submitted for adoption page 528

(c) Special treatments for subgrade improvement.

No report.

(d) Hydraulic fills, collaborating with Committee 25.

No report.

7. Tunnels:

Manual recommendations submitted for adoption page 5.52

8. Fences.

Manual recommendations submitted for adoption page 536

9. Roadway signs:

No report.

10. Ballast:

Manual recommendations submitted for adoption page 539

11. Control of vegetation, collaborating with Communication and Signal

Section, AAR.
Proposed new Manual material submitted as information prior to sub-

mitting for adoption in 1967 page 542

The Committee on Roadway and Ballast,

L. J. Deng, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 598, February 1966.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

F. N. Beighley (chairman, subcommittee), R. D. Baldwin, G. W. Becker, K. W. Brad-

ley, W. M. Dowdy, M. B. Hansen, G. F. Nigh, S. J. Owens, E. L. Robinson, A. J.

Wegmann, D. H. Yazell.

Your committee recommends the adoption of the revision to the Manual as set

forth in the reports on Assignments 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10.

Report on Assignment 4

Drainage and Culverts

W. M. Dowdy (chairman, subcommittee), Alexander Manson, H. E. Moore, F. S.

Patton, G. E. Shaw, W. M. Snow, H. L. White.

Your committee submits for adoption the following recommendations with respect

to Part 1, Chapter 1, of the Manual:
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Pages 1-1-46 to 1-1-64, incl.

ROADWAY DRAINAGE

Delete all the material on pages 1-1-46 to 1-1-51, incl. (except Fig. 1 on page

1-1-48 and Figs. 2 to 4, incl., on page 1-1-50), substituting therefor the following

revised text:

So far as is practicable, intercepting ditches should be made in advance of exca-

vating cuts. The material excavated from the ditch should be deposited on the side

toward the cut. The slope of the waste bank from its high point toward the ditch

should be as flat as is feasible. In crossing light depressions in hillsides, levees may be

constructed and the depression filled in above the levee to bring its surface to the grade

of the ditch.

Intercepting Ditches for Fills

Where embankments rest upon soils which may become unstable if saturated or

water in damaging quantities may come against the embankment, intercepting ditches

or dikes to divert water from the embankment should be considered. Such ditches

should be as deep as conditions warrant to aid in drying the soil and in removing such

water as may reach the ditch by percolation.

The distance between the toe of embankment and the top of slope of the ditch

should be sufficient to avoid any danger of causing slides in the embankment and

should not be less than 15 ft.

In flat country, where the embankment has been made from side borrow, the inter-

cepting ditch should be located near the right-of-way line and should be deep enough

to drain the borrow pits. In all cases the area between the embankment and the ditch

should be graded so as to slope towards the ditch to prevent water standing in pockets

along the toe of the embankment.

The information given in the foregoing for grades of intercepting ditches and cuts

applies also to ditches at the toes of embankments.

Side Ditches

Side ditches should be constructed at the foot of the slopes in cuts through all

classes of materials, for the dual purpose of draining the roadbed and protecting it

by intercepting and carrying off the accumulation of surface water from the slopes

due to rainfall and seepage. These ditches should be kept below the subgrade, and

should be so constructed that they will not lessen the stability of the embankment

or cut.

They should be of sufficient capacity, determined by hydraulic calculations, to

carry off readily the water from the heaviest rainstorm, and of such shape as can most

easily be cleaned. The minimum side ditch should be 1 ft wide at the bottom and 1 ft

deep below subgrade, with side slopes depending upon the material. Wide ditches are

highly desirable where trouble from slides, sand or falling rock occurs, both to afford

storage space and to permit the use of off-track equipment for cleaning. While it is

desirable to have a grade which will keep the ditch clean—not less than 0.3 i>ercent

—

such ditches will usually have a grade approximating that of the track, particularly

in long cuts.
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D. SUB-SURFACE DRAINAGE

General

Drainage problems are definitely related to the mincralogicai composition of the

soil involved, the physical condition of the mineral material, and the local geological

and climatic conditions which determine the source, or sources, of water.

The unfavorable characteristics of a soil such as instability, softening and frost-

heaving become more pronounced with an increase in clay content.

Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 show examples of surface and subsurface drainage installations

which are described in detail below.

Water Cut-Off

Drainage in a broad sense involves the elimination of excess water flowing down-

ward under gravity, and prevention of seepage under hydraulic pressure and vertical

water rises due to capillary forces.

Capillary water from below may be cut off by a layer of gravel, broken stone or

slag 8 in to 10. in thickness. It may be cut off laterally either by ditches or trenches

backfilled with filter material. Laterally free-moving water may be cut off by trenches

backfilled with filter material, and sometimes by open ditches.

Drainage of Pervious Soils

Where the water table is excessively high in a pervious soil, it is probably due to

surrounding or underlying impervious soil. In this case the high water table may be

lowered by one of the three following methods:

1. Provide an outlet through the surrounding material.

2. Drill through the impervious bottom of the area to permit the water to

escape through lower pervious strata—if such strata exist.

3. Place sub-drain pipe at such depth as to lower the water table below the level

of adverse effect. An outlet is essential.

Water-bearing pervious soils may occur in cuts or under side-hill fills. Decision on

whether treatment can be by a cut-off or by drainage must be based on sampling and

testing to find the source of water and the distribution of soils. The source of water

may be seepage from a thin water-bearing seam or from weathered zones in soil or

rock; it may be a thicker pervious layer emerging on a side slope or partially inter-

cepted in a cut.

Drainage of Impervious Soils

In soils finer than fine sand, gravity drainage into trenches or subdrains is relatively

ineffective because of capillary forces. However, the access of free water to such soils

from below can be intercepted by a layer of gravel or broken stone. While drain pipes

will not drain such soils, it should not be overlooked that a subdrainage system can

intercept and drain upper layers which are more pervious. In soils coarser than fine

silt, a subdrainage system will decrease the capillary moisture near the subgrade surface

and so improve the bearing power of the subgrade.

Pipe Drains

Except in impervious soils, effective subdrainage of wet cuts and of saturated soil

upon which embankments rest may be attained by the use of pipe drains backfilled
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with a suitably graded filter material. Details of typical installations are shown in

Fig. 1.

(a) Location. In cuts the main pipes should be laid parallel to and at least 9 ft

from the center line of the adjacent track. Along embankments the location should be

about 10 ft from the toe of slope, thus keeping the pipe away from the zone of sub-

sidence under the fill and outside of the def>osit of sediment washed down from the

slope.

(b) Grade. The grade of the pipe should not be less than 0.2 percent; preferably

0.4 percent or greater where practicable. Mains should, where possible, be laid on a

uniform grade or with grade increasing towards the outlet; where a reduction in grade

is unavoidable, an adequate catch-basin should be provided.

(c) Depth. The depth depends mainly on the level of the water source and the

level of the drainage outlet. A minimum depth of 3 ft below bottom of ditch or 6 ft

below subgrade in cuts, or 6 ft below natural ground surface along fills is recommended.

Care should be taken to locate the pipe at such depths and in such materials that no

displacement will be made in the alinement or grade of the pipe by the subsidence of

the roadway under traffic or by the action of frost. To this end, the trench in which

the pipe is to be laid should be dug down into any layer of firm soil underlying the

material which is to be drained, grade and outlet permitting. Where this is imprac-

ticable, some means of curing the situation other than by drainage, must be adopted.

(d) Size. The minimum inside diameter of pipe for main drains should be 6 in.

In long wet cuts the diameter of the pipe should be increased at intervals between source

and outlet as the increasing inflow demands, from 6 in to 8 in to 10 in, to 12 in, etc.,

as necessary.

(e) Laterals. In many cases and particularly where ballast pockets are to be drained,

the mains alone may not be sufficient, and laterals extending under the track will be

required. In other cases laterals may be extended to pick up water under the toe of

wet side slopes. These should be spaced depending on the character of the material to

be drained. A minimum grade of 4 percent, preferably 8 percent (1 in 12), should be

provided to prevent sedimentation; the maximum grade should be 16 percent (2 in

12), as with greater grades there is danger of the lateral pushing into the main and

causing failure.

(f) Kind. The pipe used should (1) have ample strength to sustain safely the load

and impact to be imposed upon it; (2) provide initially and maintain continually a

high capacity for drainage, unimpaired by the separation of its units or by the admis-

sion of soil or rock particles; and (3) have sufficient durability to insure a long service

life with resulting economy and freedom from interference with train operation due to

renewals.

Several materials are available, each of which, if properly laid, fulfills these condi-

tions. Among these are vitrified clay sewer pipe, corrugated galvanized iron pipe, and

concrete pipe.

The determination of the proper material to use should be based on local conditions

and the relative costs. Water carrying corrosive substances may damage iron or concrete

pipe and consideration should be given this possibility where such conditions are

encountered.

(g) Trench. The cross section of a trench with a bottom width of 18 in to 30 in

is recommended, with the side away from the track vertical to the surface and the
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side toward the track vertical to where a 45-deg slope from the bottom and of the tie

is intersected, and thence followed. The trench should be excavated 2 in to 4 in below

the grade established for the outside surface of the bottom of the pipe. The soil removed

to form the trench should not be used for pipe covering nor even deposited in the

vicinity, but should be hauled away from the site at the time it is excavated.

(h) Foundation. The bottom of the trench should be backfilled with select filter

material not more than 6 in thick and lightly compacted in place to provide a firm

plane surface at the correct grade as a foundation for the pipe. (For choice of filter

material see Item (m) below).

(i) Installing Pipe with Bell Ends. Commencing at the lower end, the pipe should

he laid with the bell end up grade, leaving the joints open to permit the water to enter.

(j) Installing Perforated Pipe. This pipe may be obtained in any lengths in mul-

tiples of 2 ft up to 20 ft or 30 ft. The pipe should be laid with the perforations in the

bottom and with the inside circumferential laps pointing down stream. Laying the pipe

with perforations down permits the greatest inflow of ground water with the least

intrusion of sediment. The sections should be joined according to the manufacturers'

instructions. All special fittings, such as catch-basin, manholes, tees, wyes, elbows,

crosses and reducers, should be placed as the pipe is laid.

(k) Outlets. With any type of pipe, deep open ditch outlets should be avoided by

extending the pipe to shallow cover. The pipe outlet should be located so that material

which may be dragged out of the cut in cleaning operations will not obstruct it. The

outlet should be screened.

(1) Risers. Risers should be placed at the upper end of each main and at intervals

of 300 ft along the main to permit flushing.

(m) Backfilli7tg. The underdrain trench should be backfilled with a select filter

material that will keep the fine soil from entering and clogging the drains as the water

Backfill
Gradation
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forated concrete or clay pipe is used the joints should be filled with cement mortar.

Laying burlap or roofing paper over the joints will not prevent the entrance of the

fine-graded filter materials.

When open-jointed rigid pipe is used, the coarse filter material (No. 2) is placed

around the pipe to prevent entrance of the fine material into the pipe; fine-graded

material (No. la) is placed along the trench sides and over the coarse filter to prevent

washing of the soil fines out of the trench walls. The coarse material must be placed

carefully, with temporary forms to hold it in place until the fine material is placed

around it, as it is important that the fine material be in contact with the sides of the

trench throughout the water-bearing strata.

The backfilled material should be placed in layers not more than 4 in thick and

lightly compacted by foot around and over the pipe until a 12-in cover is in place.

To reduce settlement and improve performance, the overlying backfill should be placed

in layers not more than 8 in thick and thoroughly tamped with mechanical tampers

or vibrators.

(n) Time. On new construction the drainage system should be completed, if it is

possible to get the pipe and backfill material to the work, before any track work is

undertaken.

(o) Record. A complete record should be kept of all drains, which should include

a description of kind, sizes, location, and depth, so they may be easily located when

necessary.

(p) Inspection. A yearly inspection should be made on all sub-drainage systems

to assure proper maintenance.

French Drains

French or rock drains are underground passages for water through the interstices

of stones placed loosely in a trench. These drains depend on water flowing more

readily through the porous backfill than through the surrounding material. As long as

the filter is not clogged, this type of drain is satisfactory. However, it is far more

likely to get plugged with fine material than is a pipe drain, and it then becomes a

severe maintenance problem. Therefore, as a rule, it is best to place a pipe in the trench

to insure positive removal of water.

Report on Assignment 5

Specifications for Pipelines for Conveying Flammable
and Non-Flammable Substances

Collaborating with Committees 15 and 20

A. J. Wegmann (chairman, subcommittee), R. H. Beeder, C. R. Bergman, E. E. Farris,

G. B. Harris, B. G. Hudson, F. S. Patton, M. E. Vosseller, H. L. White.

Your committee submits for adoption the following recommendations with respect

to Part 5, Chapter 1, of the Manual:
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Pages 1-5-1 to 1-5-10, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR PIPELINES FOR CONVEYING
FLAMMABLE AND NON-FLAMMABLE SUBSTANCES

Reapprove with the following revisions:

Page 1-5-1—Add the following paragraph to Art. 2a:

"Pipelines carying liquefied petroleum gas shall, where practicable, cross any rail-

way where tracks are carried on an embankment."

Page 1-5^1—In the eighth line delete the words "In addition," substituting therefor

the words "For flexible casing pipe." Substitute the word "flexible" for the word

"the" at the end of the eleventh line.

Page 1-5-6—Change Art. 2a (2) to read as follows:

"(2) On pipelines in streets where joints are of leakproof construction and the pipe

material will safely withstand the combination of internal pressure and external loads."

Report on Assignment 6

Roadway: Formation and Protection

(a) Roadbed Stabilization

(b) Slope Protection

(c) Special Treatments for Subgrade Improvement
(d) Hydraulic Fills, Collaborating with Committee 25

G. F. Nigh (chairman, subcommittee), H. E. Bartlett, E. W. Bauman, D. L. Bloem,
I. P. Cook, J. B. Farris, J. E. Gray, H. O. Ireland, A. E. Lewis, W. G. Murphy,

J. E, Newby, G. W. Payne, S. R. Pettit.

In Bulletin 591, February 1965, pages 537 to 546, incl., recommended SPECIFICA-
TIONS FOR THE FORMATION OF THE ROADWAY were presented as informa-

tion, with the request that members of the Association offer comments and criticisms.

Since no comments or criticisms were received, your committee now submits this mate-

rial for adoption and publication in the Manual, replacing the present specifications

printed on pages 1-1-8 to 1-1-15, incl., of the Manual.

Under Assignment 6 (a) your committee presented in Bulletin 594, September-

October 1965 an advance report entitled "Soil Problems in Railway Transportation

Engineering," prepared by H. 0. Ireland, professor of civil engineering, University of

Illinois. There are no reports on Assignments 6 (c) and 6 (d) this year, but under

Assignment 6 (b) your committee presents for adoption the following recommendations

with respect to Part 1, Chapter 1, of the Manual:

Pages 1-1-23 to 1-1-35, incl.

ROADWAY PROTECTION
Reapprove with the following changes:

Delete Sec. C—Slope Protection, on pages 1-1-34 and 1-1-35, substituting therefor

the following revised text.
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C. SLOPE PROTECTION

By Formation

A primary consideration in slope protection is to divert or control surface drainage

by intercepting ditches and gutters, and adequate underdrainage to correct subsurface

saturation. In cuts where the adjacent ground is level, or pitches towards the slope,

an adequate intercepting ditch is required along the top of the slope to keep the water

from getting to the slope.

Widening Cuts.—Where necessary to provide for larger drainage with increased

ditch section and/or when underlying water has to be removed, the width of cuts

should be increased accordingly.

Berms.—Berms are valuable on deep cuts and high fills where water has a tendency

to concentrate, producing gullies. When the excavation is in fine sand, or in other mate-

rial which erodes easily, 8-ft to 10-ft berms should be constructed at l5-ft vertical

intervals to form waterways and/or terraces to conduct the water to a suitable discharge

point. This reduces the erosion on the lower surface of the slope and permits vegetation

to establish itself.

Berms may be used to good advantage in connection with the recommendations

under "Vegetation" and "Surface Blanketing."

Gitlly Control.—Gully control requires healing of established gullies whether they

be in a side ditch or on a slope. To guard against their inception and to repair damaged

surfaces, one or more of the following procedures may be used:

1. Construction of temporary check dams to catch the loose soil in which to plant

vines and grasses. They should be of permeable construction with such material as

brush, logs and woven wire ; and should not, as a rule, exceed 3 ft in height.

2. Reslope banks.

3. Plant vegetation that is characterized by rapid growth and spread of roots in

the soil.

4. Pave side and conductor ditches to point down slope of fill where discharge can

be dispersed over sod area.

By Vegetation

To use vegetation, the slopes should first be reduced or increased to obtain a

natural angle of repose, then spread top soil over all slope areas except exposed rock.

Sodding and Seeding.—Sodding and seeding, also strip sodding, may be successfully

used. The location of the area, climate, availability and adaptability of material should

govern the method selected.

Native pasture sods may be used. The thinner the turf is cut the quicker the roots

will grow down into the soil in its new location. Sods 1 in thick are better than thicker

ones, and sodding is best done in rainy weather. An application of commercial fer-

tilizer to either the top soil or the sod after placement is desirable to encourage growth.

Seed, together with fertilizer, can be applied with water by a machine in one opera-
tion. A cover of straw mulch or other type of material for binder-sticker should then
be added or cut in with a disk to check erosion until vegetation is established.

Various suitable seeds and rates of application can be found in Table 1.

Brush and Vine Planting.—The planting of small shrubs and vines may be success-
fully undertaken, but the planting of trees is not recommended because of the danger
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of added top weight and occasional slippage. Native shrubs and vines can he success-

fully used and can be selected from the following list.

Low Shrubs Vines

Sweetfern Bearberry

Dwarf Bushhoneysucklc Bittersweet

Creeping Juniper Halla Japanese Hom-ysuckle

Oldfield Common Juniper Baltic Ivy

Coast Azalea Virginia Creeper

Common Snowberry English Ivy

Trailing Nantana Dawnflower Morningglory

Scotch Heather Sweetautumn Clematis

Shore Juniper

By Surface Blanketing or Cover

Slope protection by surface blanketing or other type of cover is practical and

economical. The condition existing as to angle of repose, surface, drainage, availability,

cost of materials and permanency, should govern the method selected.

1. Where economical to do so, a blanket 8 to 12 in thick of graded gravel, slag,

chat, crushed stone and similar material, over clay or shale banks will permit rain to

filter down to the ditch instead of starting gullies.

2. Protect slope around bridge ends with grouted rip-rap.

3. Spray the slopes with penetrating-type bituminous material at the rate of 0.4

to 0.8 gal p>er sq yd.

4. For blowing sand reduce slope to 4 horizontal to 1 vertical or even as much
as 14 horizontal to 1 vertical and spray with penetrating-type bituminous material at

the rate of 0.4 to 0.8 gal per sq yd.

5. On sand fill check erosion and establish vegetation by placing a grid of old ties

on the slope.

Detector Fences

Slide detector fences are used extensively in signal territory to guard against hazards

caused by land slides, falling rocks, snow and ice, or other material. Several types are

in use. Details of construction are fully covered in Signal Manual Part 205, Communica-

tion and Signal Section, AAR.

Report on Assignment 7

Tunnels

K. W. Bradley (chairman, subcommittee), D. H. Cook, M. W. Cox, A. P. Crosley,

L. G. Reichert, H. E. Richards.

Your committee submits for adoption the following recommendations with respect

to Part 8, Chapter 1, of the Manual.

Delete the "Specifications for Construction, Excavation and Temporary Lining of

Tunnels, pages 1-8-1 to 1-8-5, incl., substituting therefor the following new
specifications.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR EXCAVATION OF TUNNELS

GENERAL

The design of structural supports and lining for tunnels is a problem peculiar to

each individual tunnel. In general, preliminary investigation will include field surveys

showing geological formations, ground-water conditions, location of faults, core borings,

hardness of rock to be encountered, together with any special features and data on

existing tunnels through similar formations. More detailed information may be secured

from measurements of load cells, trammel points, water metering devices, etc., installed

in a pioneer bore.

Mechanical ventilation for train operation in tunnels is also an individual problem

which must be analyzed for each location. Generally, it will not be required in tunnels

less than 25CX) ft long. In longer tunnels, requirements will depend on such factors as type

of locomotives, grades, tonnage handled, ambient temperatures, prevailing winds and

drafts and time between trains. In marginal cases, overheating of locomotives may be

reduced by radiator sprays and/or placing a curtain at the departure end of the

tunnel will increase the pressure within the tunnel and the amount of air moving

through the radiator. In very long tunnels, fan installations will be required to prevent

overheating and to remove smoke and gasses

A. GENERAL CONDITIONS
1. Purpose

These specifications are intended to be used in connection with the appropriate

Construction Agreement, Part 1, Chapter 20, of the AREA Manual, for work carried

out by the railway company or its contractors.

2. Scope

These specifications cover the design and excavation of single- or double-track rail-

way tunnels but not the lining of such tunnels, which is covered in Lining Railway

Tunnels, Part 11, Chapter 8, of the AREA Manual.

B. DESIGN

1. Interior Dimensions

(a) The interior dimensions of the clear space provided for single- or double-track

tunnels shall not at any point be less than those recommended in Part 2, Chapter 28,

of the AREA Manual, taking into consideration curvature and superelevation where

applicable. Where legal requirements are greater than those mentioned above, such legal

requirements shall govern. Reference should also be made to the current edition of

"Railway Line Clearances" to determine the maximum size of car in use.

(b) Where tunnels are to be lined, dimensions shall be increased to provide that

such lining does not encroach upon clearances described above.

C. SPECIAL PROVISIONS

1. Use and Storage of Explosives

(a) Governmental Regulations—All blasting operations and the handling and

storage of explosives shall conform strictly to the requirements of local, state or federal

explosive laws and applicable tunnel or mine safety laws.
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(b) Precautions—The contractor shall construct and maintain separate storage

facilities for primers and bulk explosives, and such facilities shall be located to prevent

accidental explosion, or injury or damage should an explosion occur. The contractor

shall take all additional precautions as may be designated by the engineer.

(c) Blasting circuit wiring shall be readily identifiable and securely fastened to

the tunnel wall opposite all other utility lines.

2. Flammable Material

Oil or other flammable material shall be stored in conformance with governmental

regulations, standard safety codes and as directed by the engineer.

3. Fire Regulations

In any tunnel sections where there is danger of fire, all reasonable precautions shall

be taken and adequate fire protection shall be provided as approved by the engineer.

4. Ventilation

The contractor shall install, maintain and operate such ventilating system as is

necessary to quickly remove all gasses and dust resulting from blasting and other

causes, and to keep the air within the tunnel suitable for the health of the workmen
and clear enough to permit survey -operations.

5. Lighting

The contractor shall install, maintain and operate a lighting system adequate to

insure proper work and inspection. Lighting and power wiring shall be securely fastened

to the tunnel wall.

6. Drainage

The contractor shall maintain adequate drainage facilities during construction, either

by gravity flow or pumping. Disposal of such drainage shall not cause damage to

adjacent property.

7. Temporary Supports

The contractor shall furnish and install such temporary supports as may be neces-

sary to support the excavation and protect the workmen. At the completion of the

work, or as permanent supports are installed, the contractor shall remove and dispose

of these temporary supports as directed by the engineer.

D. EXCAVATION
1. General

(a) Tunnel excavation shall include, but not be limited to, the loosening, loading

and hauling of all material of whatever nature encountered from the interior of the

tunnel. These materials shall be the property of the company and shall be disposed of

as shown on plans or as directed by the engineer.

(b) The "A" line shown on the typical section (Fig. 1) and described in Sec. B of

these specifications is the line within which no unexcavated material and no tunnel

supports will be permitted to remain. The "B" line is the line to which payments of

tunnel excavation will be made. Generally the "B" line shall be the same as the "A"
line in unhned sections and shall be increased concentrically to the "A" line to provide

sufficient space for permanent supports and/or lining in other sections.
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TYPICAL SECTION
TANGENT TRACK

SINGLE TRACK
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DOUBLE TRACK
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(c) Excavation outside the "B" line as required for refuge niches, adits or shafts

shown on the plans or called for by the engineer will be paid for at the specified price

per cubic yard.

(d) The contractor shall use every precaution to avoid loosening material outside

the "B" line. All drilling and blasting shall be performed in such a manner that the

material outside the "B" line will not be shattered, displaced or caused to cave. Damage
to any part of the work, or work done under separate contract within the limits of

this contract, caused by the operation of the contractor shall be repaired at his expense.

(e) All material within the "B" line, and all loose, disintegrated or shattered rock

and any rock that might fall or settle, thereby endangering the safety of the workmen,

regardless of its location shall be removed as the work progresses.

2. Additional Excavation

(a) Should the contractor desire to make an enlargement in the tunnel excavation

outside the "B" line for his own construction convenience, he shall submit his plans

for the enlargement to the engineer for approval. No payment will be made for such

enlargement outside the "B" line and full compensation shall be considered as included

within the contract price.

3. Cut-and-Cover Method

The contractor will be permitted to use the cut-and-cover method for construction

of portions of the tunnel around the portals. If he elects to use this method, he shall

submit plans covering all phases of the work to be done or affected by this method to
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the engineer for approval before proceeding with the work. The contractor shall restore

all property, slopes and ground surfaces to finished lines and grades. Slopes and sur-

faces shall be restored and maintained by depositing, spreading and compacting material

in conformance with the provisions of Part 1, Chapter 1, of the AREA Manual, except

that material adjacent to the tunnel walls shall be free draining and placed in horizontal

layers not exceeding 12 in. in thickness. At no time will the fill on one side of the

tunnel exceed that on the other by more than 4 ft in height. Heavy equipment shall

not be permitted on top of the tunnel until the fill has reached a height of 12 ft over

the top of the arch, or as directed by the engineer. If the cut-and-cover method is used,

payment will be made on the basis that the work has been done by the tunneling

method. No additional payment will be allowed for work done outside the limits of

payment for tunnel excavation, including restoring slopes and ground surfaces.

4. Subgrade

A subgrade shall be constructed to the dimensions shown of the typical section

and shall be composed of crushed rock or other suitable material conforming to ASTM
Specifications Designation D 1241 or as approved by the engineer. It shall be so placed

that all high points in the tunnel floor shall be covered with a minimum of 4 in. The

subgrade shall be compacted and finished to true line, grade and cross section suitable

for the laying of track. Ditches shall be graded to provide free drainage to the end or

ends of the tunnel.

5. Measurement and Payment

The quantity of tunnel excavation to be paid for will be to the "B" line on

typical sections and between vertical planes located at each end of the tunnel where

the back face of the portal wall intersects the grade line. If there are no portal walls,

the length of the tunnel shall be determined by the length of roof as constructed,

measured on the center line of the tunnel. Payment for tunnel excavation will be made

to the "B" line regardless of overbreak, slips and slides which may have enlarged the

excavation.

Quantities will be computed by means of end areas and distances between these

areas. The price per cubic yard of tunnel excavation shall include full compensation

for furnishing all labor, materials, tools, equipment and incidentals and doing all work

involved in excavating, loading, hauling, including overhaul, depositing, spreading, com-

pacting and dressing all materials as shown on the plans and called for in these

specifications and including all overbreak, slips and slides; for all haul roads, bridges

and cable ways; for the installation and removal of all temporary tunnel supports; for

all lighting, ventilating, pumping, safety provisions; and for all other work called for,

or reasonably implied by, the plans and specifications.

Report on Assignment 8

Fences

S. J. Owens (chairman, subcommittee), H. C. Archdeacon, G. E. Ellis, H. G. Johnson,

P. G. Martin, R. W. Scott, W. O. Treischman.

Your committee presents for adoption the following recommendations with respect

to Part 6—Fencing, Chapter 1 of the Manual, which include editorial changes, and

the adoption of a new type of metal snow fence with perforated, corrugated metal

panels which was reported on last year as information.
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Pages 1-6-1 to 1-6-3, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR WOOD FENCE POSTS

Reapprove with the following editorial change:

Page 1-6-2 line 2: Insert the word "in" between "1 in" and "diameter."

Pages 1-6-3 to 1-6-6, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONCRETE FENCE POSTS

Reapprove with the following editorial change:

Page 1-6-6, first line, second paragraph under Art. 7—Tests: Insert a comma

between "period" and "posts" and delete the comma between "posts" and "submerged."

Pages 1-6-10 to 1-6-14, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR RIGHT-OF-WAY FENCES
Reapprove with the following revisions:

Page 1-6-11: Revise Art. 3—-Braces, to read as follows:

3. Braces

Braces for end, corner, anchor and gate posts shall be made of intermediate or

line posts, or 4-in by 4-in sawed lumber of a quality equal to the specifications for

wood fence posts. Where concrete posts are used, 4-in by 4-in concrete braces are

recommended.

Page 1-6-11: Revise Art. 6—Staples, to read as follows:

6. Fastenings

Staples used for fastening the longitudinal wires to wood posts shall be made of

No. 9 galvanized steel wire. They shall be 1 in long for hardwood and 1,^ in long

for softwood. Fastenings for concrete and steel posts to be as indicated under specifica-

tions for these posts.

Page 1-6-12, line 14: Change the word "shipped" to "stripped."

Page 1-6-13: Revise Art. 6—Bracing, to read as follows:

6. Bracing

End, corner, anchor and gate posts shall be braced by using an intermediate or

line post or a 4-in by 4-in brace gained into the end, corner, anchor or gate post, about

12 in from the top and into the next intermediate or line post about 12 in from the

ground and be securely fastened. A cable made of a double strand of No. 9 galvanized

soft wire looped around the end, corner, anchor or gate post near the ground line, and

around the next intermediate or line post about 12 in from the top, shall be put on

and twisted until the top of the next intermediate or line post is drawn back about 2 in.

Pages 1-6-20 to 1-6-23, incl.

METHODS OF PROTECTING THE ROADWAY AGAINST
DRIFTING SNOW

Page 1-6-20: Change last sentence, paragraph 7, to read as follows: "Third, steel

fences consisting of posts and steel panels commercially manufactured by steel fabricators

as shown in Figs. 3, 4 and S."

Page 1-6-22: Redesignate present Fig. 4—Steel Portable Snow Fence, as Fig. 3.

Redesignate present Fig. S—Open Board Fixed Snow Fence, as Fig. 6.
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8'/2"x 8-6" (NOMINAL 16 GAGE) WIDE WEB
CORRUGATED PERFORATED STEEL PANEL
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12 GAGE GALVANIZED^
TWISTED WIRE TIES'

-HEAVY GAGE (NOMINAL 16 GAGE) H.R. STEEL
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TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT
PERFORATED METAL SNOW FENCE
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GENERAL NOTES
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LENGTH PER PANEL. ALL JOINTS ARE LAP JOINTS.

FASTENERS ARE SECURED THROUGH PERFORATED HOLES IN

PANELS.
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o°o°o'?°^coS*

r

GROUND LINE

PERMANENT
PERFORATED METAL SNOW FENCE

FIG. 5
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Redesignate present Fig. 6—Open Bottom Wind Chute Fence, as Fig. 7.

Add New Fig. 4—Temporary or Permanent Perforated Metal Snow Fence, presented

herewith.

Add new Fig. 5—Permanent Perforated Metal Snow Fence, presented herewith.

Page 1-6-23, first line, paragraph 3: Change "Fig. S" to "Fig. 6."

Report on Assignment 10

Ballast

E. L. Robinson (chariman, subcommittee), E. W. Bauman, C. R. Bergman, D. L.

Bloem, J. G. Campbell, T. W. Creighton, G. W. Deblin, J. E. Gray, W. C.

McCormick, N. B. Roberts, E. L. Woods.

In Bulletin 584, February 1964, pages 508 to 510, inch, recommended new ballast

sections and ballast quantity graphs were presented as information, and the recommended

sections and graphs were adopted for publication in the Manual at the 64th Annual

Convention. After that convention, however, your committee withdrew the recommen-

dations published in Bulletin 584 for further study.

After this further study, your committee prepared new drawings and graphs which

are presented herewith with the recommendation that they be adopted and published in

the Manual, replacing the present ballast sections with quantities now appearing on

pages 1-2-6 through 1-2-12 of the Manual.

BALLAST SECTIONS FOR SINGLE AND MULTIPLE TRACK
ON TANGENT AND CURVES

Ballast Sections 1 and 2, Single and Multiple Track, Tangent

Ballast Sections lA and 2A, Single and Multiple Track, Curves

Graph 1, Ballast section Quantities, Single Tangent Track, Tie lengths of 8 ft in,

8 ft 6 in, 9 ft in

Graph 2, Ballast Section Quantities, Single Curved Track, Tie Length 8 ft in

Graph 3, Ballast Section Quantities, Single Curved Track, Tie Length of 8 ft 6 in

Graph 4. Ballast Section Quantities, Single Curved Track, Tie Length of 9 ft in

Bui. 508
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Report on Assignment 11

Control of Vegetation

Collaborating with Communication and Signal Section, AAR

D. H. Yazell (chairman, subcommittee), C. W. Bailev, R. J. Bruce, J. \V. DcMoyer,
T. J. Hernandez, R. J. Kemper, C. F. King, T. S. Stone, J. P. Taylor, R. D. White.

Your committee presents as information new material entitled "Railroad Vegeta-

tion Control." Comments and criticism are invited; and after further study, this mate-

rial will be presented to the Association one year hence with the recommendation that

it be included in the Manual.

RAILROAD VEGETATION CONTROL
A. TERMINOLOGY

Acre—Along railroad right-of-way approximately 8 ft wide by 1 mile long (actually

8 ft 3 in wide).

Alternate— (leaves, buds)—Arranged singly at intervals along stem or twigs, not

opposite.

Conifers—Evergreen needles, producing seed in a cone.

Deciduous—Leaves fall off seasonally, usually in autumn.

Herbicides—Chemical plant killer: (1) Contact—Kills top growth by chemical burning

of plant tissue; (2) Systemic (translocation)—Kills plants by inhibiting growth

processes; (3) Residual—Kills plants by root pickup and persists in soil.

Legume—A plant of the pea family having the one- to many-seeded pod-like fruit.

Node—The place, sometimes swollen, on a stem or a twig where a leaf is attached or

a leaf scar occurs.

Opposite (leaves, buds)—Two at a node, in opposing pairs.

Prostrate—Flat on the ground.

Rating—All or any of three ways, indicated by to 10 or percent to 100 percent:

(1) By general weed control according to top kill or amount of bare ground;

(2) By separate rating of predominant species; (3) By annuals or perennials.

Shrubs—A woody plant usually growing with several equally strong stems and which

attains a height of less than IS ft.

Species—Plant population whose individuals freely breed with one another and which

vary only slightly from one another.

Tree—A woody plant usually with a single main stem and generally attaining a final

growth of 20 ft or more.

Weeds—Any plant growing where it is not wanted.

1. Annual—lives 1 year.

2. Biannual—lives 2 years.

3. Perennial—lives more than 2 years.

a. Simple—large taproot like dandelions—fibrous root system like certain bunch

grasses.

b. Creeping (underground)—rootstocks or rhizomes like Johnson grass, Canada

thistle, Russian knapweed and field bindweed.

c. Bulbous—bulbs or nut-like structures like wild onion or nut grass.

Woody Plant—With stems and limbs containing lignin (wood).
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B. REASONS TO CONTROL \EGETATION ON RAILROAD RIGHT-OF-WAY

1. In ballast section

—

(a) To keep ballast draining properly.

(b) To enable inspection of ties and fastenings (including switches, etc.).

(c) To prevent wheel slippage.

2. Shoulder adjacent to ballast

—

(a) To provide better drainage.

(b) To provide walkway.

(c) To improve sight distances, enabling better inspection of trains.

(d) To reduce fire hazard.

3. Around bridges, buildings and other structures—fire protection.

4. Yards

—

(a) Safety.

(b) To facilitate track maintenance.

(c) Convenience and appearance.

(d) To reduce fire hazards.

5. Noxious weeds—State law requirements.

6. Around switch stands, dwarf signals, mileposts and whistle posts—Sight.

7. Brush—
(a) Around inside of curves—To allow inspection of moving trains.

(b) Under communication lines—To provide uninterrupted service.

(c) Adjacent to tracks—To keep brush from fouling trains.

8. At highway grade crossings

—

(a) Sight for highway and rail traffic.

(b) Compliance with state laws.

C. WEED AND GRASS CONTROL METHODS

1. Burning—This method creates fire hazards and does not destroy root systems

enabling rapid regrowth. Cost is comparable to chemical programs.

2. Mechanical

—

(a) Mowing—Sickle bar or rotary.

1. Crossings.

2. Rights-of-way—where terrain permits and where required by local ordi-

nances.

3. Shoulders (on track).

(b) Disking—Ballast.

3. Chemical—Degrees of control

—

(a) Bare Ground—Complete elimination of vegetation is the most expensive de-

gree of control. Initial high rates of long-residual chemicals followed by

reduced rates are required.

(b) Abatement Programs—This term denotes a high degree of vegetation con-

trol, but not to the extent of obtaining bare ground. One or two treatments

are necessary per growing season, depending on the chemicals used, the

problems, and length of the growing season. Abatement may vary indefini-

tion as to percent kill or control desired.

(c) Chemical Mowing—Weed oils, pcnta, low rates of sodium chlorate, etc., are

used to chemically burn down vegetation. Up to four treatments per year

may be necessary, depending on rainfall and length of growing season. Costs

of most treatments are comparable to those of abatement programs.
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(d) Selective Weeding—This term denotes the removal of some sp>ecies of vege-

tation without damaging the desired species. It has a very limited applica-

tion on railroad rights-of-way and pertains to control of such species as

bindweed, Johnson grass, brush, marsh cane and other noxious species of

vegetation indigenous to the area. This requires the use of specific chemicals.

D. BRUSH CONTROL
1. Mechanical

—

(a) Off-Track Mowing (where terrain permits). Practiced primarily on flat,

rolling or open rights-of-way free of stumps, stones, etc. The roadbed struc-

ture prohibits extensive use of this type of equipment.

(b) On-Track Mowing. Practiced where traffic density permits. Width of the

mowed area is limited. Annual cutting may be required.

2. Summer Foliage Treatments—These materials are commonly used: 2,4-D and/or

2,4,5-T, and ammonium sulfamate. The ammonium sullamate solution is more expensive,

but is normally used adjacent to valuable crop areas or where there is a predominance

of conifers and other species that are resistant to hormone^

.?. Dormant Cane—2,4-D and/or 2,4,S-T in oil as a winter stem treatment is effec-

tive on some species which are resistant to the summer foliage treatment. It is com-

parable to the ammonium sulfamate treatment in cost and costlier than 2,4-D and/cr

2,4,5-T as summer foliage treatment.

4. Basal Treatment—2,4-D and/or 2,4,5-T in oil applied to basal area of plant or

stump at any time of year. It is regarded as an individual stem treatment and is more

expensive on a per-stem basis than the foliage or dormant cane methods. It is more
effective on some species and is practical as a clean-up treatment. Can be used to follow

up mechanical cutting.

5. Soil Applied Chemicals—Are applied to the soil at the base of the individual

plant or clump. This method is more expensive on a per-stem basis than the foliage or

dormant cane methods. It is more effective on some species and is practical as a clean-up

treatment. Can be used to follow up mechanical cutting.

E. NEED FOR PROGRAMMING IN RAILROAD VEGETATION CONTROL

There is need for long-range as well as short-term programming when planning

vegetation control programs. All chemicals have a certain amount of selectivity in that

they will control some weed and grass species but not others. Also, nature has the

ability to replace one stand of vegetation susceptible to a given treatment, with another

resistant to that treatment. The continued use of the same treatment usually results in

the replacement of one group or species with another, except in bare-ground programs

where residuals are used at rates sufficiently high to control all species.

It is usually sound to base a program on a long-term basis around a good residual

material which will give good control of seedlings as well as assist in controlling the

hard-to-kill perennial types. As one group of plants is replaced by another group, the

need arises for a change to combinations of specific materials that will control the

encroaching species. Some examples of encroachment are:

(1) Continued usage of chlorates in the Southwest results in good control of

Johnson grass and annuals, but Bermuda grass and vines (resistant to

chlorates) flourish.
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(2) In some areas of the Mid-west, continued usage of contact materials or

residuals at low rate has resulted in the encroachment of Johnson grass,

Bermuda grass, bindweed, giant smart weed, horsetail, chord grass, Bouncing

Bet, etc.

(i) In areas with 15 to 20 in of rainfall annually, a situation similar to item 2

above is occurring in that the annuals are being replaced by bindweed, In-

diangrass, Buffalograss, blue stems, Johnson grass and other hard-to-kill

perennials.

In right-of-way brush control, the use of one chemical method over a period of

years usually results in good control of species susceptible to that method, but may
cause a build up of resistant sp>ecies. It will then be necessary to change to a more

effective treatment. As the resistant species continue to build up, it is necessary that

treatments such as dormant cane, basals, and soils be included in the overall program.

Long-range programming from the standpoint of setting up funds, proper appKca-

tion of the treatment, basing the program around a few good, proven herbicides is

necessary. Specific treatments or chemicals will have to be considered from one year to

the other, in order to combat the resistant encroaching species.





EVELLING, LINING, TAMPING...

I ONE OPERATION, with ONE OPERATOR

PROJECTOR

.ELECTRONIC
REFERENCE

. FEELER
detects position
of track in spiral

or curve at every
tie and leads
inlormation to

"Auto-Control"

WORKING
SHADOW BOARD
controls lining at

point where
lilting, levelling

end lamping_
la done.

RECEIVER
BUGGY
"Aulo-Control"
continuously
positions
receivers
electronically to

salisly ideal curve
requirements and
establishes
required amount
0/ track

correction.

The Autojack Electromatic

with Autoliner leads the way

through these advantages:

# Gives the highest possible degree of accuracy by electronic

beams projected 100 feet in advance of where levelling,

lining and tamping are taking place.

# Automatic, continuous operation for both tangent and

curve track.*

# No plotting of spirals or curves required. Machine computes
as it runs for the best transition.

# No disturbing or humping of track— lining takes place

simultaneously with lifting and tamping ahead of tamping

tools.

# With the Autoliner, it is possible to make a minute throw
and have it stay there because tamping is done in correct

alignment.

'Model ALT for Tangent track and Model ALC for Tangent
and Curve Track, both available as attachments for

existing AUTOJACK ELECTROMATICS.

TAMPER INC.

53 Court St., Plattsburgh, N.Y.

Sales & Service:

2147 University Avenue,
St. Paul 14, Minnesota
Phone: 645-5055

In Canada: 160 St. Joseph Blvd.,

Lachine, Quebec.
Phone: 637-5531

Information on the Autoliner and Auto-
jack Electromatic—or other track main-
tenance machines, is available on
request.



Tie your weed control program to effective, low-cost UROX
Railroad Weed Killers. A complete line— right for your weed
problems, your climate conditions, your application methods.
One application can last up to 18 months. Smaller, follow-up

"booster" applications continue control inexpensively. Write

or phone.

NITROGEN DIVISION
Agricultural Chemicals Department

40 Rector St., New York, N.Y. 10006
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MODEL 441

Developed and Built

for Railroad Maintenance

180° BOOM SWING

dOBS ALL JOBS!

CUTS MAINTENANCE COSTS
12 fASl CHANGE ATTACHMENTS
• Forks

• 1'/4 Cu. Yd. Bucket
• Tote Hook
• 18' Boom Extension
• Fork Tie Baler
• Track Cleaning Bucket

• Back Hoe
• Clamshell

• Back Filler Blade
• Pull Drag Bucket
• 4 Cu. Yd. Snow Bucket
• Pile Hammer

Optional Attachment
Flanged Wheels, Hydraulically Controlled

PETTIBONE MULLIKEN CORPORATION
RAILROAD

>4I W. JACKSON^

DIVISION

CHICAGO 4, III

WIDE TRACK CLEANING BUCKET*

80 Years of Service

fo the Railroad Industry



THE DOUBLE U RAIL ANCHOR

ACHUFF RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Assure lower maintenance costs,

better performance with...
K<<<<<<'yy''-'<'''*'''y''''''-'<<'''\<^^^^^^

^

TEXACO
Petroleum Products and

Systematic Engineering I

Service
|

TEXACO INC.

RAILWAY SALES DIVISION
135 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

NEW YORK . CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS • ST. PAUL • ATLANTA



NEW...Road-N-
Trailer

with Hydraulic Powered

TILT-BED
for EASY LOADING-UNLOADING

Big60"x84"Deck
Capacity 5,000 lbs

A rugged trailer designed for easy handling of heavy or

unwieldy loads. Tilt-Bed makes it easy to slide loads on and
off. Winch (optional) lets one man do the job. Extendable
tongue lets long loads overhang front and back and makes
trailer easier to handle. Optional extras include box sides and
ends, manual or power winch and others.

For complete defails and specifications write, wire or call:

WOOLERY MACHINE CO.
2919 Como Avenue S.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414, Phone (612) 331-2552



p. & M. PRODUCTS
• IMPROVED FAIR Rail Anchors

RAIL. JOINT PRODUCTS
• Rajo Joints

• Insulated Joints

• Compromise Joints

• Fibre

MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT PRODUCTS
• Meco Rail and Flange Lubricators

• Meco Rail Layers

• Meco Brush Cutters

552ABR

PRODUCTS OP PROGRESS

POOR & COMPANY
Railway Products Division, 80 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III. 60604

90 West Street, New York, M. Y, 10006



'^fe^^WELDED "

RAIL "

TRANSPORT

another development
ofNCG--. LINK-BELT teamwork in

engineering and manufacture

CHECK THESE

SERVICE PROVEN

POINTS

NCG

I Sturdy open-span construction—

for work saving feed-in;

for picking up jointed re-lay rail; maintains
best riding quality by keeping rails in

original sequence for welding.

I Positive double tie-down unit.

I Simplified low maintenance.

I
Rollers life-lubricated.

I
Hydraulically adjustable rollers and power-
operated unloading equipment included.

One to six-tier units.

© 1963, Chemetron Corporation

NATIONAL CYLINDER GAS
DIVISION OF CHEMETRON CORPORATION

[chemetron/

Railroad Equipment Department • 840 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611



NEW and RELAYING

RAIL
Switch Material « Tools

Track Accessories

PILING
Rental Steel-Sheet Piling

Pipe Pile • H-Bearing Pile

PIPE
Tested and Structural

All Sizes 1/8" thru 48"

Valves, Fittings, Flanges

Immediate delivery

from Foster's nationwide

warehouse stocks.
Specialisfs to the Railroads

ILMMlMMBco
Pittsburgh

Cleveland

Los Angeles

San Francisco

Atlanta

New York

Chicago

Detroit

Houston

Orlando



with America's most complete line of

special trackwork: For Railroads,

Mines and Industries—A complete

line offrogs, switches and crossings •

Trackwork for installation in paved

areas • Manganese steel guard rails

• Automatic switch stands • Samson

switch points • Snow-Blowers • Switch

point guards • Rail andflange lubri-

cators • Tie pads • Racor studs • Dual

spike setters • Dual spike drivers •

Car retarders.

with America's most complete track-

work manufacturing facilities: Coast

to coast to serve your needs.

RACOR PLANTS:
Buffalo • Chicago Heights Los Angeles •

Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada • Pueblo

• Superior.

if^ RACOR SALES AND ENGINEERING

Chicago • Cleveland • Denver • Houston •

Los Angeles • Louisville New York

Philadelphia • Richmond • San Francisco

St. Louis • St. Paul. In Canada: Dominion

Brake Shoe Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Quebec
• Niagara Falls, Ontario • Winnipeg,

Manitoba • Vancouver, 8. C.

4: RACOR RESEARCH:
Chicago • Mahwah, N. J.

with America's most complete track-

work engineering service: This lies in

making available to our customers

Racor's engineering experience

—

practical experience from years of

designing and manufacturing . . .

o^va//cc^/ experience solving tomor-

row's trackwork problems today in

Racor research laboratories.

Why not let us help jo// with your

trackwork problems?

RAILROAD PRODUCTS DIVISION

-^3Sl>- 530 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, New York



viv WOODINGS-VERONA TOOL WORKS
^^^ Pioneer Manuiacturers

of

HIGH GRADE TRACK TOOLS
and

SPRING WASHERS FOR TRACK
Since 1873

VERONA. PA. CHICAGO. ILL.

w



CF&I Steel and
Steel Products
...help run a railroad

and keep it running

^^
...with everything from nails to rails including: basic

oxygen and open hearth rail and accessories •

^ HiSi® Rail • barbed wire • billets and blooms

• fence posts • Cinch® Fence Stays •

woven wire fence • merchant bars and

^ shapes • structurals • nails and staples

k • high and low carbon round and fiat

wire • cold rolled steel • welded

. wire fabric • wire rope and

. slings • prestressing strand

and wire • tubing • rein-

^ forcing bars • UM plate

^ • grader blades • gal-

vanized steel strand.

The Colorado Fuel and Iron Corporation
Denver, Colorado 0273 a



Off' Track TamperI
One of 35 RMC

Track Maintenance Machines

'sSf" „^M*,=iivK'*--^f"^ -

RAILWAY MAINTENANCE CORP
PITTSBURGH (Aspinwall), PA.
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USE TIE PLATE
LOCK SPIKES

One-piece Design

LOCK SPIKES hold tie plates firmly in place on

cross-ties and bridge timbers.

LOCK SPIKES are quickly and easily driven,

or removed, with standard track tools.

Driven to refusal, the spread shank is com-
pressed by the walls of the hole. Tie plates are held

against horizontal and vertical movement under

spring pressure. Play between the spike and the

hole is eliminated—abrasion and seating of tie

plates is overcome.

LOCK SPIKES hold their position in the tie,

and redriving to tighten the plate is not required.

They provide a quiet and strengthened track.

Annual cost of ties and maintenance expense is

reduced by extending the life of ties and holding

gage. Here is one answer to conservation of ma-
terials and labor. Write for free folder.

BERNUTH, LEMBCKE CO., INC.
420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Actual
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means DAMAGE
Refrigerator car brine

drippage and coastal

salt water can cause cor-

rosion and damage to rails,

splice bars and rail joints.

Brooks coatings have

proven to be superior

in the protection of rail-

road equipment subjected

to severe conditions. These

products have a low cold test

for application by spray,

pour or brush.

Brooks coatings are used

to protect railroad bridge

and trestle members as well

as structural and steel tanks.

Brooks petroleum base

products, black in color, are

compounded to resist and retard

corrosion to metal surfaces. Four

different coatings are available

and require a minimum of surface

preparation for application.

The BROOKS OIL. Company
Established 1876 /

Generol offices end U.S. plant. 3304 East 87th Street* Cleveland 27. Ohio
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At temperatures as low as — 65°F. and pressures to

300 psi, new Aeroquip Air Brake Hose is fully reliable

for exposed or unexposed railroad air brake applica-
tions. This low temperature hose is specially built to
withstand the severe conditions encountered in con-
nection and disconnection of air brake hose lines.

And Aeroquip Reusable Fittings plus a small stock of
bulk hose permit quick and easy replacement of any
length of hose line.

Constructed with a rugged Neoprene inner tube,
steel wire braid reinforcement, and a synthetic rubber
cover, this new hose is available in sizes from ^2" to
1%" I. D.— with a variety of gladhands and swivel pipe
thread adapters.

For more information, contact your Aeroquip Dis-

tributor. Or write for your free copy of Railroad Engi-
neering Bulletin REB-21. Aeroquip Corporation,
Industrial Division, Jackson, Michigan. Aeroquip prod-
ucts are protected by international patents.

eroquip
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
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The transformation in

drainage conditions shown

in these photos was

accomplished with a

SPENO Ballast Cleaning

Machine... Time Tested

— and Proved— Year

after Year on the railroads

of the Nation.

For just a few pennies

per track foot you can

have good track drainage

that saves maintenance

dollars.
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PROGRAM
Sixty-Fifth Annual Meeting

March 14-16, 1966

Monday, March 14

Morning Session—Grand Ballroom—9:30-12:00

Invocation—Dr. Kenneth Hildebrand, Pastor, Central Church of Chicago.

Recognition of speaker's table guests.

Presidential Address—A. V. Johnston, Chief Engineer, Canadian National Railways.

Report of Executive Secretary—Earl W. Hodgkins.

Report of Treasurer—A. B. Hillman, Retired Chief Engineer, Chicago & Western

Indiana Railroad and Belt Railway of Chicago.

Greetings from the Railway Engineering—Maintenance Suppliers Association—J. L.

Beven, Jr., President.

Keynote Address—Toward New Dimensions in Railroading, by R. R. Manion, Vice

President, Operations and Maintenance Department, AAR.

.\ddress—Much Railroading is Civil Engineering, by Wm. J. Hedley, President, American

Society of Civil Engineers, Past President, AREA; Assistant Vice President, Norfolk

& Western Railway.

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Numbers

28—Clearances (11:00) 596

20—Contract Forms (11:20) 595

18—Electricity (11:40) 596

Afternoon Session—Grand Ballroom—1:30 to 5:00

14—Yards and Terminals (1 :30) 595

Address—America's First Rail-to-Ground-to-Ship Coal Terminal (Illus-

trated), by James Timpson, Vice President, Soros Associates (Consult-

ing Engineers).

9—Highways (2:20) 595

11—Engineering and Valuation Records (2:45) 596

25—Waterways and Harbors (3:15) 595

Motion Picture on the St. Lawrence Seaway—Small World of Industry

and Agriculture, with introductory remarks by F. J. Olsen, assistant

engineer, Illinois Central Railroad.

16—Economics of Railway Location and Operation (3 :45) 595

22—Economics of Railway Labor (4: 10) 596

Address—Current Status of Prestressed Concrete Ties on Railroads in the

United States (Illu.stratcd), by G. M. Magee, Director of Engineering

Research, AAR.
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Tuesday, March 15

Morning Session—Louis XVI Room—9:00 to 11:40

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Numbers

27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment (9:00) 596

Address—The Importance of Hydraulics as applied to Railway Mainte-

nance Equipment (Illustrated), by John Pippenger, General Sales

Manager, Racine Hydraulics Division, Racine Hydraulics and Ma-
chinery, Inc.

8—Masonry (9:50) 597

30—Impact and Bridge Stresses (10:15) 597

24—Cooperative Relations with Universities (10:45) 596

Address—Educational and Research Aspects of the Northeast Corridor

Study (Illustrated), Dr. W. W. Seifert, Associate Dean of Engineering,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Association Luncheon—Grand Ballroom—12:00 Noon

Presentation of those at speaker's table.

Presentation of those at chairmen's table.

Announcement of results of election of officers.

Presentation of certificates to new honorary members.

Address—^Corporate Planning—A Modern Must, by S. F. Dingle, System

Vice President, Canadian National Railways.

Afternoon Session

—

Louis XVI Room—2:15 to 5:00

13—Water, Oil and Sanitation Services (2:15) 595

7—Wood Bridges and Trestles (2 :45) 597

Address—Timber Bridge Inspections^—Are They Adequate?, by J. W.

Storer, Vice President, Railroad Division, Osmose Wocd Preserving

Company of America.

IS—Iron and Steel Structures (3:35) 597

6—Buildings (4:05) 597

Panel Discussion—Piggyback—Its Development and Its Future. Panel

members: C. R. Madeley, Supervising Engineer, Texas and Louisiana

Lines, Southern Pacific Company (Moderator) ; E. O. Walters, Imme-

diate Past President, National Railroad Piggyback Association, Assist-

ant to General Manager, Kansas City Southern Railway; J. H. Hil-

denbiddle, Director of Industrial Engineering, New York Central

System; J. N. Sherbourne, Assistant Superintendent—Trailer and Flat

Car Service, Southern Pacific Company; E. B. Wilson, Superintendent

of Stations, Chicago & North Western Railway; R. B. Short, Super-

intendent of Stations and Transfers, Norfolk & Western Railway;

K. G. Heimbach, Director of Truck and TOFC Sales. Great Northern

Railway.
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Wednesday, March 16

Morning Session—Grand Ballroom—9:00—12:30

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Numbers

4—Rail (9:00) 598

3—Ties and Wood Preservation (9:20) 595

Address—The Distinctive Properties of Coal-Tar Creosote with Special

Reference to Protection of Wood from Decay and Weathering (Illus-

trated), Dr. J. N. Roche, Consultant, Tar and Chemical Division,

Koppers Company, Inc.

5—Track (10:05) 598

31—Continuous Welded Rail ( 10:40) 598

1—Roadway and Ballast (10:55) 598

Address—An Application of Thermonuclear Excavation to Railroad Use

(Illustrated), by R. H. Beeder, Chief Engineer System, Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

Closing Business Session

Installation of Officers

Adjournment (12:30)

Nominating Committee—1966 Election

Past Presidents Elected Members

E. J. Brown, Chairman R. W. Mauer
Chief Engr., Burl. Lines Special Engr., A.T.&S.F. Ry.

R. H. Beeder q y. Guerin
Chief Engr. Sys., A.T.&S.F. Ry. ^^ief Engr , G.N Rv.

C. J. Code

Ret. Asst. Chief Engr., P.R.R.

L. A. LOGGINS

Clarence Baker

Chief Engr., MP. RR.

Chief Engr., S.P. Co., Tex. & La. Lines ^ W. Kellogg

T. F. BuRRis ^^^- ^^^*- Chief Engr., C.&O. Ry.

Ret. Gen. Mgr. C.&M.W., C.&O. Ry.- E. A. Johnson

B.&O. RR. Engr. of Bridges, I.C. RR.

The foregoing committee, the composition of which includes the five latest living

past presidents of the .Association and five elected members of the .Association who are not

past presidents, formulated their official slate of nominations at a meeting in Chicago

on September 13, 1965, which nominations were pre.sented to letter ballot vote of the

membership with the January-February 1966 issue of the AREA News,
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Successful Candidates in 1966 Election of Officers

and Members of Nominating Committee

For President

J. M. Trissal, Vice President, Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago.

For Senior Vice President*

T. B. HuTCHESON, Chief Engineer, Seaboard Air Line Railroad, Richmond, Va.

For Junior Vice President

H. E. Wilson, Assistant Chief Engineer—System, Atchison, Topel^a & Santa Fe

Railway, Chicago.

For Directors

G. V. GuERiN, Chief Engineer, Great Northern Railway, St. Paul, Minn.

C. Neufeld, Assistant Chief Engineer, Canadian Pacific Railway, Montreal, Que.

H. W. Kellogg, Regional Assistant Chief Engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway,

Huntington, W. Va.

F. H. McGuiGAN, Assistant Engineer Structures, Missouri Pacific Railroad, St.

Louis, Mo.

For Members of Nominating Committee

J. W. Davidson, Engineer of Bridges, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad,

Chicago.

E. H. Waring, Chief Engineer, Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad, Denver,

Colo.

J. F. Davison, Assistant to Chief Engineer, Canadian National Railways, Mon-
treal, Que.

W. R. BjORKLUND, Assistant Chief Engineer, Northern Pacific Railway, St. Paul,

Minn.

J. M. Salmon, Jr., Chief Engineer, Clinchfield Railroad, Erwin, Tenn.

* Under the provisions of the Constitution, T. B. Hutcheson advances automatically from junior
vice president to senior vice president.

Committee of Tellers—1966 Election

The following committee was appointed to canvass the ballots for officers and for

members of the Nominating Committee, the count being made on March 15:

J.



Proceedings

Running Report of the 65th Annual Convention of the American Railway

Engineering Association and Concurrent Annual Meeting of the Engineer-

ing Division, Association of American Railroads, March 14-16, 1966,

Sherman House, Chicago, Including Abstracts of All Discussions,

All Formal Action on Committee Presentations, Specific Papers and

Addresses Presented in Connection w^ith Committee Reports, and

Other Official Business of the Association and Division

Opening Session, March 14, 1966

President Alton V. Johnston* Presiding

[The opening session of the 65th Annual Convention convened at 9:30 am].

President Johnston: Members of the American Railway Engineering Association

and guests: Welcome to the 65th Annual Convention of the American Railway Engineer-

ing Association and the concurrent Annual Meeting of the Engineering Division of the

Association of American Railroads.

Invocation

President Johnston [continuing] : Before we begin our busy two-and-a-half day

schedule of work and deliberations, it is appropriate that we ask for divine guidance

and assistance. Dr. Kenneth Hildebrand, pastor of the Central Church of Chicago, will

give the invocation. Dr. Hildebrand.

Dr. Kenneth Hildebr.and: Let us rise, please. Let us unite our hearts in prayer.

Almighty and ever-gracious God, Who doth uphold the dignity of men and of

nations, and without Whom nothing is perfect and nothing is holy, we invoke Thy
presence and offer Thee our praise as we begin these deliberations.

O God Who hast created us so curious that from whatever heights we climb we
see yet loftier heights before us, and forever being thus dissatisfied behold what we
ought to be, outstretching what we are, strengthen us in this divine discontent in the

hours ahead and in the years ahead. Deliver us from self complacency, O God, from

pride in the actual and forgetfulness of the ideal, from the cowardice of time-serving

and the contented living of mediocre lives, offering less than our best. Grant us humility

in what we have attained. Shame us from undue pride by a fresh vision of our

possibilities.

In the fire of competition upon the anvil of difficulty, may our courage be tem-

pered and the cutting edge of our minds grow keen. We are grateful, Our Father, that

Thou hast not called us into a finished world but a world unfinished, that we may
bear a hand with Thee in its completion.

.•\s men immersed in the business of transportation, as engineers, help us to glorify

our calling. Create in us a cleaner insight, a wiser spirit and a deeper consecration io

those responsibilities which make and maintain free peoples. Amid so much that is

fleeting. Our Father, we bless Thee for the things which endure.

* Chief Engineer, Canadian National Railways.
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Now we praise our solicitude for our nations. In this day of tension, raise among
us men and women who know what we ought to do. Grant to us all the grace to rise

above our individual self interests, above the clash of class and creed, to those com-
prehensive cares for the whole body of the commonwealth.

Save us, O God, from our divisions, and give Thy people the will to establish

peace and to build a peace that will endure. And upon us, one by one, so let Thy grace

reside that facing our responsibilities, bearing our griefs, sustaining our anxieties and
rightly dedicating ourselves, we may be true servants of the Most High, unto Whom
be glory and majesty, dcminion and power, both now and fcrevermore. Amen.

President Johnston: Thank you. Dr. Hildebrand. We appreciate your very

appropriate invocation. Wc will be very pleased to have you remain with us as long

as you may desire, but please feel free to leave at any time you may choose.

We meet here today in an environment and atmosphere that is not unfamiliar to

many members of the American Railway Engineering Association. We have held three

Annual Conventions in the Sherman House, in the years 1958, 1959 and 1960.

These conventions were held under the direction of Presidents Ray McBrian, B. R.

Meyers and F. R. Woolford. Our conventions here at the Sherman House have always

been most enjoyable and the facilities almost ideal for our requirements. I have no

doubt that our 1966 Convention will fit into the pattern of previous conventions at the

Sherman House.

Although there is no exhibit this year in conjunction with our Convention, it is a

pleasure to see so many of our friends here from the railway supply industry, repre-

sentative of the Railway Engineering—Maintenance Suppliers Association. I know that

each of you will make it a point to meet these men, both to renew your acquaintance

and discuss your problems with them.

I think we can look forward to a large attendance at this 1966 meeting. I have

some early figures on registration. Yesterday afternoon we had a registration of 207

railroad men and guests, and 65 suppliers. If this is an indication of the registration

today and tomorrow, I am sure we are going to have a very good convention.

We are especially pleased to have the ladies present. I will have more to say about

that later. Their loyal support and interest is a strong guiding influence in our Associa-

tion. We welcome you ladies, and will be happy to have you attend any of our sessions

or committee presentations, and hope you will enjoy the Convention and your stay

in Chicago.

I shall now introduce those sitting at our Speaker's Table—your officers and direc-

tors, special guests, and many of our past presidents. As I call your name, please stand

momentarily to be recognized. It will be appreciated if you will withhold your applause

until all have been introduced.

First, I should like to present our past presidents, who are seated on my right,

beginning with our most recent past president:

T. F. Burris, president 1964-1965, retired general manager, engineering and main-

tenance of way, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway-Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Huntington,

W. Va.

L. A. Loggins, president 1963-1964, chief engineer, Texas & Louisiana Lines, South-

ern Pacific Company, Houston, Tex.

C. J. Code, president 1962-1963, retired assistant chief engineer, Pennsylvania Rail-

road, Devon, Pa.

R. H. Beeder, president 1961-1962, chief engineer, System, Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway, Chicago.
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E. J. Brown, president 1960-1961, chief engineer, Burlington Lines, Chicago.

F. R. Woolford, president 19S9-1960, engineering consultant—Special Projects,

Western Pacific Railroad, San Francisco, Calif.

B. R. Meyers, president 1958-1959, vice president and chief engineer, Chicago &
North Western Railway, Chicago.

Wm. J. Hedley, president 1956-1957, assistant vice president, Norfolk & Western

Railway, St. Louis, Mo.

G. M. O'Rourke, president 1955-1956, retired assistant engineer maintenance of

way, Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago.

G. W. Miller, president 1954-1955, assistant chief engineer, Canadian Pacific Rail-

way, Montreal, Que.

T. A. Blair, president 1951-1952, retired chief engineer system, Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe Railway, Park Ridge, 111.

Now I should like to introduce the man seated at my right, who has made a great

contribution to ihis Association: Neal D. Howard, executive secretary emeritus, who
served the AREA from 1950 to 1964.

Next, I shall present our treasurer, A. B. Hillman, retired chief engineer of the

Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad and Belt Railway of Chicago.

And now, our executive secretary, E. W. Hodgkins.

The first two gentlemen to my left are your senior vice president and your junior

vice president: Your senior vice president, J. M. Trissal, and your junior vice president,

T. B. Hutcheson.

I shall skip the next two gentlemen for the moment.

I now want to recognize the members of your Board of Direction in the order of

their seniority on the Board.

A. L. Sams, vice president and chief engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago.

B. B. Lewis, professor of railway engineering, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.

H. M. Williamson, chief engineer-system. Southern Pacific Company, San Francisco,

Calif.

H. E. Wilson, assistant chief engineer-system, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail-

way, Chicago.

J. S. Parsons, engineering consultant, Erie Lackawanna Railroad, Cleveland, Ohio.

S. H. Poore, office engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Huntington, W. Va.

F. N. Beighley, roadway engineer, St. Louis-San Francisco Railway, Springfield, Mo.
D. H. Shoemaker, chief engineer, Northern Pacific Railway, St. Paul, Minn.

M. S. Reid, assistant chief engineer—maintenance, Chicago & North Western Rail-

way, Chicago.

J. B. Clark, chief engineer, Louisville & Nashville Railroad, Louisville, Ky.

J. A. Rust, chief engineer. Southern Railway System, Atlanta, Ga.

Now you may applaud. [Applause]

In making these introductions I omitted two special guests at the Speaker's table

because they will be presented to you later in our program.

The first official item of business on our program is the approval of the minutes

of the 1965 Annual Convention, which were published in the June-July 1965 Conven-

tion Issue of the AREA Bulletin No. 593, a copy of which was sent to each member.

Unless I hear some objections or corrections to these minutes, I shall dispense with the

reading of their some 900 pages and entertain a motion that the minutes be approved.

Vice President J. M. Trissal: I so move.

Vice President T. B. Hutcheson: Second the motion.

[The motion was put to a vote and carried.]
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Address of President A. V. Johnston

Members of the American Railway Engineering Association, ladies and guests:

Traditionally, it has been the duty and privilege of your president, at this opening

session, to make a detailed and comprehensive review of the important events which

occurred during the Association year. However, because of the widespread and thorough

coverage given to newsworthy items by the AREA News, my remarks in this respect

will be fairly brief and confined to the more significant events.

We are coming to the close of another successful year, which has produced some

innovations and has seen the breaking of some new ground. Financially, the year 1965

ended with a moderate but very acceptable surplus, details of which will be given in

the report of the treasurer.

A new venture in 1965 resulted from a decision of the Board of Direction, at a

meeting held during March of last year, authorizing a Regional AREA Meeting in the

Fall. This first Regional Meeting was held at Portland, Ore., on October 13, 1965, under

the very able chairmanship of H. M. Williamson, chief engineer—system. Southern

Pacific Company, who is a director of AREA. The purpose of this pilot meeting was

to provide an opportunity to AREA members and others residing in the Pacific North-

west and West Coast areas to participate directly in AREA activities. The program

consisted entirely of special features of an informative and educational nature, and no

official AREA business was transacted. When this Regional Meeting was being organ-

ized, it was considered that an attendance of 100 or more would be satisfactory. Actu-

ally, the registered attendance amounted to 203 persons, and this pilot meeting was

judged to be completely successful. As a result of this experience, the Board of Direc-

tion has decided to continue the policy of holding one Regional Meeting each year, at a

location in some quadrant of the continental compass, well removed from the Chicago

headquarters. At the present time a special committee of the Board of Direction is

considering applications for a second Regional Meeting some time in the fall of 1966.

During the week of May 17 through 21, 1965, the third conference on transporta-

tion engineering, sponsored by the American Society of Civil Engineering, was held in

Minneapolis, Minn. AREA was one of the cooperating organizations for this conference,

which had as its theme "Engineering Tomorrow's Transportation." The Northwest

Section, ASCE, was host for this conference, and the president of the section was

W. R. Bjorklund, assistant chief engineer. Northern Pacific Railway, and a member

of AREA. Railway officers, many of whom are members of our Association, played a

major part in the success of this conference, through organization, participation in the

program and attendance. The substantial support of this conference by railway engi-

neering officers received much favorable comment.

A second conference sponsored by the American Society of Civil Engineers, which

was a specialty conference on wood, was held June 9-11, 1965, in Chicago. Again AREA
members and engineering staff members of the AAR Research Center made a substantial

contribution to the program of the conference.

During the year an invitation was received, and accepted by your Board of Direc-

tion, for AREA to be a cooperating organization in a transportation symposium being

sponsored by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. This conference is to be

held in San Francisco during the first week of May 1966, and again AREA members
and AAR officers will have a prominent place on the program and in its organization.

An invitation was also received and has been accepted to participate in the 1966

Transportation Engineering Conference of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

which will be held on October 17-21, 1966 in Philadelphia. This conference will be
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held concurrently and in conjunction with the annual meetinji of the ASCE, with one

of our own past presidents, Wm. J. Hedley, presiding as the current president of that

Society.

It is planned again to have AREA take a prominent part in at least the trans-

portation and engineering portion of this meeting.

One of the most spectacular developments taking place recently within the railroad

industry is the rapid increase in computer programming and related data processing.

During the year consideration has been given to the possibility and desirability of indi-

vidual railroads using the new 360 system computer, being installed at AAR Head-

quarters, Washington, for the solution of engineering problems on a real-time basis.

Arising from this, Committee 16 has been given an assignment to determine and report

on what railway engineering problems, activities and functions are suitable candidates

for computer analysis and solution. One particular aspect is a review of the feasibility

of determining track maintenance requirements by this means.

With the rapidly changing technology on the North American Continent, our

railways are responding with faster, heavier and more frequent trains. This in turn

demands improved rolling stock and a reliable, more permanent type of track structure

requiring a minimum of maintenance. Research is essential to better and more eco-

nomical railway transportation, and for 60 years AREA has been keenly aware of the

necessity for research as an important part of committee activities. While committee

members can and do contribute practical and technical knowhow, the financial support

and facilities for effective research must come from AAR. Although our records show

that as early as 1910 the American Railway Association appropriated $6,214 to employ

an engineer of tests for the Committee on Rail, it was not until 1938 that action was

taken to organize the research activities of the AAR on a permanent continuing basis.

In that year the AAR established an initial budget of $78,158 for engineering research

and G. M. Magee was appointed research engineer. Engineering Division, reporting to

the General Committee of the Division. During the next 20 years the engineering

research program continued to develop steadily and in 1958 the approved research bud-

get reached $570,609. This proved to be the highwater mark so far as total dollars

appropriated for research are concerned, and the annual budgets declined steadily until

1962, with a reversal taking place in 1963 and subsequent years. The budget for 1966

engineering research, as presently approved, provides for an expenditure of .$353,300.

I am convinced that such an amount is much too low if the Engineering Division

committees and the research staff of the AAR laboratory are to make a maximum and

most effective contribution to ensure that tomorrow's railroads meet tomorrow's need.

I know that Mr. Manion, our keynote speaker on the program this morning, is aware

of this situation, and I .sincerely hope that arrangements can be worked out to ensure

the maximum effective contribution by our Association and the AAR engineering

research staff to the future well-being of the railroad industry.

At this point, I want to express appreciation for the efforts of the A.AR research

staff—Mr. Keller, Mr. Magee and all the others—who have participated exten.sively

in advancing and completing the assignments of the various committees with which

they are associated. Our associate members also deserve a special word of tribute and

encouragement. Many of them are officers and employees of manufacturing firms and

supply companies who have made a substantial contribution to the development of

more complex and sophisticated power equipment and machines for maintenance of

way and structures. The significant trend during the past year has been the develop-

ment of composite machines, which can perform several different functions simultane-

Uul. 6UU
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oiish-, paiticiilailx in niaiiitainiiii; llic liaik >liu( turi'. In this pi'iiod (if ra[)i(II\' incri-as-

inji opcratinu and maintenance costs, every possible afivantajie must be taken throu>;h

further mechanization, and particularly automation, to produce Kreatcr economies and

efficiencies. I urge you to continue and expand your efforts in this direction, both for

the economic well being of the railway industry, and incidentally to the financial

advantage of >our own company.

While I am about it, I want to express the thanks of the Association to Railway

Age and Raihcay Track and Structures, publications of Simmons-Boardman Corpora-

tion, for again providing a morning coffee bar. I am sure your hospitality will help to

get members to the morning sessions on time, who may otherwise have yielded to the

temptation to grab that extra 40 winks of sleep. Your facility also provides a friendly

corner for meeting old friends and making new ones.

In the gallery this morning we are honored to have a group t)f beautiful and

fashionable ladies who are deeply, if unofficially, involved in this Annual Meeting. You
make an important contribution to the affairs and success of the Association because

you must make both a sacrifice and a contribution of your time to the effort put forth

by the working members who make such a meeting possible. Representative of each

one of you, I want to make a personal reference to my wife, Grace, for the patience

and understanding she has displayed and the actual help she has given during the past

year, which has been such a busy one for me. She has been actively engaged in arrang-

ing some very interesting and entertaining activities for the next two-and-a-half days,

which I suppose will be more appealing from the feminine point of view, than our

business sessions. Nevertheless, you will be very welcome, if you choose to return again

to your point of vantage in the gallery, at any time, and you are particularly invited

to be present for the closing business session scheduled to start just before noon on

Wednesday.

At the beginning of my term of office I set an objective of attending at least one

meeting of each of the 22 standing committees. A concentration of unusual activities

on my own railroad during the year prevented me from reaching this ultimate goal.

However, I have managed to attend at least part of one meeting of each of 20 com-

mittees. June, as usual, was a popular month for committee meetings and at one stage,

I managed to be present at three separate committee meetings on three consecutive days.

During the latter part of the year, I had the privilege of sitting in on some of the

meetings on the Convention Arrangements Committee. I was amazed to learn of the

myriad of details and broad decisions which must be made by that committee as a

whole, and by its various subcommittees, to ensure that this Annual Meeting will run

smoothly and efficiently with scarcely a ripple of disturbance showing on the surface.

I want to record the recognition and appreciation of the Association for the fine work
of the entire General Convention Arrangements Committee—to Jim Risk, its able chair-

man; to Ed Hastings, the immediate past chairman for his wise counsel and continuing

personal efforts; to Dabney Kern, and to all the individual members for the work they

have done to date, and their continuing efforts through Wednesday afternoon, to make
this Annual Meeting a complete success.

To the membership at large, assembled here today, I want to say there is some-

thing you can do also as a contribution to the value of the working sessions. I refer,

of course, to individual discussions from the floor. I am sure there are many points in

the committee reports, or the discussions which take place during this meeting, upon

which you will wish to comment or seek further clarification. I urge you to do so.

Your comments and questions will be welcome and I am looking forward to

hearing them.
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And now what of the future? In thinking about the future, I recall the slogan

which was coined for the golden jubilee anniversary of the Association in 1949, "A

Past of Achievement, A Future of Opportunity." Certainly in the intervening 17 years

we have increased our achievements and for the future there is added opportunity.

In both our countries there is a growing awareness on the part of both government

and public of the vital role assigned to the nations railways. Already in the major

cities there has been a realization and acceptance of the futility of the ever-expanding

construction of highways for the accommodation of private commuter vehicles. This is

well illustrated by reports on the recent conference on mass transit held in Pittsburg

on February 1-3, 1966. We are seeing an accelerated swing back to the principle of

urban mass-transportation systems, which may well be extended to include medium-

distance travel. The government of the United States approved a bill last year author-

izing an expenditure of $90,000,000 for research, development and construction of the

track structure and equipment required for high-speed passenger train operation,

initially on the Eastern Seaboard between Boston and Washington, referred to as the

North East corridor. If this money is spent wisely it should do much to restore the

prestige and influence which the railway industry enjoyed in previous years. This in

turn will enhance the attractiveness of railway employment and persuade young grad-

uate engineers, of the highest caHbre, that there is a challenging and rewarding future

for them in the industry. Young men of this type have the qualities and attributes

which are essential to AREA if it is to continue performing a useful service within its

field. AREA, on the other hand, can provide the post-graduate training so essential

to these young men in reaching, as quickly as possible, their full potential of service.

We have an extremely valuable heritage to pass on to railway engineers of the

future. If we are successful, in reaching out and securing the right type of engineering

graduates, first for employment in the industry, and second as members of AREA, I am
convinced our Association will continue to provide the highest quality of service to the

railroads, both individually and collectively.

In closing, I want to express my appreciation for the recognition and honor which

has been bestowed upon me, as a Canadian member from north of the border, in

being elected last year as president of our Association. It has been a rare privilege to

work and to associate with the officers, directors, committee chairmen and jjermanent

staff of AREA through this 12-month period. In this respect I wish to pay a special

and sincere tribute of appreciation for the cooperation, enthusiasm and ability for

sheer hard work displayed by Executive Secretary Earl Hodgkins and his very able

staff of five, without which none of us on the Board of Direction or on committees

could have functioned effectively.

Thank you. [Applause!

President Johnston [continuing] : The next order of official bu.'iiness is the report

of our executive secretary, E. W. Hodgkins. Mr. Hodgkins.

Report of Executive Secretary

Mr. President, members of thf .\merican KaiKva\- Engineering .Association, guests

and ladies:

For the second time as your executive secretary, I am pleased to come before you

to report on the well-being of our Association, the highlights of its previous year and

a few comments on the year ahead and beyond.
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Many of my words to you this morninfi are extracted from the lengthy report of

the executive secretary that will appear in the March Year Book Issue of the AREA
Bulletin, soon to he mailed.

The 1Q65 Association year was born at a record-breaking convention and reared

in the most successful year the railroad industry has experienced since the end of World

War II. It is no wonder, then, that the 67th year of the American Railway Engineering

Association was one of progress and accomplishment in virtuall>' all areas—financial,

publications, committee work, relations with colleges and universities, and relations

with members.

Suffice it to say at the outset that the financial condition of the Association is

sound, as will be reported to you shortly by Treasurer Hillman, the committees are as

strong as they ever have been, or stronger, the membership situation is healthy, the

practices instituted by the Board of Direction have reinforced the AREA's relations

with its members and friends, and the atmosphere surrounding the Association is

dynamic and charged with opportunity for strong contributions to the railroad industry,

the engineering profession and our several countries.

The Association year just ending received its impetus from the 1965 Annual Con-

vention and the outstanding exhibit of engineering and maintenance of way machines,

equipment and material sponsored by the National Railway Appliances Association

(now part of the Railway Engineering—Maintenance Suppliers Asssociation), held in

conjunction with it at McCormick Place, Chicago. This Convention, which also was the

1965 Annual Meeting of the Engineering Division, Association of American Railroads,

was held on March 23-25, 1965, and was attended by 1418 railroad members and guests

and 1039 non-railroad members and guests—a total of 2457. In addition, 260 wives

accompanied their husbands to the Convention, registered their attendance and

participated in the ladies' activities.

The previous high for an AREA Convention was registered in 1961, also an exhibit

year at McCormick Place, when 2349 attended—108 less than the 1965 total.

President Johnston has commented briefly on one of the most significant and far-

reaching Association events of last year—the historic first Regional Meeting in Portland,

Ore. Doubts that some members had about these meetings were completely dispelled

by the unexpected large attendance and by the interest and enthusiasm displayed by

members and non-members alike. Certainly, this meeting created an atmosphere of

unity among AREA members residing in the Pacific Northwest and West Coast areas

and enhanced their feeling of belonging to this great Association, particularly among

those younger members who only infrequently are able to attend the Annual Conven-

tions in Chicago. But again I want to point out that Regional Meetings will not take

the place of the Annual Convention in Chicago, since no Association business will be

transacted at any of them.

Another area of great accomplishment during 1965 is the output of our 22 stand-

ing technical committees. I won't bore you with a group of statistics today, but I hope

you will read them in the complete report. Suffice it to say that our committees had a

particularly fruitful year while working on 176 assignments, 23 of which were new.

This activity will be manifested in the size of the Manual Supplement and is a tribute

to the leadership and dedication of our committee and subcommittee officers.

The members of our Board of Direction, who visited at least one meeting of each

committee during the year, report that the meetings were well run and that enthusiasm

and participation were at a high level. In addition, they report that more committees

are holding separate subcommittee meetings before, during or after the full committee
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meeting. This practice is encouraKcd by the Board and should be tried by every com-

mittee not now doing it. You knew, this subcommittee activity is the very heart of

committee work, since each subcommittee is charged with the responsibility of carrying

out its own studies and investigations independently, or with the cooperation of the

research staff of the Association of American Railroads.

At the full committee meetings, the subcommittee chairmen reported on the sui)-

committee's progress on their assignments and discussed an>- problems with the work

with the other members of the full committee. This procedure enables the wide knowl-

edge and experience of all the members of AREA committees, from a large number

of railroads, to be applied to the studies of the subcommittees. What an outstanding

educational experience AREA committee work can be for our younger members ! This

is perhaps one of the greatest benefits the individual railroads and the railroad industry

as a whole derives from the American Railway Engineering Association—assistance in

the technical and administrative preparation of their young engineers and supervisors

for greater responsibilities—to the extent these people are allowed to participate in

AREA general and committee activities.

The new dynamatism of the railroad industry is lucidly illustrated by 3 projects

of Committee 24—Cooperative Relations with Universities, all 3 of which are admin-

istered by the secretary's office. One is the distribution of the AREA engineer recruiting

brochure, entitled "The Railroad Industry—A Challenge and Opportunity for Engineer-

ing Graduates." Approximately 2000 have been furnished to colleges and universities

for free distribution to interested students, another 1000 have been sold to railroads

to augment their own recruiting efforts, and another 1000 furnished to railroad engi-

neers presenting talks to engineering classes and student groups.

The Pictorial Railroad Exhibit has been booked solid for the last 2 academic years.

In 1965-66 it will have visited 9 or more institutions.

The most notable increase in activity has been the speakers' program of Commit-

tee 24. In this current academic year, railway engineers have given talks on 22 different

college campuses located all over the country, most of the engagements being arranged

for by the secretary's office.

Another indication of the importance of AREA is the unprecedented demand dur-

ing 1965 for the publications of the Association. It was almost unbelievable the way
orders poured into the secretary's office, and this happy situation has continued so far

this year. In fact, so great has been the demand for the AREA Manual that it probably

will be necessary to reprint it a year ahead of normal. The same is true of the Port-

folio of Trackwork Plans. In addition, the supply of Committee 27's Handbook for

the Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Equipment is completely exhausted.

Now you can see why I stated at the outset that the atmosphere surrounding the

Association is dynamic.

In my report la^t year, I pointed out that immediate attention should be given to

AREA membership since the Association had sustained a net loss of 66 members during

the 1964-65 membership year ending January 31, 1965, and that a high level of mem-
bership is necessary to maintain a healthy, progres.sivc Association that can make posi-

tive contributions to the railroad industry. Acting on this .situation, the Board of Direc-

tion authorized Pre.sident Johnston to request chief engineering and maintenance officers

of railroads in the United States and Canada to review ARUA membership in their

departments and encourage those who were not members to join and become active in

AREA work. This letter was dated June 21, 1965, and was reproduced in the July-

.'Xugust i.ssue of the .AREA News.
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The result of this modified membership effort is obvious from the statistics accom-
panying my full report—a net loss was still sustained, but a smaller loss than the

previous year (66 in 1964 and 25 in 1965). Actually, the increase in new members
acquired plus the increase in former members who reinstated their memberships was
barely enough to overcome the deficit of 66 at the start of the 1965 membership year

when compared with the year before. Coupled to the increased number of members
lost through attrition—deceased, resigned or dropped—we have the deficit figure of 25

at the start of the 1966 membership year. Do you know what this means? You and
I will need to recruit approximately 275 new or reinstated members in 1966, and in

every future year, to only maintain the current level of membership. To do less than

this will further erode the level of AREA membership.

A glance at the table accompanying the full report will disturb dedicated members
even more. In the 8-year period preceding 1965, the 1965 total is the second lowest,

being only 46 members from the low figure and 100 from the highest number. Were it

not for the response of two chief engineers to President Johnston's membership letter,

all other figures being equal, the 1965 figure would be the lowest in the 8-year period.

These two staunch AREA members alone added 56 members to our roster, 23 from

one and 33 from the other. An equal effort by only a few other chief engineering and

maintenance officers would quickly raise our membership to record levels. Your coop-

eration in strengthening our Association is respectfully solicited.

The 1965 Association year was an outstanding success from virtually every angle.

Advancements were made on all fronts, with big jumps ahead in some areas. With the

momentum thus gained from the year just ending, the AREA can look forward to

another dynamic and successful year in 1966—this is assured by the high caliber of

men directing the Association, its committees and other activities, and the high level

of activity within the railroad industry. Most assuredly there are problems—like mem-
bership and finances—and more will crop up as the year progresses. But without prob-

lems to overcome which stimulate mental and physical activity, the Association would

soon become complacent and wither away. But this complacency will not happen

because of the many dedicated AREA members solving these problems and because the

railroads look to the AREA and its members to develop and refine the specifications

and practices relating to track, structures and other facilities and services so necessary

to the transportation of the people and economic goods of our great Countries.

Before closing, I want to pay tribute to the hard working, dedicated staff of the

secretary's office, particularly Assistant Secretary Ed Gehrke, and Assistant to the Secre-

tary Norris Engman. They both have served the Association for many years and

deserve the plaudits of the membership. They certainly have mine. I also want to thank

President Johnston and the other officers, and the directors, for their help and support

during this past year.

Gentlemen, the American Railway Engineering Association is a name known all

over the world and has a tradition of accomplishment that is second to none in railway

engineering. But this place of eminence can be retained only by further accomplishments

today and tomorrow. There is much to do and many problems to solve, but with the

vitality possessed by the Association, coupled to the dedication and selflessness of its

members and the support of the railroad industry, the attainments of the future will

overshadow the accomplishments of the past. [Applause]

President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Hodgkins. I am sure everyone has enjoyed

hearing your report of progress and our many accomplishments during 1965. The Asso-

ciation has made a worthy contribution to the railroad industry and to our profession,
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and we can look to the future with confidence. I want to thank all those who have

had a part in bringing this about—our executive secretary and his staff, our officers and

directors, our committee chairmen nnd memliers, and all others who contributed in

any way.

We shall now hear the report of our treasurer, A. B. Hillman, retired chief engi-

neer, Chicago & Western Indiana and Belt Railway of Chicago. Mr. Hillman.

Report of the Treasurer

Mr. President, members and guests: At our Annual Convention last year I was

able to report to you that for 1965 your Board had approved a balanced budget for

the year—in fact, a budget that contemplated receipts over disbursements of some

$1,000. I further stated that this situation would prevail only if membership continued

on a high plane, and with continued high revenues from advertising, and if the demand

for the Association's publications remained constant, or was augmented. That all of

these conditions did prevail, with the demand for the Association's publications greatly

increased, is reflected in Receipts exceeding Disbursements, not by some $1,000, but

actually by $7,440.83.

I shall not attempt to go into the many individual items of receipts and disburse-

ments for 1965, all of which appear in the financial statement printed in the March

Bulletin for 1966, but I shall comment briefly on certain of them. First and foremost,

Trackwork Plans, for which .$4,684 was received, but only $1,500 estimated. I would

say that this represents the greatest demand for this Association publication in a good

many years, and is quite gratifying. Manual sales totaled $10,498, some $1,500 over

expectation, which again illustrates the high regard in which this publication is held

by the railroads and the engineering profession as a whole, and increased receipts of

some $1,750 over expectation in Convention Registration Fees, reflecting the record-

breaking attendance at our 1965 Convention.

On the expenditure side all items of disbursements very closely approximated expec-

tation, with total disbursements exceeding the budget by only $890.

Unlike 1965, the year ahead will present a financial problem. This will be due, on

the one hand, to little possibility of 1966 sales of publications exceeding, or even closely

approximating those of 1965, or of convention attendance approaching that of 1965,

which was an exhibit year. On the other hand 1966 will be a heavy expenditure year,

publication wise, and thus, unavoidably and for fully justified reasons, is certain to be

a deficit year for the Association. This financial outlook for 1966 makes it all the more

gratifying that the year 1965 was a favorable one for the Association. And, it can be

assumed, with no reasonable doubt, that your officers and directors, and your executive

secretary's office will make every effort to augment income, hold down disbursements,

and increase our membership, to the end that the 1966 financial deficit will be held to

a minimum. Thank you. [Applause]

President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Hillman. It is gratifying to all of us that

you report the Association to be in such excellent financial condition. I regret to

announce to the members present that Mr. Hillman has requested that he be relieved

of his duties as .A.REA treasurer. Mr. Hillman became our treasurer in 1953, and has

rendered valuable service to the American Railway Engineering .Association since that

date.
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Mr. Hillman. I want lo coincv to > on tln' hcailfcll appreciation of tlic officers and

directors of the Association for yciir outstandini: service as our treasurer for the last

13 years. We are ver> sorr\ that circumstances make it impo.s.sible for you to continue.

Please accept our best wishes for the future. Lets ail Rive Mr. Hillman a standing

round of applause for his lonfi and faithful service.

[The members arose and applauded.]

President Johnston: Mr. Hillman's successor will i)e announced tomorrow at the

.Annual Luncheon.

Gentlemen, you have heard the reports of our secretary and our treasurer. A mo-

tion is in order that these reports be accepted.

[A motion to accept the reports was made, duly seconded, put to a \ote, and

carried.]

President Johnston: In my earlier introduction of the guests at the speaker's

table I purposely passed over two of them, and I now want to give one of them an

opportunity to bring greetings from the Railway Engineering and Maintenance Sup-

pliers Association—that group of outstanding railrcad suppliers who work so closely

with all of us. Mr. Beven, their president, is here, and we shall be pleased to recognize

you and your Association this morning, Mr. Beven, and hear a few words from you.

Mr. Beven. [Applause]

Greetings from REMSA
J. L. Beven, Jr.: Mr. President, special guests, gentlemen: On behalf of REMSA,

we want to welcome you to your Annual Convention and hope that you have a very

successful one.

First, I should like to explain that last April 1st the Association of Track and

Structure Suppliers merged with National Railway Appliances and the combined group

is now called Railway Engineering-Maintenance Suppliers Association. This is the first

year for this new organization. Last year we were host to the Roadmasters and the

Bridge and Building Associations at a very fine affair. We shall be your host this eve-

ning at the Bal Tabarin Room at 5:30 pm and want to make sure that all members

along with their wives get their special invitations at our table next to the registration

desk.

We hope that ycu have a successful convention and if there is anything that

REMSA can do to make your stay more enjoyable, don't fail to call on any of the

officers of our organization.

Thank you. [Applause]

President Johnston: Thank you very much, Mr. Beven. We greatly appreciate the

splendid cooperation of your group. The Railway Engineering-Maintenance Suppliers

Association and its predecessor groups have rendered invaluable assistance to our

Association and to the railroad industry. We look forward to continued cordial and

profitable relations with your organization.

One of the highlight features of our opening session is the Keynote Address by an

outstanding member of our profession, our industry and our Association. There is no

doubt in my mind that what the speaker tells us will properly set the stage for the

intensive busy sessions ahead of us for the next two days, and will stimulate and

inspire us as we embark on a new .Association year following this Convention.
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The speaker is well known to most of us, and it seems almost superfluous to make

any extended introduction. However, for the benefit of the few who have not had the

privilege and pleasure of knowing him, 1 shall give a brief sketch of his background.

Our speaker was born in Philiipsburg, Kan., and graduated frcm the University ot

Illinois with a Bachelor of Science degree in railway civil engineering. He began his

railroad career on the Pennsylvania in 19.H at Philadelphia as an assistant in the engi-

neering corps, advancing to assistant supervisor the following year. He served in that

capacity until 1938 when he joined the Great Northern as office assistant to the vice

president of operation, subsequently being promoted to trainmaster—division engineer

at Klamath Falls, Ore., and terminal trainmaster at Minneapolis, Minn.

From November 1Q42 to January 1946 he was in military service, serving with

the Military Railway Service of the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. He was released

from active army service with the rank of major.

Returning to the Great Northern, he was appointed engineer maintenance of way

at St. Paul, Minn., and to chief engineer in 1954. In 1956 he joined the New York

Central as assistant vice president—engineering, subsequently being promoted to assist-

ant vice president—operations, assistant to vice president, and vice president.

He was serving in the latter capacity at Washington, D.C., at the time of his ap-

pointment as vice president. Operations and Maintenance Department, Association of

American Railroads, on September 1, 1964. During these years our speaker has been

an active member of the ARE.A, joining it in 1939 and serving on Committee 1—Road-

way and Ballast, from 1947 until assuming his present position. He was elected to a

3-year term as a director of the Association in 1956.

With this background and as the head of the largest single department in the

AAR, in which the AREA functicns as the Engineering Division, our speaker is emi-

nently well qualified to talk to us on "Toward New Dimensions in Railroading."

It gives me great pleasure to introduce our Keynote Speaker, Raymond Rex

Manion. Mr. Manion. [Applause]

Toward New Dimensions in Railroading

By R. R. MANION
Vice President, Operations and Maintenance Department,

Association of American Railroads

Thank you very much, Mr. Johnston.

Members of the American Railway Engineering Asscciaticn, ladies, gentlemen and

guests:

It is a real privilege to appear before you. Both Mr. Johnston and Mr. Hodgkins

earlier made a point of the importance to the younger engineers coming along of thiir

association with the ARE.A. Hearing Mr. Johnston's introduction of me reminds mc
that my introduction to the AREA took place at the AREA convention in 1933. I was

invited to come by one of my professors at the University of Illinois, who said he

thought I might be interested in what goes on here, and that maybe I should meet

some of the members. Just see what happened

!

This year of 1966, I believe, can properly be called Year 5 of the New Age of

Railroading.

Some notable changes ha\e occurred since the in(iuslr_\' emerged from those four

flismally low traffic years, 1958 through 1961. And still greater changes are ahead as

railroad technological change and .service modernization pick up speed—as the whole
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industry mo\'es toward new dimensions in railroadinp. It is well, therefore, that wc

who bear responsibility for much of the success of our unfolding revolution of change

stop here today, look around and assess the directions wc are traveling in this dynamic

period.

As you follow the rails acrcss the American plains, mountains and through our

great urban areas, you can see

—

Rapidly expanding services that have caught on with shippers, receivers and

the public, such as the booming piggybacking of trailers and containers on flat-

cars, now accounting for over a milliim carloads annually—up 600 percent in

ten years.

Colorful rackcar trains moving new motor vehicles from automobile fac-

tories at new levels of speed and economy, .\lmcst four-and-one-half million

motor vehicles took this route to market last year—nearly 9 times as many as in

1958, and 25 percent more than in any other year, including 1964.

Unit train movements of coal, grain and other bulk cargoes taking hold and

expanding, giving unprecedented utilization of rolling stock and correspondingly

low costs and rates.

New passenger train achievements on the horizon, promised by renewed

emphasis on rail transit development in our major cities and the research and

upcoming high-speed demonstration program along our Eastern Corridor, should

also chart the way toward altogether new departures in rail systems to serve our

expanding population.

On the merger front, virtually every major railroad has become involved in

one of the greatest self-improvement programs ever undertaken across an entire

industry, promising new strides in streamlining the national rail network, vi'ith

sharply improved efficiencies and expedited freight movements.

The adjustment of work rules to fit the new railroad dynamism, mean-

while, continues to move ahead, with the application of new approaches cushion-

ing the impact of change on affected employees.

And then, there are the expanding benefits being passed on to the pubiic

through the broad revisions being made in our freight rate structure. The reduc-

tion in average rail freight charges of 14 percent below the 1958 level in effect

meant savings for American rail shippers last year alone of $1.4 billion.

Behind this remarkable revolution lie the changes in basic facilities, equipment and

operating methods spearheaded by railroad engineers and operating men. Indeed, this

technological overhaul is the very foundation for the great returns being reaped by the

public in railroad service improvements and lower prices. And behind these physical

changes lies the rising capital investment that makes it all possible in the first place.

In the four years from 1961 through 1965, railroad capital spending for the modern

tools it takes to do a better job rose more than 2V2 times from $646 million to an

all-time high of $1.6 billion. And 1966 should see even last year's record toppled.

Pushed along by this rising wave of capital investment, the number of new and

rebuilt freight cars installed by Class I Railroads also multiplied 2V2 times from 1961

to 1965, while purchases of new locomotive units boomed 5 times.

Underscoring a fundamental reorganization of rail services were these opposite

trends recorded in freight and passenger traffic in these 4 years of the railroad renais-

sance: While rail passenger travel plummeted by 15 percent, freight ton-miles leaped

24 percent. And while passenger revenues dropped 12 percent, freight revenues rose by
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14 percent. It is also nofworthy llial comnnih'r passenger xoliime has remained about

the same.

Underlining the greatest single challenge faced by rail management, meanwhile, was

a 17 percent jump since 1961 in the average annual wages and wage supplements of

employees—to $8,336 in 1965. This labor cost increase made the concurrent reduction

of 8 percent in average rail ton-mile charges all the more spectacular.

Yet, we must recognize that labor-cost inflation coupled with fierce competition

in the transportation marketplace confronts everyone in management with pressures

of almost unbelievable severity. Railroads are compelled, somehow, to so increase

efficiency as to absorb increased wages and material prices and STILL provide funds

for plant and service improvements and allow for traffic-winning rate revisions.

Now THERE is a rough assignment.

This multiple squeeze explains why, despite a four-year gain, the railroad rate of

return on net investment still remains below 4 percent, or only one-third, the profit

rate in manufacturing.

Management can only be intensely proud of the contribution you of the American

Railway Engineering Association are making toward meeting this titanic challenge.

The tidal wave of technological change you helped set in motion in railroading has

made this an industry in total transition. Let's review the highlights briefly:

In your own special field, heavier cars with their increasing wheel-loads will cer-

tainly require stronger track, roadbed and structures, and higher speeds will call for

reduction in grades and curves and the elimination of more highway crossings. Installa-

tions of continuous welded rail have been boosted to a record rate, with 13,635 miles

of track now so covered, giving a smoother ride and sharply cutting costs of mainte-

nance—which, in turn, continues to become more mechanized and automated.

Yard improvements are also being made with an eye toward further cutting car

classification costs and better channeling and speeding the flow of freight shipments.

Dozens of major push-button yards have gone into operation in the postwar period,

and we can expect to see more activity in this area once major merger proposals are

approved and their new traffic patterns become clarified.

Motive power continues to be improved, with diesel locomotives of as much as

6,000 hp—twice that of most second-generation units—now being installed for heavy-

volume hauling. Even larger gas turbine units are in operation. Nor should we overlook

the possibility of a return to more all-electric operations, probably fueled by atom-

generated electricity, as train density rises on key main line routes.

The freight car fleet, revitalized by more than a million replacements in the post-

war period, continues to reflect emphasis on providing for heavier loadings at reduced

rates. The 90,000 new and rebuilt freight cars installed last year showed a load capacity

of 78 tons, against 54 tons for the cars retired.

Modern cars are also better tailored to shippers' specialized requirements, with

improved loading devices, springing, brakes, journal bearings and impact cushioning

gear. Indeed, this is a big reason why the average new freight car's price has doubled

in ten years—and reason enough, in turn, why management must find ways of achieving

much more intensive revenue-producing use of rolling stock.

Data processing equipment, fortunately, is seeing widening application in promptly

locating cars, filling customer orders, planning the advance switching of trains, and

otherwise giving railroaders detailed operating information on a "real time" basis.

With the companion development of trackside automatic car identification systems

for the continuous input of car information, a giant step will have been taken toward
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bolli tiiviiiK manafifnu'iil more- pidfitablc usf of cxiu'iisivc fcjuipmcnt and ^iviiin shippers

faster and more reliable rail freight service. And if there's any one thin^ that will help

railroads attract more traffic most rapidly, it's a big boost in service dependability.

Centralized traffic control now covers over .^7,000 miles of railroad or nearly six

times that of two decades ago, not only increa.sing capacity on given lines but also

helping to move a growing number of freight trains over the road at passenger train

speeds and schedules.

Now, the basic purpose of all these dynamic changes is to achieve greater operating

efficiency en the one hand, and to give better service and thereby attract more business

on the other hand. And, of course, the more volume we can reach out and put on our

tracks, the more opportunities we have for generating still more efficiency.

There are obvious business incentives to do a better job; there are also pressing

national needs to be met. President Johnson has indicated that national production

could double by the 1980s and that in the .^5 years between now and the year 2000,

"we must literally build a second America."

In terms of railroad traffic potential, our freight volume is today nearly one-founh

greater than in 1961, and ton-miles so far in 1966 are 7 percent above last year's record

peactime level. Such an annual rate of gain in traffic volume will not take long to pile

an additional load of vast proportions on railroad facilities. Operating men and engi-

neers, therefore, have a special responsibility both to the railroads and the nation and

the public we serve to so prepare our physical properties and operating methods as to

enable railroads to do this great job smoothly and efficiently.

There will be problems a-plenty in clearing the way for the more intensive rail-

roading thus foreshadowed. And by far the most serious lies in coming up right now

with ways of getting more intensive use out of our freight cars. This involves some

tall financial stakes: For instance, if we could manage to reduce the lapsed-time from

one load to the next by 10 percent, this would be equivalent to expanding the national

freight car fleet by 150,000 new cars. This represents a value of better than $2 billion

—

a startling measure of the savings such a step-up would mean.

Need to achieve greater use of our capital resources lends extra importance to

getting on with the job of developing an efficient system of automatic car identification

and tying this in with even better data processing systems—which will surely provide

for more efficient management of our national freight distribution facilities.

The weighing of freight cars in motion is another specific area that could speed up

car use, and whatever work is required to bring this about probably should be under-

taken with the greatest possible speed.

Problems posed by extra-heavy equipment and axle loads are certain to increase

as still heavier cars are installed in the future. Other elements of car design are under-

going change as railroads tailor m.ore equipment especially to individual movement

requirements. Planning for such equipment requires close coordination between traffic,

mechanical and engineering officers, and I am confident more of this will be forthcoming

as was shown in the development of the big "hy-cube" units.

Such problems should properly be regarded not as obstacles but as priceless oppor-

tunities to demonstrate what you can do on behalf of the railroads you serve. With

this spirit, I have no doubt that each new challenge will be tackled and each new crisis

will be met effectively as it arises on into the future.

The decisive question confronting all of us as we look ahead boils down to this:

Can such a vast organization as this 215,000-mile transportation titan, which was

created for an era in which it dominated land transport, really be streamlined and
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reshaped to cope with this new era of dynamic economic change, fast-paced services

and many alternative transport choices?

This basic restructuring job of consolidating here, cutting back there, coordinating

with other carriers, coming up with new research and marketing approaches—all this

calls for wholly different attitudes and unprecedented cooperation from all involved

both within and around the industry. It calls for tremendous infusions of new invest-

ment capital. And it calls for an all-out effort to adapt to railroading the vital new

technological developments occurring across the nation. This is a contribution you

engineers are uniquely able to make.

Changes do net come overnight but, as we have seen in this brief look at the

situation in Year S of the New Age of Railroading, great, dramatic changes are piling

up. With your help, railroads are really rolling and in no uncertain terms—moving to

build the greatest transportation organization of men and machines the world has ever

known. [Applause]

President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Manion, for this most informative, stimu-

lating and inspiring Keynote Address. The AREA is proud of its longstanding role in

the Engineering and Maintenance of Way functions of the Association of American

Railroads. This relationship has existed since 1919 with benefit and credit to both the

AREA and the AAR. Thank you for the address and for being with us. [Applause]

We are going to have a break for a few moments, gentlemen, to permit Railway

Age and Railway Track and Structures to photograph this session. If the photographer

is ready, I would be pleased to have him take the pictures at this time.

[The Convention picture was taken.]

President Johnston: Gentlemen, we are now going to hear from another man
of whom we are exceedingly proud. This speaker comes to us in a dual capacity—as

president of the American Society of Civil Engineers and as a past president of our

own American Railway Engineering Association.

As with Mr. Manion, our next speaker also needs very little introduction to most

of us. However, for the few who have not had the pleasure and privilege of knowing

him, here is a brief sketch of his career:

Our speaker was born in St. Louis County, Missouri, and graduated from Wash-

ington University with a Bachelor of Science degree in Civil Engineering, later receiving

the professional degree of Civil Engineer.

He began his railroad career on the Wabash Railway, now part of the Norfolk &

Western Railway, in 1925 as a draftsman, being promoted to assistant engineer the

following year. In 1929 he was advanced to resident engineer, two years later to con-

struction engineer, and to assistant chief engineer in 1945. The speaker was promoted

to chief engineer of the Wabash in 1957 and assistant vice president in 1963, in which

position he remained when the Wabash was merged with the Norfolk & Western.

The ARE.^ career of our speaker began in 1931 and includes 32 years of service

on Committee 14—-Yards and Terminals, and 30 years of service on Committee 9

—

Highways. He has been chairman of both these committees.

Our speaker was elected a director in 1950, vice president in 1954 and president

in 1956. You will recall that his convention was held in St. Louis, one of the very few

times this meeting has been held outside Chicago.

His presidency of both the AREA and ASCE—and, by the way, there arc only

three other men who have been president of both organizations—are only two of his

many accomplishments and honors. In addition, the speaker has served as president

of the Joint Council of the Associated Engineering Societies of St. Louis, the Wash-
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iiinton School of Kiijiinct'iinj; Alumni Association, tiic l^ncinccis ("luh ol Si. Louis and

Thcta Xi, and he is now mayor of (Clayton, Mo. In l^M he was named EnKineer of

the Year by the St. Louis Chapter of the Missouri Professional Engineers, and last

month was cited for outstandinf,' achievement by his alma mater.

With such a list of prominent activities and accomplishments accompanying him,

our speaker is eminently well qualified to talk to us on "Much Railroading is Civil

Engineering." It is an honor and a privilege to introduce our next speaker, \Vm. J.

Hedley, president of the American Society of Civil Engineers. Mr. Hedley. [Applause]

Much Railroading Is Civil Engineering

By WM. J. HEDLEY
President, American Society of Civil Engineers

Assistant Vice President, Norfolk & Western Railway

Much Railroading Is Civil Engineering. I believe everyone here today knows the

truth of that statement. But I want to try to put it in a little better focus for you.

Most of us here have received our education and early training as civil engineers.

We know that civil engineering is the oldest of the engineering disciplines and that the

American Society of Civil Engineers is the oldest national engineering organization in

the United States. Through the 114 years of ASCE's existence the field of engineering

has become continualh^ broader and more complex. New engineering organizations

have been formed until now the recently issued Directory of Engineering Societies pub-

lished by Engineers Joint Council contains the listing of 180 engineering and engineering-

related organizations of national scope.

Many of these organizations represent what are now generally recognized as

separate engineering disciplines while others represent specialty groups within broadly

based disciplines. AREA has a well established position as a specialty organization

within the civil engineering discipline. AREA and ASCE are certainly idealogically

compatible.

If we were starting to form engineering organizations from scratch today, I can

see how AREA might serve well as a railroad division of ASCE. The 3300 members

of AREA would be approximately a median-size technical group of ASCE, whose

membership of 56,000 is not equally divided among its existing 14 divisions. But when

AREA was organized in 1899 there were no technical divisions established within ASCE.
The first such groups were authorized on June 20, 1922.

Today the 14 technical divisions of ASCE rather generally cover the wide range

of civil engineering interests except railroading. These divisions are Aero-Space Trans-

port, Construction, Engineering Mechanics, Highway, Hydraulics, Irrigation and Drain-

age, Pipeline, Power, Sanitary Engineering, Soil Mechanics and Foundations, Struc-

tural, Surveying and Mapping, Urban Planning and Development, and Waterways and

Harbors. Among the generally recognized engineering disciplines, civil engineering is

still the broadest is its scope of activity.

The scope of civil engineering is indicated to some degree by the oustanding

projects named by ASCE. In 1955 it designated the seven modern civil engineering

wonders of the United States. These are:

The Panama Canal, the continental link between two oceans.

Hoover Dam, one of the world's highest, forming Lake Mead stretching some 150

miles behind it up the Colorado River.
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The Colorado River Aqueduct—the longest man-made conduit. It is part canal,

part tunnel, part siphon, tapping the Colorado River 250 miles from where the water

is used.

The Empire State Building, queen of the skyscrapers, towering over New York

City. Did you know that the top deflects as much as 10 in. in a 55 to 90 mph wind

and that it vibrates at the rate of 6-8 times per minute for wind velocities from 15-85

mph. . . . the amplitude of the vibration being between zero and 2 in? Plans are on

the table now for an even higher New York City building—the World Trade Center.

This building will have two towers, both higher than the Empire State.

The Grand Coulee Dam and the Columbia Basin Project—an irrigation marvel,

a power project, a reclamation project. Irrigating an area as large as the state of Rhode

Island, it has profoundly benefited the northwestern part of our country.

Chicago's Sewage Disposal System, a herculean task in sanitation. The West-

Southwest Plant—the largest in the world—is capable of treating 900,000,000 gal of

sewage a day.

The San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, six miles of steel over water with a great

center anchorage pier which is carried more than 240 ft below the water surface—

a

colossal structure but yet so graceful.

In 1960 .\SCE initiated a national competition called the Outstanding Civil Engi-

neering Achievement .\ward to recognize current civil engineering projects. A jury

of editors of engineering magazines selects the project to receive this award each year.

It is felt that by honoring the project we do honor to all who have been associated

with it.

The first winner was the St. Lawrence Power and Seaway Project. It is part of

the largest inland navigation system on the continent—2,542 miles from the Atlantic

Ocean to Duluth at the western end of Lake Superior—a project developed with inter-

national cooperation.

In 1961 the now-named John F. Kennedy International Airport—the big aerial

gateway of our country to so much of the western world—was the winning project.

The Intercontinental Ballistic Missile Program received the top honor in 1962, and

the following year the Ohio River Valley Clean Streams Program won the award.

This is an eight-state cooperative effort to rid this river of pollution. The elimination

of gross pollution is completed.

Glen Canyon Dam on the Colorado River won in 1964—one of the largest con-

struction projects ever completed in the United States which will profoundly improve

much arid wasteland in Utah and Arizona.

In 1965 for projects placed in service during 1964, the choice was the Chesapeake

Bay Bridge-Tunnel, a 17-mile crossing over and under the reaches of the Atlantic Ocean

... at times the motorist is almost beyond the sight of land. The two tunnels were

built so that there could be no hazard to ocean-going ships in the channels.

Selected for the award this year was Complex 39, the Apollo-Saturn V Assembly

and Launch Facility at Cape Kennedy Space Center, Fla.

Complex 39 is the preparation site for space vehicles planned for travel to the

moon. The Complex is dominated by the world's largest building, 129,000,000 cu ft of

air-conditioned space in a structure 545 ft high, with doors that open to a height of

456 ft, large enough to permit moving the United Nations Building in.side. The Complex

includes a Launch Control Center, a Crawler Transporter of 6,000-t()n carrying

capacity, and a Mobile Service Structure 40 stories hich. The com|)('ncnls of this project

are truly gigantic.
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It is of some interest to note that most of these prize-winninp projects involved

either direct government financing or federally assisted financing. There is no denying

that there is where the big money is now being made available.

No railroad project has yet won the Outstanding Civil Engincfring .Achk'vcment

Award but it is conceivable that one may do so.

Our private enterprise railroads are now spending at the rate of more than $.<00

million per year in additions and improvements to fixed properties, all of which require

a lot of civil engineering.

Another indication of the importance of civil engineering in railroading arises from

the fact that many railroad presidents have risen from the ranks of engineering depart-

ments. My own president, Mr. Herman Pevler of the Norfolk & Western, is a civil engi-

neering graduate of Purdue University and served the early part of his career in the

engineering department of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

.\ featured speaker at the Regional Meeting of ARE.\ at Portland, Ore.. Mr. Ben-

jamin Biaggini, president of the Southern Pacific, is an engineering graduate of Saint

Mary's University of Texas and obtained his early railroad experience in the engineering

department of the SP.

Both moved from the engineering department to the operating department on their

way up the ladder. A report in Railway Age of January 3-10, 1966, showed that the

engineering-operating group has solidly re-established its claim to precedence among

the presidents of railroad organizations, stating that during the past five years, 75

percent of the men elected to head major railroads have taken what is usually regarded

as that traditional route to the top.

My predecessor here on the rostrum, Mr. Rex Manion, has an engineering back-

ground.

Our railroad operating officers quite generally come from the engineering depart-

ments. Truly much railroading is civil engineering.

AREA and ASCE have been linked together over the years by 13 members of

AREA who have served as presidents of ASCE. Four of them have served as president

of both organizations. In earlier years other railroad men have headed .\SCE, including

James P. Kirkwood, one of its organizers and its second president.

There are many railroad men who are members of ASCE. I am convinced that

there should be more and that they should take an active part in some of the society's

activities. In addition to the technical divisions of ASCE, the society engages in a wide

scope of activities in the broad area of professional development. ASCE has a total

of 325 committees. There is room for a lot of good workers. ASCE has an active pro-

gram in engineering education. AREA is also interested in engineering education, pro-

moted largely through the activities of Committee 24—Cooperative Relations with Uni-

versities. I think there might be an opportunity for direct collaboration between AREA
Committee 24 and ASCE's Committee on Engineering Education.

Currently, ASCE is placing emphasis on the broad scope of engineering education

through its interest in the activities of the Goals of Engineering Education Committee

of the American Society for Engineering Education. ASCE is also endeavoring fo

improve continuing education for practicing engineers both through the engineering

schools and through activities of ASCE local sections. The society has a committee on

education for engineering management and is endeavoring to bring about some improve-

ment in that field.

In company with three other members of .\SCE, I shall be attend'ng an engineering

education conference in Copenhagen, Denmark, in September. This international meeting

will be held under the auspices of the Conference of Engineering Societies of Western

Europe and the United States, commonly known as EUSEC. Representatives of 16
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Western European countries and the United States are expected to participate in this

joint meeting on engineering education.

The participation of AREA in the transportation conferences sponsored by ASCE
has been an encouraging development. President Johnston has given you a good account

of this joint effcrt. These .ASCE conferences without any railroading would certainly

not be well-rounded. The railroad industry should be represented in any general con-

ference on the civil engineering aspects of transportation.

According to a policy adopted by the Board of Direction of ASCE last October,

four general conferences of the society are to be held each year on four major topics

of civil engineering interest. One of the four is transportation. As soon as the schedule

can be adjusted these transportation conferences will be held at about the same time

each year—mid-July. However, as President Johnston told you, the next transportation

conference is slated for October 17-21 this year at Philadelphia. We again welcome

AREA participation.

I appreciate having this opportunity to bring you a few words of greeting from

.ASCE. I hope to see you all in Philadelphia, and also to greet you at other ASCE
meetings.

Thank you. [.\pplausel

THE SEVEN MODERN CIVIL ENGINEERING WONDERS
OF THE UNITED STATES AS DESIGNATED BY ASCE

The Panama Canal.
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Hoover Dam.
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The Colorado River Aqueduct and
the Empire State Building.

.Irj
.uttdL
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Grand Coulee Dam.

Southwest Sewage Treatment Works, Sanitary District of Chicago.
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San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge.
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WINNERS OF OUTSTANDING CIVIL ENGINEERING
ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

1960—St. Lawrence Power and Seaway Project.

1961—John F. Kennedy International Airport.
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1962—Intercontinental Ballastic Missile Program.

1963—Ohio River Basin Clean Streams Program.
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1964—Glen Canyon Unit of the Colorado River Project.

1965—The Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel.
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1966—Launch Complex 39.

President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Hedley, for that most stimulating and infor-

mative address, so well supported by very effective colored slides. The members of

this Association are proud to have one of their own as the president of a much larger

sister organization, the American Society of Civil Engineers. As I said earlier, there are

very few AREA members who have had the dual honor of being elected President of

both great Associations. We thank you for the talk you have given us this morning.

We will now begin our program of committee reports and special features. I am
going to excuse those at the speaker's table, as I am sure they will enjoy the program

more from the audience. Gentlemen, you are excused.

Discussion on Clearances

|Fur report, sec Bulletin .^96, page 271
|

President Johnston: The first committee to report to this convention is that of

Committee 28—Clearances, the chairman of which is R. L. Williams, cfficc manager.

Engineering Department, Illinois Central Railroad. Mr. Williams, will you and the

members of your committee please come to the platform ?

While the members of this committee arc coming to the speaker's table, may I ask

that the chairman, vice chairman, secretary, and all reporting subcommittee chairmen

take their places as close to the podium as possible. The other members of the com-
mittee will find places at each end of the table. This will reduce the time required

for subcommittee chairmen to come to the podium to give their reports.

As a convenience and time-saving expedient, we have provided the chairman with

a microphone at the speaker's table so that he can make such introductions and com-
ments as he desires without coming to the ixxlium microphone.
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(lindcmcn. this is your Coiivi'iition. so before 1 turn the meeting over to Chair-

man Williams I want to extend to each of you the i)rivilet;e of the floor. Wc invite

your comments on, or criticism of, any of the report presentations within the time that

can be allowed for discussion. When you desire to speak we ask that you address the

chair, state your name and railroad or other affiliation clearly for the benefit of our

convention reporter, and then proceed with your comments or questions.

Mr. Williams, you may now proceed.

Chairman R. L. Williams: Mr. President, members of the Association and guests:

Your committee 28 reports on seven assignments. The reports will be quite brief.

Work on five of the assignments will be continued. Two assignments have been com-

pleted, one by action taken by a technical publication on behalf of the committee, the

other by acceptance of recommendations made to the Association at the Convention

last March. For more complete details please refer to the Association's Bulletin 506 of

December 1965, Vol. 67, pages 271 through 273.

In the interest of conserving time and reducing unnecessary moving back and forth

to the podium, I shall report briefly on all assignments with the exception of

Assignment 8.

Assignment 1—Revision oi Manual.

Chairman Williams: There is no report on Assignment 1 as there were no revi-

sions proposed or under consideration during the year. B. Bristow, principal assistant

engineer, Chicago, Reck Island & Pacific Railroad, Chicago, retired during the year and

relinquished his chairmanship of the committee. S. M. Dahl, assistant engineer, Chicago,

Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad, Chicago, is the new chairman.

Assignment 2—Compilation of the Railroad Clearances Requirements
of the Various States.

Chairman Williams: This committee has no report at this time. The clearance

chart was last published in a new form in Bulletin 561, December 1960. Since that time

several changes in clearance requirements have taken place, which are being incorporated

in the chart. It is expected that a revised chart will be prepared and issued during the

ensuing year. R. D. Erhardt, junior engineer, Gulf, Mobile & Ohio Railroad, Mobile,

Ala., is chairman of this committee.

Assignment 3—New Methods and Electronic Devices for Recording
Measurements of Clearances of Structures Along Right-of-Way and Overall
Dimensions of Cars and Loads m Yards and at Interchange Points, Looking
to the Possible Use of a Computer Program for Routing High and Wide
Loads.

Chairman Williams: This committee has no specific report. Recent developments

in electronic devices for recording clearance measurements were outlined in Bulletin

582, December 1963. Information on computer programs now being used is being

gathered. As we are becoming so well aware, the field involving computers and their

use is expanding rapidly in the railroad industry. This committee is finding that it is

just beginning to scratch the surface in the possible industry-wide use of computers in

handling high and wide loads. F. B. Persels, office engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad,

St. Louis, Mo., is chairman of this committee.
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Assignment 5—Clearance Allowances to Provide for Vertical and Hori-

zontal Movements of Equipment Due to Lateral Play, Wear and Spring

DeEection, Collaborating with the Mechanical Division, AAR.

Chairman Williams: This committee has no report. Certain tests were run during

April 1965 using "high-cube" cars on yard tracks, branch line and high-speed main-line

tracks. While certain data have been worked up, the full report is not as yet ready for

publication. E. E. Mills, draftsman, Pennsylvania Railroad, Chicago, is chaiman of this

committee.

Assignment 6—Feasibility of Formulating a More Complete Method,

for Use of Transportation Departments, in Reporting Loads of Excessive

Dimensions to Minimize Necessity for Requesting Additional Information,

Collaborating with the Mechanical Division, AAR.
Ch.airman Williams: This committee has no formal report to make. Draft of the

general information required and a suggested form of report have been submitted

through the secretary's office to the Mechanical Division, AAR, for its approval or

recommended changes. To date no reply has been received in return. J. E. Beran, senior

draftsman, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, Chicago, is chairman of the

committee.

Assignment 8—Review Present Methods of Presenting Published

Clearance Information: (a) to Determine How This Can Be Simplified

and/or Standardized, (b) to Determine the Feasibility of Including in the

Official Railway Equipment Resister the Light Weight and Height of Cen-

ter of Gravity of All Heavy-Duty Flat Cars to Aid Clearance Personnel

in Routing Shipments of Excessive Weight.

Chairman Willlams: J. A. Crawford, assistant engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Rail-

way, Huntington, W^ Va., chairman of this committee, will give the report.

J. A. Crawford: Both parts of this assignment have now been completed. With

respect to Part (a), a "Suggested Method of Presenting Published Clearances" was

developed by this committee, which the Association adopted at the Annual Convention

in March 1965. It now appears on pages 28-M-13 through 28-M-15 of the Manual.

Regarding Part (b), your committee, in accordance with the rules of the Associa-

tion, worked through the secretary's office in negotiating this subject with The Official

Railway Equipment Register. The publisher readily agreed to add the Hght weight

and height above top of rail of the center of gravity for cars shown in the "Heavy

Capacity and Special Type Flat Cars" section of this publication. The railroads owning

these cars were requested by the Register to furnish the necessar\' data and this addi-

tional information is now included in this publication, commencing with the January

1966 issue.

To the executive secretary of the Association for his assistance and especially to

The Railway Equipment and Publication Ccmpany for its willing cooperation in this

matter, this Committee expresses its appreciation.

This is the final report on Assignment 8.

Assignment 9—Review Clearance Records of Various Railroads, Look-
ing to Developing a Standardized Method for Charting all Obstructions.

Chairman Williams: This committee's report and chart entitled "Suggested

Method for Charting All Obstructions" was published in Bulletin 589, December 1964,

and was presented to the -Association last March with the recommendation that it

be adopted for publishing in the Manual under Mi.-^cellaneous, Cha|)ter 28. This was
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accomplished and the chart is now found in the Manual on pace 28-M-16. M. E. Vos-

seller, senior draftsman, Central Railroad of New Jersey, Jersey City, N. J., is the

chairman cf this committee, which has now completed its assignment.

Chairman Williams ( continuing) : Mr. President, this concludes the report of

Committee 28. This is also my final report as chairman of the committee, having com-

pleted my three year term of duty. I would like to say that I have found the experience

enriching and I fully expect that this experience will assist me in personal endeavors

not connected with the railroad industry.

M. E. \'osseller, whom I just introduced a few seconds ago, is the new vice chair-

man, and J. A. Crawford, assistant engineer, Che.sapeake & Ohio Railway, is the new

chairman of Committee 28.

President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Williams, for these informative reports.

Your committee deals with a most important aspect of railroading, and we appreciate

your keeping us currently informed.

Mr. Williams, we appreciate the able and dedicated leadership which you have

given to Committee 28 for the past three years. As you are relieved of your responsi-

bilities as chairman, we are pleased to welcome as your successor Mr. Crawford, and

as the new vice chairman of your committee, Mr. Vosseller. We are satisfied from their

past performances that under their direction the good work of your committee will

continue.

Mr. Crawford, as a symbol of your new authority, and to assist you in conducting

the meetings of your committee, I would like to present you with this chairman's

gavel. The inscription reads: "J. A. Crawford, Chairman, AREA Committee 28,

1966-1968."

Mr. Williams, your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association.

[Applause]

Discussion on Contract Forms
[For report, see Bulletin 595, page 147]

President Johnston: The next report will be that of Committee 20—Contract

Forms, the chairman of which is J. L. Perrier, staff engineer—special services, Chicago

& North Western Railway. Mr. Perrier, will you and your committee please come to

the platform.

Again, I request that the officers of your committee and all reporting subcommit-

tee chairmen take places nearest to the podium. I would also remind everyone present

that you have the privilege of the floor to comment on, or ask questions with respect

to, any aspects of a committee's report.

Mr. Perrier, I am pleased to turn the meeting over to you.

Chairman J. L. Perrier; Mr. President, members of the Association and guests:

This committee was given eight assignments for study and research, and our reports

were published in detail in Bulletin 595, Proceedings Vol. 67, dated November 1965.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Chairman Perrier: Chairman Ken Silvey, area engineer, Penn.sylvania Railroad,

and members of his subcommittee have suggested that they concentrate their efforts on

bringing the insurance clauses up to date. In light of court awards and settlements
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resulting from accidents in recent years, we on this committee feel that Mr. Silvey's

suggestion is most appropriate. I should add that the work is already under way and

we expect to be able to give you a definite proposal at the next convention.

This progress report is submitted as information.

Will Mr. Silvey please stand and be recognized.

Assignment 2—Form of Agreement to Cover Welding of Rail.

Chairman Perkier; The report on this assignment will be presented by E. A.

Graham, assistant chief engineer, Colorado & Southern Railway, subcommittee chairman.

E. A. Graham: The detailed report on this assignment is published in Bulletin S9S,

pages 148 to 152 incl. We have had several suggestions for changes in this preliminary

draft which will be taken into consideration in preparing the final form.

Your committee submits this progress report as information with the request that

you give us the benefits of your comments and criticisms.

The assignment will be continued.

Assignment 3—Form of Agreement for Lease and Operation of Rail—
Trailer Terminals.

Ch.airman Perrier: As indicated in Bulletin 595, page 152, this assignment covered

the preparation of a Form of Agreement for Lease and Operation of Rail-Trailer Ter-

minals. In working on the assignment it was found that under the original wording

it was almost impossible to develop a form of agreement that could readily be used

by the industry in general. Therefore, the subcommittee which is headed by J. D. Tay-

lor, assistant to vice president. Great Northern Railway, has recommended that the

assignment be changed to read "Form of Agreement for Handling Truck Trailers and

Containers at Terminals." and is making good progress in preparing its report.

This is a progress report submitted as information. Will Mr. Taylor please stand

and be recognized.

Assignment 4—Form of Agreement to Cover Disposal of Surplus Rail-

way Facilities.

Report on Assignment 4 will be presented by Subcommittee Chairman C. W. Smith,

assistant engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.

C. W. Smith; Mr. President, Mr. Chairman, members and guests;

A progress report on this assignment was pre.sented as information for review and

comment in Bulletin 588, November 1964, pages 158 to 160, incl. Certain suggestions

were received for revisions, and these revisions are shown in detail in Bulletin 595,

November 1965, pages 152 and 15.?.

Your committee recommends that the agreement, including the suggested revisions,

be accepted as Manual material and printed in the Manual in Chapter 20, Part 5.

Mr. President, I so move.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote anrl carried.
|

Assignment 5—Form of License for Entry on Railway Company
Property.

Chairman Pkrkier; The report on .Assignment 5 will he prescntetl !>> R. F. Cor-

rell, office engineer, .Atchi.son, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway and subcommittee chairman.

Mr. Correll.

R. F. Cokreli,: This as.signment has to do with i)reparati()n of a Form of License

lor P^ntr>- on Railwa>- Compan>- Propert\', a draft of which ajipears in Bulletin 595,
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pajies 13.5 to 155, incl. This is a progress report submitted as information, with the

request that you offer your suggestions or criticisms. This assignment will be continued.

Assignment 6—Form of Agreement for Installation of Vending
Machines on Railway Property.

Chairman Pkrkikr: The report on this assignment will be presented by \V. B.Titts-

worth, Jr., office engineer, Western Maryland Railway, and chairman of this subcom-

mittee. Mr. Tittsworth.

W. B. Tittsworth, Jr.: A report on this assignment appears in detail in Bulletin

595, pages 155 to 159, incl. This is a progress report, submitted as information, with

the request that you offer your suggestions or criticisms. This assignment will be

continued.

Assignment 7—Bibliography on Subjects Pertaining to Contract Forms.

Chairman Perrier: The report on this assignment will be presented by J. K.

Christensen, assistant engineer, Union Pacific Railway. Mr. Christensen.

J. K. Christensen: During the course of a year many rulings and court judg-

ments are passed down which may affect the thinking of those who prepare or are

trying to carry out contracts. As engineers most of must think in terms of contract law

as well as in technical terms. After reviewing numerous publications your committee

has selected several items which we feel might be of particular interest. The titles and

sources are printed in Bulletin 595, page 159.

This report is submitted as information.

Assignment 8—Form of Agreement to Cover Lease of Railway Com-
pany Machinery, Tools, and Materials to Other Than Railway Companies.

Chairman Perrier: The report on this assignment will be presented by P. J.

Freeman, supervisor of contracts, Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad, and chairman

of the subcommittee. Mr. Freeman.

P. J. Freeman: Your committee has prepared a report on this assignment and.it is

printed in detail in Bulletin 595, pages 160 to 162, incl. This is a progress report sub-

mitted as information, and we invite your comments or criticisms. The assignment will

be continued.

Chairman Perrier [continuing] : Mr. President, in concluding the report of this

committee I would like to thank all the members of the committee who have worked
so diligently, and in particular, I believe it would be in order to recognize two of the

unsung heroes who do so much of the spade work.

J. T. Evans, vice chairman of Committee 20, engineer-operating agreements, Penn-

sylvania Railroad. Mr. Evans, will you please stand.

W. F. Burt, .secretary of Committee 20, special engineer, Illinois Central Railroad.

Mr. Burt, will you please stand.

Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee 20.

President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Perrier. We appreciate your keeping us up

to date on this important aspect of our work. You and your committee are now
excused with the thanks of the Association. [Applause]
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Discussion on Electricity

[For report, see Bulletin 596, page 275

1

President Johnston: The next report will be presented by Committee 18—Elec-

tricity, the chairman of which is J. J. Schmidt, assistant director of research services,

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway-Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. Mr. Schmidt, will you and

members of Committee 18 please come to the platform, with the subcommittee chair-

men who will be making reports taking seats nearest the podium. Mr. Schmidt, you

may proceed.

Assignment 5—Illumination, Collaborating with Committee 6 and the

Mechanical Division, AAR.
Ch.mrm.an J. J. Schmidt: In the interest of expediting our report, I should like

to ask first of all to give his report our chairman of Subcommittee 5, H. W. Dunn,

office engineer. Belt Railway of Chicago.

H. W. Dunn: The formal report of Subcommittee 5 is found on pages 276 to 281,

incl. The first part of our report, starting on page 276 and ending on page 280, covers

Manual material on lighting maintenance, submitted for adoption. This is a revision

of Chapter IV, Section 5 of the A.AR Electrical Manual and has been approved by

vote of the committee for inclusion in the Manual.

We all know that lighting levels drop mainly because of two factors—dirt accumu-

lation on lamps and fixture reflecting materials, and by lamp aging. A good cleaning

maintenance program is necessary to keep the footcandle level up as close to the instal-

lation level as possible.

The second factor, lamp aging, can be overcome in many cases by group reiamping,

which may prove to be more economical than spot reiamping because of labor costs.

Detailed recommendations are contained in our report, and I present it to you for

inclusion in the Manual.

I move that this be included in the Manual.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.
|

H. VV. Dunn: The second part of our report, found on pages 280 and 281, covers

lighting of piggyback yards. This report covers a test installation utilizing fluorescent

lighting. Your committee has been so impressed with this type of lighting for working

areas in piggyback yards that our enthusiasm has evidently spread to the extent, accord-

ing to the latest report I have received, that there are three permanent installations in

service at this time. I am certain a detailed recommendation for inclusion in the Manual

will be presented at our 1967 Annual Meeting.

It is presented at this time as information only, with a request for any and all

comments so that material can be worked up for inclusion in the Manual.

Mr. President, this concludes the report of Subcommittee 5.

Assignment 11—Electric Heating, Collaborating with Committee 6 and
Mechanical Division AAR.

Ch.^irman Schmidt: I shall call next on the chairman of Subcommittee 11, R. .A.

Mather, assistant engineer—signals and electrical. Belt Railway, Chicago.

R. A. Mather: Mr. President, Mr. Chairman, members and guests. Your com-

mittee's report on Electric Heating is printed in Bulletin 596, December 1965, page 29.^
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This report only summarizes some ol the r.iilwMy apphcations of electric heating.

Your committee hopes to report to \()u in more detail within the next two years on

these and other applications.

This general report is submitted as information only. The committee solicits guid-

ance from members with specific interests in these or related fields.

This concludes the report of Subcommittee 11. Thank you.

Assignment 13—Railway Electrification.

Chairm.-xn Schmidt: Subcommittee 13 has as its chairman, B. C. Hallowell, engi-

neer electric traction of the Long Island Railroad. Mr. Hallowell.

B. C. Hallowell: Our report on Assignment 1.^ starts on page 294, of Bulletin 596,

December 1965.

Under Assignment 13A—Clearances Involving 25-KV Commercial-Frequency Elec-

trification Systems, the committee recommends that the clearances now specified in the

AAR Electrical Manual, Section 13, Chapter 2, Part 2, be retained until further inves-

tigation can be made of foreign practices, especially those applied in recent electrifica-

tions in Europe and Japan.

Under Assignment 13D—Developments in the Field of Electrification (Domestic

and Foreign), your committee reports as follows:

Domestic Railroads

The Reading Railroad is electrifying the Fox Chase Line, a segment of "Operation

Northeast," which is an extension of the 1930 original installation. The voltage is 11 kv,

single phase.

Activity has started on several projects for "Operation Northeast," and orders

have been placed with manufacturers to test aircraft turbine engines with electric

motors on each car. A number of tests for electrified systems will be progressed under

the Government $90 million program for the development of a high-speed system over

a three-year period.

Domestic—Rapid Transit

There are 12 metropolitan areas involved in the development of rapid transit,

including the extension of rapid transit systems in Toronto and Montreal in Canada.

One of the most exciting rapid-transit systems now being built is in San Francisco.

A number of tests were conducted at the Diablo Test Track, located on the Old Sacra-

mento & Northern right-of-way. Engineers are examining test reports and in the very

near future will make an announcement of their findings and progress orders for rolling

stock and right-of-way equipment.

Foreign—Railroads

Activities in electrification projects have increased in 11 countries. Details of exten-

sions and conversions of electrification systems, including types of equipment, are listed

for each country involved, starting at the bottom of page 298 of Bulletin 596.

Foreign—Rapid Transit

On page 302, there is a list of rapid transit developments in the major cities of six

foreign countries.

Phase Unbalance

The committee has made a number of studies of phase unbalance in the event a

major electrification system is installed and commercial 60-cycle frequency is used for

a single-phase system.
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The problems that the railway loads would present to the power system fall into

four categories: phase unbalance, voltage unbalance, power factor and harmonics. A
discussion of this subject is given in Bulletin 596, starting on page 303. The committee's

opinion is that there are no insurmountable problems that would prevent apphcation

of a railway load to a single-phase commercial frequency system.

Studies to coordinate the effects of unbalance to the power system would have to

be made for each electrification installed, as outlined in the Conclusion paragraph of

this report at the bottom of page 304.

Third Rail

Several experimental bi-metallic third-rail systems are under test on South Park

Transit Expressway (Pittsburgh-Allegheny County). Another test section was installed

at the BARTD test site to evaluate the merits of a bi-metallic third-rail.

Silicon Rectifiers

The Long Island Railroad has five silicon rectifiers in service. At the Long Island

City silicon substation a solid-state supervisory control system was installed—one of

the many ''firsts" the Long Island Railroad has developed over the past 125 years.

Three engineering firms are now working on studies for improvements that will be

progressed upon completion of engineering and financing by the new State MCTA for

the elaborate program that has been established.

Recent British Developments
Pages 306 to 313, inch, of Bulletin 596 discuss the following subjects, based on

reports received from Engineering-in-Britain Information Services:

1. Measuring oxide films on commutators and slip-rings.

2. New electric locomotives and trains.

3. Locomotive simulator helps driver training.

4. Plastic dome protects transformers during erection.

5. More suburban multiple-units.

6. Silicon rectifiers for Toronto subway.

7. Continuous color-light signalling.

8. New railway research and design center.

9. Further improvements in British Railways finances.

Assignment 15—Relations with Public Utilities.

Chairman Schmidt: I should like to call next on E. M. Hastings, Jr., wire crossing

engineer—system, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, for a summary of the activities of his

subcommittee.

E. M. Hastings, Jr.: Your subcommittee's chief assignment is to study existing

specifications for crossings over or under railroads. A Joint Committee composed of

four representatives of The Edison Electric Institute for the utilities group; and four

representatives of The Association of American Railroads, are now studying this subject.

I expect to call a meeting of the Joint Committee the later part of April, at which

time we hope to report real progress on this assignment.

Assignment 10—Wire, Cable and Insulating Materials, Collaborating

with Mechanical Division, AAR.
Chairman Schmidt: In the ab.sence of F. T. Snider, chairman of Subcommittee 10,

and foreman, office of Electrical Engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad, I should like to

summarize briefly the information report of this subcommittee.

Bui. 600
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Tlu' 10f).=; National Klcctrical ('(ulr has hern ii'vist'd and Mi-. Sniflcr's siil)C(immitti;c

has al)stracU'(l thi' chanKCS pertinent to the railroad inrliistry, so that you can see with

a short perusal of Committee 18's report where chanties have been made that affect

the electrical part of the railroad industry.

In addition, the committee has prepared a tentative specification covering? the

chlorosulfonated polyethylene, insulated and jacketed locomotive and car equipment

wiring. The specification is presented as information, so that you, the using railroads,

may write to the subcommittee chairman and voice your views on the recommended

specifications. It is anticipated that all revisions will be incorporated and a new

specification will then be issued next year.

Chairman Schmidt (continuing): Mr. President, this completes the report of

Committee 18. It also marks the conclusion of my term of oiffice as chairman. F. T.

Snider, foreman in the Office of Electrical Engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad, succeeds

me as chairman. As is quite obvious, there has been some delay in the appearance of

our members from the Pennsylvania Railroad. I thought perhaps by this time of the

morning we would have seen them walk in the door. Unfortunately they are not yet

here, so I cannot introduce Mr. Snider to you personally.

The new vice chairman is E. M. Hastings, Jr., wire crossing engineer—system,

Chesapeake & Ohio.

President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Schmidt, and the members of your com-

mittee, for the further valuable work of Committee 18 during the past year on the

important matter of the fixed-property aspects of electrical functions.

Mr. Schmidt, we appreciate the leadership which you have given to Committee 18

for the past three years. As you are relieved of your responsibilities as chairman, we
are pleased to welcome Mr. Snider as your successor and Mr. Hastings as the new vice

chairman of Committee 18. We are satisfied from their past performances that under

their direction the good work of Committee 18 will continue.

I had anticipated the pleasure of presenting a gavel to Mr. Snider on his assuming

the chairmanship of Committee 18, but in his absence I would like to entrust the gavel

to your good keeping, Mr. Schmidt, and ask you to undertake its presentation to Mr.

Snider at the appropriate time.

Chairman Schmidt: Thank you, Mr. President, on behalf of Mr. Snider. Our

committee will have a meeting tomorrow afternoon, and if your schedule permits, we
invite you to stop by, and also any other interested members, to find out what the

Electrical Committee is doing.

President Johnston: Mr. Schmidt, if I can get there I will relieve you of the duty

of presenting the gavel ; I will do it myself. However, I never know where I am going

to be from one moment to the next. Your committee is now excused with the thanks of

the Association. [Applause]

President Johnston (continuing): Gentlemen, this completes the morning session.

I suggest that members of the three committees that are holding luncheons this noon,

proceed promptly to the meeting room, looking to reconvening the afternoon session

here promptly at 1:.S0 pm. We have an interesting program for this afternoon which

will begin with the report of Committee 14—Yards and Terminals, and an interesting

illustrated address by James Timpson, vice president, Soros Associates, Consulting

Engineers, on "America's First Rail-To-Ground-To-Ship Coal Terminal." I hope you

will all be here to hear Committee 14's report and Mr. Timpson's presentation.

The meeting is now recessed until 1:30 this afternoon.

[The meeting recessed at 12:10 pm.]
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Afternoon Session, March 14, 1966

[The meeting reconvened at 1:35 pm, Vice President J. M. Trissal presiding.]

Vice President Trissal: Will the meeting please come to order. I am not "pinch-

hitting" for Mr. Johnston, because a pinch-hitter is supported to be a better hitter than

the one he is pinch-hitting for. I am "substituting" instead. We have an interesting

program this afternoon, including the reports of six committees and three special

features.

Discussion on Yards and Terminals

[For report, see Bulletin 595, page 103]

Vice President Trissal: Our first report of this session will be that of Commit-

tee 14—Yards and Terminals, the chairman of which is H. J. McNally, chief engineer,

New York Improvements, Pennsylvania Railroad. Since Mr. McNally and his commit-

tee are already in place on the platform, I shall turn the microphone over to him,

with only this added remark: If you desire to comment on or ask questions in con-

nection with any portion of the committee's presentation, please stand, address the

chair, state your name and railroad or other affiliation, and then proceed. Mr. McNally.

Chairman H. J. McNally: Mr. Vice President and gentlemen:

Committee 14 has had a full and interesting year. The scales group within our

committee has been involved in considerable controversy, and it appears this will con-

tinue for some time until certain operating practices are made compatible with the

physical aspects of scales, or vice versa.

The Yards and Terminals report for the year is printed in the November 196S

Bulletin, starting on page 103.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Chairman McNally: The subcommittee handling Revision of Manual did not

make a formal report this year. There will be certain Manual recommendations

presented under Assignments 3A and 3B by the Scales Subcommittee. Fred Austerman

has handled the review of the Manual and will continue to do so. I would like to

recognize Mr. Austerman at this time and extend my thanks for his efforts. He is

chief engineer of the Chicago Union Station Company.

Assignment 2—Classification Yards, Collaborating with Committee 16.

Chairman McNally: The Subcommittee on Classification Yards has presented a

final report, reflecting two years' work, on the "Effects of Long Freight Cars on Yard

and Terminal Design." This report was prepared under the chairmanship of Mike

Rougas, engineer of track of the Bessemer and Lake Erie, who is not here. The report

can be found on page 105 of Bulletin 595.

Assignment 3—Scales Used in Railway Service, Collaborating with

Committee 18.

Chairman McXallv: The Scales report was prepared under the able leadership

ol W. P. Buchanan, supervisor of scale inspectors and erectors, Penn.sylvania Railroad.

I shall ask him to summarize the efforts of his subcommittee.

W. P. Buchanan: Mr. \'ice President and members:

During the past year your committee presented, for adoption as Manual mateiial,

a final report on the following two subjects:
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A. Specifications governing the manufacture and installation of electronic track

scales. This report can be found in Bulletin 595, Nov. 1965, page 119.

B. Specifications governing the manufacture and installation of automatic indicating

and recording devices for large-capacity scales. This report can be found in Bulletin

595, Nov. 1965, page 128.

Mr. Vice President: I move that these two new specifications be adopted and

published in Part 5, Chapter 14, of the Manual.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Buchanan (continuing) : Members of the committee collaborating with Com-

mittee 16 and transportation officers of several Member Roads, acting as a Special AAR
Committee, finished their report on the "Study of the Economic Justification of Weigh-

in-Motion Scales." This final report can be found in Bulletin 595, Nov. 1965, page 139.

[Attention is called to the following arithmetical errors in Exhibits 1 and 2 of the

aforementioned report: In Exhibit 1 en page 144 of Bulletin 595, the figures for Depre-

ciation and Interest for the liy^-it coupled-in-motion scale should each be $6,250

instead of $7,250, making the total Annual Fixed Cost for this type of scale $14,000

instead of $16,000. In Exhibit 2 on page 145, the Total Estimated Annual Cost for the

125^-ft coupled-in-motion scale should be, for 1,000 cars weighed annually, $14,050

instead of $16,050, and the Cost per Car $14.05 instead of $16.05; for 5,000 cars weighed

annually, the Estimated Annual Cost and Cost per Car should be $14,250 and $2.85,

respectively; for 10,000 cars weighed annually, these costs should be $14,500 and $1.45,

respectively; for 20,000 cars weighed annually, these costs should be $15,000 and $0.75,

respectively; and for 30,000 cars, $15,500 and $0.52. The Ownership cost in each case

should be $14,000 instead of $16,000.]

Mr. Buchanan: Our study of accuracies obtained in motion weighing will continue

during 1966. However, tests on this subject were made during the past year to accumu-

late data. The committee was represented in making these tests and worked with the

AAR Research Department in preparing the following two reports:

1. Report No. ER-60, Study on Weighing of Freight Cars, Single Draft, Un-
coupled in Motion, on the Canadian National Electronic Track Scale at Mon-
treal, issued Aug. 1965.

2. Report No. ER-63, Study of Weighing Freight Cars Two-Draft, Coupled in

Motion, on the Western Maryland Railroad, issued Sept. 1965.

Assignment 4—Waterfront Terminals.

Chairman McNally: The subcommittee handling Waterfront Terminals prepared

a report, with W. E. Webster, system engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, at

the helm. There will be more said about this subject by our special feature speaker.

I will now ask Walt Webster to state the efforts of his subcommittee for the year.

W. E. Webster: Mr. Vice President, members and guests:

Under Assignment 4—Waterfront Terminals, your committee presents as informa-

tion a report entitled "Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad Coal-Handling Facilities, Con-
neaut, Ohio," which may be found in Bulletin 595, November 1965, pages 132 to 135.

The report lists principal features of the installation, explains the operation, and gives

sizes and capacities of the various conveyors employed in the system.

Assignment 5—Integral Trains—Their Effect on Existing Yards and
Design of New Yards.

Chairman McNally: Next is a report, of current interest, on Integral Trains

—

Their Effect on Existing Yards and Design of New Yards, which will be presented by
G. H. Chabot, assistant to chief engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.
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G. H. Chabot: Mr. Vice President, members and guests:

Your committee submits as information, with the recommendation that the subject

be discontinued, a report on the effects of integral trains on existing yards and the

design of new yards. This report supplements an initial report submitted to the Asso-

ciation two years ago on this subject.

To date the railroads and affiliated industries have not developed an integral train

in the true sense of its concept because of highly technical advancements in material

handling and equipment design still to be explored and developed. However, the rail-

roads do operate so-called unit trains which have some of the elements and charac-

teristics of the integral train.

This operation has not created any serious problems in existing yards, as unit trains

usually by-pass on-line yards, but it has engendered new ideas in the design of

originating and terminal yards in order to achieve uninterrupted movement and mini-

mum detention of such trains. These are basic requirements for this specific type of

operation.

The report is primarily a guide to the planner and designer for the development

of the most expeditious operation possible. It outlines the basic track layouts, along

with their respective advantages and disadvantages; it enumerates the important facili-

ties required in conjunction with the operation; and it lists several factors which should

be considered and included in such plans and design.

Assignment 6—Supplemental Yard Facilities for the Reclassification of

Cars in a Terminal.

Chairman McNally: Assignment 6 for our Committee involves Supplemental

Yard Facilities for the Reclassification of Cars in a Terminal. A. Mathews, Jr.,

staff engineer. New York Central, prepared the report shown on page 138 of Bulletin

595. I will ask Mr. Matthews to stand.

Assignment 7—Factors to be Considered in Determining the Relative

Merits of Various Types of Yards.

Chairman McNally: The last assignment for this committee involves Factors to

Be Considered in Determining the Relative Merits of Various Types of Yards. This

report is not completed, and will be presented to next year's convention.

Chairman McNally [continuing | : Committee 14 visited the site of the new coal

handling facility on the Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad at Conneaut, Ohio, in June

1065. From what we saw, and as a result of discussion of Assignment 4 last year, we

felt the AREA membership as a whole would benefit from understanding more about

this installation.

Soros Associates, a consulting engineering firm .^specializing exclusivch' in bulk ma-

terials-handling systems, was employed by the Bessemer & Lake Eric to help put to-

gether its coal-ship loading terminal, incorporating ground storage in the flow of ma-

terial from railroad car to the ship's hold. This firm has been and is working on

similar installations throughout the world.

To tell us about that development we have with us a graduate of Rensselaer Poly-

technic Institute. Incidentally, don't hold that against h.m. He previously worked with

General Electric, Yale & Townc, and spent ten years with Hewitt Robins qualifying

himself in the field he will talk about. Since 1962 he has been with Soros .As.sociates.

I am pleased at this time to present Mr. James Timpson.
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America's First Rail-to-Ground-to-Ship Coal Terminal

By James Timpson
Vice President, Soros Associates (Consulting Engineers), New York

Economic Background

In the early 1960's, the Ontario Hydro Commission, responsible for providing

electric power to the Province of Ontario, was faced with a projection of a substantial

increase in demand for the 1965-1980 period which could not be met economically by

hydroelectric facilities. A decision had to be made between creating generatinK capacity

based on coal and other sources of energy.

Based on the then existing delivered price, coal was not sufficiently economical as

compared with atomic energy. With great foresight, the Ontario Hydro management

invited the various parties having a share in the delivered cost of coal—the mining

companies, the railroads and the Great Lakes shipping companies—to come forward

with any propositions that would help reduce costs, based on long-term movement of

large tonnages.

Initially, our firm began to work on this problem in 1963 for the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad.

Essentially, we came to two conclusions:

1. Coal should go from railroad to ground storage and from ground storage to

ship, instead of the accepted practice of going from railroad directly to ship.

2. In the context of the B & O's operations the best place to have a terminal

for this tonnage was in the eastern part of Lake Erie.

Rochester was a possible site on Lake Ontario with the advantage of a shorter

water route, but it meant a longer rail haul, and there were serious physical and

political limitations against putting in the type of terminal envisioned. Consequently,

we carried out only a small modernization along conventional lines of the existing

facility at Rochester. The western part of Lake Erie had the disadvantage of longer

water routes, without any offsetting advantage in rail haulage.

As a matter of interest, it might be mentioned that we made plans for drilling a

tunnel through the rock on the lower Niagara River, below the falls, to load ships on

the Lake Ontario side. This was quite practical from an economic and engineering

viewpoint, but was eventually abandoned for other reasons.

At the same time and quite independently of us, the management of the Bessemer

& Lake Erie Railroad, which owned a conventional rail-to-ship type coal terminal at

Conneaut, Ohio, came to the conclusion that the future lay in ground storage and

engaged our firm to design such a facility. .'Kt about the same time the B & O post-

poned their studies and later made arrangements to make shipments through Conneaut.

The provision of ground storage had two objectives:

1. Immediate train turn-around.

2. Winter storage of coal.

Being able to unload a train immediately upon arrival, without having to wait for

a ship to be loaded, eliminates the several days waiting time customary at other Great

Lakes coal terminals, with obvious economies. It also eliminates the operation of a

yard at the port, with switching locomotives on three .shifts, etc.

Winter storage allows railroad operations on a balanced year-around basis. It also

helps mines balance their production better, if they do not have convenient access to
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markets that have seasonal peaks during the winter shut<h)\\n of (ireat Lakes navijia-

tion. Thus, storage at the port serves as a l)uffer between seasons as well as between

railroad and ship movements.

From the viewpoint of the consumer, coal in storage at port has an added stra-

tegic value. It remains vulnerable to breakdown or strike at the terminal or in the

marine movement, but not at the mine or on the railroad.

Against these advantages stands the cost of operating a bulk handling installation

and of amortizing and making a profit on capital invested. Obviously, these costs have

to be kept to a minimum for the scheme to be attractive. Since in this type of facility

capital amortization represents a major portion of per-ton costs, a low first cost is the

key to profitability.

In the case of Conneaut, this was exceptionally critical, because, although at the

time the project was authorized there were great expectations and hopes for the busi-

ness it would generate, the firm tonnage commitment was rather small.

Based on all these considerations, the following criteria were used in the design of

the facility:

1. Handling costs inclusive of capital amortization to be minimum.

2. Initial installation to be of minimum capital investment, with provision for

expansion in stages, without interruption in operations.

3. Ability to unload railroad cars into stockpiles and simultaneously load ships

from any part of the stockpile.

4. Provide for ultimate shiploading capacity of 2 million tons per month.

5. Continuous operation of the facility to be assured to the maximum extent

possible.

In converting these criteria to actual design, the following were some of the major

decisions and engineering features that you might find of interest. [A general arrange-

ment and an aerial view of the initial installation are shown on pages 598 and 599.]

Railroad Unloading

The basic choice facing us here was the question of rotary dumping versus bottom

dumping shakeouts. We have no axe to grind one way or the other and in other

installations have selected rotary dumping. Nevertheless, here we went for bottom

dumping, for the following reasons:

1. Cheaper railroad operation. There is no uncoupling, spotting, or in.spection.

(Standard cars are served here).

2. Substantial savings in capital cost.

.^. Some of the advantages that rotary dumping has in conventional installations

became much less important in our case, because:

(a) In a conventional system, the railroad dumping rate is the key to both

the shiploading rate and to the total annual tonnage that can be handled

by the facility. This is because the dumper can operate only when a ship

is being loaded. In our case, this limitation does not exist, hence, we do

not need the .same unloading rates.

(b) Elimination of car waiting time reduces substantially the difficulties of

unloading in cold weather.

(c) The tonnage for which firm commitments existed was a free-flowing type

of coal.
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Aerial view of Conneaut Coal Terminal.

(d) On the B&LE. rolling stock was all relatively new and in good shape,

quite suitable for bottom dumping.

(e) The B&LE, having a relatively short run to the terminal, might consider

quick-dump cars for future increases in tonnage.

We realize that this decision may be considered controversial by some, but would

like to point out that a great many factors must be considered in each individual case.

In this respect, it is entirely possible that we could recommend rotary dumping for

a railroad with different requirements and objectives, even with the same port

conditions.

Once bottom dumping was decided on, wc aimed at optimum efficiency in our

design. Towards this end the entire plant is controlled by one man from a central con-

trol tower. He also controls the movement of the locomotive and the raising, lowering

and operations of the car shakeouts. Deviating from previous practice, we located this

operator at a distance from the unloading operation so that the three-car-length station

would be in his angle of vision, including both the shakeouts and the car hopper doors.

In line with this concept of operation, the shakeout building is designed to silhouette

the shakeouts and the hopper doors against a stream of light. In actual fact, the un-

loading installation averages 3,000 tons per hour and may vary between 2,000-4,000

tons per hour, depending on the type of coal and type of cars being unloaded.
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Facilities at Conneaut Coal Terminal.

Stockpiling and Reclaiming

The stacking and reclaiming scheme is conceived to concentrate maximum handling

efficiency and expenditure on the relatively small portion of the total stockpile capacity

which is turned over many times a year and accounts for the majority of the annual

tonnage. The greater portion of the stockpile capacity is turned over only once a year

and is handled with minimum capital investment, so that the combined system results

in minimum per ton cost, inclusive of capital amortization charges.

A reclaim pit is placed within reach of the stacker to create a live cone of slightly

over one trainload. The reclaim rate is 3,600 tons per hour. This is supplemented by

initially one, and eventually two buckctwheels with 2,400 ton per hour rated capacity

each.

The coal within reach of the buckctwhecl serves the same function as the live pile

over the reclaim pit. Thus, practically all Ontario Hydro coal delivered to the terminal

during the shipping season will be loaded from rail into vessel in combination with the

live cone or one bucketwheel, or from the live cone in combination with one

bucketwheel.

Coal for winter storage is compacted and also reclaimed to the live cone or to

within reach of the bucketwheel b\' dozer. This operation has the same advantage as

railroad unloading, inasmuch as it is substantially independent of the high rates re-

quired for shiploading. Therefore, it can be handled on a regular scheduled-shift basis.
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The bucketwheel system is desifined with ;iti excejjtionnlly lonj; reach, so that all

coal laid down by the stacker can be reclaimed by bucketwheel without dozing. The

system also allows the stacker to pass the wheel under all operating conditions, to

assure complete independence of the stacking and reclaiming operations.

Shiploading

In most shiploading installations the loading rate is arrived at by evaluating freight

and operating economies against the increased capital investment required for a higher

capacity system. In this instance, the 7,000 ton per hour shiploading rate was chosen

to make it possible to handle the required tonnage over a single berth. Also, while in

general the trend has been towards travelling loading towers, in this case the savings

in capital cost achieved by converting the existing high-lift dumper to a fixed loader

far outweighed the value of time lost in moving the vessel as compared with moving

the loader.

Another feature which had a great influence in achieving smooth operation and

also in keeping the capital cost of the overall installation down was the use of a large

(900 ton) surge bin immediately in front of the shiploader. Without the surge bin, for

comparable performance we would have to have a 7,000-ton-per-hour system which

would slow down or stop operation every time the shiploader trimmed a hold or

shifted from one hold to another. (In the case of Great Lakes vessels, this means a

great number of interruptions)

.

With the surge bin, we have a variable-speed system between surge bin and ship

and a constant-speed system working constantly without interruption between railroad

or stockpile to surge bin. This latter is only a S,000-ton-per-hour system, corresponding

to the average capacity of the variable speed 7,000-ton-per-hour portion. Since the con-

stant speed system represents 90 percent of the installation, the lower capacity required

for the same performance has a very substantial lowering effect on the cost, not lo

mention elimination of the more expensive control system that would have been re-

quired otherwise.

Clearing the System

.\ problem encountered in systems of this size is what to do with the coal that is

left on the belts at the end of loading a ship, amounting to several hundred tons. To
plan the loading so that the belts are empty when a ship is completely loaded would

be too time consuming. The solution utilized was to reverse the belt under the surge

bin so as to feed conveyor No. 8 leading back to the railroad connected to the track

pit unloading station hopper from which it can be put back in the storage. Thus, any

coal within the system may be re-circulated back into storage in the time it takes for

the loaded ship to pull out and the empty ship to get into position.

General Comments

In line with our aim of obtaining the most plant for the least money, we have

used conveyor speeds that are considerably above normal, i.e., in the 900-feet-per-

minute speed range. To successfully handle the transfers at these speeds, we have devel-

oped designs that represent a combination between the open-type transfers utilized in

the German brown coal fields and conventional U. S. closed chute design suitable for

lower speeds. These have proven to be quite successful, so much so that there were no

delays in startup.

The installation had to be completed on a very tight .schedule. From the date the

fmal design was authorized, coal had to be put on the ground in nine months, via the
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unloading station and conveyor No. 2, and the entire installation had to be in commis-

sion in l.V/j months. We take .some pride in the fact that all these requirements were

met.

The .system was designed to allow doubling of the stockpile capacity at minimum
cost and without major shutdown. .After one year of operation in which the facility

handled a record tonnage, completion is at hand in time for storage expansion of 150

percent rather than 100 percent, which gives an indication of the success this new
terminal has enjoyed.

Thank you. [Applause]

Mr. Timpson [continuing] : If anyone has any questions, I shall try my best to

answer them.

Voice: How many thousand tons of coal-stockpile was originally provided?

Mr. Timpson: I think 600,000. The latest expansion will provide for V/y million.

Voice: At the end of the winter season and at the beginning of spring, how much
of those 600,000 tons was left on the ground?

Mr. Timpson: Not very much. It was a disappointing thing. We sent somebody

out in a plane to take a picture of the installation in operation, and there was almoz^t

no coal on the ground. They actually cleaned it out a couple of times during the

season. How much was actually left at any particular time, I don't know, but during

the season they actually did clean it out. It exceeded expectations considerably.

Voice: The only thing I didn't quite understand was when you had surplus coal

left on the 84-in belt and you had to clear it while another boat docked. Does that

coal go back through the stacker?

Mr. Timpson: Yes. What happens is that you reverse the 84-in belt. That dumps
into a small belt that goes into the railroad dumping hopper. You could actually put

it in the new ship or any place in the system. It just goes back into the system.

We could have made it independent of the railroad unloading pit, but we didn't

feel it was worth it.

Voice: You talked about the capital expenditure being held to a minimum. What
was the total cost of the facility?

Mr. Timpson: I would like to tell you, but I think the Bessemer & Lake Erie

would rather I didn't. I will say that I think you would be surprised. On the other

hand, there was a dock there; we didn't have to build a dock, and we did utilize the

high dumper. I wish I could give you a hint. It was not too much.

Voice: You also talked about the capital expenditure amortization. Can you tell

me over what period this is going to be amortized?

Mr. Timpson: I don't know. They didn't tell us. I can say that there are long-term

contracts for this coal. I don't know how long. Just guessing, it might be ten years or

something like that. I am sure they are not thinking about amortizing it in five years

or anything like that. They have long-term contracts.

Voice: How about weighing?

Mr. Timpson: We weigh all the coal on belt scales. That is an interesting thing,

and I would like to comment on it. In brief, we asked if we could use belt scales, or

would the railroad have to weigh each car. The receivers were asked this question,

people other than Ontario Hydro, and they said, "By all means; you must weigh the

cars." When that was reported to us, we said it would cause difficulties and would be

very expensive. We said, "We feel you are trying to cut the cost as much as you pos-
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sibly can. \Vc would suggest you start with a basic price and, if anybody wants any

extra, charge them for it. Tell your customers it is going to cost them something for

weighing the cars, and this is how much it will cost, but weighing by belt scales will

be free."

So they went back to the consumers and said, "This is what we will have to

charge you for weighing cars, because you have the rock-bottom price on the opera-

tion, and if you want anything extra it will cost you extra."

They said, "If it were free, as it has always been, we would definitely insist on it;

but if we have to pay for it, we don't want it." And so they agreed to belt scales, and

it is all working out fine. They don't weigh the cars.

If there are no further questions, thank you very much. [Applause]

Cn.i^iRMAN McX.'XLLy: Thank you, Mr. Timpson.

Mr. Trissal, this concludes the report of Committee 14.

Vice President Triss.al: Thank you, Mr. McXally. Your committee has done its

usual excellent job and has presented some highly informative and interesting reports.

Mr. Timpson, we want to thank you for your fine address on this modern and unique

coal terminal. I am sure you have given all of us some ideas when we are faced with

similar problems. Your presence and your remarks have contributed greatly to the suc-

cess of this convention. Again, please accept our sincere thanks.

Mr. McXally, your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association.

[Applause]

[President Johnston resumed the chair]

President Johnston: Gentlemen, just before lunch today I was informed that

R. A. Emerson, president of the Canadian Pacific Railway, died very suddenly this

morning. Mr. Emerson was a personal friend of mine. He was a member of AREA, a

graduate engineer, and as such he had worked up to the highest position on the

Canadian Pacific. I want to express our sympathy to our friends from the Canadian

Pacific who are here today, on the loss of a very good friend and a very able railroad

executive.

While I was making that announcement Mr. Dejaiffe and his committee came to

the platform, so I will turn the meeting over to him.

Discussion on Highways
[For report, see Bulletin 595, page 79

1

Chairman Raymond Dejaiffe: Mr. President, members of the .Association, and

guests:

The report of Committee 9—Highways, appears in Bulletin 595, starting on page

79. Your committee is reporting on six of its seven a.s.signments. Work is progres.sing on

the other assignment.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Chairman DeJaiffe: This report will be divided into two parts. The first part

covers the revisions listed on pages 80 and 81 of Bulletin 595.

The second part covers revisions which have been voted on by our committee

since the printing of this Bulletin. At its meeting on November 19, 1965, our Board

of Direction approved the deletion of the "Stop on Red Signal" sign from the .ARE.A

Manual with the understanding that the Board's action be ratified bv Committee 9,
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and sul)sr(|ui'iitl\ iiii'scnti-d lor ralit'ication at lliis coincntion. This was clone to make

our Manual conform to the Signal Section Manual :uk1 the new Bulletin 6 which was

being published i)y the AAR Train Operation, Control and Signal Committee.

Th'- report on this assignment will be presented b\ M. A. Wohlschlaeger, engineer

of grade separations, Missouri Pacific Railroad.

M. A. Wohlschae(;er: Since all references to wigwag type signals have been

removed from the Manual, your Committee voted to delete Art. 3—Mounting, on

page 9-.^-2, considering that Figs. 1 through 12 will adequatel^^ cover the situation.

Your committee also voted lo remove Fig. LS, page 9-3-18, since the type of signal

illustrated on this figure has been removed from the Signal Manual.

Mr. President, I move that Committee 9's recommendations for Manual revisions,

as published in Bulletin S9S, pages 80 and 81, be adopted.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Wohlschlaeger: Since the removal of the "Stop on Red Signal" signs would

require the redrawing of six figures in our Manual, your committee decided that other

changes on these pages should be made at the same time to make them conform to

Bulletin 6 and other drawings in our Manual.

Your committee has approved the action of the Board of Direction and recom-

mends the following specific revisions to the Manual:

Page 9-3-1: In the first line of Note at bottom of page, change to read: "Parts 3

and 4" of Chapter 9.

Page 9-3-16, Fig. 13: Remove "STOP ON RED SIGNAL" sign. Make "NUMBER
OF TRACKS" sign black message on white background. Take out the parallel lines

on lens.

Page 9-3-17, Fig. 14: Remove "STOP ON RED SIGNAL" sign. Make "NUMBER
OF TRACKS" sign black message on white background. Remove from title the words

"WITH STOP ON RED SIGNAL SIGN".

Page 9-3-21, Fig. 18 and Page 9-3-22, Fig. 19: Remove "STOP ON RED SIG-
NAL" sign. Make "NUMBER OF TRACKS" and "CROSSBUCK" signs black message

on white background. Remove entire side view. Remove clearance sign and note

referring to it.

Page 9-4-4, Fig. 1 and Page 9-4-5, Fig. 2: Remove "STOP ON RED SIGNAL"
sign. Make "NUMBER OF TRACKS" sign black message on white background.

Remove entire side view.

Mr. President, I move that Committee 9's recommendation for these additional

Manual revisions be adopted.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 2—Merits and Economics of Prefabricated Types of

Highway-Railway Grade Crossings.

Chairman DeJaiffe: The report on Assignment 2 will be presented by W. A.

Buckmaster, assistant division engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad.

W. A. Buckmaster: Your committee's report on this assignment in Bulletin 595

deals primarily with the rubber-panel-type crossing. This type of material has had

limited use for the last eight or nine years. In most cases, the material has held up

very well and has required very little, if any, maintenance. However, none of these

crossings has been in service long enough to determine the economical life of

the material.

It was recommended that the subject be continued.
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Assignment 3—Merits of Various Types of Highway-Railroad Grade
Crossing Protection, Collaborating with Communication and Signal Section

AAR.

Chairman DeJaiffe: The committee is keeping in touch with the study of "Factors

Inlluencing Safety at Highway-Rail Grade Crossings" being made by Allan M. Voor-

hees and Associates, consulting engineers for the National Cooperative Highway Research

Program. Any significant developments will be reported in the future as they occur.

The subcommittee chairman for this assignment is J. A. Jorlett, structural engineer

—

New York Improvements, Pennsylvania Railroad. Will he rise and be recognized.

Assignment 4—Investigate Present Requirements and Practices of

Marking and Signing Private Grade Crossings.

Chairman DeJaiffe: The report on this assignment will be presented by Subcom-

mittee Chairman H. W. Walbright, division engineer, Norfolk & Western Railway.

H. W. Walbright: A follow-up inquiry on this assignment was again addressed

to the representative railway association of each state. A total of 45 states replied,

of which four (California, Connecticut, Michigan and South Carolina) have laws or

commission orders requiring railroads to erect warning signs at private crossings.

Your committee is now canvassing individual railroads with respect to policies

and practices of marking or signing private crossings, either voluntarily or in com-

pliance with existing laws, with additional information to be furnished as to the specific

type of sign or other marking now used. Upon receipt of this information, a complete

report will be made.

This is a progress report submitted as information, with the recommendation that

the subject be continued.

Assignment 5—Extent of Use and Effectiveness of Highway-Type Stop

Signs at Highway-Railway Grade Crossings.

Chairman DeJaiffe: The report on Assignment 5 will be presented by Subcom-

mittee Chairman K. E. Wyckoff, assistant to chief engineer. Great Northern Railway.

K. E. Wyckoff: Your committee's published report on this assignment indicates

that we were obtaining information with respect to existing state statutes and current

railroad practices that presently govern the establishment and extent of use of stop-

crossings. Also that studies are being made and planned for the future in relation to

the effectiveness of existing stop-crossings.

Replies received from questionnaires addressed to the state railroad associations

and a number of railroads provided the following information:

STATE STATUTES

We determined from the ,34 replies received that S2 states do have statutes author-

izing establishment of stop-crossings by cne or more governmental units. The majority.

20 states, have statutes generally following along the lines of Section 11-702 of the

Uniform Vehicle Code, such as:

'The (State Highway Commission) and local authorities with the approval of the

(State Highway Commission) are hereby authorized to designate particularly dangerous
grade crossings of railroads and to erect stop signs thereat. When such stop .signs are
erected the driver of any vehicle shall stop within fifty (50) feet but not less than
fifteen (15) feet from the nearest rail of such railroad and shall proceed only upon
exercising due care."
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The remaining 12 states have given the authority exclusively or jointly to other
governmental units, including public service commissions and cities, and in some
instances have provided that the signs be installed by the railroad involved.

The type of sign authorized is generally the standard octagonal highway-type stop
sign. However, five states do require a special rectangular sign. The sizes of the special
signs vary as do the messages on the signs.

Only one state requires that the sign be placed on the railroad crossbuck. In all

other instances the signs are placed on separate posts.

A few states have provided that fines be assessed for failure to stop at a stop-
crossing.

CURRENT RAILROAD PRACTICES

We found that 15 of the 22 railroads contacted have, on occasion, requested stop-
sign installations. Requests were made usually on the basis that one or more of the
following conditions applied to the crossing in question: Impaired vision, history of
accidents, light highway and/or rail traffic volume, low highway speed, and signal
installation not warranted. In some instances stop signs were placed pending installation
of automatic protection.

Eight railroads advised that they would not hesitate to request stop-sign installa-
tions in any state in which they operate, if the conditions warranted it. Five railroads
have installed and maintained the stop signs although usually thev are installed and
maintained by the road authority.

The replies indicated that the general public tends to disobey stop signs at railway
crossings more than at highway intersections. Where there is observance of the stop
provisions, there is usually only a slowing down or rolling stop involved. The greatest
observance occurs where there has been policing of the stop provisions.

A study of the effectiveness of existing stop-crossings was reported by your com-
mittee previously and was published in Bulletin 588, November 1964. Additional studies
of this nature are being made and planned for the future.

This is a progress report, submitted as information, with the recommendation that
the subject be continued.

Assignment 6—Methods of Providing Additional Advance Warning to
Highway Traffic Approaching a Highway-Railway Grade Crossing.

Chairman DeJaiffe: In the absence of Subcommittee Chairman C W Traister
grade crossing engineer, Erie Lackawanna Railroad, the report on this assignment will
be made by Vice Chairman R. E. Skinner, staff engineer, Illinois Central Railroad.

R. E. Skinner: Mr. President, members of the Association, and guests:
In 1963, your committee reported the results of a canvass of all the state highway

and traffic departments concerning the use of special advance warning signs or signals
at highway-railway grade crossings. A second canvass was made in 1964 of the same
organizations, and we received replies from 47 states. From , the replies received, the
following general conclusions were reached:

1. All states use the W-10-1 Railroad Advance Warning Sign as shown on page
69 of the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and High-
ways, publication of June 1961.

2. Many states have experimented with special signs and signals at especiallv
hazardous grade crossings with mixed results. Some states have discontinued
the use of such devices because of their questionable effectiveness
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It should be remembered that the road or street maintaining agency is generally

responsible for the erection and maintenance of advance warning signs. While the rail-

roads may have no direct responsibility for these signs, we should report to the main-

taining agency any deficiencies in the erection or maintenance of the signs, just as they

should report to us any deficiencies in our crossing protection.

Efforts in developing an improved or more effective advance warning sign have

not been sufficiently matured or proven to warrant recommending the adoption of any

one particular special design now being tested by the various highway departments. It is

apparent that a special type sign should be developed for hazardous approaches to grade

crossings at particularly troublesome locations. Until such development occurs, your

committee recommends that the standard W-10-1 advance warning sign should be used.

This is a final report submitted as information. Your committee recommends that

the subject be discontinued, on the premise that any future developments in regard to

advance warning will be handled under one of our other assignments.

Assignment 7—Conduct Study with the View Toward Developing

Alternate Types of Automatic Crossing Protection, Collaborating with

Communication and Signal Section AAR.
Chairman DeJaiffe: The report on this assignment will be made by Subcommit-

tee Chairman C. I. Hartsell, division engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.

C. I. Hartsell: Prolonged operation of crossing protection is becoming more

serious and must be given greater consideration by both public authorities and railroads

as both vehicular and railroad traffic increase year by year. Complaints on the lengthy

and needless operation of flashing lights or combination of flashing lights and gates

are becoming progressively stronger on our more heavily travelled highway-railway

srade crossings.

One of the latest ideas worthy of your consideration is the use of transducers and

wheel sensing units in the "building block." style for highway-railway grade crossing

protection systems, particularly at those crossings involving complex track layouts over

which a variety of switching movements are made.

One railroad asserts that it has had two years of satisfactory results in the elimina-

tion of much unnecessary operation of the crossing protection by the use of transducers

and wheel sensing units. This railroad has used the system as a basic signal circuit

design and secondly as auxiliary controls. The railroad states that it has reduced main-

tenance costs with this system.

.Another large savings is claimed by the use of "grade crossing predictors." Addi-

tional experience with this system, better training of personnel, and improved predictor

components with improved grounding are providing greater reliability in the .system

and the elimination of thousands of difficult-to-maintain insulated joints.

"Overlay signal circuits" are being used by railroads, particularly where welded rail

is laid—again to eliminate many insulated joints.

At least two signal companies have redesigned the cantilever signals so that either

the cantilever arm or the entire signal can be pivoted off the highway for maintenance

purposes and safety of signal personnel. Improved economy in construction and main-

tenance makes the pivoting signals attractive.

It is recommended that the subject be continued to permit reporting on improve-

ments in grade crossing protection.

Chairman DkJaiite: Mr. President, arc there any comments or questions on any

part of these reports? If not, this concludes the report of Committee 9.
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President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Dejaiffe, and the members of your com-

mittee, for this excellent report. Your ccmmittcc handles prcblems connected with a

vital area of contact with the public.

You and your committee are now excused with the thanks of the .Association.

[.\pplau.sc]

[Vice President Trissal assumed the Chair]

Discussion on Engineering and Valuation Records

[For report, see Bulletin 596, page 189

1

Vice President Trissal: The next report will be presented by Committee 11

—

Engineering and Valuation Records, the chairman of which is Howard R. Williams,

valuation engineer. Union Pacific Railroad. Mr. Williams, will you and the members

of your committee please come to the platform, with the subcommittee chairmen

making reports sitting nearest the podium.

Mr. Williams, you may proceed.

Chairman Howard R. Williams: Mr. Vice President, members of the Association,

and guests:

During the past year Committee 11 held three committee meetings. We have six

assignments under study. You will find our complete report in the December 1965

Bulletin No. 596.

Before proceeding with our subcommittee reports, I would like to introduce our

committee secretary, Richard Shaw, valuation engineer. New York Central System.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Chairman Williams: For Assignment 1 we have no report at this time. The

committee is obtaining the data needed for the revision of certain sections of the

Manual on a selective basis. This assignment is under the chairmanship of John L.

Manthey, auditor of property and material accounts, Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway.

Mr. Manthey, will you stand and be recognized.

Assignment 2—Bibliography.

Chairman Williams: We will now ask our committee \'ice chairman, who has

been responsible for the Bibliography assignment for a member of years, to give the

report—J. Bert Byars, assistant to chief engineer, Denver & Rio Grande Western Rail-

road. At the conclusion of each report you are invited to comment from the floor on

the report and ask questions of the speaker.

J. Bert Byars: The report on Assignment 2 appears on page 191 of Bulletin 596,

December 1965. This report lists articles of interest to railroad engineers that have

appeared in publications during the past year. There will be no doubt in your mind

that we are in the "Computer Age" after reading this report since the majority of them

pertain to the use of computers in railroad engineering. We have gathered this informa-

tion for your benefit and hope you will make use of it.

Assignment 3—Office and Drafting Practices.

Chairman Willi.-vms: The next report will be on Assignment 3—Oftice and Drafting

Practices, and will be presented b>- our new subcommittee chairman, James H. Robin-

son, engineer capital expenditures, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad.

James H. Robinson: Mr. Vice President, the upcrt of Subcommittee 3 appears on

page 195 of Bulletin 596.
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A progress report on microt'ilmint; of records appeared in Hullelin S^2, December

1963, and your committee will continue this study during the coming year, hoping to

develop some guidelines for the most effective uses of microfilming. Data and sugges-

tions from other members of the Association are earnestly solicited.

In our report on revision of valuation maps, we have listed a few of the purposes

they serve when on an up-to-date basis; however, many of you have undoubtedly

found other uses that may be made of these.

Assignment 5—Application of Data Processing.

Chairman Williams: Assignment 5, AppHcation of Data Processing, is handled

by co-chairmen, whom I would like to have stand and be recognized.

William J. Pease, assistant general auditor, Illinois Central Railroad, who is in

charge of the accounting phases.

Harold C. Boley, valuation engineer, Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, who
is in charge of the engineering phases.

I believe you will find the next report on a computer application of interest. We
will turn down the house lights and you can sit back and relax. Larry F. Grabowski,

auditor of capital expenditures, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, will give a slide presenta-

tion on "Using the 'Accounting Data Flow Stream' to Capture Detail Needed for

Property Accounting." Mr. Grabowski.

Using the "Accounting Data Flow Stream" to Capture
Detail Needed for Property Accounting

By L. F. GRABOWSKI
The System

The nerve center of the system is a Manual of Accounting Codes. It is assumed

that the Accounting Code Manual will include, in addition to basic accounting needs,

codes for:

Types of Expense—Payroll, material, travel expense, etc.

Department Responsibility—Budget and source of charge.

Work Activity Description.

Structure Identification.

The Application

The Project W'riteup (AFE) is prepared in detail consistent with requirements of

the code structure. After the AFE is prepared and coded it is approved by all depart-

ments concerned and becomes an approved project. The coded AFE detail can i)e

expanded into Project Field Instructions to the various work forces involved. These

Field Instructions will provide the Field Forces and others with the codes for the

various elements of the project so that Field Input Reports such as Labor Reports,

Material Application Reports, Travel Expense Reports, etc. can be coded. As the

reports are submitted they are reviewed for accuracy by the responsible department,

by the Accounting Department, and can be further screened for errors by automatic

controls built into our present day computer programs.

The Results

After the data are digested by the computer or other mechanized process the

Accounting, Managerial, Statistical, Property Accounting and other output takes place.
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This can be in the form of pundurl cards for further processing or in the form of

finished reports. For property accountinjj purposes, this output shows:

Labor Charges

by Type—Office Payroll, Daily Service Card, Construction Force, Track

Force, etc.

by Department Responsibility—for identification purposes,

by Work Activity—Construct track, excavate for foundation, construct build-

ing shell, install water lines, install electrical system,

install equipment or machinery, etc.

Material Charges

summarized by Work Activity and further summarized by material description.

AFE Ledger Detail

This is a computer output of all AFE charges, both capital and expense, with

alphabetic interpretation of work activity. Coded data provide audit reference, and

other accounting data needed. The ledger sheets are printed monthly for each AFE and

show the previous month's cumulative totals, the current month activity and the

updated cumulative totals. Using these data, the summarized printout of materials used,

as-built data, and the original AFE writeup, completion report writing can proceed

without the need for expending hours and days of manual effort previously needed to

summarize such detail.

AFE Status Report

Using the coded detail, the computer provides punched card output that is used to

mechanically produce a monthly Status Report showing:

Amount Authorized

Amount Expended this Month

Amount Expended to Date

Amount Under or Over Expended

Physical Status—Percent Complete

Other Reports

The computer also provides punched-card output to be used to mechanically

develop investment, book depreciation base and tax depreciation base changes. These

same cards can be used for various other purposes.

[The slide used by Mr. Grabowski to illustrate his presentation was a reproduction

of the chart published in Bulletin 596, December 1965, following page 198].

Assignment 6—Valuation and Depreciation.

Chairman Williams: Next is the report on Assignment 6, to be presented by

Chester R. Dolan, engineer capital expenditures, Missouri Pacific Railroad.

Chester R. Dolan: The committee report covering Assignment 6 mentioned the

release of the Schedule of Annual Indices for railroad carriers for the year 1964. These

indices were developed from prices and indices formulated by meeting of the Railroad

Advisory Committee on Equipment and Roadway Property and representatives in the

Engineering Branch of the Section of Valuation of the ICC Bureau of Accounts.

During the year, the Interstate Commerce Commission announced the formulation

of an Accounting and Valuation Board within its Bureau of Accounts. This board has

been designated responsibility and authority to handle various accounting and valua-
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tion matters heretofore handled by the vice chairman of the Commission. The matters

to be handled by the Board include requests for authority to use accounts requiring

special permission, to permit departures from the prescribed rules, to prescribe depre-

ciation rates, to grant special authority for the destruction of records, and to issue

valuation reports. Carriers which feel that the decisions of the board are incompatible

with the facts can appeal such decisions through Division 2 of the ICC.

The ICC has placed railroad and pipeline carriers subject to the Commission's

depreciation orders on a 5-year cyclical review basis. This will afford the Bureau an

opportunity to timely analyze the consist of the properties of these carriers so that

appropriate depreciation rates may be prescribed.

Assignment 7—Revision and Interpretations of ICC Accounting Classi-

Acations.

Chairman Willl\ms: Now I would like to call on Bob Igou, manager capital

expenditures, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad, to give the report on Assign-

ment 7.

R. D. Igou: The report on Assignment 7 appears on page 200 of Bulletin 596.

Since the publication of this report, the ICC issued on October 7, 1965, an additional

Order under Docket No. 32153, which amended the Uniform System of Accounts for

Railroad Companies to provide for revenues received by railroad companies as direct

grants or aid for providing passenger commuter or other passenger service.

The Bureau of Accounts of the Interstate Commerce Commission issued on October

20, 1965, Case 122 (Revised)—an interpretation of the correct accounting for extra-

ordinary items excludable from net income. The revision was made primarily to clarify

the rule in Case 122, paragraph (c), pertaining to losses from unusual retirements of

sections of track property.

[President Johnston resumed the chair]

Chairman- Willums: Committee 11 also has at the speaker's table our former

committee chariman and now subcommittee chairman of a new assignment, "Special

Studies." Would Milton C. Wolf, valuation engineer. Northern Pacific Railway, please

stand and be recognized.

We regret to report the death of Robert Bell Aldridge, retired valuation engineer,

Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad, on June 16, 1965. Our 1965 report includes a Memoir

for Mr. Aldridge.

President Johnston, this concludes the report of Committee 11.

President Johnston: Mr. Williams, we thank you and the members of your com-

mittee for your most interesting reports. Your committee deals with a very important

aspect of our work, and we look to you to help us keep up to date. Your committee

is now excused with the thanks of the Association. [Applause]

Discussion on Waterways and Harbors

[For report, see Bulletin 595, page 16.<]

President Johnston: Committee 25—Waterways and Harbors, will be our next

reporting group. The chairman of this committee is G. R. Collier, project engineer,

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. Mr. Collier, will you and the members of your

committee please come to the platform. Those subcommittee chairmen making reports

should take those seats nearest to the podium. Mr. Collier, you may proceed.
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Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Chairman G. R. Coi.i.ikr: Subcommittee 1 Chairman, J. G. Miller, area engineer,

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Cincinnati, Ohio, is not present today. The committee

recommends no revision of Manual material this year.

Assignment 2—Current Policies, Practices and Developments Dealing

with Navigation Projects.

Chairman Collier: B. M. Dornblatt, consulting engineer and subcommittee chair-

man, is not here today, and the committee is not making a report on this subject.

Assignment 3—Bibliography Relating to Benefits and Costs of Inland

Waterway Projects Involving Navigation.

Chairman Collier: G. W. Becker, principal assistant engineer, Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific Railroad, Chicago, is chairman of this subcommittee. Mr. Becker, will

you please present your report.

G. W. Becker: Mr. President, members and guests:

Occasionally it is brought to the committee's attention that annotations in its

bibliography relating to benefits and costs of inland waterway projects may omit refer-

ence to discrepancies of logic or reasoning in some of the material being described.

Such an instance is reported in Bulletin 595 wherein inaccuracies in the book

"Strategy for Mobility" by Wilfred Owen are further commented upon. It is empha-

sized that the listing of works in the bibliography does not endorse the authenticity

or the accuracy of any statement in them.

Assignment 5—Review of Certain Principles That May Be Applied in

Determining Economic Justification of Inland Waterway Projects Involving

Navigation.

Chairman Collier: J. F. Piper, assistant chief engineer—maintenance, Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, Philadelphia, is chairman of Subcommittee 5. Mr. Piper has just

recently accepted the chairmanship of this subcommittee upon the resignation of the

former subcommittee chairman.

There is no report on the subject at this time; however, it is considered one of

the more important assignments of Committee 25. Recognizing the obsolescence of the

S2-year-old Panama Canal and making a taxpayer's contribution to the renewal,

enlargement and modernization of the locks on the Ohio River, it is apparent that

ascribing a 100-year life to such facilities is just as falacious and unrealistic as is the

interest rate of 2.875 percent being charged projects for federal money. Certainly such

principles as these should be pinpointed for the attention of all.

Assignment 6—Planning, Construction and Maintenance of Rail-Water
Transfer Facilities.

Chairman Collier: R. L. Pettegrew, supervisor freight transportation planning,

Port of New York Authority, New York, is succeeding J. C. Fenno, assistant division

engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad, Milwaukee, Wis., as chair-

man of this subcommittee. Mr. Fenno will now present the report on this assignment.

J. C. Fenno: A program report on this assignment was published in Bulletin 595,

November 1965, page 165. It discusses briefly the type of facilities required in the

planning of a rail-water transfer facility and is presented as information.

It is recommended that the subject be continued.
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Assignment 7—Relative Merits and Economics of Construction Mate-
rials Used in Waterfront Facilities.

Chairman Collier: Dr. Shu t'ien Li, chairman of Subcommittee 7, is unable to be

here today. D. G. Elack, assistant engineer, Chicago, South Shore & South Bend Rail-

road, Michigan City, Indiana, will present a resume of the committee's report on this

assignment.

[Mr. Elack then presented the highlights of Dr. Li's papers, "Fabrication, Erection

and Maintenance of Greenheart Waterfront Structures," and "Prestressed Concrete

Piling and Associated Technology" as published in Bulletin 595, November 1965, pages

168-174].

[Vice President Trissal assumed the Chair].

Chairman Collier: Frank J. Olsen, assistant engineer, Illinois Central Railroad,

will introduce our special feature.

Frank J. Olsen: Vice President Trissal, members of the Association and guests:

Your Committee on Waterways and Harbors is presenting, as information, a motion

picture entitled "Small World of Industry and Agriculture" produced by the St. Law-

rence Seaway Development Corporation.

The film you are about to see was produced with an aim of attracting business

away from the tax-paying railroads and over to the tax-subsidized Seaway. Our pur-

pose in showing this film is to bring to your attention the present usage of this Seaway

by the subsidized waterway carriers that the railroads are being forced to help support

as well as compete with.

The film shows the features of the Seaway from Lake Ontario to Montreal. Your

committee wishes to point out that the film shows even more clearly that the usage

of the Seaway is predominantly by vessels of foreign registry. In fact, 91.6 percent of

all tonnage moving through the Seaway in 1964 was carried by these foreign-registered

vessels; 6,779 vessels of freight moved through the Seaway in 1964, and of these,

6,202 were foreign.

One of this committee's assignments is to keep the .^REA advised as to the "cur-

rent policies, practices and developments dealing with navigation projects." One of the

developments that we feel is important enough to point to today has to deal with the

increasing St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation's debt. This debt has been

created by the low toll charges assessed the users of the Seaway. The tolls received

from the Seaway users during the 1959 to 1964 shipping seasons provided about 50

percent of the funds that were expended in meeting the minimum financial require-

ments, with the other 50 percent coming from the U. S. Treasury.

In addition to foreign shipping interests, the major beneficiaries of the.'e depressed

Seaway tolls are, of cour.se. the special business interests of the (ircat Lakes area.

Published figures show that the Seaway has failed to pay its way every year of

operation, and next year is not expected to be an exception. The President's budget

(L.B.J, not A.V.J. ), submitted in January, estimates that in fiscal year 1967 the St.

Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation (U. S.) will suffer a net loss of ,i;2,565,000.

His budget estimates that at the close of the budget year 1967 the total U. S. deficit

in the St. Lawrence Seaway operation will amount to ,$24,450,000. Deferred interest

payments amount to $17,554,000.

The law establishing the St Lawrence Seaway Development Cori)oration calls for

the Seaway to repay to the Treasury of the U. S. the capital investment cost within
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50 years from 1059. We, as engineers, know that when an operation cannot even meet

interest charges it is difficult to project if it will ever liquidate the capital investment.

You might ask—What does all this mean to the railroads?

Gentlemen—for one thing it means that on one side the railroads, as taxpayers,

arc being forced to subsidize their competitors, the Seaway users; while on the other

side governmental agencies such as the St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation

are helping to promote a greater volume of traffic for the Seaway users through promo-

tional material such as the film you are about to see.

We ask that each of you view the film with the thought of presenting your views,

comments and/or recommendations as to what the railroads could do to counter this

type of promotional material. There will be a discussion period immediately following

the film for this purpose.

[The film was then shown].

Chairman Collier: Are there any questions? I would call the attention of the

members to the fact that even this subtle and very effective propaganda is made pos-

sible through our tax dollars contributing to waterways. It behooves each of us lo

think seriously of how we can combat such a thing.

Mr. Vice President, this completes the presentation of Committee 25.

Vice President Trissal: Thank you, Mr. Collier. I don't think you can over-

emphasize the importance of combatting this Seaway. As you know, it not only fails

to pay the return on capital, but it also agitates to reduce the tolls. It is a double-

barreled effect, and we really must all be on our toes to do what we can to overcome

this problem.

Mr. Collier, you and your committee are dismissed with the thanks of the

Association. [Applause]

Discussion on Economics of Railway Location
and Operation

[For report, see Bulletin 505, page 69]

Vice President Trissal: Next, Committee 16—Economics of Railway Location

and Operation, will present its report. The chairman of this committee is T. D.

Wofford, Jr., assistant to chief engineer, Illinois Central Railroad. Mr. Wofford, will

you and the members of your committee please come to the platform. Again, I request

the subcommittee chairmen making reports to take seats nearest the podium. Mr.

Wofford, you may proceed.

Chairman T. D. Wofford: Mr. Vice President, members of the Association, and

guests:

Committee 16 has eight current assignments. Reports on the progress of these

assignments have been published on pages 69 to 77 of Bulletin 595. Advance reports

on two assignments were published earlier in Bulletin 594.

All of Committee I6's assignments deal extensively with cost and economic con-

siderations. For this reason the reports become quite involved with analyses for which

data are often difficult to obtain.

During the past year several of our subcommittees have been involved in extensive

investigations and studies which we believe will result in significant reports in the future.
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Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Chairman Wofford: Revision of the Manual material is continuing and additional

sections are expected to be ready for final review during the coming year. Subcommittee

1 is under the direction of George Rugge, special assistant, staff studies, Santa Fe, whom
I will ask to stand and be recognized.

Assignment 2—Study of Methods of Analyzing the Economics of Rail-

way Engineering Projects Designed Primarily to Improve the Quality of

Transportation Service.

Chairman Wofford: The investigations relating to our Assignment 2 on methods

of analyzing economics of projects designed to improve the quality of transportation

service, have been very enlightening to the committee. While no report is being made

this year, the results of our studies will be incorporated in future reports of a new

assignment being undertaken by the committee. Subcommittee 2 has been under the

direction of T. D. Kern, assistant to chief engineer, Illinois Central. I would like to

recognize Mr. Kern at this time.

Assignment 3—Determination of Maintenance of Way Expense Varia-

tion with Various Traffic Volumes and Effect of Using Such Variations, in

Terms of Equated Mileage or Other Derived Factors, for Allocation of

Available Funds to Maintenance of Way, Collaborating with Committees
II and 22.

Chairman Wofford: Assignment 3, relating to determination of maintenance of

way expense with various traffic volumes and other factors, continues to be one of the

most interesting but most difficult tasks of the committee. A continuing program of

research and analysis is under way, incorporating a research project on Econometric

Modeling for Track Maintenance Requirement, under direction of the AAR Research

Center. Future reports will incorporate the results of the research project as well as

the committee's efforts. Subcommittee h is headed by H. B. Christianson, Jr., director

of industrial engineering, C&O-B&O, whom I will ask to stand and be recognized.

Assignment 4—Potential Applications of Electronic Computers to Rail-

way Engineering Problems in Research, Design, Inventory, etc., Collaborat-

ing with Committees 11 and 30, and Informally with the Railway Systems

and Management Association.

Chairman Wofford: Application of electronic computers continues to be a strong

interest of Committee 16. Following the elaborate demonstration of the "time sharing"

concept last year. Subcommittee 4 has been investigating several other applications on

which future reports will be made. The assignment is headed by L. P. Diamond,

assistant engineer—research, C&O-B&O. Mr. Diamond, will you .stand and be

recognized.

The Association has asked Committee 16 to consider several proposals relating to

the future use of computers by engineers. An AAR Computer Center at Washington,

D. C. is one of the proposals under study. The desirability of a new AREA Committee

on Data Systems is also under consideration. A .special committee, including representa-

tives from Committees 11 and 30, is actively handling this assignment. T. J. Lamphier,

assistant to vice president. Operations Research, Great Northern, is heading this study

group. I will ask Mr. Lamphier to stand and be recognized.
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Assignment 5—Engineering Methods of Reducing Time of Freight Cars
Between Loading and Unloading Points, Collaborating with Car Service
Division, AAR, Communication and Signal Section, AAR, Operating-Trans-
portation Division, AAR. and American Association of Railroad Superin-
tendents.

Chairman Wofford: A very fine report on Assignment 5 has been prepared for

your information. W. J. Dixon, assistant to president, Rock Island, is chairman of

subcommittee 5. I will ask him to comment on the report. At the conclusion of his

statement, Mr. Dixon will be glad to answer any questions or respond to comments

from the floor regarding the contents of the report.

W. J. Dixon: In pursuing its subject "Engineering Methods of Reducing Time of

Freight Cars Between Loading and Unloading Points," Subcommittee 5 has focused its

attention on the benefits to be derived from the application of systems-engineering tech-

niques to improve the control of car distribution and movement, thereby providing

better and faster service to shippers and reducing railroad expenses through more inten-

sive car utilization. Actually, the loaded movement cannot be considered apart from the

empty portion of the car turnaround time cycle. The customer is not only interested in

minimizing the dock-to-dock time of the car carrying his freight but in the prompt and

dependable availability of the empty car for loading. Control of total time is essential

to the attainment of better car utilization. The committee feels that with the kind of

freight car fleet management made possible by today's computers and data processing

methods, both the shipper's and the railroad's objectives can be realized. One railroad

estimates that its computerized car control function has boosted freight car utilization

on its lines by 35 percent; another estimates it has obtained a 50 percent betterment

in the utilization of its 6,000 units of specialized equipment.'

The accomplishment of better car utilization is of major importance to the railroad

industry and of vital concern to its future economic well-being. It is becoming increas-

inly difficult to earn an adequate rate of return on investment in modern freight cars

at their present prices, given current freight rates and car turnaround performance.

The other organizations with which Subcommittee 3 has collaborated in its studies are

unanimous in their agreement on this point. In fact. Committee 5 of the American

Association of Railroad Superintendents prepared a report on "Freight Cars—Control,

Handling and Maximum Utilization," in which many of the same facets of the problem

are touched upon as in the report of Subcommittee 5. In addition, the Superintendents'

report emphasizes the necessary for greater shipper cooperation. This may entail incen-

tives or penalties to assist the railroad in maintaining satisfactory car condition,

including prescribed complements of interior equipment.

The railroad civil engineering profession has heretofore been concerned primarily

with the fixed facilities required for the operation of trains and switching of cars. The

mechanical engineer has addressed himself to car design. In recommending the systems-

engineering approach to the solution of problems embraced by the scope of its assign-

ment, Subcommittee 5 seeks to bring together all of the skills and disciplines which can

contribute to the enhancement of railroad profitability in this context. Existing yard

layouts, track and siding configurations, car designs, and uses of materials, for example,

should be discarded promptly in favor of new developments which, subject to the test

of economic feasibility, can increase efficiency and minimize down time in the employ-

'^ Competitivr Transpoilntinii, January, 1Q66, Chicago Public Relations Office 'A the We.stern

Railways.
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ment of equipment and facilities. The very nature of modern product marketinK and

distribution necessitates the evolution of advanced concepts of railroading, in which all

of the elements of plant and equipment are considered integrally with operating and

management control procedures to produce the desired level of transportation service,

both overall and for specific movements or commodities. The ability to administer

time in the expeditious routing of freight cars to destination and to the origin of the

next load is implicit in any optimization of railroad resource allocation.

This report is a final one on the assignment and is presented as information.

Assignment 6—Features of Economic and Engineering Interest in the

Study, Design, Construction and Operation of New Railway Line Projects,

or Major Line Relocations, Proposed, in Progress or Recently Completed.

Chairman Wofford: Many of you will be interested in reading the excellent tech-

nical report on relocation of portions of the M-K-T lines in Oklahoma in connection

with the Eufaula Dam. The report was prepared under the auspices of Subcommittee

6, headed by H. L. Woldridge, assistant chief engineer—planning and scheduling, Frisco,

who could not be with us today.

Assignment 7—Application of Industrial Engineering Functions to

the Railway Industry.

Chairman Wofford: An interesting report on a potential application of industrial

engineering has been made available for your information. George Sowers, assistant

director industrial engineering, Missouri Pacific, chairman of Subcommittee 7, will com-

ment briefly on the report. Mr. Sowers will be glad to respond to any questions or

comments from the floor.

G. S. Sowers: The September-October Bulletin, No. 594, reported on industrial

engineering study of a freight car repair facility.

My own experience in track construction and maintenance would probably lead

me to say, "So what?" or, "That's nice, what else is new?" I know that there aren't

too many of you that are concerned about freight car repair facilities. You've got

enough to worry about with your own problems.

Some of your problems, however, do look like the problem presented in the re-

port. You have material and labor costs, critical timing and the work must be per-

formed sequentially. With explicit knowledge of these elements you can use industrial

engineering techniques to both clarify and solve your performance production problems.

The mathematical model discussed in the report, although somewhat sophisticated,

is one technique that can readily be adopted to some of your sequential work or

queueing problems.

Our subsequent reports will further illustrate the practical applications of indus-

trial engineering.

Assignment 8—Effects of Innovations on the Economics of Railway
Location and Operation.

Chairman Woitdki): .\ great deal of committee time has been spent in considering

information on new operational and engineering concepts and on innovations that may
be used to meet future competitive situations, reduce cost and improve service. Several

subjects are under consideration for reports which the committee expects to present at

the appropriate time. Subcommittee 8 is under the direction of M. R. Miller, divi.sion

engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad. I will ask Mr. Miller to stand and l)e recognized.
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Chairman VVofkord [continuin|i| : The Hoard of Direction has approved a new

assignment for Committee 16, replacing current Assignments 2 and 5. With this change,

Committee 16 recommends that ail of its assignments be continued.

At the termination of this Convention my term as chairman will be concluded. I

would like to take this opportunity to express appreciation for the cooperation of the

members and for the opportunity to have worked with such an outstanding group. It

has been a pleasure to serve the committee.

The Association is most fortunate in having L. E. Ward assume the chairmanship

of Committee 16 at this time. Mr. Ward is senior system industrial engineer, Pennsyl-

vania Railroad. He has served Committee 16 faithfully and with distinction for a num-

ber of years as a member, subcommittee chairman, and vice chairman. I would like to

ask Mr. Ward to stand and be recognized. My congratulations and best wishes go to

him as the new chairman. The new vice chairman is T. J. Lamphier, assistant to vice

president, operations research. Great Northern Railway.

Vice President Trissal: Thank you, Mr. Wofford, and the members of your com-

mittee for your report and your efforts of this past year. Your committee deals with

some of the most vital and interesting problems facing the railroad industry today.

Mr. Wofford, we appreciate the able and dedicated leadership which you have

given to Committee 16 for the past three years. As you are relieved of your responsi-

bilities as chairman, we are pleased to welcome as your successor, Mr. Ward and, as

the new vice chairman, Mr. Lamphier. We are satisfied from their past performance

that under their direction the good work of your committee will continue.

Mr. Ward, as a symbol of your new authority and to assist you in conducting the

meetings of your committee, I would like to present you with this chairman's gavel.

The inscription reads: "L. E. Ward, Chairman, AREA Committee 16. 1966-1968."

The committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association. [Applause
|

[President Johnston resumed the Chair].

Discussion on Economics of Railway Labor

[For report, see Bulletin 596, page 201]

President Johnston: The last report of the day will be presented by Committee
22—Economics of Railway Labor, the chairman of which is M. S. Reid, assistant chief

engineer—maintenance, Chicago & North Western Railway, and a director of the As-

sociation. Mr. Reid, will you and members of Committee 22 please come to the plat-

form. The subcommittee chairmen making reports should sit in the seats nearest to the

podium. Mr. Reid, the microphone is yours.

Chairman M. S. Reid: Mr. President, members and guests:

The report of Committee 22—Economics of Railway Labor, appears in Bulletin

596, pages 201 tu 220, incl. Following the reports on the committee's assignments, a

special feature on "Current Status of Prestresscd Concrete Ties on Railroads in the

United States" will be presented by G. M. Magee, director of engineering research, AAR.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Chairman Reid: No revisions are deemed necessary at this time. However, I should

like to recognize E. J. Brown, chief engineer, Burlington Lines, Chicago, as chairman

of this subcommittee.
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Assignment 3—Labor Economies in Organizing Mechanized Forces ior

Track Maintenance.

Chairman Reid: The study of this subject is in progress and a report will be

made next year. I would like to recognize J. K. Gloster, engineer maintenance of way,

Louisville & Nashville Railroad, Louisville, Ky., as chairman of this subcommittee.

Assignment 4—Labor Economies in Track and Turnout Construction or

Relocation by the Panel Method Vs. Conventional Methods for Main and

Yard Tracks.

Chairman Reid: The report on Assignment 4 was to have been given by J. T.

Sullivan, transportation superintendent, New York Central System, New York. Mr.

Sullivan prepared this report but is unable to be here today, so I will cover a portion

of his report on an impromptu basis.

Based on information received from various Class I railroads, 30 companies advised

that they have used the panel method. Some of these companies had used the panel

method only for the track, others for installing complete turnouts.

Our conclusions in this report are: As experience is gained in the use of panels, and

machinery and tools are developed for panel work, even greater economies will be

developed.

Your subcommittee submits this report as information, with the recommendation

that the subject be discontinued.

Assignment 5—Labor Economies to Be Derived from Modern Bridge

Maintenance Organization, Using the Latest Equipment.

Chairman Reid: The report on Assignment 5 will be given by Subcommittee

Chairman F. H. McGuigan, assistant engineer of structures, Missouri Pacific Railroad,

St. Louis.

F. H. McGuigan: Mr. president, members and guests:

Bulletin 506, pages 218 through 220, includes the report by your subcommittee on

labor economies to be derived from modern bridge maintenance organization, using

the latest equipment.

Of particular interest is the successful effort reported by many roads recently in

mechanizing bridge maintenance to a degree approaching that in track maintenance.

Despite the hand-operation nature of many phases of bridge maintenance, mechaniza-

tion of most of these phases is now possible by use of power tools and auxiliary

equipment such as cranes, trucks, diesel pile hammers, paint sprayers, etc., which have

been developed and refined by our suppliers. No particular preference was evident for

cither pneumatic, electric, hydraulic or gasolinc-engine-powered hand tools. The tendency

is to utilize particular tools having the best capabilities despite the need for more than

one type of power plant. Equipment capable of both on- and off-track operation and,

to a limited extent, radio, are being utilized to realize the maximum work time

potential.

Increased use of safety equipment is also reported.

Mechanization, in itself, does not automatically improve performance and reduce

cost unless there is a corresponding increase in planning of work, manpower use, mate-

rial delivery and equipment use and maintenance. The excellent equipment now avail-

able is merely a means to an end for improved performance in bridge maintenance.

This report is presented as information.
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Assignment 6—Economics of Maximum Mechanization in Yards and

Terminals.

Chairman Rkid: The study of this subject is in progress and a report will be made

next year. L. C. Gilbert, assistant engineer, Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway, Joliet, 111.,

is chairman of this subcommittee. I know Mr. Gilbert was here this morning, but I

haven't seen him this afternoon. If he is here I will ask him to stand and be recognized.

E\idcnl]>- he is not i^resent.

Assignment 7—Economics of Rail Grinding.

Chairman Reid: The study of this subject is in progress and a report will be made

next year. I would like to recognize R. P. Howell, engineer maintenance of way and

structures, Washington Terminal Company, Washington, D.C., as chairman of this

subcommittee.

Assignment 2—Analysis of Operations of Railways That Have Substan-

tially Reduced the Cost of Labor Required in Maintenance of Way Work.

Chairman Reid: The report on Assignment 2 will be given by Subcommittee

Chairman C. R. Harrell, division engineer. Seaboard Air Line Railroad, Savannah, Ga.

C. R. Harrell: Mr. President, members and guests:

The complete report on Assignment 2 begins on page 202 of Bulletin 596 dated

December 1965. This is the 24th report on this subject which has been re-assigned an-

nually since 1935.

Committee 22 held a two-day meeting in Tampa, Fla., in July 1965, and the in-

formation presented in this report was obtained on two field trips made by committee

members at that time.

In the afternoon of July 19th committee members visited a commercial prestressed

concrete cross tie plant in Tampa. At the plant a smoothly running production line

was producing an AAR Type E concrete cross tie every 2 min. In this plant the ties

are steam -cured for 24 hr, after which forms are removed and ties stacked in yard for

further curing. Committee members were advised that semi-portable plants were operat-

ing at other points in the southeast and similar plants could be set up wherever the

demand justified their construction.

On July 20th the committee members made an all-day trip by special train from

Tampa to Jacksonville, Fla., over the single-track main line of the Seaboard Air Line

Railroad. Before leaving Tampa, however, the members inspected the A.'\R test section

of welded rail on concrete cross ties, which installation was made in March 1960 using

600 AAR Type E prestressed concrete cross ties, laid out of face and spaced on 30-in

centers. The test location is in Seaboard main line near Tampa, over which the maxi-

mum speed is 79 mph for passenger trains and 60 mph for freight trains. The line

carries 20 trains daily, 10 freight and 10 passenger, and is subjected to in excess of 17

million gross tons per mile of road per year. The original installation was made with

tie plates; however, later design Type E ties eliminated the tie plate and improved

fastenings, including tie pads, were observed on the replacement ties which had been

placed in the test section.

Enroute Tampa to Jacksonville the committee stopped to inspect concrete crossing

slabs in grade crossing in the Tampa area, construction of industrial tracks using con-

crete cross ties near Crystal Springs, Fla., completed prestressed concrete ballasted-deck

trestle near Island Grove, Fla., and completed extension to passing track, Hawthorne,

Fla., constructed by use of concrete tie paneled track and construction of additional

yard tracks at Wildwood, Fla., with prestressed concrete ties. The additional yard
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(racks wltc bciiiK i)lacf(l 1)> a foicu cc.nslslinji of one t'ori'nian, one drauliiu' (i|HTator

and seven laborers placing twenty .^9-ft track panels in position per hour, using a work

train and dragline. The panel track was constructed al a commercial plant loaded on

gondola and shipped to site. The track panels l)eing used were constructed from 100-lb

secondhand rail and concrete cross ties.

This report is submitted as information.

Ch.airman Reid: Mr. President, this completes the reports of Committee 22, and

I would like to present our special feature at this time.

I am not going to go into the background of our speaker because I believe everyone

here knows him. I will simply call upon Mr. Magee, director of engineering research of

the AAR, who will present the special feature, "Current Status of Prestressed Concrete

Ties on Railroads in the United States". Mr. Magee. [Applause]

Current Status of Prestressed Concrete Ties
on Railroads in the United States

By G. M. MAGEE
Director of Engineering Research, AAR

Prestressed concrete ties! Such ties were unheard of in this country just a few years

ago but now it appears that most of the roads are planning on installing a test section,

or at least thinking about it. Some roads are installing 30 or 40 miles of such ties while

one road has plans to install about 35 miles of ties per year until its entire main line

has such ties. Plants for the manufacture of prestressed concrete ties have been built

in six or seven large cities and others are in the planning stage. However, before we

proceed too far on the present status of the prestressed concrete tie, we should review

briefly the history and growth of the tie in this country.

In 1956 Mr, Ruble of our staff visited eight European countries for the purpose

of inspecting some of the older prestressed concrete bridges. This trip was conducted

at the request and expense of Frank Masters of the consulting engineering firm of

Modjeski and Masters. The principal purpose of the trip was to determine the condi-

tion of such bridges after many years of service so that the information could be used

in evaluating the merits of prestressed concrete bridges in this country.

Mr. Ruble inspected a large number of prestressed concrete bridges and in addition

inspected and was impressed by the large number of prestressed concrete sleepers or

tics that were being installed on the railroads in all the countries visited. The general

explanation that was given by the European railroad engineers for the use of such ties

was that immediately following the Second World War a large number of ties were

required to rebuild the war-torn railroads and sufficient timber was not available. Then,

during the following years, the railroads found that the structural performance of such

ties was equal to that of wood ties and, in addition, they were more economical.

Upon the return of Mr. Ruble to this country we discussed the merits of concrete

ties and came to the conclusion that while sufficient timber was available for the needs

of our railroads in the foreseeable future, we should do some research on a concrete tie

for possible use in the future. We accordingly made plans to develop a tie for our

heavy axle loads through design calculations and laboratory testing, with the hope of

installing 40 or SO ties in the track of some railroad for service testing.
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The first prcstressed concrete ties were designed to carry the same bending moments
as those found in a wood tie with the expectation that the ties would be spaced at

about 20-in centers. Three designs were prepared, one having a cross section 9 in wide

by 8 in deep, the second design 9 in by 7 in and the third, 9 in by 6 in. Special con-

sideration was given to the length of the tie since the European ties are all shorter than

8 ft. Experience in this country has shown that track maintenance costs are reduced

with longer ties and the majority of the railroads are using ties 8 ft 6 in long, so we
decided to base our design on an 8 -ft 6-in long tie.

Several ties of each design were built by Prestressed Concrete of Colorado, using

the "long-bed" method of construction, without cost to the Research Center. The ties

were shipped to our Research Center where static and repeated-load tests were con-

ducted. In general, the ties met our design requirements but estimates indicated that

the cost of such a tie would be prohibitive.

We again reviewed our program on prestressed concrete ties and decided that since

we were working with concrete cast into molds, we could shape the tie to secure the

greatest efficiency. We also discussed spacing the ties at a greater spacing than that for

wood ties, taking into account the following:

J. Rail Stresses—The rail acts as a continuous beam on elastic supports. Taking

into account this action, our calculations showed that the flexural stresses in

the rail with the ties spaced at 30 in would only be about 10 percent greater

than the stresses with the ties spaced at 20 in. This relation was later checked

by field tests where, in fact, the rail stresses supported by wood ties at about

20-in centers were found to be greater than those in the rail with the pre-

stressed concrete ties at 30-in centers.

2. Pressure on Ballast and Subgrade—Track maintenance is a function of the

pressure of the tie on the ballast. Calculations indicate that the pressure of the

8-ft 6-in wood tie at 20-in centers is about 65 psi. We calculated that a 12-in-

wide tie, spaced at 30-in centers, would also produce a ballast pressure of

about 65 psi, so we felt that track maintenance should be about the same for

both types of tie.

3. Bending Moments in Tie—Calculated and measured stresses in wood ties

spaced at 20 in indicate a bending moment of 100,000 in-lb at the center line

of rail and a negative bending moment of 400,000 in-lb at the center line of

track under a center-bound condition. Calculations based on a continuous

rail on elastic supports indicate that the bending moments in the tie will not

increase directly as the increase in spacing but, on the other hand, an impact

factor must be included in the design of the concrete tie. After considering all

factors, a bending moment of 150,000 in-lb at the center line of rail was used

in the design of the concrete tie. This value has been shown to be adequate

by later field tests on the ties.

The bending moment of 400,000 in-lb at the center line of track imposed quite a

problem, but this was solved by forming the center portion of the tie on the bottom

to have a wedge or triangular shape with the point down so that this part of the tie

could work itself into the ballast and relieve the center-bound condition, thus reducing

the bending moment at this location.

We then proceeded with the design of a tie 12 in wide at the bottom and 9 in wide

at the top capable of carrying a bending moment of 150,000 in-lb at the center line of
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rail. This design resulted in a tie 7 in deep. We realized that we had imposed on Pre-

stressed Concrete of Colorado in asking this company to make the original ties so we

were hesitant in asking it to make additional ties. This matter was solved during a visit

to my office of D. C. Cone, president of the Florida Prestressed Concrete Company of

Tampa, Fla., with his engineers. Mr. Cone stated that he was interested in building an

automated machine to manufacture a tie of suitable design. He offered to manufacture

some ties of our new design by the "long-bed" method for our testing. He further

stated that he would be wiUing to manufacture 500 or 600 ties each for the Atlantic

Coast Line Railroad and the Seaboard Air Line Railroad without cost to them if they

would furnish the rail fastenings and install the ties. Later we approached Mr. Bates,

chief engineer of the Coast Line and Mr. Hutcheson, chief engineer of the Seaboard

and they both agreed to accept the proposal.

Early in 1960 the American Concrete Crosstie Corporation made 1100 ties by the

"long-bed" method and a view of this tie is shown here (Slide 1). These ties were

installed by the Atlantic Coast Line and the Seaboard Air Line. The rail fastenings on

these ties (Slide 2) were designed at our Research Center and consisted of a narrow

tie plate with clips fastened to the tie by long bolts extending through the tie with a

channel and nuts on the bottom. Estimates indicated that the cost of rail fastenings

would be prohibitive so studies were made of a new type of fastening. The American

Concrete Crosstie Corporation developed a fastening (Slide 3) in which the tie plate

is eliminated and only a pad between the bottom of the rail and the concrete is used.

A recess is placed in the tie to provide the necessary rail cant. All lateral and vertical

forces from the rail are transmitted to the tie by special chps with bolts tightened

against stainless steel anchors cast in the concrete. This principle of fastening the rail

to the prestressed concrete tie has proven efficient and economical.

During the past several years we have had the opportunity to secure examples of

concrete and prestressed concrete ties from several foreign countries and we keep these

on exhibit at our Research Center. The prestressed concrete tie shown in this view

(Slide 4) is used by the German Federal Railroads and has proven successful for their

conditions. The tie is 7 ft lOy^ in long, which is short by our standards. The fastening

shown in this view (Slide S) for the German ties can be recognized as the GEO type

with the lag screws holding the plate screwed into wooden dowels set in the concrete

when cast.

The tie shown here (Slide 6) is known as the "RS" tie and is used by the French

National Railways. The tie is not prestressed but consists of two concrete blocks held

together by a steel "T." The tie is 7 ft 8 in long, 2 in shorter than the German tie.

The rail fastening shown for the "RS" tie is shown in this view (SHde 7). The pressure

on the bolt on the clip places a vertical load on the rail. The lower part of the clip

bears against the base of rail and a recess in the concrete to transmit all lateral forces

from the rail to the concrete.

The tie shown in this view (Slide 8) is another two-block tie held together by a

steel pipe and is used by the Swedish State Railways. The tie is only 7 ft 6^/2 in long

and is considered a prestressed tie as it has a single prestressed bar passing through the

pipe. The rail fastening used with the Swedish tie is shown in this view (Slide 9) and

is known as the Fist fastening device.

This tie (Slide 10) is a recent development for the British Railways and is known

as the Dow-Mac Concrete, Ltd., tie. The tie is 8 ft 3 in long, just short of our recom-

mended length of 8 ft 6 in. Laboratory tests performed on the tie indicate that its

strength at the center line of rail is as great, if not greater, than our recommended

(Text continued on page 626)

Bui. 600
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Slide 1—AAR tie.

Slide 2—AAR clip.

Slide 3—ACCC fastening with pad.
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Slide 4—German tie.

Slide 5—GEO fastening on German tie.

Slide 6—French RS tie.
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Slide 7—Fastening for French RS tie.

Slide 8—Swedish tie.

bending moment. The fastening for the Dow-Mac tie, as shown in this view (Slide 11),

consists of a heavy twisted spring with one end resting on the rail base and the other

end driven into a shoulder cast into the concrete. It should be noted that if the shoulder

is lost through corrosion, the tie must be discarded.

The tie shown in this view (Slide 12) was developed for the New Tokaido Line

in Japan. The tie is 7 ft 10 in long and is prestressed. The rail fastening for the

Japanese tie shown in this view (Slide 13) consists of a two-piece spring clip fastened

down by a lag .screw turned into a plastic anchor cast into the concrete. Our experience

with such plastic anchors indicates that the material will creep under continued applied

bolt tension, thus making it difficult to keep the proper pressure on the clips, so we

will be quite interested in the results of this type of rail fastening.

(Text continued on page 62S)
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Slide 9—Swedish Fist fastening device.

Slide 10—English Dow-Mac tie.
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Slide 11—Fastenings for English tie.

Slide 12—Japanese tie.

As previously mentioned, experience has shown that the prestressed concrete ties

cannot be made economically in this country by the "long-bed" method due principally

to the large labor costs involved. The officials and engineers of the American Concrete

Crosstie Corporation realized this economic condition and since they had had con-

siderable experience with automated equipment for making concrete building blocks and

other building materials, they built a fully automated tie-making machine. I shall now
try to describe the tie-making machine, using this schematic diagram for the various
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Slide 13—Fastening for Japanese tie.

SCHEMATIC DRAWING

OF

TIE -MAKING MACHINE
Slide 14.

steps (Slide 14). The process is continuous so I shall start my description at one end

of the machine where the forms containing the ties come from the steam curing room.

\. A dolly loaded with steel molds called "pallets" containing the prestressed con-

crete ties as received from the steam curing room is moved into position on a railroad

track. The ties are made upside down so the bottom of the tie is up.

B. Individual pallets and ties arc lifted about 8 ft to the level of the tic-making

machine by automatic hydraulic lift.

C. Pallet and tie are moved automatically to position "C." Stressed strands at both

ends of the ties are sawed, releasing the prestressing force into the tie by bond between

the strand and concrete.
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D. Palli't and tic are nio\cd to i)Ositi()n "D." Tic is lifted \ertically from pallet by

creating a vacuum between tie and lifting mechanism.

E. Tie is moved laterally about 10 ft and then lowered and placed on two special

forks. Bottom and ends of tie are inspected for possible concrete voids and small cracks

radiating from strands. Tie is turned over for inspection of top and side. If ties are

faulty, they are marked with keel. Manufacturing date is stamped on tie.

F. Ties are moved longitudinally on rollers where they are picked-up with a fork

lift and stacked. This completes the automated work on these ties.

G. The pallet from which the tie was removed moves forward to position "G"

where the inside of the pallet is cleaned and oiled.

H. The pallet moves to position "H" where the four strands are inserted through

holes in the ends of the pallet. The strands are then anchored at one end, stressed

automatically to the correct tension by a hydraulic jack and then anchored. The total

load on the four strands is 80,000 lb.

I. Pallet with stressed strands is moved to position "I" where the four stainless

steel anchors are placed on short pins which protrude upward from the bottom of

the pallet.

J. Pallet with strands and anchors is moved to position "J" where the correct

amount of very dry concrete is placed in the pallet. The pallet is then vibrated by

electric-motor-driven eccentric weights on a shaft. A steel header having the shape of

the bottom of the tie is then lowered on the concrete and the entire mass is again

vibrated.

K. Pallet with tie is moved to position "K" where the bottom of tie is hand

troweled.

L. Pallet with tie is lowered onto a dolly running on a railroad track.

M. After the dolly is fully loaded with ties, it is moved to the steam curing room.

The ties remain in the curing room for 14 hr where the temperature increases from 125

up to ISO F for 6 hr and then gradually decreases. During this steam curing the strength

of the concrete increases from zero to about 6,000 psi and reaches a strength of over

10,000 psi in 28 days.

A. After the pallets and ties are taken from the curing room, they are moved on

railroad tracks to position "A."

The fully automated tie-making machine as described will make 318 prestressed

concrete ties per 8-hr day or a tie every 1.36 min. The principal objection to this fully

automated plant in Tampa is that it serves only the Atlantic Coast Line and the Sea-

board Air Line. The ties are entirely too heavy to ship any great distance by revenue

freight. Realizing this distribution difficulty, the ACCC has designed and built a number
of tie-making plants at different locations in the United States. These machines or plants

are not completely automated but have the advantage over the fully automated plant

described in that they can be moved from location to location. At the present time the

ACCC has five such machines in operation and is in the process of building two addi-

tional plants in Kansas City, Mo., to serve the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway. The

total output per day for each portable plant is 275 ties per 8-hr shift. Since all portable

plants are on a two 8-hr-shift basis, the capacity of the 5 portable plants is llOO ties

per day. When the Kansas City plants are completed the total capacity of all the plants

will be 2418 ties per day.

The American Concrete Crosstie Corporation is not the only organization interested

in making ties for the American Railroads; however, they are the only organization

producing ties at this time.
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The United States Crosstie Company has a tie plant at Crystal Lake, III., which

made 10,000 ties for the Huron Portland Cement Co. of VVaukegan, 111., but has not

made any ties for the railroads. Its tie-making machine, which is semi-automatic in

operation, was imported from Germany and produces the Type B-58 tie used on the

German Federal Railroad. The tie as made in this machine is only 7 ft lOJ^ in long by

11 13/16 in wide. The tie was designed for German Federal Railroad axle loads of

50,000 lb and the post-tensioning system is used for the prestressing. In other words,

the tie is made with four holes extending through the length of the tie. After the con-

crete has reached the desired strength, high-strength steel rods are placed in the holes

and the concrete compressed by placing the rods in tension. At the present time the

entire tie plant is being changed to accommodate the installation of a new tie-making

machine to produce a German-type tie 8 ft 6 in long designed for 72,000-lb axle loads.

The new plant is expected to be in operation this fall with a capacity of 1000 ties

per day.

The Railway Automated Machinery Co. (Ramco) recently announced that it has

completed arrangements for manufacturing and selling the RS concrete cross tie in the

United States. The RS concrete tie was developed by Roger Sonneville for the French

National Railways. The producers state that the tie will be manufactured in mobile

plants located on the customer's property. The RS tie is not prestressed but is made

of two blocks of reinforced concrete held together by a steel "T" bar. The length of

the tie is 7 ft 8 in, with each concrete block llj/a in wide, 8-)^ in deep by 2 ft S'^

in long.

The RS ties are made in a semi-automatic machine where the concrete is deposited

in a mold and then vibrated. The tie is removed from the mold by turning the mold

and tie over, depositing the tie on a slowly moving platform. The ties are eventually

moved to storage areas for curing.

Some prestressed concrete ties have been made by Ben C. Gerwick, Inc., of San

Francisco. These ties were made by the "long-bed" method and are similar to the

German-type tie, except they are pretensioned instead of post-tensioned. The ties made

by this firm consisted of 49 ties for the Western Pacific Railroad and 577 for the U. S.

Steel Corporation for its ore-carrying railroad near Atlantic City, Wyo. As far as I

know, this firm has no plans for an automated tie-making machine.

We hear a great deal about the extensive use of prestressed concrete ties but

actually their percentage of total ties installed is quite small. We see from this diagram

(Slide 15) that there has been an increase in the number of ties installed each year,

varying from 1270 tics in 1960 to 265,000 in 1965. We estimate that the railroads pur-

chased and installed 15,000,000 new wood ties during 1965, so the percentage of pre-

stressed concrete ties is less than 2 percent. The total number of prestressed concrete

ties in service is shown on this diagram (Slide 16) and it can be seen that the railroads

are now operating over close to 400,000 such ties. Some questions have been a.skcd about

the number of prestressed concrete ties in main-line tracks and our records indicate that

about 290,000 of the 400,000 ties arc in main lines.

I would like to point out that several large installations of prestressed concrete

ties were made by the railroads during 1965 and others are being planned for 1966.

For example, the Florida East Coast Railroad installed 74,000 ties (32 miles of track)

in its main line between Jacksonville and Miami, Fla. The Norfolk Southern Railway

in.stalled 70,888 ties (31.5 miles of track) on an extension of its line into Marsden, N. C.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad installed 18,000 tics in its line near Lafferty, Ohio. The

Frisco Railway will install 6^,400 tics during 1966 in its new 32.3-mile line to serve a

mineral-production area in southeastern Missouri.
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I do not think it necessary to show you a large number of tie installations but a

few of the major and unusual installations should be of interest.

This view (Slide 17) shows a completed section of new track on the Florida East

Coast near St. Augustine, Fla. Incidentally, the second track shown with the wood ties

will be taken up and Centralized Traffic Control installed for operation over the track

with the prestressed concrete ties. In this track-rebuilding program, the ties were

shipped (Slide 18) to the site on flat cars, spaced and held in place at 30-in centers by

spacer bars. The ties were unloaded eight at a time by means of a crane and a special

locking clamp. The eight ties were then placed on the ballast at the correct spacing.

Experience has shown that a car of 250 ties could be unloaded in 50 min, or on the

average of 5 ties per min.

The replacement of timber ties on bridges has always been a costly procedure. The

wood ties on a few bridges are now being replaced with prestressed concrete ties by

some of the railroads. Experience has shown that at least 4 in of ballast should be

placed on the bridge deck before the ties are placed. There is some indication that the

use of prestressed concrete ties on the approach track will reduce the soft area in the

track that is common at the abutments. Some installations of prestressed concrete ties

have been made on open-deck bridges. This required another design of tie (SHde 19)

and is limited to those bridges having smooth top flanges without rivet heads.

Prestressed concrete ties used in conjunction with prestressed concrete crossing

planks form a very satisfactory highway crossing, and I understand that state highway

officials are well pleased with such a crossing.

Some experimental installations have been made in industry tracks where the pre-

stressed concrete ties were spaced at 60-in centers and then reinforced concrete blocks

were spaced between the ties.

Panel construction using prestressed concrete ties spaced at 33 in is used efficiently

on industry tracks. The American Concrete Crosstie Corporation constructed the panels

in its Tampa plant and dehvered the finished panels to the Seaboard Air Line loaded

on flat cars.

Fastening of the rail has always been a problem in concrete tie construction and

considerable work has been done on the fastenings. Our Research Center designed the

fastenings for our first ties on which tie plates were used and you have seen this

fastening in a previous slide. When the tie plate was eliminated, the American Concrete

Crosstie Corporation designed a clip that would hold the gage as well as hold the rail

against thermal movements. Other clips have been developed. The Rails Company clip

(Slide 20) consists of two pieces, the upper part of the clip acting as a spring to place

pressure on the rail and the inner part to hold the gage. This clip has indicated satis-

factory performance in service installations. Poor and Cc-mpany has also recently devel-

oped a clip (Slide 21). This is a one-piece clip, and tests at our laboratory have indi-

cated satisfactory results. Our Research Center developed a clip (Slide 22) which has

been tested in our laboratory with satisfactory results. At the present time, the A.AR

clip infringes on a patent, but this patent expires on August 31 of this year. The Pandrol

clip previously mentioned is being used extensively in England and a service test instal-

lation of this clip has been made on the Canadian National. Also, we will be making

some laboratory tests at the Research Center for the San Francisco Rapid Transit within

the next few weeks.

We now have had five years of service experience with prestressed concrete ties in

addition to our laboratory experience and we have learned a great deal about them

during that time. We have found that the first ties installed on the .\tlantic Coast Line

(Text continued on page 637

)
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SI i(je 17 Track with concrete ties on Florida East Coast.
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Slide 18—Installing concrete ties on FEC.

Slide 19—Prestressed concrete ties on open-deck bridge.
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Slide 22—AAR clip.

and the Seaboard Air Line have developed a large number of transverse cracks in the

center-of-track portion of the tie and this condition has been improved by a slight

change in the location of the prestressing strands and by reducing the thickness in this

portion of the tie. A large number of ties in the original installations developed cracks

near the rail seat, resulting principally from the holes being all the way through the tie

for the fastening bolts. These holes greatly reduced the effective width of the tie as

well as acting as a stress raiser. This trouble has been corrected by the use of stainless

steel inserts in the upper portion of the tie to receive the fastening bolts. The use of

the stainless steel inserts produced another type of failure in the rail-seat area wherein

the entire concrete section holding the inserts pulled away from the main part of the

tie. This trouble has been solved by placing the inserts deeper in the tie, thus engaging

more concrete to resist the vertical uplift force in the tie. Shortly after the stainless

steel inserts were first used it was noted that longitudinal cracks developed in the tie

through the bolt holes. Investigation showed that the inserts were not normal with the

top surface of the tie and not even parallel with each other. When the bolts were

tightened into the inserts, a splitting action developed. This action was corrected by

better control over the placement of the anchors. We feel that we have solved most

of the structural difficulties with the ties during this five-year service period but we still

have the question of the service life of the ties. All accelerated tests on dense and high-

strength concrete, such as that used in making the ties, indicate a long service life but

we will not be able to secure reliable data on the actual service life of prestrcssed con-

crete ties for many years. In the meantime, we suggest that in ])urchasing ties for main

line track the following factors be considered:

1. Size of Tie—The size of the tie determines the pre.ssure on the l)allast ami

subgrade. Our calculations have indicated that with a 12 -in wide by 8 ft 6 in

long tie spaced at ,30-in centers, the pressure on the ballast will be the same

as a 9-in wood tic of the same length spaced at 20 in,
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PRESTRESSED CONCRETE CROSSTIE

AAR DESIGN

Slide 23.

2. Bending Moments—The tie should be capable of resisting a bending moment

of at least 150,000 in-lb in the rail seat area without any visible cracking. The

tie should be capable of resisting a bending moment of 75,000 in-lb in the

center-of-track area for the pointed or wedge-shaped ties such as the AAR
design or 150,000 in-lb for the fiat-bottom design ties without cracking in the

top surface of the tie. Care should be exercised in tamping and maintaining

track to avoid a center-bound condition.

3. Rail Seat—A recess in the top of the tie for the rail seat appears to be the

most practical detail. This detail permits a positive method of restraining the

rail against the lateral forces that are developed in track.

4. Anchor for Bolts—Any exposed steel that is cast permanently in the concrete

should be stainless or corrosion resistant to resist the corrosive environment

that exists in track. The stainless steel anchor set at least 3 in. in the concrete

appears to be the most practical.

5. Rail Anchorage—The rail fastenings should prevent any longitudinal move-

ment of the rail under a longitudinal rail load of at least 2000 lb.

6. Clips—Considerable research has been done on the rail-fastening clips and

several clips are now available that appear to be suitable.

7. Pads—Service and laboratory tests have shown that a high-density polyethy-

lene pad between the rail base and the concrete will be the most economical

and give the best service.

8. Insulation—Experience has shown that no special electrical insulation is

required with the dense concrete required to make the ties.

The question has been asked if a prestressed concrete tie can be built which will

meet the requirements outlined. We want to answer this by stating that the tie shown

here (Slide 23) will meet the requirements, as such a tie has been tested in our labora-

tory. This tie is the same as that recommended in our research report ER-58 and is
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verj' similar to the ties that have been manufactured in the last year or two, except

that this new tie is -34 in deeper so that the minimum effective depth is 7 in. The pre-

stressing force has been increased 25 percent and a deeper recess placed in the tie at

the center portion. As a result of these changes, the bending strength at the rail has

been increased by 33 percent and over SO percent at the center of track. It is our strong

recommendation that this new design be followed in the future, especially for main-

line track.

In closing, I would like to ask Mr. Ruble to stand, please. He is the man on our

staff who has been actively directing our research work on prestressed concrete ties,

and who has done a major part of the work in actually preparing this report. Thank

you. [Applause]

Chairman Reid: Are there any questions? I am sure Mr. Magee or Mr. Ruble or

even some members of our committee, who I know are familiar with concrete ties,

will be willing to attempt to answer any questions you may have.

\'oice: Are the polyethylene pads absolutely necessary?

Mr. Magee: It is pretty hard to say just what is "necessary" and what isn't, but

in our opinion I would say they are. There is some irregularity in the bottom surface

of rail. You can't get a perfect surface on the tie, and we think you need some material

with a little resiliency to give a more uniform bearing. Also, such a pad will improve

the resistance to longitudinal movement of the rail.

Voice: In your design do you make a deliberate effort to slant the top of the tie

so that water won't stand on it?

Mr. Magee: No; no effort has been made to do that. The middle part of the tie

is supposed to be flat on top, but there would not be very much water standing on it.

It is not rounded or anything like that, to shed the water. In the last design the ends

are sloped so the water will run off, but that was done for another reason.

Voice: Those 3-in thimbles cast into the tie that you spoke about: what force

would be necessary to pull a thimble out?

Mr. Magee: In all of the acceptance tests we have made, we have felt that it

should take 20,000 lb. Actually it will take more than that, but that is what we con-

sider to be a minimum value to insure that the thimble won't be pulled out. Normally

we recommend an applied tension of 10,000 lb, and that gives you a leeway of double

in case somebody gets overambitious with the wrench and tightens the bolts more than

they are supposed to.

Voice: Is this latest design being manufactured now?

Mr. Magee: I don't know whether it is being manufactured or not, but it is my
understanding that if a railroad orders it, it will be furnished.

President Johnston: I am rather surprised that someone on the northern half

of the continent on both sides of the border hasn't raised a question about what you

are going to do with regard to heaving of concrete cross ties. Have you given any

thought to that? I am referring to shimming.

Mr. Magee: Mr. Johnston, first let me say we haven't given any thought to it, but

it seems to me that by removing the bolts, it perhaps might even be somewhat easier

to shim on concrete ties than on the wood ties. You probably would have to use a

special shim and a longer bolt, or something of that kind. You would not have to

disturb the tie, and it would be easier to remove the shims in the spring. I must say

that is one of the bridges we haven't gotten around to crossing yet, and I well under-

.stand that you would want to think about it.
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President Johnston: We are thinking about it now.

Voice: Mr. Magee, will you give the price schedule of the various designs?

Mr. M.Ac.r.i;: I don't know whether I can readily do that or not. It is my under-

standing that the American Concrete Cross Tie Corporation tie is sold at the plant

complete with fastenings at around $12.50 or $12.75. I assume the other ties that arc

produced would be on a competitive cost basis, although I don't know that. I don't

have the cost figures.

I think that from the standpoint of economy, prestressed concrete ties at that cost

and on 30-in centers will be pretty competitive with wood ties on new track construc-

tion; that is, assuming you can get a portable plant so that you wouldn't have a lot

of shipping charges. But when you get into renewing ties in existing track, it is quite

a different story.

Personally, I don't think the prestressed concrete tie would work well on spot

renewal jobs. I think they need to be put in out of face, and that means you have to

take up all your existing ties; and when you do that it will cost you a couple of dollars

at least to salvage the good ones, and some of them won't be worth spending $2 on.

So, you will lose many tie years on those ties.

At the moment the economics for the use of prestressed concrete ties in existing

track isn't nearly as favorable as it is in new track construction, and I think that is the

reason why prestressed concrete ties have been used mostly on new track construction.

The Florida East Coast is the only road I know of where extensive use is being made

in existing track, and that road is rebuilding and changing over from double to single

track and installing CTC.

J. L. Perrier [C&NVV]: Is anything being done to make the ties resistant to

brine action?

Mr. Magee: No. The concrete used is air-entrained, and we think with the very

dense concrete we have—10,000 psi—it will resist brine action. We hope so. Mr. Hutche-

son [Seaboard Air Line] will probably find out quicker than anybody if it doesn't,

because he has quite a few refrigerator cars going over his railroad.

President Johnston: Any more questions? Apparently not, Mr. Magee.

Chairman Reid: Thank you, Mr. Magee. As usual, you came through with an

excellent report, and Committee 22 is indebted to you. Also, I want to take this oppor-

tunity to thank Mr. Ruble, who I know has assisted Mr. Magee in the design and

inspection of these ties.

Mr. President, this completes the report of Committee 22.

President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Reid. Your committee has done its usual

excellent job and has presented some highly informative and interesting reports. Your

committee has made many contributions to the work of our departments, and I know
will make many further valuable contributions in the future.

Mr. Magee, again you have come through with a most outstanding presentation

to our Convention. We always look forward to hearing your remarks, as evidenced by

the large audience in the room during your address. Our work would be less successful

without such a dedicated and efficient group of research men as yourself and your staff

at the AAR Research Center here in Chicago. Please accept our sincere thanks for

your words today.

Mr. Reid, your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association,

[Applause]
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President Johnston [cnntinuinp:! : This completes our program for today. Hefore

adjourning the meeting, I have (wo announcements to make. The first relates to the

annual election of officers for the coming year. J. E. Wiggins, Jr., office engineer,

Southern Railway System, has been appointed chairman of the Tellers Committee, who

will canvass the ballots cast in the election starting at 7:30 am tomorrow in the Gold

Room on the floor immediately above us. All members of that committee are requested

to report for duty at that time or as soon thereafter as possible, so the report on the

count can be completed by noon and the names of the successful candidates announced

at our .\nnual Luncheon.

The second announcement relates to the registration at this Convention. Up to the

present time 600 railroad members and guests and 425 non-railroad men and guests have

registered, making a total of 1,025.

The meeting is now adjourned, to convene tomorrow morning at 9 am in the Louis

XVI Room on the first floor of this hotel, located immediately above this floor. The

first report of that session will be that of Committee 27—Maintenance of Way Work

Equipment, and will include an illustrated talk on "The Importance of Hydraulics as

.\pplied to Railway Maintenance Equipment," by John Pippenger, General Sales

Manager, Racine Hydraulics Division, Racine Hydraulics & Machinery, Inc.

The session is adjourned.

[The meeting adjourned at 5:05 pm]

Morning Session, March 15, 1966

[The meeting reconvened at 9 am, President Johnston presiding.]

Discussion on Maintenance of Way Work Equipment

[For report, see Bulletin 596, page 241]

President Johnston: Gentlemen, will you please come to order.

The first committee to report this morning is Committee 27—Maintenance of Way
Work Equipment, the chairman of which is R. W. Bailey, acting engineer of track,

Chicago & North Western Railway. Since Mr. Bailey and the members of his commit-

tee are already in place on the platform or in the overflow seats directly in front of

the platform, I shall turn the n^icrophone over to him without delay.

First, let me remind you that if you desire the privilege of the floor, please give

your name and railroad or other affiliation clearly and distinctly so it can be recorded.

Mr. Bailey, please proceed with your report.

Chairman R. W. Bailey: Mr. President and members of the AREA:

We are reporting on eight assignments. Our pre.sentation will be confined to a brief

summary of the published reports and short progress reports on the remainder.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual

Chairman Bailey: Review of our Manual material was continued; however, no

report is submitted at this time.

I should like to introduce our chairman of Subcommittee 1, R. M. John.son, super-

visor of work equipment—system, Western Maryland Railway. Kidgeley, W. Va., who
is also vice chairman of Committee 27. Will Mr. Johnson please rise to be recognized.
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Assignment 1(a)—Revision of Handbook of Instructions for Care and

Operation of Maintenance of Way Equipment

Chairman Bailey: S. E. Tracy, chairman, superintendent of work equipment,

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, Chicago, will report.

S. E. Tracy: The report of Subcommittee 1 (a) appears in Bulletin 596, pages 242

to 252, incl. Investigation developed that the units described have sufficient distribution

to justify the report and the recommendation that the material be included in the next

issue of the Handbook of Instructions for Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way
Equipment.

Assignment 2—Improvements to Be Made to Existing Work Equipment

Chairman Bailey: Emil Eskengren, process engineer, St. Louis-San Francisco

Railway, Springfield, Mo., will report on Assignment 2.

Emil Eskengren: Mr. President, members and guests:

The progress report of Subcommittee 2 covering suggested improvements to be

made to existing work equipment is found in Vol. 67, issue of December 1965, on pages

252 and 253 of Bulletin 596. The suggestions originated with members and others directly

connected with the operation and maintenance of the machines in railroad usage. The

recommended improvements in the report were submitted to the manufacturers of the

equipment for their consideration. They expressed gratitude for the suggestions and

advised that they would cooperate where possible in effecting the desired improvements

and some of the suggestions are already incorporated in production model machines.

Assignment 4—Switch Heaters and Other Devices or Machines for Re-
moving Snovr from Switches, Collaborating with Committee 18

Chairman Bailey: J. W. Risk, superintendent work equipment, Canadian National

Railways, Toronto, Ont., will report on Assignment 4.

J. W. Risk: The purpose of this report is to present additional information per-

taining to snow melting devices and mechanical methods to that published in Proceed-

ings, Vol. 54, 1953, pages 686 to 697. In general, all devices used to keep switch points

free from snow depend upon the application of one of three basic principles, or some-

times a combination of these principles, as follows:

1. Physical removal of the snow by some mechanical or manual means.

2. The application of heat directly to the rails in the point area to raise the

temperature of the steel parts and thus melt the snow.

3. The application of heat indirectly (by radiation, convection or the forced

movement of warm air) in a sufficient amount to raise the temperature of the

steel and/or the surrounding air.

Increase in the use of power-operated switches and the unavailability of labor as

required, indicate an urgent need for reliable means to assure the satisfactory movement
of the switch point.

Several new types of switch heaters and mechanical devices that have been devel-

oped since the previous report are covered. Information on some is fairly complete, and

the advantages and disadvantages of the respective types relative to location and cli-

matic conditions is presented. For others, sufficient information on their performance

was not available for reporting at this time. It is the intention of the committee to

continue the study and submit additional information on the performance of these

and other devices.
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Chairman Bailey: Gentlemen, are there any questions?

Jack Eisemann [Santa Fe] : Mr. Risk, I would like to make a few comments

about the portion of your report appearing on page 259 of Bulletin 596, on "Radiant

Heaters, Oil-Fired," and your conclusion at the end of that study which says: "Because

of the serious disadvantage outlined under No. 4 above, this type of heater as presently

designed should not be used on high-speed main tracks."

I don't know what the committee has in the way of background with reference

to this type of heater. All I know is that I have 80 of them, all installed on main track.

They have performed remarkably well—in fact, it has not been necessary to surface or

spot the switch after a period of two years. I am just wondering where this assump-

tion or conclusion came from as concerns their use on main track.

Mr. Risk: Mr. Eisemann, there was a very limited use on two railways of this

type of heater, and the reports as submitted indicated that these roads experienced

soft track conditions, so they removed two of them for that very reason. When we

write next year's report we shall be calling on you for some information about these

devices.

Mr. Eisemann: And we shall be glad to give it to you.

Assignment 5—Mechanical Methods for Brush Control

Chairman Bailey: A correction in Bulletin 596 on page 266 should be noted. The

chairman of Subcommittee 5 is K. J. DeCamp, supervisor of work equipment, Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad, Bellville, Kan. T. H. Taylor, supervisor—main-

tenance of way material and equipment, Pennsylvania Railroad, Chicago, a member
of this subcommittee, will present the report for Mr. DeCamp.

T. H. Tay'lor: This report is a continuation of a report contained in Bulletin 582,

December 1963, page 298, entitled "Equipment for Chemical and Mechanical Weed and

Brush Control Methods," and is submitted as information.

Assignment 6—Track Lining Equipment

Chairman Bailey: Subcommittee 6 is assembling the latest information on this

equipment, and a report will be presented in the future. The chairman is T. H. Taylor,

Pennsyhania Railroad. Chicago. Mr. Taylor, will you please rise.

Assignment 7—Rail Laying Equipment

Chairman Bailey: The committee is studying the use of this equipment by vari-

ous railroads. A report will be submitted in the future. The chairman is R. O. Cas-

sini, engineer of work equipment, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Baltimore, Md.

Assignment 8—Specifications for Equipment Purchase

Chairman Bailey: F. H. Smith, assistant engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Railway, Chicago, chairman of this subcommittee, will give the report.

F. H. Smith: The report on A.^signment 8 is contained in Bulletin 596, dated De-

cember 1965.

The specifications arc intended to help insure that the purchaser receives a satis-

factory product that will function reliably and efficiently on his railroad. Each require-

ment of the specifications has been carefully considered by your committee and the

report is recommended as a reference source for railway equipment purchasers.

These specifications have been approved by a letter ballot affirmative vote of more
than two-thirds of the voting membership of Committee 27.
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Mr. Chairman, I move that this report he adopted and puhhshed in Chapter 27

of the Manual at the end of Part 2, Roadway Machines.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.)

Chairman Bailey: If there are any questions pertaining to our reports, the com-

mittee will attempt to answer them. If there are no questions, Mr. President, this con-

cludes the reports on our assignments.

As a special feature of Committee 27, I want to introduce a foremost authority

in the hydraulics field. He is a graduate of the Henry Ford Apprentice School of

Dearborn, Mich.; a former instructor at Wayne State University, Detroit; chairman

of American Standards Association, B-93 ; chairman of the Fluid Power Standards

Committee; past president of the National Fluid Power Association and of the Fluid

Power Society ; co-author of two textbooks for McGraw-Hill entitled Industrial Hy-

draulics and Fluid Power Controls. He has just recently finished a series of five fluid

power text books for use by the International Correspondence Schools.

May I present John Pippenger, vice president of Racine HydrauHc Development

Corporation and acting sales manager of the Mobile Division of Racine Hydraulics and

Machinery, Inc.

Hydraulics as Applied to Maintenance

of Way Equipment

By J. J. PIPPENGER

Vice President, Racine Hydraulic Development Corporation

Hydraulics and power transmission are rapidly becoming synonymous. Fluid power

as a general term includes all transmissions using a fluid as the transmitting agent. Fluid

power can be further subdivided into hydraulics using liquids as the transmitting agent

and pneumatics using a gas to transmit energy. HydrauHc systems can be further di-

vided into hydrostatics—pressurized contained liquids, and hydrodynamics—systems de-

pending on oil velocity for power transfer.

Pascal's law stating that contained fluid exerts equal pressure on all surfaces of the

container. Fig. 1, is the basis for all hydrostatic transmissions. Transmission of power

by velocity of fluids, Fig. 2, depends on impingement on receiving device so that posi-

tion and geometry are critical to efficient power transmission.

The simplicity of hydrostatics. Fig. 3, results from the single mathematical rela-

tionship of hydrostatic transmission. The driver's foot pressing on the brake pedal

pressurizes contained liquid. This imposed force is transmitted through pipe lines to the

cylinders used to actuate the wheel brakes. The force is transmitted in direct relation-

ship to the areas of the cylinders involved. Fig. 4. Small force on small area through

long movement will result in large forces from large areas with short movements.

Speed will be a result of displacement. Fig. S.

Hydraulic pumps are basically designed to move and pressurize liquids, usually

petroleum based oils. Many pumps are connected directly to a reservoir. The first func-

tion of the pump of Fig. 6a is to remove air so that atmosphere pressure (weight of

the atmosphere surrounding us) can push oil into the pump. This oil discharged into

the working lines is the path of energy movement. If the intake line is restricted per

Fif fta it hampers the pumping ability. Likewise, if strainers are located in the intake
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line they must be of adequate size and unrestricted so that atmosphere pressure (14.7

psi at sea level), Fig. 6b, can push the oil into the pump.

Pumps may be constant displacement, Fig. 7, or variable displacement, Fig. 8.

Control of force. Fig. 0, may be accomplished by relief valve with constant displace-

ment pumps, Fig. 10, or displacement control with variable displacement pump of

Fig. 8.

Relief valve of Fig. 10 uses spring or pressure-loaded poppet or ball to direct flow

to reservoir as pressure reaches set valve. If relief valve is set too high, some element

is subject to malfunction or burst. If the variable delivery pump of Fig. 8 is adjusted

to an excessive pressure, Fig. 11, it will also result in component malfunction or burst.

Directional control provides needed movement pattern in system. Circuit of Fig. 12

permits extend, retract, and lock of cyhnder by simple rotation of fluid- directing

elements.

Precise localized application of force. Fig. 13, may be by pressure-controlled pump
or relief valve.

Control of speed. Fig. 14, may be by reduction of pump flow. Fig. 15, or restriction

of flow to work area by use of valves in pressure supply lines.

Compressibility, Fig. 16, of fluids is of importance in both hydraulic and pneumatic

systems. Hydraulic systems usually disregard compressibility unless it is intentionally in-

troduced into the system by combining pneumatic accumulator type devices.

Systems including accumulators must be serviced with accumulators discharged of

all potential energy. Fig. 17.

Pneumatic systems create heat as gas, or air is compressed. As the gas expands it

will create a refrigerating condition. Fig. 18, limiting speed that can be provided. Mois-

ture usually collects in these systems.

Hydraulic oils, while not as susceptible to compressibility, is affected by tempera-

ture. Fig. 19. Cold oil is thick or viscous, hot oil is thin and watery. Cold weather may
dictate warm-up of machine to condition the oil. Heat transfer equipment may be

necessary to avoid hot oil which will permit excessive internal leakage or uncomfortable

handling of components.

Fluid conducting lines are susceptible to damage. Leakage, Fig. 20, or restriction.

Fig. 21, may be a result of external damage or use of pipes as ladder. Fig. 22. Suitable

support. Fig. 23, proper welding. Fig. 24 and workmanlike connections will provide a

good, solid system where plumbing will not limit service.

Sledge-hammer mechanics are a definite hazard to high-pressure plumbing. Fig. 25.

Hydraulic systems may be completely contained as in the jack of Fig. 26, or spread

over a long distance as per the tools of Fig. 27. Hydraulic hose permit use of portable

hydraulic tools for many operations such as drilling, Fig. 28; sawing, Fig. 29; tamping,

Fig. 30; or torque wrench. Fig. 31. All of these units can be powered by a portable

oil pressor per Fig. 32. Occasional accidental contamination of lines. Fig. 33, requires

filtering of oil going back to the reservoir. Filter cartridge, Fig. 34, may need to be

changed often when system is new; less frequently after it has been in service. Filters

may be of replaceable inner cartridge type. Fig. 35 or the entire cartridge assembly

may be of spin-on type.

Machines using fluid power may need brute force, Fig. 36, intricate movement.

Fig. 37, smooth power transmission, Fig. 38, or a combination. Fig. 39.

Control valves are designed to limit exposure to elements. Pressure and directional

control valves are manifolded into a unit. Fig. 40, to minimize piping and fit into lim-

ited space.

(Text continued on pa^c 655)
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ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
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Fig. 6 (b).
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Fig. 8
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Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.
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Fig. 25.
Fig. 26.

Fig. 27

Fig. 28.
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Fig. 29.

Fig. 30.
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Fig. 37.

Fig. 35.

Fig. 36 (upper left sketch); Fig. 38 (lower right sketch);
Fig. 39 (center sketch).
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Fig. 40.

Fig. 42.
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Fig. 41.

Fig. 43.
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FIRE SAFE (PNEUmriQS)

Fig. 45.

Fig. 44.

Solenoid actuation permits remote control. Solenoids are provided as an integral

part of the valve, Fig. 41, so that no dynamic or moving seals are required. Armature

is within the fluid stream surrounded by a stainless steel sleeve. Coil is on outer surface

of tube in dry area. Direct current solenoids with oil dampening design rarely require

replacement.

Maintenance and service requirements demand clean oil, proper setting of pressures

of pump controls and relief valves, and suitable temperature control. Storage of fluids

should be in clean containers protected from the elements, Fig. 42. Piston rods may
need boots. Fig. 43. Covers should be replaced. Fig. 44, and filter elements replaced on

a scheduled basis. If fire is likely, air systems may be predicated. Fig. 45, or fire-

resistant hydraulic fluids.

Training materials and educational information is available from the Fluid Power
Society, P.O. Box 49, Thiensville, Wis. Technical publications relative to standards are

available from the National Fluid Power Association at the same address. Text books

"Fluid Power Controls" and "Industrial Hydraulics" are available from McGraw-Hill
Publishing Co., New York City. Proceedings of the National Conference on Fluid Power
are available from Illinois Institute of Technology, 3300 S. Federal St., Chicago.

Local Fluid Power Societies are usually available to assist in training programs.

For further information contact the headquarters office in Thiensville, Wis.

Thank you. [Applause]

Chairman Bailey: Thank you for your excellent presentation, Mr. Pippenger.

Mr. President, this concludes the special feature of Committee 27.

Bui. 600
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Prksidknt Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Bailey and your commit Ice, for your

usual I'mc and informative reports.

Mr. Pippcnj;er, we thank you for that excellent discussion on the complicated sub-

ject of hydraulics and its application to the machines with which we accomplish our

work. I personally enjoyed your method of presentation. I think your slides were

quite unique and highly interesting.

I am sure that everyone who heard your presentation will leave this session with

a much greater knowledge and a better understanding of this principle. Again, thank

you very much for being with us and for your excellent talk.

Mr. Bailey, your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association.

[Applause]

Discussion on Masonry

[For report, see Bulletin 597, page 353]

President Johnston: The second report this morning will be made by Committee

8—Masonry. The chairman of this Committee is J. R. Williams, engineer of bridges,

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad. Mr. Williams, will you and the members of

your committee please come to the platform. The subcommittee chairmen making

reports should take the places nearest the podium. Mr. Williams, the floor is yours.

Chairman J. R. Williams: Mr. President, members of the Association and guests:

Your committee wishes to express its sorrow at the death of John E. Kalinka in

Austria at the age of 77. A Memoir in his honor was published in Bulletin 597.

Your Committee on Masonry has reported on six assignments in Bulletin 597,

pages 353 through 395. Four of these reports include Manual revisions.

Assignment 2—Design of Masonry Structures, Collaborating with Com-
mittees 1, 5, 6, 7, 15, 28 and 30

Chairman Williams: The subcommittee chairman is F. A. Kempe, Jr., assistant

bridge engineer, Northern Pacific Railway, St. Paul, Minn. In Mr. Kempe's absence

I shall report for his subcommittee.

"Rules for Rating Concrete Bridges" was published in Bulletin 590, January 1965,

for information. Mr. President, I move that this material now be approved for addition

to the Manual.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.
|

Chairman Williams: I move that Part 10 of Chapter 8 of the Manual, covering

"Reinforced Concrete Culvert Pipe", be reapproved with additions as published on

pages 355, 356 and 357 of Bulletin 597. The additions consist essentially of a culvert

selection chart with guidelines on its use.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried]

Assignment 3—Foundations and Earth Pressures, Collaborating with

Committees 1, 6, 7, 15 and 30

Chairman Williams; Subcommittee chairman is G. W. Cooke, consulting engineer,

Columbus, Ohio. In the absence of Mr. Cooke I shall report for his subcommittee.

This subcommittee has given a progress report on three parts of its assignment,

on page 357 of Bulletin 597. This assignment consists of (a) specifications for embed-

ment of poles, (b) specifications for sheet pile retaining walls, and (c) a bibliography

on the effect of earthquake forces on pier foundations.
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Assignment 4—Deterioration and Repair of Masonry Structures

Chairman Williams: Subcommittee Chairman J. M. Williams, assistant engineer,

Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago, will report on Assignment 4.

J. M. Williams: Mr. President, your committee has during the past year com-

pleted the revision to Part 14, Chapter 8, "Specifications for Repairing and Solidifying

Masonry Structures", to provide for the use of epoxy resin compounds in repairing

masonry structures.

Mr. President, I move that the revisions to Part 14 of Chapter 8 of the Manual,

as published in Bulletin 597, pages 357 to 360, incl., be approved.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

J. M. Williams: Your committee also has made one revision to Part 13, Chapter

8, "Specifications for Shotcrete," to permit the use of polysulphide compounds or epoxy

resin compounds in repairing non-leaking structural cracks.

Mr. President, I move that the revision to Part 13 of Chapter 8, as pubhshed in

Bulletin 597, pages 360 and 361, incl., be approved.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Chairman Williams: Thank you, Mr. Williams. Since this assignment has now

been completed, I wish to express my thanks to the subcommittee chairman and the

members of his subcommittee for their tremendous work.

Assignment 6—Prestressed Concrete for Railway Structures, Collabo-

rating with Committee 6

Chairman Williams: Subcommittee Chairman E. D. Ripple, principal structural

engineer, Long Island Railroad, Jamaica, N. Y., is absent, and I shall report for his

subcommittee.

Your committee published, as information, three drawings. Figs. 7, 8 and 9, pages

318, 319 and 320 of Bulletin 590, showing details of through-voided single- and double-

box prestressed beams.

Mr. President, I move that this material, subject to minor editorial revisions, be

approved for addition to the Manual.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Chairman Williams: Your committee is continuing with the design of prestressed

ties for bridge structures and the study of longer .spans for railroad trestles using

box beams.

A report prepared by Freeman Drew, of the AAR, on "Field Inspection of Pre-

stressed Concrete Railroad Bridges," based on an inspection made jointly by Mr. Drew

and G. F. Leyh of the Portland Cement Association, has been published as information

in Bulletin 597, pages 361 through 395.

Assignment 7—Quality of Concrete and Mortars, Collaborating with

Committee 6

Chairman Williams: Subcommittee chairman W. P. Hendrix, area engineer

—

structures, Pennsylvania Railroad, Chicago, will report on Assignment 7.

W. P. Hendrix: Your subcommittee reports continued progress on its basic assign-

ment, which is to modernize the AREA pamphlet, "Instructions for Mixing and Placing

Concrete." Revisions to most of the sections have been drafted and work is continuing

toward completion of the assignment, which is to develop a handbook to serve as a

guide for the production of top-quality concrete.

Your subcommittee is also continuing the review of .^STM Specifications and

Designations to maintain Manual references up to date.
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Assignment 8—Waterproofing for Railway Structures. Collaborating

with Committees 6, 7 and 15

Chairman Williams: Subcommittee Chairman R. J. Brueske, division engineer,

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad, Milwaukee, Wis., will report on

Assignment 8.

R. J. Brueske: Your committee has completed one part of its Assignment

—

rewriting Part 3, Chapter 29, "Coatings for Dampproofing." The proposed new specifica-

tion will replace the former specification which was withdrawn in 1962.

Mr. President, I move that the specifications for Part 3, Dampproofing, published

on pages 394 and 395 of Bulletin 597, be approved for addition to the Manual.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Brueske: Work on the second part of our assignment—Investigate Water-

proofing Qualities of Epoxy Resins and Related Materials—is being carried on at the

AAR Laboratory as time permits.

Work on the third part of our assignment—Investigate Waterproofing Qualities

of Butyl Membrane—is progressing, and we now feel we will have a specification ready

for inclusion in the 1967 Manual revision.

Chairman Williams: Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee 8.

President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Williams, for those interesting and informa-

tive reports. You and your committee have accomplished much important work this

past year and are to be complimented on your diligent efforts on behalf of the

Association.

Mr. Williams, your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association.

[Applause]

Discussion on Impact and Bridge Stresses

[For report, see Bulletin 597, page 307]

President Johnston: The next report will be given by Committee 30—Impact and

Bridge Stresses, the chairman of which is N. E. Ekrem, assistant bridge engineer, Great

Northern Railway. Mr. Ekrem, will you and the members of your committee please

come to the platform as rapidly as possible. Again, let me remind the subcommittee

chairmen who are to make reports that they should sit in the seats nearest the podium.

Mr. Ekrem, you may proceed with your presentation.

Chairman N. E. Ekrem: Mr. President, members of the Association, guests:

1966 was a year of reorganization for Committee 30, the intent being to improve the

effectiveness of our work at the subcommittee level during these years of comparatively

limited research funds.

The primary functions of Committee 30 are to coordinate research on existing

structures, review reports prepared by the research staff, assist in formulating conclu-

sions derived from research, make special studies of a technical nature and pass on

pertinent information and our recommendations to the other three structural com-

mittees and to the Association.

Coming in to 1965 we had ten assignments and hence ten subcommittees (not

counting Subcommittee A). This general pattern had its origin dating back to the days

when research money was more plentiful and hence research activity could be progressed

on numerous fronts.
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Not so today—Budgetary limitations in recent years have resulted in too many

instances of subcommittees being restricted in the work they could do because funds are

not available to carry out the research needed to progress their assignments. So vvc

decided to consolidate, a very popular trend in railroading this day and age. We came

up with a plan whereby we have only four subcommittees each dealing with subjects

in a particular area of interest. Our four subject assignments are now 1—^Steel, 2—Con-

crete, 3—Timber, and 4—Electronic Computers. This reduction in the number of assign-

ments might imply that we have narrowed the scope of our work but this is not true.

All of our past assignments are being incorporated into our new ones and will be dealt

with as expeditiously and efficiently as possible.

We anticipate that in some instances information can be obtained for more than

one of our past assignments from a single research project. In other instances we may

be able to develop laboratory models to give us the needed test data, and certainly

one subcommittee working in its particular field of interest can be more objective in

singling out projects to receive special emphasis in our recommendations for research

funds, than can several subcommittees working independently.

All in all, our new organization is getting off to a good start, thanks to the coop-

eration and loyal support of our members and particularly the subcommittee chairmen.

Assignment 1—Steel, Collaborating with Committee 15

Chairman Ekrem: D. S. Bechly, assistant to engineer of bridges, Illinois Central

Railroad, is a past chairman of Committee 30 and is now serving as chairman of Sub-

committee 1—Steel. He will present the report of his subcommittee.

D. S. Bechly: Mr. Chairman, members and guests:

The work under Assignment 1—Steel, during the past year has been centered on

the field investigation of a steel truss bridge on the Southern Pacific, near Del Rio,

Tex. This is a modern bridge, with spans of 300 and 400 ft, located on high-speed,

tangent track. These characteristics prompted its selection for the measurement of actual

stresses and impacts as a part of our study of these factors in truss bridges.

In addition to the recording of strains during the passage of a test train operated

over a range of sf)eeds, a second phase of the test program measured the frequency of

occurrence of maximum stresses under the passage of all trains that moved over this

bridge for a period of one week. From this, it is hoped to gain information as to the

number of times that relatively high stresses occur, as compared to the total number

of times that the members are loaded.

Mr. Chairman, this is a progress report of our work under A.ssignment 1. and is

presented as information.

Assignment 2—Concrete, Collaborating with Committee 8

Chairman Ekrem: J. A. Erskinc, assistant bridge and building engineer, Cluii.

Mobile & Ohio Railroad, is chairman of Subcommittee 2—Concrete. He was chairman

of our former subcommittee on "Longitudinal Forces in Bridge Structures," and you

will note from his report that we are progressing with that subject also.

I received a letter from Mr. Erskine this morning saying that he could not be

with us today; therefore I shall read his reijorl.

[Mr. Ekrem then read the report on .Assignment 2 as jjuhlished on pages 398-401

of Bulletin 597.]
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Assignment 3—Timber, Collaborating with Committee 7

Chairman Ekrem: C. V. Lund, assistant to chief enhancer, Chicago, Milwaukee,

St. Paul & Pacific Railroad, is chairman of Subcommittee .5—Timber. Mr. Lund is an

active member of the Association and needs no introduction to this group, but I shall

ask him to rise and be recognized at this time.

The report of Subcommittee 3 merely states: "There has been no progress in a

proposed program to determine actual stresses in principal members of timber trestles

because of a lack of funds to carry out research in the field."

I might add that we hope to come up with some new and more convincing reasons

why the research proposed in this area is needed, and hope for more favorable action

on future budget requests.

Assignment 4—Electronic Computers, Collaborating with Committees
15 and 16

Chairman Ekrem: E. R. Andrlik, bridge designer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Railway, is the chairman of Subcommittee 4—Electronic Computers. He will present

the report.

E. R. Andrlik: Tables of moment, shear and rating of heavy-duty railroad equip-

ment were calculated by electronic computer and were assembled by the AAR into

booklets of tables which were made available to Member Roads in 1960. Additional

tables have been produced since then, upon the recommendation of Committee 30 and

when AAR budget funds were available. The computer program for this work was
rewritten in 1964 and permits the calculations to be done much more economically than

before. The original set of 26 tables has more than doubled by now and will have

tripled when more tables in preparation this year become available. Now, obtaining the

data on rolling equipment and selecting what equipment or combinations of equipment

to rate seem more of a problem than the calculation of the tables. Our committee will

be considering this year the possibilities and advisability of having a computer program
developed for the rating of girder span bridges.

Chairman Ekrem: Mr. Andrlik and two members of his group have been named
to a special subcommittee under the jurisdiction of Committee 16 to study the use of

electronic computers for railroad problems. This is certainly a fertile field for future

expansion.

Chairman Ekrem [continuing] : I would like to introduce our vice chairman,

P. L. Montgomery, division engineer, Norfolk & Western Railway. Mr. Montgomery

was chairman of our Subcommittee on Concrete Structures prior to becoming vice

chairman this year.

Are there any questions from the floor?

Mr. President, the reports of our subcommittees are presented as information. This

concludes the report of Committee 30.

President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Ekrem, and the members of your commit-

tee for the reports you have just given and for your continual efforts to assist the

other structural committees in this phase of their work.

I want to extend a special thanks to the college and university professors who work

so diligently on your committee and those on the other structural committees. Their

contributions to Association work are vital to the development of accurate and timely

reports and recommendations.
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Mr. Ekiem, we appreciate your efforts of this past vcar, and we now excuse \'our

committee with the thanks of the Association, [.'\pplauscj

[Vice President Trissal assumed the chair.]

Discussion on Cooperative Relations with Universities

[For report, see Bulletin 596, page 221]

Vice President Trissal: The final report of this morning's session will be that

of Committee 24—Cooperative Relations with Universities, the chairman of which is

J. F. Davison, assistant to chief engineer, Canadian National Railways.

Mr. Davison, will you and the members of your committee please come to the

platform, utilizing the overflow chairs as necessary. The subcommittee chairmen making

reports should sit in the places closest to the podium. Mr. Davison, you may proceed

with the business at hand as soon as your committee is settled.

Chairman J. F. Da\ison: Thank you, Mr. Vice President and gentlemen.

The report of Committee 24's activities for 1965 is contained in Bulletin 596, pages

221 to 240, incl. It is with regret that this report records the death of Frank Kerekes,

dean of Michigan Tech University at Houghton, Mich.; also Roger Wesley Middleton,

office engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad. Both of these

men were very active in their support of Committee 24's aims, and their contribution

to our activities will be missed.

Before reporting on its assignments, it is customary for Committee 24 to report

briefly on ASEE activities. The 73rd annual meeting of the American Society of Engi-

neering Education was held on June 21-25 on the campus of the Illinois Institute of

Technology. Held concurrently was the second World Congress on Engineering Educa-

tion which brought delegates from all parts of the world. During the week the 2,445

delegates attended some 210 business and committee meetings. The midwinter College-

Industry Conference was held February 3-4, 1966, on the campus of Oklahoma Stale

University. Of particular interest is the Preliminary Report of the Goals of Engineering

Education, copies of which are available in limited number from ASEE headquarters

in Washington, D. C. The 196S annual meeting will be held June 20-24 on the campus

of W^ashington State University.

Assignment 1—Stimulate Greater Appreciation on the Part of Railway
Management of: (a) the Importance of Bringing into the Service Selected

Graduates of Colleges and Universities, and (b) the Necessity for Providing

Adequate Means for Recruiting Such Graduates and of Retaining Them in

Service

Chairman Davison: President Johnston is chairman of Subcommittee 1, and its

report is presented on his behalf as he has other responsibilities at this time.

The first portion of this report concerns a review of the questionnaires filled out !>>

engineering graduates, and it indicates that the dominant engineering discipline in the

railroad industry is the civil-structural engineering group, which constituted 65 percent

of the 1,864 acceptable replies. Electrical and mechanical engineering disciplines con-

stituted 13 and 12 percent, respectively, of those replying, with the balance consisting

of industrial, chemical, mining, etc.

The questionnaire tested a number of assumptions previously accepted within the

railway industry, and the review disclosed, for example, that family influence may have
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had sonif bearing on iicruitnK'nt during tlir l').^0-m55 pfiiod hul had little influence

prior to or since that time. The review also showed that other industry is becominn

a productive source of graduate engineers, and cooperative education is also playing a

more important part. The subjective replies regarding starting salaries which were

requested by the questionnaire indicated that 65 percent of those replying considered

their starting salary was standard, but this was contradicted by a salary survey which

formed the second part of Subcommittee I's report.

It is significant that the railroad industry employs roughly 5 percent of its engi-

neers with a Master degree or higher classification. When this is related to the increasing

proportion of students who are taking higher degrees, 30 percent in some schools at

present, with the expectation that this will increase to 60 percent within 10 years, it is

obvious that the railroad industry cannot limit itself to employing the smaller and

smaller proportion who are graduating with only a Bachelor degree.

The interest in specialized training in railroad work, with some exceptions, empha-

sizes in-plant training in organization, administration, maintenance practices, railroad

accounting and design problems, and the interest is shared equally by engineering staff

and senior engineering officers. Significant interest was expressed in special courses in

transportation economics, engineering economy and business administration if these

subjects were provided at educational institutions.

As Part 2 of Assignment 1, the subcommittee published extracts from a salary

survey made by the Engineering Manpower Commission of Engineers Joint Council

based on 1064 salaries. This survey showed that of the 16 industrial classifications,

railroad salaries were 16th at the time of hiring, after 5 years, 10 years, 20 years and

30 years. Committee 24 brings these data to the attention of the industry in the hope

and expectation that remedial action will be taken.

Assignment 2—Stimulate Among College and University Students a

Greater Interest in the Science of Transportation and Its Importance in

the National Economic Structure by: (a) Cooperating with and Contributing

to the Activities of Student Organizations in Colleges and Universities, and
(b) Presenting to Students and Their Counselors a Positive Approach to

the Attractive and Interesting Features of the Railroad Industry and the

Advantages of Choosing Railroading as a Career

Chairman Davison: Professor B. B. Lewis, Purdue Universiy, is chairman of

Subcommittee 2, and I should like to ask him to present his report at this time.

Prof. B. B. Lewis: Your committee, with the cooperation of the railroad industry,

.•\REA members and officers, has continued furnishing speakers to student organizations

at various universities. During the past year, 20 talks were given at 16 universities.

Inspections by students were made of railroad property.

The railroad industry provided exhibits for Open Houses or Career Days at

universities.

The Pictorial Railroad Exhibit, prepared through the efforts of the executive secre-

tary's office, was displayed at nine different universities. Mr. Hodgkins advised that

they have not been able to fill all of the requests for the exhibit.

There were 41 student affiliates at 2i different colleges and universities. To date,

there have been a total of 162 student affiliates on 45 different campuses.

On behalf of Subcommittee 2, I wish to thank the members of the railway industry

and members and officers of the Association for their assistance in this program.
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Chairman Davison: May I add my own comments to this report. Results for 1965

indicated an appreciable gain in all phases over the previous year, and reports to date

in 1966 indicate even greater activity. These are results to be proud of, and they reflect

the caliber of individuals who represent the railway industry in these on-campus

activities. The executive secretary and his office p'ay a substantial part in making

arrangements for these activities, and I wish to extend to them the thanks of the

committee.

Assignment 3—The Cooperative System of Education, Including Sum-

mer Employment in Railway Service

Ch.airman D."\vison: Professor W. A. Oliver, University of Illinois, is chairman of

Subcommittee 3, but unfortunately he has a conflicting commitment as chairman of an

ASTM committee. On his behalf I present his report.

As has been customary since 1959, in the spring of 1965 the committee sent a ques-

tionnaire to the railroads concerning their summer employment needs for engineering

students. The results of the questionnaire are then sent to some 125 engineering colleges.

The usual return was received, about 50 percent. While a larger return is desirable, the

response was and has been large enough to result in a continuation of the assignment

from year to year.

The project offers certain values for the railroads. It keeps before them the neces-

sity of recruiting their own engineering forces; but more important than this, perhaps,

it reminds the engineering colleges and their students that there are opportunities for

an engineering career with the railroads.

Committee 24 requests of the railroads their continuing cooperation and

encouragement.

Assignment 5—Ways in Which Railroads Can Cooperate with Univer-

sities in Developing Research, Including the Revising of "Suggested Topics

for Theses on Railroad Subjects"

Chairma.v Davison: H. E. Hurst, division engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul

& Pacific Railroad, is chairman of Subcommittee 5, and I ask him to present his report

at this time.

H. E. Hurst: Mr. Vice President, members and guests:

As stated in the report, the Engineering Research Division for 1965 included an

amount of $1,000 for the third consecutive year. While disbursements from the fund

are limited to a maximum of .SIOO. provision has now been made to increase the grants

beyond this figure for particularly worthwhile projects. It is hoped that the increasing

attention given to high-speed mass transportation will increase student interest and

fund activity.

Revision and expansion of the current "Suggested Tojjics for Stu(i> and Research"

is currently under study.

It is recommended that the assignment be continued.

Chairman Davison: Mr. Vice President, this concludes the formal portion of Com-

mittee 24's report; but, as announced on the program, we have a special feature as part

of our presentation.

Our speaker is William VV. Seifert, assistant dean of engineering. Massachusetts

Institute of Technology.
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Dr. William Walther Scifert was born in 1920 in Troy, \. Y. In 1941 he received

his electrical engineering degree from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and served as

instructor in electrical engineering there from 1941 to 1944.

He came to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1944, where he received

the Master of Science degree and the Doctor of Science degree in 1947 and 1951,

respectively—all in the Department of Electrical Engineering. During this period he

served as a research assistant and then a research associate. In 1952 he became assistant

director of the Dynamic Analyses and Control Laboratory and, in 1956, acting director;

finally, in the same year, associate director of the Laboratory. Here he was involved

in the study of the control and dynamic characteristics of a number of guided missile,

aircraft and homing torpedo systems.

He was made an associate professor of electrical engineering in 1957, and in 1959

became assistant to the dean of engineering. In 1962 he was made assistant dean of

engineering, a position he still holds. In 1965 Dean Seifert was made a full professor.

Dr. Seifert is the author of numerous technical papers and articles, and is a member

of numerous engineering societies. He is a member of the Advisory Board and chairman

of the Science Committee for the World Book Encyclopedia as well as consultant to

numerous organizations in the areas of computation, control and complex systems design.

In 1964 he became director of Project TRANSPORT at MIT, and it is at the result

of this experience that he is here today to speak to us on the subject, "Educational

and Research Aspects of the Northeast Corridor Study." It is with pleasure that I now
call on Dean Seifert. [Applause]

Educational and Research Aspects of the Northeast

Corridor Study

By DR. W. W. SEIFERT
Assistant Dean of Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Gentlemen, I am very glad to have been invited to speak before this very important

group this morning and to present some of my views on the developments in ground

transportation which are currently taking place, and to speak of the impact which I

feel these developments will have on education.

Examination of the topics which the AREA Committee on Cooperative Relations

with Universities has been concerning itself with in reports you have been hearing this

morning highlights and reinforces the general concern of representatives of both the

rail transport industry and the universities over the lack of student interest in problems

of railroads, and over the relatively few university graduates who have elected to

accept positions with the rail industry.

I should like to examine briefly some of the factors underlining this problem, to

discuss certain aspects of the recent attention focused on public transportation, to point

out some of the schemes for achieving a high-speed ground transport system which arc

currently being considered, and the wealth of research problems which these schemes

pose. Finally, I should like to point out what I feel might be done if the current inter-

est in high-speed ground transport systems is to be maintained and developed to the

degree commensurate to the importance of the transportation in our national economy.

First let me cite two figures which I feel bear very significantly on the problems

we are discussing.
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First: For the fiscal year 1966 approximately 90 percent of our federal budget for

research and development is being spent in the areas of defense, space and atomic

energy. This represents an outlay for research of approximately $15 billion. The com-

mitment to research and development by the Defense Department represents in excess

of 10 percent of its total budget.

In contrast, in recent years the total commitment of the railroad industry, both

carriers and equipment suppliers, to research and development has represented less

than one-fifth of 1 percent of the gross railroad operating revenues.

In this respect I was shocked this morning to hear the report of the previous

committee citing the limited funds available for research so that these various com-

mittees can carry on their functions.

Let us examine the effect of these grossly different commitments to research and

the involvement of the engineering schools of the country in the areas under

consideration.

Since the fruits of both research and education result from actions taken years

earlier, we should recall that during World War II strong working relationships were

established between the scientific technical community and the military. Faculty mem-
bers from all parts of the country participated in research and development efforts in

behalf of the defense establishment, and a number of the stronger technical schools

accepted responsibilities for research programs under which they worked closely with

various branches of the armed services.

One natural effect of the exploitation of science and technology that occurred during

World War II has been a markedly increased interest in graduate study and research.

Over the past 20 years a pattern has developed under which considerable financial

assistance has become available to graduate students in the form of fellowships and

research assistanceships. A large fraction of these research assistanceships are sponsored

under contracts awarded to the universities by the armed services, by the Atomic

Energy Commission, and more recently by NASA. In addition, the Atomic Energy

Commission and NASA are now supporting a very significant number of graduate

students under fellowship and traineeship programs.

As a result of these conditions our country has been operating for a number of

years in a situation under which much of the best research and therefore many of the

interesting forefronts of basic knowledge that attract faculty and graduate students have

been receiving their support from these areas of defense, space and atomic energy.

Neither the railroads nor their equipment suppliers have given significant support

to research in the universities, and only recently has the federal government allocated

any funds at all for research in rail transportation. As a result, essentially no research

in this area has been conducted in the universities. As older faculty members who taught

subjects relating to rail transportation have retired, no younger men have come along

to replace them, and consequently few subjects remain; and even these attract very

limited student attention.

On the other hand, as students trained under the programs relating to these othtT

areas have gone out from the universities, they naturally have carried with them the

experiences and interests of their graduate years and have sought employment oppor-

tunities which would utilize these talents.

Unfortunately, inattention to the problems of ground transportation by the uni-

versities and federal government carried over to industry in indirect as well as direct

ways. I believe it can be concluded that lack of involvement of the academic com-

munity in problems of rail transportation les.sened the general interest of the technical
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community in these problems. MembiTs ol tho academic communit) present a substan-

tial fraction of the papers given at the majority of the technical society meetings of

the country, since the schools generally engage in the more basic aspects of research

and their faculties are eager to present their findings to the world. Quite understandably,

industry is reluctant to expose the fruits of its own research if by so doing it feels

that it would lose the competitive advantage for which it works so hard.

An indirect but very important aspect of federal support for research is that it

forces a significant interchange of research information through listings of contracts

awarded and through the circulation of reports resulting from research contracts.

During the past few years some steps have been taken which could lead to very

significant changes in this whole situation. During 1962 Senator Claiborne Pell, of Rhode

Island, convinced the late President Kennedy that he should establish a task force to

determine what role the federal government should play in encouraging the improve-

ment of rail transportation in the Washington-to-Boston corridor, the Northeast Cor-

ridor, as we call it. Responsibility for this effort, which was vested then in the North-

east Corridor Transportation Project, was assigned to the Department of Commerce.

During 1963 this new project awarded six study contracts for the investigation

of future demands for passenger and freight transport in the Corridor, and for the

projection of the capabilities of all modes—highway, rail and air systems—to meet these

demands. These studies, together with other studies conducted within the Department

of Commerce, led to the prediction that the demand for travel between the cities of

the Northeast Corridor would increase by ISO to 250 percent by the year 1980, and

that further studies should be made to investigate the attention that improved rail

service would have for meeting this demand.

At this stage, in September 1964 MIT was asked if it would assemble a team to

ascertain the potential that each of three alternative approaches would have for meeting

problems of transport in the Corridor, These were:

1. A relatively short-term program of upgrading the existing system by intro-

ducing new trains and better service.

2. A limited research and development effort, probably including major expendi-

tures on both roadbed and new equipment.

3. Some longer-range program which might involve significant departures from

rail technology as we know it today.

.Although various departments at MIT had for many years carried on more or less

separate efforts in a number of fields bearing on transportation, these activities had

been neither large nor coordinated. The request to examine the problems of transporta-

tion in the Northeast Corridor therefore posed for us an organizational as well as a

technical problem, particularly when we were asked to have our conclusions ready for

submission to the Department of Commerce by October 2, 1964, so that they could

pass information on to President Johnson on October IS. This gave us a total of five

weeks for our initial study.

Nonetheless, we accepted the challenge and soon had a team of 30 professors drawn

from the Departments of Aeronautical, Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering,

and from the Department of City Building, Political Science and Economics, working

on this problem. This group submitted a major report which recommended a bold

approach to the problem, one which would require extensive research and development

and would exploit fully the nation's advanced technical resources.
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We concluded that only a system which employed wholly new kinds of vehicles,

guideways and control systems, and which would permit vehicle speeds probably exceed-

ing 300 mph, would effectively meet the transportation needs of the future. We further

recommended the immediate initiation of a series of research and development programs.

President Johnson reacted favorably to these recommendations. In his State-of-the-

Union Message in January 1965 he indicated his intention to propose legislation to

authorize a program of research and development on high-speed intercity surface trans-

port. After appropriate Congressional hearings a bill was passed, and on September 30,

1964, President Johnson signed into law the High-Speed Ground Transportation

Research and Development Act of 1965.

This Act authorizes the expenditure of $90 million over the next three years and

represents an historic milestone, since it is the first time that major funds have been

authorized by the federal government for research and development in transportation

by rail and rail-like modes.

In addition to the work now being carried on by several different organizations

under the first-year appropriation for this program, the attention focused on transpor-

tation during the Congressional hearings and recent developments in other countries,

principally the completion of the new Tokaido Line in Japan, has sparked considerable

interest in these problems in the academic institutions of the country as well as in

industry.

In order to give an indication of the variety of research efforts now under way

and of the potential that transportation offers in the areas of research and thesis topics,

I should like to examine briefly some of the concepts for advance systems which have

been proposed by various groups during this past year.

In selecting the particular group of topics which I shall discuss, you must recog-

nize that in the limited time available this morning I am necessarily slipping over many
areas which deserve more equal attention ; I am merely trying to give you a little of

the flavor of what might be done.

Since one of the primary requirements of any transportation system is propulsive

power, let us first consider some of the propulsion problems which must be faced if we

are to design and build higher speed transport systems.

[Dr. Seifert then showed a number of slides, none reproduced herein, with the

following commentary.]

In this first slide we have vehicle cruising speed, running from 1, 10, 100 and 1,000

mph, plotted against the required propulsive system horsepower, running from 1 up

through 100,000 hp. This particular curve has been computed for a vehicle length of

100 ft, a vehicle diameter of 10 ft, 4-axle.

The important thing I want to get across from this curve is that the required

power increases very rapidly as you increase speed. This, you must understand, is for a

vehicle running in free air, essentially, with no enclosure. Depending upon the length-

to-diameter ratio for the vehicle, the power requirement goes up something between

the square and the cube of the velocity increase for the condition shown here. So, as

you go from 100 mph to 300 mph you have a factor of something like 27 just to

maintain cruising speed.

Here we are investigating the problem of a vehicle moving through a complete

enclosure—a tunnel. In this particular case the vehicle fits closely in the tunnel so that

in effect the vehicle is performing like a plunger of a pump. Here you see that the power

required becomes enormous as we go up in speed.
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I Ihink these slides should illustrate the |)()in( that we inust do something about

Kettint; around the problem of the enormous amounts of power required to achieve

these speeds. Several different schemes have been proposed.

This slide shows one which was proposed by Mr. Larry Edwards and the aerospace

industry. In the top picture the darkest section along the top represents a vehicle wait-

ing in a station. Immediately ahead of it and to the right of it is an airlock, and the

white portion, the white tube, is an evacuated tube. This is a system very much like

the pneumatic tube transport systems used to distribute bills and change, and so on,

in some department stores.

When the vehicle is loaded and ready to go the valve is lifted, as shown in the

lower part of the top figure, and the vehicle, forced by the atmospheric pressure behind

it and essentially 1 psi or something like that in front of it, is pushed through the tube.

Because of the fact that it is running in a fairly good vacuum, the amount of power

required is quite small; and from this we see that just by this scheme alone we can,

in a matter of 4 miles or so, achieve speeds of 300 mph because of the differential

air pressure.

The two curves in the lower part of the slide are for vehicles with 700,000 lb total

weight and 1,000,000 lb total weight, the 1,000,000 lb being shown on the lower curve

and taking longer to accelerate. The point here is that these are large vehicles which

will move at relatively infrequent intervals—half an hour or so—through the tube, and

in between the passage of vehicles the tube will again be pumped down with pumps
on the surface.

Edwards proposed to bring another effect to bear on this problem to achieve high

speed. This series of figures illustrates a section of tube which would be dug in a deep

tunnel, one tube for each direction, the black part on the lefthand portion of the top

picture being a vehicle about to leave or just leaving the station in Philadelphia and

heading toward a stop in New York City.

As the vehicle leaves the initiating station it runs downhill, about a 9 percent grade,

and between the acceleration due to gravity on the slope and the acceleration because

of the differential air pressure, these two effects combined get the speed up to the order

of 500 mph. Then, as it progresses along toward the stopping point there is a 9 percent

grade in the opposite direction ; and instead of having to dissipate power through

brakes, the power is dissipated in going up the grade. There is also some valving setup

to compress the air as it goes up toward the station so that the vehicle comes to a

smooth stop.

Edwards proposes that in some sections the tubes shown here might get down to a

depth of 3,000 or 4,000 ft, which is still not an insurmountable problem, but it is a

scheme which does require a deep tunnel.

This is the cross-sectional view of that tunnel. One of the real problems which

must be faced in any high-speed system is that the suspension must be good if you are

going to have a smooth ride. Edwards proposes a dual tube, one tube in each direc-

tion, and an outer enclosure with two inner tubes. In the lefthand one we see just the

evacuated tube with a pair of steel rails. This tube is floated in water. There are about

7 or 8 in of water separating the inner and the outer tube, and this provides a means

for insuring that in spite of small changes in the heating, and so on, of the outer struc-

ture, constructional difficulties initially, the inner tube will be perfectly horizontal.

The picture on your right shows the kind of vehicle that he would propose to run

through this kind of tube system, one having steel wheels, double-flanged steel wheels
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in this case, fitting closely within the tube so as to take full advantage of the differen-

tial air pressure. This is one way by which you might conceivably attack this propul-

sion problem.

In this next slide we have another way. This is an artist's rendition of a scheme

which is currently being worked on by a group under Dr. Thaw, who is head of the

Department of Aeronautical Engineering at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

There are two important aspects to this scheme. Here again we have a tube trans-

port system, but in this case the air in the tube is not evacuated. However, in order to

get around the problem of moving a large slug of air through the tube, he uses the

principle that he designates as internal propulsion ; that is, you put something like a

jet engine in the vehicle and you pump the air immediately ahead of the vehicle out

behind the vehicle and disturb very little of the air in the tube. In effect you are pulling

yourself along by the air in the tube.

He takes some of this air and exhausts it through two sets of air cushion supports.

You can see the three in the front and two of the three in the rear. So, here, the vehicle

when moving does not ride on wheels but rides on these three cushions of air and is

free to bank as necessary to go around corners.

Dr. Thaw is currenth- being requested by the Department of Commerce to build

a small-size model prototype of thi.-^ system, and he expects to have it operating some

time later this year.

Still another scheme is shown here in the grossest kind of artist's concept. You can

see (those of you who are interested in bridges and structures) that this might pose

some interesting structural problems. I don't know what is going to hold it up.

The scheme proposed is one that uses small \ehicles—automobile-size vehicles In

effect—which are propelled by an electrical propulsion scheme known as a linear induc-

tion motor. With this kind of scheme, windings such as are used in an ordinary induc-

tion motor would be placed in the roadbed, and the rotor of the induction motor would

be merely a copper-aluminum tin placed underneath the vehicle, and the electro-

magnetic forces between the stator and the rotor then would propel the vehicle along

this guideway.

Also proposed for this scheme is an air-cushion kind of support.

Now let me move over to a discussion of the air cushion as a means of support.

There is a great deal of potential for increasing the speeds of vehicles with steel wheels

running on steel rails, particularly if the propulsion is not necessarily gotten through

adhesion of the wheel on the rail. But, as you go up in speed, the requirements for the

suspension system (if you are going to get a comfortable ride) become quite severe,

so there is a lot of interest apparently being shown in the use of air cushion supports

for achieving these higher speeds.

An air cushion can take several different forms. The one at the top left corner of

this slide is essentially a plenum chamber arrangement in which air is pumped down

through the top center section, somewhat elevated pressure, and escapes around the

periphery of the skirt. This differential air pressure keeps the body under which this

cushion is placed above the ground level, whatever it may be.

There are various .schemes shown for achieving this principal kind of support. The

one on the far right at the top is the u.si; of an aerodynamic shape to achieve lift. You

can achieve lift by the pumping which would occur as this aerodynamic shape moves

over the ground and builds up slightly higher pressure air below it.

The one on the bottom right is a scheme which employs a series of jacks to force

the fluid out against the supporting structure. You can see there are various forms that
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these air cushion supports may take. One of the refrigerator manufacturers is cur-

rently marketing a refrigerator with an air cushion support underneath so that the

housewife can attach a vacuum cleaner to something on the refrigerator and the air

pressure created by the vacuum cleaner lifts the refrigerator off the floor so she can

slide it around the floor with her little finger, or so they say. It works on television.

[Laughter]

The interest in air-cushion supports goes way back. This slide shows a scheme that

was proposed back in 1880 by a man named Girard, in France; this was his concept

for a railway which would utilize air-cushion support.

Another group in 1908 proposed a somewhat different kind of support system. In

this slide the wiggly lines on the far extremes, left and right, represent the skirts of a

plenum chamber, and here we see a propeller which sucks air in above the vehicle and

exhausts it below to provide increased pressure below the vehicle, and supports it with

this plenum chamber.

This slide shows still another scheme, which was proposed for a railway in North

Dakota in 1922. This has the system turned over in effect. The air is provided from

the driveway rather than from the vehicle. There are little jets of air which rise up

out of the guideway through appropriate valving as the train goes by so that the vehicle

is held up by these little air jets moving up from the guideway.

These schemes shown in this slide really are not all Buck Rogers, and people are

really working on them. I think they have quite a little bit of potential. You have

heard of the hover craft which are being used for transport over water. Air-cushion

vehicles are finding certain military applications for transport of missiles in assembly'

areas and that sort of thing—space vehicles in assembly areas. We are beginning to see

now the beginnings of utilization of this in regular transport.

Here is a figure taken from a patent held by the Ford Motor Company. In this

scheme a vehicle rides with a very, very small clearance over highly precise rails, and

might be likened more to a fluid bearing scheme than to some of the air-cushion support

schemes which are in use now, which may have clearances of substantial fractions of

an inch to several inches and have the capability of getting over substantial obstacles

in the road or irregularities in the guideway. This scheme, as far as I know, is not being

pursued actively at the moment.

The next slide shows an artist's rendition of a scheme being proposed by a Mr.

Bertin, in France, for an aerotrain in France. This rides with an inverted T frame

guideway and an air support between the vehicle and the guideway, the vertical portion

of the T giving it lateral support. A prototype of this scheme is being constructed and

tested right now.

This slide shows the vehicle that Bertin is currently testing. This picture was taken

in February of this year. It is a small vehicle and will carry about six passengers. They
have about 2 miles of guideway, which limits their speeds to something like 70 or 80

mph, but they are currently extending this and have hopes of building an 80-passenger

vehicle which would achieve speeds of something of the order of 250 mph.

Last spring, as one of the activities of purely an educational sort connected with

our efforts at MIT, we asked a group of graduate students, drawn widely from the

Institute, representing mechanical, civil, electrical and aeronautical engineering; econom-

ics, political science, city planning, and architecture, to take on the task of designing a

specific transport system for the Northeast Corridor. Our mission for the Department

of Commerce was to identify the possibilities and the research which ought to be done

in order to bring about such a system. Assuming the students were smarter than we
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were, we thought they might go ahead at this point and design a system. The next few

slides will show the kinds of systerns they proposed.

One of the starting points was their interpretation of the fact that 9 percent of

the intercity passenger traffic is now by private automobile. The private automobile is

attractive because it provides door-to-door transportation on a free schedule. This free

schedule is possible because you don't have to wait to assemble a large number of people

in the vehicle.

So, they proposed that one of the vehicles in this system would be a small 4- to

6-place passenger-carrying module. This would be an air-supported vehicle propelled

by a linear induction motor with the stator of the motor in the track. They recom-

mended main-line speeds of the order of 300 to 350 mph and an extensive system of

distribution in the cities of the Corridor. On these distribution systems these same

vehicles would operate at speeds of something like 125 mph.

Since many people are apparently very wedded to the automobile, they decided

that at least as an interim measure they should provide one module which would

actually carry an automobile. So, in this sHde we have a module on which, if you want

to go to one of the other cities in the Corridor, you would drive your automobile and

have it available at the other end.

At the lower left of this picture you can see the shape of the guideway as they

propose it. There is a fin which sticks down from the vehicle to serve as the rotor—in

effect, the induction motor.

In order to achieve some of the economies of transporting people in larger groups,

they propose a bus module as shown in this slide.

Here they indicate how the modules are built with retractable bearings of one sort

or another so that you could assemble these vehicles into trains and achieve economies

of transporting a larger group of people over a guideway at a given time. The econ-

omies come about because the propulsive power does not go up particularly with the

length of the vehicle when you get up to these speeds where aerodynamic drag is an

important factor.

Thus far I have been concentrating on the hardware portions of the systems, but

they did worry about some of the other aspects.

This slide illustrates the problems of interfacing the modes and the importance of

distribution around an area, the dotted line running 45 degrees or so from left to right.

The picture represents the main line of the system, and the smaller line represents a

distribution system as they envisioned it for the Philadelphia region, including Phila-

delphia, Willow Grove, Trenton, and so on.

In this series of slides, as you saw, I have concentrated on the physical aspects of

some of the futuristic systems. I would like to make it clear that there are many other

aspects of the overall transportation problem which must be considered before any

commitment is made to proceed with the detailed design and construction of any one

particular vehicle.

One of the large questions relates to the number of passengers such a new system

might attract. This is a very hard question to answer, since it is impossible to measure

demand directly. If the system is to be really effective, its existence will induce new

demand for travel as well as divert travelers from other modes.

The questions of the layout of the system and the schedules of service, have a

strong influence on system effectiveness and thus arc major comijoncnts of dcterminini:

demand.
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There are also questions relating to what effect the new system would have on the

area which it serves, and how urban and intercity transport systems should be inter-

connected. Any new system will obviously represent a very large capital outlay, and

both the economics and political acceptability of various alternatives must be weighed.

From this very brief rundown I hope you can see that this program for research

and development in high-speed ground transport offers opportunities for research in a

wide number of different fields. Over the past years we have heard a great deal about

interdisciplinary activities in the universities. The design of a transportation system

represents one of the most complex interdisciplinary problems facing us today. Work

in this area consequently has very broad appeal and offer.s an excellent opportunity to

foster this broad interdisciplinary type of approach.

Both students and faculty in a number of institutions have expressed considerable

interest in attacking some of these problems. The federal government is now allocating

a portion of the funds made available under the High-Speed Ground Transportation

Act to this long-range research effort. I believe that industry, the universities and the

various governmental agencies involved in transportation should move with an aggres-

sive, imaginative research program while interest is high. The research undertaken will

be of direct benefit to the improvement of existing systems, and will lay the basis for

the design of the systems we need to meet the demands of the future.

Possibly even more important, a program of this nature will attract students who
will then be prepared to move into a variety of positions in the transportation field.

The existence of able people is, in the final analysis, the key to success, and the existence

of strong academic programs in this area is one of the best ways to insure a flow of

able people into this area.

Thank you. [Applause]

Chairman Davison: Thank you very much, Dr. Seifert.

From Dr. Seifert's address you can see that research into transportation problems

goes far beyond the railroad industry, and I think it behooves the railroad industry to

get as active as it can in this field if it is going to remain the principal transport

medium.

I am sure I speak for all of Committee 24 and all the members present when I

express my thanks to Dr. Seifert for his excellent address.

Mr. Vice President, this concludes my third annual report as chairman of Com-
mittee 24. May I take this opportunity to express my thanks to all members of Com-
mittee 24, and particularly to the subcommittee chairmen, who play so important a

part in the functioning of any committee.

Before introducing my successor as chairman of this committee, I had hoped to

introduce to you the incoming vice chairman, V. J. Roggeveen, director of the Board

of Transportation Research, Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C, and chair-

man of our Subcommittee 6. Many of you will recognize Mr. Roggeveen better as Dr.

Roggeveen, professor of transportation planning at Stanford University. I received a

phone call from him this morning saying that he found it impossible to be present

today because of work in Washington.

This constitutes m> tinal action as chairman of Committee 24, and I now intro-

duce R. H. Beeder, chief engineer—.system, Santa Fe, who has been the able vice chair-

man of this committee and who now undertakes the chairmanship.

Vice President Trissal: Thank you, Mr. Davison, for your usual fine report;

and thank you, Dean Seifert, for your most interesting and timely talk. The Northeast
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Corridor Project has caufiht the fancy of people all over the country and in many

foreign countries, and has done a lot toward turning their thinking once again to the

flanged wheel and the steel rail. Dean Seifert, we wish you well in your work on this

important project, and if there is anything this Association can do to assist you please

do not hesitate to call upon us.

Before the committee is excused, I want to pay a tribute once again to all the pro-

fessors who are active in the Association, and a special thanks to those who are taking

such an active part in the work of Committee 24. This committee needs and deserves

the active support of all top-level engineering and maintenance officers of all railroads

on this continent.

Mr. Davison, we appreciate the able and dedicated leadership which you have given

to Committee 24 for the past three years. As you are relieved of your responsibilities

as chairman, we are pleased to welcome as your successor R. H. Beeder, and as the

new vice chairman Dr. V. J. Roggeveen. We are satisfied from their past performance

that under their direction the work of your committee will continue.

Mr. Beeder, as a symbol of your new authority, and to assist you in conducting

the meetings of your committee, I would like to present you with this chairman's gavel.

The inscription reads: R. H. Beeder, Chairman, AREA Committee 24—1966-1968."

Mr. Davison, your committee is excused with the thanks of the Association.

[Applause]

Vice President Trissal [continuing] ; Gentlemen, this completes our morning ses-

sion. Before I recess the meeting for our Annual Luncheon, I would like to remind you

that the afternoon session will convene in this room promptly at 2:15 pm. The first

report on the program for the afternoon session will be delivered by Committee 13

—

Water, Oil and Sanitation Services.

The meeting is now recessed for the Annual Luncheon downstairs in the Grand

Ballroom. Please assemble there as quickly as possible.

[The meeting recessed at 11:30 am]

Annual Luncheon, March 15, 1966

[The Annual Luncheon of the Association was held in the Grand Ballroom, begin-

ning at 12:15 pm. At the main speaker's table were seated the officers of the Associa-

tion, several past presidents, and a number of special guests. At a long table imme-

diately in front of the main speaker's table were seated the chairmen of the Associa-

tion's 22 standing committees. In greeting those at the Luncheon, President Johnston

spoke as follows:]

President Johnston: Members of the American Railway Engineering Association

and guests: welcome to our Annual Luncheon. We hope this will be one of the high-

lights of your attendance at the Convention and that all of you will enjoy the company
of other members of the Association and the supply company- representatives at

your table.

Seated here at our Speaker's Table are your officers and a number of special guests,

all of whom will be introduced immediately after this Luncheon. At that time, also,

I expect to be able to announce to you the results of our election of officers for the

ensuing year. Until then, let's all enjoy our luncheon together.

[Luncheon was served. After the Luncheon President Johnston spoke as follows:]
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President Johnston: As president of the American Railway Enj;ineering Associa-

tion, I welcome you here to this Annual Luncheon of our Association. I shall now intro-

duce those at the Speaker's Table. As your name is called, please stand momentarily.

Applause should be withheld until all have been introduced.

[President Johnston then introduced tho.se at the main speaker's table.]

President Johnston (continuing) : I shall now recognize the chairmen of our 22

standing committees seated at the long table immediately in front of me. I do not say

introduce, because all of these men are well known to most of you. However, I do want

to recognize them in appreciation of the service which they render to this Association

through the leadership and direction which they give to our committees. Each one

should stand as his name is read, and remain standing until all have been presented.

And again, to conserve time, please withhold your applause until the last of our

chairmen has been presented.

[President Johnston then presented those at the chairmen's table, concluding as

follows:]

President Johnston: Seven of our committee chairmen complete their terms as

chairman with the close of this Convention tomorrow. To them I want to express our

special appreciation for the service they have rendered to their respective committees,

and to our Association. Their guiding hand will be missed in the work of their com-

mittees, but the Association is fortunate in that well qualified men have been appointed

to succeed them.

[President Johnston then presented Honorary Membership certificates as follows:]

President Johnston: The Constitution of our Association provides for conferring

Honorary Membership upon persons of acknowledged eminence in railway engineering

or management, upon endorsement of 10 or more members and unanimous vote of the

entire Board of Direction.

At the present time, as is recorded in our Year Book Bulletin, the Association has

six living Honorary Members—T. A. Blair, retired chief engineer system, Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, who was president of the Association 1951-1952; C. J.

Code, retired assistant chief engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad, who was president of the

Association 1962-1963 ; W. T. Faricy, retired chairman of the board and chief executive

officer, Association of American Railroads; C. G. Geyer, retired vice president, construc-

tion and maintenance, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, who was president of the Associa-

tion 1952-1953 ; C. H. Mottier, retired vice president, Illinois Central Railroad, who was

president of the Association 1948-1949; and L. K. Sillcox, honorary vice chairman of

the board. New York Air Brake Company.

All of you who attended the 1965 Annual Convention will recall the announcement

that the Board of Direction had conferred this honor on Mr. Code at its pre-convention

Board meeting, thus making it impossible to present him with a Certificate of Honorary

Membership at that Convention. That omission is now going to be corrected.

If Mr. Code will please come to the platform, I shall present him with this illu-

minated, mounted Certificate of Honorary Membership, which reads "Honorary Member-
ship has been conferred on Charles Joseph Code by the American Railway Engineering

Association this 22nd day of March 1965 in recognition of his able and stimulating

leadership in the Association and his outstanding service to the railway industry, the

engineering profession and his country."

[President Johnston presented the Certificate to Mr. Code, shaking his hand and

congratulating him.]
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President Johnston: During the past year, the Board also conferred this honor

on two other past presidents of AREA—George M. O'Rourke, retired assistant engineer

maintenance of way, Illinois Central Railroad, who was president of our Association

1955-1956; and William J. Hedley, assistant vice president, Norfolk & Western Railway,

who was president of our Association 1956-57 and who is the current president of the

American Society of Civil Engineers. If these two past presidents will come to the

podium I will be pleased to present to each of them his Certificate of Honorary

Membership.

Mr. O'Rourke and Mr. Hedley, I congratulate you on this honor which has been

conferred upon each of you, adding to the high honors which previously have been

bestowed on you. The beautifully mounted Certificates state that this honor is bestowed

on each of you "in recognition of your able and stimulating leadership in the Associa-

tion and your outstanding service to the railway industry, the engineering profession

and your country."

[President Johnston presented the Certificates in order to Messrs. O'Rourke and

Hedley, shaking their hands and congratulating them.]

[President Johnston then introduced the Annual Luncheon speaker, as follows:]

President Johnston: Gentlemen:

One of my most pleasant assignments during this Annual Meeting is the oppor-

tunity to introduce the guest on my right at this table—Mr. S. F. Dingle—who was

not included in the earlier introduction of our distinguished guests because of his

particular part in the next item on our Luncheon program.

Our speaker today is quite cosmopolitan and, in some respects, almost a dual

citizen of our two countries. He was born at Fort Hancock, N. J., in November 1901,

and at the tender age of six months made his first leap across the border, travelling,

with some assistance from his parents, direct to Winnipeg, Man. So far as I can find

out he stayed put for the next 20 odd years, and during this time pursued and received

an education by progression through the Winnipeg public schools, technical high school,

commercial college, and subsequent special courses in mathematics and aeronautics at

the University of Manitoba. When the time came to seek a job he developed an interest

in railroad opportunities and joined the former Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company
—now part of Canadian National—in a clerical capacity in the Engineering Department

on June 29, 1920. In September 1921, he was appointed secretary to the assistant chief

engineer at Winnipeg. So you can see he had some early affinity with the duties,

responsibilities and problems of railway engineers.

However, he soon found that other attractive fields existed in the Railway organ-

ization and so in September 1932, he transferred to the operating department as secre-

tary to the assistant general manager, and subsequently secretary and chief clerk to the

general superintendent of transportation at Winnipeg. From March 1939, he was suc-

cessively assistant superintendent, superintendent and general superintendent at various

locations in Western Canada until April 1, 1946, when he was appointed chief of trans-

portation at Montreal for the System. He was appointed assistant vice president,

operation, on September 1, 1948, and on February 1, 1950, advanced to the position

of vice president operation.

It was just at this time that I was transferred from our former Central Region at

Toronto to System Headquarters and entered into a period of very close association

with Mr. Dingle, first as assistant chief engineer, and later as chief engineer of the

system reporting directly to him. During that period our bonds of friendship were

forged which have continued to grow and strengthen to the present day, even though
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lir movfcl on to hroadiT fields of responsibility when he was appointed system vice

president on September 1, 1060. As part of these broader duties he is a vice president

and director of the (irand Trunk Western Railroad, and The Duluth Winnipeg & Pacific

Railway.

In this position he took over coordinating responsibility for most AAR matters

and has become, in effect, Mr. AAR of the Canadian National. He is a member of the

General Committee, Operating—Transportation Division, Association of American Rail-

roads, and of the Executive Committee of the Railway Association of Canada. He has

been a border hopper ever since 1925, but more particularly since 1950, and especially

in the last six years when he has been so deeply involved in AAR activities.

In 1961 he was appointed joint chairman of a railway mission to India, on behalf

of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, commonly called the

World Bank, to appraise the efficiency of the Indian Railways and to assess the results

obtained from previous loans to finance two S-year plans. The report on this study was
required by the World Bank to provide guidance on a request for a further loan to

finance a third 5-year plan.

Gentlemen, there is much more I could say about our speaker and his accomplish-

ments, but I think the foregoing resume of his railway experience illustrates his quali-

fications to speak to us this afternoon on corporate planning. It is a very personal

pleasure for me to have this opportunity to introduce our Luncheon Speaker and
welcome to the lectern, Mr. Stanley Frederick Dingle.

Corporate Planning—A Modern Must

By S. F. DINGLE
System Vice President, Canadian National Railways

It is a pleasure as well as an honor for me to be asked to address the American

Railway Engineering Association. I have been a railwayman for close to 46 years, and

spent most of that time in the operations end of the business. But my father and elder

brother were civil engineers and I myself got my start as a railwayman in the engi-

neering department of the old Grand Trunk Pacific back in 1920. So from an early age

I have had some acquaintance with, and admiration for, engineers and engineering.

I must confess, however, that, even then, the higher mathematics and other intri-

cacies of your profession rather baffled me. And I came across something recently that

sort of brought back that feeling. It is from a set of specifications written up for the

Wyoming Highway Department, and it goes like this:

"In order to avoid cumbersome and confusing repetition of expressions in these

specifications, it is provided that whenever anything is, or is to be, done, if, as, or,

when, or where 'contemplated, required, determined, directed, specified, authorized,
ordered, given, designated, indicated, considered necessary, deemed necessary, permitted,
reserved, suspended, established, approval, approved, disapproved, acceptable, unac-
ceptable, suitable, accepted, satisfactory, unsatisfactory, sufficient, insufficient, rejected,

or condemned,' it shall be understood as if the expression were followed by the words
'by the engineer' or 'to the engineer'."

Things like that are responsible to some degree for my admiration for engineers

and my continuing interest in them; but they are responsible, also, for my personal

decision to switch to straight operating at an early stage in my railway career.
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The subject of my talk today is corporate planning. This is a subject which might,

at first glance, appear rather remote from the day-to-day activities of railway engineers.

But you people are planners from way back. Indeed, if a railway is to exist at all

you must take part in the planning process from the very beginning—from location

of the line to completion of the track structure—and then follow through with such

maintenance activities as rail-laying, ballasting, and tie programs, because of the long-

range planning involved in the cyclical replacement of all track structure components.

Planning is, in other words, built into your profession. So I am sure that I do not

have to impress on you the necessity for corporate planning in the complicated and

changing world of today. You are close to the technological advances that are combining

with social and economic factors to alter, radically, the world we hve in, and the

conditions under which we do business. You of all people, therefore, appreciate that

lack of planning means hesitation, false steps, untimely changes of direction; all leading

to corporate weakness and, perhaps, disaster.

You appreciate also, I am sure, that corporate planning is a very broad subject,

impossible to cover fully on an occasion such as this one. What I would like to do,

and I intend to be brief about even that, is to touch on some general aspects of cor-

porate planning, and to tell you a little of the experiences of Canadian National Rail-

ways in the field.

Before getting into this, however, it might be useful for me to spend a few

moments, more or less, establishing the fact that planning for Canadian National Rail-

ways is not radically different from planning for any other large business which operates

in a democratic society and a free, competitive market economy.

Canadian National is a pubHcly owned corporation. That is, it is owned by the

people of Canada. The phrases "government-owned" or "state-owned" are sometimes

used to describe us, and this often gives rise to the idea that we are some sort of

socialistic organization, or a department of government, which is not subject to the

ordinary disciplines of commercial competition, and the profit and loss account.

This is not so

!

Because of the complicated and changing relationships between government and

business, and the general public, which exist today, terms such as "publicly owned"

and "government-owned" and "privately-owned", and so on, are tending to lose their

meaning. For instance, the term "publicly owned" could be applied to any corporation

that makes stock available to the public; while it is, I am sure, no secret to this

audience that the term "privately owned" no longer implies absolute freedom from

government regulation and control.

The point I want to make here is that while Canadian National may be distinct

from other North American railways in the matter of ownership, this is largely a dis-

tinction without a difference. By this I mean there is no basic difference in organiza-

tion, or outlook, between us and the privately owned companies that make up most

of the railway industry of North America. We have an historic mandate to act as a

competitive business enterprise and, in our corporate planning, and every other way

possible, we try to do this.

The title given to this talk is "Corporate Planning—a Modern Must." And accord-

ing to the notes used to organize the talk I should at this point proceed to give some

reasons for the use of the word must. But I find that I seem to have already covered

this point. I did it when I said, a few moments ago, that engineers arc close to the

technological advances which arc helping to alter our world, and are well aware of the

importance of planning in their professional lives.
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It may be an example of bad planning on my part, but I think that this is about

all I need say, to this audience, on the subject of why corporate planning is a must.

Planning is an attempt to foresee the future, and to guide present activities towards

desired ends. Planning creates an organized framework through which the opportunities

that arise can best be utilized, and the challenges facing the corporation successfully met.

It is a tool of modern management, essential for improving the integration and coor-

dination of diverse activities. It is a means of communicating and sharing the goals of

the corporation with all those who are participating in the realization of these goals.

A modern corporation which does not plan its operations properly cannot survive.

It's as simple as that.

Accepting, therefore, that corporate planning of some kind is essential, it may be

useful to examine certain broad characteristics of planning which can be identified, and

which seem essential to the success of a particular plan.

First there must be some overall corporate strategy which expresses the basic goal

of the organization, and the basic task of management. In the Harvard Business Review,

a couple of years ago, there was an article on planning which cited the case of a

moderate-size New England company which produced a wide variety of mechanical

sealing devices. The head of this company viewed its basic goal as, and I quote,

"Stopping the Leaks Around the World."

Now this may sound amusing at first, but the article went on to make the point

that it was a perfectly workable basis for the strategic planning of what has become

a highly successful business. The concept of stopping the leaks around the world gave

rise to planning, and action, in regard to new applications and new markets for the

company's products at home and abroad; and the article goes on to say, and I quote,

"This organization seems to have a unified sense of purpose, and destiny, which it would

otherwise lack. The whole management team seems to know where it is going, and the

individual managers are excited and enthusiastic about their common purpose."

Another feature of sound corporate planning is that a variety of functional plans

governing specific activities of the company are integrated with each other, and the

overall strategic plan. These define what are the basic goals of the various services,

or departments, or branches of the company, and serve to stimulate as well as to guide

action directed towards achieving the goals. The stimulating effect of a good plan is as

important as the guiding action. It is necessary, therefore, that the goals which are set

are demanding and exciting. If they are not, the business runs a heavy risk of losing

vitality. A goal must be realistic. But it should not be something which everybody

knows will be achieved in the course of time. It must be something presently out of

reach, something to strive for, to move toward, or become. It must be so stated that

it excites the imagination and gives people something they want to work for, something

they don't yet know precisely how to do, something they can be proud of when they

achieve it.

Other characteristics of a good plan are comprehensiveness, interconnection and

flexibility. The plan must be comprehensive in that it covers all the activities of the

company and engages all branches and departments. It must be interconnected in the

sense that the overall strategic plan, and the various functional plans, are linked

together so that changes in one are taken account of in the others. There must be

flexibility because a plan which admits no modifications is a bad plan. For instance, a

new law requiring a railway company to assume new duties, or withdraw from certain

activities, would obviously affect the planning of that company. A major change in

market conditions, or a technological breakthrough, are other factors which would

require that a plan be able to bend without breaking.
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An overall corporate strategy stating the fundamental objectives of the company;

specific and challenging goals; comprehensiveness, coherence and flexibility. These then,

are some of the broad characteristics of good corporate planning.

There are of course other specific features which make up a good plan. In a good

plan, for instance, goals will be clearly defined in measurable terms, and therefore, fully

understood. Specific personal responsibility will be assigned for each segment of the plan

and controls, to ensure that the plan is being carried out, will be set up. Experience

is the best guide as to how these, and other features, can best be incorporated in the

plan. It is difficult to set them beforehand, except by comparison with other plans

already recognized as effective in similar businesses. This means that a certain amount

of experimentation is reasonable in the early stages of planning. It also means that if

you are seeking a plan that will be good for your business, it is a good idea to have

a look at the kind of planning that has been successful for a business similar to yours;

always remembering that there are no absolutes; similar does not mean identical.

With this caution, perhaps, I had better move on now to discuss the kind of

planning we are now doing at Canadian National. As I do so, I hope you will be able

to recognize some of the general characteristics I have just been talking about.

CN is a publicly owned transportation company providing a wide variety of serv-

ices to people in Canada and the United States. The company offers carload freight and

express freight services, involving the use of trucks and ships, as well as all the standard

railway facilities; it offers passenger services, and hotel accommodation for travelers,

and a telecommunications network for message and information sending. It operates

nearly 25,000 miles of main track in all 10 provinces of Canada, and in certain parts

of the United States. The Company has more than 90,000 employees, annual operating

expenditures in excess of $800 million and capital expenditures of approximately $150

million. It is a decentralized organization made up of 5 geographical regions subdivided

into 18 areas. Each region is headed by a vice president responsible for operations

within his territory. It is by any standards a very large, and quite complex, business

organization, decentralized in structure, and operating in an environment of rapid

change and of increasing competition.

You will understand, I hope, that I have not just been throwing random facts at

you here. All these are factors which have an important bearing on the kind of planning

CN has done since a formal corporate plan was introduced in 1960.

The chief planners in Canadian National are the president, and the executive vice

president. Under their authority, and direction, each year, a set of comprehensive objec-

tives for the system is made known to officers in the regions and the areas into which

the regions are subdivided. With these objectives in mind, the people in the decentral-

ized units prepare their plans for the ensuing year, and for the next five-year period.

These plans are duly consolidated and integrated into a regional plan. On the basis of

the plans of the five regions, together with plans for hotels, telecommunications and

headquarters departments, it is possible to assemble, and develop, a summary of plans

for the entire CN system.

This means that the company has continuously in effect both an annual plan and

a five-year plan.

The annual plan serves as the basis for the measurement of performance through-

out the year, and describes in specific terms the major actions contemplated in the areas

of marketing, sales, operations, administration and management. The five-year plan

outlines in somewhat broader terms, on the basis of the best possible knowledge of the

future, the action required to obtain our more long-term goals. This five-year plan is
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reviewed and extended annually to provide a continuous look forward, and it serves

as a working Ruide for dei)artment heads in compiling their budgets, and making oper-

ating decisions. This practice of extending the planning period by one year while

dropping one off the other end, so to speak, has proved very important in helping the

company to clarify its foresight and identity problems.

We are now in the process of formulating a further long-term plan concerned with

technological, organizational and other changes which require a period longer than five

years to accomplish. We haven't finalized this one yet but it looks as if we will even-

tually have three integrated plans—a yearly plan, a five-year plan, and a detailed

corporate strategy without any time limitations.

All these plans, of course, take into account anticipated government legislation in

the field of transportation, and attention is always given to the development of alter-

native plans, based on a variety of factors introduced by such legislation, or by major

economic, or technological developments.

An important feature of CN's planning is that it combines the knowledge and

foresight of headquarters management with the experience and knowledge of people

in the areas and regions. First overall System strategies are developed, and then on the

basis of System thinking, and with System guidance, plans are developed at the area

level. Area planning is then consolidated, and coordinated, at the regional managerial

level. This process produces the integrated regional plans which are, in turn, coordinated

into the System summary of plans that is presented to the Board of Directors as the

overall plan of the Company. This procedure has the important advantage that people

who have to carry out the plans play an active role in formulating them. Consultation

and frequent exchange of views between various levels of management are the most

important.

Within the general framework I have just described there are quite a variety of

operational and development plans which serve to stimulate, and guide, specific activities

of the company. There are Marketing Plans which are based on forecasts of revenues

and volumes for freight, express freight and passengers, and are also concerned with

pricing, selling and advertising policy. There are Plans of Operations which are con-

cerned with changes in services, new equipment for passenger and freight transporta-

tion, the speed and reliability of services, and with maintenance planning for road and

equipment. There is also Manpower Planning which is concerned with the size and

composition of the work force and the training, development and security of employees.

A current major aim of manpower planning in Canada is to find ways of increasing

the mobility of the work force to the advantage of both the Company and the

employees.

There are other kinds of plans, such as Financial Plans, estimates of operating and

capital expenditures, plans for diversification, and for identifying and getting rid of

uneconomic services into which I could go, but time is running out, and I am reminded

of the fact that a speech has been compared to a love affair. That is, almost anybody

can begin one but it takes a real expert to end it properly.

Let me move on, therefore, to say a few words about the overall strategic planning

of Canadian National. I stressed earlier the importance of long-term goals which are

challenging and stimulating to the people involved. Well, the overall strategic goal of

Canadian National is to operate as a commercial entity, and to show a modest financial

surplus at some future date which we have not yet specified. This may seem like a

fairly modest ambition to some of you. Not nearly as intriguing, perhaps, as stopping

the leaks around the world.
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It has to be remembered, however, that for historic reasons that are too com-

plicated to go into here, Canadian National is burdened with a heavy load of debt, and

also with the obligation of providing a great deal of public service that is uneconomic

for the railway. The present corporation was formed in the years between 1018 and

1921 out of a rather strange conglomeration of bankrupt and financially distressed rail-

ways, and railway enterprises. In almost every year of its existence the Company has

been able to show an operating surplus. However, largely as a result of having been

burdened in infancy with the debts of its predecessors, it has seldom been able to show

an overall bookkeeping profit. Our planning recognizes that the achievement of an over-

all profit is dependent upon a number of factors over which we have little or no direct

control. The transportation policies of the federal government, and the ten provinces

of our country, for instance, have a very important effect on the fortunes of individual

transportation companies in our country, as the policies of your government have

in yours.

Nevertheless it was also recognized, from a very early stage, that good planning

could at least reduce the size of our annual deficit. And the fact is that our deficit has

been reduced steadily in every year since 1960, and we have had a respectable, and

progressively larger, operating surplus in every year since 1Q63. I can't in all honesty

attribute this entirely to the efforts of our planning experts. They would be the first

to recognize that general prosperity, and a steady expansion of the Gross National

Product, have something to do with it. However, some measure of the improvement is

undoubtedly due to good planning, and this is having a noticeable effect on the morale

of the company, and on its effectiveness as a competitive business organization.

That is about all I have to say about corporate planning in general, or CN planning

in particular. I hope it has been of seme interest and perhaps of some practical value

to you. As a final word, let me say that one of the things we are learning at Canadian

National, as we get more and more experience with corporate planning, is that it

requires some important degree of judgment, and courage, from people such as those

making up this audience. Corporate planning is not something that will eliminate the

need for some risk-taking in the railway business, or in any other business. A good plan

provides forecast and evaluation of opportunities which exist, and of dangers and

threats which may be encountered, but it cannot, in the long run, compensate for timid

and uncertain management. Foreca.sts are not prophecies; they can minimize, but not

eliminate, the unknown factor. This means that prudence and good judgment must be

exercised in carrying out the details of a plan. The timid, however, may be tempted

to suppress the plan, or else whittle it down to nothing, in order not to expose them-

selves to criticism. This is bad policy even from the point of view of self-interest.

Corporate planning is a modern must. On it depends the success of any major business

enterprise today. And the odds for success are greatest when key men. such as your-

selves, participate actively in corporate planning, and accept personal responsibility for

developing a good plan, and for making it work well.

Thank you. [.Applause]

President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Din^k', for that most interesting and infor-

mative address. One of the main purpo.ses of the .XRK.A is to assist the railroad industry

to keep up to date as far as engineering and maintenance matters are concerned and

your address on "Corporate Planning—A Modern Must" is very timely and appropriate

and if practiced will assist us in helping you.
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Knowing what a liusy schedule you have, I want to express my personal apprecia-

tion, and the appreciation of the Association, to you for taking the time to attend our

Convention and brins us this splendid address.

President Johnston [continuing! : During the course of our Luncheon, as I

expected, the executive secretary presented to me, from the chairman of our Tellers

Committee, J. E. Wiggins, Jr., office engineer, Southern Railway System, an official

copy of the Report of the Tellers, giving the results of our 1966 Election of Officers.

I hold this report in my hand, and I would like to read the names of those whom you

have selected to direct the overall policies of our Association for the coming year. As I

read their names, I would appreciate their standing and remaining standing until the

last of the names on the list has been read. I know it will be difficult for you to

refrain from applause as each name is read, but I shall appreciate your doing so in the

interest of conserving time.

[President Johnston then read the names of the newly elected officers and directors,

continuing as follows:]

President Johnston; Now, as I promised at the opening session, it gives me great

pleasure to announce the name of our new treasurer. This man will step into the shoes

of A. B. Hillman, our treasurer for the last 13 years, who has felt it advisable to retire

from this responsibility. Fortunately, your Board of Direction had an ideal replacement

available—one whose name is familiar, one who has been deeply involved in Associa-

tion work and one to whom the office of AREA treasurer is no stranger. Gentlemen,

I am pleased to introduce the man whom the Board of Direction has elected to succeed

his father as AREA Treasurer—A. B. Hillman, Jr.

I would now like to read the names of the five elected members of the Nominating
Committee, who, together with the five most recent living Past Presidents of our Asso-

ciation, will constitute the Nominating Committee as a whole for the 1967 election.

As I read the names of these men, I shall appreciate their standing and remaining

standing. Again, please withhold your applause.

[President Johnston then read the names, continuing as follows:]

President Johnston: Our new officers will be installed at the Closing Business

Session of our Convention, which we expect will get underway at 11:50 tomorrow
morning, and be completed by 12:30 pm. I hope that many of you will be present at

that ceremony.

Before adjourning this Luncheon, I would like to remind you that our afternoon

session will convene immediately upstairs in the Louis XVI Room. We have an out-

standing program ahead of us this afternoon, which includes the reports of four of our

committee.s—two of them with outstanding special features—so I ask that you assemble
in that room as soon as possible. The session will commence promptly at 2:15 pm. The
Luncheon is now adjourned.
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Afternoon Session, March 15, 1966

[The meeting reconvened at 2:20 pm. President Johnston presiding.]

Discussion on Water, Oil and Sanitation Services

[For report, see Bulletin 595, page 89]

President Johnston: The first committee scheduled to report at this session is

Committee 13—Water, Oil and Sanitation Services, the chairman of which is T. A.

Tennyson, Jr., Special Assistant, Mechanical Department, Southern Pacific Company.

Since Mr. Tennyson and the members of Committee 13 are already on the plat-

form, I will turn the microphone over to him without further comment, except to

remind you that if you have comments or questions from the floor, please state your

name and railroad or other connection. Mr. Tennyson.

Chairman T. A. Tennyson: Mr. President, members and guests of AREA:

The report of Committee 13—Water, Oil and Sanitation Services, has been published

in Bulletin 595, November 1965, pages 89-102.

It is with regret that I report the loss of one of our members through death since

last March. John Price Rodger, who was in the Mechanical Department of the Norfolk

& Western Railway at the time of his death, passed away on July 20, 1965. John had

many friends and was an active member of our group. He will be greatly missed.

During the past year your Committee 13 has worked on nine assignments for

research and study. Three assignments have been completed, and one of these final

reports is offered as Manual material. In addition, we have progressed our study for

revision of the Manual, and offer information reports on four assignments which are

of a continuing nature.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual

Chairman Tennyson: Mr. President, I would now like to call on J. J. Dwyer,

vice chairman of Committee 13, chemical engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway—Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad, to give his report on Assignment 1.

J. J. Dwyer: Mr. President, Mr. Chairman, and members:

Our standing assignment is to continually review Chapter 13 and recommend revi-

sions which will keep it in line with current good engineering practice. Your committee

recommends for adoption the revisions detailed on page 92 of Bulletin 595 for November

1965, principally to achieve two objectives, as follows:

(1) The rewording of the titles of certain recommended practices developed under

Assignment 2 to permit grouping them in the index under the key word corrosion and

to indicate that they are parts of a series on corrosion control.

(2) The rewording of certain references to AWWA standards now containing

specific publication dates to eliminate the dates and thus make it unnecessary to revise

AREA Manual pages each time for the AWWA standards are updated.

Mr. President, these revisions have been approved by letter ballot of your com-

mittee, and I therefore move that they be adopted.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 2—Corrosion Control—Engine Cooling Systems

Chairman Tennyson: R. A. Bardwell, engineer of tests, Southern Pacific Com-
pany, who is chairman of subcommittee 2, has no formal report ready at this time on
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the assignment, Corrosion Control—Engine Cooling Systems. This subcommittee has

accumulated a considerable quantity of data on this important subject, with the

objective of placing it in the Manual during the coming year.

Assignment 3—Design, Construction and Operation of Railroad Sani-

tary and Servicing Facilities and Relations with Governmental Agencies
Pertaining to These Facilities

Chairman Tennyson: This report will be presented by Subcommittee Chairman

J. C. Roberts, fire and sanitary engineer, Union Pacific Railroad.

[Mr. Roberts then read the Report on Assignment 3 as printed in Bulletin 595,

pages 9.?-94.]

Assignment 4—Air Pollution Abatement

Chairman Tennyson: R. N. Johnson, engineer of tests, Elgin, Joliet & Eastern

Railroad, chairman of Subcommittee 4, will now present the report on Air Pollution

Abatement.

R. N. Johnson: The major activity regarding air pollution has been the activities

and government regulations brought about by atomic testing, dramatic smog conditions

in various parts of the country, and the obvious industrial or commercial conditions

which have developed with our industrial complex. We do not feel that in any of these

areas the railroad industry is involved. However, national, state and local legislation

has been established, and funds have been provided to support investigations and regu-

lations which will undoubtedly ultimately involve railroad activities.

Your committee on air pollution considers its present responsibility one of pro-

viding information regarding the requirements which may affect this industry. For this

purpose the committee has for several years collaborated with the National Technical

Test Committee on Industrial Wastes, which has been active under the Public Health

Service.

With the advent of the new pollution-control laws, this task committee has been

re-established in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare and the collabora-

tion will continue. Any developments by this committee or others affecting air pollution

will be reported by your committee.

Assignment 5—Design of Automatic Spray Washers

Chairman Tennyson: The report on this subject will be presented by the sub-

committee chairman, C. F. Muelder, assistant to engineer buildings, Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy Railroad.

[Mr. Muelder then read the Report on Assignment 5 as printed in Bulletin 595,

pages 95-97.]

Assignment 6—Railway Waste Disposal

Chairman Tennyson: Assignment 6—Railway Waste Disposal, will be reported on

by Subcommittee Chairman F. O. Klemstine, supervisor water service, Pennsylvania

Railroad.

F. O. Klemstine: Mr. President, Mr. Chairman and members:

As a part of its continued study of railway waste disposal, your committee has

made a study of the installation of facilities for separation of oil and other waste prod-

ucts from sewage and drainage systems before discharging the water into a stream or a

sanitary sewer system.
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In making jjlans for the disposal ol the separated waste in li(|iiifl form, careful

study should be given to proper design of equipment. Also, disposal procedures may

be influenced to a great extent by local conditions. If local conditions permit burning

the wastes in open pits, the situation is very simple. Otherwise, efficient incinerators

are needed.

Some general considerations as to design and location of incinerators include the

following:

1. Oil or gas should be the supporting fuel.

2. They should be designed to reduce the product to a clean ash.

3. All regulations with regard to air pollution should be considered in the design.

4. The location should be carefully chosen.

Your committee feels that this phase of the investigation should be continued with

the objective of preparation of an addendum to material already in the Manual covering

railway waste disposal.

Assignment 8—Methods oi Controlling Spillage of Fuel Oil at Diesel

Fueling and Unloading Stations

Chairman Tennyson: R. L. Gnann, research and test engineer, Chicago & North

Western Railway, is representing V. C. Barth, chief metallurgist and engineer of tests

of that railroad, chairman of Subcommittee 8, and will give the report on this

assignment.

[Mr. Gnann then read the report on Assignment 8 as printed in Bulletin 595,

page 98.]

Assignment 9—Disinfectants, Deodorants, Fumigants and Cleaning

Materials

Chairman Tennyson: T. L. Hendrix, engineer of water service, Chesapeake & Ohio

Railway, chairman of Subcommittee 9, will report on this assignment.

T. L. Hendrix: This report on Assignment 9—Disinfectants, Deodorants, Fumi-

gants, and Cleaning Materials, is a consolidation and condensation of information

reports made on these subjects in 1957, 1959, and 1961. It may be found on page 99 of

Bulletin 595. Your committee recommends that this report be adopted and included in

Chapter 13 of the Manual under Part 8, Sanitation.

Mr. President, I so move.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.
|

Assignment 10—Bacteria Growth in Diesel Fuel Oil

Chairman Tennyson: VV. C. Harsh, chief chemist. New York Central System,

chairman of Subcommittee 10, could not be present today. His report has been com-

pleted and I shall give you a brief summary of its contents.

While bacteria growth in petroleum products is a relatively new problem for the

railroads, its results can appear suddenly and be quite troublesome. Studies have shown
that contaminated diesel fuel can bring about plugged sintered bronze strainers on loco-

motives in a month or less, as compared with trouble-free operation of these units for

6 months or more on sterile fuel.

Bacteria and fungi have been found in great numbers in diesel fuels. Some of these

organisms are quite hardy, being able to survive at temperatures up to 250 F for rela-
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lively long periods of time. They require moisture in the diesel fuel, along with certain

elements such as iron, calcium, phosphorus, etc.

Biocides are available to combat bacterial growth in fuel oil storage tanks and

handling facilities. These include an organic glycol borate monomethyl ether with 2

percent glycol and sodium chromate. The latter chemical is showing promise for

railroad use.

This is a final report presented as information.

Chairman Tennyson [continuing] : Mr. President, this concludes the report of

Committee 13.

President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Tennyson, and the members of your com-
mittee for an informative report. Your committee has a wide scope of interests com-
pared with those in the days of steam locomotives. Our Association looks to your com-

mittee to keep the members and others up to date on these important matters.

Mr. Tennyson, your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association.

[Applause]

Discussion on Wood Bridges and Trestles
[For report, see Bulletin 597, page 335]

President Johnston: The next report will be made by Committee 7—Wood
Bridges and Trestles, the chairman of which is B. E. Daniels, division engineer, Chicago,

Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad. Mr. Daniels, will you and the members of

Committee 7 please come to the platform as expeditiously as possible. The subcommit-
tee chairmen making reports should take the seats closest to the podium. The committee

overflow may sit in the seats immediately in front of the platform. Mr. Daniels, as

soon as your committee is in place you may proceed.

Chairman B. E. Daniels: Mr. President, members and guests:

The complete report of Committee 7 is contained in the January 1966 issue of

the Bulletin No. 597, pages 335 to 338, incl. A restricted 1965 budget necessarily pre-

vented progress on some assignments, but we have been active on others, and today we
shall report on five of the ten we have.

Before I call on our subcommittee chairmen for their reports, I must regretfully

report to you the death of a long-time member of this committee and a friend of many
members of this Association. I refer to the late Lyman W. Wood, retired engineer of the

U. S. Forest Products Laboratory, at Madison, Wis., who passed away on January 7

of this year after an illness of several months. A memoir to Mr. Wood will be contained

in the 1966 AREA Convention Proceedings.

MEMOIR
Epman m. Moob

Lyman W. Wood, retired engineer, U. S. Forest Products Laboratory, Madison,
Wis., and an active member of AREA Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles, passed

away on January 7, 1966, at Madison after an illness of several months.

Mr. Wood was born and raised in Iowa and was educated there. He received his

B.S. DegrJee in C.E. in 1920, the professional Degree of C.E. in 1928, and an M.S.
Degree in Engineering Geology in 1931 from Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
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He spent several years on the staff of Iowa State College. Before coming to the

laboratory, he spent several years with the Iowa State Highway Commission in the

department of materials and tests. After 1931 he was in charge of material resource

surveys and bridge foundation testing. His work included reconnaissance in engineering

geology, which led to the publication of numerous papers and reports by the Iowa

Academy of Science and the Iowa Geological Survey. He was engineer of materials on

construction of U. S. air bases in South Dakota in 1942. In 1943, Mr. Wood became an

engineer on the staff of the Forest Products Laboratory of the Forest Service, U. S.

Department of Agriculture, Madison. He was, at the time of his death, supervisory

engineer of the Section on Structural Utilization, Division of Physics and Engineering.

Mr. Wood joined ASTM in 1947 and since that time had been a member of Com-

mittee D-7 on Wood. He was a member of the Administrative Committee on Papers

and Publications for six years and was the author of many papers in the field of wood.

In 1961 he received the ASTM Award of Merit in recognition of his active participation

in the work of ASTM committees.

In addition to AREA and ASTM, Mr. Wood was a member of the American

Standards Association, Madison Technical Club, Tau Beta Pi, and Sigma Xi. He repre-

sented the Forest Products Laboratory as consultant to the National Lumber Manufac-

turers Association and the American Lumber Standards Committee on Lumber Grade

and Size Standards. He was a registered professional engineer in the state of Iowa.

Mr. Wood was greatly respected and admired by all who had the privilege of know-

ing him, and while he had a reputation for reticence, those who worked closely with

him found him to be a good listener, always ready to discuss problems, and equally

ready with sound advice.

Committee 7 wishes to express its regret of the passing of a distinguished member.

Assignment 6—Applications of Synthetic Resins and Adhesives to Wood
Bridges and Trestles

Chairman Daniels: The first assignment to be reported on is No. 6, Applications

of Synthetic Resins and Adhesives to Wood Bridges and Trestles. Subcommittee Chair-

man L. R. Kubacki, engineer bridges and buildings, Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadelphia,

Pa., will present his report.

L. R. Kubacki: The use of epoxy resins for railway maintenance of way and con-

struction purposes continues to be an active assignment of your committee. Laboratory

and field studies have been conducted this past year, including the following:

At the AAR Research Center, laboratory investigations were conducted to determine

the effect on certain physical properties by varying the amount of sand in an epoxy

resin mixture. New silica sand was used as the filler and formulation 991-75 as shown

in .'\REA Proceedings, Vol. 64, 1963, page 13, was used as the epoxy resin mixture. The

investigation developed data relating to crack-filling ability of such mixtures as well as

their coefficient of linear expansion, flexural strength, compressive strength and resistance

to a detergent solution used for locomotive and car washing. The results of this inves-

tigation have been published in AAR Report ER-62, "Optimum Sand and Epoxy Resin

Mixtures" dated September 1965.

Inspections were made by a research .staff member of the epoxy-resin-bondcd high-

way crossing slabs near Detroit, Mich., which were installed in November 1961, and

the epoxy-resin top flange protective coating on open-deck steel beam spans near

Saginaw, Mich., which was installed in October 1961. The results of these inspections

and tests will be subsequently published by the A.^R Research Center.
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An inspection was also made of the coated test [)lates which were installed on the

Huey Long Bridjic, New Orleans, in January 1Q62. Several different amine-cured sys-

tems were used, including one-coat, two-coat and coal-tar-filled systems. These have

been inspected each \ear to observe their behavior in an exjjosure of high humidity,

temperate climate and heavy concentration of salt brine from refrigerator cars. A
description of this installation and a report on the condition of the coatings after two

years of exposure is contained in AAR Report ER-43, "Epoxy Resin Coatings on Steel

and Concrete," and a second report will describe the behavior after four years of expo-

sure. In February 1965 some additional test plates were installed which had been coated

with a zinc-rich epoxy resin paint.

A laboratory investigation was made to demonstrate the waterproofing ability of

some recently available epoxy resin systems when applied to concrete surfaces. The

acceptance test prescribed in the AREA Manual was used for this. Three proprietary

coatings and four amine-cured systems were used. A similar investigation was reported

in ER-43 on coatings which were then available.

Other laboratory studies have included an investigation of the static and repeated-

load strength of epoxy resin when used as shear keys, and a pilot evaluation to demon-

strate the effectiveness of epoxy resin when used to bond timber treated with preserva-

tives, such as pentachlorophenol, creosote and creosote coal tar.

These laboratory and field investigations and others conducted throughout the past

years have shown that epoxy resins are effective in many applications, but it has also

been found that there are certain areas where their use is not indicated. This committee

will continue to report its findings and make certain recommendations; the final judg-

ment, however, for a specific application rests with the user.

Assignment 8—Protection of Pile Cut-Offs; Protection of Piling

Against Marine Organisms by Means Other Than Preservatives

Chairman Daniels: The report on Assignment 8 will be presented by Subcommit-

tee Chairman W. A. Thompson, Jr., principal assistant division engineer. Seaboard Air

Line, Savannah, Ga.

W. A. Thompson, Jr.: Your committee submits the following report of progress

in the gathering of information pertaining to the in-place protection of piling again.st

marine organisms in coastal waters.

As a result of a questionnaire circulated by your committee to Member Roads, it

was determined that marine organisms are present and active in almost every coastal

area in North America, and are causing extensive damage to timber piling each year.

The most common forms of marine organism encountered are molluscan borers

(principally Teredo and Bankia) and crustacean borers (principally Limnoria) . They

attack both from outside of the pile and from within, depending upon the species, and

in areas of heavy activity can destroy a pile in as little as two years. Because of this

damage, most lines have discontinued using timber piles in coastal waters in favor of

concrete and steel, even though initial cost and traffic do not justify their use

over wood.

It has been found that an environment lethal to marine borers can be created

around wood piling by encasing them in jackets which stagnate the water, causing

death to the organisms through lack of oxygen.

The following type jackets are under consideration at this time:
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(1) Concrete Jackets: Concrete poured around a pile, with the use of a form,

to a thickness of 2 J/ to 4 in has been found to be an effective barrier to

marine organisms, and gives some degree of reinforcing to a damaged pile.

The principle objections to such a jacket are the rapid deterioration of con-

crete in salt water and the inability to inspect the wood under the concrete

for ether forms of damage.

(2) Polyvinyl Chloride Sheets: Polyvinyl chloride sheets have been found to pro-

vide a high degree of protection against marine organisms. The thickness of

the sheets varies from 0.03 to 0.06 in and are secured around the piles

through the use of patented devices which make the installation very simple.

Test sticks may be inserted between the plastic barriers and the pile for

periodic removal and inspection without disturbing the plastic wrap. This

type of jacket can be economically patched if damaged.

(3) Cupro-Nickel Sheet: A semi-rigid metal sheet not less than 0.02 in thick

containing 90 percent copper and 10 percent nickel. This material is wrapped

around wood piling and tightly attached through the use of non-corrosive

nails, providing an effective barrier to marine borers. Like concrete jackets,

no further inspection of the wood can be made after installation.

This is a progress report submitted as information.

Assignment 10—Non-Destructive Testing of Wood

Chairman Daniels: The report on Assignment 10 was to have been made by Sub-

committee Chairman F. E. Schneider, assistant engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Railway, Chicago, but he could not be present today; therefore, his report will be

presented by D. V. Sartore, assistant to the chief engineer, Burlington Lines, Chicago,

and vice chairman of Committee 7. Mr. Sartore.

D. V. Sartore: Mr. President, members and guests:

Bulletin 597 contains a progress report on this assignment. The report briefly

describes a sonic pole tester which indicates possibilities for locating internal decay in

large structural timbers such as caps, stringers and piles. The instrument has an elec-

trical measuring device for determining the time interval for sound to travel through

the timber. A series of curves has been developed whereby one can translate the readings

into percentage of decay.

Since the Bulletin was published, another instrument has come to our attention.

This instrument measures the length of time required to transmit sound waves through

timber at a specified frequency. The principle of the instrument is identical to the one

now being used on concrete. Low puli-e velocity readings would indicate low density

or voids and decay.

Moisture does not .seem to affect the accuracy of the instruments. Results have

been verified by increment boring and have also been checked by expen.sive X-ray

equipment. We are now negotiating with the manufacturers of these instruments to set

up a demonstration at the .^.^R Laboratory in the near future.

Assignment 2—Grading Rules and Classification of Lumber for Rail-

way Uses: Specifications for Structural Timber, Collaborating with Other
Organizations Interested

Chairman Daniels: To conserve time I will report briefly on the two remaining

assignments.
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Subcommittee 2 is studying U. S. Commercial Standard CS 253-63 for structural

glued laminated timber, with the thought of replacing the present corresponding mate-

rial in the Manual with this standard. The committee is also progressing with the

drafting of revised Manual Tables Nos. 1 and 2 for working stresses for soft wood in

accordance with current grading rules.

Assignment 7—Repeated Loading of Timber Structures

Chairman Daniels: Last year the subcommittee chairman made a progress report

on repeated loading tests made on laminated wood stringers. During the past year addi-

tional tests have been under way on treated solid-sawn Douglas fir stringers. These tests

will be completed soon and the results published in a Research Center report to be

reviewed by the committee. Currently southern pine test stringers are being procured

for the next phase of this series.

Chairman Daniels [continuing] : To complete our report, I should like to recog-

nize a new subcommittee chairman. He is C. H. Newlin, assistant to chief engineer

—

bridges, Southern Railway System, Atlanta, Ga., a long-time member of this Associa-

tion and the committee, who has accepted the chairmanship of subcommittee 3. Will

Mr. Newlin please rise to be recognized.

Mr. Chairman, this completes the reports on activities of Committee 7 for the

past year.

This committee is privileged to include in its program a special feature, which is

an address entitled "Timber Bridge Inspections—Are They Adequate?" We are for-

tunate to have a man to present this subject who has spent the greater part of his

professional career in the task of preservation of wood structures by in-place treatment.

He was born on September 9, 1927, in Wilkinsburg, Pa., and graduated from Penn

State University with a Bachelor of Science degree in Forestry. He joined the Osmose

Wood Preserving Company of America, Inc., in 1950 as plant manager. From 1953 to

1959 he was Central Division manager; from 1959 to 1960 he was manager of the

Railroad Division of this company, and in 1961 was appointed vice president. He has

been closely associated with the AREA for a number of years and is an associate mem-
ber of Committee 7. I am sure he is no stranger to this group.

I am very happy to present John W. Storer, vice president of the Osmose Wood
Preserving Company of America, Inc. Mr. Storer.

Timber Bridge Inspections—Are They Adequate?

By JOHN W. STORER

Vice President, The Osmose Wood Preserving Company of America, Inc.

The present timber bridge inspection procedures practiced by many railroads today

are grossly inadequate. That statement is made in the form of a challenge and my pur-

pose will be served if (1) I can convince you of the accuracy of that statement and

(2) I can make some reasonable suggestions on how the system can be improved. Since

I am a forester by profession, and not a structural engineer, my remarks are confined

to the inspection of timber bridges from the decay standpoint.

Over the past five years, I have had the unique privilege of personally inspecting

timber bridges on over 40 railroads in the United States, Canada, and Mexico. In each
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case, I was accompanied by one or more of the railroad's representatives, these men
being either directly involved in, or responsible for, timber bridge inspections. This

afforded an unparalleled opportunity to observe and compare the various inspection

methods and procedures in current practice in the industry today.

What are these current practices? As you might imagine, they do not necessarily

follow the accepted procedures published in the B&B Association Committee Report or

the AREA Manual. As a matter of fact, there are as many different inspection proce-

dures as there are inspectors. At one extreme, I have seen inspection carried out strictly

on a visual basis—with the principal criteria being the age of the bridge. At other

times, I have seen inspections performed by highly capable and conscientious individuals

who knew the condition of their bridges and had boring records to back up their

recommendations.

The human element is obviously the key, since personal judgment is, in the final

analysis, the essence of bridge inspection. Unfortunately, in many cases, critical judg-

ments or decisions are being made without the benefit of detailed field investigations.

The following case histories will serve to illustrate the point:

1. In early 1964 we were asked to cruise a 1930 creosoted pile trestle composed

of 83 panels. The ballasted deck had been placed in 1946. We were told that

the structure was scheduled for early replacement. A 3-hr inspection by 2 men

sounding and boring proved the structure an excellent subject for in-place

treatment. On completion of the in-place treatment, with a detailed boring

evaluation of each pile, only 11 piles or 3.9 percent were considered reject

and ultimately posted.

2. In the fall of 1963, we were asked to cruise a 2,500-ft main-line ballasted-

deck trestle constructed of creosoted pine in 1926. This bridge was budgeted

for replacement in 1964 at a cost of $340,000. With 2 men sounding and

boring for 6 hr, it was clearly shown that the structure was not in need of

replacement and it was removed from the construction budget. This bridge

was subsequently treated in-place and an average of 100 inspection holes were

bored per bent. The final report showed 58.2 percent of the piling had some

internal decay present but only 4.4 percent were considered by the railroad

to be below minimum strength requirements and these were posted.

3. A few months ago, we were asked to cruise a number of untreated trestles on

a marginal branch line where a considerable amount of repair and replacement

was scheduled in the near future. Sounding and boring clearly proved that the

one bridge scheduled for redriving was in better condition than most of the

others inspected. Conversely, a bridge we found to be in need of replacement

—was scheduled for a minimum of repair.

4. Recently, while cruising a main-Hne ballasted-deck trestle, we found one bent

with three reject piles out of six. Needless to say, a B&B gang put in some

overtime posting three piles that same evening.

5. In another case, we inspected a small 7-panel open-deck trestle at the request

of the B&B supervisor while in his territory on other cruising work. The

bridge had been scheduled for redriving several years before and the replace-

ment timbers were still on the site. This individual had bored the piling,

knew they did not need to be replaced—and had continually stalled the redriv-

ing. Our inspection verified what he already knew—the bridge was in excel-

lent condition with only one reject pile. Why was this bridge scheduled for

redriving? In attempting to find the answer, we learned that the bridge had
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From visual inspection this cedar
pile appeared questionable.

Removal of the decayed sapwood,
however, showed the pile to be in

good condition.

been driven in 1914 and was the oldest in that district. We can only surmise

that the inspector, seeing the one bad pile, and knowing the bridge was old,

assumed the rest of the piles must also be decayed internally and therefore

recommended replacement. The fact that this was high-speed main-line track

undoubtedly influenced the decision. Condemning a bridge because of a few

obviously reject members has occurred more times than most of us would

want to admit. Bridges simply do not decay all over—all at the same time!

Unfortunately, these are not just isolated cases to be classified as "odd-ball situa-

tions." The fact is that many railroads are not renewing their worst bridges—and, in

many cases, I have observed bridges in good structural condition being replaced on that

same property. With today's highly competitive situation in the transport industry, no

railroad can afford to cut out piles or replace bridges prematurely. By the same token,

today's heavier loadings make it imperative to replace any member below your minimum
strength requirements.

What are some of the reasons for these errors in judgment? First is the obvious

fact that it is many times physically impossible for the man responsible to spend ade-

quate time at each bridge to make a thorough inspection. There are simply too many
bridges and not enough time. Most inspections today are limited to a combination of

visual observations and sounding, because of this time factor.

Visual inspection is important, but must be followed by a physical inspection of

those members that look suspicious. I remember distinctly one particular bridge where

the ballasted deck had been marked for replacement merely because of discoloration of

the stringers. They looked bad. A subsequent boring inspection proved the deck to be in

excellent condition and that the discoloration had been caused by local air pollution.

Visible ground-line deterioration of piling can also be misleading.

Hammer sounding is by far the most common inspection method used and is vital

as a means of locating suspect members. However, there have been more good piles

cut out of bridges based on hammer soundings—than for all other reasons combined.
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Sounding of a pile like this one
can be misleading unless boring is

also done.

Indicators are available for measuring shell thicknesses and voids.

Sounding is also extremely misleading where piles have been over-driven and the

annual rings have become separated. Again, the pile sounds decayed or hollow and is

apt to be replaced without a more detailed investigation.

Our experience proves that sounding without boring those members .sounding sus-

picious, is less than 50 percent accurate. Error.*- in judgment based on observations in
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the field arc only one aspect of the problem. Other errors result from various miscon-

ceptions which I prefer to call the fantasies of timber bridge inspection. Following are

some that I hear most frequently:

FANTASY

1. "The bridge is old and should be

replaced."

2. "The treatment is all bleached out

and timber is badly checked. It looks

bad."

3. "Caps always crush before getting

dangerous."

4. "It sounds bad and should be re-

placed."

5. "That's old heart pine and we never

have trouble with that."

6. "We don't have any decay below

ground.'

7. "These piles remain in water all the

time and we don't have a decay prob-

lem."

8. "You don't have to worry about that

pile—it's still bleeding creosote after

32 years." "All of our bridges are

treated and we don't have a decay

problem."

9. "We do have some center rot but it

doesn't affect the treated shell."

10. "I'm not concerned about that branch

—we rebuilt all the trestles during

World War II."

FACT

Age, as such, means nothing. We have

treated the piling on a number of 50-year-

old + structures and many of these are

in superior condition to other bridges

half that age.

Don't condemn a bridge before boring.

Looks can be deceiving.

Don't count on it. We have located many
dangerous caps in our work that could be

found only by boring.

Bore it first and find out.

Don't count on it.

Excavate a percentage of piles at least 2

ft and be sure.

Better check about 2 or 3 ft above the

water line where wick action ends and

decay conditions are just about perfect

internally.

Ninety percent of our business is the

treatment of treated bridges.

Decay can and does take place in the

treated area. It is strictly a matter of

whether or not the preservative retention

is above or below the threshold level for

that particular decay organism.

Some railroads are already redriving World

War II bridges. Our experience indicates

that all bridges treated from 1941-1946

are suspect—until proven innocent. Many
bridge timbers simply did not receive pro-

per treatment during the war period, due

to inadequate seasoning. In addition, it

was often necessary to accept timber of

inferior quality.
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11. "We can understand where you might Southern yellow pine does accept pressure

have a decay problem in Douglas fir treatment more easily than Douglas fir

but we use only southern pine and but the preservative rarely goes "all the

the treatment goes all the way way through." All untreated areas are ob-

through." viously vulnerable to internal decay as

are those areas where preservative reten-

tion is less than threshold value.

I'm sure you have heard these and many other similar statements over the years.

The fact is that each and every statement of this type can be proved or disproved by

the simple procedure of boring the timber in question.

My recommendations for improved inspection procedures can be summarized as

follows:

1. Sound all timber possible—with special attention given to locations likely to

trap moisture. In piling, we find most decay in the drift pin, groundline, and

brace bolt locations. Old bolt holes are perfect entry ways for decay fungi.

In caps, at the bearing points and along drift pins or through bolts. Stringers

can and do develop decay in the middle of the span but this is not common.

Most stringer decay is confined to the cap bearing locations and along bolts.

Areas alternately wet and dry are most vulnerable to decay.

2. Power bore all timber where sounding indicates possible internal decay. Bore

the first hole into that point which sounds the most suspicious. If the shell is

found to be less than your minimum requirements, additional inspection holes

should be bored, placing the second hole at 90° to the first. .\11 inspection

holes to be plugged with treated dowels.

3. Measure the shell thickness and voids and record the information on an

appropriate form. It is most important to measure the void as well as the

shell thickness to evaluate minimum and maximum conditions. Shell thickness

indicators are commercially available for this purpose.

I realize that boring has been recommended as standard procedure over the years.

However, boring with a brace and bit was time consuming and difficult. Certain rail-

roads attempted to standardize on increment boring but this was not practical due to

the rapid blunting of the cutting edge in boring weathered bridge timbers. The boring

equipment we have found best suited for bridge inspection is a ^-in or 5^-in electric

drill operated off a portable generator or a 12-volt battery system. These units are

completely portable, have enough charge for a full days boring, and are fully recharged

by plugging into any 110-volt outlet overnight. With such equipment, the guesswork

is eliminated and recommendations can be backed up with factual information.

Sound-bore-nueasure—that certainly makes sense—or does it? Nice theory—but not

practical, some of you may be thinking.

"We don't have enough men left to carry out ordinary bridge maintenance—let

alone take time for sounding and boring on annual inspections."

Sound familiar?

What can you do then—practically s{>eaking. Here are two suggestions:

1. Don't authorize one single bridge replacement (because of decay)—until a

i)()ring record is produced.
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Recommended boring equipment
is a ^-in or V2-in drill operated
from a portable generator or 12-v
battery.

2. Don't permit the posting of one more pile—until a boring inspection has been

made. (Obviously this does not apply to visibly failed piles or those we term

"visual rejects".)

By establishing a firm policy of mandatory boring before replacement—you can

immediately eliminate unnecessary and costly redriving or replacement of individual

members based on age, looks, or sound. At the same time, you will locate those mem-
bers that are below required strength and these can be programmed for replacement

on a "need" basis—backed up by detailed boring records. That much is possible—even

on reduced maintenance budgets.

The July 1965 issue of Railway Track and Structures carried a reply from H.

Bober, bridge and building engineer, Gulf, Mobile & Ohio Railroad, to the question

—

"Are present bridge inspection practices adequate in view of the increased wheel loads."

Mr. Bober points out the comparative effect of 3l5,00O-lb cars in relation to the

210,000-lb cars used previously. The table shows a 57 percent psi increase in bearing of

stringers on cap, a 57 percent psi increase in bearing of cap on piles, and a 56 percent

weight increase in the load per pile—from 8.7 tons to 13.6 tons.

Your present timber trestles are really remarkable structures, and, in the past, had

a considerable margin of safety. But, with the present heavy cars, stresses are close to

the maximum allowable. Since this allowable stress is based on all timber being in good

condition, it is vitally important to discover, on inspection, any decay or defects, and

to measure the extent of deterioration as accurately as possible.

Thank you. [.Applause]

Chairman Daniels: Thank you, Mr. Storer, for an exceptionally fine presentation,

and please accept the thanks of this committee.

Mr. President, this completes the presentation by Committee 7.
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President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Daniels, for this most interesting and infor-

mative report. The work of yourself and your committee on behalf of the Association

is very much appreciated. We know that you and the members of your committee will

continue to keep us informed on the current dc\clopments in your field.

Mr. Storer, we thank you for that stimulating and informative discussion on inspect-

ing timber bridges. I hope that each person who heard your talk will take these things

to heart and will evaluate their own bridge inspection practices with the guidelines you

have brought to light in such an interesting and dynamic manner. Please accept our

appreciation for your efforts on behalf of the Association and your efforts in furthering

the work of Committee 7.

Mr. Daniels, thank you again. Your committee is now excused with the thanks

of the Association.

Discussion on Iron and Steel Structures
[For report, see Bulletin 597, page 339

1

President Johnston: The next-to-last committee reporting at this technical session

is Committee 15—Iron and Steel Structures, the chairman of which is G. W. Salmon,

engineer of bridges, Seaboard Air Line Railroad. Mr. Salmon, will you and the members
of your committee please come to the platform as quickly as possible. Please have your

reporting subcommittee chairmen sit close to the podium. I would like to remind the

audience that if any of them desire the privilege of the floor after the report, they will

please give their name and railroad or other affiliation clearly and distinctly so it can

be recorded.

Mr. Salmon, please proceed with your committee presentation.

Chairman G. W. Salmon: Mr. President, members and guests:

The annual report of Committee 15 is published in Bulletin 597, pages 339 to 352,

incl., and no oral reports will be made at this time except a report on Assignment 1

—

Revision of Manual, which will be presented by the chairman of the subcommittee,

E. S. Birkenwald, assistant chief engineer—bridges, Southern Railway.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual

E. S. Birkenwald: Mr. President, members and guests:

Your committee submits for adoption Manual material which calls for revision of

Arts. 30, 31, 40, 41, 65 and 67, Sec. A, and Art. 2, Sec. C of Appendix B of the

Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges; and Arts. 13, 17 and 27, Sec. C, and Arts. 5,

6, 7 and 8, Sec. G, of the Specifications for Movable Railway Bridges.

The revisions to Appendix B of the Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges are

necessitated by the previous action of the Association in replacing A 36 for A 7 steel.

The revisions presented here for adoption, editorial in nature, reflect this replacement

in the kind of steel.

Revisions to Arts. 17 and 27, Sec. C, of the Specifications lor Movable Railway

Bridges are editorial, in which duplication of material in Art. 17, now provided in Art.

13, is being deleted, and a typographical error in Art. 27 is being corrected. Revision

to Art. 13, Sec. C and Arts. S, 6, 7 and 8, Sec. G, of the Specifications for Movable

Railway Bridges provides for the substitution of rolled steel for hot-rolled shafting and

cold-finished shafting (equal to Class E forged) in which allowable stresses are estab-

lished in Art. 13, Sec. C, for a new specification for rolled steel in Art. 5, Sec. G, which

requires changing the article numbers of present Arts. 5, 6 and 7 to Arts. 6, 7 and 8,

respectively.
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Mr. President, I move that these revisions to the Specifications for Steel Railway

Bridges and for Movable Railway Bridges be adopted for publication in the Manual,

and that with these revisions, these parts of Chapter 15 of the Manual be reapproved.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

E. S. Birkenwald: Your committee presents as information proposed revisions to

the live load and the impact for use with the Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges,

as well as a proposed revision to the article on impact in the Rules for Rating Existing

Iron and Steel Bridges.

At the 1964 Annual Meeting of the Association, David V. Messman, assistant to

chief engineer. Southern Railway System, gave an address on "The History of Railroad

Live Loads on Bridges" in which he showed the necessity for increasing the live load

on bridges from Cooper E 72 to Cooper E 80 loading. This can be found in Vol. 65,

pages 777 to 784, incl.

Your committee has ever been mindful of keeping the Specifications for Steel Rail-

way Bridges consistent with current and foreseeable developments. As a consequence,

the reduction of impact and increase in higher basic unit stresses have resulted in lower-

ing the rating capacity of structures designed by the current specifications below that

of structures designed by superseded AREA specifications. The development of new cars

with cubic capacities which permit axle loads of the order of 80,000 lb and even greater,

now requires that the rating capacity of new bridges be increased. Failure to do this

may require slow orders for bridges designed under the current specifications, or the

strengthening of such bridges to carry these heavier loads. An increase in the live load

from E 72 to E 80 will provide new bridges with the increased rating capacity desired.

It should be understood, however, that a specification increase in live load does not

make it mandatory for a railroad to use such increased live load in its design.

While your committee has voted by a better than two-thirds majority for the

increase in live load in the Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges, it is presenting

this revision as information so that Committees 1, 7 and 8 and all other interested mem-

bers of the Association will have an opportunity to consider this matter. The commit-

tee intends to present this revision for adoption at the next annual meeting. Comments

to the committee chairman are solicited concerning this important revision.

Last year, your committee submitted as information some new formulas to replace

the existing ones for impact. As a result of comments received after publication of these

formulas, it is now proposed to modify the articles on impact in the Specifications for

Steel Railway Bridges and the Rules for Rating Existing Iron and Steel Bridges, as

follows:

1. Utilize the existing formulas in such a way as to eliminate reference to the

rolling and direct effects in the Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges;

2. Make provision for a reduction in impact forces for ballasted-deck bridges;

and

3. Retain in the Rules for Rating Existing Iron and Steel Bridges the rolling and

direct effects, which can be accomplished by making the proposed revision to

Art. 8 (b).

Until enough service tests can be made to establish a pattern which varies suffi-

ciently from the existing pattern of results, no gain will result from making a change

in the total impacts provided by the existing formulas. The division of total impact

into rolling and direct vertical effects is needed when rating a bridge, but is considered

unnecessary when designing a bridge. Furthermore, the revisions submitted in this report

will eliminate the need for furnishing interpretation of the rolling effect to users of the
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specifications, other than railway bridge engineers. Enough service tests have been made

to justify the proposed reduction of impact forces on ballasted-deck bridges.

Your committee proposes to submit these revisions for adoption and publication

one year hence.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes the report on Assignment 1.

Chairman Salmon: Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee IS.

President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Salmon, and your committee for your usual

fine and informative report. Your continued diligent guidance of the work of your

excellent committee is very much appreciated by the members of our Association.

Your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association. [Applause]

[Vice President Trissal assumed the chair]

Discussion on Buildings

[For report, see Bulletin 597, page 315]

Vice President Trissal: The final report of this day's convention activities will

be made by Committee 6—-Buildings. The chairman of this committee is J. W. Hayes,

architect, Great Northern Railway. Mr. Hayes, will you and the members of Commit-

tee 6 please come to the platform as expeditiously as possible. Again, let me remind the

subcommittee chairmen making reports that they should take the seats closest to the

podium. The committee overflow may sit in the seats immediately in front of the plat-

form. Mr. Hayes, you may proceed.

Chairman J. VV'. Hayes: I regret to announce that, since the last Annual Meeting

of the Association, death has taken two members of Committee 6—H. J. Lieser, super-

visor bridges and buildings, Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad, Chicago, and A. G.

Borland, retired assistant engineer, Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway, Joliet, 111. Mr.

Borland was a past chairman and Member Emeritus of the committee and a memoir

to him has been prepared for publication in the Proceedings of this Convention.

MEMOIR

SrtJjur (garfielb Borlanb

Arthur Garfield Borland, retired assistant engineer, Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway,

died at Joliet, 111., April 25, 1965, at the age of 83.

Mr. Borland was born November 24, 1881, at LaPorte, Ind. He graduated from

Purdue University with a bachelor of Science Begree in Civil Engineering. In 1907 he

joined the C. L. S. & E. Railway Company (a forerunner of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern

Railway Company) as an instrumentman. Mr. Borland was promoted to assistant engi-

neer, Gary Bivision, in 1913, and in 1914 became assistant engineer, Gary and Joliet

Bivisions, holding this position until his retirement in November 1951.

Mr. Borland became a member of the ARE.\ in 1925. He was a member of Com-
mittee 2i—Shops and Locomotive Terminals, from 1929 to 1937. In 1938 he joined

Committee 6—Buildings, and served as committee chairman from 1948 to 19S1. He
became a Life Member of the AREA in 1952 after his retirement. On May 9, 1956,

he was elected Member Emeritus of Committee 6.

Mr. Borland was preceded in death by his wife Grace, who died on July 1, 1949.

He is survived by 4 children, 14 grandchildren and 20 great grandchildren.
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He will always be remembered vvilh respect and admiration for the jiood judgment

and aptness of thought he expressed in his committee work. He gave untiringly to his

work on Committee 6. It is with deep regret that Committee 6 records the death of a

valuable associate and sincere friend.

Chairman Hayes: During the year 1965 Committee 6 has been actively engaged

in the study of nine very important and timely subjects. Reports on three of these have

been printed in Bulletin 597, beginning on page 315. The chairmen of the subcommittees

have worked faithfully throughout the past year in order to be able to present these

reports to the convention, and I am happy these gentlemen are here to be recognized.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual

Chairman Hayes; The manual is now updated and we are in the process of

streamlining the contents. W. C. Sturm, designer for the EJ&E is chairman of this

subcommittee. Will Sturm please stand and be recognized. Thank you Mr. Sturm.

Assignment 2—Building, Loading and Unloading Facilities, Paving,

Lighting, Fencing and Other Facilities for Automobile-Handling Terminals

Chairman Hayes: Subcommittee 2 has been working on the report, and I would

like Subcommittee Chairman A. F. Langmeyer, general building inspector, Illinois Cen-

tral Railroad, to stand and be recognized. Thank you Mr. Langmeyer.

Assignment 3—Buildings, Platforms, Ramps, Paving, Lighting and

Other Facilities for Piggyback Terminals

Chairman Hayes: In writing a detailed report on fixed property for piggyback

operation we have collaborated with Committee 14 and the N.R.P.A. by discussing

various operating facilities and traffic flow through the United States and Canada.

Piggyback operation has a ten year birthday March I7th, day after tomorrow, and the

forecast for loadings is definitely up. However, fixed property faciHties are still in a

fluid state at this time, particularly in large terminals, which was also the case when

Committee 14 reported to the Convention in 1962. C. R. Madeley, subcommittee chair-

man for Assignment 3, is preparing the forthcoming report. Will Mr. Madeley [super-

vising engineer for the Southern Pacific Company] please stand and be recognized.

Thank you Mr. Madeley.

Assignment 4—Designing Railway Buildings for Fixed Obsolescence.

Chairman Hayes: F. D. Day, area engineer—structures, Pennsylvania Railroad, is

heading up this study, and expects report to be completed during the coming year.

Will Mr. Day please stand and be recognized. Thank you Mr. Day.

Assignment 5—Unit Cost for Various Types of Railway Buildings

Chairman Hayes: Our report on this assignment is covered in Bulletin 597, pages

315 to 324. This is a final report on the subject at this time. T. S. Williams, engineer

of buildings. Seaboard Air Line Railroad, Richmond, Va., the subcommittee chairman

is not here today.

Assignment 6—Ceiling Systems for Air Supply and Sound Control

Chairman Hayes: A. W. Charvat, engineer of buildings, Chicago, Rock Island &

Pacific, Chicago, is chairman of this subcommittee and is preparing the report. Will Mr.

Charvat please stand and be recognized. Thank you Mr. Charvat.
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Assignment 7—Curtain Wall Construction for Railway Buildings

Chairman Hayes: Our report on this assignment is published in Bulletin 597, pages

325 to 332. This is a final report. R. J. Martens, general architect, Union Pacific Rail-

road, Omaha, Xeb., is chairman of Subccmmittee 7. Mr. Martens is not here today.

Assignment 8—Large Freight and Passenger Stations

Chairman Hayes: Report has been prepared and will be presented next March by

D. A. Bessey, assistant architect, Milwaukee Road, Chicago, and chairman of Subcom-
mittee 8. Will Mr. Besse\' please stand and be recognized. Thank you Mr. Bessey.

Assignment 9—Critical Path Method for Architects and Engineers in

the Railway Building Field

CH.AIRMAN Hayes: Our report is presented in Bulletin 597, pages 333 and 334.

I. G. Forbes, engineer of buildings, Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago, is chairman of

Subcommitteee 9. Will Mr. Forbes please stand and be recognized. Thank you Mr.

Forbes for the outstanding work on this assignment.

Chairman Hayes: Mr. President, this completes the report of Committee 6 on

all assignments at this time.

Committee 6 is sponsoring a panel discussion—Piggyback—Its Development and

Its Future—which I am sure will be of interest to the Association.

Panel Discussion on Piggyback—Its Development
and Its Future

Chairman Hayes: First, I should like to call upon the past president of the

National Railroad Piggyback Association, Kansas City, Mo., and director of Trailer

Train; vice president and general manager, Kansas City Southern Transport Company,

Inc., Louisiana Arkansas & Texas Transportation Company and Landa Motor Lines,

E. O. Walters.

Remarks by E. O. WALTERS
Past President, National Railroad Piggyback Association

Gentlemen: Speaking for the National Railroad Piggyback Association, I can assure

you that we all welcomed the suggestion coming from the AREA for mutual operating

exchange with your Committee 6. We know this will be of great benefit to our group.

The discus.sion today will, no doubt, be of an engineering and technical nature and,

since the others on the panel are more qualified than I in that direction, I shall leave

it to them. But it may be that some idea of cur organization, its aims and purposes will

be of interest to you.

It grew out of a meeting of railroad piggyback traffic, operating and mechanical

officers all assigned to piggyback operations. This was a most enthusiastic group with

a concerted belief that while piggyback had shown a remarkable growth, it is still in its

early stages; but that with such growth, problems relating thereto likewise were grow-

ing, in number and magnitude. Thus it behooved the railroads to strive diligently for

improvement and elimination of as many problems as possible, since we realize quite

fully that unless we keep ourselves in a position to render efficient, attractive and eco-

nomical service to the shipping public, a good part of the expenditures for equipment,

facilities, etc., would be wasted.
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Out of all this activity there was developed and orsanized the National Railroad

PigfO'back Association—with an active membership comprising most of the railroads

conducting pigpiyback operations, and including the Canadian Pacific Railway and the

Canadian National Railways. I had the honor of being the first president of the asso-

ciation. E. VV. Wright, general manager trailer service, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, was

elected president of our association at our Jannary meeting, and I feel we are fortunate

in having someone so well qualified and experienced in piggyback operations.

In our By-Laws it is stated the purposes and objectives of the association shall be

to foster, protect and promote the interests of railroads engaged in handling of pigg>'-

back traffic. To further the accomplishment of such purposes, the Association will

endeavor:

(a) To establish a businesslike code of piggyback ethics and encourage the mem-
bership to follow it

;

(b) To promote equipment utilization;

(c) To promote, improve, clarify and coordinate piggyback services;

(d) To work for standardization and interchangeability of equipment

;

(e) To create better working relationships and cooperation between lines;

(f) To correlate and advance containerization with the view to achieving stand-

ardization
;

(g) To communicate developments in the piggyback industry.

We feel we are going to accomplish such purposes because all of the members are

working members, actively engaged in some one or more phases of piggyback operations

—be it operating, tr'affic or mechanical. I believe I should say at this time that we shall

not engage in any phase of rate making since there are rate associations for that pur-

pose. Further, we do not have any plenary authority to compel any action by the

members, but shall accomplish our purposes by the enthusiastic spirit that pervades our

entire membership.

We have set up seven committees, as follows:

(1) Sales Committee

(2) Operations and Terminal Committee

(3) Mechanical Committee (Power, Trailer and Rail Cars)

(4) Containerization Committee

(5) Car Equipment Committee

(6) Trailer Committee

(7) Public Relations Committee

Each of these committees is headed by a Chairman who is a well qualified railroad

officer. For instance. Committee 2—Operations and Terminals has for chairman R. B.

Short of the Norfolk & Western ; and Committee 3—Mechanical, has for chairman,

J. N. Sherbourne of the Southern Pacific. Both of these gentlemen are with us today.

We meet quarterly, prepare an interesting and challenging agenda for each commit-

tee, and with the enthusiasm manifest by all members of each committee we havte

made great progress—especially considering that we have just completed the first year

of our organization.

We are fortunate in the working relationship developed so far with such organiza-

tions as the Association of American Railroads, Railway Progress Institute, National

Industrial Traffic League—and particularly with the American Railway Engineering

Association in the liaison between your Committee 6 and our Operating and Terminal

Committee, to the end that we shall accomplish great things for piggyback.
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Chairman Hayes: Thank you, Mr. Walters, for informing the Association about

NRPA objectives. Mr. Walters has done a terrific job in the past year. The National

Railroad Piggyback Association started in .^pril and has held only five meetings. We
were interested in collaborating with this association in order to get ideas for our report

for next March.

C. R. Madeley, supervising engineer of the Southern Pacific Company at Houston,

Tex., will introduce cur experts. Before that, however, the Trailer Train Company needs

mentioning because Mr. Walters is the director.

As you know, that is sort of a cooperative company in which the railroads are

owner-members or associated members. Today we want to celebrate the birthday of

Trailer Train. Mr. Walters, I would like to present this [a candle-lit miniature flat car

with two trailers] to you on behalf of Committee 6. [iLaughter and Applause] You
had better blow out the candles or we will have the fire inspector on our heels.

Mr. Walters; I shall take it to the Board meeting on Friday and let all the men
there see the honor accorded to Trailer Train.

Chairman Hayes: Mr. Madeley, I now call upon you.

Remarks by Panel Moderator C. R. MADELEY
Supervising Engineer, Southern Pacific Company, Texas and Louisiana Lines

Your committee has under study the fixed property aspects of piggyback terminals.

It is the intent of the committee to develop data that will aid railroad engineers and

architects in designing modern and efficient TOFC terminals.

This is a very controversial and changing subject, growing at such a rapid rate

that some facilities become outmoded almost before they are completed. To acquaint

the Association with the different methods of TOFC loading and unloading we have

assembled a panel composed of distinguished railroad officials, members of the National

Railroad Piggyback Association, and each considered to be an expert on the particular

method of loading he will discuss.

The panel members are:

E. B. Wilson, superintendent of stations, Chicago & North Western Railway, Mem-
ber of National Railroad Piggyback Association.

J. N. Sherbourne, assistant superintendent of transportation—Trailer and Flatcar

Service, Southern Pacific Company, chairman of Mechanical Committee, National Rail-

road Piggyback Association.

J. H. Hildenbiddle, Jr., director of indu.strial engineering, New York Central

System.

R. B. Short, superintendent agencies, Norfolk & Western Railway, chairman of

Operations and Terminal Committee, National Railroad Piggyback Association.

K. G. Heimbach, director of truck and TOFC sales. Great Northern Railway, mem-
ber of National Railroad Piggyback Association.

Our first panelist is Mr. Wilson, who will speak to you on "Surface Loading and

Unloading." Mr. Wilson.
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SURFACE LOADING AND UNLOADING

By E. B. WILSON
Superintendent of Stations, Chicago & North Western Railway

Of "iZ railroads reporting to a recent inquiry by a trade publication, all but one

replied that the circus loading method was used in their piggyback operations. Fourteen

of the fifteen using cranes also found it advisable to provide circus loading facilities.

Only six carriers employed side-loading or fiexi-van methods and all of these also have

circus-type loading ramps. From this analysis it is quite clear that the circus or end-

loading method is the industry standard while cranes and side-loading arc the excep-

tions. Why is this?

Each of the systems has certain inherent advantages and disadvantages; however,

the circus method seems to be the most flexible. Specialized side-loading and unloading

systems cannot be used when conventional highway trailer equipment is involved. I do

not know of any rail carrier having substantial Plan I piggyback traffic that utilizes the

side-loading method to any extent, since motor carriers using Plan I service do not have

the special-device trailers required. This business would be lost or unobtainable to the

railroads using a side-loading system exclusively.

Among the problems associated with cranes or other lifting devices that are not

factors in circus loading are (1) damage to trailer equipment, (2) mechanical failures

and (3) the necessity to provide stand-by service. Many carriers using an overhead

crane have found it necessary to equip their trailers with lift pads in order to prevent

damage. While this is partially successful, not all cranes are adjusted so that the lifting

arms contact the trailers in the area where lift pads are located. Due to the fact that

a crane is a mechanical piece of equipment, it is subject to failure and this usually'

occurs at a most inconvenient time. Therefore circus-type ramps are practically always

provided for standby service.

There are several different types of ramps used in end or circus loading: portable

and semi-portable for small-volume or temporary terminals, dropped flatcars for inex-

pensive installations and permanent ramps for high-volume terminals. The most ideal

permanent installation is, of course, the table-top ramp with tracks located on two

opposite sides. This arrangement precludes any necessity for the turning of trailers

before spotting at the main dock and, if the tracks are properly located, loading and

unloading operations can be conducted simultaneously without interference or conges-

tion. With an almost imperceptible incline from parking areas to the main dock, the

efficiency in handling trailers is considerably improved. Service platforms extending the

entire length of the tracks will enable the tie-down crews to move rapidly from car to

car with greater ease and safety. By adding excellent lighting and communication sys-

tems, the result can be a most satisfactory and efficient piggyback terminal operation.

You may have guessed that my description, brief as it was, of a table-top circus-

ramp facility is in fact a thumbnail sketch of the North Western's Proviso Piggyback

Plaza, located on the outskirts of Chicago. Although I could not in such a short time

give you a complete description of that operation and facility. I do hope that you will

accept our invitation to personally visit us and see for yourself what we feel is the most

modern piggyback terminal in existence today.

While there are many pros and cons as to which of the methods I have discussed

are most efficient and economical, it still remains for each carrier to determine which

is best suited for its own individual operation.
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Mr. Madelky: Thank you, Mr. Wilson.

The next panelist is Mr. Sherbourne, who will speak on "Equipment for Overhead

Loading and Unloading of Trailers and Containers." Mr. Sherbourne.

EQUIPMENT FOR OVERHEAD LOADING AND UNLOADING
OF TRAILERS AND CONTAINERS

By J. N. SHERBOURNE
Assistant Superintendent of Transportation, Southern Pacific Company

Gentlemen: I have been asked to confine my talk today to equipment for overhead

loading and unloading of trailers and containers. Included in this type of equipment

are cranes and adapted fork-lift units—one of the latter being the "Piggy Packer." We
need not elaborate to any great extent on the potential benefits of a fast-cycling over-

head lift in handling trailers to and from cars at principal terminals handling a volume

of this traffic, compared to circus-type operations. The possibilities for selective loading

and unloading, prompt spotting of loaded fiatcars with reduction of switching, the

elimination of need to segregate high- and low-deck cars, and the capability of loading

or unloading trailers regardless of facing direction of the hitch, all tend to offer distinct

advantages.

About the use of cranes for TOFC operations: They should span one or more

tracks and a roadway 10 or 12 ft wide. They may be mounted to travel on rails or on

rubber tires, the latter steerabie. They may be electrically powered, diesel-electric, diesel

hydraulic, or other, but they must be capable of relatively fast mobility and able to

perform the loading or unloading of trailers or containers in a cycle of a suggested 3

minutes or less per unit. It would appear desirable that they be capable of placing an

unloaded trailer on the roadway at about a 30° angle from the track so as to permit

tractor power unit to easily couple without interference from adjacent trailers on

the ground.

One such unit for overhead lift which is not a crane is the Piggy Packer, a con-

verted log stacker. Such units as these have attained a ready acceptance in the last

few years by the logging interests. The manufacturer of one of these log stacker units,

the F.W.D. Wagner Company of Portland, Ore., has developed a conversion of the front

lifting construction to permit the handling of trailers or containers to and from flatcars.

This type of unit, which is extremely mobile, has, under test of short duration, cycled

the loading and unloading of trailers in less than 2 minutes per unit.

For a typical overhead-lift TOFC operation it would appear extremely desirable

that terminal facilities include TOFC trackage sufficient in length to accommodate the

longest cuts possible. The ideal situation would provide tracks of sufficient length to be

used as arrival and departure tracks to accommodate entire TOFC trains.

As time is running out, I shall show you several slides of the Piggy Packer in

operation and then will appreciate the opportunity to answer any questions I can that

you may wish to ask.

[The slides were then shown, none of which are reproduced herein.)

Mr. Madelev: Thank you, Mr. Sherbourne.

Mr. Hildenbiddle will now sjx-ak on "The Flexi-\'an System."
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THE FLEXI-VAN SYSTEM

By J. H. HILDENBIDDLE
Director of Industrial Engineering, New York Central System

Through-van transportation enables shippers to move goods in a transportation

vehicle that is loaded at the point of origin and delivered to destination without ever

breaking the seals on its doors. The Flexi-Van is the best available tool for the applica-

tion of this containerization concept. It consists of a van, or trailer body, that is detach-

able from the running gear or wheels of the van. On highways, the Flexi-Van is put on

wheels to become a trailer. On rails, the Flexi-Van is loaded on a flatcar to become a

boxcar. On water, the Flexi-Van becomes a hatch compartment if transported in the

hold, or added hold capacity if carried on deck.

The easy use of Flexi-Van in these three modes of surface transportation offers

shippers the best features of each in a chain of coordinated services by simple transfer

of the van from one mode of traction to another. Nothing is changed in the existing

chain of transportation responsibilities. The traffic manager of the shipper and/or the

consignee selects the carrier and the routing, or delegates this function to a competent

freight forwarder. Documentation remains the same. Port clearances, carrier transfer

procedures, insurance, letters of credit and other payment methods, all stay as

they were.

Development of Flexi-Vans has brought many benefits to shippers, carriers and

forwarders, particularly where shipments must pass through consolidation and break-

bulk points in two distant countries or continents.

Flexi-Van containers for road, railroad, air, waterway and the open sea are designed

for speed, simplicity of use, economy of shipping and versatlity of application. They

can be side-loaded onto rail cars without the use of heavy, cumbersome and expensive

lifting equipment or fixed installations. The tractor and its driver are all that is required

to transfer a Flexi-Van container from Flexi-Van rail car to highway or vice-versa in

just a few minutes.

The layout of a Flexi-Van loading or unloading site is composed of two or more

parallel tracks on 95-ft track centers with an additional 23-ft "swing room" behind

On rails, the Flexi-Van is loaded on a flatcar to become a boxcar.
On highways, it is put on wheels to become a trailer.
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each track to permit turning the van 90° on the railroad car. Thus 1 to 100 trailer

units can be handled quickly and simultaneously, allowing selective loading or unloading

of vans. Once vans are loaded on rail cars (the bogie is left behind), the center of

gravity is lowered 33Mi percent, clearance problems are reduced and the adverse effects

of air dynamics are minimized.

It might be of interest to this group to know that this year 0.5 percent of the total

equipment on the railroad is tied up in Flexi-Van. This 0.5 percent generated IS percent

to our net. That should speak for itself.

Now I would like to show some slides for those who are not familiar with

Flexi-Van.

[The slides were shown, one of which is reproduced herein.]

Mr. Madeley: Thank you, Mr. Hildenbiddle.

Mr. Short will now outline checkpoints to be considered in designing TOFC
terminals.

FUNDAMENTALS OF TOFC TERMINAL DESIGN

By R. B. SHORT
Superintendent Agencies, Norfolk & Western Railway

Gentlemen: As an operating employee of the Norfolk & Western Railway involved

in TOFC operations at ramps and terminals, also chairman of the National Railroad

Piggyback Association Terminal and Operating Committee, I appreciate this opportunity

to come before you today to give you certain fundamentals which I believe are basic in

TOFC operations at ramps and terminals. Quite possibly you are aware of all of the

items that I will cover and I offer them not as a panacea to all of our TOFC terminal

operating problems but items that I feel should be considered as basic guide lines, based

on experience, in developing the most efficient terminal operations possible.

Piggyback, hke any other new service, started small. Ramps were installed at a

few major terminals, and that was it. But then the wave of expansion hit, and terminal

facilities began to dot the map of almost every major piggyback railroad. With each

terminal, however, came a set of terminal costs—and it's this area of cost that's coming

to be a principal concern of more and more piggyback men today.

Terminal and accessorial costs can run very high—they can eat you up. So, it has

to be up to every railroad operating man to use all his know-how to keep costs at a

minimum. Closely related to this matter of cost-cutting is the continuing debate over

the optimum facilities for a terminal. Piggyback started as an end-loading proposition,

and the ramp is probably the most common of all terminal TOFC facilities. Then

Flexi-Van came along, offering the flexibility of side-loading and of picking containers

out of the middle of a string of cars. A number of other side-loading methods such as

Steadman or Dempster have been developed. Gantry cranes—and lift-on. lift-off meth-

ods—are popular with many roads.

Flexibility almost has to be the key goal in working a piggyback terminal

—

flexibility with maximum efficiency at the lowest possible cost. At the moment, the

traveling-crane method seems to be picking up support. In Chicago alone, for example,

several roads have recently put new gantry-crane facilities to work.

Most important in the development of a piggyback facility in the close liaison with

your piggyback operating people. After all, they are the persons who must make this
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facility work after it has been constructed and certainly should know what their own

local operating problems are. I earnestly request that wherever possible they be brought

into the early planning of any piggyback facility. This is particularly true in the light

of today's developments and rapidly changing modes of piggybacking. I am speaking

particularly of the growth of so-called double-bottom trailers, the need to selectively

load and/or unload particular plans of traffic ahead of other traffic, longer and wider

trailers which are just over the horizon, new types of unloading methods, just to name

a few. Therefore, let's get to what are certain rudimentary TOFC terminal and ramp

areas that should be considered in up-dating and/or constructing any new TOFC
facilities.

1. The TOFC facility should be adjacent to major yard if at all possible. While

many railroads operate solid piggyback trains, which permit prompt ramping of trailers,

still a great many TOFC trailers are operated in manifest and other type freight trains.

Without the ability to switch these trailers from manifest trains and make a compara-

tively short switch move to the ramp, a great deal of time can be lost between train

arrival, switch to ramp or crane areas. The resulting delay in deramping of trailer

results in patron dissatisfaction, particularly to Plan I and III patrons.

2. Access to highways and city streets is most important at a piggyback terminal.

The terminal site should naturally be as close as possible to arterial roads. Check width

and tonnage ratings of any bridges in the area and make sure overpasses are high

enough to allow your trucks to pass underneath. Look out for the 13^-ft-high trailer

which is phasing into TOFC operations and will come into universal adoption in the

future. Be sure bridge ratings and road bearing capacities are higher than needed so

they will still be adequate as state tonnage allowances increase. If you plan to locate

in a heavily industrial area, check peak rush-hour traffic times that could disrupt your

schedules. One way to do this is simply to check with local police. Personal observa-

tion of traffic volume and speed is an always dependable test, of course. Make sure

necessary turns are permitted at all times, or you may find your TOFC traffic shunted

onto time-consuming routes. Naturally locating the piggyback terminal in the fringes

of the city decrease these problems; however, they do increase the length of time

required to dray loads which, in turn, results in higher drayage costs to both the

railroad and Plan I, IIJ/, III, IV and V users.

3. The piggyback ramp office should be built so that it can be expanded with a

minimum of expense. Certainly the tempo and noise level in a TOFC office regardless

of any railroad is much higher than normally found in freight office or general office

operations. Therefore, air-conditioning and sound-proofing is essential to reduce

employee fatigue. Your ramp supervisor should be provided with his own office. Driver

check-in room should be separated from the office working area, separate toilet facilities

for driver-office force.

4. Truck scale should be located adjacent to the piggyback office building and ramp

with room enough to accommodate standard tractor plus 4S-ft trailer.

5. Trailer parking facility should be provided with maximum parking area as close

to ramps or crane facility as possible. To accommodate volume at peak hours, ability

to separate inbound from outbound is a must.

6. Parking stall arrangements should be 45° or 60° to driveway; 90° driveway

develops congestion by sharp tractor turning as well as increasing possibility of side

damage to trailers.

7. Paving a parking area for all-weather operations is a basic requirement. Con-

crete, macadam, rock and chat are all acceptable, providing proper drainage is built
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into the facility. If AFE money is available, wheel pad or concrete should be built into

the parking area to accommodate the concentrated weight placed upon the dollies,

which will eventually punch through your paved-surfaced parking area.

8. PossibiHty of trailer thefts in certain areas makes it mandatory that TOFC
operations be fenced. Proper bumping posts should be provided to protect the fencing

from east-coast axle settings that allow the trailer body to extend far to the rear and

have the ability to knock down fences without proper wheel stops.

9. Ability to operate terminals around the clock at major locations is common
place today. Mercury-vapor lighting at ramp and parking area is a prerequisite. Believe

me, there are future savings in trailer repairs in this type of illumination. Fluorescent

tube lighting between tracks along catwalks or walkways will insure maximum lighting

and working efficiency beneath trailers. Proper placement of pole lights will insure that

drivers backing trailers onto cars will not be blinded. Work platforms or catwalks

between tracks increases tie-down employee efficiency, saves damage to wrenches from

being dropped off cars and is a safety factor in having tie-down people working at the

same time trailers are being driven onto cars.

10. At major high-volume ramp operations, work platforms or catwalks between

tracks are basic component parts of the terminal operation. If you are able to build

these platforms to conform with state laws, it will insure a speedy and efficient and

safe tie and untie operation. Platforms do not have to be wide; they should be at a

level which is easily accessible by stepping from car. Construction can either be of tim-

ber or steel grating. Lighting, electrical and/or air outlets should be spaced along the

catwalks for electrical and/or air wrenches. All-weather outlets should be provided for

fluorescent tubing, preferably waist high rather than in the area below the fluorescent

tubing where they can become damaged by tools and/or weather conditions.

11. Track location depends on whether your railroad favors crane unloading, side

unloading or ramp-type unloading. If you are committed to ramp unloading, as most

railroads are today, ramping or deramping distances over eight TTX lengths become

inefficient. The depressed tracks make for easier ramp drive-on or drive-cff operations.

However, proper drainage is a must in this type of operation for both a depressed track

areas as well as the flat area of the ramp. Wherever possible, tracks should be slanted

to the ramp to reduce to a minimum the possibility of run-out of the cars from the

ramp. Ability to keep air on cars at the ramp helps in this area also. A tractor down

between two cars due to cars separating without air or chocks is expensive in damage

to the tractor and/or trailer, also delay in loading and/or unloading the units behind

the down tractor.

12. If your railroad is an inbound connecting line carrier with trailers interchanged

to other railroads over the street, you will find, if your connection cut off times are

tight, that a multiple tracks ramp is a must if you are committed to a ramp or circus-

type unloading facility. Tight connections mean that you must deramp the trailer with

a minimum of delay to get it on the street to make the cut-off time of your outbound

connection.

\i. Ramp aprons should have a minimum approach grade, particularly if you are

operating in severe winter areas. .At least a 100-ft ramp top to facilitate turning of

tractor and trailer is desirable. Ramp should be built to accommodate short bridge

plates installed to handle both low deck and/or standard height cars at the ramp to

keep to a minimum the amount of switching of TOFC cars.

14. If the piggyback work is done with one of your wholly owned subsidiary motor

truck lines or a closely aligned drayman, consideration should be given to providing
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a garage building to accommodate both tractors and/or trailers and with driver welfare

facilities, office space, etc. This facility should include electric plug-ins to keep tractor

engines warm in severe winter, also with two repair lines able to make spot repairs on
trailers such as lights, glad hands, doors, etc., as well as tractor repairs.

15. The specter of trailer theft in many metropolitan areas makes it mandatory
that maximum security of your TOFC terminal be provided. Monitored TV installa-

tions coupled with proper fencing with one entrance will help provide maximum
security. However, the cost of monitoring the TV screens with personnel must be con-

sidered against the chance and percentage of trailer theft. Also to be considered is the

possibility of police or clerical inspection at facility entrance. Even this type of protec-

tion is not fool proof as we match wits with organized crime in certain cities.

16. Side loading systems and/or crane operations makes it mandatory for long-car

and trailer-storage tracks and areas. Ability to keep the transfer area free of snow and
ice, also in a level conditions, is a must in side-loading operations.

17. While somewhat in the future, consideration must be given to containerization

and the need for storage of containers and their component parts. Containers come
with chassis, bogies and in a variety of lengths— 10, 17, 20, 24, 30 and 40 ft. The
modules of 20 ft have the ability to be coupled together to make a 40-ft trailer. This

coupling can be quite tedious if the coupling area between the containers is not flat

and free of snow, ice and ground irregularities.

18. Reefer refueling tanks and servicing areas should be constructed in the close

vicinity of your piggyback office and/or maintenance facility.

19. Portable ramps in connection with permanent ramps can be used to an advan-

tage to reduce the turning or switching of cars. Minimum cost TOFC facilities can be

provided through the utilization of portable ramps in combination with hard-surfaced

ramps. With crane operations, portable ramps and/or hard-surfaced ramps are a must
as a stand-by facility.

The above items are only a few of many to be considered in TOFC terminal opera-

tions. They are all governed by your railroads particular commitment to TOFC opera-

tions—by this I mean whether the terminal is operated by railroad personnel, railroad

subsidiary truck line personnel or outside cartage agents. The particular types of TOFC
commodities being handled and your railroads commitment to emphasize a particular

TOFC plan will have a great effect on the type of terminal operation necessary to

maintain the growth in piggyback traffic today.

I suggest that you look over the small brochure which was handed you which out-

lines the various plans available in TOFC service today. Familiarity with each type of

plan will help you understand certain operating problems that your TOFC operating

people outline to you in your mutual approach to an efficient and patron-satisfying

piggyback terminal operation.

Mr. Madei.f.y: Thank you, Mr. Short.

Our last panel member, Mr. Heimbach, will speak on "Portable Ramps."
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PORTABLE RAMPS

By K. G. HEIMBACH
Director of Truck and TOFC Sales, Great Northern Railway

In "Piggyback—Its Development and Its Future," with particular emphasis on the

terminal requirements of this service, portable piggyback ramps play an important part.

A portable ramp is, as its name implies, one that can be moved from place to place.

Portable ramps that are now in general use are handled by a truck-tractor within a

terminal area or over the highway between stations. These ramps are placed against

one end of a flat car and act as a bridge in moving trailer to and from flat car

and ground.

There is one area of piggyback ramps that would help the development of piggy-

back in providing a complete service to all stations without the necessity of either

having a permanent ramp, a temporary ramp made by disengaging the trucks at one

end of a fiat car, or the portable ramp just mentioned moved by tractor—and that is,

a different conception of a portable ramp, one that is part of a fiat car.

The portable ramp I wish to discuss is one that is part of the fiat car which trans-

ports the loaded or unloaded trailers. There could be a runway on each side of the

fiat car which could be moved on rollers placed under the deck of the car. The runway

on each side should be wide enough for dual truck tires and be supported to hold a

minimum of 40 tons. The runways could be moved on rollers to the end of the car and

act as a bridge from the deck of the car to the ground.

As a sequel to this concept, consideration could be given to a ramp moving on

rollers on the deck of a fiat car which can be pulled off and pushed on by a tractor and

act as a bridge from car to ground. The ramp could ride on a separate car next to the

car containing the trailer—same principle as the portable automobile ramp car which

accompanies multi-level cars and is used for unloading automobiles or trucks at points

where there are no permanent unloading or loading facilities.

We have agents servicing 683 communities on our railroad and have 84 permanent

ramps. It is not economical to establish permanent ramps at all stations. We serve a

considerable number of the non-ramp stations with our over-the-highway operation

from the nearest ramp station. We have an even greater number of stations though

which we cannot serve in that manner in that we do not have over-the-road highway

authority. This is the area where we could offer piggyback service if we had a portable

piggyback ramp car.

I believe that other railroads have the same problems that we have in trying to

serve stations which do not have ramps and which do not justify permanent ramps.

Our primary competition is the motor carrier industry which does not need a ramp

to effect delivery. It is said that piggyback grows and grows on U. S. Railroads—over

one million carloadings in 1Q65, almost double 1960 piggyback traffic—and the reason

for this boom is that piggyback combines the flexibility of trucking with the long-haul

speed, dependability and low cost of rail service.

Flexibility is important in piggyback development. We are not flexible though at

stations where we do not have piggyback ramps. We want piggyback to continue to

grow and develop. We must be flexible at all of our stations.

This is a meeting of the American Railway Engineering Association—AREA—and

this is an area in which I believe you gentlemen can help the industry in developing an

inexpensive, portable, piggyback ramp car.
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Mk, Madlmv: Thank >ou, Mr. Hi-inibach. Afiain, our thanks (o the panel members

for a most informative discussion.

What docs the future hold for TOFC? There has been a steady increase over the

last 10 years, with over one million rail cars handled in 1965. Loadings have increased

over 600 percent in the 11 years that records have been maintained. All indications

point to its continued growth, and you as engineers can ensure its growth by designing

more efficient terminals and handling methods.

This concludes the panel discussion, unless there are questions from the floor.

G. S. Sowers [Missouri Pacific] : I would like to ask a question. With the increas-

ing use of the double-bottom concept, will Flexi-Van be able to accommodate double

bottoms?

Mr. Madeley: Do you mean two 40-ft trailers? We can take two 20s and couple

them together. We have that now. It combines to a 40, and you swing that the same

way you do a 40-ft van.

Mr. Sowers: On one car?

Mr. Madeley: Yes. Two 40-ft vans on one car.

Mr. Sowers: How does that affect the cost?

Mr. Madeley: Are you talking only about the pick-up and delivery phase of it?

They would be assembled, yes. Whether one shipper would use two 20s and assemble

them at his place, and we pick them up, or he assembled them, does not matter. The

loading would be the same. We load and unload them as one unit.

Voice: How many trailers are necessary per day to make a terminal pay?

E. B. Wilson: I don't believe I can speak for all the members of the panel, but

I would say that at our permanent ramp installations the number of trailer handlings

will vary anywhere from 10 a day up to 400 or 500 a day. With the cost of ramp

installations as it is and the way business conditions are, in the smaller areas where you

would put in a portable or semi-portable ramp or temporary structure, I don't think

it would be feasible to go to the expense of putting in a permanent ramp unless you

had at least 10 loads a day.

Voice: When you are constructing catwalks throughout the length of the TOFC
tracks, these are almost always less than standard state clearance between the edge of

the catwalk and the edge of the flat car. Do you always think it advisable to go to the

Public Service Commission and get relief from standard clearance ?

Mr. Madeley: Yes, sir; we do in every case.

V. E. Glosup [Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific]: I have three or four

questions to ask, and I don't expect answers today. But I think we are going to have

to get the answers.

Why did we get into the circus-type loading in the first place. Some circus devel-

oped the idea about 75 years ago and we didn't know of any other way to do it. I

don't think that is the entire answer, any more than I think the crane type of handling

is the answer, or the Flexi-Van, or any of all the other types we have.

I think there is a reason for handling these vans by crane; but how much do we

do about writing the specifications for the crane we need? I know the committee has

done a good job, but I am concerned about these cranes and the specifications we write

for them.

I am also concerned about the number of vans operating over the highways that

are potentials for rail service. Can we justify going into special container set-ups when

we have millions of potentials for rail service on the highways?
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Further on the equipment we are usinp: practically every piece of work equipment

I get, in a short time I have to beef up its power to make it substantial enougji or

economical enough to continue to operate it. These cranes we get: The supplier builds

them, but he does not use them. Are we just going to sit by and let them continue to

build cranes that we can't expect to operate efficiently?

Those are some of the questions I would like the answers to.

Mr. Madeley: I would suggest you take your questions to the National Railroad

Piggyback Association. Do any of you gentlemen care to talk about it?

Mr. Walters: Those are interesting questions, and I think the suggestion made

that you direct them to the Piggyback Association is a good idea.

Chairman Hayes: I am sure you gentlemen have other questions. Perhaps we

can't answer the last ones, but we will try to find the answers.

Are there any other questions?

Voice: I have read recently that the New York Central has discovered that there

are considerable train operating savings in hauling containers rather than trailers on

flat cars.

Mr. Hildenbiddle : We do handle piggyback in addition to Flexi-Van, but not

under Plan I, and that is so we can select the traffic.

We run fully containerized trains, just as other roads run full piggyback trains.

When we don't have a sufficient quantity of containers to justify the cost of a full

train, we will put them on a freight train that makes the necessary connections. When
the volume dictates, we do run special trains, and we have continued to add new trains

every year, hauling around 40 to SO cars or 80 to 100 vans.

Voice: The point of my question was the operating cost of the train itself. That is,

the cost of operating a SO-car piggyback train versus operating a 50-car container train.

Mr. Hildenbiddle: We run our container trains as express trains at passenger train

speeds, and a certain volume has to be there before we will run the train.

Voice: Evidently there is a lot more work to operating a piggyback train.

Mr. Hildenbiddle: That's right. That is why we leave the bogey at home, so to

speak, and lower the center of gravity on the train. Costs will get into the picture, too,

if you have restricted tunnel clearances. The Flexi-Van is about one-third less in height

when you take the wheels off.

Voice: Do you have any idea of the magnitude of the operating savings? What

would you save on fuel in running a container train rather than a piggyback train ?

Evidently the savings on the New York Central are considerable, judging from what

I have read.

Mr. Hildenbiddle: I don't have those costs here. They are probably available.

I know the volume dictates whether we will run a special train.

Chairman Hayes: Are there any other questions? If not, Earl Hodgkins, our able

executive secretary, has prepared some hand-out information which is just outside this

room. As you leave we would like to have you take a copy and read. It We are all

learning more every day, so I hope you will take a copy home with you.

Gentlemen, I want to thank each and every member of the panel. Mr. Madeley

has done a terrific job getting everyone together.

Mr. Trissal, this concludes our report and special feature.

Vice President Trissal: Thank you, Mr. Hayes. I am sure the questions from the

audience have indicated how interested we all were in listening to this panel. Very elo-

quently and persuasively they have extolled the virtues of their own particular system.
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I hope it will help us ease some of the birth pangs in setting up our own system for

this giant of piggybaciv which is obviously growing more every year. It has been an

outstanding panel discussion, and the committee is dismissed with the sincere thanks

of the Association. [Applause]

Vice President Trissal [continuing] : Gentlemen, this concludes our program for

today. We shall meet at 9 am in the Grand Ballroom tomorrow morning.

For your information, as of 4 pm today there were 723 railroad men and guests

registered and 499 non-railroad men, making a total of 1,222.

This session is now adjourned.

[The meeting adjourned at 5:10 pm]

Morning Session, March 16, 1966

[The meeting reconvened at 9 am. President Johnston presiding.]

President Johnston: Good morning, gentlemen. Will you come to order, please.

We are now ready to begin the final technical session of this Convention, which includes

the reports of five of our more popular committees and two outstanding special

features.

The first report will be given by Committee 4—Rail, the chairman of which is

T. B. Hutcheson, chief engineer, Seaboard Air Line Railroad, and junior vice president

of the Association. Since Mr. Hutcheson and the members of his committee are already

in place on the platform, I shall turn the microphone over to him without further

comment, except to remind those of you who desire to ask questions or comment on

the report to stand and give your name and railroad or other affiliation. Mr. Hutcheson.

Discussion on Rail

[For report, see Bulletin 598, page 443]

Chairman T. B. Hutcheson: Mr. President, members of the Association, and

guests:

The report of Committee 4—Rail, will be found in Bulletin 598, beginning at

page 443.

In the report of the Rail Committee during last year's Annual Meeting, the chair-

man advised of the death of J. L. Gressitt, retired chief engineer, Pennsylvania Rail-

road, and Clifford B. Bronson, retired assistant chief engineer, New York Central

System. Both of these gentlemen were Members Emeritus of Committee 4 and served

the committee with distinction.

Mr. Bronson's death occurred on December 9, 1964, and Mr. Gressitt's on February

9, 1965. There was not time to properly note their passing in the 1965 report of Com-
mittee 4. Appropriate memoirs have now been prepared, and the memoir to Mr. Gres-

sitt appears on page 444 of Bulletin 598. The memoir to Mr. Bronson appears on page

445 of the same Bulletin.

Report on Assignment 1—Revision of Manual

Chairman Hutcheson: The chairman of Subcommittee 1 is C. E. Weller, engineer

maintenance of way, Illinois Central Railroad, and vice chairman of Committee 4. Dur-

ing the year, this subcommittee has been considering, with the AREA-AISI Joint Con-
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tact Committee, certain changes in specifications. Tliis work is still in progress, and

there are no recommendations for change at this meeting.

I shall ask Mr. Weller to stand and be recognized.

Report on Assignment 2—Collaborate with AISI Technical Committee

on Rail and Joint Bars in Research and Other Matters of Mutual Interest

Chairman Hutcheson: This subcommittee sponsors one investigation which is

carried out under the direction of the AAR Research Center staff. The report on this

work, entitled Investigation of Failures in Control-cooled Rails, is presented on pages

446 through 451 of Bulletin 598. In addition, the members of this subcommittee serve

as Rail Industry members of the AREA-AISI Joint Contact Committee which meets

once annually with Steel Industry members of that committee to consider mutual prob-

lems, particularly in the area of metallurgy, research and specifications for rail and

fastenings. During 1965 the committee met for a two-day session at the Conference

Center, Williamsburg, Va. Your chairman serves as chairman of this subcommittee.

Report on Assignment 3—Rail Failure Statistics, Covering (a) All

Failures; (b) Transverse Fissures; (c) Performance of Control-Cooled Rail

Chairman Hutcheson: The report of this subcommittee is contained in Bulletin

598 beginning at page 451 and ending at page 472, and your attention is invited to the

material presented therein. D. T. Faries, chief engineer, Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad,

is chairman of Subcommittee 3, and I shall ask that he stand to be recognized.

Report on Assignment 4—Rail End Batter; Causes and Remedies

Chairman Hutcheson: The report of Subcommittee 4 is found in Bulletin 598,

beginning at page 473 and ending on page 477. During 1965 the work of this subcom-

mittee consisted of investigating and reporting on a rail-end-build-up service test

installed August 10 and 11, 1965, on the New York Central System, IS miles east of

Toledo, Ohio. I shall ask that Subcommittee Chairman R. C. Postels stand and be

recognized. He is assistant chief engineering maintenance of way, Soo Line Railroad.

Report on Assignment 6—Joint Bars; Design, Specifications, Service

Tests, Including Insulated Joints and Compromise Joints

Chairman Hutcheson: The work of this subcommittee was begun under the chair-

manship of Embert Osland, office engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. Mr.

Osland retired from active railway service during the current year, and he was succeeded

as chairman by W. D. Almy, assistant division engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

The committee wishes to acknowledge, with grateful thanks, the work which Mr. Osland

did over a number of years in directing the work of Subcommittee 6.

The report on Assignment 6 is found in Bulletin 598, page 478 through page 482.

The report submitted is a third progress report on insulated joint development and

research. The work is being carried on under the direction of Subcommittee 6 by the

staff of the Research Center, Association of American Railroads. Much of the work has

been done by Randon Ferguson, electrical engineer of the Research Center staff, who

recently retired from active service. The committee wishes to express its appreciation

to Mr. Fergu.son for his work in this field. Work on this project will continue during

the current year, and in addition, the subcommittee will undertake to assemble data on

various types of insulated joints presently in service.

I shall ask that Mr. Almy, the new chairman of this subcommittee, stand and be

recognized.
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Report on Assignment 7

—

Metallurgical Effect of Rail Cropping

Methods

Chairman Hutcheson: The report of Subcommittee 7 is found in Bulletin 598,

beginning on page 483 and ending at page 492. The subcommittee reports, under Appen-

dix 7a, on "Rail Cropping Using the Oxygen-Gasoline (Petrogen) Cutting Torch." In

Appendix 7b it reports on "Rail Cropping by the Wet Abrasive Cutting Method, Using

a 26-In N.C.G. No. 310 Cut-off Wheel." V. E. Hall, office engineer, Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe Railway, is chairman of Subcommittee 7. I shall ask that Mr. Hall stand and

be recognized.

Report on Assignment 8—Causes of Shelly Spots and Head Checks in

Rail: Methods for Their Prevention

Chairman Hutcheson: The report on Assignment 8 is found in Bulletin 598,

beginning on page 493 and ending at page 508. During the past year work on this

asignment has been conducted at the AAR Research Center by M. J. Wisnowski, metal-

lurgical engineer, under the direction of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research.

The assignment continues in two phases. One is the inspection of heat-treated rail

and alloy rail service test installations on curves with shelly histories ; the other is the

laboratory investigation of shelly rail involving rolling-load and slow-bend tests. The

service test installations on the Great Northern Railway of rails rolled from continu-

ously cast blooms, fully heat-treated rails, Columbium-treated rail, and Curvemaster

rail, were inspected, and contour tracings of the rail inspected were made. The results

of the latest inspection are presented as Appendix 8a of the subcommittee's report. No
report is being presented on the high-silicon rail installations on the Great Northern,

nor on any of the test installations on which reports have been previously made on

other railroads. The report of the laboratory investigations is included in the commit-

tee's report as Appendix 8b.

The chairman of Subcommittee 8 is C. F. Parvin, engineer maintenance of way,

Eastern Region, Pennsylvania Railroad, and I shall ask that Mr. Parvin stand and be

recognized.

Report on Assignment 9—Standardization of Rail Sections

Chairman Hutcheson: The report on Assignment 9 appears in Bulletin 598, page

509. The report of this subcommittee consists of a listing of tonnage of rail rolled by

sections in 1963 and 1964.

J. B. Clark, chief engineer, Louisville & Nashville Railroad, is chairman of Sub-

committee 9. I shall ask that Mr. Clark stand and be recognized.

Report on Assignment 10—Service Performance and Economics of 78-Ft

Rail; Specifications for 78-Ft Rail

Chairman Hutcheson: The report on Assignment 10 appears in Bulletin 598,

beginning at page 510 and ending on page 511. This is a final report and is submitted

as information. Reports on this investigation appear in the Proceedings, beginning with

Vol. 53 through Vol. 66. It is the Subcommittee's recommendation that this subject

be dropped.

C. E. Weller, engineer maintenance of way, Illinois Central Railroad, is chairman

of Subcommittee 10. I shall ask that he stand and be recognized in that capacity.

Chairman Hutcheson [continuing] : Mr. President, this concludes the report of

Committee 4. It also completes my term as chairman of Committee 4. I would like to
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take this opportunity to thank the sulicommittee chairman and the members of Com-
mittee 4 for the excellent work which the>- ha\e done and for the cooperation which

they have given me in carrying out the committee's work, without which the work

of this committee could not go forward. I would like to thank the Association for hav-

ing afforded me the privilege to serve as chairman of Committee 4—Rail, and also to

thank the executive secretary, his staff and the AAR Research Center for their helpful-

ness to me during my period as chairman.

It is my pleasure to present to you and to the Association the new officers of

Committee 4. C. E. Weller, engineer maintenance of way, Illinois Central Railroad, is

the new chairman. Mr. Weller, will you please stand? C. C. Herrick, engineer track

maintenance-system, New York Central System, is the new vice chairman. Mr. Herrick,

will you please stand? I would also like to thank the able secretary of our committee,

C. E. Morgan, superintendent of track welding, Milwaukee Road.

Thank vou, Mr. President.

President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Hutcheson, for that very interesting and

informative report. Your committee is noted for its diligent work on behalf of the

Association. We appreciate the efforts of yourself and the members of your committee

this past year.

Mr. Hutcheson, wc appreciate the able and dedicated leadership which you have

given to Committee 4 during the past year. As you are relieved of your responsibilities

as chairman we are pleased to welcome as your successor C. E. Weller, and as the new
vice chairman, C. C. Herrick. We are satisfied from their past performance that under

their direction the work of your committee will continue.

Mr. Weller, as a symbol of your new authority and to assist you in conducting

the meetings of your committee, I would like to present you with this chairman's gavel.

The inscription reads: "C. E. Weller, Chairman, AREA Committee 4, 1966-1968."

Mr. Hutcheson, your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association.

[Applause]

Discussion on Ties and Wood Preservation

[For report, see Bulletin 595, page 175|

President Johnston; The second report of this session will be presented by Com-
mittee 3—Ties and Wood Preservation, the chairman of which is W. E. Fuhr, assistant

chief engineer—signals and communications, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacilic

Railroad.

Will Mr. Fuhr and the members of his committee please come to the platform as

rapidly as possible, with the chairman, vice chairman, .secretary, and all reporting sub-

committee chairmen taking places as close to the podium as possible. Mr. Fuhr, the

microphone is yours.

Chairman W. E. Fuhr: Mr. President and gentlemen:

The report of Committee .^ will he found in Bulletin 595, Vol. 67, November 1965,

pages 175 to 188, incl.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual

Chairman Fuhr: At this time I call upon C. S. Burt, as.sistant to vice president,

purcha.ses and stores, Illinois Central Railroad and chairman of Subcommittee 1, for the

report on Assignment 1.
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C. S. Burt: Mr. President, members and Ruests:

This committee continues to carefully review all of its Manual material with a

view to keeping it abreast of best industry practices. Accordingly, the "Specifications

for Machining Cross Ties," pages 3-1-7 and 3-1-8, as referred to in the report on page

176, Bulletin 595, are submitted for reapproval, with the change in Art. 1—General, as

recommended. Our purpose here is to provide a better understanding of the proper time

for doing the various machining jobs.

Mr. President, I move acceptance of these recommendations.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Burt: We are also asking your approval of the addition of another method

of dating ties in track, or marking ties for service records. The "Clock Method" is now
in use and serves the purpose very well.

Mr. President, I move its adoption for Manual use.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Burt: The slight changes we are suggesting in connection with "The Handling

of Ties From the Tree Into the Track" are intended to distinguish between treated and

untreated ties.

Mr. President, I move the reapproval of this entire document, with the revisions

noted in the report.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 2—Cross and Switch Ties

Chairman Fuhr: H. F. Kanute, engineer layout and design of the Frisco Railway

and chairman of Subcommittee 2, will report on Assignment 2.

H. F. Kanute: Under Assignment 2 (b)—Extent of Adherence to Specifications

for Cross and Switch Ties as Observed on Field Inspection, Committee 3 inspected tie

yards of two railroads in Texas in June 1965. Both railroads vapor dry their ties, hence

had no standard method of stacking ties. The ties inspected were oak, mixed hardwood

and softwoods which were separated as to species and size.

Neither railroad used any anti-splitting devices as very little splitting occurs when
ties are vapor dried.

One railroad inspects each tie in the field; the other makes inspections as a group

at the plant.

In general, the ties were below average quality compared to those inspected by the

committee in previous years.

Under Assignment 2 (c)—Possible Revision of Cross Tie Design, and/or Spacing,

(Standardization of Cross Ties). Your committee presented reports on standardization

of cross ties in December 1964 Bulletin 589, pages 227, 228 and 229, and November

1965 Bulletin 595, pages 178 and 179. Throughout the United States and Canada all

AREA Size Classifications are used by the various railroads; however, no one railroad

uses all of the AREA Size Classifications. Thus to meet the size classification required

by the various regions your committee cannot at this time recommend any change in

size classification.

Application of anti-splitting devices, adzing and boring and treatment in most cases

are performed by each railroad after purchase of ties and creates few problems between

railroads and suppliers.

Under Assignment 2 (a)—Feasibility and Methods of Predicting Years of Service

Life Remaining in an Individual Cross Tie, your committee has reviewed the report

to be used as a guide to determine service life of cross ties as published in December,

1963 Bulletin 582, page 249 and recommends the following addition:
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"Salvaged ties must be reinstalled or retreated as soon as possible after being

removed from ballast because if a used tie is allowed to dry out it tends to be subject

to excessive checking, splitting and decay."

Assignment 3—Wood Preservatives

Chairman Fuhr: \V. W. Barger, chief inspector, Tie and Timber Treating Depart-

ment, Santa Fe, and chairman of Subcommittee 3, is not here today. There is no report

to be made on Assignment 3.

Assignment 4—Preservative Treatment of Forest Products

Chairman Fuhr: L. C. Collister, manager, Tie and Timber Treating Department,

Santa Fe, and chairman of Subcommittee 4, will report on Assignment 4.

L. C. Collister: The report of Subcommittee 4 is printed in Bulletin 595, pages

170 through 193. We propose to reapprove the Specifications for Treatment, pages

17-4-8, with the revision in Sec. C, Art. 1, Retention of Preservatives, as printed in

the Bulletin. This adds as an alternative the assay method of determining retention.

Mr. President, I so move.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Collister: We further propose in Table 1, Specific Requirements for Preserva-

tive Treatment by Presure Process, to delete the present requirements pertaining to

piles, pages 17—4-11, 17-4-13 and 17-4-14, substituting therefor the revised requirements

for piles and poles as printed on pages 180 through 183 of Bulletin 595, which contain

reference to the assay method for determining retention of preservative in piles

and poles.

Mr. President, I so move.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 5—Service Records of Forest Products

Chairman Fuhr: W. F. Arksey, engineer water service and fuel facilities, Great

Northern Railway, and chairman of Subcommittee 5, could not be present today. His

report is as follows:

The report of your committee in the June-July 1965 Bulletin gives annual statistics

on tie renewals for the year 1964. The average renewals for the United States increa.sed

slightly over those of 1963. Renewals were above the 5-year average for the first time

in 20 years.

The termite investigation is now 100 months old. The report on last year's inspec-

tion after 88 months of exposure is printed in the November 1965 issue of the Bulletin

Inspection at the end of 100 months was made February 14 and IS, 1966, by Dr. J. B.

Huffman, associate professor, forest products technology, University of Florida, together

with some of his students and members of your committee. A report from AAR will

be forthcoming in the near future. Committee members present accompanied AAR
Research Staff members on an inspection of concrete tie installations after completing

work on stake test.

Assignment 6—Collaborate with AAR Research Department and Other
Organizations in Research and Other Matters of Mutual Interest

Chairman Fuhr: P. I). Brentlinger, forester, Pennsylvania Railroad and chairman

of Subcommittee 6, will report on Assignment 6.

P. D. Brentlixcer: The report on Assignment 6 appears on pages 186 to 188, incl.,

of Bulletin 595. The first part of the assignment on "Substitutes for Wood Ties" is a

Bui. 600
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progress report submitted for information and covers a tabulation of the results of the

1965 insi)ecti()n vs. the 190,^ inspection of concrete ties. I wish to call to your attention

one error in the tabulation on page 186. The figure 768 ties with cracks as shown for

the 1965 inspection should be 792. Please make this correction. The percentage as shown

is correct.

The second part of the assignment covers the inspection of the service test installa-

tion on the Erie Lackawanna Railroad having to do with anti-splitting devices for ties.

The 2700 ties in this test were installed in 1959 in main lino track and the tabulations

cover the inspection made in 1964.

This is a progress report submitted as information.

Chairman Fuhr: At this time an illustrated address on "The Distinctive Proper-

ties of Creosote with Special Reference to Protection of Wood from Decay and

Weathering" will be presented.

Our speaker is a graduate of the University of Pittsburgh, where he received his

B.S. degree in Chemistry in 1924 and his Ph.D. in 1927. After teaching at his alma

mater for two years, he joined the staff of Koppers Company, Inc., at Pittsburgh, Pa.,

as research chemist, and was promoted successively to fill several important positions.

As an active member of the American W^ood Preservers' Association for more than

21 years, he participated in the work of several important committees. He also served

continuously for 13 years as a director of the American Wood Preservers' Institute. By

virtue of his outstanding activities, and as author of more than 20 technical papers,

he has become known as a dean of modern wood preservation. Dr. James N. Roche.

[Applause]

The Distinctive Properties of Creosote with Special

Reference to Protection of Wood from

Decay and Weathering

By Dr. JAMES N. ROCHE
Consultant, Tar and Chemical Division, Koppers Company, Inc.

About IS years ago the late Grant B. Shipley, widely recognized for his part in

the construction of many of this country's treating plants, calculated that, on the basis

of its service records, the Santa Fe Railway saved $636 million through the use of

pressure-treated cross ties over the 52-year period extending from 1898 to 1949. This is

equivalent to a yearly savings of $12.2 million. The combined savings for all U. S. rail-

roads over that same S2-year period, according to Mr. Shipley, was $6.7 billion or an

average of $129 million a year. Today, with nearly all ties in track treated, savings are

far greater. In fact by 1960 the Association of American Railroads estimated that

pressure-preserved timber products were saving America's railroads about $300 million

a year.

In view of the magnitude of these figures, it is well to summarize from time to

time the basic facts about the wood preservative that is largely responsible for these

savings.

It is an established fact that one out of every six cars of coal hauled by the rail-

roads ends up at a coke plant. At these coke plants, the coal is first ground until 80

percent passes through a J^-in screen and the powdered coal then charged into a by-

product coke oven held at 1100 C (2012 F). During the heating about 70 percent of the
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coal becomes coke. Coke, as we all know, when mixed with iron ore and limestone and

heated in a blast furnace yields pig iron. And pig iron, with some refining and with

its carbon content adjusted to about 0.5 percent or thereabouts, is steel.

For each ton of coal charged into the coke ovens, the by-product system of the

ovens recovers 8 to 10 gal of coal tar, and it is this material that is used to produce

creosote. With 89 million tons of coal being made into coke each year, the United States

has an annual production of 800 million gallons of coal tar. By distilling this coal tar

and by collecting the oil distilling over from about 200 C to 400 C, America's tar

distillers recover about 30 percent of the coal tar as creosote, the world's most widely

used wood preservative.

Let us return for a moment to coal tar, about which many volumes have been

written, to say that it has been intensively researched by organic chemists. Through

their efforts some 300 chemicals have been isolated from it and identified as to formula

and boiling point. Creosote, which is made from coal tar by direct distillation, consists

almost entirely of 162 of these chemicals. Now the distinctive thing about all these

chemicals is that they have a basic ring structure made up of six carbon atoms.

Petroleum is also a mixture of chemicals, but by comparison the chemicals from

petroleum are often thought of as straight chains of carbon atoms. (See Fig. 1.) Chem-

ists have found it useful to divide all organic compounds into these two great classes,

the ring compounds and the straight chain compounds. Many of our drugs and insec-

ticides are of the ring-type structure. (See Fig. 2.)

BENZENE
A Coal Chemical

c c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c-

DECANE
A Petroleum Chemical

Fig. 1 (above).

Fig. 2 (right).

MEDICINALS
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3. Gradk 1 Creosote

The Grade 1 name goes back beyond 1916 when the tar-distilling industry in

this country was young and large-scale tar distillation was getting started.

Some distillers did not make the higher-boiling, more permanent creosote that

was then being imported. The lighter domestic products were used for treating

wood and were covered by specification but because of excessive amounts of

light front ends were known as Grades 2 and 3. Eventually, as stills and distil-

lation practices in this country improved, Grades 2 and 3 were no longer

produced, and the specifications for them were withdrawn in 1934. However,

the designation Grade 1 was retained in specification titles until 10 to 12 years

ago and is often heard todax

4. Creosote Oil

Creosote is, of course, an oil, and the designation "creosote oil" is probably

heard more often than any other.

These four names have grown up with the railroad industry and are familiar to

most all of us. The point I wish to make is that they all describe one and the same

specification material.

Very often creosote is referred to as having "20 residue," "30 residue" and so forth.

This has to do with the amount of creosote that remains undistilled in the glass distill-

ing flask when the laboratory distillation test is finished, that is, when the thermometer

reaches 355 C, the heater is removed and the distillation stops. The general situation is

illustrated in Fig. 3. The full expression should state "20 percent by weight Residue at

355 C", for example, or "32 percent by weight Residue at 355 C", etc. The percentage

355°C

0-210 210-235 235-270 270-355

Fig. 3.

I
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figure is simply a convenient measure of the amount of the high -boiling, very permanent

portion of creosote remaining behind when the temperature of distillation reaches this

high figure.

Because pressure-treated wood is used in such a variety of construction projects

—

from lumber and poles to cross ties and piling—there are times when reasonable clean-

liness is important, and for such uses treatment with a 20-25 residue creosote is con-

sidered advantageous. And, there are times when permanence is the over-riding consid-

eration. For the latter the higher boiling, most permanent type creosote or even a

creosote-coal tar solution may be better. Thus, "percent Residue at 355 C" is a con-

venient way of specifying the type of creosote desired.

Composition of Creosote

Well, what is this material creosote?

Creosote is a mixture containing upwards of 160 separate and distinct chemical

compounds all identifiable as to name, chemical structure and boiling point. Many
have familiar names such as napthalene, anthracene and carbazole. The entire list m:iy

be seen in Table 1.

About 50 of the chemicals in this long list have been tested individually in the

laboratory against the fungi that cause wood decay and all were found to be toxic to

the fungi. The compounds tested were selected at intervals from along the entire length

of the list from one end to the other, so it is reasonable to conclude that the entire 162

chemicals in creosote are active against fungi, though not all to the same degree.

It remained for the Forest Products Laboratory to demonstrate that while a single

pure creosote chemical in itself was definitely toxic to fungi, two such chemicals when

mixed together have a far greater effect on the fungus than either compound alone. The

implications of this fact are tremendous. With over 160 chemicals, individually toxic to

fungi, the reason for the unusual efficacy of creosote as a wood preservative becomes

much clearer.

Creosote and Wood

A few years ago the Tar Products Division of the Koppers Company brought over

from England three 40-ft creosoted telephone poles that Her Majesty's Post Office De-

partment assured them had been in the Dorchester line outside of London without

change for 63 years. One of the poles being removed for shipment to the United States

is shown in Fig. 4. Among other tests, a spectrograph was made of the creosote

extracted from the 63-year old poles and a second spectrograph was taken of a sample

of today's creosote for comparison. The spectrographs, shown herein as Figs. Sa and

5b, were found to be identical, and the information can be conden.sed to saying

"Creosote protects wood today every bit as well as 60 years ago."

A butt section of one of the poles which included the groundline area was sent to

the Forest Products Laboratory with the request that the strength of the wood at

groundline be determined. After testing, the Forest Products Laboratory replied that the

breaking strength of the wood at groundline of the 63-year old Scots pine pole was the

same as that of today's Scots pine of comparable density. Thus it can be said that

wood in contact with creosote for 63 years has not been damaged or impaired. More

important for engineers, however, is this proof that wood retains its full strength

unchanged as long as there is no decay or insect attack

(Text cunthtunl on fxiiir 72S)
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TABLE 1—COMPOUNDS PRESENT IN CREOSOTE

Compound Formula

1. Coumarone CsHoO
2. 1, 2, 3-Trimethylbenzene C9H1;

3. Cymene CioHii

4. Hydrindene C9H10

5. Phenol CeHcO
6. Indene CnHn
7. Aniline C6H7N
8. 3, 4-Dimethylethylbenzene ChiHu
9. Ammonium thiocyanate NHiSCN

10. 6-Methylcoumarone C^HkO
11. 0-Cresol C-HsO
12. Benzonitrile CtHiN
13. 3 or 5-Methylcoumarone CsHxO
14. n-Undecane CiiH:;i

15. Durene (1, 2, 4, 5-tetramethylbenzene) . . . . CmHn
16. 4-Methylcoumarone C9HKO
17. Isodurene (1, 2, 3, 5-tetramethylbenzene) . CioHii

18. p-Toluidine CtH.,N

19. o-Toluidine CtHiN
20. p-Cresol CtHsO
21. Acetophenone CsHsO
22. m-Cresol CtHsO
23. m-Toluidine C7H9N
24. 4-Methylindene CioHro

25. Tetrahydronaphthalene CioHi?

26. 2, 4-Xyleno! C»H,.,0

27. 2, 6-Xylenol C«Hi„0

28. 2, 5-Xylenol C»Hi„0

29. 2, 4-Xylidine CsHuN
30. m-Ethylphenol CbHihO

31. 2, 5-Xylidine C»HnN
32. p-Ethylphenol aH,nO
33. Naphthalene CjoH*

34. 2, 3-Xylenol C«H,„0

35. 3, 5-Xylenol C«H,oO

36. 3, 5-Xylidine C«H,iN

37. 3, 6-Dimethylcoumarone CioHmO

38. 4, 5-Dimethylcoumarone CmHinO
39. 4, 6-Dimethylcoumarone CkiHk.O

40. Thionaphthene CsHf.S

41. 2, 3-Xylldine C»HnN
42. 3, 4-Xylenol C«HioO

43. DImethylindene CnHu
44. Pseudocumenol (2, 4, 5-trimefhylphenol) . . . C.Hi.O
45. 3-Ethyl-5-methylphenol CiHuO
46. 2, 3, 4, 5-Tetramethylpyridine CriHuN
47. Isopseudocumenol (2, 3, 5-trlmethylphenon CHuO
'48. Quinoline (leucoline CpH;N
49. 7-Hydroxycoumarone CsHnO?
50. Methylthlonaphthene C:,H^S

51. 2-Methylnaphthalene CnHin
52. Isoquinoline '.

. CaHtN
53. 1-Melhylnaphtnalene diHiu
54. 4-Hydroxyhydrindene C9H10O

Boil.
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TABLE 1—COMPOUNDS PRESENT IN CREOSOTE (Cont'd)

Boil. Pt.
Compound Formula Deg. C

55. 2-Methylquinoline CmMiN 247 60

56. 8-Methylquinoline CoH.N 247.75

57. 3, 4, 5-Trimethylphenol CHijO 248

58. Durenol (2, 3, 5, 6-tetramethylphenol) CmHnO 248

59. Benzoic acid C;H,;0; 249

60. 5-Hydroxyhydrindene CHriO 251

61. 2-Ethylnaphthalene CiHi: 252

62. 3-Methylisoquinoline CkiHvN 252.25

63. Indole CkHtN 253

64. Diphenyl C12H10 255.2

65. 1-Methylisoquinoline CioHqN 255.25

66. 2, 8-Dimethylquinoline CnHnN 255.25

67. 7-Methylquinoline CioH<,N 257.60

68. 6-Methylquinoline CioHsN 258.60

59. 3-Methylquinollne CoHsN 259.55

70. 2, 6-Dimethylnaphthalene CijHi2 260.5

71. 2, 7-Dimethylnaphthalene dsHu 262

72. 1, 7-Dimethylnaphthalene Ci^Hi- 262

73. 1, 3-Dimethylisoquinoline CnHnN 262 40

74. 1, 6-Dimethylnaphthalene Ci^Hu 262.5

75. 5-Methylquinollne C.HcN 262.70

76. 4-Methylquinoline Ci„HiN 264.20

77. 5-or 7-Methylisoquinoline (probable) CiuHiN 264.90

78. 3-Methylindole (skatole) C!.H..N 265

79. 1, 5-Dimethylnaphthalene CuHu 265 265.5

80. 6-Methylisoquinoline (probable) CioHhN 265.50

81. 7-Methylindole Ci.HoN 266

82. 2, 3-Dimethylnaphthalene CuHi. 266

83. 1, 2-Dimethylnaphthalene Ci-Hi.. 266 267

84. 4-Methylindole CjHiN 267

85. 5-Methylindole ChH.N 267

86. 3-Methyldiphenyl d.iHi:. 269

87. 5, 8-Dimethylquinoline CnHnN > 270

88. 4-Methyldiphenyl Ci.iH;j 271

89. 2-Methylindoie CrH.N 271 272

90. o-Phenylphenol CuHmO 275

91. 1, 3, 7-Trimethylnaphthalene Ci.iHm 280

92. a-Naphthol CjoHbO 280

93. Acenaphthene CnHm 280.7

94. a-Naphthofurane CisHhO 282 284

95. B-Naphthofurane CijH»0 284 286

96. 2, 3, 5-Trimethylnaphthalene CciHu 285

97. 2, 3, 6-Trimethylnaphthalene CiHn 286

98. B-Naphthol C,oH«0 286

99. Diphenylene oxide Ci2H»0 287

100. 2, 4, 6-Trimethylquinoline Ci..HnN 288

101. 3, 4'-Dimethyldiphenyl CuHn 289

102. 4, 4'-Dimethyldiphenyl diHi, 292

103. g-Diphenylenemethane CmHiu 295

104. 4, 5-Benzindan Ci.iHji; 295

105. 1-Naphthonitrile (1-cyanonaqhthalene) CjiHtN 297

106. 1-Methyldiphenylene oxide CnHioO 298

107. Fluorene CuHio 298

108. Hydroacrldine Ci.nHnN d. 300

109. 1-Naphlhylamine CoH^.N 301

110. 2-Methyldiphenylene oxide CaHiuO 303 304
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TABLE 1—COMPOUNDS PRESENT IN CREOSOTE (Cont'd)

Compound

111. 2-Naphthonitrile (2-cyanonaphthalene)

112. 2-Naphthylamine

1 13. Paraffin (octadecane)

1 14. Heneicosane

1 15. 2-Methylfluorene

116. 3-Methylfluorene

117. p-Phenylphenol

118. Tricosane

1 19. Tetracosane

120. Pentar.osane

121. Docusane

122. Nunadecane

123. Hexacosane

124. Heptacosane

1 25. Octacosane

126. Diphenylene sulfide

127. Phenanthrene

128. Tetramethylbiphenol

129. Anthracene

130. Acridine

131. 2-Hydroxybiphenylene oxide

132. Phenanthridine

133. 3-Methylphenanthrene

134. Carbazole

135. 2-Hydroxyfluorene

136. 4, 5-Phenanthrylenemethane

137. 9-Methylphenanthrene

138. 1-Methylphenanthrene

139. 2-Phenylnaphthalene

140. Hydroxyanthracene

141. Naphthacene

142. 2-Methylanthracene

143. 2, 7-Dimethylanthracene

144. 2-Methylcarba20te

145. 1, 2, 3, 4-Tetrahydrofluoranthene

146. Truxene

147. 3-Methylcarbazole

148. Fluoranthene

149. 2, 3, 5, 6-Dibenzocoumarone

150. Pyrene

151. 1, 9-Benzoxanthene

152. 2-Hydroxyphenanthrene (2-phenanthrol) . . .

153. Retene (8-methyl-2-isopropylphenanthrene,

154. 1, 2-Benzofluorene (naphthofluorene)

1 55. 2, 3-Benzofluorene (isonaphthofluorene)

156. Naphtho-2', 3'-1, 2-anthracene

1 57. 1 , 2-Benzonaphthacene

158. Phenanthridone

1 59. Dibenzothionaphthene

160. Sulfur

161. Chrysene

162. Triphenylene
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Fig. 4.
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CREOSOTE DCTRACTED FRCM 6 3-YEAR OLD POLE

Fig. 5a.

TODAY'S CREOSOTE

Fig. 5b.
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We come now to the AREA specification for creosote.

CREOSOTE

1961

(Reapproved without change 1961)

1. The creosote shall be a distillate derived entirely from tar produced by the

carbonization of bituminous coal.

2. It shall contain not more than 3 percent water.

3. It shall contain not more than 0.5 percent matter insoluble in benzol. (See

Note 1).

4. The specific gravity of the creosote at 38 deg C, compared with water at 15.S

deg C shall be not less than 1.03.

5. The distillate, based on water-free creosote, shall be within the following limits.

(See Note 1).

Up to 210 deg C not more than 5 percent.

Up to 235 deg C not more than 25 percent nor less than 5 percent.

Up to 270 deg C not less than 20 percent.

Up to 355 deg C not more than 85 percent nor less than 60 percent.

6. The specific gravity of fraction between 235 deg C and 315 deg C shall be not

less than 1.025, and the fraction between 315 deg C and 355 deg C not less than 1.085

at 38 deg C, compared with water at 15.S deg C.

7. The creosote shall yield not more than 2 percent of coke residue. (See Note 1).

8. The foregoing shall be determined in accordance with .\WPA Standard Al.

Note 1—Due to treating operations, samples of used creosote may show increases

in mutter insoluble in benzol, and in coke residue, and decreases in percentage of dis-

tillate up to 23S deg C. If it can be shown that the original creosote was of the specified

quality, and the used creosote conforms to the standard requirements with the following

exceptions:

Benzol insoluble matter, max, percent 1.5

Coke residue, max, percent 3.0

Distillate up to 235 deg C, min, percent 2

it shall be considered as conforming.

Although the above specification contains all the requirements that have been

considered as being desirable in a specification of this kind, it is thought that some

comments on the various clauses of the specification would serve a useful purpose:

Requirement No. 1

A statement of origin. Creosote must be made from coal tar.

Requirement No. 2

An upper limit for water content. The reason for this is obvious. It applies

both to new oil and to oil in use.

Requirement No. 3

A provision to prevent addition of lower priced tar to the creosote. Tar is

priced at 17 cents per gallon and creosote at 24 cents per gallon. Tars have

an average benzol insoluble content of around 8 percent so that as little as

5 to 6 percent tar would throw the shipment out of spec.

Requirement No. 4

A provision to prevent gro.ss addition of oils of lower specific gravities, such

as petroleum.
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Requirement No. 5

This stipulation assures that the creosote will have a normal distillation

range falling within the variations and distilling patterns of those creosotes

on which the long-time service records for creosoted wood are based.

Requirement No. 6

A purity requirement to make certain the material is strictly of coal-tar

origin. Specific gravities of the order given are not available in commercial

amounts from other materials having the creosote price range.

Requirement No. 7

A second provision to rule out the addition of lower priced tar. This would

take care of tar that has been filtered to reduce benzol insoluble. Filtering

does not greatly reduce coke residue content.

Requirement No. 8

This clause provides that all the above tests be conducted in accordance with

established standard procedures.

Footnotes

When a creosote in use is being tested, the specification permits allowances

for pick-up of sawdust, loss of some front ends, etc.

Creosote-Coal Tar Solutions

Creosote-coal tar solutions are made by the simple blending of creosote and coal

tar. They are made up as 50/50's (in which case equal volumes of creosote and coal tar

are blended), 60/40's, 70/30's and 80/20's. They have been long and favorably known
for cross tie treatments. Since the tar-distilling plants have both tar and creosote avail-

able, the solutions are usually made at the tar plants. With creosote at 24 cents a gallon

and tar at 17 cents, a gallon of 50/50 would be priced at -——— or 20.5 cents. No
2

charge is made for blending.

A glance at the list of reasons for cross tie removal will show that decay is not

one of the major items and that there is more to securing the full service life of cross

ties than just protecting them against decay and insect attack. Checking and splitting

stand high on the hst of causes for removal, and they are related to moisture inter-

change. Creosote does not completely waterproof a tie, but it definitely reduces the rate

at which the tie will absorb and release moisture. Increased waterproofing and hence

less checking and splitting can be expected with creosote-coal tar solutions. This follows

because tar is a well known waterproofing agent and secondly because solutions are

priced below creosote and more can be injected into the tie at no increase in cost. More
pounds per cubic foot can also mean a deeper penetration, with all the attendant

benefits.

Creosote-Petroleum Solutions

Creosote-petroleum solutions are also made by simple blending—in this case, a

creosote with an appropriate petroleum. The reasoning behind their use is much the

same as for creosote-coal tar solutions. They are not offered usually by creosote pro-

ducers since it is not easy to determine the relative amounts of the two materials once

they are blended. Purchasers are advised to obtain the materials separately and have

them blended under their supervision.
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Creosote Viscosity

One of the important factors governing the penetration of liquids into wood is the

viscosity of the liquid. The lower the viscosity the better the penetration. With creosote,

the viscosity decreases rapidly as the material is heated. An average creosote with a

viscosity of about 20 centistokes at room temperature will show less than 4 centistokes

viscosity at 140 F and when heated to 200 F, the viscosity will be down around 2.

This big drop is very advantageous in terms of penetration. At any given temperature,

a creosote-coal tar solution will have a higher viscosity than a creosote. To overcome

this difference, treating plants simply use a higher treating temperature and bring about

a lowering of the viscosity of the solution.

Tests for Creosote Retention

In the United States during the past 56 years, 13 billion cubic feet of wood have

been treated with preservatives under specifications of one kind or another. It has been

said that the test of a good specification is that it should be possible to check whether

all its provisions have been fulfilled. As far as wood preserving specifications are con-

cerned, however, it is rarely practicable to ascertain that this has been done unless the

treatment has been witnessed by a competent inspector. This fact has always been rec-

ognized by the railroads and as a result they have obtained a handsome dividend in the

long and reliable service from their ties, piling, fence posts, poles and similar creosoted

material.

Testing procedures are now becoming available that permit determining the reten-

tion on the finished material. One of these is the "Assay Method," now standardized

for poles, marine piling and lately for lumber. Through its use the average creosote con-

tent of a shipment can be determined in the laboratory, and it is fast becoming an

important quality-control device. As such, it should be a valuable aid to the inspector.

When specifications are being revised or updated, and where appropriate, consideration

should be given to incorporating the words "Retention by assay" when specifying the

retention desired.

Thank you. [Applause]

Chairman Fuhr: Thank you. Dr. Roche, for an interesting and informative address.

Does anyone have any questions to ask Dr. Roche at this time?

Mr. President, this completes my term of office as chairman of Committee 3. What
success this committee has attained during the past three years (and I am sure it has

been a successful part of the overall organization) can be directly attributed to the hard

work and diligent counseling of the subcommittee chairmen and members of their com-

mittees. It has been a real pleasure and an education for me to work with such a fine

group of men.

The new vice chairman of Committee 3 is W. F. Arksey, engineer water service and

fuel facilities, Great Northern Railway. Unfortunately he could not be here today.

The next gentleman to be introduced has been vice chairman of Committee 3 dur-

ing my term of office. He has been a great help to me in performing my duties as chair-

man, and was ready and willing to take on any task assigned him. He brings to this

committee the leadership, ability and knowledge that is necessary for continued success

of the organization—K. C. Edscorn, purchasing agent for the Missouri Pacific Railroad.

Mr. President, this completes the report of Committee 3.

President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Fuhr. I know something about what you

have been doing. I was fortunate to sit in at the last full meeting of the committee in
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New Orleans, so I have some firsthand knowledge of the contribution you are making

to our Association.

Dr. Roche, I want to convey to you the grateful thanks of the Association for the

illustrated address you have just presented. I know we have all learned more about this

most useful material for protecting the wood we use from decay and weathering. Your
presence and your remarks have contributed greatly to the success of this Convention.

Again, please accept our thanks.

Mr. Fuhr, we appreciate the able and dedicated leadership which you have given

to Committee 3 during the past 3 years. As you are relieved of your responsibilities as

Chairman we are pleased to welcome as your successor, Mr. Edscorn, and as the vice

chairman, Mr. Arksey. We are satisfied from their past performance that under their

direction the work of Committee 3 will continue.

Mr. Edscorn, as a symbol of your new authority, and to assist you in conducting

the meetings of your committee, I would like to present you with this chairman's gavel.

The inscription reads: "K. C. Edscorn, Chairman, AREA Committee 3, 1966-1968".

The committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association. [Applause]

Discussion on Track

[For report, see Bulletin 598, page 403 J

President Johnston; The next report will be given by Committee 5—Track. The
chairman of this important committee is J. M. Salmon, Jr., chief engineer, Clinchfield

Railroad. Mr. Salmon, will you and the members of your committee please come to the

platform as rapidly as possible. Mr. Salmon, you may now proceed.

Chairman J. M. Salmon: The report of the Track Committee will be found in

Bulletin 598, February 1966, which covers our 11 assignments. To conserve time, I shall

call only upon the subcommittee chairmen whose subcommittees are able to report on

their assignments.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual

Chairman Salmon: Assignment 1 will be reported on by R. J. Hollingsworth,

engineer—materials, track, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

R. J. Hollingsworth: Mr. Chairman, your committee, in collaboration with the

American Iron and Steel Institute, has polled all known producers of tie plates and has

developed the fact that no tie plates are being made by the acid-bessemer process of

steel manufacture. Therefore, we recommend deletion of all reference to the acid-

bessemer procss in the Specifications for Low Carbon Steel Tie Plates, Part 1, Chapter

5 of the Manual, specifically in Articles 2 and 3, page 5-1-1 and .Articles 4, 5 and 8,

page 5-1-2.

I move that this change be made.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Hollincswortii: Committee 5 has brought up to date that part of Chapter 5

of the Manual dealing with track construction, and submits the following recom-
mendation:

Revise Manual by removing present Specifications for the Laying of New Track,

pages 5-4-1 through 5-4-4, and substituting the material covered in Bulletin 598, pages

406-409. There is one editorial change in this material. Par. 1 (b), page 406, should

read: "Where continuous welded rail is laid the requirements of these specifications arc

modified by Appendix I." This Appendix I will be prepared by Committee 31 as a part

of this specification.
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This revised specification has been written to include provisions for the use of

wood or concrete ties, welded or jointed rail, .md paneled traci< when specified.

Mr. President, i nio\e that this revision lie adopted.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 2—Track Tools, Collaborating with Purchases and Stores

Division AAR
Chairman Salmon: Assignment 2 will be reported by S. H. Poore, office engineer,

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, in the absence of T. L. Biggar, general supervisor of track,

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, and chairman of Subcommittee 2.

S. H. Poore: In Mr. Biggar's absence I have been asked to present this report. It

appears on pages 409 and 410 of Bulletin 598 and consists of a plan for an aluminum

track level which the subcommittee is offering for inclusion in the Manual.

Before offering it for a vote, I call attention to a misspelled word on the plan.

The word "valve" in Note 5 on the plan should read "value".

Mr. President, I move that Plan 27-66, now appearing on page 409 of Bulletin

598, be adopted and published in the Manual, and that Plan 27-62 be withdrawn.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 3—Standardization of Trackwork Plans, Collaborating with
Communication and Signal Section, AAR

Chairman Salmon: Assignment 3 will be reported on by C. J. McConaughy, track

designer. Southern Pacific Company.

C. J. McConaughy: Mr. President and gentlemen, the complete report of Subcom-
mittee 3 begins on page 411 of Bulletin 598. I assume you gentlemen have reviewed this,

so I shall make my remarks very brief.

Your committee submits for adoption the following recommendations with respect

to the "Standard Plans" in the front part of the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans."

Plans 15-62, Sheet 1, and 20-62, Sheet 1: Rearrange tie layout on crossover to

reduce the number of short ties in the center portion of the crossover.

Mr. President, I move that revisions to Plans 15-62, Sheet 1, and 20-62, Sheet 1,

be approved.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. McConaughy: In line with our policy of keeping up to date the plans in back

of the blue divider sheet in the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans, your committee submits

for adoption the following recommendations:

Plan No. 222-51, Switch Rod and Clips: Revise to provide % in adjustment

increments instead of J4 iij on the Adjustable Side Jaw Clip, Details 2112 and 3112.

Mr. President, I move that revisions to Plan 222-51 be approved.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. McConaughy: Plan 820-50, Graph Showing Limitations for the Use of Cross-

ings with Rigid Center Frogs: Eliminate the use of rigid center frogs on crossings of

angles smaller than 9 deg and 35 min.

Mr. President, I move that revisions to Plan 820-50 be approved.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. McConaughy: Plan 775-55, Crossings with Solid Manganese Steel Frogs and

Interior Rolled Closure Rails, Angles 14° 15' to 8°10'16", Inc., Single-Rail Construction:

Revise to eliminate frogs of angles smaller than 9 deg and 35 min. Correct flangeway

error by showing parallel flangeways IJ-i in wide. The 1% in as printed on page 411

of the Bulletin is in error.
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Mr. President, I move that revisions to Plan 775-55 be approved.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. McConaughy: Plans 768-55 and 769-55 covering Manganese Insert Crossings

have rigid frogs of angles smaller than 9 deg and 35 min. These plans were overlooked

and omitted in our report for revision to eliminate crossings with rigid center frogs

having angles smaller than 9 deg and 35 min.

Mr. President, I move that revisions to Plans 768-55 and 769-55 be approved.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. McConaughy: As discussed at our 1965 convention and covered by Bulletin

593 of June-July 1965, a statement regarding the proper usage of the various types of

frogs has been developed and is submitted for adoption,

Mr. President, I move that the statement on the proper usage of frogs be adopted

for inclusion in both the Manual and Portfolio of Trackwork Plans.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. McConaughy: The proposed revision of our specifications contained in Article

14 of Appendix "A'\ Section 1402 (b) in the Trackwork Portfolio, is for information

only. When the revisions are approved b> the .\nu'rican Standards .Association the

specifications will be presented for adoption.

Mr. President, this completes the report of subcommittee 3.

Assignment 4—Prevention of Damage Resulting from Brine Drippings
on Track and Structures, Collaborating with Committee 15, and Mechanical
Division, AAR

Ch.mrman Salmon: C. N. King, assistant engineer, Canadian Pacific Railway, is

chairman of Subcommittee 4. This report will be found on page 413. I think the infor-

mation presented in the condensed form gives you an idea of why we don't need to

spend much more mone.\ on progressing the assignment which we have had.

Assignment 7—Effect of Lubrication in Preventing Frozen Rail Joints

and Retarding Corrosion of Rail and Fastenings

Ch.\irman Salmon: Subcommittee Chairman Ross P. Roden, assistant engineer,

Union Pacific Railroad, will report on Assignment 7.

Ross P. Roden: The report on this as.signmcnl may be found in Bulletin 598,

February, 1966, pages 414 and 415.

The five-mile test location established on the Chicago & North Western Railway
near Low Moor, Iowa, in 1959-1960 is still under observation, and at the time of the

1965 inspection most of the weld areas which have had preservatives applied were

showing some signs of corrosion. It is thought that this test will have to run two or

three years more before the best preservative for the prevention of corrosion can be

determined.

The As.sociation is indebted to the Research Department of the .-K.AR and to the

Xorth Western Railway tor their assistance in this investigation.

Assignment 11—Practicability of Using Reflex Units for Switch Lamps
and Targets, Collaborating with Communication and Signal Section, AAR

Chairman Salmo.n: .-A. B. Hillman. Jr., chief engineer. Belt Railway Company of

Chicago, will report on Assignment 11.

A. B. Hillman, Jr.: The final report of subcommittee 11 appears on page 416 of

Bulletin 598. The previous report presented in Bulletin 591 indicated that the use of

reflex units for .switch lamps and targets is practicable, and gave information pertaining
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to the positions of 19 states on the use of such units. The final report is information

on the remaining; 31 states, and summarizes l)rietly the restrictions in 6 of these states,

7 of them having been reported on in Bulletin 591.

This is a final report and is presented as information.

Ch.mrman- Salmon: The Track Committee deeply regrets the passing of one of its

most active members—Carl H. Johnson, former assistant engineer of the Illinois Central

Railroad and long-time member of this committee. An appropriate memoir to him may
be found on page 405 of Bulletin 598.

Word has also been received of the recent passing of A. E. Haywood, another long-

time and faithful member of this committee. An appropriate memoir will appear in the

1067 report of Committee 5.

This concludes my term of office as chairman of the Track Committee. I want to

sincerely thank all of the subcommittee chairmen and all the committee members who
have so faithfulh' worked to carry on this committee's assignments, as well as the

executive secretary of the Association and his staff, for the fine cooperation received

from them, and also for the work of the Engineering Research Department.

At this time it is my pleasure to introduce to the Association the new chairman

of Committee 5, C. E. Peterson, assistant engineer of the Santa Fe Railway. The new

vice chairman is V. M. Schwing, chief engineer of the Union Railroad.

Mr. President, your committee is in good hands for 1966. This concludes the report

of Committee 5—Track.

[V^ice President Trissal assumed the chair.]

Vice President Trissal: Thank you, Mr. Salmon, and thanks to your committee

for the usual excellent report on your assignments. Mr. Salmon, we appreciate the able

and dedicated leadership that you have given to Committee S during the past 3 years.

As you are relieved of your responsibilities as chairman, we are pleased to welcome

your successor, C. E. Peterson, and the new vice chairman, V. M. Schwing. We are

satisfied from their past performance that under their direction the work of your

committee will continue.

Mr. Peterson, as a symbol of your new authority and to assist you in conducting

the meetings of your committee, I would like to present you with this chairman's gavel.

The inscription reads: "C. E. Peterson, Chairman, AREA Committee 5, 1966-1968".

Mr. Salmon, your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association.

[Applause]

Discussion on Continuous Welded Rail

[For report, see Bulletin 598, page 419]

Vice President Trissal: The next-to-last technical report of this convention will

be presented by Committee 31—Continuous Welded Rail, the chairman of which is

C. W. Wagner, engineer of tests, Canadian National Railways. Mr. Wagner, will you
and the members of your committee please come to the platform. The subcommittee

chairmen making reports should take the seats nearest to the podium. You may proceed

when all of the committee members are in place. Mr. Wagner.

Chairman C. W. Wagner: Mr. Vice President, members and guests:

Before proceedings with our report, it is with regret that I announce the death of

our vice chairman, Herb Fox, assistant chief engineer. Southern Railway System. Mr.
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Fox died on February 21, 1966, after a lengthy illness. Herb's death is a great loss to

our committee, the Association, the Southern Railway, and all his many personal friends

and loved ones. A memoir is being prepared by this committee and will be publi.shed in

the Convention Issue of the Bulletin.

MEMOIR

^ttbtvt Clpbc Jfo.x

Herbert Clyde Fox, assistant chief engineer. Southern Railway System, passed away

at his home in Chatham, Va., on February 21, 1966. Mr. Fox was vice chairman of

Committee 31 at the time of his death.

The members of Committee 31, on behalf of the American Railway Engineering

Association, extend sincere sympathy to his wife and friends.

Mr. Fox was born at Chatham, Va., on November 11, 1910. .\fter completing his

high school education, he followed his father's footsteps and entered the service of the

Southern Railway as a B & B mechanic on November 1, 1926. He progressed through

various positions, becoming division engineer at Danville, Va., in January 1946. Sub-

sequently he advanced to the position of process engineer, with headquarters in Atlanta,

Ga., in July of 1954 and became assistant chief engineer. Southern Railway System, in

February 1965.

Mr. Fox joined the Association in 1956 and was a member of Committee 5, Track,

from 1958 to 1962. He became a member of Committee 31 in 1963 and was appointed

vice chairman of this committee in March 1965.

In addition to his membership in AREA, Mr. Fox was active in the Piedmont

Presbyterian Church in Atlanta, a member of the Roadmaster's Association, American

Wood Preservers Association, and a member of the Guilford Masonic Lodge No. 665 at

Greensboro, N. C.

Mr. Fox was a prohfic inventor and made many contributions toward improving

maintenance of way techniques. He will be greatly missed by everyone and it is with

sorrow and regret that we record his passing.

Chairman Wagner: The report of Committee 31—Continuous Welded Rail,

appears in Bulletin 598 on pages 419 to 442 inclusive. Your committee reports on

Assignments 1 to 5.

Assignment 1—Fabrication

Chairman W.\gnf.r: The report on Assignment 1 will be given by Subcommittee

Chairman A. H. Galbraith, welding engineer, .\tchison, Topeka & Santa F"e Railway.

Mr. Galbraith.

A. H. Galbraith: Mr. President, members and guests.

Your committee presents its report on Assignment 1 in four parts as published in

Bulletin 598 of February 1966. Part 1 is a set of revised recommendations which are

somewhat more simplified than a previous set. Illustrations have been added for the

benefit of those of us who rebel at reading the fine print. Criticism of previous recom-

mendations con.sisted of charges of their being too loose, too tight, too practical, too

impractical, too complicated with detail, lacked absolutes, and "maybe it's just the

rail." Therefore, we added a rail-end tolerance recommendation which we consider not

stringent enough, and combined the kink and offset tolerances for simplification. Wc
are looking toward these recommendations serving as a basis for a set of recommended
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tolerances and practices in the fabrication of continuous welded rail and invite your

comments and criticism in writing. Part 2 reports on an investigation of service and

detected butt-welded rail joint failures. Part 3 presents the results of rolling-load and
slow-bend tests of butt-welded rail joints. Part 4 presents statistics on butt-weld failures.

Parts 2, 3 and 4 were prepared under the direction of M. J. Wisnow.ski of the AAR.

Assignment 2—Laying

Chairman Wagner: The report on Assignment 2 will be presented by Subcom-

mittee Chairman 0. E. Fort, chief engineer, St. Louis-San Francisco Railway. Mr. Fort.

O. E. Fort: Mr. Vice President, members and guests:

The report on Assignment 2 is contained on pages 438 and 439 of Bulletin 598 of

February 1966. In addition to the usual tabulation of continuous welded rail laid in

various years, a separation has been made between new and secondhand and main

track and side track for continuous welded rail in 1965.

Mr. Vice President, the Committee on Continuous Welded Rail, after having given

the matter considerable study and thought during the past year, has developed some

recommended practices for laying continuous welded rail and now submits these recom-

mendations for adoption and publication in the Manual following the existing

Specifications for Laying Rail, Part 5, Chapter 5.

Mr. Vice President, I move that these recommended practices, as published in

AREA Bulletin 598, be included in the Manual.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put lo a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 3—Fastenings

Chairman Wagner: The report on Assignment 3, Fastenings, is found on page 440.

Your committee is still aware of the need for more technical data and field measure-

ments concerning anchorage patterns for CWR, but because of the lack of research

funds in 1965 this assignment was not pursued. Research funds are available for 1966,

and a further request will be made for 1967. It is hoped that the additional necessary

technical data will be gathered for a more comprehensive report and further recom-

mendations.

Your committee has looked into the use of audio frequency overlays, and it is our

recommendation that consideration be given to the use of AFO at protected grade cross-

ings as a means of eliminating the troublesome and costly insulated joints in CWR in

these areas.

R. E. Frame, assistant chief engineer, Southern Pacific Company, is chairman of

Subcommittee 3. Will he please rise and be recognized

Assignment 4—Maintenance

Chairman Wagner: The report on Assignment 4 will be given by E. M. Cummings,

engineer—maintenance and construction, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, in the absence of

J. R. Rymer, division engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, chairman of Subcom-

mittee 4.

E. M. Cummings: Mr. President, members and guests: The report of your com-

mittee on Assignment 4 appears in Bulletin 598, pages 440 through 442. The report

covers recommended practice for maintenance of continuous welded rail. These recom-

mendations were prepared with the thought of providing guide lines, particularly for

Member Roads which are considering or just beginning to use continuous welded rail.

It is recognized that there arc other equally .satisfactory maintenance practices which
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were not included in this report. These were not included for reasons of simplicity and

uniformity. Generally, the more common practices were recommended. It should also

be noted that the recommended practices do not include instructions for tie renewals

on open-deck bridges or other special conditions which would require individual

consideration.

This report is submitted with the recommendation that it be adopted as Manual

material.

Mr. Vice President, I so move.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 5—Economics

Chairman Wagner: The report on Assignment 5 is found on page 442. The study

of the economies to be derived by the use of multiple-tier cars for the transportation

of CWR has turned out to be quite complex; and while considerable work was done

on this assignment in 1965, it will be necessary to continue the assignment for

another year.

Assignment 6—Welding Secondhand Rail

Chairman Wagner: The report on Assignment 6 will not be completed until

next vear.

Chairman Wagner [continuing] : Mr. Vice President, this completes the report of

Committee 31. Our new vice chairman, replacing the late Herb Fox, will be B. J.

Johnson, assistant chief engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. We are fortunate in

having such a capable replacement within our committee.

Vice President Trissal: Thank you, Mr. Wagner and your committee, for those

most interesting reports. The Manual material you have presented shows that your

committee has made significant progress in contributing to the more efficient use of

this type of track construction.

Mr. Wagner, you and your committee are excused with the thanks of the Asso-

ciation. [Applause]

[President Johnston resumed the chair.]

Discussion on Roadway and Ballast

[For report, see Bulletin 598, page 521]

President Johnston: We have now reached the point where our final committee

report will be given. This report will be presented by Committee 1—Roadway and

Ballast. The chairman of this committee is L. J. Deno, maintenance engineer, Chicago

& North Western Railway. This is a case where the last is not first but the first is last.

Mr. Deno, as soon as the members of your committee are in place, you may proceed.

Mr. Deno.

Chairman L. J. Deno: Mr. President, members and guests:

During the past year Committee 1 held two regular meetings at which our 11 sub-

committees reported progress on their assignments. Formal reports will be presented

on 7 of the assignments. These reports are published in Bulletin 598, pages 521 to 545,

incl. We invite your comments on these reports.
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Before presenting our report, the committee wishes to report the death of James G.

Campbell, retired assistant division engineer of the Milwaukee Road. F. N. Beighley,

roadway engineer, St. Louis-San Francisco Railway, will present a memoir to him.

Immediately following the memoir, Mr. Beighley will report as subcommittee chairman

of Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

MEMOIR

STamcg (g. Campbell

James G. Campbell, retired assistant division engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee,

St. Paul & Pacific Railroad, and his daughter-in-law, Mrs. James B. Campbell, were

killed in an automobile accident November 27, 1965, in Rochester, N. Y. Internment

was in Holy Cross Cemetery, Milwaukee, Wis. His wife, Marie, preceded him in death

April 25, 1965. Mr. Campbell is survived by a son, James B. Campbell, a daughter,

Mrs. Douglas Edwards, and nine grandchildren.

Mr. Campbell was born July 11, 1902, at Chicago. He attended Iowa State Uni-

versity and graduated with a degree in civil engineering in 1926.

He commenced his railroad career September 1926 with the Milwaukee Road,

serving successively as instrumentman, assistant engineer, ballast engineer and assistant

division engineer of the Milwaukee Division until his retirement in March 1964. After

his retirement from the Milwaukee Road, he became associated with Walter H. Knapp
of Wisconsin, Incorporated, as chief engineer of railroad construction until his death

Mr. Campbell became an active member of the American Railway Engineering

Association in 1951, serving on Committee 14—Yards and Terminals, 1953-1955, and

on Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast, 1956 until his death.

Jim Campbell was a hard worker both in his railroad life and in the work of his

AREA committees. Always accompanied by his wife at committee meetings, he seldom

missed a meeting. He was admired and respected by his fellow man. His friendly man-

ner, pleasant disposition and sincerity of purpose, which we were privileged to share,

will be greatly missed. We deeply regret his untimely passing.

Assignment 1—Revision oi Manual

F. N. Beighley: Your committee on Revision of Manual recommends the adoption

of the revisions to the Manual set forth in the reports on Assignments 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

and 10. These will be presented by the respective subcommittee chairmen.

Assignment 2—Physical Properties of Earth Materials

Chairman Deno: Investigation has continued on this assignment, but sufficient

information has not been developed to report at this time. M. B. Hansen, area engineer,

Canadian National Railways, is chairman of this subcommittee. Mr. Hansen, will you

stand and be recognized.

Assignment 3—Natural Waterways: Prevention of Erosion

Chairman Deno: Investigation has continued on this assignment, but sufficient

information has not been developed to report at this time. G. W. Becker, principal

assistant engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad, is chairman of this sub-

committee. Mr. Becker, will you stand and be recognized.

Assignment 4—Drainage and Culverts

Chairman Deno: W. M. Dowdy, division engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, is

chairman of this subcommittee and will present the report.
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W. M. Dowdy: Subcommittee 4 recommends the changes in the AREA Manual,

pages 1-1-46 through 1-1-50, as published in Bulletin 598, pages 523-527. These changes

concern side ditches, sub-surface drainage, pipe drains and French drains.

Mr. President, I move that these recommendations be approved.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 5—Specifications for Pipelines for Conveying Flammable
and Non-Flammable Substances, Collaborating with Committees 15 and 20

Chairman Deno: A. J. Wegmann, retired assistant engineer—structures, Baltimore

& Ohio Railroad, has been chairman of this subcommittee. He is unable to be here

today; therefore, E. E. Farris, assistant engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Rail-

road, the new chairman of the subcommittee, will present the report.

E. E. Farris: Mr. President, your committee submits certain revisions of Part 5,

Chapter 1 of the Manual, the material being presented in detail on pages 527 and 528

of Bulletin 598.

I move that these revisions be adopted for inclusion in the Manual.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 6—Roadway : Formation and Protection

Chairman Deng: G. F. Nigh, division engineer, Norfolk & Western Railway, is

chairman of this subcommittee. Because of a recent operation, he is unable to be here

to present his report. C. E. Webb, engineer of tests, Southern Railway System, will

present the report for Mr. Nigh.

C. E. Webb: Subcommittee 6 has two portions of the Manual that are recom-

mended for revision.

Your committee presents for adoption new Specifications for the Formation of the

Roadway to replace the existing Manual material on pages 1-1-8 to 1-1-15, incl. These

specifications were presented to the membership on pages 537 through 546 in Bulletin

591 in February 1965, and reported to the membership at the Convention on March 25,

1965. At that time comments and criticisms concerning these specifications were invited.

Mr. President, I move the adoption of the Specifications for the Formation of The

Roadway contained in Bulletin 591, pages 537 through 546.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Webb: Under Assignment 6 (a)—Roadbed Stabilization, your committee

presented in Bulletin 594, September-October 1965, on pages 7 through 19, a report

entitled, "Soil Problems in Railway Transportation Engineering," prepared by H. O.

Ireland, professor of civil engineering. University of Illinois. Mr. Ireland is a member
of Subcommittee 6. This report is presented as information.

Under Assignment 6 (b)—Slope Protection, your committee presents for adoption

the revision of the Manual material under Sec. C—Slope Protection, published on pages

529 through 532 of Bulletin 598 to replace the present Manual material on pages 1-1-34

and 1-1-35.

Mr. President, I move the adoption of the revi.-^ions contained in Bulletin 598,

pages 529 through 532.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Mr. Webb: Your committee has no report on .Assignment 6 (c)—Special Treatments

for Subgrade Improvement, or 6 (d)—Hydraulic Fills.
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Assignment 7—Tunnels

Chairman Deno: K. W. Hradky, industrial I'lifiinciT, Dciult & Rio Grande West-

ern Railroad, has been chairman of this subcommittee and has been instrumental in

preparing the material covered in this report. Mr. Bradley is unable to be present

today, and therefore I shall present the report for him.

Subcommittee 7—Tunnels, has three assignments: (a) Ventilation; (b) Methods

used to increase clearances; (c) Methods of open cutting. Investigations have continued

on these assignments, but sufficient information has not been developed to supplement

previous reports.

Your committee has completely revised the Tunnel Specifications found on pages

1-8-1 through 1-8-5 of the Manual and submits for adoption and publication in the

Manual the new Specifications appearing on pages 532 to 536, incl., in Bulletin 598,

February 1966.

Mr. President, I so move.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 8—Fences

Chairman Deno: S. J. Owens, assistant chief engineer—staff, Chicago & North

Western Railway, is chairman of this subcommittee and will present the report.

S. J. Owens: Your subcommittee during the past year has made several editorial

changes in the Manual material on fences and has added a new type of metal snow

fence with perforated, corrugated metal panels. The editorial changes and data on the

new type of fence were published on pages 537, 538 and 539 of Bulletin 598.

Mr. President, I move that the editorial changes and the new type of fence be

approved.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 9—Roadway Signs

Chairman Deng: Investigation has continued on this assignment, but sufficient

information has not been developed to report at this time. R. D. Baldwin, system
industrial engineer—maintenance of way, Pennsylvania Railroad, is chairman of this

subcommittee but is unable to be with us today.

Assignment 10—Ballast

Chairman Deno: E. L. Robinson, Jr., superintendent, Haystack Mountain Devel-
opment Company, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fc Railway, is chairman of this subcom-
mittee and will present the report

E. L. Robinson, Jr.: In Bulletin 584, February 1964, pages 508 to 510, incl., rec-

ommended ballast sections and ballast quantity graphs were presented as information.

The recommended sections and graphs were adopted for publication in the Manual by
an affirmative vote of the members in session at the 64th Annual Convention. After

adoption, your committee withdrew the recommendations published in Bulletin 584 for

the purpose of making further study of these recommendations.

Your committee published its final recommended ballast sections and ballast quan-
tity graphs in Bulletin 598, February 1966, pages 539 to 541, incl., and now submits

this material for adoption and publication in the Manual. The specific recommendations
of your committee are as follows:

Delete Ballast Sections for Single and Multiple Track on Tangents and Curves,

Manual pages 1-2-6 to 1-2-12, incl., substituting therefore the ballast sections appear-
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ing on pages 539 to 541, incl., and the Ballast Quantity Charts, Graphs 1 to 4, incl..

following page 540 in Bulletin 598, February 1966.

Mr. President, I so move.

[The motion was duly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.]

Assignment 11—Control of Vegetation, Collaborating with Communi-

cation and Signal Section, AAR
CHAiRiLAX Dexo: D. H. Yazell, engineer of vegetation control, Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe Railway, is chairman of this subcommittee and will present the report.

D. H. Y.azell: We present to the Association as information new material entitled

"Railroad Vegetation Control." Comments and crticism are invited; and after further

study, this material will be presented to the Association one year hence with the rec-

ommendation that it be included in the Manual. This appears in the February' 1966

Bulletin 598 on pages 542 through 545.

In addition. Rockwell Smith of the .A.AR is planning a vegetation control confer-

ence, tentativelv set for the first week in November 1966 in Chicaso.

CHAiRii.Ax Dexo: In this period of rapid advancement in scientific achievement,

it appears ine\'itable that nuclear power will find application in the railroad field. One

possible application which has been mentioned is excavation in connection with new

line construction and line relocation.

One of Committee Is members undoubtedly has become better informed on this

possible application than any other railroad man, and the committee has asked him to

address the Association on this subject. The speaker really needs no introduction. He is

a past president of AREA and is chief engineer—system, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Railway, who will speak to you on "An Application of Nuclear Excavation to Railroad

Use." May I present R. H. Beeder.

[Mr. Beeder's address begins on next page.]
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An Application of Nuclear Excavation to Railroad Use

By R. H. BEEDER
Chief Engineer—System, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway

I am sure that all of us have locations on our railroads where the need for line

chanjies to secure operating economies is clear and evident. In many of those cases,

our original locating and construction brethren of the 19th Century were limited in their

selection of routes, grades and curvature by the tools and equipment available to them

in their day. The pick and shovel are not very effective as earth-moving tools and even

the mule and Fresno or the mule and dump cart had many limitations.

Under present-day conditions we must all continually reappraise our railway routes

to maintain our competitive position in a rapidly changing world and undertake such

line changes and relocation projects that will pay us an adequate rate of return on our

investment through savings in fuel, wages, reduced time, reduced distances and similar

items. .\s far as Santa Fe is concerned, the rapid expansion of population and industry

in the Pacific Coast states is placing extreme demands on the transportation facilities

serving that region. This expansion has produced a situation where the railroad and

trucking systems are virtually connecting segments of vast transcontinental assembly

lines which move goods and materials to waiting manufacturers and consumers. We
must continue to move such goods and materials with increasing certainty and dispatch.

On that portion of our transcontinental main line, 165 miles long, between Needles

and Barstow, Calif., most of which is across the Mojave Desert, we have one 78-milD

stretch of railroad built in 1883 that is a prime candidate for a relocation project. This

78-mile segment of our present double-track railroad is between the stations of Goffs

and Ash Hill where our line is constructed with a deviation southward from a direct

line between the two stations in order to eliminate passage through the Bristol Moun-
tains, which is a rather high, narrow chain of mountains in the middle of the Mojave
Desert. On our present line, train movements are retarded by 6-deg curves, ascending

grades of 1.46 percent and 2000 ft of elevation which is lost in dropping from an eleva-

tion of 2600 ft at Goffs to a low point of 600 ft at Cadiz and then rising to an eleva-

tion of 1900 ft at Ash Hill. This present location permitted railway construction to go

around the southerly end of the Bristol Mountains, but with proper earth-moving

equipment to cut through the mountains on a direct line, a new location would shorten

the distance some 15 miles. Additionally, the maximum grade on a new line would only

be 1 percent with a maximum curvature of only 1 deg, thereby saving more than an

hour in travel time.

Of course, passage through the Bristol Mountains could be negotiated with a tun-

nel about 2 miles long, which would be quite expensive and costly to maintain. \ tunnel

route would be economically feasible, but even greater economies could be promoted
by cutting a channel about 2 miles long through the Bristol Mountains by the use of

thermonuclear devices designed by the .Atomic Energy Commission.

Experimental work has been going on for several years under the AEC's "Plow-

share Program" to develop peaceful applications for nuclear explosives, and much of the

field work has been carried forward on these devices adopted to remove extremely large

quantities of earth and rock at its Nevada Test Site about 70 miles northwest of Las

Vegas, Nev. During those years Santa Fe had been keeping in close touch with the

progress of the experiments, and the detonation of Project Sedan on July 6, 1962,

triggered our entry into this field as a working partner of the AEC. Project Sedan was

a 100-kiloton nuclear cratering experiment which was highly successful in displacing

(Text continued on page 746)
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Fig 1—Pre-shot check-out of the 100-kiloton explosive in the Project

Sedan experiment. The upper or thinner cylinder contains experimental

hardware, while the explosive is contained in the larger diameter bottom

cylinder.
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Fig. 2—Aerial view of Sedan Crater some weeks after the event, which
occurred on July 6, 1962, at the AEC Nevada Test Site. Preparations for
post-shot exploratory drilling are underway in the crater bottom. The drill

rig in the upper left is performing some unrelated work. The diameter of
the crater is about 1200 ft, with a depth of some 320 ft.
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Fig. 3—View from the lip of Sedan Crater showing men at work in the

crater bottom as well as along the slopes. Sedan was also designed to pro-

vide data on safety problems related to radioactivity, seismic effects, and

air blast; and to provide answers to technical questions concerning the

prediction of results, especially crater sizes. Decay of radioactivity from
such detonations is quite rapid; for example, workers returned for short

periods to the crater lip five or six days after the detonation.
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about 7,500,000 cu yd, or about 12,000,000 tons, of earth by a single device. After this

event occurred, I wrote the AEC and outlined the characteristics of a possible railroad

relocation between Goffs and Ash Hill where we felt that a row-shot series of detona-

tions with thermonuclear devices could carve out a channel through the Bristol

Mountains.

In our meetings with the AEC, we found that the California State Division of

Highways was concurrently investigating possible shorter routes for U. S. Highway 66,

which will become Interstate Highway 40, in the same vicinity and had tentatively

selected the same general line found by the Santa Fe. In such a situation, all three of us

joined together to undertake a feasibility study which we decided to term "Project

Carryall."

After several months of intensive study by a group of railway, highway and gov-

ernment engineers. Project Carryall was pronounced technically and economically

feasible. Additionally, it is generally well known that some similar type of row-shot

demonstration test must be conducted at some location to evaluate results and to docu-

ment the many phenomena that occur in such a detonation before any knowledgeable

work could be undertaken to construct a canal between the North and South

Americas with thermonuclear devices. We feel that our selected location for nuclear

explosives through the Bristol Mountains in the Mojave Desert would be ideal as it

would then serve a useful purpose for both railway and highway use, rather than con-

ducting such an experiment in some other remote desert region where it would soon lie

forgotten and useless.

Of prime importance to both the Santa Fe and the California State Division of

Highways is the fact that our ability to use a nuclear cut in this location would save

about $8,000,000 over the cost of a route location by conventional construction methods.

In this whole field of nuclear and even conventional explosives, the Atomic Energy

Commission has been extremely active, especially through its Lawrence Radiation

Laboratory at Livermore, Calif., and a number of other tests besides Project Sedan

have been conducted that are oriented toward peaceful applications of nuclear explosives.

From our viewpoint, one of the most important was "Project Dugout," which was

detonated on June 24, 1964, at the Nevada Test Site. Project Dugout was a chemical-

explosive, row-charge experiment in hard basaltic rock to develop further understand-

ing of the fundamental processes involved in row-charge cratering and to extend row-

charge cratering experience from detonations in unconsolidated alluvium material to

hard rock. Project Dugout involved the simultaneous detonation of five 20-ton, chem-

ical, high-explosive charges, which resulted in a channel-shaped crater about 287 ft long,

with an average depth of 25 ft and an average width of about 136 ft. It is felt that all

of these lesser experiments, including Project Carryall or one very similar to it, are

vital to the preliminary work before undertaking a sea-level isthmian canal connecting

the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

Of course, it is recognized that the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, signed more than two

years ago, will have some effect on Project Carryall and similar nuclear detonations,

and those effects are extremely difficult to evaluate as they require assessment of the

international situation concerning underground nuclear explosions. Although it is a per-

.sonal opinion, it would appear that the United States can not afford to withdraw from

the intention to proceed with their programs for developing the peaceful uses of nuclear

explosives within the framework of the Treaty. Under those conditions, excavation for

construction jobs by nuclear blasting has an excellent chance for practical usage within

the next few years, and the use of the techniques involved in removing extremely large

quantities of earth and rock with thermonuclear devices will permit favorable consid-

eration of projects that would not be economical with today's conventional methods.
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Mr. Boeder, again the Association is in your riebt for a job well done. Your tali<

and pictures on how railroads can harness thermonuclear explosions to its benefit is

both interesting and timely. It certainly shows that railroad engineers have the where-
withall to take modern technological developments and apply them to their work.
Again, thank you for your most interesting and timely contribution to the .success of
this Convention.

Mr. Deno, we thank you for the presentation by your committee and for the
accomplishments of this past year. You and the members of Committee 1 are excused
with the thanks of the Association. [Applause]

Closing Business Session

President Johnston: Members of the Association, ladies and guests:

On at least two occasions I have had the opportunity to advise you that, effective

with the close of this Convention, the present treasurer of our Association, A. B. Hill-
man, retired chief engineer of the Belt Railway of Chicago, and the Chicago & Western
Indiana Railroad, has found it necessary to resign his position as treasurer after having
served in this capacity for a little over 13J^ years.

Mr. Hillman, I am sure, is well aware of the deep appreciation of the Board of

Direction and the membership generally for the valuable services he has rendered to
the Association as its treasurer, which has continued through some 7 years of his retire-

ment from active railroad service.

I would like to call upon our former executive secretary, Neal D. Howard, to

propose a resolution to this effect.

Neal D. Howard: Thank you. President Johnston.

Gentlemen, as a long-time friend and admirer of Mr. Hillman, with whom I was
privileged to work through most of my years as your executive secretary, I am delighted
to have been asked to present this resolution for your consideration and adoption:

Whereas, .Arthur B. Hillman, retired chief engineer of the Belt Railway of Chicago
and the Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad, and a member of the American Railwav
Engineering Association since 1921, has served as treasurer of this .Association since Julv
1952, and now requests retirement from that office, and

Whereas, he has faithfully discharged all the duties of his office, with accurate and
succinct annual reports to the Association each year; be it

Resolved: That the membership generally, in Convention assembled on March 16,
1966, express to him its deep appreciation of his dedicated and able service to the
Association as its treasurer over these many years; and be it further

Resolved: That the membership extend to Mr. Hillman its warmest personal
regards as a valued member of the Association since 1921, and wishes for him many
additional years of health and happiness in his retirement; and be it further

Resolved: That this resolution be spread on the minutes of this meeting, and that
a copy he presented to Mr. Hillman. [.'\pplause]

President Johnston: Thank you, Mr. Howard. May I have a motion for the
adoption of this resolution?

Vice President Trissal: I move adoption of the resolution.

[The motion was duly seconded.]

President Johnston: Will all those in favor please stand.

[The audience aro.se and applauded.]

President Johnston [continuing]: The resolution has been adopted unanimously.
Gentlemen, this is something we have added to our re.gular procedure of closing
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business. Il really tails between the end of the regular session and the Closing Business

Session, and I wiil now proceed with the Closing Business Session. However, before

doing that, 1 think you will be interested to know that the final registration for the

Convention is as follows: Railroad men, 745. Non-railroad men, 502. Total, 1,247.

I think this is a very good attendance at this non-exhibition Convention.

The Closing Business Session of our Convention includes the installation of the new

officers for the ensuing year. First, I want to take this opportunity to thank all who

contributed to the work of our Association during the past year and to the success of

this Convention. Our Association has had another productive year. This is true because

so many of you gave so generously of your time and effort, which I assure you has

been appreciated.

There are so many to whom I am personally indebted that I cannot possibly name

them all here, but I do want to express my personal appreciation for the splendid coop-

eration of our officers and directors, our committee chairmen and members, and all

others who contributed in any way.

I certainly want to express my sincere appreciation and the appreciation of the

.Association to Mr. Hodgkins and the staff of the secretary's office for the splendid

manner in which they have conducted the Association's affairs during the past year.

Their careful attention to every detail in the planning and execution of the Association

programs and publications, many times under difficult circumstances, has been invaluable

to the Association, the Board of Direction, and to me.

The Committee on Convention Arrangements, under the direction of Jim Risk,

did an outstanding job in connection with their usual multitude of assignments in

arranging for this Convention. These well-planned conventions do not just happen.

Other than our past presidents, few are in a position to know the multitude of details

handled by this committee, and how easily things could go awry if it were not for

their diligence.

I join Mrs. Johnston and thank all those ladies who, with Mrs. Hodgkins, gave so

generously of their time in assisting with the social functions of our Convention for the

ladies. Our sincere thanks to thena.

Is there any other business to come before this meeting?

Past President C. J. Code: Mr. President, may I have the privilege of the rostrum?

President Johnston: Certainly, Mr. Code.

Past President Code: This session marks the close of another successful year in the

Association's history. It has been marked by one outstanding milestone in the holding

of the first successful regional meeting. Not the least of your efforts, Mr. Johnston, has

been your attendance at some 20 out of 22 scheduled committee meetings. That your

efforts and your support of many activities have borne fruit is evident to anyone who

has had the privilege of attending this Convention.

The way you do it makes it look easy, but I am sure your efforts have not been

without sacrifice on your part, and long hours spent at your desk in Montreal, in order

to take care of your own multiple obligations and still find time to work for the

Association.

Having seen how hard you work at your own job in order to make it possible for

you to work hard for the Association, it is a particular pleasure for me at this time,

on behalf of the Association, to present you with this plaque. It is further a pleasure

because you are a citizen of our neighboring country to the north, who.>;e friendship

we value so highly.

The plaque reads:
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THE AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION RECORDS ITS GRATEFUL
APPRECIATION TO AL ION VINCEN !' JOHNSTON FOR HIS ABLE ADMLMSTRATION OF
THE AFFAIRS OF IHK ASSOCIATION Dl'RING HIS TI:RM AS PRESIDENT, 1965 1<J66.

[Applause]

President Johnston: Thank you very much, Charlie. We have been working
fairly closely together in recent months, and Charlie knows whereof he speaks when
he talks about my desk. I was ashamed of it on several occasions when he came in,

but it is just one of the facts of life.

I do appreciate your remarks very much. This is one of the things that makes
this year worth while—to know that I have made so many new friends and have con-

tinued my good association with the older ones. Charlie is one of the older ones, so I

won't include him in this year's group.

Your presentation of this plaque is one of the finest things that has happened to

me at this Convention. We have a place picked out for it in our home, where it will be

mounted. Charlie knows we have a new, modern office building with fancy movable

walls, and if you get fired today they can have the walls down tomorrow and somebody
else can have it rearranged to suit him. One of the things that our building manage-

ment has stressed is that there shall be nothing on the walls except a very austere

calendar. That prevents me from hanging this plaque in my office, but I know it is

going to look nicer and I will appreciate it more at home.

The close of our Annual Convention each year brings with it not only a feeling

of satisfaction, but some regrets because it brings to an end the service of several mem-
bers of our Board of Direction. I want to thank each member of the Board for his

counsel, advice and support, and especially those members who, having completed their

term of office, are retiring from the Board,

The closing of this meeting also completes the service on the Board of Past Presi-

dent L. A. Logglns, chief engineer, Texas and Louisiana Lines, Southern Pacific Com-
pany. The Constitution provides that past presidents will remain on the Board for two

years after completion of their term as president. We are deeply indebted to Mr. Log-

gins for his long and valuable service to our Association—both in an official and an

unofficial capacity—and, although he will be off the Board, I am sure he will still he

called upon for counsel and advice as important matters require.

Mr. Loggins, will you please stand and be recognized. [Applause]

Other members of the Board of Direction completing their terms of service are

these directors:

A. L. Sams, vice president and chief engineer, Illinois Central Railroad. [Applause]

B. B. Lewis, professor of railway engineering, Purdue University. [Applause]

H. M. Williamson, chief engineer—system. Southern Pacific Company. [Applause]

These men have served our Association well in their official capacity on the Board,

and I want to express our deep appreciation to each of them. [Applause]

It is now my privilege and pleasure to present the new directors and officers you

have elected for the ensuing year. As I read your name, please come to the speaker's

table and take your place at my right.

G. V. Guerin, chief engineer. Great Northern Railway.

C. Neufeld, assistant chief engineer, Canadian Pacific Railway.

H. W. Kellogg, regional assistant chief engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.

F. H. McGuigan, assistant engineer of structures, Missouri Pacific Railroad.

Gentlemen, I welcome you as directors of the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation. It is an office of high honor and responsibility that you are assuming. I know
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you will enjoy your service on the Board of Direction and will brin^ much of value

to its deliberations. Congratulations, gentlemen. You may be seated. [Applause]

As you all know from the announcement of the results of the 1966 election of

officers at the Annual Luncheon yesterday, one of the incumbent members of the Board

of Direction has been honored by being elected junior vice president one year before

his term of office was to end. Accordingly, the Board of Direction has elected D. C.

Hastings, vice president—operations, Atlantic Coast Line Railroad, to fill out the unex-

pired term. Mr. Hastings was due to complete his term on the Board but has agreed

to serve another year. We are very pleased that his knowledge and experience will con-

tinue to be felt on the Board. Unfortunately Mr. Hastings was unable to be with us

at this Convention.

It is most appropriate that we now officially install our new Treasurer, A. B. Hill-

man, Jr., chief engineer. Belt Railway of Chicago. Mr. Hillman, will you please come

to the platform and sit at my left. [Applause]

Mr. Hillman, I congratulate you upon your election as treasurer of our Association.

We know you will serve as dependably and faithfully as your father has. Please

be seated.

Our new senior vice president is T. B. Hutcheson, chief engineer, Seaboard Air Line

Railroad, who under the Constitution of our Association automatically advances to

this position from that of junior vice president. Mr. Hutcheson, will you please come

to the platform.

Mr. Hutcheson, it is with much satisfaction that I see you advance to this position

of greater responsibility in the Association, knowing from your past service on the Board

that you will discharge this greater responsibihty with distinction. [Applause]

Your newly elected junior vice president is H. E. Wilson, assistant chief engi-

neer—system, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, and one of our directors. Mr.

Wilson, will you please come to the platform and take your place beside Mr. Hutcheson.

Mr. Wilson, I congratulate you upon your election as junior vice president and

continued service on the Board of Direction. You and Mr. Hutcheson will make a

splendid team of vice presidents. You may be seated. [Applause]

Our new president is J. M. Trissal, vice president, IlUnois Central Railroad. To

accord Mr. Trissal the proper recognition, I have asked Past Presidents O'Rourke and

Beeder to escort him to the platform at this time. [Applause]

Mr. Trissal, I congratulate you upon your election to the highest position of honor

in this Association, and I now proclaim you president. Even if unofficial, I also proclaim

Mrs. Trissal the first lady of the Association. [Applause]

I share the confidence which has been placed in you by our membership, and it is

with pleasure and satisfaction that I turn over the responsibility of president to you.

In so doing, I want to present you with this solid gold pin, which bears these words

engraved on the back: "J. M. Trissal, President, 1966-1967." It is the official emblem

of the AREA, and I am sure you will wear it with pleasure to yourself and honofU to

the Association. [Applause]

[Mr. Trissal assumed the Presidency.]

President Trissal: Alton, I greatly appreciate the honor in receiving this pin. I

want you to know this is the first time since I received my Illinois Central service pin

that my lapel has been vacant, but this morning it was vacant for this pin, and I will

continue to wear it.

I am particularly honored in receiving this high position because I am a member

of a minority group—not one of the culturally deprived or ethnic groups—but a mem-

Bul. 600
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her of (In- Klcclrical group. Vhv first 25 years of my railroad service were spent in the

signal, electrical and communication departments; and while 1 have not researched the

subject thoroughly, I believe I am the first reformed signalman to ever have this honor.

I greatly appreciate it, and I will do my level best to do the job in a manner that will

enhance the Association.

We are going to miss the sage counsel of Lee Loggins, Allen Sams, Harry William-

son and Professor Lewis next year. We have some new and excellent directors, and I

am sure with the help of Tom and Hal and the other Board members we shall have a

successful year.

We likewise are going to need the full assistance of all the committee chairmen and

committee members as well as every member of the Association. I certainly hope that

support will be forthcoming.

You have all heard the old cliche that any time a man is honored by his associates,

standing behind him is a loyal wife and an astonished mother-in-law. My mother-in-

law has long since departed this world, but my good wife is here and I would like her

to stand and take a bow. [Applause]

As I say, we are going to put everybody to work, and in order to get started on

that program the Arrangements Committee and the Board will meet in the Louis XVI
Room immediately after the close of this meeting.

Is there any other business to come before this meeting?

.\. L. Sams [Illinois Central]; Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen:

It has become something of a tradition in the AREA that the incoming President

is presented with a gavel along with the congratulations of his fellow employees on his

railroad. I am happy to say we are carrying on in that tradition today.

Your new president mentioned that his first 25 years of service were in the signal

department, so we have done something to commemorate that as well as some of his

later achievements on the railroad. We have prepared a gavel, the handle of which is

made from a switch pole that I am sure Mr. Trissal has used many times. A switch

pole is a wooden-handled device that is used to operate the overhead switches on the

electrified suburban lines, to turn the current on and off. I am sure Mr. Trissal in his

earlier days frequently had an opportunity to use one of these switch poles.

The working part of the gavel, the head, commemorates one of his very fine

achievements in his later service on the Illinois Central. As you may know, Mr. Trissal

has been very actively engaged in the sale of air rights. The last sale of air rights,

which occurred not too long ago, was to the Outer Drive East Corporation. Mr. Trissal,

you will remember that in that sale it was necessary for us to tear down part of one

of our freight houses. We salvaged some material from that freight house, part of

which was a maple post. The head of this gavel is made out of that maple post. May I

present this to you, Mr. Trissal, with our congratulations and best wishes for a very

happy and effective administration. We promise to do all we can to make it so.

[Applause]

President Trissal: Thank you, Allen. You boys have been very ingenious. The

last time I used a switch pole, it was covered with ice and I had rubber gloves on.

Incidentally, did we ever get paid for that freight house? [Laughter]

Is there any other business to come before the Convention? If not, I declare the

65th Annual Convention of the American Railway Engineering Association and the

concurrent session of the Engineering Division, Association of American Railroads,

adjourned.

[The meeting adjourned sine die at 12:10 pm]
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American Railway Engineering Association

—

Past, Present and Future*

By A. V. JOHNSTON
President, American Railvay Engineering Association

Chief Engineer, Canadian National Railways

Mr. Chairman, members of AREA and guests:

It is a pleasure, and an honor, to appear on the program this morning and have

the opportunity to tell you something about the American Railwa\' Engineering

.Association—its history, accomplishments and aspirations.

First Meeting
Spurred by the requests of a relatively small group of railway engineering officers,

H. P. Robinson, editor of Railway .\ge Magazine, took the iniative in 1898 to organize

an engineering and maintenance association by circularizing all the principal roads,

to announce that an organizational meeting would be held at the Auditorium Hotel,

Chicago, on October 21, 1898. A total of 17 persons, including Mr. Robinson, showed

up at this meeting, but not discouraged by the small attendance this group established

the foundation of the new organization. A chairman and a secretary were selected and

committees were established to select a name for the organization, and to prepare a

constitution and by-laws. It was also decided to hold the next meeting in March 1899,

at Buffalo, N. Y.

The following year was a busy and trying one for the small group of railway

officers who were dedicated to the idea of estabhshing this new organization. Much
criticism and opposition developed from railway officials and others against the forma-

tion of a new engineering association and its fate hung in the balance for several

months. However the work of preparing the constitution went forward and was com-

pleted in time to permit a meeting to be called for March 30, 1899, for the purpose of

adopting the constitution and estabhshing a permanent organization. This meeting was

declared open to "all officials of American railways interested in the operation, con-

struction or maintenance of railways." There were two important items of business on

the agenda—consideration and adoption of the constitution, and the election of officers

of a permanent organization. After specifying that the name of the association was to

be "The American Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way .Association," the

constitution provided that the offices of the .Association were to be located at Chicago,

and that its objective was to be "The advancement of knowledge pertaining to the

scientific and economic location, construction, operation and maintenance of railways."

This objective remains unchanged to the present day.

The constitution specified only two classes of members—active and honorary—and

stipulated that "Persons who are exclusively engaged in the sale or promotion of rail-

road patents or appliances shall not be eligible for membership in this .Association."

The initiation fee was fixed at $10 and dues were to be $10 annually.

What has turned out to be one of the most important provisions of the constitu-

tion was the one specifying that the work of investigating and reporting on technical

subjects would be carried out by standing committees appointed by the Board of Direc-

tion. This arrangement has continued without change, and the achievements of our

committees throughout the life of the Association are a testimonial to its .soundness.

* Addres.s presented October 13, 1965, to the First RcKional Mi-ctinR. Amcriian Kailway I'.nKinrcriiiK

Association, .Sheraton Motor Inn, Portland, Ore.
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First Officers Elected

The constitution was approved with very little, if any, discussion and immediately

a nominating committee was appointed to choose a slate of officers for the permanent

organization. The first president chosen at that meeting was J. F. Wallace, previously

chief engineer, and at that time assistant vice president of the Illinois Central Railroad.

In reviewing the history of the AREA it was interesting to me to find that, from the

very beginning, officers of the Canadian railways played an active and dominant part

in the formation of AREA. The chief engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway was

elected the first vice president, and a general superintendent of the Grand Trunk Rail-

way was elected a director at the Buffalo meeting. Several Canadians were also

appointed to membership on the 14 standing committees which were established by the

Board of Direction at a meeting in Chicago on May 12, 1899. These committees were

instructed to have reports ready for presentation at the first convention which was to

be held on March 14 and IS, 1900, in Chicago.

First Convention

When the first Annual Convention was convened on March 14, 1900, the organ-

ization was a going concern. Every committee except one had a written report, some

of which were surprisingly comprehensive. The report of the Committee on Rail

included the history of the evolution of rail sections, with important developments listed

by the year of occurrence, going back as far as 1602. Principally, however, the initial

reports were statements of the work which the committees expected to accomplish in

future years.

With 101 members and guests in attendance the first convention equalled the most

optimistic expectations, and stands out as one of the most significant events in the

history of the Association. The organization had achieved its maturity practically at its

first regular meeting and there was no prolonged period of struggle in which the fate of

the Association hung in the balance. The potential value of the Association as a con-

structive force in the railway field was demonstrated by the fact that the charter

membership totaled 283 when the roster was closed on March IS, 1900. By 1901 the

membership had increased to 359 and continued to grow steadily, passing the 1000 mark

in 1912. At the present time the membership stands at just under 3400.

Subsequent Changes

The general pattern of organization and activities of the Association, as established

during the first year of its existence has, in broad terms, remained unchanged to the

present day, due principally to the wisdom and foresight of those original founding

members. The constitution has been amended when circumstances made this necessary,

but the basic provisions of the original document have been retained and still form the

broad base on which the present structure of the Association is built.

One event of significance was the change in the name of the organization to

"American Railway Engineering Association," which was approved, by a membership

vote, as an amendment to the constitution in 1911.

Another noteworthy event was the affiliation of the AREA with the American Rail-

way Association (now the Association of American Railroads) in 1919, when it became

the Construction and Maintenance Section of the Engineering Division of the ARA.

Thus AREA took on a new role. Its president and secretary automatically became

the chairman and secretary of the Construction and Maintenance Section, Engineering

Division, ARA, and all AREA standing and special committees had a corresponding

status in the Construction and Maintenance Section. This dual identity even extended
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to the Annual Convention of the AREA which became also the Annual Meeting of

the Construction and Maintenance Section of the ARA Engineering Division. The new

arrangement had advantages for both groups and for the railroads as a whole. For

instance, the expense of maintaining the secretarial office was shared, and the ARA
extended financial support for research projects of the AREA committees. There is

every indication that the affiliation of the two groups resulted in more prompt approval

and wider use by the railroads of the recommended practices of the AREA.

On October 10, 1934, the ARA was consolidated with the Association of Railway

Executives and other groups to form the Association of American Railroads. A proposal

was advanced to the AREA to relinquish its separate identity and amalgamate with

the new Association, but it was rejected. Instead an arrangement similar to the one

with the ARA was continued and remained in effect until 1961. At that time, because

of consolidations taking place within the AAR, the AREA became the full Engineering

Division of the AAR, and its Board of Direction became the General Committee of the

Engineering Division.

Work of the Committees

The standing and special committees provide the principal means for the Association

to continue its work. The evolution of the committees to their present advanced state

of efficiency is, in many respects, the most absorbing chapter in the history of the

organization. At the same time it demonstrates the great adaptability of the Association

in a changing environment so that, after two thirds of a century in existence, its capacity

for constructive efforts continues to increase.

A passing reference has already been made to the formation of the original

committees. In 1899, Secretary L. C. Fritch acting on the instructions of the first Board

of Direction, prepared an outline of work involving the appointment of 14 standing

committees. These committees, by number and name, were as follows:

1—Graduation 8—Masonry

2—Ballasting 9—Signs, Fences, Crossings and Cattle

3—Ties Guards

4—Rail 10—Signalling and Interlocking Plants

5—Track 11—Reports, Records and Accounts

6—Buildings 12—Uniform Rules, Organization

7—Bridges and Trestles 13—Water Service

14—Yards and Terminals

A number of subsequent standing committees originally came into existence as

special committees. Committee 29—Waterproofing, existed as the Special Committee on

Waterproofing of Railway Structures from 1931 to 1946 before being given permanent

status. Another is Committee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses, which was organized in

1935 as the Special Committee on Live Load and Impact. It was made a standing

committee in 1946. The latest example is the Special Committee on Continuous Welded

Rail, which last year became Committee 31—Continuous Welded Rail.

Such special committees, in fact, can take credit for many of the imi)ortant achieve-

ments of the Association. Being organized to deal with particular problems, the special

committees are considered to be temporary in nature, and many of them have been.

However, one of the outstanding examples, in the extent and value of these achieve-

ments, was the Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track, which was in existence

for 28 years, considerably longer than some of the so-called standint' conmiittces.
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While some of the original standing committees were subsequently disbanded or

merged with other groups, the total number of standing committees kept increasing

until in 19,57 there were 28 in existence. Since that time, further changes have resulted

in a gradual decline until at present there are 22 standing committees, of which only

five of those listed in the first outline of work retain their original number and names.

These five committees are:

4—Rail 8—Masonry
5—Track 14—Yards and Terminals

6—Buildings

Publications

From the very beginning there was full appreciation of the vital role of publications

in the work of the Association. Soon after the first convention a volume was published

containing the proceedings of that meeting, including the president's address, the report

of the secretary, the committee reports, together with the discussion which followed

their presentations, a list of standing committees with an outline of committee work,

the constitution, the membership list, and a reproduction of some circulars that had

been issued during the formative period. In every subsequent year a similar volume

with certain variations in content has been published.

The publication of a monthly Bulletin is another activity that has been carried on

since shortly after the Association was started. The decision to issue this monthly

Bulletin was reached at a meeting of the Board of Direction on May 9, 1902, to begin

in September of that year, with each issue to contain the report of one or more com-

mittees. In the beginning the Bulletin was issued 12 times annually, and in addition to

the committee reports, contained articles submitted by members on subjects of current

interest. Through the years the Bulletin has undergone a gradual transformation. The

number of annual issues has been reduced from 12 to 7, 6 of which contain committee

reports and occasionally a special study or monograph. The March Bulletin, normally

referred to as the Year Book Issue, contains the reports of the executive secretary,

and treasurer, a reprint of the constitution, lists of past and present officers and the

membership list, both alphabetically and by railroads. Starting in 1961 the six Bulletins

containing the reports of the committees have been prepunched so that, with the receipt

of the June-July Convention Issue they can be bound in a suitable cover, supplied

free by the Association, to form the Annual Proceedings. This innovation has eliminated

the duplicate printing, handling and shipping of the former bound copies of the

Proceedings, with a very substantial saving in cost.

The Annual Proceedings Volumes provide a record of all the formal reports pre-

pared and presented by the committees, including those offered and accepted as infor-

mation, as well as conclusions adopted as recommended practice. But it soon became

apparent that material comprising the recommended practices of the Association would

have to be compiled in a manner which would permit reference to specific information

without a full search of the Proceedings. It was decided at a meeting of the Board of

Direction held on December 4, 1902, that all material adopted as recommended practice

by the Association would be published from time to time in a volume entitled "The

Manual of Definitions, Specifications and Principles of Practice."

The first Manual, containing 175 pages, was published in 1905 in bound-book form.

It was recognized that such a Manual could not be allowed to remain static, but that

it must be kept almost constantly under revision to be of significant value. Consequently,

revised and progressively larger editions were issued at frequent intervals, specifically

in 1907, 1911, 1915, 1921 and 1929 when it had grown to 1531 pages.
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As the successive editions of the Manual were issued at Intervals of several years,

it soon became evident that any changes in recommended practice would have to be

made available annually in a convenient form. The practice of issuing a supplement to

the Manual after each Convention, and publishing it in one of the summer bulletins,

was started in 1912 and continued as long as the Manual was published in bound-

book form.

This method of publishing the recommended practices had at least one serious

disadvantage—a person making use of the Manual, say in 1935, would find it necessary

to refer first to the 1929 edition and then trace the subject of his particular interest

through the Manual supplements for all the intervening years. For this as well as other

reasons it was decided in 1935 to make a thorough study of the Manual. A special

committee of the Board of Direction was created and the task assigned to this com-

mittee was probably the most important single undertaking ever to be carried out

involving Association publications.

The physical form of the Manual was the first subject considered by the special

committee. The main question was whether the bound-book form should be continued

or a loose-leaf form adopted. Investigation showed that the loose-leaf form was superior

in several respects and the special committee recommended that it be adopted.

In addition to the decision to adopt the loose-leaf form of binder, the special com-

mittee recommended a number of other important changes, including the compilation

of all definitions previously published throughout the book into a consolidated glossary

of terms. The outcome of this effort was a new Manual, incorporating the recommenda-

tions of the special committee, which became available to members in 1937. Since then

there have been five reprintings of the Manual, the last in 1962. Because of a substantial

increase in content, with the present edition containing about 2500 pages, each Manual

issued since 1945 consists of two volumes.

The publications of the AREA are not confined to the Bulletin, the Proceedings

and the Manual. One of its best known publications is the Portfolio of AREA Track-

work Plans. Drawings showing recommended plans for trackwork, prepared by the

Track Committee, were issued as early as 1912. Since that time there has been a gradual

but steady increase in the scope of these plans, and eventual publication in the form

of the present Portfolio. Supplements are issued from time to time, the latest in 1965.

The bi-monthly pamphlet "AREA News", first published in September 1944, con-

tinues to serve a vital need within the Association. The News provides a medium for

keeping the members informed of current happenings and future events. In addition to

conveying specific information, it is intended to impart among individual members, a

feeling of closer identity with the organization as a whole, and serves as a periodical

reminder that Association activities continue throughout the year, and do not terminate

at the close of the Annual Convention.

Research

Research is essential to better and more economical railway transportation, and the

AREA has always been keenly aware of the necessity for research as an important part

of the committee activities. While the major research efforts of AREA, on the basis of

dollars expended, have occurred during the past 25 years, it must not be thought that

the Association's interest in research is limited to that period. As early as 1904, Purdue

University, through W. D. Pence, professor of civil engineering, and a Charter Member
of AREA, extended an invitation to make use of the new drop-testing machine recently

installed in the University's laboratory. The intention was to use the machine in devel-
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oping a standard drop test for steel rails, but the records do not show whether the

machine actually was used for this purpose.

The initial recorded AREA research effort began in 1907, when $9,838 was col-

lected through individual solicitation from railroads and others for an investigation

of the effect of impact on railroad bridges. The first financial assistance from the

American Railway Association was received in 1910, when $6,214 was appropriated to

employ an engineer of tests for the Committee on Rail. In 1913, basic research work

on stresses in railroad track was initiated by the AREA at the University of Illinois,

under the direction of the late Dr. A. N. Talbot.

In view of the early policy estabHshed in the rail investigation and the study of

stresses in railroad track, AREA relied upon ARA for financial support of other projects,

such as the development of transverse-fissure detector equipment and means of pre-

venting such internal defects. The rail manufacturers also participated in this latter

investigation. While outstanding results were obtained from these projects, they were

conducted at a disadvantage because of a lack of a coordinating body. Each investiga-

tion was carried out independently, and it was not until 1938 that action was taken to

organize the research activities of the Engineering Division of the AAR on a permanent

continuing basis. In that year, the AAR established an initial budget of $78,158 for

organized research and appointed G. M. Magee to the position of research engineer,

Engineering Division, reporting to the General Committee of the Division. During the

next decade the research program continued to develop steadily and in 1949 the AAR
appropriated $372,451 for Engineering Division research.

In 1948, the AAR approved an expenditure of $600,000 to construct a research

laboratory on the campus of the Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago. The labora-

tory was constructed during 1949, officially opened in May 1950, and since that time

has served as the focal point for AAR-AREA engineering research. In 1957, a new

separate Engineering Laboratory was constructed at a cost of $470,000 for the building,

and $250,000 for new equipment. Since January 1958 it has been under the direction of

W. M. Keller, vice president, research, and G. M. Magee, director of engineering

research.

While the activities of the research staff are financed by the AAR, and the staff

members are employed by that Association, the AREA has a strong voice in the con-

tent of the research program, through its committees. Projects in which the AREA is

interested must have an adequate supporting statement from an AREA committee

before being advanced for approval, and are not undertaken without at least tacit

approval of the appropriateness of the procedure in the light of actual experience. The

conclusions and final report must also bear the committee's endorsement.

The need and demand for scientific research is more essential today than ever

before. The scientific research worker is better trained and better equipped to open up

and pursue new and more extensive areas of investigation. I am certain, therefore, that

railroad research activities will continue to grow and expand, to the ultimate benefit

of one of the largest and most essential industries on the American continent.

The AREA Today

So far my remarks have been directed principally to the past of the Association,

and the history of its growth, but many of you I am sure and particularly the younger

men in railway employment, and the students who are here today, are more interested

in what AREA is doing right now and what can be expected of it in the future. AREA
continues to be a vital, dvnamic organization still dedicated to the original objective
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of "The advancement of knowledge pertaining to the scientific and economic location,

construction, operation and maintenance of railways."

Total membership, this fall, is approaching the 3400 mark, of whom some 1200 are

actively participating in the work of the 22 standing committees and several special

AAR committees, such as the Research Consulting Committee, the Nuclear Research

Committee, Committee on Grade Crossings, Committee on Clearances, Committee on

Waterway Projects and the Joint Committee on Relation Between Track and Equip-

ment. While the majority of the members are located in North America, there are a

substantial number throughout the rest of the world, living in many countries and

working on almost as many railroads. Thus, the AREA is known throughout the world

for its leadership in the field of railway engineering. Its specifications and recommended

practices, representing the combined thinking of the foremost engineers in the industry,

are perhaps better known than the Association itself.

The AREA is a working organization. Its members must give as well as receive,

and its success depends on their efforts. The benefits to them vary directly with the

contribution they make to the work and progress of the Association. Membership in

the Association is recognized as evidence of the individual's interest in his own progress,

his profession, his employing railroad and the railroad industry in general.

The 22 standing technical committees are actively engaged in research and study of

projects which are topical and producing results highly beneficial to the well being of

the industry. I hesitate to single out any particular committee, but purely as examples,

without any ranking of importance, I can mention Committee 3—Ties and Wood
Preserv^ation, which is studying the effect of treating wood with plastics and radiation

;

Committee 14—Yards and Terminals, which is studying methods of weighing railway

cars in motion, both coupled and uncoupled on electronic scales. Committee 16—Eco-

nomics of Railway Location and Operation, is studying the feasibility of determining

track maintenance requirements by digital computer analysis. It has also recently taken

on an assignment to study the advantages and disadvantages of real-time and shared-

time use of a central computer by a number of railroads. This committee is also under-

taking to determine what railway engineering problems, activities and functions are

suitable candidates for computer analysis and solution. Committee 24 is actively coop-

erating with universities to maintain an awareness, within the faculty and the student

body, of the advantages of railway professional employment. Committee 31 is deeply

involved with the many problems relating to the fabrication, installation and mainte-

nance of continuous welded rail.

The Association as a whole collaborates with some 20 other technical associations,

which was the subject of the lead-off article in the July-August 1965 issue of the

AREA News. It has also participated as a cooperating sponsor, in two recent ASCE
Transportation Engineering Conferences. It will continue to do so, and has already

agreed to play a similar role in a Transportation Conference, initiated by the ASME,
which will be held in San Francisco during the first week of May in 1066.

I think the foregoing is sufficient on the activities and vitality of the Association,

but my remarks would not be complete without some reference to the very able, con-

scientious and hard-working secretaries who have served AREA throughout the years,

and have contributed so much to its well being and prestige. L. C. Fritch served as

secretary from 1900 to 1906, being elected annually, and also served as president of the

Association in 1910-1911. He was .succeeded as secretary by his brother, E. H. Fritch,

in 1906, continuing in this position until 1937. W. S. Lacher, a graduate engineer, who

was on the editorial staff of Railway Age Magazine, was secretary from 1938 to 1950.
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He was succeeded by X. D. Howard, also a graduate engineer and on the staff of the

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Corporation. Mr. Howard was appointed executive

secretary of the AREA in 1955, and when it was designated as the Engineering Division

of AAR in 1961 he also became its executive vice chairman.

When Mr. Howard retired in July of last year, Earl VV. Hodgkins, again a grad-

uate engineer and also of the Simmons-Boardman staff was appointed executive secre-

tary of AREA and executive vice chairman of the A.^R Engineering Division. In the

short intervening period, Mr. Hodgkins has demonstrated his ability to fill the roll and

carry on in the fine tradition of his predecessors.

Future of AREA
.\nd now what of the future? In thinking about the future, I recall the slogan

which was coined for the golden jubilee anniversary of the Association in 1949, "A past

of achievement—A future of opportunity". Certainly in the intervening 16 years we
have increased our achievements and for the future there is added opportunity. In both

our countries there is a growing awareness on the part of both government and public

of the vital role assigned to the nation's railways. Already in the major cities there has

been a realization and acceptance of the futility of the ever expanding network of high-

ways for the accommodation of private commuter vehicles. We are seeing an accelerated

swing back to the principle of mass transportation systems, which may well be extended

to include medium distance travel. The government of the United States has just

approved a bill authorizing an expenditure of $90 million for research, development and

construction of the track structure and equipment required for high-speed passenger

train operation, initially on the Eastern Seaboard between Boston and Washington. If

this money is spent wisely it should do much to restore the prestige and influence which

the railway industry enjoyed in previous years. This in turn will enhance the attractive-

ness of railway employment and persuade young graduate engineers, of the highest

calibre, that there is a challenging and rewarding future for them in the industry. Young
men of this type have the qualities and attributes which are essential to AREA if it is

to continue performing a useful service within its field. AREA on the other hand can

provide the post-graduate training so essential to these young men in reaching, as quickly

as possible, their full potential of service.

We have an extremely valuable heritage to pass on to railway engineers of the

future. If we are successful, in reaching out and securing the right type of engineering

graduates, first for employment in the industry and second as members of .\RE.'\, I am
convinced our Association will continue to provide the highest quality of service to the

railroads, both individually and collectively.

Thank you very much for your interest and attention.
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March 1, 1966

To THE Members:

The 1965 Association year was born at a record-breaking convention and reared in

one of the most successful years the railroad industry has experienced since the end of

World War II. It is no wonder, then, that the 67th year of the American Railway

Engineering Association was one of progress and accomplishment in virtually all areas

—

financial, publications, committee work, relations with colleges and universities, and

relations with members. Each of these areas, and others, will be covered in subsequent

sections of this report.

Suffice it to say at the outset that the financial condition of the Association is

sound, the committees are as strong as they ever have been, or stronger, the member-
ship situation is healthy, the practices instituted by the Board of Direction have rein-

forced the .area's relations with its members and friends, and the atmosphere sur-

rounding the Association is dynamic and charged with opportunity for strong con-

tributions to the railroad industry, the engineering profession and our countries.

1965 Convention and Exhibit

The highly successful 1965-66 Association year received its impetus from the record-

breaking 1965 Annual Convention and the outstanding exhibit of engineering and main-

tenance of way machines, equipment and material, sponsored by the National Railway

Appliances Association (new part of the Railway Engineering—Maintenance Suppliers

Association), held in conjunction with it, both at McCormick Place, Chicago, with the

Palmer House as the headquarters hotel. The Convention, which, also was the 1965

.Annual Meeting of the Engineering Division, Association of American Railroads, was
held on March 23-25, 1965 and was attended by 1418 railroad members and guests and

1039 non-railroad members and guests—a total of 2457. In addition, 260 wives accom-

panied their husbands to the Convention, registered their attendance and participated

in the ladies' activities.

The previous high for an AREA Convention was registered in 1955, also an exhibit

year at McCormick Place, when 2378 attended—79 less than the 1965 total.

The program followed the same pattern as previous full-scale AREA Conventions.

It consisted of the Annual Reports of each of the Association's 22 standing technical

committees, 14 special features and the Annual Luncheon. The features included addresses,

illustrated papers, demonstrations and a panel discussion.

One of the special features was the Keynote Address at the Opening Session by

R. R. Manion, Vice President, Operations and Maintenance Department, AAR, on

"Where Do We Go from Here?" Another was the principal feature of the Annual

Luncheon—an address by D. S. DeVine, President, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, on

"The Challenge of Change for the Railroads."

Committee 16—Economics of Railway Location and Operation, sponsored an

unusual special feature that was highly informative and very popular. It was a demon-
stration of the time-sharing principle of computer utilization, with an IBM 1050 console

and Dataphone terminal located at McCormick Place which were connected by telephone

circuits to an IBM 7094 computer located in the Computation Center of the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology at Cambridge, Mass. The demonstrations were personally

761
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COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTION

1965—1966

Executive Committee

A. V. Johnston (Chairman), J. M. Trissal, T. B. Hutcheson, L. A. Loggins, T. F.

Burris

Assignments

L. A. Loggins (Chairman), B. B. Lewis, A. L. Sams, M. S. Reid, T. F. Burris

Personnel

H. M. Williamson (Chairman), J. M. Trissal, J. S. Parsons, D. H. Shoemaker, J. B.

Clark

Publications

H. E. Wilson (Chairman), D. C. Hastings, S. H. Poore, J. S. Parsons, J. A. Rust

Manual

F. N. Beighley (Chairman), S. H. Poore, J. A. Rust, T. F. Burris

Membership

T. B. Hutcheson (Chairman), J. B. Clark, D. C. Hastings, B. B. Lewis, F. N. Beighley

Finance

J. M. Trissal (Chairman), A. L. Sams, H. M. Williamson, H. E. Wilson, M. S. Reid

Research

R. H. Beeder (Chairman), Ray McBrian, H. M. Williamson, T. B. Hutcheson, D. H.

Shoemaker

conducted by Prof. C. L. Miller, Head, Department of Civil Engineering, MIT, with

assistance from two graduate students. The IBM equipment at McCormick Place, the

telephone circuits and a closed-circuit television system in the demonstration room were

provided through the courtesy of the International Business Machines Corporation.

First Regional Meeting Held

Members will recall that last year's secretary's report mentioned the historic action

of the Board of Direction on November 6, 1964, in approving the principle of holding

regional meetings in various parts of the country remote from Chicago as an adjunct

to the Annual Convention. Implementing this action, the first AREA regional meeting

was held on October 13, 1965, at the Sheraton Motor Inn, Portland, Ore., under the

chairmanship of H. M. Williamson, an AREA Director and Chief Engineer System,

Southern Pacific Company. Mr. Williamson was assisted by H. F. Moy, Chief Engineer,

Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway, who was in charge of local arrangements.

The success of this meeting went far beyond anyone's expectations and was a

tribute to the organizing abilities and efforts of Mr. Williamson and Mr. Moy. A total

of 203 members and guests heard 6 special features, including addresses by AREA
President A. V. Johnston at the morning session and B. F. Biaggini, President of the

Southern Pacific Company, at a luncheon. Mr. Johnston talked on "The American Rail-
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way Engineering Association—Past, Present and Future;" Mr. Biaggini on the "Role

of the Railroad Civil Engineer."

After evaluating the Portland meeting, the Board of Direction on November 18,

1965, endorsed the concept of regional meetings and requested the secretary to announce

that it will accept requests from various sections of the country for permission to

schedule such meetings. Those members desiring to sponsor a meeting in their region

should discuss the matter among themselves and appoint a representative to present

their proposal in writing to the AREA Board of Direction, through the executive

secretary.

MEMBERSHIP
In his report last year, your secretary pointed out that immediate attention should

be given to AREA membership since the Association had sustained a net loss of 66

members during the 1964-65 membership year ending January 31, 1965, and that a

high level of membership is necessary to maintain a healthy, progressive Association

that can make positive contributions to the railroad industry. Acting on this situation,

the Board of Direction authorized President Johnston to request chief engineering and

maintenance officers of railroads in the United States and Canada to review AREA
membership in their departments and encourage those who were not members to join

and become active in AREA work. This letter was dated June 21, 1965, and was
reproduced in the July-August issue of the AREA News.

The result of this modified membership effort is obvious from the statistics accom-

panying this section of the report—a net loss was still sustained, but a smaller loss

than the previous year (66 in 1964 and 25 in 1965). Actually, the increase in new
members acquired plus the increase in former members who reinstated their member-

ships (49 -(- 23 :=: 72) were barely enough to overcome the deficit of 66 at the start of

the 1965 membership year when compared with the year before. Coupled to the increased

number of members lost through attrition (35)—deceased, resigned and dropped—we

have the deficit figure at the start of the 1966 membership year. This means one thing

to you and me—we will need to recruit approximately 275 new or reinstated members

to only maintain the current level of membership (25 deficit at start of year plus

approximately 250 that will be lost through attrition). To do less than this will further

erode the level of AREA membership.

Membership

(Membership year extends from February 1 to January 31)

Membership Year
1964 1965

Members as of February 1, 1964 (beginning of Membership Year) ... 3398
Members as of February 1, 1965 (beginning of Membership Year) . . . 3332
New Members during year 140 189
Reinstatements during year 17 40
Gain or loss in Junior Members — 14 — 10

3541 3551

Deceased during year SO 39
Resigned during year 51 71

Dropped during year 108 134

209 244

Net gain or loss —66 —25

Membership January 31, 1965 (end of Membership Year) }>2>2,2

Membership January 31, 1966 (end of Membership Year) 3307
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Mf.mbership Classification by Years

(For cadi of I he membership years shoivn, the year begins on February 1, and
ends on January 31 of the following year)

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

Life 482 481 474 400 489 465 449 457

Member 2491 2527 2554 2467 2434 2573 2540 2516

Associate 251 264 288 301 261 270 267 268

Junior 86 101 91 89 77 90 76 66

Totals 3310 3373 3407 3347 3261 3398 3332 3307

A glance at the second table accompanying this section will disturb dedicated

members even more. In the 8-year period covered by the table, the 1965 total is the

second lowest, being only 46 members from that figure and 100 from the highest num-

ber. Were it not for the response of two chief engineers to President Johnston's mem-
bership letter, all other figures being equal, the 1965 figure would be the lowest in the

8-year period. These two staunch AREA members alone added 56 members to our

roster, 23 from one and 33 from the other. An equal effort by only a few other chief

engineers would quickly raise our membership to record levels. Your cooperation in

strengthening our Association is respectfully solicited.

Student Affiliates

Not included in the foregoing membership tabulations are the Student Affiliates

enrolled in the Association on college campuses. On January 31, 1966, 49 students from

28 different campuses had affiliated with AREA, compared with 43 Student Affiliates on

25 campuses one year earlier.

From late 1960, when the Student Affiliate program was started, to the end of the

1965 membership year, the Association had enrolled a total of 161 on 44 different

colleges and universities in the United States and Canada.

It is obvious that the continuation of the Student Affiliate program will require a

new effort at the beginning of and during each school year, both with faculty members

and students. Accordingly, the secretary's office will continue to keep professors and

students appraised of the available valuable, low-cost AREA affihation which is open

to students.

Death Takes Fewer Members

It is a pleasure to report that fewer members died during the year ending January

31, 1966, than for the past several years. The number was 39, 11 less than the previous

year, 20 less than 2 years ago and 10 less than 3 years ago. The names of those mem-
bers passing away during the 1965 membership year are listed immediately following

this report.

A number of these are worthy of especial note, either for the prominent positions

they had attained or for the many years they devoted to AREA committee service.

They are: L. R. Deavers (M '48), chief engineer, Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad,

who was a member of Committee 22—Economics of Railway Labor, 1956-59;

W. N. Deramus (M '28), chairman of the board, Kansas City Southern Railway and

Louisiana & Arkansas Railway; A. G. Dorland (M '25), retired assistant engineer,

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway, who was a member of Committee 6—Buildings, 1938-

54, and Member Emeritus since 1956, and Committee 29—Waterproofing, 1943-45;

J. L. Gressitt (M '36) retired chief engineer system, Pennsylvania Railroad, who was
a member of Committee 14—Yards and Terminals, 1938-39, Committee 4—Rail, 1940-

56, and Member Emeritus since 1960; Frank Kerekes (M '35), dean of the faculty.
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Michigan Technological University, who was a member of Committee 30—Impact and

Bridge Stresses, 1949-55, and Committee 24—Cooperative Relations with Universities,

1953 to death; F. R. Spofford (M '40), assistant to vice president—operations, Boston

& Maine Corporation; R. D. Starbuck (M '02), retired executive vice president, New
York Central System; and D. C. Teal (M '29), superintendent water supply system,

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, who was a member of Committee 11—Engineering and

Valuation Records, 1930-49, Committee 13—Water, Oil and Sanitation Services, 1946

to death, of which he was chairman 1959-62, and Member Emeritus since February

1965, and the General Convention Arrangements Committee, 1952-63, of which he was

an Honorary Member since 1964.

Among the oldest members of the Association who passed away during the year

were Mr. Starbuck, 1902
; J. C. L. Fish, retired executive head. Department of Civil

Engineering, Stanford University, who joined the AREA in 1906; F. B. Scheetz, retired

structural engineer. Interstate Commerce Commission, who joined the AREA in 1908;

and C. B. Brown, retired consulting engineer, Canadian National Railways, who joined

the Association in 1909.

ACTIVITIES OF COMMITTEES

Personnel of Committees

Reflecting the generally better business conditions of the railroads last year, the

number of members assigned to committees during 1965 was greater than in 1964.

Specifically, as of the beginning of the Association year there were 1187 members

assigned to 1266 places on the Association's 11 standing technical committees. This

compares with 1151 members who occupied 1244 places on these same committees at the

beginning of the previous year.

Again, AREA committees were limited to a ma.ximum membership of 70, including

Members, Associate Members and Junior Members, but not including retired members

and Members Emeritus, and to the number of members from each railroad, depending

on the total number of AREA members from a specific railroad. However, to meet the

desire of the Association of American Railroads for relatively small AAR committees,

there was continued in 1965 the plan adopted by the General Committee, Engineering

Division, in 1961, which provides that the chairmen, vice chairmen, secretaries and all

subcommittee chairmen—to the extent that they are in the active employ of railroads

—

alone constitute the official Engineering Division committees within the larger AREA
committees. In 1963, a rule was adopted that only members of committees who are in

the active employ of the railroads should be chairmen of subcommittees with assign-

ments dealing with railroad or Association policy matters, assignments calling for

expenditures on the part of the railroads, or assignments which might occasion dealing

with public officials or agencies.

Reflecting, unmistakably, the continued interest of members in serving on com-

mittees, and of their railroads in beintr represented on AREA committees, is the fact

that the number of members assigned to committees for 1966, effective with the official

roster changes at the end of the 1966 Annual Convention, will be up slightly from

1965. Specifically, 1198 members have been assigned to 1293 places on committees

for 1966.

Work of Committees

The work of the AREA's 22 standing technical committees during the 1965 Asso-

ciation year was particularly fruitful. In that period, they worked on 176 assignments,

17) of which were new, in much the same manner as in previous years. That is, each
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subcommittee carried out its own studies and investigations independently, or with the

cooperation of the research staff of the Association of American Railroads.

Many of these subcommittees held their own meetings before, during or after the

scheduled meetings of the full parent committees. At the full committee meetings, the

subcommittee chairmen reported on the subcommittee's progress on their assignments

and discussed any problems with the work with the other members of the full com-

mittee. This procedure enables the wide knowledge and experience of all the members

of AREA committees, from a large number of railroads, to be applied to the studies

of the subcommittees. What an outstanding educational experience AREA committee

work can be for our younger members! This is perhaps one of the greatest benefits the

individual railroads and the railroad industry as a whole derives from the American

Railway Engineering Association—assistance in the technical and administrative prepara-

tion of their young engineers and supervisors for greater responsibilities—to the extent

these people are allowed to participate in AREA general and committee activities.

AH AREA committee work is directed toward the preparation of progress or final

reports for information; toward revising material appearing in the AREA Manual of

Recommended Practice for Railway Engineering, the AAR Electrical Manual of

Standards and Recommended Practice, and the AREA Portfolio of Trackwork Plans;

toward the development of new Manual and Portfolio material; and toward carrying

out special projects related to their assignments.

A glance at the statistics will show how diligent our committee members worked

during 1965 to fulfill their obligations to the Association and to the railway engineering

and maintenance profession. The committees produced one or more reports on 110 of

their 176 assignments (not including Assignment A), of which 22 were final reports

and 27 of which contained Manual recommendations. Furthermore, all 22 committees

presented brief "progress" or "status" statements with respect to assignments on which

they made no formal report.

During 1966, the committees as a whole wall work on 154 assignments, 13 of

which are new.

Four work projects of Committee 24—Cooperative Relations With Universities,

each administered by the secretary's office, are worthy of especial mention in this report

since they are of interest to members generally.

One is the continued distribution of the Third Edition of AREA Engineer Recruit-

ing Brochure, entitled "The Railroad Industry—A Challenge and Opportunity for En-

gineering Graduates," which was published late in 1964. During the 1965-66 academic

year approximately 2000 copies have been furnished to various colleges and universities

in the United States and Canada for free distribution to interested engineering students.

In addition, 1000 copies have been sold to railroads for use in their individual recruiting

efforts and another 1000 furnished to railroad engineers presenting talks to engineering

classes and student groups.

Another successful project of Committee 24 has traveled over much of the country

since last September. It is the Pictorial Railroad Exhibit which has been booked solid

the last two school years. This year it has been or will be displayed on the campuses

of the University of Missouri at Rolla, University of Louisville, Duke University, Uni-

versity of Nevada, University of Idaho, University of California at Los Angeles during

National Engineer's Week, Michigan Technological University, University of Oklahoma
and University of Nebraska.

Still another project of this committee that aids the image of the Association and

keeps the railroad industrj"^ before engineering students is its program of providing
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speakers from railroad engineering and maintenance of way departments to address

engineering groups—civil, transportation, industrial, mechanical and electrical. Speakers

have been or will be provided for student groups on the campuses of Valparaiso Uni-

versity, Georgia Institute of Technology, University of Kentucky, Texas Agricultural

and Mechanical University, Michigan Technological University, University of Tennessee,

Purdue University, Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, University of Massachusetts, Uni-

versity of Missouri at Rolla, University of Washington, North Dakota State College,

Clemson College, North Carolina State College, University of Wisconsin, Brigham
Young University, State University of Iowa, Lehigh University, University of Nevada,

University of California at Davis, Louisiana State University, University of Miami,

Montana State College and Oregon State University.

The fourth project is summer employment for engineering students on railroads.

For a number of years, Committee 24 has circulated a questionnaire to all AAR member
roads requesting information on their summer employment needs. The data furnished

for 1965 were compiled by W. A. Oliver, professor of civil engineering. University of

Illinois, and chairman of Committee 24's Subcommittee 3, and the pertinent informa-

tion transmitted by the secretary's office to about 125 colleges and universities, taking

into account any special requests or restrictions regarding its participation by any of

the railroads.

Classification of Material Produced by Committees

The work of AREA committees during 1965 was so diversified and extensive that

it is impossible to do other than refer to it in general terms in a report such as this one,

as in past years. However, the following is a general categorical classification of the

results of this work, as published in the 6 technical Bulletins of the Association and
as will be presented to the 1966 Convention:

Recommendations pertaining to the development, revision, deletion or reapproval

without change of 60 different specifications and recommended practices for inclusion

in the AREA Manual and Portfolio, and the AAR Electrical Manual; 59 reports on

current developments in engineering practice and design; 7 reports dealing with economy
in the use of labor and the recruiting and training of employees; 4 reports on new
and improved power tools, machines, equipment and material; 5 economic and analy-

tical studies; 3 reports on relations with public authorities; 5 reports dealing with

statistics and data processing; and 3 bibliographies.

Committee work affecting the AREA Manual included the presentation of 4

specifications for adoption and 1 as tentative; the rewriting or revision of 21 specifica-

tions, with or without reapproval, 3 of these being tentative revisions; the presentation

of 6 recommended practices for adoption and 1 as tentative; the revision or rewriting

of 11 recommended practices, with or without reapproval (1 in the Electrical Manual)
;

the deletion of 1 recommended practice; the adoption of 1 agreement form; the presen-

tation of 4 tentative agreement forms; and the revision of 1 track tool plan. In addi-

tion, our committees revised 5 trackwork plans and presented instructions with regard

to 3 machines and equipment for inclusion in the Handbook of Instructions for Care

and Operation of Maintenance of Way Equipment.

Committee Meetings

To progress their work on assignments the 11 AREA technical committees held

a total of 59 meetings during the 1965 Association year, compared with 65 meetings

the previous year. As is usually the case, the large majority of these meetings were

held in Chicago or at points central to the largest number of committee members. The
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exceptions were scheduled to permit inspections of facilities, operations or projects

which could be seen only by going to those points.

Of the 59 meetings held during the 1965 Association year, 33 were held in Chicago

(including the 13 held during the 1965 Convention) ; 6 were held in New Orleans, La.;

two each in Houston, Texas, Minneapolis, Minn., New York, N. Y., and Washington,

D. C; and 12 were held in other cities.

The number of meetings held during the year by each committee was dictated by

scope of their work and other considerations. Accordingly, 2 committees each held 4

meetings; 11 committees each held 3 meetings; and 9 committees each held 2 meetings.

Combined with their meetings, 18 inspection trips were made by AREA committees

during the year to see facilities, structures, procedures, projects and operations directly

related to their work.

ASSOCIATION PUBLICATIONS

The 1965 Association year was normal as far as the production of publications is

concerned, with no unusual activity, with one exception. However, as far as the demand
for AREA publications is concerned the year was far from normal. It was almost

unbelievable the way orders poured into the secretary's oiffice last year, and this happy
situation has continued so far this year. So great has been the demand for the AREA
Manual that it probably will be necessary to reprint it a year ahead of normal The
same is true of the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans and the Engineer Recruiting Brochure.

In addition, the supply of Committee 27's Handbook for the Care and Operation of

Maintenance of Way Equipment is completely exhausted. Now members can see why
their secretary stated at the outset that the atmosphere surrounding the Association

is dynamic.

With the exception of the 1966 Committee Assignments Pamphlet, the publications

of the Association ran pretty much true to form. The AREA News continued to be

published bi-monthly; the Bulletin seven times a year, six technical issues and one

Year Book issue.

The only change of note in the Bulletin during 1965 was making the January

Bulletin a Bridge and Building issue, consolidating the Annual Reports of all commit-

tese working in this field in a single issue. This is comparable to the February

Track issue.

The 1965 Supplement to the AREA Manual contained 208 pages (104 sheets)

and if promptly and properly inserted gave railroad engineers and supervisors an

outstanding tool to assist them in their work.

The Supplement was automatically mailed to all member holders of the Manual
who had paid the $1.00 annual Supplement fee. At the same time nonmember holders

of the Manual were notified of the availability of the Supplement and the price thereof.

Continuing the practice started a number of years ago, the secretary's office mailed

direct to all committee members, without charge, copies of the 1965 Supplement sheets

pertaining to the Manual chapters sponsored by the committee or committees of which

they were members. This practice is followed to permit committee members who have

purchased separate copies of their committee's Manual chapter to keep them up to date.

The Supplement to the AREA Portfolio had 5 sheets.

Again in 1965, Proceedings Binders automatically were furnished without charge

all members who had standing orders for them on file in the secretary's office. This

two-post, hard-cover, book-type binder is designed to house all the Bulletins in the
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publication year, which starts with the September-October issue and ends with the

June-July Proceedings issue, with the exception of the March Year Book Bulletin

which is not punched for binding since the Directory of Members never has been pub-

lished in the Annual Proceedings. The June-July Bulletin each year contains the com-

plete proceedings of that year's Annual Convention. Thus, members maintaining

libraries of AREA Proceedings now have completely compatible volumes to add to

their collection without the duplication of material that previou.sly existed between

the Bulletins and Proceedings.

For the benefit of committee members, the secretary's office took upon itself a task

of major proportions. This job consisted of completely revising the Committee Assign-

ments Pamphlet to list complete addresses for all committee members, including Post

Office zip codes. This change adds greatly to the utility of the publication since it is

continually used as a mailing list by committee members.

Another addition to the Pamphlet is a separate listing of the members of the AAR
Engineering Division committees, which consist of the chairman, vice chairman, secre-

tary and subcommittee chairmen only of the larger AREA committees, to the extent

these are in active railroad service.

FINANCES

While it was anticipated that the year 1965 would be a favorable one financially

for the Association, with Receipts exceeding Disbursements by a small amount, the

actual extent of this accomplishment was in no way contemplated at the beginning of

the year, and the excess of Receipts over Disbursements amounted to $7,440.83. This

is a highly desirable situation in view of unusually heavy expenditures in prospect for

the Association during 1966, and in all probability in 1967. The Report of the Treas-

urer, Financial Statement, General Balance Sheet, and Statement of Cash Receipts and

Disbursements for the calendar year 1965—all of which are presented herein—indicate

that the Association is in a sound financial condition, with assets some $5,000 higher

than at the end of 1964. Following is a comparison of Receipts and Disbursements for

the past two years:

1964 1965

Receipts $ 74,834.81 $81,336.73

Disbursements 78,118.66 73,895.90

$—3,283.85 $ 7,440.83

Reviewing the 1965 financial picture briefly, total Receipts were some $6,000 higher

than in 1964, and actually $6,916 higher than anticipated. The high receipts were occa-

sioned by a record-breaking attendance at the 1965 Annual Convention, with Conven-

tion Registration Fees being some $1,750 higher than anticipated, and an unanticipated

heavy demand for the Association's Manual and Portfolio of Trackwork Plans, with

receipts for both publications exceeding those anticipated by some $4,700. The unusually

high receipts for the Portfolio were due, in part, to the sale of complete Portfolios, as

well as multiple copies of the individual plans contained in the Portfolio, to one major

railroad system for distribution to all of their engineering offices. This transaction alone

was in excess of $2,000.

Disbursements during 1965 were $4,223 lower than in 1964, due primarily to the

fact that $3,878 was expended for printing the Association's Recruiting Brochure in

1964, with no such expenditure in 1965. All items of budgeted disbursements for 1965

were very close to estimation, with $73,005 estimated and $73,895 expended.
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Unlike 1965, the year 1966 will present a financial problem, with little possibility

of the high receipts for Convention Registration Fees and for the Portfolio of Track-

work Plans that occurred last year, and with increased disbursements contemplated in

1966 it is a certainty that the Association will incur a deficit year financially. There is

little possibility of augmenting Association Receipts with the exception of the item of

Membership. This can be accomplished only by the combined efforts and cooperation

of all the officers and members of the Association, not only in sustaining our present

membership, but by constantly seeking to increase Association membership among their

qualified associates in the railroad industry and in the railway supply industry.

Comparison of Receipts and Disbursements for the Last 20 Years

Receipts Disbursements Net Gain

1946 28,836.00 34,583.00 5,747.00*

1947 46,993.00 46,989.00 4.00

1948 57,741.00 53,062.00 4,679.00

1949 62,081.00 57,075.00 5,005.00

1950 59,752.00 51,795.00 7,957.00

1951 69,045.00 62,369.00 6,676.00

1952 77,514.00 76,964.00 550.00

1953 73,033.00 82,067.86 9,034.79*

1954 85,748.99 68,003.03 17,745.96*

1955 80,177.21 73,923.18 6,254.03

1956 79,531.11 70,336.17 9,014.04

1957 85,429.31 89,830.57 4,401.26*

1958 81,454.56 77,348.92 4,105.64

1959 80,407.16 80,297.48 109.68

1960 81,138.79 83,978.29 2,839.50

1961 83,461.73 73,410.20 10,051.53

1962 76,097.28 87,344.12 11,246.84*

1963 73,653.48 66,156.99 7,496.49

1964 74,834.81 78,118.66 3,283.85*

1965 81,336.73 73,895.90 7,440.83

* Deficit.

RESEARCH WORK

The budget for 1966 Engineering Division research approved by the AAR Board

of Directors at its annual meeting in Chicago on November 19 is more than $45,000

higher than its 1965 counterpart. The total appropriation is $353,300 or 15.4 percent

above the 1965 approved budget of $306,100 and 7.4 percent above this budget as

augmented to reflect the salary increases granted AAR personnel on January 1, 1965.

The augmented budget amounted to $328,869. However, it should be pointed out that

the AAR research budget for 1966 is subject to review by a newly established AAR
Budget Review Committee.

Although the upward trend is gratifying, the approved budget is 25 percent less

than the $470,900 requested from the AAR by the General Committee of the Engineer-

ing Division. On the other hand, the total appropriation does cover all of the projects

for which money was requested as being the minimum amount necessary to carry

forward satisfactorily the 1966 research work.
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Details of the authorized Engineering Division research budget for 1966 are presented

in the accompanying tabulation. This tabulation shows for the different projects the

expenditures authorized in 1966, compared with the estimated expenditures for the

same or similar projects in 1965. It will be noted that there are a total of 47 research

projects, 10 of which are new or reinstated similar or related projects. Of this total,

39 projects are sponsored by AREA-ED committees; 8 of these projects are new or

reinstated similar or related projects.

Total Allotments for Research, Engineering Division, AAR, Exclusive

OF Detector Car Development and Leasing Service

1945—1966

1945 138,110 1956 365,050

1946 159,510 1957 476,845

1947 234,428 1958 563,709

1948 294,840 1959 353,800

1949 372,457 1960 350,300
1950 294,045 1961 222,000

1951 354,770 1962 223,671

1952 381,400 1963 226,400

1953 364,100 1964 244,500

1954 351,307 1965 264,500

1955 351,653 1966 302,300

SUMMARY OF PROJECTS INCLUDED IN 1966 APPROVED ENGINEERING

DIVISION RESEARCH BUDGET

1966 1965
Approved Estimated
Budget Expenditure

Administration

Research Office $36,500 $36,445

Total $ 36,500 $ 36,445

Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast

Roadbed Stabilization $15,100 $15,100
*Ballast Specification Development 9,000

Total $ 24,100 $ 15,100

Committee 3—Ties and Wood Preservation

Further Development of Prestre.ssed Concrete Ties-- $ 1,800 $ 1,200
Termite Control Investigation 600 2,076
Anti-Splitting Devices for Ties 800 1 , 000
Service Tests of Laminated Ties and Seasoned and

Treated Ties 800
*Wood Deterioration in the Presence of Metal 2 , 000
Effects of Treating Wood with Plastics and Radiation 2 , 000

Total $ 8,000 $ 4,276
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Committee 4—Rail

Investigation of Failures in Rail
Rail Failure Statistics

Insulated Rail Joint Development
Shelly Spots and Head Checks
Metallurgical Effects of Rail Cropping Methods
Semi-Automatic Welding of Rail Batter and Burns_
Tests With 78 Ft. Rail

1966
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1966 1965
Approved Estimated
Budget Expenditure

Committee 24—Cooperative Relations with Universities

Student Research Grants _ $ 1,000 $ 1,000

Total . $ 1,000 $ 1,000

Committee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses

Steel Bridges .^ _ $ 7,000 $ 7,611
Concrete Bridges 10,000 10,313
Calculation of Bridge Stresses by Digital Computer. 1,000 1,000
Deflection and Depth Ratios of Bridges 2 , 500 2 , 500

Total $ 20,500 $ 21,424

Committee 31—Continuous Welded Rail

Butt-Welding of Rails $ 8,000 $12,000
*Anchorage of Continuous Welded Rail 5 , 000

Total $13,000 $12,000

Joint Comniittee on Relation Between Track and Equipment

Relation of Wheel Load to Wheel Diameter $ 8 , 500 $ 8 , 500
Dynamic Action of Piggyback and New Types of

Freight Cars 7,000 7,000
Relation of High Center of Gravity and Heavy Load-

ing to Derailing and Roll Action Including Some
of the High Capacity Cars of Recent Design . _ 10 , 500 10 , 570

Effect of Slack Run-in on Lateral Forces Due to Jack
Knifing of Locomotives and Long Cars 5,905

Study to Determine the Best Locations for Hot Box
Detectors 3,500 2,500

*Effect on Curved Track of Diesel Locomotives with
Four-Axle Trucks 5,000

*Study of the Relation of Lateral and Vertical Wheel
Loads as Affecting Rail Overturning and Flange
Climbing 3,000 .

Total $ 37,500 $ 34,475

Board Committee on Research

Long-Range Weather Forecasting $ 1,000 $ 1,000
Methods of Rail Flaw Detection 20,000 20,000

Total ^ $21,000 $21,000

Electrical Laboratory and Instrumentation $ 30,000 $ 28,765

Total $ 30,000 $ 28,765

Detector Car Development

Futher Development of Detector Car Testing—Road-
Rail Units and Ultrasonic Units $ 51 ,000 $ 50,784

Total $ 51,000 $ 50,784
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1966 1965
Approved Estimated
Budget Expenditure

Technical Services

General Technical Services- .

-

$21,000 $20,938

Total $ 21,000 $ 20,938

Grand Total- $353,300 $328,869

* New projects, or reinstated projects similar or related in scope to previous projects.

LOOKING AHEAD

The 1965 Association year was an outstanding success from virtually every angle.

Advancements were made on all fronts, with big jumps ahead in some areas. With the

momentum thus gained from the year just ending, the AREA can look forward to

another dynamic and successful year in 1966—this is assured by the high caliber of

men directing the Association, its committees and other activities and the high level

of activity within the railroad industry. Most assuredly there are problems—like mem-
bership and finances—and more will crop up as the year progresses. But, without prob-

lems to overcome, which stimulates mental and physical activity, the Association would
soon become complacent and wither away. But this complacency will not happen because

of the many dedicated ARE.\ members solving these problems and because the railroads

look to the ARE.\ and its members to develop and refine the specifications and practices

relating to track, structures and other facilities and services so necessary to the trans-

portation of the people and economic goods of our great countries.

What are the major mileposts in the years immediately ahead? The ne.xt Annual

Convention will be held on Thursday and Friday, March 9-10, 1967. It will be two

days in length, and its program will consist of the usual committee reports, an Annual

Luncheon and a few special features. Also in 1967, during the week of October 8, the

Association will participate in another American Railway Progress Exposition at Mc-
Cormick Place, Chicago. ARE.\-Engineering Division participation probably will be

much the same as it was during the first such exposition in October 1963. The huge

exhibit accompanying it again will be staged by the Combined Railway Suppliers. Our

headquarters hotel during this affair will be the LaSalle Hotel, although all meetings

will be held at McCormick Place.

The 1968 Annual Convention is scheduled for March 18-20 at the Palmer House,

Chicago; the 1969 Annual Convention will be held on March 10-12 at the Pick-Congress

Hotel, Chicago. Both of these affairs will be normal 2i/^-day, full-program conventions.

To maintain its full program of work and other activities the Association needs a

portion of the time, talents and experience of each member. It also needs new members

and requests your assistance in obtaining them.

The American Railway Engineering Association is a name known all over the

world and has a tradition of accomplishment that is second to none in railway engi-

neering. But this place of eminence can be retained only by further accomplishments

today and tomorrow. There is much to do and many problems to solve, but with the

vitality possessed by the Association coupled to the dedication and selflessness of its

members and the support of the railroad industry the attainments of the future will

overshadow the accomplishments of the past.

Respectfully submitted,

Earl W. Hodgkins,

Executive Secretary.
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Bcceastcb iWcmfaers;

O. H. Ammann (M '21)

Ammann & Whitney, Consulting Engineer, 111 Eighth Ave., New York, N. Y.

C. B. Brown (M '09)

Retired Consulting Engineer, Canadian National Railways, 53 Strathearn Ave., N., Montreal,

Que., Can.

J. G. Campbell (M '51)

Retired Assistant Division Engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad,

1633 N. 58th St., Milwaukee, Wis.

G. R. Carr (A '27)

Retired Chairman, Dearborn Chemical Company, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago 54, 111.

L. R. Deavers (M '48)

Chief Engineer, Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad, Denison, Tex.

C. E. Denney (M '08)

Retired Director, Northern Pacific Railway, P. O. Box 831, Pinehurst, No. Car.

W. N. Deramus (M '28)

Chairman of the Board, Kansas City Southern, Louisiana & Arkansas Railway, Kansas City 6, Mo.

A. G. Borland (M '25)

Retired .Assistant Engineer, Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway. 209 Colburn Ave., Joliet, 111.

H. F. FiFiELD (M '20)

Retired Engineer Maintenance of Way, Boston & Maine Railroad; Maine Central Railroad,

8 Woodside Road, Winchester. Mass.

J. C. L. Fish (M '06)

131 S. Carmelina Ave., Los .\ngeles 49, Calif.

G. K. Eraser (M '47)

Assistant Engineer Maintenance of W'ay, Central Region, Canadian National Railways,

Toronto, Ont., Can.

J. L. Gressitt (M '36)

Retired Chief Engineer System, Pennsylvania Railroad, 221 Winding W'ay, Merion Station, Pa.

C. D. Hanover, Jr. (M '55)

Partner, Hardesty & Hanover, 101 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

A. E. Haywood (M '24)

Retired As.sistant Engineer Maintenance of Way, Grand Trunk Western Railroad, 1797 West
Michigan Ave., Battle Creek, Mich.

Frank Kerekes (M '35)

Dean of the Faculty, Michigan Technological University, Houghlon. Mich.

C. M. Kern (M '60)

Division Engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Huntington, W. V'a.

H. J. LiESER (M '50)

Supervisor Bridges and Buildings, Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad, Chicago, III.

Jacob London (M '61)

Partner, Steinman, Boyton, Gronquist and London, Consulting Engineers, 150 Bro.idway,

New York, N. Y.
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J. H. Metzger (M '59)

Assistant to Chief Kngineer, Ciiesapcake & Ohid Railway, HiinlinKlon, W. Va.

R. W. MiDDLETON (M '46)

Office Engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad, Chicago, 111.

H. H. Morgan (A '28)

Retired President & Chief Engineer, Robt. W. Hunt Co., Homestead Hotel, 1625 Hinnian .Ave.,

Evanston, 111.

Frank Nimitz (M '63)

Supervisor Track, Pennsylvania Railroad, Richmond, Ind.

J. P. Rodger (M '51)

Engineer of Tests, Western Region, Norfolk & Western Railway, Decatur, 111.

W. R. Roof (M '14)

Retired Engineer Bridges and Buildings. Chicago Great We tern Railway, 7728 Yates Ave.,
Chicago 47, III.

E. F. Salisbury (M '20)

Assistant to President, Kansas City Southern Railway, Kansas City, Mo.

F. B. SCHEETZ (M '07)

Civil Engineer, Cosmos Club, 2121 Massachu.setts Ave., N. W., Washington 8, D. C.

H. F. SCHRYVER (M '27)

Retired Special Engineer, New York Central System, 1087 Erie Cliff Drive, Lakewood, Ohio

J. L. Spinelli (M '48)

Supervisor of Track, Pennsylvania Railroad, Sharon, Pa.

F. R. Spofford (M '40)

Assistant to Vice President—Operations, Boston & Maine Railroad, Boston 14, Mass.

R. D. Starbuck (M '02)

Retired Executive Vice-President, New Y'ork Central System. 8 Brooklands, Bron.xville, N. Y.

R. L. Stevens (M '38)

Retired Associate Professor Bridges & Structural Engineering, Illinois Institute of Technology,
610 West Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

D. C. Teal (M '29)

Superintendent Water Supply System, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Richmond, Va..

F. W. Thompson (M '20)

Retired Chief Engineer. Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad, Kansas City, Mo.

J. W. Tucker (M '58)

Retired Chief Scale Inspector, Southern Railway System, 1314 N. Jackson St., Arlington, Va.

J. P. Walton (M '30)

Retired Engineer of Bridges and Buildings, Pennsylvania Railroad, 302 River Road, Beaver, Pa.

A. D. Warner (M '23)

Retired A.ssistant Engineer, Union Pacfic Railroad, P. O. Bo.\ 1768, Portland, Ore.

J. C. Willl\ms (M '21)

Retired Engineer of Buildings, Seaboard Air Line Railroad, 1369 Magnolia Avenue, Norfolk, Va.

W. F. Witzgall (M '64)

Assistant Engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Huntington, W. Va.

L. W. Wood (M '58)

Engineer, Forest Products Laboratory, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Madison, Wis.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR CALENDAR YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1965

RECEIPTS
Balance on hand January 1, 1965 |I4<»,945.47

Membership Account
Entrance Fees f 2,050.00
Dues 42,472.38 $ 44,522.38

Sale of Publications

Proceedings $ 1 ,507 . 15

Bulletins 1 ,986.90
Manuals 10,498.07
Track Plans 4,684.70
Specifications 1 ,624.43
Brochure 43.75 20,345.06

Advertising

Publications 5 , 565 . 67
Convention Registration Fees 4 , 756 . 00

Interest Account
Interest on Investments $ 4,987.73
Interest on Special Account 319.99* 4,987.73

Miscellaneous 839.90

Total 81,016.74
Interest on Special Account 319.99*

$ 81,336.73

DISBURSEMENTS
Salaries $ 26,410.64
Bulletins and Proceedings 21, 662 . 46
Stationery and Printing 2,580.41
Rent....". 1,140.00
Postage 1,920.36
Supplies 479.11
Audit 400.00
Pensions 4,042.08
Social Security, Insurance, Etc 1 ,490. 11

Manual '. 4,880.07
Refunds 96.10
Committee and Officers Expense 610.78
News Letter 2,660 . 74
Annual Meeting 2,902.82
Brochures 200 .00
Miscellaneous I ,<)19.66
Track Plans 800.56

Total... ;••..: 73,895.90
Excess of Receipts over Liabilities 7,440.83

Balance on hand December 31, 1965 157,386.30
Loss on Sale of Bonds 75

.
50

$157,310.80
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER

To THE Members:

Balance on Hand, January 1, 1965 $149,945.47
Receipts during 1965** $ 81,016.74
Paid out on Audited Vouchers** 73,895.90
Loss on Sale of Securities 75 . 50
Interest on Savings Account 319.99

Excess of Receipts over Disbursements 7,365.33

Balance on Hand December 31, 1965
Consisting of:

Bonds at cost $148,211.48
Cash in Northern Trust Company (dr) 1 ,332.26
Special deposit in Northern Trust* 10,406.58
Petty Cash 25.00 $157,310.80

Including earned interest of S3 19.99.

**Not including fund transfers.

We have made an examination of the accounts of the American Railway Engineering
Association for the .year ending December 31, 1965, and found them to be in accordance
with the foregoing statement.

E. N. Thomas,
C. A. BiCK,

A uditors.

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET
Assets:

1965 1964
Cash in Northern Trust Co.,

Commercial Account—Credit Balances $ 1,332.26 $ 3,453.10
Special Account 10,086.59 3,839.36
Interest on Special Account 319.99 322.73

Petty Cash 25.00 25.00
Due'from Members 90.00 1 ,829.50
Due from Sale of PubHcations 26 . 60 49 . 22
Due from Advertising 833 . 80 159 . 80
Prepaid Postage 52.88 55.52
Furniture and Fixtures 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00

Inventories:

Publications (estimated) 500.00 500.00
Manuals 5,218.00 7,195.00
Track Plans 1 ,732.00 3,700.00
Binders, indexes and Chapters 100.00 50.00

Investments (cost) 148,211.48 149,211.48
Interest Accrued on Investments 781 . 13 928.51

Totals $170,309.73 $165,413.02

Liabilities:

Members dues paid in advance $ 381 .25 $ 305.25
Surplus 167.263.96 165,107.77

Totals $167,645.21 $165,413.02
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STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
YEAR 1965

Commercial Special

Account Account
Cash in Bank, Januaiy 1, 1964 (dr) $ 3,453 . 10 $ 4, 162.09

Receipts:

From members, sales of publications, interest, etc $ 81 ,016.74
Transfer of funds by Audited Vouchers 5 , 924 . 50
Sale of Securities. .

." 924 . 50
Interest on deposits in Savings Account 319.99

$ 81,941.24 $ 10,406.58

Disbursements:

Transfer of funds—Vouchers 92 and 102. . . $ 5,924.50
Audited Vouchers 73,895.90

Excess of Receipts over Disbursements f 2 , 1 20 . 84

Cash in Bank December 31, 1965 (dr) $ 1 ,332.26 $ 10,406.58



American Railway Engineering

Association

CONSTITUTION
Revised to July 10, 1962

Article I

Name, Object and Location

1. Name
The name of this Association shall be the AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING

ASSOCIATION.

2. Object

The object of the Association shall be the advancement of knowledge pertaining

to the scientific and economic location, construction, operation and maintenance of

railways.

3. Means to be Used

The means to be used for this purpose shall be:

(a) The investigation of matters pertaining to the object of the Association through

Study and Research Committees.

(b) Meeting for the presentation and discussion of papers, and for action on the

recommendations of committees.

(c) The publication of papers, reports and discussions.

4. Conclusions

The conclusions adopted by the Association shall be recommendatory.

5. Location

The office of the Association shall be located in Chicago, 111.

Article II

Membership

1. Classes

The membership of this Association shall be divided into five classes: Members,

Life Members, Honorary Members, Associates and Junior Members.

2. Qualifications

A. General

(a) An applicant to be eligible for membership in any class other than that ol

Junior Member shall be not less than 25 years of age.

(b) To be eligible for membership in any class, or for retention of membership as a

Member, an Associate or a Junior Member, a person shall not be engaged directly or

primarily in the sale to the railways of appliances, supplies, patents or patented services.

(c) The right to membership shall not be terminated by retirement from active

service.

780
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(d) In determining the eligibility for membership in any class, graduation in engineer-

ing from a school of recognized standing shall be considered as equivalent to three years

of active practice, and satisfactory completion of each year of work in such school,

without graduation, shall be considered as equivalent to one-half year of active practice.

(e) In determining the eligibility for Member under Section B (a) of this Article,

each year of practical experience in engineering, or in science related thereof, prior to

employment on a railway, if such experience were of the same specialized character as

the current work of the applicant, shall be considered as equivalent to one year of

railway service.

B. Member
A Member shall be:

(a) An engineer or officer in the service of a railway corporation that is a common

carrier, who has had not less than five years' experience in the location, construction,

operation or maintenance of railways.

(b) A dean, professor, assistant professor, or equivalent in engineering in a university

or college of recognized standing, or an instructor or equivalent in such university or

college, who, with an engineering degree, has had at least two years' experience in

teaching engineering.

(c) An engineer or member of a public board, commission or other official agency

who, in the discharge of his regular duties, deals with railway problems.

(d) An editor of a trade or technical magazine who, in the discharge of his regular

duties, deals with railway problems, and who has had the equivalent of five years'

engineering or railway experience.

(e) A consulting engineer, engaged in private practice, or an engineer in his employ

or in the employ of a consulting engineering organization, who has had the equivalent

of five years' engineering experience.

C. Lite Member
A Life Member shall be a Member or an Associate who has paid dues for 35 years,

or who has been retired under a recognized retirement plan and has paid dues for not

less than 25 years.

D. Honorary Member
(a) An Honorary Member shall be a person of acknowledged eminence in railways

engineering or management.

(b) The number of Honorary Members shall be Umited to ten.

E. Associate

An Associate shall be:

(a) An engineer of a railway which is essentially an adjunct of an industry, or

which is used primarily to transport the products and materials of an industry to and

from a railway which is a common carrier.

(b) A person qualified by training and experience to cooperate with Members in the

object of this Association, but who is not quahfied to become a Member.

F. Junior Member
(a) A Junior Member shall be not less than 21 years of age and shall be an

engineering employee of a railway corporation who has had not less than three years

of experience in the location, construction, operation or maintenance of railways.

(b) His membership in this classification in the Association shall terminate at the

end of the calendar year in which he becomes 30 years of age.

(c) He may make application for membership other than as a Junior Member at

any time when he becomes eligible to do so.
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3. Transfers

The Board of Direction shall transfer from one class of membership to another,

or may remove from membership, any person whose qualifications so change as to

warrant such action.

4. Rights

(a) Members, and Life Members who were formerly Members, shall have all the

rights and privileges of the Association. Life Members who were formerly Associates

shall continue to have all the rights and privileges of Associates.

(b) Honorary Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the Association

except those of holding elective office, provided, however, that Members or Life Members
who are elected Honorary Members shall retain all the rights and privileges of the

Association.

(c) Associates and Junior Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the

Association except those of voting and holding elective office.

Article IH

Admission, Resignation, Expulsion and Reinstatement

1. Charter Membership

The Charter Membership of this Association consists of all persons elected to mem-
bership before March IS, 1900.

2. Application for Membership

(a) A person desirous of membership in this Association shall make application

upon the form provided by the Board of Direction. In the event that Junior Membership

is desired, the applicant shall so state.

(b) The applicant shall give the names of at least three Members of this Asso-

ciation to whom personally known. Each of these Members shall be requested by the

Executive Secretary of the Association to certify to a personal knowledge of the applicant

with an opinion of the applicant's qualifications for membership.

(c) If an applicant is not personally known to as many as three Members of this

.Association, the names of well-known persons engaged in railway or allied professional

work to whom he is personally known shall be substituted, as necessary, to provide a

total of at least three references. Each of these persons shall be requested by the Executive

Secretary of the Association to certify to a personal knowledge of the applicant, with an

opinion of the applicant's qualifications for membership.

(d) No further action shall be taken upon the application until replies have been

received from at least three of the persons named by the applicant as references.

3. Election to Membership

(a) Upon completion of the application in accordance with Section 2 of ihis Article

the Board of Direction through its Membership Committee shall consider the application

and make such investigation as it may consider desirable or necessary.

(b) Upon completion of such consideration and investigation, each member of the

Board of Direction shall be supplied with the required information, together with the

recommendation of the Membership Committee as to the class of membership, if any,

to which the applicant is eligible, and the admission of the applicant shall be canvassed by

ballot among the members of the Board of Direction.
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(c) In the event that an application has been made under the provisions of Section

2, Paragraphs (a) and (b) of this Article, a two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire

Board of Direction shall be required for election.

(d) In the event that an application has been made under the provision of Section

2, Paragraphs (a) and (c) of the Article, a unanimous affirmative vote of the entire

Board of Direction shall be required for election.

4. Subscription to the Constitution

An applicant for any class of membership in this Association shall declare his willing-

ness to abide by the Constitution of the Association in his application for membership.

5. Honorary Member

A proposal for Honorary Membership shall be endorsed by ten or more Members

of the Association and a copy furnished each member of the Board of Direction. The

nominee shall be declared an Honorary Member upon receiving a unanimous vote of the

entire Board of Direction.

6. Resignation

The Board of Direction shall accept the resignation, tendered in writing, of any

person holding membership in the Association whose obligations to the Association have

been fulfilled.

7. Expulsion

Charges of misconduct on the part of anyone holding membership in this Association,

if in writing and signed by ten or more Members, may be submitted to the Board of

Direction for examination and action. If, in the opinion of the Board action is war-

ranted, the person complained of shall be served with a copy of such charges and shall

be given an opportunity to answer them to the Board of Direction. After such oppor-

tunity has been given, the Board of Direction shall take final action. A two-thirds

affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction shall be required for expulsion.

8. Reinstatement

(a) A person having been a Member, an Associate or a Junior Member of this

Association and having resigned such membership while in good standing may be

reinstated by a two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction.

(b) A person having been a Member, an Associate or a Junior Member of this

Association and having forfeited membership under the provisions of Article IV, Section

3, may, upon such conditions as may be fixed by the Board, be reinstated by a two-thirds

affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction.

Article IV

Dues

1. Entrance Fee

(a) An entrance fee of .$10 shall be payable to the Association with each application

for membership other than Junior Membership. This sum shall be returned to an applicant

not elected.

(b) No entrance fee shall be required for Junior Membership, except that a Junior

Member, in transferring to another class of membership, shall pay the entrance fee

prescribed for other classes of Membership.

Bui. 600
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2. Annual Dues

(a) The annual dues for each Member and each Associate shall be $15.

(b) The annual dues for each Junior Member shall be $5.

(c) Life Members and Honorary Members shall be exempt from the payment of

dues. Life Members desiring to continue to receive the Bulletins and Proceedings of the

Association may do so by paying a subscription fee prescribed by the Board of Direction

3. Arrears

A person whose dues are not paid before April 1 of the current year shall be notified

by the Executive Secretary. If the dues are still unpaid on July 1, further notice shall be

given, informing the person that he is not in good standing in the Association. If the dues

remain unpaid by October 1, the person shall be notified that he will no longer receive

the publications of the Association. If the dues are not paid by December 31, the person

shall forfeit membership without further action or notice, except as provided for in

Section 4 of this Article.

4. Remission of Dues

The Board of Direction may extend the time of payment of dues, and may remit
the dues of any Member, Associate or Junior Member who, for good reason, is unable
to pay them.

Article V
Officers

1. Officers

(a) The officers of the Association shall be a President, two Vice Presidents,

twelve Directors, an Executive Secretary and a Treasurer.

(b) The President, the Vice Presidents and the Directors, together with the two

latest living Past Presidents continuing to be Members, shall constitute the Board of

Direction, in which the government of the Association shall be vested; they shall act

as the trustees and have the custody of all property belonging to the Association. The

President, the Vice Presidents and the Directors shall be Members.

(c) The Executive Secretary and the Treasurer shall be appointed by the Board of

Direction.

2. Term of Office

The term of office of the President shall be one year, of the Vice Presidents two

years and of the Directors three years. The term of each shall begin at the close of

the annual convention at which elected and continue until a successor is qualified.

All other officers and employees shall hold office or position at the pleasure of the Board

of Direction.

3. Officers Elected Annually

(a) There shall be elected at each annual convention a President, one Vice President

and four Directors.

(b) The candidates for President and for Vice President shall be selected from

the members or past members of the Board of Direction.

4. Conditions of Re-election of Officers

A President shall be ineligible for re-election, except as provided for in Section S (e)

of this Article, Vice Presidents and Directors shall be ineligible for re-election to the same

office, except as provided for in Section 5 (e) of this Article, until, at least one full

term has elapsed after the end of their respective terms.
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5. Vacancies in Offices

(a) If a vacancy should occur in the office of President, as set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the senior Vice President shall immediately and automatically become

President for the unexpired term.

(b) If a vacancy should occur in the office of the senior Vice President, due to

advancement under Section 5 (a) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the junior Vice President shall automatically become senior Vice President

for the unexpired term.

(c) If a vacancy should occur in the office of the junior Vice President, due to

advancement under Section 5 (b) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the Board of Direction shall by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of its

entire membership, select a junior Vice President from the members or past members

of the Board of Direction.

(d) A vacancy in the office of Director, due to advancement of a Director to junior

Vice President under Section S (c) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, shall be filled by the Board of Direction by the affirmative vote of

two-thirds of its entire membership.

(e) An incumbent in any office for an unexpired term shall be eligible for re-election

to the office held; provided, however, that anyone selected to fill a vacancy as Director

shall be eligible for election to that office, excepting that such appointee filling out an

unexpired term of two years or more shall be considered as coming within the provisions

of Section 4 of this Article.

6. Vacation of Office

(a) In the event of the death of an elected officer, or his resignation from office,

or if he should cease to be a Member of the Association as provided in Section 2 (B),

Article II; Section 6 or 7, Article III; or Section 3, Article IV, the office shall be con-

sidered as vacated.

(b) In the event of the disability of an officer or neglect in the performance of duty

by an officer, the Board of Direction, by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of its entire

membership shall have the power to declare the office vacant.

Article VI

Nomination and Election of Officebs

1. Nominating Committee

(a) There shall be a Nominating Committee composed of the five latest Hving Past

Presidents of the Association, who are Members, and five Members who are not

officers.

(b) The five Members who are not Past Presidents shall be elected annually for a

term of one year, when the officers of the Association are elected.

(c) The senior Past President who is a member of the committee shall be the

chairman of the committee. In the absence of the senior Past President from a meeting

of the committee the Past President next in seniority present shall act as chairman.

2. Method of Nominating

(a) At least three months prior to the annual convention, the Chairman shall call

a meeting of the committee at a convenient place, at which nominees for the several

elective offices shall be selected as follows:
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Number of Candi-
Number of Candi- dates to be

dates to be named elected at the

by the Nominating Annual Election

Office to be Filled Committee of Officers

President 1 1

Vice President 1 1

Directors 8 4

Nominating Committee 10 S

(b) The Chairman of the Nominating Committee shall send the names of the

nominees to the President and Executive Secretary within 15 days after the meeting

of the Nominating Committee, and the Executive Secretary shall report the names of

these nominees to the members of the Association not less than 60 days prior to the

annual convention.

(c) At any time prior to 30 days before the annual convention, any ten or more

Members may send to the Executive Secretary additional nominations for any elective

office for the ensuing year, signed by such Members.

(d) If any person nominated shall be found by the Board of Direction to be

ineligible for the office for which nominated, or should a nominee decline such nomination,

his name shall be withdrawn. The Board of Direction may fill any vacancies that may

occur in the list of nominees up to the time the ballots are sent out.

3. Ballots Issued

Not less than thirty days prior to each annual convention, the Executive Secretary

shall issue a ballot to each voting Member of record who has paid his dues to or beyond

December 31 of the previous year, listing the several candidates to be voted upon. When

there is more than one candidate for any office, the names shall be arranged on the

ballot in the order that shall be determined by lot by the Nominating Committee. The

ballot shall be accompanied by a statement giving for each candidate his record of

membership and activities in this Association.

4. Substitution of Names
Members may remove names from the printed ballot list and may substitute the name

or names of any other person or persons eligible for any office, but the number of names

voted for each office on the ballot must not exceed the number to be elected at that

time to such office.

5. Ballots

(a) Ballots shall be placed in an envelope, sealed and endorsed with the name of

the voter, and mailed to or deposited with the Executive Secretary at any time previous

to the closure of the polls.

(b) A voter may withdraw his ballot, and cast another, at any time before the polls

close.

(c) Ballots received in unendorsed envelopes, or from persons not qualified to vote,

shall not be counted.

(d) The ballots and envelopes shall be preserved for not less than ten days after

the vote is canvassed.

6. Closure of Polls

The polls shall be closed at 12 o'clock noon on the first day of the annual con-

vention, and the ballots shall be counted by tellers appointed by the presiding officer.
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7. Election

(a) The persons who shall receive the highest number of votes for the offices for

which they are candidates shall be declared elected.

(b) In case of a tie between two or more candidates for the same office, the

Members present at the annual convention shall elect the officer by ballot from the

candidates so tied.

(c) The presiding officer shall announce at the convention the names of the officers

elected in accordance with this Article.

Article VII

Management

1. President

The President shall have general supervision of the affairs of the Association, shall

preside at meetings of the Association and of the Board of Direction, and, by virtue

of his office, shall be a member of all committees, except the Nominating Committee.

2. Vice Presidents

The Vice Presidents, in order of seniority, shall preside at meetings in the absence

of the President.

3. Treasurer

The Treasurer shall pay all bills of the Association when properly certified by the

Executive Secretary and approved by the Finance Committee. He shall make an annual

report as to the financial condition of the Association and such other reports as may be

called for by the Board of Direction.

4. Executive Secretary

The Executive Secretary, under the direction of the President and Board of Direc-

tion shall be the Executive Officer of the Association and shall attend the meetings of the

Association and of the Board of Direction, prepare the business therefor, and record the

proceedings thereof. The Executive Secretary shall see that all money due the Associa-

tion is collected, is credited to the proper accounts, and is deposited in the designated

depository of the Association, with receipt to the Treasurer therefor. He shall personally

certify to the accuracy of all bills and vouchers on which money is to be paid. He shall

invest all funds of the Association not needed for current disbursements, as shall be

recommended by the Finance Committee and approved by the Board of Direction, with

notification to the Treasurer of such investments. The Executive Secretary shall conduct

the correspondence of the Association, make an annual report to the Association, and

perform such other duties as the Board of Direction may prescribe.

5. Auditing of Accounts

The financial accounts of the Association shall be audited annually by an accountant

or accountants approved by and under the direction of the Finance Committee.

6. Board of Direction and Executive Committee

(a) The Board of Direction shall manage the affairs of the Association, and shall

have full power to control and regulate all matters not otherwise provided for in the

Constitution.
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(b) The Board of Direction shall meet within thirty days after each annual

convention, and at such other times as the President may direct. Special meetings shall

be called on request, in writing, of five members of the Board of Direction.

(c) Seven members of the Board of Direction shall constitute a quorum.

(d) At the first meeting of the Board of Direction after the annual convention,

the President shall appoint from the membership of the Board, subject to ratification

by the Board, four members to serve with him as an Executive Committee which shall

possess and may exercise during intervals between meetings of the Board, all of the

powers of the Board on matters which in the judgment of a majority of the Executive

Committee cannot properly be delayed until the next meeting of the Board. Actions

of the Executive Committee shall be reported to the Board of Direction at the next

meeting of the Board. The President shall be chairman of the Executive Committee.

Actions of the Executive Committee shall be authorized by a concurring majority of

its full membership. Members of the Executive Committee shall serve until their succes-

sors are appointed or until the Executive Committee is dissolved by action of a majority

of the full membership of the Board of Direction. Following dissolution of the Executive

Committee it may be re-created at any time by action of a majority of the full mem-
bership of the Board of Direction. If not so re-created prior to the next annual con-

vention, the Executive Committee shall be reconstituted in the normal manner at the

first meeting of the Board of Direction following the convention.

7. Administrative Committees

At the first meeting of the Board of Direction after the annual convention, the

following Administrative Committees, each consisting of not less than three members,

shall be appointed by the President. The personnel of these committees shall be subject

to approval by the Board of Direction.

Assignments

Finance

Manual

Membership

Personnel

Publications

Research

Other special Administrative Committees may be appointed by the President at

any time, and reappointed annually, if necessary, their personnel being subject to

approval by the Board of Direction.

Membership on Administrative Committees shall be restricted to members of the

Board of Direction, except that one or two members of the Administrative Committee

on Research may be past members of the Board of Direction.

8. Study and Research Committees

The Board of Direction may establish continuing or special Study and Research

Committees to investigate, consider, and report upon subjects appropriate to the object

of the Association, as set forth in Art. I.

9. Duties of Administrative Committees

(a) Assignments

The Assignments Committee shall review and pass upon the recommendations of

Association Study and Research Committees for subjects to be investigated, considered

and reported on by these committees during the ensuing Association year, and shall
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report thereon to the Board of Direction for its approval. The Assignments Committee

shall have authority to assign additional subjects or change the scope of any existing

subjects at any time during the year, reporting its action thereon to the Board at its

next regular meeting.

(b) Finance

The Finance Committee shall have immediate supervision of the accounts and

financial affairs of the Association; shall approve all bills before payment, and shall

make recommendations to the Board of Direction as to the investment of funds and

other financial matters. The Finance Committee shall not have the power to incur

debts or other obligations binding the Association, nor authorize the payment of money

other than the amounts necessary to meet ordinary current expenses of the Association,

except by authority of the Board of Direction.

(c) Manual

The Manual Committee, with the assistance of the Publications Committee, shall

have general supervision over the Manual.

(d) Membership

The Membership Committee shall investigate applicants for membership and shall

make recommendations to the Board of Direction with reference thereto.

(e) Personnel

The Personnel Committee shall review and pass upon applications of members

for appointment to Study and Research Committees, and shall also appoint the chair-

man and vice chairman of such committees and make a report thereon to the Board

of Direction for its approval. Should an unexpected vacancy in chairmanship or vice

chairmanship of any such committee occur, the Personnel Committee shall have author-

ity to fill such vacancy immediately, reporting its action thereon to the Board at its

next regular meeting.

(f) Publications

The Publications Committee shall have general supervision over the publications

of the Association. The Publications Committee shall not have the power to incur

debts or other obligations binding the Association, nor authorize the payment of money

except by authority of the Board of Direction.

(g) Research

The Research Committee shall encourage and coordinate the research activities of

the Association, in the course of accomplishment of which it shall review and pass

upon the recommendations of Study and Research Committees for research projects and

shall report thereon to the Board of Direction, recommending for approval specific

projects initiated by these committees or by the Research Committee and recommending

allotments of funds for these projects in the research budget of the Association of

American Railroads or from other sources compatible therewith ; shall collaborate closely

with the research staff of the Association of American Railroads; and when called upon

by the Vice President—Research or the Vice President—Operations and Maintenance

of that association, members of the Research Committee shall engage in the activities

of advisory committees or groups of that organization and shall report from time to

time to the Board of Direction on those activities.

10. Special Committees

The Board of Direction may appoint special committees to examine into and report

upon any subject connected with the objects of this Association.
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11. Discussion by Non-Members
The Board of Direction may invite discussions of reports from persons not members

of the Association.

12. Sanction of Act of Board of Direction
An act of the Board of Direction which shall have received the expressed or implied

sanction of the membership at the next annual convention of the Association shall be

deemed to be the act of the Association.

Article VIII

Meetings

1. Annual Convention

(a) The Annual Convention of the Association shall be held in the City of Chicago,

111., or in such other city as may be determined by the affirmative vote of two-thirds

of the entire membership of the Board of Direction. The convention in any year shall

be held on dates determined by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the entire mem-

bership of the Board of Direction.

(b) The Executive Secretary shall notify all members of the Association of the tim<

and place of the annual convention at least 30 days in advance thereof.

(c) The order of business at the annual convention of the Association shall be:

Reading of the minutes of the last meeting

Address of the President

Reports of the Executive Secretary and the Treasurer

Reports of committees

Unfinished business

New business

Installation of officers

Adjournment

(d) This order of business may be changed by a majority vote of Members present.

(e) The proceedings shall be governed by "Robert's Rules of Order" except as

otherwise herein provided.

(f) Discussions shall be limited to Members and to those others invited by the

presiding officer to speak.

2. Special Meetings

Special meetings of the Associations may be called by the Board of Directions on its

own initiative, and may be so called by the Board of Direction upon written request

of 100 Members. The request shall state the purpose of such meeting.

The call for such special meeting shall be issued not less than ten days in advance

of the proposed date of such meeting and shall state the purpose and place of the

meeting. No other business shall be taken up at such meeting.

3. Quorum
Twenty-five Members shall constitute a quorum at all meetings of the Association.

Article IX
Amendment

1, Amendment
Proposed amendment of this Constitution shall be made in writing, shall be signed

by not less than ten Members, and shall be acted upon in the following manner:
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The amendment shall be presented to the Executive Secretary, who shall send a

copy to each member of the Board of Direction as soon as received. If a majority of

the entire Board of Direction so votes, the matter shall be submitted to the Association

by letter ballot.

Sixty days after the date of issue of the letter ballot, the Board of Direction shall

canvass the ballots which have been received, and if two-thirds of such ballots are in

the affirmative the amendment shall be declared adopted and shall become effective inmie-

diately. The result of the letter ballot shall be announced to members of the Association.



Advance Report of Committee 3—Ties and Wood Preservation

Report on Assignment 5

Service Records

J. T. Slocomb (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Arksey, A. B. Baker, C. M. Burpee,
K. C. Edscorn, M. S. Edwards, F. J. Fudge, H. M. Harlow, R. P. Hughes, R. B.
Radkey, E. F. Snyder, L. S. Strohl, J. L. Williams.

Tie Renewals and Cost per Mile of Maintained Track

The annual statistics compiled by the Bureau of Railway Economics, AAR, pro-

viding information on cross tie renewals and cost data for 1965 are presented herewith

in Tables A and B.

The 1965 statistics compared with those for 1964 are as follows:

Total New Renewals
Year Tie Renewals Per Mile

1964 tl3,563,840 44

1965 *14,284,674 47

5-Year Average, 1961 to 1965, incl 41

t Includes 294 concrete ties.

* Includes 4,841 concrete ties.

The average cost in 1964 was $3.93 and in 1965, $4.08. As noted on the tables

these figures represent storekeepers average cost of ties charged out ; they are not the

actual cost or prices paid for the ties purchased during the period.

After decHning for 10 straight years (1952-1961), the average annual number of

ties laid in replacement, per mile, under Class I U. S. railroad trackage increased from

35 in 1961 to 40 in 1962, from 40 to 41 in 1963, from 41 to 44 in 1964 and from 44 to

47 in 1965.

Total tie renewals include 3.2 percent secondhand ties and 0.03 percent concrete

ties. Tie spacing is increasing. Green wood cross ties, in most sections of the country,

have been in shnrt supply. These factors are affecting the purchasing of new wood ties.
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NUMBER AND AGGREGATE COST OF NEW WOOD CROSS TIE RENEWALS PER MILE OF MAINTAINED TRACK AND RATIO OF NEW WOOD CROSS TIE RENEWALS TO TOTAL CROSS TIES IN MAINTAINED TRACK

Class I roads in the United States and large Canadian roads, by years, and for the average of five years 1961 to 1965, inclusive

Note: All figures are exclusive of bridge and switch ties
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Class I roads in the United States and large Canadian roads, by years, and for the average of five years 1961 to 1965, inclusive

Note: All figures are exclusive of bridge and switch ties
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Concrete, prestressed, beams and piles on
the WP, inspection of, by N. E.
10k rem, 21—railway .structures, 361, 657

Concrete culvert pipe, placement, specifica-
tions, revisions, 355, 656—reinforced, specifications, revisions. 355,
656

Concrete ties, prestressed, inspection,
620

Constitution, 780
Continuous Welded Rail, report fin<I

cussion, 419, 734

202.

dis-

793
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—butt-wcld-failurc .statistics, 436, 735
—butt- welded lail joint failures, service

and detected, investigation of, 423,
735—butt-welded rail joints, roIling--load and
slow-bend tests of, 428, 735—economics, 442, 737—fabrication, specifications, revisions,
420, 735—fastenings, 440, 736—laying, recommended practice, 439, 736

—maintenance, recommended practice,
440, 736—'Statistics, miles laid, 439, 736

Contract Forms, report and discussion,
147, 586

Contract form (See Agreement form)
Contract forms, bibliography, 159, 588
Cooperative Relations witli Universities,

report and discussion, 221, 661
Corrosion of lail and fastenings, effect of

lubrication in preventing, 414, 733
Creosote, distinctive properties of, pro-

tection of wood from decay and
weathering, by Dr. J. N. Roche, 7 20

Critical patli method for arcliitects and
engineers in tlie railway field, 33, 701

Crossings, grade, private, requirements
and practices of marking and sign-
ing, 82, 605

Crossings, highway-railway grade, addi-
tional advance warning to highway
traffic approacliing, methods of pro-
viding, 84, 606—automatic protection, alternate

types, development of, 86, 607—prefabricated, merits and econom-
ics of, 81, 604—signals, recommended use of, revi-
sions, 80, 603—specifications, revisions, 81, 603—signs, stop, use and effectiveness
of, 83, 605

Crossings of electrical supply lines over
railroads, progress report, 314

Crossings, pipelines, flammable and non-
flammable substances, specifications,
revisions, 528, 739

Culvert pipe, concrete, placement specifi-
cations, revisions, 355, 656—reinforced, specifications, revisions,

355, 656
Curtain-wall construction for railway

buildings 325, 701

D
Dampprooflng, concrete surfaces, specifi-

cations, 394, 658
Data pi-oce.ssing and statistics, use of In

railway engineering, 196, 609
DeMaret, A. N., Eufaula dam relocation—MKT Railroad, 65
Deodorants, disinfectants, fumigants and

cleaning materials, 99, 685
Deti-oit, Toledo & Ironton, field inspec-

tion of piestressed concrete bridge,
387

Diesel fuel oil, bacteria growth in, 101,
685

Diesel fueling and unloading stations,
methods of controlling spillage, 98,
685

Dingle, S. F,, address, corporate planning—a modern must, 676
Disinfectants, deodorants, fumigants and

cleaning materials, 99. 685
Dorland, A. G.. memoir, 699
Drafting and otlice pi'actices. 194, 608

E
Kconomics of Railway I..abor, report and

discussion, 201, 618
Kconomics of Railway Location and Op-

eration, report and discussion, 1, 65,
69, 614

Ekrem, N. E., field investigation of pre-
stressed concrete beams and piles in
a bridge on the Western Pacific, 21

Electricity, report and discussion, 275,
589

Electrification, developments in the field
of, 295, 590

Engineering and Valuation Records, re-
port and discussion, 189, 608—bibliography, 191, 608

Engineering methods of reducing time of
freight cars between loading and
unloading points, 71, 616

Epoxy I'esin and sand, optimum mixtures,
43

Erie Lackawanna, service test of treated
ties, 187, 720

Eufaula dam relocation—MKT Railroad,
by A. N. Demaret, 65

Excavation, nuclear, application for rail-
road use, 742

Fence posts, concrete, specification, revi-
sions, 537, 740—wood, specifications, revisions, 537, 740

Fences, right-of-way, specifications, revi-
sions. 537, 740

Flexi-Van systein (See Piggyback)
Forest products, protective treatment,

specifications, revisions, 179, 719—service records, 184, 719—termite control investigation, 184, 719
Fox, H. C, memoir, 735
Frogs, proper usage of various types,

412, 733
Fuel, oil, diesel fueling and unloading

stations, controlling spillage, 98, 685
Fumigants, disinfectants, deodorants and

cleaning materials, 99, 685

Grabowski, L. F., using accounting data
flow stream to capture detail needed
for property accounting, 197, 609

Grade crossings, (See Crossings, highway-
railway grade)

Grade crossing, private, requirements and
practices of marking and signing,
82, 605

Great Northern, rail, service test, 493,
716

Greenheart waterfront structures, fabri-
cation, erection, maintenance, by
Shu-t'ien Li, 168, 613

Gressitt, J. L., memoir, 444

H
Handbook, care and operation of main-

tenance of way equipment, revisions,
242, 642

Hanover, C. D., memoir, 340
Heating, electric, infrared, 293, 589
Hedley, Wm. J., address, much railroad-

ing is civil engineering, 57 2—honorary membership certiflcate pre-
sented, 675

Heimbach, K. G., panel discussion on
piggyback, its development and fu-
ture, 711
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Highway cro.s.sings, automatic protection
equipment, -study of, 86. 607

Highway traffic, additional advance warn-
ing to on approaching highway-
railwav grade crossing, methods of
providing, 84. 606

Highway.^, report and discus.sion, 79, 603
Hildenbiddle, J. H., panel discussion on

piggyback, its development and fu-
ture, 706

Hillman. A. B.. report and statement of
treasurer. 565, 778

Hillman, A. B.. Jr.. appointed treasutei-,
682

Hodgkins, E. W., executive secretary,
statement and report. 561, 761

Honorary membership certificates pre-
sented. 674

Hydraulics as applied to maintenance of
way equipment, by J. J. Pippengei-,
644

ICC accounting classifications, levi.sions

and interpretations, 200, 611
ICC valuation and accounting, 199, 610
Illumination, factors affecting efficient

lighting, 276, 589
Impact and Bridge Stresses, reports and

discussion, 21, 397, 658
Impact, bridge, test on WP, 398, 659—prestressed concrete bridge, test on

AT&SF, 400. 659—test on C&EI. 399. 659
—test on WP. 398, 659

Industrial engineering, application of
functions to railway industry, 1, 617

Infrared electric heating, 293. 589
Insulated rail joint development and re-

search, third progress report. 478,
715

Integral trains, effect on design of exist-
ing and new yards, 135, 594

Ireland, H. O., soils problems in railway
transportation engineering. 7

Iron and Steel Structures, report and dis-

cussion, 339. 697

I^ocomotive spray wasliers. automatic,
design. 95. 68 4

Luncheon, annual. 675
—address by S. F. Dingle, 676

M
Madeley, C. R., panel discussion on piggy-

back, its development and future, 703
Magee, G. M., address, curi'ent status of

prestressed conci-ete ties on railroads
in the U. S., 621

Maintenance of way equipment, hand-
book for care and opei'ation of, 24 2,

642—hydraulics as applii'd to, b.\' J. J. Pip-
penger, 644

Maintenance of way work, analysis of
operations to reduce cost of labor
required. 202. 620

Maintenance of Way Woi-k lOciuipment,
report and discussion. 241. 641

Manion, R. R., address, toward new di-
mensions in railroading, 567

Masoniy, reports and discussion, 43, 353,
656

Masonry structures, deterioration and re-
pair of, specifications, revisions, 357,
657

Metallurgical effect of rail cropping
methods, 483, 489, 716

Middleton, R. W.. memoir, 105, 223
Missouri-Kansas Texas Lines, Eufaula

dam relocation, 65
Missouri Pacific, bridge i)aint test. 344

N
New York Centi'al. rail-cnd-build-up

service test, 473. 715—treated post service test. 184
Nominating Committee. 553
Northeast corridor study, educational and

research aspects of. by Dr. W. W.
Seifert. 664

Nuclear excavation, application of to
railroad use. by R. H. Beeder. 74 2

Johnson. C. H.. memoir. 405
Johnston. A. V., president's address, 558—first regional meeting, address, 753

Office and drafting practices. 195. 608
O'Rourke. O. M.. honorary membership

certificate presented, 675

K
Kalinka, J. E., memoir, 354
Kerekes, Frank, memoir, 222

Labor economies, derived from modern
bridge maintenance organization,
utilizing latest equipment. 218. 619—track and turnout construction, panel
metho<l vs. conventional methods,
main and yard track, 215, 619

Li, Shu-t'ien, fabrication, erection, and
maintenance of Greenhcart water-
front structures. 168, 613—prestressed concrete piling and associ-
ated technology. 173. 613

lyighting. factors affecting edlcient, 276.
589—maintenance, 276, 589—piggyback yards, 280, 589

I'ennsylvania, 78-ft r'ail service test, 510,
716

Piggyback, its development and future,
panel discussion, 701

^H.-inihuch. K .G., 711— HiMenl)id.lle, J. H.. 706—M;idel..y. C. R.. 703—Sherbournc. J. N.. 705
—Short. R. B., 707—Walters, 10. O., 701
—Wilson, E. B.. 704
Piggyback yanis, lighting of. 280. 589
Pile cut-offs, protection of against marine

organisms, other than by preserva-
tives, 337. 688

Piling, protection of against marine or-
ganisms, other than by preservatives.
337, 688

Pipe, concrete culvert, reinforced, spec-
ifications, revisions. 353, 656—structural plate, corrugated, specifica-
tions, 346, 698
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ripelini' crossings, conveying' flammable
and non-flammable substances, spec-
ifications, revisions, 528, 739

lMpi)engei-, J. J., address, hydraulics as
applied to maintenance of way equip-
ment, 64 4

Preservative treatment of forest prod-
ucts, specifications, revisions, 179,
719

President's address, annual meeting, 558—first regional meeting, 753
Prestressed concrete piling and associ-

ated technology by Shu-t'ien L,i, 173,
613

Prestressed concrete ties, status of on
railroads in the U. S., by G. M.
Magee, 621

Public utilities, relations with, crossings
over or under railroads. 314, 591

R
Kail, report and discussion, 443, 714
—control-cooled, failure statistics, 446,

715—performance, failures, 451, 715
— failure statistics, 451, 715—sections, standardization of, 509, 716—78-ft, service and economics, 510, 716

—shelly, studies at AAR Research Cen-
ter, 500, 716—shelly spots and head checks, method
of prevention, 4 93, 716

Rail cropping, using oxygen-gasoline cut-
ting torch, 483, 716—v^-et abrasive cutting method, 489, 716

Rail-end-build-up, service test, 473, 715
Rail joints, effect of lubrication in pre-

venting frozen, 414, 733
Rail-water transfer facilities, planning,

construction and maintenance, 165,
612

Railway waste disposal, 97, 684
Reflex units for switch lamps and tar-

gets, 416, 733
Resins and adhesives, application of to

wood bridges anil trestles, 336, 687
Roadbed stabilization, 7

Roadway and Ballast, reports and dis-

cussion, 7, 521, 737
Roadwav, methods of protecting against

drifting snow, 537, 740
Roadway drainage, recommendations,

revisions, 523, 738
Roadway machines, on-track, specifica-

tions for purchase, 267, 64 3

Roadway protection, slopes recommenda-
tions, revisions, 529, 739

Roche, Dr. James N., address, distinctive
properties of creosote, special refer-
ence to protection of wood from
decay and weathering, 7 20

Rodger, J. P., memoir, 91
Rules for rating concrete bridges, 656

Salaries, railroad engineering, compari-
son with other industries, 230, 662

Sand and epoxy resin, optimum mixtures,
43

Sanitary and servicing facilities, railroad,
relations with govei-nmental agencies
pertaining to, 93, 684

Scales, automatic weight-indicating and
recording devices for, specifications
for manufacture and installation of,

128, 594—railway track, electronic, specifications,
119, 594—load-cell, specifications for manu-

facture and installation, 120, 594

—weigh-in-motion, economic justifi-

cation of, 139, 594
•—revisions, 594

Seaboard Air L^ine, analysis of opera-
tions of railways that have reduced
cost of labor in MW work, 202. 620

Secretary, executive, statement and re-
port, 561, 761

Seifert, Dr. W. W., address, educational
and research aspects of the northeast
corridor study, 664

Shei-bourne, J. N., panel discussion on
piggyback, its development and fu-
ture, 705

Shop-repair operations, optimum spot,
example of queueing model, by K. Ij.

Clausing, 1

Short, R. B., panel discussion on piggy-
back, its development and futui'e,

707
Shotcrete, specifications, i-evisions, 360,

657
Signals, highway-railway grade, (See

crossings, highway-rail grade)
Signs, highway-railway grade crossing

(See crossings, highway-railway
grade)

Snow, drifting, methods of pi-otecting
roadway against, 537, 740

Snow removal, switch heaters and other
devices, 254, 642

Soil problems in railway transpoitation
engineering, by H. O. Ireland, 7

Statistics and data processing in i-ailway
engineering, 196, 609

Storer, John W., address, timber bridge
inspections—are they adequate. 690

Structural plate pipe, diameters greater
than 15 feet, design specifications,
346

Switch heateis and other devices for re-
moving snow from switches, 254, 64 2

Switch lamps and targets, practicability
of using reflex units for, 416, 7 33

Teal, D. C, memoir, 90
Tellers, report of, 554
Terminal and yard design, effect of long

cars on, 103, 593
Terminals, reclassification of cars in, sup-

plemental yard facilities foi-, 138,
595

—waterfront, 132, 594
Termite control investigation, 184, 719
Tie plates, low carbon steel, specifica-

tions, revisions, 405, 731
Ties and Wood Preservation, report and

discussion, 175, 717
Ties, concrete, prestressed, inspection of,

202, 620—design and/or spacing, possibility of
revision of, 178, 718—handling from tree to track, revisions,

177, 718—machining, specifications, revisions, 176,
717—marking for service records, 176, 717—-renewal statistics and costs, 792—service life remaining in, methods of
predicting, 179, 718—specifications extent of adherence to,

field inspection, 178, 718—substitutes for wood, 186, 719—treated, service test, 187, 720
Timber biidge inspections, are they ade-

quate, by J. W. Storer, 690
Time, of freight cars, engineering meth-

ods of reducing between loading and
unloading points, 71, 616
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Timpson, James, address, America's first

rail-to-g-round-to-ship coal toi'minal,
596

TOFC (See PiRgyback )

Track, report and discussion, 403, 731—laying, new, specifications for, deleted,
406, 731

Track and tui-nout construction panel vs
conventional methods, 215, 619

Track construction, si>eciflcations, 406,
731

Track scales (See scales)
Track tools, track level, rexised, 409, 73:;

Trackwork plans, revisions, 411, 732
Treasurer, report and statement, 565, 778
Tunnels, excavation, specifications, revi-

sions, 532, 740

u
V. S. Public Health Service, relations

with pei'taining to railroad sanitary
and servicing: facilities, 93, 684

University (See college)

V
\'aluation and depreciation, curient de-

velopments in connection with reg-
ulatory bodies and coui-ts. 199, 610

Vegetation control, 543, 741

economics of construction materials
used in, 167, 613

Waterfront terminals, 13 2, 594
Waterproofing, dampproofing, concrete

surfaces, specifications, 394, 658
Waterway projects involving navigation,

inland, benefits and costs, 164, 612
Waterways and Hai-bors, report and dis-

cussion, 163, 611—weighing, coupled-in-motion, 104, 593—in-motion, economic justification for,

139, 594—revisions to report, 594
—motion, accuracies obtained in, 104, 593
Weight-indicating and recording devices,

automatic, specifications, 128, 594
Wdson, 10. B.. panel discussion on piggy-

back, its development and future.
704

Wire, cable and insulating matei'ials, 282,
591—new types, 288. 591

Witzgall. W. F., me!iioir, 105
Wood, Ijyiiian VN"., memoir, 686
Wood, non-destructive testing of, 338,

689
Wood Biidges and Trestles, reports and

discussion, 43. 335, 686—synthetic resins and adhesives, appli-
cations of, 336, 687

Work equipment, existing, improvements
to be made to, 252, 64 2—purchase specifications, 267, 643

w
Walters, E. O., panel discussion on piggy-

back, its development and future, 701
Washers, spray, locomotive, design of

automatic, 95, 684
Waste disposal, railway, 97, 684
Water, Oil and Sanitation Services, report

and discussion, 89, 683
Water treatment chemicals, specifications,

revisions, 92, 683
Waterfront facilities, relative merits and

Yard facilities, supplemental, for reclas-
sification of cars in a terminal, 138,
595

Yards, classification, 105. 593—new and existing, effect of integral
trains on design of, 135, 594—pigg.vback, lighting of, 280, 589

Y'ards and Teiminals, repoi-t and discus-
sion, 103, 593—design, effect of long freiglit cars on.
105, 593
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can RESET UP TO VA MILES

OF RAIL ANCHORS A DAY

Just one smooth, powerful squeeze, and the

Racine Anchor-Fast, with Anchor-Tight attach-

ment, resets a pair of rail anchors 100% tight

against the ties.

Faster, cheaper, and better than hand resetting.

Up to 50,000 lbs. of hydraulic pressure, ap-

plied in a straight line to both ends of both

anchors, eliminates twisting and stretching that

weaken anchors hammered into place by hand.

Just switch heads to convert the self-propelled

Anchor-Fast for applying boxed anchors. A
new nipper head attachment also available for

faster setting of single anchors.

Write today for details and location where you

can see a Racine Anchor-Fast in action. 20-201

RACINE HYDRAULICS & MACHINERY, INC.

RACINE, WISCONSIN 53404



NEW... Road- IM- Rail

Trailer

with Hydraulic Powered

TILT-BED
for EASY LOADING-UNLOADING

Big60"x84"Deck
Capacity 5,000 lbs.

A rugged trailer designed for easy handling of heavy or

unwieldy loads. Tilt-Bed makes it easy to slide loads on and
off. Winch (optional) lets one man do the job. Extendable
tongue lets long loads overhang front and back and makes
trailer easier to handle. Optional extras include box sides and
ends, manual or power winch and others.

(W)
For complete deiails and speciFicaf'ions wrife, wire or call:

WOOLERY MACHINE CO.
^'"^""^-..^^ 2919 Como Avenue S.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414, Phone (612) 331-2552



r "A

At temperatures as low as — 65°F. and pressures to

300 psi, new Aeroquip Air Brake Hose is fully reliable

for exposed or unexposed railroad air brake applica-
tions. This low temperature hose is specially built to

withstand the severe conditions encountered in con-
nection and disconnection of air brake hose lines.

And Aeroquip Reusable Fittings plus a small stock of

bulk hose permit quick and easy replacement of any
length of hose line.

Constructed with a rugged Neoprene inner tube,
steel wire braid reinforcement, and a synthetic rubber
cover, this new hose is available in sizes from Vi to
1%" I. D.— with a variety of gladhands and swivel pipe
thread adapters.

For more information, contact your Aeroquip Dis-

tributor. Or write for your free copy of Railroad Engi-

neering Bulletin REB-21. Aeroquip Corporation,
Industrial Division, Jackson, Michigan. Aeroquip prod-
ucts are protected by International patents.

.eroquip
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION



Inaword,
American
Brake Shoe
has changed.

"American Brake Shoe" sounds like a company that makes brake

shoes for American railroads. (That's been true since 1902.)

But that's only one of the jobs we do. We handle a good many other

railroad products as well.

With 23 U.S. and Canadian plants, our Railroad Products Division

has become a reliable source of railroad specialties.We have developed

many products for modern railroading. These include car retarders,

cast steel wheels, journal bearings, journal pads, automatic switch

systems, truck mounted brakes, and a small classification yard system.

Our other divisions have done some changing, too.

Which is why, on April 26, we became the Railroad Products Divisior

of Abex Corporation.

A>cx

4

Railroad Products Division

530 FIFTH AVENUE, NEWYORK 10036 CORPORATION



DAMAGE
Refrigerator car brine

drippage and coastal

salt water can cause cor-

rosion and damage to rails,

splice bars and rail joints.

Brooks coatings have

proven to be superior

in the protection of rail-

road equipment subjected

to severe conditions. These

products have a low cold test

for application by spray,

pour or brush.

Brooks coatings are used

to protect railroad bridge

and trestle members as well

as structural and steel tanks.

Brooks petroleum base

products, black in color, are

compounded to resist and retard

corrosion to metal surfaces. Four

different coatings are available

and require a minimum of surface

preparation for application.

The BROOKS OIL Company
Established 1876

Generol offices ond U.S. plant. 3304 East 87th Street* Cleveland 27 Ohio



THE DOUBLE U RAIL ANCHOR

ACHUFF RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.
ST. LOUIS. MO.

Assure lower maintenance costs,

better performance with...

TEXACO
Petroleum Products and

Systematic Engineering

Service

TEXACO INC.

RAILWAY SALES DIVISION
135 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

NEW YORK . CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS • ST. PAUL • ATLANTA



LEVELLING, LINING, TAMPING...

in ONE OPERATION, with ONE OPERATOR

PROJECTOR

.ELECTRONIC
REFERENCE

. FEELER
detects position
of track in spiral
or curve at every
tie and leeds
inlormation to

"Auto-Control"

WORKINO
SHADOW BOARD
controls lining at

point where
lilting, levelling

and tamping
Is done.

RECEIVER
BUGGY
"Auto-Control"
continuously
positions
receivers
electronically to

satisly Ideal curve
requirements and
establishes
required amount
ol track

correction.

The Autojack Electromatic

with Autoliner leads the way

through these advantages:

# Gives the highest possible degree of accuracy by electronic
beams projected 100 feet in advance of where levelling,
lining and tamping are taking place.

# Automatic, continuous operation for both tangent and
curve track.*

# No plotting of spirals or curves required. Machine computes
as it runs for the best transition.

# No disturbing or humping of track— lining takes place
simultaneously with lifting and tamping ahead of tamping
tools.

# With the Autoliner, it is possible to make a minute throw
and have it stay there because tamping is done in correct
alignment.

"Model ALT for Tangent track and Model ALC for Tangent
and Curve Track, both available as attachments for
existing AUTOJACK ELECTROMATICS,

TAMPER INC.

53 Court St., Plattsburgh, N.Y.

Sales & Service:

2147 University Avenue,
St. Paul 14, Minnesota
Phone: 645-5055

In Canada: 160 St. Joseph Blvd.,

Lachine, Quebec.
Phone: 637-5531

Informalion on the Autoliner and Auto-
jack Electromatic—or other track main-
tenance machines, is available on
request.



One complete service. One low charge

Each Sperry test car contains everything needed to test rail . . . induc-
tion equipment, ultrasonic equipment, motive power, crew and crew
quarters. This self-suflficiency means a complete, unbiased test of each
i-ail from end to end ... a one-time operation that restores lines to
normal traffic in minimum time.

Sperry service also provides reports, analysis, recommendations and
comprehensive I'eviews. The one mileage charge pays for everything
. . . equipment maintenance, car depreciation, statistical recording,
accounting and operating costs. Sperry far surpasses every other rail

service in research, efficiency and thoroughness, making its charge the
lowest true cost per mile and per defect found. Details and technical
assistance on request.

SPERRY RAIL SERVICE
A DIVISION OF AUTOMATION INDUSTRIES, INC.

General Offices DANBURY, CONN.

P. & M. PRODUCTS
• IMPROVED FAIR Rail Anchors
• X L-1 FAIR Rail Anchors

RAIL JOINT PRODUCTS
• Rajo Joints

• Insulated Joints

• Compromise Joints

• Fibre

MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT PRODUCTS
• Meco Rail and Flange Lubricators

• Meco Rail Layers

• Meco Brush Cutters

• MACK Reversible v

Switch Point Protectors

PEERLESS EQUIPMENT PRODUCTS
• Draft Gears

552ABRR

• Rail Titan
Batteries

IN CANADA
Thr P i M Company Lid

PRODUCTS OP f»ROGRESS

POOR & COMPANY
Railway Products Division, 80 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III. 60604

90 West Street, New York, N. Y. 10006



CF&I Service in Steel

lielps iceep'em rolling

.

.

.

withtechni- ^
cal assistance and ^ ^ €^
on-time delivery of Jhis
long line of rugged products

developed through more than 80 '

years of teamwork with railroads: rails,

including Hi-Si® • joints, tie-plates,

spikes, bolts, and special accessories •

barbed wire • billets and blooms • fence

posts • Cinch® Fence Stays • woven wire

fence • merchant bars and shapes • wide

flange beams and other structurals • nails

and staples • high and low carbon round

and flat wire • cold rolled steel •

welded wire fabric • wire rope and ^
slings • prestressing strand and X
wire • tubing • reinforcing y/^
bars • grader blades • gal- ^ /
vanized steel strand. j^ /
THE COLORADO FUEL ft

y/^ /
IRON CORPORATION fy /
DENVER. _ X X
COLO.



\J^ WOODINGS-VERONA TOOL WORKS
^^r Pioneer Manufacturers

of

HIGH GRADE TRACK TOOLS
and

SPRING WASHERS FOR TRACK
Since 1873

VERONA, PA. CHICAGO. ILL.

w



KEEPING TRACK
IS OUR BUSINESS!



NEW and RELAYING

RAIL
Switch Material • Tools

Track Accessories

PILING
Rental Steel-Sheet Piling

Pipe Pile • H-Bearing Pile

PIPE
Tested and Structural

All Sizes 1/8" thru 48"

Valves, Fittings, Flanges

Immediate delivery

from Foster's nationwide

warehouse stocks.
Specialists to the Railroads

UtECaMMIico
Pittsburgh New York

Cleveland Chicago

Los Angeles Detroit

San Francisco Houston

Atlanta Orlando

Hubbard Super Service Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Super Steel Alloy Spring Washers

Hubbard Track Tools

Hubbard Tool Division
UNIT RAIL ANCHOR CORPORATION

New York Pittsburgh Chicago

t
NEW YORK

Unit Rail Anchor

UNIT RAIL ANCHOR DIVISION
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MODEL 441

Developed and Built

for Railroad Maintenance

180° BOOM SWING

dOiS ALL JOBS!

ROOTS AND LOADS TIES

LAYING WEIDEO RAIL

CUTS MAINTENANCE COSTS

12 FAST CHANGE ATTACHMENTS
• Forks

• l'/4 Cu. Yd. Bucket
• Tote Hook
• 18' Boom Extension

• Fork Tie Baler

• Track Cleaning Bucket

• Bock Hoe
• Clamshell

• Bock Filler Blade

• Pull Drag Bucket
• 4 Cu. Yd. Snow Bucket

• Pile Hammer

Optional Attachment

Flanged Wheels, Hydraulically Controlled

9 WIDE TRACK CLEANING BUCKET'

PETTIBONE MULLIKEN CORPORATION
RAILROAD^gJI^^IVISION

141 W. JACK50N^*5^^#^ CHICAGO 4, III

80 Years of Service

to the Railroad Industry



CHOOSE FROM OUR

FULL LINE!

ICONVERSION UNIT

50% LIGHTER

100% RELIABLE

Shown above is the new, lighter-weight Model C-62 Cox Rail-Road Conversion

Unit featuring tuck-under design, reducing unsightly overhang. Maintains excellent

highway clearance. Side handle actuation with automatic locking bars for

positive rail and highway "lock-up". Torsion bar suspension gives "full floating" ride.

Complete package kits for simplified installation in your own shop . .

.

or fully equipped vehicle of your choice available.

Ask about the full line of Cox Rail-Road Conversion Units . . . from passenger-type

vehicles to heavy-duty trucks rated at 72,000 GVW.
Complete specifications and performance data on request.

I N C O

580 WEST HIGHWAY 54 • CAMDENTON, MISSOURI • 65020I
ADDRESS

DEPARTMENT 40

Notes on

Railroad Location and Construction Procedures

from the School of Experience

By J. A. Given

A series of notes, comments, short-cuf methods and "tricks of the

trade" written by a railroad location engineer of many years of

practical experience for the benefit of young engineers.

Price $0.50

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

59 East Van Buren Street

Chicago 5, III.



lastex*"

Yard Cleaner

Self-Propelled Adzer
Ballast Router
Bal
Cribe
DS
Dun-Rite" Gaging Machine
and Bronco
Gandy - Tie Puller
and Inserter
Gandy-Snapper
Hydra-Spiker
Line Indicator
Midget Surfacer
Midget Line Indicator
Plate Placer
Power Jack
Power Wrench
Rail Drill

Rail Grinders
Scarifier-Inserter
Screenex'
Spike Hammer
Hydraulic Spike Puller
Mechanical Spike
Puller Self-propelled
Surf-Rail Grinder
Switchliner
Tamping Power Jack
Tie-Axe
Tie Drill

Tie Spacer
Trakliner"^
TrackShifter
Trak-Surfacer

Count on NORDBERG

Mechanical Muscles'

to cut maintenance costs
NORDBERG

©1965. N M CO. P 166F?

NORDBERG MFG. CO., MIL^A/AUKEE, ^VISCONSIN 53201



What's he doing ?
Pumping Osmose ^^24-12" penta preservative

solution into one of thousands of

inspection holes.

Why?
To kill on contact all wood-destroying

fungi and protect the adjacent healthy wood

that's what we mean by
inspection and in^place treatment

OSMOSE WOOD PRESERVING CO. OF AMERICA, INC.

980 Ellicott St., Buffalo, N. Y. 14209



ECONOMICAL TRACK DRAINAGE

"

I

SPENO\ Ballast Cleaning

The transformation in

drainage conditions shown

in these photos was

accomplished with a

SPENO Ballast Cleaning

Machine... Time Tested

— and Proved— Year

after Year on the railroads

of the Nation.

For just a few pennies

per track foot you can

have good track drainage

that saves maintenance

dollars.

Cross-Section showing good drainage after cleaning with SPENO BaUast Cleaner.

One of the SPENO Balbst Cleaning machine].

Write or telephone for a Ballast

Cleaning program for your railroad.

FRANK SPENO RAILROAD BALLAST CLEANING co., inc

Claik St., East Syroc

Ph. 31 S 437 2547 Pt>. 607 271 3313

Canadian Sales Representative: The Holden Co. Limited, 614 SL James St. W,

Montreal 3, Quebec, Canada Phone: S14 8498131



THE TRASCO CAR RETARDER

HUNDREDS IN SERVICE
IN aASS YARD TRACK

TRACK SPECIALTIES COMPANY
P.O. BOX 729 WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT
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